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No; 235-T. (14:). 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF .COMMERCE. 

Simla, the ~nd October 1926. 

RESOLUTION. 

TARIFFS. 

The present rate of duty on matches imported from abroad is 
Re. 1-8-0 per gross, which represents a duty of more than 100-per 
cent. ad valorem. The duty was raised to the above figure purely 
8S a revenue measure, and the Government of India have con
sistently rejected requests from manufacturers in India. that the 
(luty should be declared a protective duty. Nevertheless, a high 
revenue duty naturally has a protective effect, and since 1922, 
when the present duty was imposed, numerous match factories have 
been established in India, some of them using indigenous woods, 
and others wood imported in the log from abroad. Concurrently, 
there has been a progressive decline in the customs revenue derived 
from matches. This revenue amounted to Rs. 154 lakhs in 1922-23 
and Rs. 138 lakhs in 1923-24, but in 1925-26 it amounted (inclusive 
of the revenue from splints and veneers) only to Rs. 118 lakhs. 
As the Indian factories overcome technical difficulties and attain 
iheir full production, the decrease'" in customs revenue is likely 
to become more serious. 

2. In these circumstances, the Government of India consider 
that the whole ·position requires investigation, and they have 
decided to entrust this task to the Tariff Board. The first point for 
enquiry is whether the three conditions laid down in paragraph 
97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in 
the case of the match industry in India, and whether the industry 
should be protected. If the answer to this question is in the 
affirmative, the Tariff Board will report at what rate the import 
duty should be fixed in order to give the industry the protection it 
requires and whether alternative measures of protection could 
suitably be adopted. If the answer is in the negative, the Govern
ment of India theoretically will be free to lower the import duty 
on matches in the interests both of the consumer and their own 
revenue from this source. But the Tariff Board will report to what 
extent vested interests have been created in India- as the result 
of the present rate of duty, how far those vested interests require 
eonsideration and wliat prospect there is of the match industrv in 
India establishing itself, if the present rate of duty is maintained. 
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Ii' the Tariff Board decides that consideration must be paid to th~ 
industry brought into existence by the present rate of duty and thai 
the duty should be maintained at the present figure, or approximate. 
ly at the present figure, it will further report whether the loss oj 
customs revenue can be made up in whole or in part by any othel 
appropriate form of taxation of the industry. In this connection, 
the attention of the Board is drawn to the remarks of the Honour. 
able Commerce Member on the 24th March, 1924, in the Council of 
State. Generally the. Tariff Board will investigate the whole 
question and make such recommendations as seem germane to the 
subject. 

.-
ORDER.-Ordered that a copy of the above Resolution be com

municated to all local Governments and Administrations, all 
Departments of the Government of India, the Director General of 
. Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, the Indian Trade Com
~issioner in London and the Secretary, Tariff Board. 

ORDERED aiso that it be published in the Gazette oj India. 

G.L. CORBETT, 
Secretary to the Government of India. 
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Preel Communiqu6 issued by the Tariff Board on the 29th November 
1926. 

In the Resolution of the Government of India in the Commerce 
Department; No. 235-T. (14), dated the 2nd October 1926 the 
Indian Tariff Board was directed to investigate the questi~n of 
granting protection to the Match Industry in India. . 

2. The Board has been instructed to examine the whole position 
of the industry but its attention has been specially drawn to the fol
lowing points. Firstly, whether the three conditions laid down in 
paragraph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are 
satisfied in the case of the Match Industry in India, and whether the 
industry should be protected. Secondly, if the industry satisfieD 
these conditions and is to be protected, the amount of protection 
required and the methods by which such protection should be given. 
Thirdly, if the Board finds that the industry does not satisfy the 
conditions laid down in the Fiscal Commission's Report, whether it 
is necessary, in view of any vested interests which may have been 
created as a result of the present revenue duty, to maintain the duty 
at the present figure or at approximately the present figure; and 
if so, whether the loss of customs revenue, which is likely to result 
from the expansion of tne industry in India, can be made up in 
whole or in part by any other appropriate form of taxation of the 
industry. 

. 3. Any pers~ms 9r firms w.ho desire to claim protection for the 
lDdustry lD Indla or who conslder that the present rate of duty qua 
revenue duty should be maintained, are requested to submit to the 
Tariff Board a full statement of the grounds on which they do so. 
Persons or firms who claim protection should, state i1lter alia the 
grounds on which the industry can be considered to fulfil the condi
tions laid down by the Fiscal Commission, and whether any protec
tion which may be found necessary should be given by means of 
protective duties or in any other form. In the case of those who 
desire that the present rate of duty should be maintained in view 
of any vested interests which may have been created, the nature 
and extent of such interests and their grounds for thinking that the 
match industry has a fair prospect of establishing itself in India, 
should be fully set forth. 

4. All representations (with six spare copies) must be addressed 
to the Secretary and reach the office of the Board at No. I, Council 
House Street, Calcutta, not later than the 31st December 1926. 
After their receipt, the Board will, if necessary, issue C}.uestionnaires. 
The representations, the questionnaires and the replIes thereto will 
then be printed and pubhshed, and the opinions, in writinfr, of 
those who wish to support or oppose the claims -made will be invlted. 
The dates for the oral examination of witnesses who wish tQ appear 
before the Board for that purpose will be subsequently fixed. 



Letter from the Tariff Board. to all Local Governments. dated 7th 
. January 1927. 

I am directed to invite a reference to the Resolution ot the Government of 
India in the Commerce Department, No. 235-T. (14), dated 2nd October 1926, 

,in which' the Indian Tariff Board was directed to investigate the question of 
granting protection to the Match Industry in India. 

2. The subject of match manufacture in India has been dealt with in detail 
.by .Mr, ,R. S. Troup, Imperial Forest Economist to the Government of India, 
in his ;memorandum entitled "The Prospects of the :Match Industry in the 
Indian Empire, with particulars of proposed Match Factory Sites and Woods 
suitable for Match Manufaoture" which was published in 1909. Since that 
time, however, there has been considerable research work done in connection 
with the suitability of various kinds of wood for the manufacture of splints 
and veneers and it is believed also that the number of factories has increased. 
The Board is anxious to obtain as early as possible all information regarding 
ille condition and prospeots of the match-making industry in your province. 

3 .. I am also to request that you will be so good as to furnish the Board 
with detailed information on the following points: ~ 

A. (1) The elo:istence, quantity and suitability of wood for the manufacture 
of-

(i) splints, 
(ii) veneers, and 

(iii) packing CaBell. 

(2) The proximity and accessibility of the source of supply of such materials 
with special reference to the question whether it would be possible to obtain 
them from a single source. 
, (3) Tb~quantity, kind and cost of fuel available. 

(4) The ~Wl\ill\ble supply of labour for 'the factory and the wages of luch 
,labour.'" ' 
. B. (1) The sites (whether included in Mr. Troup's memorandum or not) 
which are considered suitable for the establishment of match factories in your 
province and. the special .advantages of each site. If possible, maps indi-
cating the sites may be supplied. ' 

(2) The number, location and size of the match factories in YQur province 
and the appro~.w\f\te d,s"te of the establishment. of each. .. 

(3) 'l;hJi.~~~ni~ir·~,~n; ihtligenous wood is utilised in such fI'.ctories for-
/~<~~'p1·ints.; ',: ",:-". ,1,:: -:: ., 

t' .(8) veneers, and '. 
i; ,':"'C c) packing casils. : ~' 

\4l~Whether any slic'h fac-toriesia.~e been erected on the sites selected by 
Mr. \l'l:oupin the memorandUIQ j'eferr,iid to above. 

(5)\¥h~ihe.e any. ·s~ch. f~ctOrit>ji··"have been closed. as a result of financial 
,losses and",'if.$Q) .w)i.ai·hav,1l.b~ftn··the main causes of such failures 

(6) Whether ;ny'inlCT/factories are owned, controlled or managed by foreign 
·capitalists. . 

C. (1) What arrangements are in f('ree for the sale of trees fr01~ Govern· 
ment fOl'l'Sts to lllatch. factories P 

(2) What is the royalty levied? 
(3) Have any concessions for extra(,ting timber for the manufactu~e, of 

splints, veneers or packing cases been granted? If so, to whom P 

(4) Whether a~ a general question of polic,\' any J't'strictions are imposed 
by the Local Government on the grant of concessio,~s ~o applicant<! of fllreign 
nationality. If so, what is the nature of such restrictions? 



(5) Has the Forest Department undertaken or is it likely to undertake in 
,he near future any operations for the establishment of plantations of trees 
luitable for the manufacture of matches? 

(6) Have any areas been planted with suitable trees by companies or firms 
Indertaking the manufacture of matches? . 

D. What lire the conditions of transport: 
(a) during the monsoon; 
(b) during the dry Beason; 

md what is the cost of freight by road, river, rail or sea, whichever method 
Ir methoda would be necessary with reference to each site mentioned in reply 
;oB(I)? 

». What is the extent of the local demand for matches? How far can the 
'actories dispose of their outturn in the local market? 

F. What stage has the industry reached in your provinceP 
4. I am to say that the Board may find it necessary to inspec.t some of the 

'actories or sites for factories in your province and would welcome any sug
tll8tions which the Local Government may make in regard to the arrangement 
If a tour programme for this purpose. 

5. The Board would be glad to receive your reply to this lettt,r before the 
:Oth of February 1927. 

B 



Government of Burma. 

Letter dated the 7th February 1917. 

In reply to your letter No. 58, dated the 7th January 1927. 1 am. directed' 
to forward for the information of the Tariff Board a copy of a memorandum 
preparecl by the Chief COllilervator of Forests, Burma, together with a copy 
of letter No. 320-1-2-8, dated the 26th January 1927, from the Chief Inspector' 
of Factories, Burma, containing the information on the points referred to in 
pa.ragraph 3 of your letter quoted above. 

2. As regards paragraph 4 of your letter, 1 am. to say that the que8tion' 
of tour programme has been dealt with in the demi-official letter· No. 12-1., 
dated the 4th February 1927, from the Hon'ble Minister for Forests to Mr. P. 
P. Ginwala. 

3. A statement showing the value of matches and match making mate
rials imported into and exported from Burma during the period 1907-08 t~ 
1925.26 so far as figures are available, is also' enclosed for the information. 
of the TIoard. 

Enclosure No. I. 

THE MATCH INDUBTRYIN BURMA. 

Memorandum on the points detailed in paragraph 8 of letter No. 58, datel 
7th January 1927, from the Secretary to the Tariff Board to the Chid 
Secretary to the Government of Burma. 

Before attempting to give tbe information called for under the detailed 
heads, 1 must point out that Mr. Troup's Memoir on the prospects of the 
match industry in the Indian Empire WII8 published in 1910 and in view 
of the pooition of the industry in India at that time, could only be of tbe 
nature of a preliminary reconnaissance of the possible prospects of the match 
industry. So far as concerns Burma, there were no statistics of the quantities 
of timber suitable for the match industry that were available in the country 
Rnd in the ahReuce of statisties Rnv tentative selection of sit-es could onlV' be 
theoretical. Except in respect of statistics recently collected for Insein Divi
sion, we have as yet no statistics as to the possible supplies of timber suit
able for the ma~h industry. With this preamble, 1 give below what informa
tion I can under the detailed heads. 

of 
A. (1) The existence, quantity· and suitability 01 tvood for the manufacture 

(I) Splints. 
(ii) Veneers. 

(iii) Packing cases. 

The same woods are, 118 a rule, used for splints, veneers and packing 
cases. As there is no great export from Burma, packing cases are not greatly 
in demand and are mainly made from timber which has been rejected RS 

unsuitable for splints and veneers. 
Suitable woods for the manufacture of matches exist in the forests of 

Burma and the quantity is adequate. They are, 'however, scattered over a 
large area in a sparae mixture with other specil's and it is very doubtful 
if extraction for the purpose of a sustained supply to a factory can be under
taken as an l'Conomic proposition. To work any but the most accl'ssihle areas 
will render the cost of the timber delivery at the factory prohibitive. The 
supply of suitable timber on these areas is limited and precarious and the 
agencies available for delivering the timber at the factory are uncertain and 
unreliable. The only possible exception to this generalisatbn is thE' ('ase of 

• Not printed. 
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pine (Pimu Kluuya) of which a concentrated and reasonably accessible supply 
is available in parts of the Federated Shan States. I underStand, however, 
that resin and the existence of knots cause this wood to be viewed with dis
favour by the match lcndustry. 

Such being the position, it is believed that for purpoileB of the economic 
supply to a factory it would be necessary to undertake planting operations. 

A. (2) The proximity and acce.8ibility 0/ the .ource 0/ .upply 0/ mch 
matenaZl with .~cia.l reference to the que3tion whether it would be possibll 
Co obtain tAlIm from II singZl source. 

This query is largely answered by my note under A (1). There is, so far 
tIS is at present !mown, no aooessible i!Ource of supply that is capable of alford. 
ing a sustained yield. In all forests timber suitable for the mauufacture of 
matches is ilCattered over !erge areas frequently presenting difficulties in 
working and aeldom aggregating on an average more than a fraction of a ton 
~o the acre. 

A. (3) Thll quantity, kind and cost 0/ fuel atlailllble. 
In Rangoon town wood fuel in the shape of conv8lllion wastage is at present 

availa?le at about Rs;. 7 per 100 cubic fee~ within a radius up to two miles of a 
sawmill. For factones less favourably lntuated the cost of wood fuel may be 
placed at Rs. 12 per 100 cubic feet stacked. There should however be con. 
siderable quantities of fuel available from wastage at the faciory itself. 
Outside Rangoon aud especially away from main trading centres, the supply 
of wood fuel is ·precarious and any concern requiring fuel should base its cost 
on the cos, of coal. 

A. (4) ThlI atlailllblll supply 0/ lIIbou, for the factory and the wages ?f 
~UCA labour. 

Unskilled labour for a factory is obtainable at B.s. 0.12-0 to Re. 1 
per day per individual employed. Reliable skilled labour is difficult to obtain 
and it is believed that a European engineer is essential for supervisi.)n 
if the complicated machinery of a match factory is to be maintained in a 
reasODable state of efficiency. -. 

B. (l} The sitn (whsthe,. included in Mr. Troup's Me1ll0randum 0" not) 
which are con.idered suitable for tlte I18tabliBhment of match /actmies in you r 
f"OrirKlt and thll 'p6cilll advantage. 0/ each Bite. If pos,iblll maps indicatin,a 
~h6 .it,. may b. supplied. 

In view of the precarious nature of the timber and fuel supplies and the 
fact that all chemicals have to be improved, it seems to me that the only 
.ikls that need be considered at present mUlJt be in the vicinity of large 
towns and probably only Rangoon, Mandaley and possibly Moulmein are 
worth considering. A site close to the foreets for the manufacture of veneer 
Ind splints only combined with a fini.;hing site near the market is not a 
Jractical proposition under existing CC'nditions. Subject to the above, I give 
below a lis' of possible centres and append a map· ehowing their location. 
I must add that these centres are listed entirely on theory and that before 
any site could be considered in practice, a proper examination of all the 
factors involved would be neCeBSalV. No "uch examination can be made on 
the existing infonnstion. To coIied reliable statistiOB for the purpose of 
~auging supplies of timber would involve a detailed examination of the foreet 
concerned in each case. This detailed examination would take time and 
would probably involve an expenditure that was incommensurate with the 
l'eBults to be gained. 

Po.,ibl. centrsa lor match factoriell. 

1. Kathtl (Troup S. N. 3). From ita position any supplies available from 
the foreats on the Irrawaddy above Katha can be conected there. It is a1ao 
eonnected with the reat of Burma by railway and Bteamboat service: 

-Not printed-
B2 
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2. Inywa at the. mouth of the Shweli river below Katha is in a pOilitioD 
to tap supplieslrom the Shweli ::iver e.ud connected with Katha and Mandalay 

.. by a regular steamboat service. 
3. Mandalay (Troup S. N. 1) is the centre of the timber trade in Upper 

Burma and under existing l'Onditions would be a more suitable site than 
Katha or Inywa. 

4. Monywa or Alon (Troup S. N. S and 9) is at railhead on the Chindwin 
river and is the most suitable site to deal with supplies from that river. 

5. Pyinmarr,a is at the junction of the branch railway line to Magwe which 
taps considerable forest areas that are not unduly difficult to work. 

6. Myohla (Troup S. N. 12) . ..,..This site is advocated by Professor Troup. 
It is just below Pyinmana and has certain facilities in that water transpon 
is available in addition to rail transport. 

7. Toungoo (Troup S. N: 26).-There are possibilities of obtaining timber 
ilia the Kabaung and Sittang rivers. 

8. Pegu (or Bome Bite on the Pegu river above Pegu).-There are scattered 
ilUpplias in the drainage of this river and little doubt that the forests will 
within a reasonable time be connected with Pegu by a motor road. 

9. Rangoon.-The main trading centre of Burma. 
10. Moulmllin. 
11. Tavoy (Troup No. 30).-Tavoy will shortly be connected with the rest 

of Burma by rail and a site there or on the railway to the north will be 
worth considering. There are large quantities of timber but their suitability 
for matchwooda has not been investigated .. 

12. Mergui (Troup No. 31).-There are large quantities of timber but their 
suitability for matchwoods has not been investigated. Labour would have 
to be imported. 

13. Kalaw in the Federated Sha" States.-Kalaw is on the railway line 
and posSesses considerable possibilities if Pinus Khcuya is acceptable to the 
match industry. There are coniderable supplies of this species in the vicinity 
and under proper working a sustained and reasonably accessible supply of the 
timber could be made available. ' .. 

B. (2) The number, location and siu of tke match factorie8 in your pro
vince and the appro:rimate date of tho e8tabli8hmentof each. 

There are. at present four match fa('tories, all located in Rangoon, as 
follows :--

(1) The Mahlwagon Match Factory-Owners Messrs. Adamjee Hajes 
Dawo!>d and Company, Limited. Established in 1923 (about). Sitnated in 
Rangoon on the railway line and connected by a small ;;tream with the Pegu 
River. Outtum-2,500 cases of 50 gross each per month. 

(2) The Kamaung Fil.ctory:""'-Owners The Burma Match Company. Estab. 
lished in 1910. Situated on the right bank of the Rangoon river about !I miles 
below Dalla (Re.ugoon). Outtum-500 cases per month. 

Changed hands twice, being opened by 1\Ir. Lim Chin Tsong, then trans
ferred to a Chetty firm and later in 1925 to the Burma Match Company
a subsidiary company of the Kemmendine 1\Iatch Company. Influenced by 
Swedish Match Companies. 

(3) The Kamayut Factory or Muslim Facto? .Esta~lished about 1922. 
A very small factory on the Prome Road, Rangoon, belongmg to Mr. Abawath. 
28, Edward Street, probably. turning out abo'lt 200 cases per month of a 
very inferior match. 

(4) The Rangoon 1\Iatch Works. Established about 1923. Situated in 
Rangoon and about the same size as the Kamayut Factory No. (3), and turn-
ing out about 500 cases per month. . 

This factory is under the control of the Japanese Match industry and de
pends almost entirely on imported woods from Japan. 
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B. (3) TA. nte"t to v:hich indigenotU v:ood " util"ed i. &lUh factories for 
(a) .plinte, 
(b) VjlnUT., 
(c) packing calli •• 

. The Rangoon Match Works (No.4) depend almost entirely on woods 
unported from Japan. The other factories use local woods as far as possible; 
but Bubsidize their supplies by imported wood. Messrs. Adamjee Hajee 
Dawood and Company (No.1) import some of their supplies from the 
Andamans. 

B. (4) Wh.thllT 4n!l Buch /lICtorie. llave belln erected on the sites selected 
by MT. TTOUP in th. memoTandum referred to above. 

The only site suggested in Mr. Troup's memorandum referred to that 
has been utilized is Mandalay and the Factory there has closed down. 

B. (5) Whether an!l .uch fllCtorie. hav~ been closed a8 Tesult of financial 
1088ea and, if so, what havll been the main callses of .lIch failllTes. 

In adidtion to the factories enumerated under B (2) ahove, there was a 
factory at Mandala" "idll details below, and a small factory in Kemmendine, 
Rangoon, which W88 burnt down in 1926. 

The Irrawaddy Match Factory, Mandalay, waS established by Mr. Darwood 
about 1910.11 and closed down about 1918 apparently on the grounds of 
finandal l08Ses. It W88 bought by the Kemmendine Match Company (see 
No. (2), B (2), under Swedish control) in 1925 and run for a year when it was 
again clOtled down, apparently for financial reasons, one reason being that 
$be match manufactured W88 inferior. 

B. (6) Whethjlr an!l Buch factories arll owned, contTolZed or managed by 
/oTeign' capitali.t •• 

Foreign capitalists are interested in two factories, the Kamaung Factory 
(Sweden B (2), No. (2)) and the Rangoon Match Works (Japan, B (2), No. (4)). 

C. (1) What arrangjlmenfs arB in force faT the sale o{ (ree. from GoveTn. 
ment fore.t. to match factone.? 

Outside reserved forests trees are extracted under license in the ordinary 
way. Inside reolerved forests the right to extract is settled by putting areas 
up to tender. 

C. (2) What i. the rO!lalty levied? 

The royalty on timber extracted by license varies from Re. 2 per ton of 
60 cubic feet in Upper :Burma to Rs. 4 per ton of 50 cubic feet in Lower 
Burma. The royalty on timber extracted from reserved forests is based on 
the tenders received. Normally it would be about R$. 4 or Rs. 5 but in one 
ease a8 much aa Rs. 12-8-0 per ton of 50 cubic feet was tendered and is 
being paid., 

C. is) Ha1:e an!l conce88ion. for edracting timbeT fOT the manufacture of 
Iplinb, vena,., OT packing ea~C8 been granted? If BO, to whom? 

In 1910 an ~eement was enterecl into with Yr. Lim Chin Tsong to work 
timber suitable for matches from the Mahuya and Paunglin reserves of the 
Insein Forest Division at a rate of Re. 1 per ton of 50 cubie feet during 
the first five years and at ordinary rates, Rs. 3 per ton, thereafter. Working 
IJJ1der thi" agreement ceased in U22. Extraction totalled 400 tons during the 
concession period and roughly a total of 1 :000 tons thereafter. 

In 191& Messrs. J. W. Darwood &; Co.,. Mandalay, were granted favourable 
royalty rates (annBc! eight per log over 4!' girth and annas four per log 
below <4' girth) for a periOd of seven yearS. 

C. (4) WhetheT lUI II general que8tion of policy an!l Testriction. /Ire imposed 
bll the local Government on the grant 0/ concession. to applicanilol foreign 
Rationality. 1/ '0, what iB the natu,. of euch Te8trictiOnB' 

The question has not, hI iny, experience, arisen. 
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C. (5) Has ths "Fore8t Depa.rtment undertaken or iB it likely to undertake 
in the "ear /uture any operation8 lor the e8tabliBhment of plantation8 of tree. 
8uitable lor the manufacture of matche8' 

The Forest Department has not undertaken any operations for the estab. 
lishment of plantations of trees suitable for the manufacture of matches. It 
is pos~ible that such plantations would be a sound investment; but until 
experiments have been undertaken it is impossible to gauge the finance of the 
prospects of growing match woods as a pure crop as little is kno"!'ll about their 
silvicultural requirements. Experiment is necessary to test results on different 
soils. 

Whether these experiments should be undertaken is for Government to 
decide. They are unlikely to yield conclusive results in less than 15 years. 
Personally I favour these experiments being undertaken by Government and 
am of opinion that private conC'erns would be well advised to leave planting 
alone until experiment has settled the economy of the operations. That experi
ments have not been undertaken hitherto by the Forest Department is due 
to shortage of staff and the fact that its energies of recent years have been 
concentrated on solving the question of providing timber and fuel for the local 
people in the accet;sible parts of the reserved forests. 

C. (6) Have any areal! been planted with 8uitable trees by companies or 
firm. undertaking the manufacture of matche8' 

No areas have been planted by companies or firms. 
D. What are the condition8 of transport' 

(a) during the mon800n; 
(b) during the dry 86080R; ., . 

and what i8 the cost of freight by road, river, rail or sea, whichever method 
or method8 would be nece88ary with reference to each 8ite fiMntioned in reply 
to B (1)' 

In view of my reply to B (1) it seems premature to deal with the factor 
of trRnsport in r9llpect of sites noted as possibly worth considering. The 
conditiOl1s oC transport depend entirely on the situation of the forests with 
reference to the site. Where rail transport is available, it would probably 
he giv£'n prf'ference over water transport as it is quicker and less precariollf':. 
Where '"lIads exist as in the case of some of the forests £'onnected with 
Rangoon and where distances are moderate, it is probable tbat motor trans
port would displace both road and rail transport in view of the lighter tran. 
shipment charges. 

The all-in cost of timber .deliver9d in the factories in Rangoon is about 
Rs. a() per ton of 50 cubic feet. 

E. What il 'the 6ztentof local demand for matchel' HOlD far can the 
fact'lrics disl'o8e .of their outtu", in the local market' 

The local match is now trying to live down the bad reputation of the 
matches made in the beginning of the industry. People regard a white match 
as a good one and though now the local match is white, the first matches 
were grey coloured and not 80 good. The demand for local matches is there
fore not very great and the" biggest of the loclll factories now exports to 
Madras. It is beliEived however that with improvement in the quality of the 
output, the demand will increase •• 

}I'. 1~ hat stage has the industry reached in your province' 

The industry in Burma is still in the pioneer stage. It started in 1910-11. 
It has progressed but it has not prospered_ Nor" does it appear to be estab
Jighed on R fim, basis. It has suffered from the usual undue optimism and 
haste whieh so frequently characterize new lines of enterprise in the coun~. 
There was no proper attempt made to etudy and take stock of the poosible 
supplies of row material before a factory was 8~arted. The supplying agencies 
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were not properly organized with the result that supplies were always pr~ 
carious and when competition arose the cost of raw material became prohi
bitive. Expensive and complicated machinery was introduced without the 
necessary skilled labour to keep it efficient with the result that the factor 
of wastage was abnormally high. 

G. Gen6ral.--The Forest Department is solely concerned with the supplies 
of wood required for the ind~stry and I confine my .remarks to this subject. 

Sources 01 supp1llol timbers.-I have already pointed out that wood 's~it
able for the industry (except pine which the industry in Burma does not 
accept) are nowhere found concentrated in the natural forest but occur scat
tered over large areas in a mixture with other species. This fact alone 
render the supply of raw material to the mill expensive anel even ,precarious. 

Statistics are admittedly inadequates is regards the quantities of those 
wood~ that exist. This is being remedied gradually, but b view of the 
st>attered occurence of the woods, it is doubtful if reliable statistics are 
obtainable and if, when obtained, the;, will help much. 

It _rna therefore that if a steady supply at reasonable rates is to be 
made available this supply will have to be artificially creat.ed by planting. 
Such planting ehould however not lie rushed at; but should be started only 
after full con.qideration of the finanoial aspet>t as a result of careful experiment. 
The forest soils of Burma are very variable and it may 1I.0t be easy to get 
an accessible continuous block that will yield good result. If Government 
country is unable to produce any of the ingredients required to manufacture 
lines. I recommend that these experiments should be undertaken by the Forest 
Department. In this connection it must however be remembered that the 
country is unable to produce any of the ingredients required to manufacture 
matches except the wood. All chemic-als, machinery and even paper have to 
be imported. Under the circnmstancElo! it is questionable whether the mi. 
fi~ial creation of supplies of wood in the country is of sufficient importance. 
to justify special steps being taken to this end. 

Organization of BupplieB.-Variou>l suggestions have from time to time 
been made by those interested in the industry that Government should take 
special measures to safeguard suppliFltl and generally create a monopoly in 
favour of the industry. These suggestions were generally cn the lines of 
prohibiting the extraction of specitlt! suitable for the industry for other pur. 
poses and allowing favoured rates of royalty on those species. In the early 
claV8 of the industry these suggesti01l>l were 8t>Ceded to as far as possible. 
Generally however the suggestions were vague and unpractical. In the light 
of practice they have not helped the industry. 

The 8upplies from the unclassed forests are uncertain. The only reliable 
sour~es of supply are the reserved forests and the area of these forests 
accessible to the economic extraction of makhwoods is very limited. The 
acc6pted policy of Government in respect of reserved forests is that extrac· 
tion should be undertaken by private agency' and that the right to extract the 
produ!"B available should be decided by competition at auctiollll or as a,result 
of calling for tenders. . 

In consideration of the demands of the industry the right to work species 
of known utility for matchwoods hns so far as possible been put forward for 
tender separately from the right to work other species. It is doubtful if this 
it! economically sound as normally it should be cheaper to' work all woods in 
one operation. The extra('tion of timbers other than teak throughout the 
province - is~ however . so -ill-organised that' if.' see'ms desirabre- to: give"'Uiosit 
mterested in the Match Industry a chance to make independent arrangements 
for extracting their supplies. . . , " " 

ImportB of timber for the Match Industry.-'-The principal sources ofini}Xirt 
are the Andaman& and Japan and the quantity imported is not great. In view 
of the precarious supply in the country it is under existing ciroumstanc!\d 
undesirable to interfere with these imports. • 
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Enolosure No.2. 

Letter No. 82(}-1.2.8, dated the 26th January 1927, from'the Chis/In8pector 
of Factorie8, Burma, to th6 Secretary to the Development Oommis8ioner, 
Burma. 

Subject :-Match Industry in India-Investigation by, the Tariff Board into 
the question of granting protection to the. 

In reply ,to your letter No. 835--61·9 (27), dated. the 20th January 1927, on 
the subject noted above, I have the honour to report that I have made inqui
ries and to submit the following vieWll. As I presume that the Forest Depart
ment have been addre~sed on this subject I have' practically no observations 
to make on the wood supply. The nunbering of paragraphs in this' letter 
correspond to those in Indla's letter under referenl'e. ' 

SA. (1) Splints, veneers and packing cases are all made, so far as :-:ny 
inquiries go, now from timber obtained in Burma, or from India or the 
Andamans., 

3A. (3) There is sufficient refuse wood for the heating and part of the 
power requirements of the factories. ElectricitJr from a 'Public supply iii 
generally used for the. rest of the power. Where this cannot be obtained 
wood fuel is used. At present the amount of refuse is COnSidered to be excessive, 
mainly owing to lack of skill lD the part of the workmen. When this is 
remedied the fuel ~uestion. may become more important. 

SA. (4) The machine work is mainly done by Indians from the Central 
Provinces and by Tolugs and Oorias. 'Ihey have ttl be trained and do not 
stay long generally at the factories. Pay from Rs. 21 to Rs. 25. Labour 
supply is insufficient and rather unsatisfactory. 

The filling, etc., is done by Burmese girls. This class of labour is- more 
permanent and satisfactory. They become much more skilful than the corre
sponding labour in Indian factories so that although the piece work rates are 
not much higher than in India some of the girls get as much as Rs. 8 or 
more a week. The supply of this labour is adequate. 

SB. (2) The accompanying table gives the particulars asked for:-

List 01 Match Factories in Burma. 

1 
., 

I 
"-. ~ 

Numb8/.' of , . A.pproximate 
No. i Name. Locality. persons date of 

I I ,employed. ~,~t!"blishment. I I --..--.. 41 

,\ .A.damjee Hajee Dawoo~ lJ'pper :fasnndanng, 1,340 15th Jannary 
& Co;. Matoh factor),. ~angoon. 1924. 

S The Rangoon Match- A. V. Josepb's Read, 130 See note. 
Works. ' Mahlwagon, Rangoon. 

8 Messrs. M. E. A.bow .. th Mile 5, Kamaynt, Ran· 115 2nd September 
& Co.'s Muslim Matoh I goon. 1925. 
Factorv. 

4 Dewan' Babadnr's 'rhe Kanonng, Pyawbwe P. 41l-1 ' Ivth april 1916. 
Burma Matoh Com· 0,; Hanthawaddy Dis· 
pa.uy'sl\Jatoh Faotory.t tric~. 

I> The Mandala.yMatch C. Road, Minde Ekin., IP2 20th March 
Company's Matoh- Faa- Qr. Mandalay. 1913. 
tor.)" i I 

• It was first establIshed by Osman l\bstl J>:han In 19.24, It was burnt 
down in 1926 and was taken over by the present owners and rebuilt. ' It may 
be noted that the present owners had previously another factory established 
in 1924 which was burnt down in 1926. . 

t 4. 'fhis was established in 1916 by a Chinese British subject. He failed 
IUlIl .the mill was taken OV'Jl' eventually by the present owners. 
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3B. (3) Splints are made from logs from Burma and Port Blair, Veneers 

from Burm816 and Indian logs and packing cases from Burmese timbers. 
The supply of these timbers appears to be adequate now although there has 
been trouble in the past. No factories for the manufacture of splints, etc., 
I:.ave been established in the forest although this idea has been considered. 
These separate establishments will probably not be found necessary until the 
factories have to go further afield for their supplies. It does not appear 
that any woods obtained from outside the Indian Empire are used. The im
ports of splints seem. to have quite stopped although when the industry was 
first started this was general. 

3B. (4) Only B class factories· have been erected. Their situations are showD 
in the table given above. 

3B. (5) Some factories have had troubles with finance. All the lactories 
mentioned in the table are running now except the one at Mandalay. It is 
rumoured that this i.! to be moved. 

3B. (6) One factory No. 2 in the list is understood to I,e largely financed. 
by JapBllese although nominally an Indian concern. Another No.5 is under 
Swedish control and management and it ill believed that Swedish or Japanese 
interests aTe repretlented in some of the others. 

6D. In the case of a large Rangoon factory 80 per cent. of the timber 
l'Omes by water and 20 per cent. by rail. This refers to Burmese woods 
only. The amount of woods imported from India and Port Blair is believed 
to be unimportant. There is no difficulty in transporting the timber. If it 
were detlir8(! to use timbers from far upcountry no doubt leparate splint. 
factories would have to be built if the timber could not be rafted. 

6E. There is no difficulty in disposing of all the m~tches n.:>w manufactured. 
(.Jne Iactory sends 35 per cent. of its outturn to India, more, it is believed, 
to attack the importing Swedish firms than because· there would be any diffi
culty in. selling the matches locally. The idea seems to be to prevent the 
Swedish firms putting up the price in India and using the high profits to 
enable them to dump in Burma and to ruin the Burma Match industry. 
There is considerable rivalry between the local producers and importing firms 
and kid gloves are not in much demand by either side. 

F. The industry in this province is quite healthy and growing up nicely. 
It still requires protection owing to the labour being unskilled and the wastage 
~onsequently high, but the manager of the biggest firm here said that in 10 
years time protection wonld no longer. be required. The number of persons 
employed in the industry i.! only shown in part by the table in this letter. 
No account has been taken of the forest workers, rafters, etc. As a set off 
to the drop in customs duty on matches it is suggeo;ted that the extr.a duty 
on chemicals, labels and papers, the income-tax obtained from manufacturers 
and the royalty on forest produce should be considered. 
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Enclosure No.8; 

Statement showing the value at matches and m-;ich making materials imported into and exported from Bu·rma. ana the amount at import duty realised thereon dut·ing tke period 1907-08 to 1925-26. 
\ 

IMPORTS. EXPORTS. 

""" .. 

MATCHES. TIYBElt USED POl!. THE MATCHES. 

I 
MANUF ACTURE OF 

Years. From ]"dia. MATCHES. Duty To India. 
Total Duty on Total -

Cols.6--8. on spliuts Cols. J~ll. To Total From From other Total Cols. matches. and Foreign Cols. Enrope. countries. Foreign Indian 2-5. 
Pine and Splints and veneers. Countries. Foreign Indian 13-15. 

mel·chandise. merchandise. dealwood. veneers. Merchan- M~rchan-
dise. dise. 

1 2 :i 4 5 13 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Val. Rs. Hs. Rs. Hs. lts. Bs. Rs. Bs. Hs. Hs. 1:s. Val. Rs. Val. Rs. Val. Rs. Val. Rs. 

1907-08 · · 1,93,755 ~1,18,485 45,486 ... 13,57,726 oo. ... 13,~7,726 ... ... " oo • 2,872 oo • 2,872 

1908-09 1,81,798 !0,29,337 42,:156 .oo 12,53,491 ... I 
'" 12.53,491 ... 00' '" ... 23,596 23,596 · . · 

16,35,853 I 
1 

1909·10 1,53,015 14,42,UI8 40,820 ... ... ... 16,35,853 .. . .. '" .. 27,5:15 ., 27,5\J5. 

1910-11 · · · 1,95,759 13,27,379 54,233 oo. 15,77,371 ... " 15,77,371 • oo ... .. . 1,4.J.O 28,385 «. 29,825 -
1911-12 · ),66,819 13,06,11(1 45,666 ... 15,18,604 ... .. , 15,18,604 .. , ... ' .. 397 30,331 . .. 30,728 

1912-13 · · . 1,78,706 17.11,004 61,663 .oo 19,51,373 .. , ... 19,51,373 oo' 

I 
... 2.310 28,' 04 .oo 31,214 

1913-14 · · 1,78,698 13,30,12~ 76,041 ... 15,84,867 .., 
I 

... 15,84,867 ... 
I 

... .. :,,299 18,867 .. 22,166 

1914-15 · 1,69,965 12,16,600 88,819 oo. 14,75,284 1 .. ... 14,75,284 ... ... " . 13,653 20,973 ... 34,626 

1915-16 1,22,687 19,39,031 80,.158 oo. 21,41,876 ... 21,41,876 ... '" 'oo 16,613 6,660 ... 23,2,(3 . 
1916-17 . 1,87,055 17,06,276 - 1,05,405 ... 19,98,736 ... . .. 19,98,736 1,42,069 ... 1,42,069 2,350 5,609 ... 7,95~ 

1917-18 · ·1 47,526 21,42,311 83,820 ... 22,73,657 ... .. 22,73,657 1,64,821 rl' 1,64,821 '0' 5,453 5,45a 
1918-19 · .1 ... 34,89,660 1,52,376 " . 36,42,036 ... oo. 36,42,036 2,61,947 . .. 2,61,947 ., 1,191 , .. 1,191 

1919-20 7,036 28,60,885 1,95,254 
" 30,63,175 ." ... 30,63,175 2,13,087 '" 2,13,587 4,571 956 ... 5,527 

1920-21 33,669 18,37,59'1 1,24,27:1- ... 19,95,G40 oo. ... 19,95,540 1,93,433 .. . 1,93,433 38 1,7'72 ... 1,810 

1921-22 · 1,01,786 30,24,331 2,09,806 ... 33,35,923 .. , ... 33,35,923 17,61,732 '" 17,61,732 .oo 2,~Hi .oo 2,316 

1922-23 . 23,120 21,64,620 2,29,362 ... 24,17,102 31,331 ... 24,48,433 21,94,332 .. . 21,94,332 .. 3,0,9 ... 3,019 

1923-24 · 27,358 H,15,907 l,77,66i " . 16,20,926 1,05,578 ... 17,26,[04 15,74.427 ... 15,7·Jd27 
'" 9,!l91 I 9,991 ... 

1924·25 · 22,615 8,52,307 1,04,666 ... 9,79,5S8 530 1,89,881 11,69,99.-1 f),50,679 2,17,993 1I,68,672 " . 575 57.3 ·oo 

1925·26 

'1 
(i,0i,551 !,,87,495 61,649 64,271 ; 17,20,966 1,55,550 23,380 18,99,896 17,58,937 55)30 18,14,C67 ... 303 3,21,029 3,21.332 
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Government of Madras. 

(1) Letts., dated the 17th February 1927. 

Wi~h reference. to your letter No. 58, dated the 7th January 1927, 
regard~ng match Industry, I am directed to forward a note prepared by 
the Director of Industries and the Chief Conservator of Forests on the 
seve~al points raised in your letter. Many of the match factories in this 
Presidency are not sufficiently important t~ be visited by the Board. The 
Board may, however, inspect the three factories situated in Madras if their 
p~~gra~me includes a visit to ~his city. They may also, if time permits, 
VISit with advantage the factorlos at OIavakot and Sattur as well as the 
power driven factories at Tirumalai and Alwaye in Travancore and Cochin 
respectively. 

Enclosure No. I. 
NOTE. 

At the outset, it may interest the Tariff Board to know what assistance 
has been given during the last few years by the (two) Forest and Indnstries 
Departments to persons· who contemplated the establishment of match fac
tories. The question of conducting a survey of the possibilities of the match 
industry in the Madras Presidency received consideration, but finally it 
was decided that the Department of Industries could best assist the industry 
hy furnishing, in consultation with the Forest Department,' inquirers with 
information as to the availability of timbers likely to prove suitable, their 
quality and distribution and the price at which: they could be made available 
at various centres, and by placing the inquirers in touch with manufacturers 
of up to date machinery and chemicals. Assistance has been rendered on 
these lines to a considerable number of enquirers. A number of industria
lists who have ~tarted or contemplate starting small factories do not appear 
adequately to have appreciated the vital necessity of selecting a suitable 
site for their operations, and of ascertaining before-hand whether suitable 
match woods can be delivered at the factory site at a price which will admit 
of manufacture at a profit. Instances have occurred, and will be referred 
to later, where small concerns have come to grief owing to the failure of their 
proprietors to maJm the ps.~ential preliminary enquiries. A scheme for the 
starting of a small match factory requires to be very carefully investigated 
as it seems doubtful whether in view of the development of the larger match 
making companies small factories worked by hand can possibly hope to 
operate at a profit. It is certainly essential that before a factory of this 
kind is started, the cost of raw materials at site, chemicals and laoour should 
be worked out with the greaMst care and it should preferably be established 
near the source of timber supply and in proximity to a forest depot. The 
difficulty of extracting timber at a price low enough to enable match manu
facture to be conducted at a profit is not always appreciated by enquirers 
who appear to think that it should be an easy matter for the Forest Depart
ment to supply them with timber in th!l requi~ed qu~ntity .at a sufliniently 
low price whereas the centres where SUitable timber IS avaJlable appear to 
be very few. 

2. We will now proceed to reply so far 8S information is a.vailable to the 
questionnaire for the Tariff Board. 

A. (1) ~he e:ri3te~~e, quantity and .. ~itabi~ity of wood for the manufac
ture of (i) Sprints, (n) Veneers a~d (tn) packtng cases.-In. order to answer 
this question adequately, a detailed survey of the Pres!dency would be 
required The idea of such a survey was first mooted m January 1922 
and the 'Chief Conservator of Forests. was called upon to collect prelimi-nary 
details with a view to facilitating the work of the special officer if appointed 
subsequently The preliminary enquiries that were made by the Forest 
Department 'went to show that Bombax and other species suitable for match 
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'making that grow iJ! deciduous forests are so scattered that extraction 
costs are rendered excessive. l\[r. Cox, the then Chief Conservator of 
Forests, suggested the ever green forests as a source of supply, and as a 
result it was arranged, to ,test, some of the commoner species of the ever' 
greens. The Chief Conservator, however, on learning that 10 annas a c.f.t. 
at the factory was as much as the industry could afford to pay, considered 
that ally idea of. starting a match industry should be abandoned as far as 
timber is concerned. The projected, survey was therefore definitely aban
doned and hopes for the industry were centred on the utilisation of the 
Eeta bamboo, which unfortunately the Malabar Match Company have found 
impossible to exploit successfully for their Alwaye factory. As no systematic 
collection of data in regard to the availability and suitability of wood for 
the manufacture of splints, veneers and packing cases has been made, this 
question cannot be answered in any great detail and the information given 
below has for the most part been collected from Mr. Troup's reports, 
Mr. Ghose's possibilities of Match Industry in Bengal, "Note on Prospects 
of establishing Match Factories in South India" by the Conservator of 
Forests, Travancore, and reports from the Forest Economist, Dehra Dun and 
various interested firms. ' 

(i) 8plillts.-Tests carried out by different firms on the same species are 
in many cases contradidory: for instance, Ashleigh and Co., London, 
reported that Cullania excels a was entirely unsuited' for match making, 
whereas a Calcutta firm considered, it suitable for splints, if bleached. 
Mr. Ghose gives a long list of suitable woods but l\Ir. l'earson of the Western 
India Mateb Company, a unit of the Swedish Combine, says that in the 
course of his investigation he has only found two really suitable species. 
Populus euphratica which is not found in Madras forests, and Mango 
which is not common in reserved forests. The requirements of a good match 
wood are that it should be white, straight-grained, moderately light and 
porous and unfortunately few of the available timbers come up to this 
specification. 

The following is a list 'of wO'lds that might be suitable for splints. 

Decidu0113. 
Ailanthus excelsa. * 
Bombax. 
Anthocephalus Cadamba.· 
Boswellia serrata. 
Gmelina arborea. * 
Odina Wodier. 
Hymenodictum excelsum. 
Semicarpus anacardiaceae. " 
Sterculia urens. 

Everoreen. 
,ateria indica." 
Alstonia scholaris." 

,Lophopetalum Wightianulll." 
l\Iachiluq. 
Polyalthia fragrans. 
Diospyros. 
Canarium strictum.· 

Tetrameles mudiflora (said by Troup 
to be unsuitable). 

Trewil\ nndiflora,. 
Garuga pin nata. 

,-) 

(Those marked with asterisk " would probably fetch better prices for 
purposes other than match-malting.)' The species included in both !ish grow 
,cattered among other' trees rendering cheap exploitation impossible. The 
idea of attempting to ,,;ork the industry on these lines has been reiected 
lllany times by Forest officers whose judgment is borne out by the recent 
experience of the Western India Match Company who report that they 
llave proved that in most cases it does not pay to exploit single trees from 
mixed deciduous forests. 

(ii) Vtneers.-MaI\Y species appear to be suitable for veneers for boxes 
lind those enumerated in Appendix B, attached, have been favourably 
\'epClrted on. The species, however, are not gregarious and 'most of· them 
gruw in fore&ts 'usually worked for, fuel coupes. 
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(iii) Packing clUe •• -There are many woods suitable for packing cases 
but the prices which factories can afford to pay for timber for this purpose 
are on the low side.. . 

3. A-2. We are not aware of any situation in Madras forests which could 
be worked to meet the demands of a match factory alone. because the 
match industry cannot utilise all kinds of timber. A match factory could 
only be cheaply supplied in conjunction with the working of the forests fOil 

other purposes. i.e.. timber production. and when it is considered that 
76.000 c.ft. would be required annually for a small factory. it will be 
realised that the area required to yield the supply would be very large 
and consequently extraction costs would be high. If the outturn of the 
forests i8 400 c.ft. an acre. and half of that is allowed as suitable for 
matches it; would require annually 375 acres to be felled over. A scheme 
for exploiting woods for match manufacture should preferably be linked 
with a general scheme for extracting all marketable timbers and utiliai!lg 
waste ends for splints and veneers by working them up at the site. The 
only possibility of the successful establishment of a match factory would 
appear to be in connection with a large scale exploitation unit such as 
has been proposed for Someshwar or Nilambur. the match factory utilising 
the. species suitable for its use and the veneer plant and saw mills the 
remainder. The match industry cannot afford to pay much for its primary 
raw materials and it is only by large scale extraction that logs could be 
made available for match factories at a sufficiently low price. The only 
aaw mill where the Forest Department have any quantity of. soft woods 
i, OIavakot. and there are already two match factories near there. In 
any location the Forest Department would have difficulty at present in 
8upplying a sufficient quantity of suitable wood and under present circum
stances, therefore. It seems probable that a large factory would have to use 
imported timber for splints and veneers. 

4. B-1 and B4. Mr. Troup has mentioned in his memoir a number of 
Bites in the Northern Circle as possibly suitable for the establishment of 
:natch factories, but Mr. Lushington. a former Conservator of Forests, 
did not consider that any site in tliis circle would be suitable except some
where along the Godavari river. The then Chief Conservator of Forests in 
1922 stated that he could not conceive of a re&lllar supply of species being 
forthcoming from the Agency forests. A matcD factory has recently been 
·set up at Bellary which proposes to draw its supplies mainly from the 
Forest Reserve nl'ar Chelama.. The Government forests can only guarantee 
'a supply of 15,000 c. ft .. per annum and that in not very suitable species, 
80 that the factory is likely to experience some considerable difficulty in 
carrying on operations. A Cocanada gentleman contemplated some time 
.ago the flotation of a company with the object of starting a large scale 
match factory at Raiamundry but no Flogress appears to have been made 
-with the project. The objection to the establishment of factories at Telli
·chery. lJ'dumalpet and Calicut is that it would not be possible to make 
available a cheap supply from reserved forests. owing to the c~st of extrac
tion and transport; while in the case of the two former at least there would 
not be sufficient supplies. A small factory has in fact been started at 
t:duma\pet but information as' to the scope of its operations and the source 
-of its wood supply is not at present available. According to Mr. Troup. a 
match factory to be successful should be able to command (i) a sufficient 
supply of suitable and inexpensive wood. (ii) cheap transport from the 
forest -to the factory and (iii) cheap transport from the factory to the area 
of consumption. while the factory should be capable of working all the 
year round. . 

We are unaware of any site in the Madras Presidency which fulfils these 
"('ssential conditions. From the forestry standpoint. it is essential for the 
forests to be worked with a view to the conservation and improvement of 
forest capital. which means tliat all the crop must be made use of and in 
aDch a manner as to enable a fresh crop to grow advantageously. Owing 
-to the nature of the l\Jadras fore~~s, it is. impossihle tgprocu.re adequata 
"8l1pplies Qf cheap timber. The 'Eeta hamboo in Tinnevelly gave promise 
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of satisfying the necessary conditions, but as, already stated it has so 
far, been found impossible, in the factory established at Alwaye in the 
Cochin State, to overcome the technical difficulties experienced in utilising 
this, material. 

5. B-2. A statement, Appendix (A) embodying, so far as information is 
available, the names ,and location of the match concerns established in 
this Presidency, their capacity, date of ,(lstablishment, timber used an~ 
capital invested, is attached from whlCh it will be observed tha,t the number 
of factories working at present is nine. Numbers 3 and 9 are under thp 
same management, the former deriving its supplies of splints and veneers 
from the latter and working them up into manufactured form at their 
Madras factory. The Malabar Match Works, Palghat, is at present the 
only power driven factory although the Madras Match Factory, which at 
present contains only hand driven machines, will shortly, it is understood, 
be operated by power. 

6. B-3. Indigenous wood appears to be utilised in all cases although the 
New Madras Match Factory has, it is believed, occasionally imported timber 
in logs from Japan. 

7. B-5. Mr. Troup's criticism made 18 years ago that several of the matcb 
factories started in India up totha17 time were not successful owing chiefly 
to the wrong selection, of sites still holds good and this coupled with the 
failure on the part of many factory proprietors to conduct the essential 
preliminary enquiries as to the availability of a suitable wood supply at 
a reasonable price accounts for the financial loss sustained by a number of 
factories. A typical case illustrating how an enterprise came to grief owing 
to the wrong selection of a site and insufficient preliminary enquiries into 
;the supply of the requisite raw materials was brouglit to the notice of the 
Department of Industries in the year 1922-23. A firm in the Kistna district 
invested their capital in £he establishment of a small factory without fir~t 
ensuring that the requisite supplies of timber were available in the neighbour
hood. After carrying on experimental manufacture for a year they had 
to close down operations. Another instance of failure occurred in Guntur 
where a party reported tha£ the machinery obtained from a Calcutta firm 
had proved to be entirely unsatisfactory in practice. A pariy in the 
.\Iadura district first proposed ,to star~ a factory on the banks of the 
Periyar river, but later transferred it', to Madura, and then l'equested 
Government to open a timber depot there for the purpose of supplying 
him with certain varieties of wood. Inquiries made by the Forest Depart
ment indicated that while nine of the species required were not available, 
the remaining six were so scattered that their exploitation for a commercial 
enterprise would be eIi~irely ,out of the question and furthermore they 
could not be made available except at a prohibitive cost and regular supplies 
could, not be guaranteed. In April 1925, the proprietor transferred the 
machines to Shencottah with a view to locate the factory in proximity to 
the forest areas where match wood were believed to be available in quantity. 
As the coupe, contractor was' unable to supply the requisite quantity of 
16 candies per mensem, the proprietor intimated that he was willing' to 
shift the factory to any place, e.!]., Kanjikot Oi" Nilambur in South Malaba,r 
if the Forest Department would agree to supply him the quantity of 
timber required for an enlarged factory, viz., 50. c. ft. per day. He was 
informed in reply that though the West Coast would appear to afford a. 
more suitable location for his concern, yet difficulty would be experienced 
even there in obtaining supplies of suitable wood at sufficiently low rates 
as all suitable match woods are also in demand for coffee and tea boxes 
and prices are therefore comparatively high, while although the Forest 
Department have a quantity of soft woods available at their Olavakot Saw 
'Mills, there are already two match factories near there. 'A small factory 
~t.arted in the Cauvery delta near Tanjore also experienced difficulty in 
obtaining timber for the manufacture of splints and, veneers at, a price 
which would render commercial manufacture possible. These are not the
only instances which have occurred of the establishment of factories in 
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unsuit~ble locations which have had subsequently to 'transfer the venue, of 
operatIOns elsewhere. ~her factors which have contributed, in a greater 
or le~ degree, to th~ fa.ll.ure of match co~cerns have beeu the high cost of 
chemicals,. the unsuitability of the machinery, lack of experience, capital 
and technical knowledge and last but not least the keen competition of the 
superior imported, products. 

8. B-6. There are no match factories in the Presidency which arfl 
owned, controlled or managed by foreign capitalists. The Swedish Match 
ComblDe ar~ understood to contemplate the starting of a. factory in the 
Madras Pre,udency but no definite information is available as to the location 
and ~cope of the projected factory. 

9. 0-1. There 'are no special arrangements. 
0.3. No. 

C-4. The question has not yet arisen in any form. 

0-5. No, as it is not considered that the plantation of trees suitable' for 
the manufacture of matches would be remunerative. 

C.6. No, not so far as is known. 

10. D. (a) On the West Coast, carting is usually impossible during the 
monsoon months. 

(/,) During the dry season countl'Y carts are used. 

11. E. The entire output of the nine establiahed match factories does 
not exceed 268 gross per diem and so far as information is available, no 
.difficulty is experienced in disposing of it. The quality and get up of the 
matches do not, generally speaking, approach the standard of the well 
known brands. The value of matches imported into the Madras Presidency 

.during each of the last four years was as follows:-

Years. Value in Rs. 
1922-23 14,61,262 
1923-24 '12,87,970 

1924-25 12,58,528 

1925-26 12,88,476 

"Over a million gross .. of boxes are imported into the Madras Presidency 
annually, and of the 12'88 lakhs worth imported during 1925-26 Sweden 
supplies matches to the 'extent of 10'08 lakhs and Japan 1'57 lakhs. It 
will be observed that the imports of matches intb the Madras Presidency 
have not materially decreased as a result of indigenous manufacture which 
has so far made little or no impression on the market. The match con
cerns so far established in Southern India. with the exception of the South 
Indian Match Factory at Tenmalai in the Travancore State and the Malabar 
Match Manufacturing Company (Managing Agents Messrs. Peirce Leslie 
and Company) at Alwaye in the State of Cochin, are comparatively small 

.enterprises, whose production appears to commend a purely local market. 
12. F. The prospects of the match industry in this Presidency have been 

referred to in the answers to the various questions. They cannot ,be consi
·dered very hopeful since it will probably always be difficult to obtain supplies 
,of suitable wood at a price which will render commercial manufacture possible 
in view of the fact that such woods are found scattered in mixed forests 

'intermingled with more valuable timbers. It is difficult to extract even 
'valuable timber at a remunerative cost. In the case of the match woods 
eheapness is the all important factor and unless the timber is concentrated 
the cost of felling, logging, dragging and sawing into convenient ~izes for 
match making will generally render the price prohibitive. In fact the 
conditions in the Madras Presidency appear to find a close parallel in the 
Philippines and in view of its applicability to Madras we ventnre to quote 
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the following extract bom pamphlet No. 24 of the United States Departmen" 
of Commerce, Trade Promotion Series. 

"An economic "exploitation of the Philippine match woods is very 
doubtful. No doubt sufficient match woods are available- in' 
the Philippines for a factory of fair fize, but because of their 
distribution, economic exploitation is not practical. Match 
woods are abundant but are very widely distributed. They are 
not obtainable in large quantities at anyone place for economie 
handling. The native woods so far used by the local match 
factory have not proven ,'ery satisfactory on account of their 
having coarser texure and more crooked grain than American 
match woods. Matches now made in the Philippines cannot 
compete with matches made in Japan or in the United States ". 



I I 
I • 
Ie price. 

Re. A. P. 
1 .12 0 

1 U 6 

200 

8 0 

9 0 
2-4-0 in 
initial 
~Ie.) 

10 0 

8 ~ 

12 0 

,10 0 

8 0 

Approxi. 
mate OO8t of 
machinery 
iust&lled. 

Be. 
1,200 

Abont 
25,000 

Do. 

7,000 

',000 

2,000 

4,000 

5,000 

About 
25,000 

Erlent of local 
demand. 

Plenty. Unable to meet 
local demand and is 
confident of selling 200 
grOll8ll!l per week in the 
weekly Sbandies. 

Can di8pose of the en· 
tire output in the mu· 
faesal. The fall in 
the price of imported 
matoh haa led to a 
temporary stoppage 
of work which will be 
resumed when power 
installed. 

Selling on oredit locally 
and in tho mof1lll8al. 

Remarka offered by proprietor on probable 
results of a reduction in duty. 

High cost of chemicals, lack of tranaport facilities, 
Indian olimate conditioDll, lack of experienoe all tend 
to inoreaae manufacturing cost and the margin of 
profit annas 'is too smaiL Removal of duty will 
result in serious I088es to small manufacturers and 
to the closure of the larger concerns. 

U the Government of India desire to see this Industry 
prosper, duty should be increased from B.s. '1·8-0 
to Re. 2 and an excise duty of 8 annae per gross 
should be levied on the production of concerns run 
by foreign eapitalists. 

If the duty is reduced there is no alternative except to 
close down; it will also prevent new factories from 
starting. 

Enough local demand The concern is s1ready working at a IOB8 for lack of 
for the entire output. 8upplietl of match wood. To secure suitable supplies 

of wood factory shifted to South Travancore. 

The removal of the duty will spell the ruin of exist. 
ing concerns. The present duty may be declared 
aa a proMlotive duty and aa an additional measure 
an excise duty on all factories whether Indian 0; 
foreign producing more than 1,100 groBB per day 
should be imposed. The duty may be fixed at a 
figure which would represent the di1Ierence of the 
cost of production between the large and small 
produoera, say at 2 annaa a groBB. 

Business no' making any profit. 

Local demand can abo Far from being reduced, the import duty should be 
IOrb a much larger increaaed. 
oult>ut. 

Local demand and also 
in mofussal. 

Even with the existing duty the factory baa worked 
at a 1088 owing chiefly to the lack of working capital 
to work up the scheduled capacity, high price of 
ehemioals, lack of technical knowledge involving 
a damp proof match receipt and the kee.n oompeti 
tion of foreign produots. , 

U the duty ia reduced, the concern will have to be 
closed. 

pi of income tal: and other taxes payable by the factories or companies. An excise duty on the pro 
ked by foreign capitalists is also auggested. . 

.. 80,000 .... .... 

.. .. . ... . ... 

.. .. .... ..;. . 
.\ 

.. .... .... ., 
. 
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APPENDIX B. 

List 0/ bpeciu f'epoTted to be suitable lOT lIeneeT3. 

1. Ailanthus malabarica. 
2. Alstonia scholaris. 
3. Anthocephalus cndarnba. 
4. Bombay insigne. 
5. Bomball malabaricum. 
6. Crataevia religiosa. 
7. Cullenia excelsa. 
8. Dillenia pentagyna. 
9. Dysoxylum benecteriferum. 

10. Elreocarpus agallocha. 
11. Exeocaria agallocha. 
12. Ficus Benjaminn. -
13. Ficus cunia. 
,14. Givotia rottleriforruis. 
15. Gmeline arbrea. 
16. Holarrhena autidysentrica. 
17. Holoptelea integrifolia. 
18. Hymenodictum excelsum. 
19. Kydia calycina. 

20. Litsrea Polyantha. 
21. Lophopetulam Wightiamum. 
22. Macaranga. 
23. lIachilus macrantha. 
24. Mallotus Philippenisis. 
25. Meliosma simplicifolis. 
26. l\lichelia Ohampaca. 
27. Michelia Nilagirica. 
28. Odina wodier. 
29. Premna Iatifolia. 
30. Pterosperm~m acetifolium. 
31: Salix tetrasperma. 
32. Sterculia alata. 
33. Sterculia urens. 
34. Symplococos Spp. 
3·5. Tetrameless nudiHora. 
36. Trema orientalis. 
37. Trewia nudiHora. 

(2) Lette!, ]Va. _1462-1I-27-1, dated the 7th Mall 1927. 

In continuation of my letter No. 144-II.-27-2, dated 17th February 1927~ 
I am directed to forward a statement containing partiCUlars of certain other
match factories in the Madras Presidency. Information regarding these con,... 
('erns was not received in time to be incorporated in my previous letter. 
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Approximate 
Serial No. Cost of production. Sale prioe. 008t of Extent of 1000.1 demand. Remarks offered by proprietor on 

machinery probable results of a reduction in duty. 
installed. 

Rs. 

I Rs. 1-8-0 to Rs. 1-12-0 per gross ... 7,000 Suffioient local' demand-pro· The lowering of the present rate of duty 
" vided sale price in cheap. would crush the iudigeuous indU8try~ 

'" 

2 ...... ... . " . ..... 
0 

3 ...... .. ... . ..... 

~ 

4 .. 1-10-0 per gross. . .. 5,000 Good local demand, but for the If the duty is reduoed; the oonoern 
competition of Swedish firms' would be greatly affected prejudioio.lly ; 
matches. on the other hand, it is advisable to 

increase the present duty on imported 
matohes a.nd o.lso that ol!. imported 
foreign wood. (A duty should o.lso be 

.. levied on foreign capitai in Indian 
Match Companies.) 

5 " 
1-8-0 

" 
Rs. 1-12-0 per 4,000 No looal demand, but matches If tbe duty ia reduoed. the company 

gross. sent to Coimbatore, Madura would not get any profit. 
and Tinnevelly for sale. 

G " 
1-8·0 

" 
Rs. 1-10-0 to 300 No local demand, but matches If tbe duty is reduoed the industry 

1-12-0 per sent to Erode and Tirupatur. would be prejudioially affected. 
gross. 

7 " 
1-6-0 to Rs. 1·7-0 per gross. Rs. 1-8-0 per ". Only wooden frames and polio If the duty is reduced, the' OOnOel'Jl will 

gr08S. shere &11 constructed locally be affected, even vitally., 
-good local demand. . 



Serial No. Coat of production. 

8 RR. 1-6-0 per gr08R • 

II .. 1-11-1) .. 
10 

" 
1-8-0 

" 
11 Splinta Rs,2-8·0 per maund 

Box-wood 2-8-0 for 50 gross 

12 Ra. 1-8-0 per gross 

13 
" 

1-8-0 
" 

8ale price. 

RR. 1-8-0 to 

" 
1-10-0. 

.. 2-0-0 

.. 1-11!..(J 

.. 8..(J-o 

" 
8-0-0 

,J 1-12-0 

" 1-12-0 

Approximate 
ooot of 

machiuery 
installed. 

Rs. 
10,000 

.. . 

... 

9,000 

7,000 

5,000 

Elttont of local demand. 

No looal dem&Ild. bot matches 
exported to Southern Dis-
triot •. 

. ..... 

LoO&I demand about SO: groos 
por week. 

No looal demand, but matohes 
sent to M&dr&s, Ve11ore, Tri-
ohinopoly, eto. 

80 groBR per month • 

100 do. 

Remarko offered by proprietor on 
probable rsaulta of a reduotion in duty. 

If the duty ia redooed, the 
have to be wound up. 

ooncern will 

If tho duty is reduoed. 
would be &!footod. 

the iuduBt., 

If the du~ i. reduoed, the conoern will 
have to e wound up. 

If the duty is reduoed, the industry 
would be &!feeted. 

If the duty is reduoed, 
would be affeoted. 

the iudustry 

If the duty i8 reduoed, the factory will 
have to be closed. 

~ 



llerial 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

5 

N arne and locality of the 
Match Factory. 

!Approxi-I EXTENT TO WHICH INDIGBN- Worked! 
Size \ mate OUS WOOD IS l1TILIZBD I'OB I 

ment. I power. 

Labour and wages. (output date of h!~d I Supplies of wood 

/"';)'1 eli~~~ Splint~. Veueers. Pca::::.g or wheuce obtained. 

-Th-e-I-n-d-ia-n-M-a-t-ch-F-ac-to-ry-, -'I-a-o- -A-pr-i-l- -Sp-O-~U.8 Bomba.. Monthly I ~and. I-O-b-t-ai-n-e-d--f-r-om-I"'-A-v'-an:b-l-e---I-oc-a-ll-y-. 

Madnm. gross I 19~a magniJera 'malabar;'" Iconsumption neighbouring reo Boys R~. 3 to 6 per 

The Agniswara Match Fac
tory, Tirukatpa1li (Tan" 
jore District). 

L. Jaganadham, lVlatch 
. Manufactnrer, MasuIi
patam. 

The Sonth Indian Lncifer 
Match Works, Sivakasi. 

I 
_The Salem Safety Match I 

,Factory, Sa.lem. 
: 

'\' I cum. of wood serves and from month; adults Rs. 12 
about 20 forests near to It.s. 20 per month. 
candies. Sheocottah. Sup

plies inadequate. 
j 

10 I April 
gross. I 1925. 

I 
I 

Supplies of wood obtained 
from Olava.kkott (Malabar' 

-District). Bomba., malabari- ! 
Cum available 10ca.lIy, used I 
in the beginning. but dis- . 
continued owing to its bad i 
colour a.nd cross gra.ined 
cha.racter. : 

Do. 

, 

Supplies of wood 
obtained from 
OIavakkott Mala
bar ])istriot). 

Available locally. 
Boys Rs ~ per 
month; men Rs. 8 
to 10 per month. 

Manufactures pyrotechnio ma.tohes at present. (Formerly manufactured lafety matohes u~ a small scale from local 
, woods. but abandoned a. it did not pay). 

30 1'4th Feb
gross! r11ary 

1924. 

15 August 
gross 1924. 

Splints and veneers I Packing 
obtained from cases 
Palghat and K .. n" • obtained 
ji Kode in Mal&-I second 
pll>r. hand 

locally. 

Wood obtained fr01l1 the 
Match 
Palghat. 

Works. Malaba.r, 

Daily re
quirements 
if or raW 
wood, n 

c.ft., pacK' 
ing case 1. 

... 

• Hand. 

.. , 

Looalsupply mQde- 35 labourers - average 
rate. wage at Rs. 10 per 

month. 

. ..... Boys "Rs. 3 to 
per month. 

Rs.8 

The Impregnated 
·Works, Salem. 

Match I 5 NovelD-
ber I 

Wood .lbtained from C. A.I ... 
I 

., ... 5 to 6 persons-Rs. 5 
I gross. 

192~. 
Ma.ni & Co., Triohur. I to Rs. 8 per month. 



I Size 
!APprOxi_/EXTRNT TO WRICR INDIORN-

IWOrkedl mate ous WOOD 18 l1TILIzRD POlO 
Serial Name and loc"lity of ti,e (output ~::b_f ---I--I~ "::"1 S., .... ",,_. Labour and wagoa. 

No. Match Factory. per I or . whence obtained. 
day). lish- Splints Veneers. ac 109 

ment. caa88. power. 

-- ------ - -------- ----- --- ---~-.-- -_. 

7 The Sultana. Match Factory, 15 to 16 October Splints and veneers obtalOed ... . .. Suitable wood oan- ,Chea.p labouravlloi1able. 
Elipnr, near Man"'s,arai, gross. 1925. from Kanji Kode and not be obtained 18 to l!O bOYh 4 annal 
R. S. District i'ric ino- Palghat; second hau d deal- anywhere in the to 12 anuas per day. 
polY. wood boxes obtained from neighbourh,ood. 

1000.1 merohbnta. 
S Malabar Matoh Works, 50 Novem- Wood got from Mal"bar ... ,Hand. . ..... R •. 1-8-0 to .l!.s. II per 

Erode. grOBS. bar Match Works, Palghat. head per week. -No 
1926. lJombfJal mala.ba.,.icu,rn Am .. employed 75. 

atali and Pala.i for splints 
and veneel·S. PBQkiug 

9 :; April 
.ases purch .... d locally. 

K. R. KrisbulL8wamy Chat- Splints allli veneers got frOID ... Do . , . .. RB.'150,a month. 
ty's Match Faotory, grOBS. 1924. Calcutta. 
Udumalpet. ~ 

to Krishua.swamy Naidu's 2 t03 April Splints and veneers got from .. ' Do. . . Rs. 3 to 4 per month. ~ 

Match Factory, Idugarai greSB 1926. PaJanilLppa Chetty, PlLlghat 
Thudiyalur, Di.trict and Mani & Co., Triohnr. 
CoimblLtore. 

11 PnBhparaj Match WorkB, 200 July Bomba", Malabancum got ... Steam ...... :; ann ... to 8 aUDas 
Kanji Kode, South Mala- groBs 1923. locally. power. per head per day. 
bar. box 

making 
materi .. l 

4 
manuds 

of 
splints. 

Splint .. and veneer. 12 Squirrel Match Factory, 5 groBs :Il:o.rch got from ... Hand ....... R •. 2 per d .. y for 4 
V a.niya.m badi. per day. 19:1.3. Palghat. 

l 
power. to :; coolies. 

13 Swan Match Fa.otory, De- 20 gross Septsm J)itto 

-, 
... Do. ...... Rs. 5 per da.y for 10 to 

vastha.nalO Vaniyambadi. per day. I ber 

I 
12ooolies. 

1925. 
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Government of the Central Provinces. 

(1) Letter, dated the 19th. Feb1'1.WlT''11 19B? 

. ~ith reference ~ .your letter No. 58, dated the 7th January 1927, on the 
8ubJect of th~ cond1tlOn and prospects pf the match-making industry in the 
Central Provinces and Berar I am directed to communicate the following 
information on the various points raised therein: - . 

A. (1) The woods in use at present for the manufacture of splint 
vene\lrs and packing cases are: - ' . 

(i) Sema!. (Bombaa; 'malabaricum) used for splints, veneers, for 
makmg boxes both inner and outer and for packing cases. This 
is the most suitable of local woods for matches. 

(ii) Sa!ai (Boswellia serrata) largely used for packing cases and to a: 
smaller extent for splints. Veneers of salai are also used for 
making inner cases of match boxes. 

(iii) Pulla (l(ydia calycina) used for packing cases. 
(iv) Gunia. COdina wodier) used for making inner cases only. 

(2) Woods Nos. (ii), (iii) and (iv) are obtainable in sufficient quantities: 
from Government forests and malguzari and zamindari areas and from Feuda
tory States, but the supply of semal is very limited in all the forests and 
particularly those adjoining the sites of factories working at present. It 
has to be imported from distant places, entailing heavy transport charges. 
In one case, viz., the Laxmi Art Match Factory, Bilaspur, all ·the woods 
are obtained from Jamgaon in the Raigarh State of the Central Provinces 
lln the Bengal Nagpur Railway where the factory has taken a forest lease. 
In another case, \liz., the Amrit Match Factory, Kota, semal is obtained from 
the Balaghat and Bilaspur Forest Divisions, Kendra Zamindari and .Rewah 
State, while salai is obtained from the local forests. In the third case, viz., 
the Rousa Match Factory, Kota, sema! is obtained froID the Pandaria State 
(42 miles from Kota) , and from the Kendra zamindar~ (5 miles from ~ota) 
and a small quantity from the Government forests, wh11e salat and pulla are 
procured from local malguzari forests: 

(3) Fuel is sufficient. The waste wood of the splints, veneers and 
packing cases is utilised as fuel. In one case a kerosene oil engine of 
5 horse power is worked, the rost of oil consumed being Rs. 72 per mensem 
and in two other cases coal is used for the boiler, the cost of coal being 
Rs. 300 and Rs. 500 pet:; mensem respectively. 

(4) There is an abundant supply of labour, the wages averaging as 
follows:- . 

Men (skilled) Re. 0-12-0 to Rs. 1-8-0 per day. 
Men (unskilled) Re. 0-5-0 to Re. 0-6-0 per day. 
Women (skilled) Re. 0-6-0 to Re. 0-12-0 per day. 
Women (unskilled) Re. 0-8-0 to Re. 0-4-0 per day. 
Children Re. 0-8-0 to Re. 0-8-6 per day. 

B. (1) No investigation as regards eites has been made in this province. 
(2) There are three factories: '!'wo are located !'-t ~ota, railway station 

Kargi Road in the Bilaspur d1stn.ct .on t~e KatDl-B1laspur branch of the 
Bengal Nagpur Railway and one 1S lD B1laspur town. The names of the 
factories are as follows:-

. The Amrit Match Factory, Kota'J BiZaspur district. 
The Rousa Match Factory, Kota. 
The Laxmi Art ¥atch Works, Bilaspur. 

All these factories are owned, contr~lled. and financed by.Indians.. The Amnt 
Match Factory, the capital of wh1ch 1S Rs. 1,00,000 18 the b1ggest of ita 
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tind in the province and one of the oldest in India, having been·established 
in 1897. The following machines are used:-

6 peeling machines, 2 chopping machines, 12 frame filling machines, 
1 dipping machine, 6 outer case making machines and 6 inner case 

making machini!s. Power is supplied by a steam engine .. The 
packing of match sticks in the boxes is done by manual labour 
by women. There are 400 employees in this factory. ' '. 

The Housa Match Factory which was opened in 1926 with a capital of 
B.s. 60,000 is a small concern and appears to be badly organised. The 
following machines are used. 

2 peeling machines, 3 splint chopping machines, 3 frame filling 
machines, 1 dipping machine, 3 outer case making machines and 
1 inner case making machine. Power is supplied from a steam 
engine of locomotive type. Inner cases are also made by local 
women at their homes at the rate of 2 gross per woman per 
day and they are paid at the rate of one anna per gross, the 
material being supplied by the factory. The factory employs 
60 hands. 

The Laxmi Art Match Works which was opened in October 1926, with a 
~apital of Rs. 20,000 is a small factory ill which machine production plays 
a small part. The foll~wing machines are used:-

1 peeling machine, 1 dipping machine, 1 frame filling machine, 
\ 1 chopping machine, 1 outer case making machine, 1 inlier case 

making machine and 2 grinding machines for ('omposition. 
Power is supplied from a 5 horse power kerosine oil engine. 
This factory employs 50 hands. 

(3) The wood used in the factories is wholly indigenous. 
(4) No. 
(5) The following five factories which were established in the province 

have been closed:-
The Ellichpur Match Factory, Ellichpur, Amraoti District, Berar. 
The Laxmi Match Factory, Tumsar, Bhandra District. 
The Saraswati Match Factory, Balaghat. 
The Oriental Ma.tch Factory, Wardha. 
The Kiran Match Factory, Sehora, N arshinghpur District. 

The Ellichpur Match Factory was closed down during the war, partly 
'because it could not import splints and chemicals from Germany: as it used 
to do before the war and partly because it did not work throughout the 
l'ear. 

The Luxmi Match Factory was started with a capital of about, Rs. 3,000 
and worked with three ~mall hand machines. The main cause of failure 
-;vas lack of sufficient capital, and tlie following were contributory faCtors:--. 

(1) The factory used to . obtain wood from a long distance instead of 
from the Government forests close by for which heavy transport 
charges were incurred; , 

(2) The wood thus obtained could not be used early and most ,of it 
was rendered useless in the rains. 

(3) The lower wages paid in the beginning had to be raised. to ~he 
level prevailing in bidi factories in the locality.' 

The cost of production, therefore, equalled if not exceeded the Prices 
ruling in the market, halilly leaving any margin of ,profit . 

. Tbe Saraswati Match Factory was maJdng matches by hand. ,It uSlld to 
impon; splints, veneers and packing cases from Calcutta. The main 'cause 
cf failure was financial losses brought about by .the necE\Ssity of importi~1!! 
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splinta, etc., The owner states that if he had been in a position to purchase 
machinery, which .would have cost about Rs.. 6,000 he could have ~made 
matches from· wood produced in the district. 
.. The -Oriental Match Factory used to make matches entirely by hand 
without any machinery on the lines of cottage industries, which resulted 
in the cost of production being nearly equal to the selling price in the 
market. The factory coul~. not therefore hold its own against foreign 
matches. 
. Nd recent information is available regarding the causes of ·failure of 

the Kiratl Match Factory. But from previous reports it appears that this 
factory produced only· 6 gross per day by hand c:iipping and that it could 
not compete with imported matches, partly because it used to import splint!> 
and. veneers and partly because the plant which it bad purchased was not in 
working order from the very beginning. 

(6) No~ 
C.· (1) No special arrangements are made. If desired permits to extract 

wood can be taken from day to day as is done by one factory. 

(2) ·The royalty levied on one cart load of wood taken from Government 
forests is Re. 0-8-0 though a concession rate of Re. 0-4-0 is also allowed. 
The rates of i:0~·a:lty 011 wood. obtained from the neighbouring States and 
local malguzal'l and zamindarl forests vary from annas 8 to Re. 1-4-0 per 
cart, the States charging higher rates of ann as 12, 13 and Rs. 1-4-0 per cart. 

(3) No general concessions have been granted. But the Amrit Match 
Factory obtains wood from the Balaghat and Bilaspur forest sJivisions at 
concessioIi rates. 

(4) No restrictions have been imposed. 
(5) No, and no such plantation is at present under contemplation. 
(6) No. 
D. (a) During the monsoon it is impossible to get any wood as there are 

no 'metalled roads in the interior of the forests and the wood has therefore 
to be stacked in the factories before the setting in of the D.t.onsoon. 

(b) No spel'irll difficulties are experienced during the dry season. 111 
the case of sema/., the local supply of which is limited and has in consequence 
to be brought from long distances by rail and road, the cost of transport is 
considerable. On the whole the cost of transport by· cart and rail, together 
with supervision charges, comes to about a rupee pet cubic foot. The fac
tories, however, do not have a Bingle.sonrce of supply, mid theeost of trans
port of individual factories must therefore vary according to uistances. For 
ivsta.nce,. the Amrit Match Factory at Kota has to obtain semaZ from the 
Balaghat forest division, which is its furthest source of supply. The railway 
freight for one wagon load of wood (20 carts) C{lsts the factory Rs. 96-4-0 
and in addition the carting expenses from the forest to the railway station 
(about 10 miles) come to annas 10 per' cart or Rs. 12-8-0 pel' wagon. Th& 
cost of transport only in this case works out at annas 10 per cubic foot. 
This factory's n~arest soure'e of supply is the .Bilaspur forest division. In 
this case the cost of transport by road from the forest to the factory, 4(} 
mileS) eomes tb .:&8. 10 per. cart. 

The Laxmi Art l\J:atch Works at Bilaspur obtains all its supply of 
wood from Jllmgaon in the Raigarh State of the Central Provinces. In thill 
case the cost from the forest to Jamgaon railway station is,.Rs. 1-8-0 per 

'cart and that from Bilaspur· railway station to the factory 8 annas per 
cart, while the railway freight from Jamgaon to Bilaspur. is Rs. 35-4-0 

.pel' wagon (25 carts). 
The House Match Factory at Kot·s does not incur any expenses on aceount 

of transport of wood by rail, all its supplies being. obtai!led by ro.ad from 
the neighbouring forests. Its furthest source of supply IS Pandarla State 
which is 42 miles from I{cita. The eartiilg' expenses come to Rs. 9·1J-L1 
per cart from the forest ~ the factory. 
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E. The consumption of output is largely outside the province. The 
Amrit Match Factory's output is consumed as follows:-

Central Provinces 40 per cent_ 
l:uited Provinces 30 per cent. 
Bihar and Orissa 30 per cent. 

The Housa Match Factory sells about 50 per cent. of the output locally, 
the other half being exported to the Gnited Provinces. 

The Laxmi Art lIatch Works sells locally 12 pel' cent. of the output 
lind 88 per cent. in the other districts of the Central Provinces and the 
neighbouring districts of Bihar and Orissa. 

F. Excepting the Amdt lIatch -Factory, .... hich is one of the oldest 
established factories in India, the other factories are new. The full capacity 
of the Amrit Match Factory is 1.200 gross per day, but owing to excessive 
competition the average output is 400 gross per day. The average daily 
output of the Housa Match Factory is 50 gross apd that of the Laxmi 
Art Match Works 100 gross. 

2. As regards paragraph 4 of your letter under reply, I am to suggest 
that, should the Board desire to inspect some of .the factories in this province, 
the most suitable place would be Kota in the Bilaspur district on the 
Bengal Xagpur Railway. 

(2) Lstfsr, datsd the 9th lIIarch 1927. 

In continuation of this Government's letter No. 622--5Q..Xrri. dated the 
19th February 1927, I am directed to enclose for the information of the TarUI 
Board, the accompanying extracts from a report of the Chief Conservator of 
Forests, Central Provinces, furnishillg certain additional information on the 
subject and to say that this could not be incorporated in the previous letter 
cited above as the report was not received ill time. 

Eztrart COPII o/lette,. No. C.-1.46-P.-t65, dated Pachmarhi, the 15th February 
1927, /,.om Chief COfl3ervatOf" of Forest .• , Central Provinces, to the Ret/enue 
Secretary to GOtlemnunt, Central Prot'inces, Nagpur. 

~ . . . 
B-1. As Troup points out in his book (Chapter X) success iii the Ce/ltraJ 

Provinces la~gely depends on the suitability of Balai wood. The fonowipg still 
seem very SUitable. 

South Chanda Division.-As Rajamundry is in lIadras but getting its 
lupplies Iroll1 South Chanda Divisiou by floating on the Godavery. 

Ramte1c (or near by).-Large and easy supplies of Balai fuel, etc., from 
Pench Ranges and Seoni district: large tanks near by: labour rates probably 
tlomewhat above the ordinary. . . -

Sout" Raipur.-Qn the forest tramway near Mohdi or the Mahanadi:_ Balai 
and fuel cheap, labour cheap. 

Nimar.-Qn the railway anywhere between Khandwa and Burhanpur: 
Balai and fuel cheap and easy: labour plentiful buil only fairly cheap. 

Mandla.-Salai, fuel and labour probably plentiful and cheap. The above 
sites would seem to be first for consideration in the Central Provinces. The 
others .8~g.gested by Troup namely, Ghatern (Damoh), Bagra (Hoshangabad). 
GangaJhll"l lBhandara), Shahp)lr (Betul) are all on the railway, very close to 
the sources of supply and with cheap labour: they are only second to those 
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mentioned 'above. Others of an ,exactly similar suitability and hitherto not. 
mentioned are: - ' 

Mahasamund.-In Raipur or near the Mahanadi. 
Balaghat.-Any station betwe..en Nainpur and Balaghat. 

Nimar.-If the Khandwa-Akola railway is built then near the Tapti crossing • .. .. • * 
C.s. No. The subject of plantations of Bombax malabaricum has recently' 

been considered but no decision has been reached. '. " • * 
D (c). All the sites in B-1 have been selected as on the railway and fo~ 

proximity to the sources of supply of Salai, fuel, etc. Rates for these could' 
hardly be cheaper anywhere than they would be at these sites . .. .. .. * 

2. The whole question of match factories in the Central Provinces appears, 
to hinge on the suitability of B08wellia serrata (Salai). If it is unsuitable then 
it would be a wRste of time for the BOArd to tour in the Central Provinces. If 
suitable, then the possibilities from the poiut of view of cheap raw material, 
cheap labour and sites on the railway would appear to be rosy and the following 
tour could be made. 

Raipur.-Visit by motor the match fac-tory at Kotah, Bilaspur, Mahasa.-
mund, and the forest tramway site. 

Balaghat. } , 
Mandla. To Ramtek and Pench forests by motor; also Nagbhir. 
Nagpur. ' 

Hoshangabad and Ohaflda.-l\Iotor to Shl'.hpur and Bagra (open season only). 
Khandwa.-By this. tour all the suggested sites could be visited except 

Ghatera and Gangajhari neither. of which is l~kely to be very important. 
Rajamundry could not be, visited from the Oentral Provinces .but· is easil!, 
accessible fro~ Waltair. 

Government of Bihar and Orissa. 

Letter, dated 11st FebrtUtry, 19Sr. 

l am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 5S';-ilated the 
" ,- 8th January a'nd to forward for the in-

1. Letter No. 0.-274, dated the 25th lanu- formation of the Board a copy of the 
ary 1927, from the COnservator of Forests. letters noted on the margin together 

2. Letter No, 478, dated the 1,2th lanuary with a oopy of a Bulletin" prepared on-
1027, from the Dlroctor 01 Industries. behalf of the provincial department of. 
102~;~":":~'bt!:;tor~i~~d~~~February Industries by Mr.'A. P. Ghose compris

ing his report on investigations which 
he made in 1924 into the possibilities of the Match industry in this province. 

2. The Conservator of Forests (Mr. A. J. Gibson) states that he had 
particular experience of the problems of the match industry when serving 
in the Punjab, and the reply given In his letter No. C.-274, dated the 25th. 
January 1927 is in general terms. 'fhl' Director of Industries' letter No. 473, 
dated the 12th January. is in reply to the Press Communique issued by the 
Tariff Board on the 29th November 1926. In his second letter No. 1974, 
dated the 7th February the Director of Industries replies briefly to your 
Questionnaire. I am to request that the opinions expressed both by Mr~ 
Gibson and by Mr. Gupta may be read as the personal opinions of those 
two offioers. ' , 

, 3. If the Board decides to inspect any of the match factories 'in t.his 
province (including the Government Demonstration Match Factory at Patna\ 
l _' _. ______ . ~ 

• Not 'printed. 
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or "y possibly suitable sites for factorieS', the Local Government will ·be 
pleased to arrange a tour programme, on learning of the probable dates of 
the Board's visit and the length of time that it could spend in the province. 

Enclosure No.1. 

COPII oJ letter No. 0.-$74, dated the 25th Januarll 1987, from the Oonserva
tor of Foresb, Bihar and Orissa, to the SecretaTY to the Go"ernment 
of Bihar and. Orilla, Re"enue Department. 

Sl1BlBCT-: The Indian Match Industry. 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your memo. No. 223--Com.7 
11-0-27, dated the 21st January 1927, asking for information required for 
communication to the Tariff Board on the subject of the match industry in 
Bihar and Orissa. 

2. Before discussing the conditions prevailing in Bihar and Orissa, I have 
lOme general remarks to make. 

In paragraph -2 of letter No. 58, dated the 8th January, 1927, from the 
Tariff Board, to the Chief Secretary to the Government of Bihar and Orissa, 
which formed an enclosure to your memo. No. 223-Com.-ll-C.-27, dated. the 
21st January 1927, reference is made to Professor (then Mr.) R. S. Troup's 
memorandum of 1909 on the match industry in India. That was a most un~ 
fortunate publication, prematnrely issued mainly on information supplied 
by a German firm making match machinery. In confirmation I would draw 
your attention to paragraph 64, second sub-paragraph of the report of the 
Iridian Industrial Commission, 1916-18,pnblished by the Superintendent, 
Government Printing, India, Calcutta, in 1918. 

In 1920 I was deputed by the Punjab Government to investigate the match 
industry in Sweden. I failed to get access to any. match factory in that 
country but I learnt a good. deal about the strangle hold Sweden then had 
and were still getting over the match industry of the world. On coming 
back to the Punjab I got reputable Indian and British firms interested in the 
subject of the match industry in the Punjab where the question of the sup
plies of suitable timber was specially favourable, but for reasons best. known 
to themselves the Punjab Government squashed the negotiations. The 
opportunity was lost, an.d now every match factory of any. importance in 
India is controlled by the Swedish match combine. This fact has, in my 
opinion, a very pertinent bearing on the subject of continuing protection to 
the match industry in India. 

S. As regards the match industry in Bihar and Orissa,' reference is in
rited to the comprehensive though possibly rather superficial report of Mr. 
A. P. Ghose,published by the Department of Industries in this province in 
1924. This report practically. covers the whole of the Questionnaire of the 
Tariff Board and unless Government wishes me to review the information 
given by Mr. Ghose's report I do not propose to go into the. matter in detail. 
Besides much of the information required by the Tariff Board can only be 
supplied by the Director of Industries in this Province. 

4. As regards timbers suitable for match making in Bihar and Orissa my 
own opinion is that the Province is badly situated in this respect. There are 
suitable species but they occur scattered over large areas, mixed with other 
miscellaneous forest trees, generally. remote from linea of transport. Owing 
to the conditions under which the trees have grown the ·timber is often 
crooked and not very suitable for the 'bolts' required for the match veneer 
cutting machines. Consequently wastage is high which re-acts adversely on 
costs. 

5. The remedy lies in starting plantations of trees suitable for match 
making. A start has been made in the Kolhan Forest Division at P080ita 
where 60 acres of inferior sal forest were cleared early in 1926 and partly 
planted up with suitable species from a nursery established at GoiIkera. . This 
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arell. is bei~g further extend~d ~y 400 acres this season. The plantation is 
a~rably sl~uated on. t~e mam lm~ of the Bengal Nagpur Railway (Railway 
statIon Posolta) and It IS hoped will be able to feed any match factories in 
the Singhbhum district if the latter are situated at railhead. Another planta
tion has been started at Berbera, l'uri Forest Division, near Balugaon rail
way station wht:h will be able to feed match factories at Cuttack or Puri. 

6. No trees have been sold by the Forest Department, Bihar and Orissa 
direct to match making. companies. The Bettiah Raj forests have supplied 
the. Gulzarbagh Government factory with some match woods. . 

7. The Questionnaire of the Tariff Board covers a large field at present 
largely in the realm of theory as regards Bihar and Orissa, and if further de
tails are required, I suggest that I may be called as a witness before the 
Board when they come and inspect the existing match factories in the 
province~ 

Enclosure No.2. 

COP'll 0/ Zetter No; 1,78, dated the 12th Janu.ary 1927, b'om tht Director 0/ 
Industries, Bihar and O'rissa, to the Secretary, Tariff Board. 

With reference to your Press communique dated the 29th November 1926, 
1 have the honour to submit my views on the subject as hereunder:-

(a) The match industry ·of this province as represented by the Govern
ment Demonstration 1\1atch Factory at Gulzarbagh, Patna, ful
fils all the conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Indian 
Fiscal Commission and is, therefore, entitled'"to Tariff protec
tion against foreign competition or competition by matches made 
in this country partly or wholly with foreign wood. 

(b) I am of opinion that in addition to maintaining or even increasing 
if deemed necessary, the present rates of import duty on finished 
matches, .veneers and splints a suitable duty should be levied on 
all timber imported for the manufacture of matches, splints and 
veneers in this country. 

(c) All papers, chemicals, machineries and spare parts thereof requiMd 
. for the match industry should be allowed to enter the country 

entirely duty free. 
(d) Royalty on all match wood from the Governme~t:'F~rest should be 

reduced tOM Iowa figure as possible. 
(e) Special freight concession and transport facilities should be afford

ed to the industry in order to enable it to avail itself of suitable 
match wood grown anywhere in this couutry. 

(f) Forest Departments both Imperial and Provincial should be in
structed to put down extensive plantations of suitable match 
wood without further delay. 1\1y information is that there are 
Bome varieties of match wood whIch grow fast enough to be 
ready for felling within b to 7 years. 

(,) Government to make an investigation into the working' of various 
trusts and combines which have established match factories in 
this country in order to determine how far they are resorting to 
unfair means of· competition against tho smaller fnctories and 
thereby establish monopolies to the detriment of the' pUI"l'ly in
digenous enterprise. Enactment of anti-trust laws. in order t() 
check and control the operation of combines and trust.s inter
ested in the match industry in this country should be under
taken if it were found that they were inimical to the best in
terests of the indigenous industry. By indigenous is .meant 
those factories which work entirely with wood grown in the 
country and not imported wood, splints, veneers, etc. 
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COPII of letter No. 1974, dated the 7th Febroary 1927, fTom the DiTectoT 01 
IndlUtrlel, BihaT and Orissa, to the 8ecretaT1l to the Government oj 
Bihar and Orissa .• Revenue Department, PatnG. 

SUBJECT :-:-Proteciion to the Match Industry in India. 

With reference to the Government memo. No. 222-Com.-C. 11-C.-2~! dated. 
the 21st January 1927, forwarding a copy of letter No. 58, dated the 8tk 
idem, from the Secretary, TariJi Board, on the above subject, I have the 
honour to submit the following information:-

2. When Mr. R. S. Troup, Imperial Forest Economist to the Govern
ment of India, wrote his memorandum entitled II The Prospects of· the Match 
Industry in the Indian Empire with particulars of proposed Match 
Factory Sites and wood suitable for Match Manufacture," which was pub
lished in 1909, the province of Bihar and Orissa formed a part of Bengal and 
there was no special mention of it in the memorandum.. At the instance of 
the Government of Bihar and Orissa, however, one Mr. A. P. Ghose, Match 
Expert, was engaged to investigate into the possibilities of the match in
dustry in this provmce and his report entitled II Report on the Investiga
tions into the possibilities of match industry in Bihar and orissa" was pub
lished in 1924, a copy of which is enclosed· for reference. It may be noted 
that as a . result of this report, the Government have established a match 
factory at Gulzarbagh which commenced work in April, 1926. 

3. A-I. For supplies of match wood, Chapter Vat pages 38-43 of Mr. Ghose's 
report may be referred to. Of the woods mentioned in Mr. Ghose's report 
the three species, viz., Trewia Nudifiora, Bombax Malabaricum and 
Odina Wodier have been found to be particularly suitable. 

A-2. With proper organisation and whole hearted co-operation of all con
cerned, it should be possible to obtain all the requirements of wood from a 
single source. 

A-3. The best fuel ia coal, which is plentiful in this province andean be 
had at a reasonable price almost anywhere in the province. 

A-4. There is no dearth of labour, skilled or unskillEd; Skilled labour cim 
be had from annas twelve to rupees two per day depending on the degree of 
lkill. Unskilled labour can be had from annas four to annas eight per day. 

B-1. The site. mentioned in Chapter VI Of Mr. Ghose's report are all 
more or less suitable. 

B-2. (a) Government Demonstration Match Factory, Gulzarbagh, was 
started in January 1926. Its capacity is 100 gross lJIatches (1 size) per day. 

(b) Orissa Match Works, Cuttack, was started in June 1925. Itscapacity 
is 50 gross (full size) matches per day, which ought to be about 70 gross Ii day 
with half size. 

(c) Puri Match Industries Company, Puri. It was started in 1922 with a 
capacity of 1~20 gross a day and has since increased its output. The Com. 
pany have also applied for additional machines under the Bihar and Orissa 
State Aid to Indnstries Act to be installed with a view to. further increase 
productIon to 50 gross per day. 

B-3. All these factories use indigenous woods for splints and veneers and 
packing cases. . 

B-4. Mr. Troup did not mention any place in Bibar ,and Orissa in: his 
memorandum. 

B-5. About the war-time the undermentioned factories .were started:---
1. Santosh Match Factory, Purulia. 
2. Laxmi Match Works, Cuttack. 
3~ Sas Match Factory, Ghatsila • 

• Not printed. 
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4. Sun Match Works, Ranchi. 
ii. Keraikela'Match Factory, Chakradharpur. 
tI. Banpur M"tchFactory in Puri. 
7. Match Factory at Arrah. 
8. Baldeo Match Factory, Kendrapara. 
Y. Swadeshi Match Factory, 'Muzaffarpur. 

10. Rajmahal Match Factory. 
11. Leo Match Factory, Rajgangpur. 
12. JenapurMatch Factory in Cuttack. 
13. Sahu Match Factory, Motihari. 

All of them have either been closed or are in a precarious condition due 
'to' one or more of the following reasons:-

(a) insufficient capital, outlay; 
(b) under estimate; . 
(c) wrong selection of match machines and system of work; 
(d) wrong choice of factory sites; 
(e) want'of proper technical help; 
(J) difficulty of obtaining proper wood for matches; 
(g) incompetent management; and 
(h.) inability toccmpete with foreign matches or superior matches 

, made in the country with imported wood, veneers, splints, etc. . ' 

B-6. None of the factories are owned, controlled or manag~d by foreign 
capitalists. 

C. 1-4. No information on these points is available in this office. 

C-S. 'I'he Forest Department appears to be very' keen about the planta
tion of match wood but no definite information is available in this· office as 
regards their future policy and the scope and extent of their present opera
tion in this direction,. 

0-6. No companies or firms undertaking the manufacture of matches have 
planted suitable trees anywhere in the province. 

D. Rail transportation would appear to be prohibitive unless special con
cessional rates are granted. Floating doWn the river after the' monsoon to 
factory sites from the interior is the cheapest if not by far the most satis
factory method of transport. The actual cost of this method of transport is. 
however, not known as the Bettiah Raj supplied the wood at annas ten per c. 
ft. delivered at Gulzarbagh Match Factory. 

E. At page 58 of his report, Mr. Ghose says that the province requires in 
a round figure about 1,200,000 gross of boxes of matches per 'year, and in 
order to be self-contained it needs 40 factories with 100 gross production per 
day with 300 working days in the year. It is, therefore, evident that the 
existing factories can very easily dispose of their production in the local 
markets provided they are able to compete with matches made in Bombay 
and Calcutta from foreign woods and in fact the matches are seldom sent out 
of the province. 

F. Match' industry in the province has only recently been commenced. 
Its pros and cons have been fully examined at the Government Demonstra
tion Match Factory, Gulzarbagh, and it is sure to prosper and develop with 
the concessions referred to in my letter No. 473, dated the 12th January, 
1927, submitted to Government in the Education Department for transmission 
to the Secretary, Tariff Board. ' 

4. I shall arrange for a tour programme of the 'I'ariff Board, and inspeo
tion of factories bv them on receipt of sufficient notice to this effect. 
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Government of Bengai. 

Lettsr, d4ted the /l3rd Febroa1"/l 19B'l. 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 68, dated the 7th January 1927; 
in which the Tariff Board asked for certain information regarding the 
oondition and prospects of match making industry in Bengal. 

2. In reply 1 am to say that an enquiry was made In 1922 by Mr. A.. P. 
Ghosh, Match Manufacturing Expert, at the instance of the Government· of 
Bengal, into the possibilities of match industry in this province and I am to 
forward herewith a copy of the report* submitted by him which contains· 
much of the information asked for in your letter under reference. I am also 
to enclose herewith copy of a letter from the Conservator of Forests, Bengal, 
No. 14i3-1-T.-27, dated the 20th March 1925, as well as an extract of this. 
department letter to the address of the Director of Industries, Bengal, 
~o. 5461, dated the 11th November 1925, embodying the considered views of 
this Government on the several recommenda1;lons made in Mr. Ghosh's report. 
As explained in this department letter referred to, the Government of 
liengal came '.to the conclusion that there were possibilities for the en
couragement of the match industry, especially as a home industry, in this 
province, and the Director of Industries, Bengal, was accordingly asked to 
namine the matter from this point of view. The matter is still under 
investigation by him and his report is being awaited. 

3. '1 am also to forward herewith a statement giving detailed information 
ss far as available on the various points referred to in paragraph 6 of your 
letter under reply. 

4 .. As regards the proposal made in paragraph 4 of your letter, I am to say 
that the (1) Calcutta Match Works, Garden Reach, (2) Western India Match 
Company's factory, Canal East Road, (3) Esavi India Match· Mannfactory, 
Muraripuker 1:ond, (4) Pioneer Match Factory, Dum Dum, and (5) M,. N .. 
Mehta . Match Factory, Ultadinghi, are good examples of the different types 
of factories for the purpose of inspection. It is. however understood that 
the Director of Industries, Bengal, is already in communication with. you iii. 
this matter and is arranging for necessary facilities being given for.inspec-: 
tion of some of the factories by the Tariff Board .. As regards the. inspection 
of sites for factories, I am to suggest that, if the Board find it necessary, 
after perusal of Mr. Ghosh's report, to inspect likely sites in the foresta. 
thf' sites selected for such inspection and the proposed dates inay ·be com" 
municated direct to the Conservator of Forests, Bengal, who will then 
arrange the necessary tour programme for the purp9se. 

F.nci08ure No •. I. 

So . . 1473-1. T.-27, dated Darjeeling, the /loth March 1925, from N .. O. 
JIiltl'ard, Esq., 001lSeT'VatoT 0/ Forests, Bengal, to the 8ecreta1"/lto th! 
Government 0/ Bellflal, Revenue Department. '. ., 

Tn reply to your No. 1740-For., dated the 21st February 1924, I have the' 
honour to say that I consider the report to be both interesting and infor
nlative but much too optimistic in regard to the supplies of timber available 
for the match industry. . . 

2. From figures given in the report (page 44 {a) and (d) it ·8ee1l18 that 
3-l cubic feet of timber are needed for 100 gross of. splints and 40 cubio feet 
for 100 gross including boxes. Working on these.' figures -and those of 
pages 38-41 and comparing them with the ,figures of lIutturii in Form No. 19-
of the Bengal ;Forest Annual Report for 1922-23 the requirements. for the 

• Not printed. 
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ttlatch industry exclusive of waste as compared with the outturn of timbet:
and fuel from all sources during that year are as follows:-

Darjeeling 

Kursemg 

KaliIripong 

Sunderbans 

Jalpaiguri 

Fuxa 

Chittagong Hill Tracts 

Cox's Bazar 

Chittagong 

'. 

'I'orAL 

Requirements 
not allowing 
for waste. 

(~. ft.) 

1,366,800 

372,600 

6:7,£00 

2,916~000 

122,!00 

387,600 

510,000 

60,000 

204,000 

._---
6,556,800 

Total outtum in 
1922·23. 
(c.ft.) 

1,183,000 

741,000 

l,687,OOO 

9,940,000 

2.,508,000 

3,400,000 

810,000 

1042,000 

1,166,000 

------
22,477,000 

Of the 2,247,700 cubic feet 13,070,000 were fuel and 9,407,000 timber. In 
Darjeeling Division, for instance, fuel amounted to 1,007,000 and· only 
176,000 cubic feet were timber. Since nearly the whole of the supply from 
the aocessiblE! forests in this Division is required for Darjeeling and the 
teB gardens which have for long depended upon it, it is unlikely that the 
match ~ndustry will obtain what it wants in the accessible areas near 
Darjeeling and GLoom. If coal l'eplaces wood fuel in the hills there will be 
more spliut wood available but it IS doubtful wheth ~r it will do so. On the 
other hand there are' some. of the less accessible areas in and beyond 
lIanebhanjan in the S~ngalila range which may be opened up but clear 
f('lling can only be done if the forest can be artificially restocked. The gist 
of all this is that anyone who wishes to start a splint or complete match 
factory in the Darjeeling Division can draw useful information from this 
report or the local forest staff but he cannot expect to displace other indus
tries of long standing and. must be ready to make a detailed examination of 
all the conditions. 

3. The Forest Department has no accurate figures of the available crop. 
i'his is a great drawback which has been mentioned before but it must be 
understood that the enumeration of match timbers would be a large and 
expensive undertaking. The species said to be suitable are many and I 
know of no reason to doubt the accuracy of this part of the report, which 
is after all a specialist's work. The species named by the. match expert 
include some suitable for timber but most of them are only used for fuel. 

4. The forests of the province are being worked now so as to make the 
l&rgest possible amount of material available for industry of all kinds from 
accessible areas, consistent with their restocking with species suited by the 
climate and . locality. Many people seem to be ignorant of the fact that 
trees cannot be forced to grow in climates and localities which are unsuitable 
to them. Mr. Ghose has mentioned some of the localities which are being 
leN heavily worked either on account of inaccessibility or because there is 
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!ess local demand. In the former category may be mentioned the north
east and higher part of the Kalimpong Division and the north-east of the 
Kurseong Division, and in the latter a good deal of the Buxa Division· (for 
.kukat species, now that the Buxa Timber and Trading Company has gone 
into liquidation) and much of the forests of the· Chittagong Hill TracUi. 
Most of the other forests are heavily worked for woods which are suitable 
.for the match industry and among them the Sundarbans must be included. 
In. the latter although genwa is ah·eady being largely used for matches it is 
being obtained each year with more difficulty as there is no regulation in: its 
cutting. Paragraph 60 of the 1922-23 Annual Report gives figures of the 
outturn of timber in the circle. 

6. Provided that the demands of those interested in the industry are 
reasonable, the help which Mr. Ghose hopes for from the Forest Department 
.at the bottom of page 51 of his report will be forthcoming but funds will be 
needed for opening up inaccessible areas and replanting areas cut over. 
Special royalty rates do not appear to be ·necessary to a well-protected 
industry-the figures on pages 44-45 corroborate this-nQr can such be hoped 
for if money has to be found by Government for the further development of 
the forests. 

Attached are the opinions of two Divisional Officers (Darjeeling and 
Kurseong). 

Dpinion 01 E. A. C. Madder, Esq., Deputy Conservator of Forests, Darjeeling 
Division. 

The writer of this bulletin has tmfortunately ignored the fact that there 
is a heavy local demand for all classes of forest produce in. some of the 
forests visited by him. For example, I fail to see the object of including 
·certain portions of Darjeeling Division, such as Ghumpahar Range, where 
we cannot meet the existing local demand or of suggesting a splint factory 
at Sonada when every stick in Senchal 4 is required for the firewood and 
timber supply of Darjeeling. . 

2. There are, however, certain areas where timber for making matches is 
available, but it will be advisable for those intereste.d to first consult the 
Forest Department as to the quantity of timber that can be spared for 
lLatches, after meeting· local demand. 

3. On page 54 it is stated that there is an abundance of match wood in 
the Bengal }'orests and that a different forest policy is needed to remove 
all doubts and difficulties in the .way of .upplying match woods. 

Mr. Ghose has conveniently closed his eyes to the fact that a very large 
number of species mentioned by him are used locally and often, in very large 
·lluanti~e9. 

As regards a change of policy does he suggest that the local i;Wabitants 
and local industries should be deprived of the fuel and timber they have been 
8CCustomed to purchase from the forests for years and that all timbtlr 
euitable for matches be reserved for this purpose regardless of lccal require. 
mm~? . 

4. I· do not think any change of policy is needed by the Forest Depalt
lDent: what is wanted is that those interested in the match industry must 
?ealise that the requirements of the local inhabitants and local industries 
must come first. Had this been realised and had those interested in the 
industry been prepared to work in areas where produce is available, instead 
of persistently and deliberately trying to plant themselves in forests whe!"e 
the existing local demand exceed the supply, matters would have progressed 
It least a little by this. 

5. On page 30, 1I1r. Ghose states that most of the species suitable. for 
·matches come under the category "Kukat • * • *Kukat, h. 
aays, is UBed as fuel and BOme Kukat has even no fuel value. 1 

" C 
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. Again on page 17, it is stated" Specimens that have much timber value 
• * * have not been included in this report." 

A glance at the results of the timber tests given on pages 18 to 28. will 
ahow that the above two statements are misleading and inaccurate. Some 
oi the species mentioned are valuable timber trees, e.g., Gamhari, Lampati, 
Kawla, Lepcha Kawla and the Sundarbans PUBsar. Speaking generally, 
there IS a fairly good demand for at least 25 of the 99 species mentioned for 
tImber. Samples of 16 specimens from Darjeeling Division have been tested 
(see pages 23 to 25). Eleven of these 16 are sold as timber at present in 
l\ccessible areas. I am inclined to think that the percentage is nearly as 
high in a few other divisions. 

6. The terms" good supply," "fair supply" and" small supply" used on 
pages 32 to 37, when estimating the approximate quantity of timber of each 
species available, must not be taken too seriously; in fact, they are often 
misleading. For example, under •• good supply" we find-

(1) Hemlock (Thingre Salla) extending over a few hundred acres iri the 
Darjeeling Division. 

(2) Chipit extending over many hundred of miles in the Chittagong 
Hill Tracts. 

·(3). Geneva which is not uncommon over 3,000 square miles in the 
Sundarbans Division. 

7. On page 54, it is suggested that the Forest Department should reduce 
Toyalty rates for timber for matches. On page 45 1\Ir. Ghose estimates that 
after paying 3 annas royalty plus 6 annas felling and cariag~9 annas, 
a very fair rate, there will be a minimum profit of Re. 1 per gross of matches. 
On page 44 it is stated that ~ cubic feet will produl'6 matches for about 
3 gross boxes. . Six cubic feet will yield about 100 gross cases. 

Our l'oyalty rates for the class of timber required are, on the whole. 
not high, and unless the produce is to be given as a gift, I fail to see why 
tkere should be a reduction except in special cases. 

My No. 254-17-26, dated the 2nd October 1923, on Mr. Sailendra Nath 
Mittra's application may be of use in working out the royalty rates that 
would bo charged iu this division at least. 

8. As regards setting aside special areas for match-making and plantin~ 
suitable species, thete should be no. trouble or objection provided local
industries and the local demand is adequately safeguarded. 

\. 

Opinion of lV. E. Hodge, Esq., Depufy Consen'afor' 0/ Forests, Kurseong 
Division. 

. Page f?-Splint lactories.-All produce in accessible places is sold to tea 
gardens fcr box planking or fuel. Small parts of tops, etc., are cut into 
fuel. 

Water-supply.-It is doubtful if the water-supply is sufficient at Sukna. 
or Latpanchar. This difficulty could be obviated by installing oil engines. 

Floating.-It is very doubtful if floating is feasible in the Teesta. 
. Labour. supply.-I think that Mr. Ghose does not fully appreci&te the· 

difficulty of getting labour at Sukna or Sevoke. In the former place there 
is a fair supply of hill labour which comes down from Tindliaria, etc., and 
goes back at night. 

fhis form of labour is very expensive not only from the point of View of 
short working hours, but owing to competition with the tea gardens, who-
can afford to pay very high rates during the plucking season. . 

In the latter place there is no local labour available &nd hill coolies for 
the cold weather months only. can be obtained. 
, In the hills labour for Latpanchar and Mana will also be difficult .. It will 
probably be necessary to open out villages within the forest to provide 
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4alour jf anything on a large scale is to be done. Labour will be ·needed 
f'ol the extraction as well as the splint making. 

Timber .upply.-At Toong and Sukna and also in the Bagdogra Range 
practically &11 timber is sold to tea estates as box planking or fuel: it hardly 
seems possible to take produce from an established industry to give it tc 
one that has only just started. In my opinion we should try and get the 
match people to work at the Latpanchar and Mana and perhaps in IIOme 
place at the foot of the hills between Sukna and Sevoke, but only in the. 
!atter if they can get people to work there. 

Enclosure No.2. 

Extract Irom Depal·tment 0/ Aoricultwre and Industries Zetter to Director 
0/ Industries,' Bengal, No. 6461, dated 11th November 19115 • 

• • • • • * • 
2. 1'he recommendations made by Mr. Ghose for the development of the 

Match Industry in Bengal have been summarized in Chapter VII of .the 
report. These recommendations so far as .they refer to Government may be 
classified broadly into two groups: - . 

(I) those concerning the Forest Department, and 
(2) those concerning. the Industries Department. 

The recommendations whlch directly concern the .. F~rest Department ar. 
as follows: - . 

(1) Formulation of· a definite forest policy which would onile for all 
remo.eall doubts and diffi~ltiesinthe way of supplying 
matchwood. . '. . ., 

. (2) In areas recommended by Mr. Ohose as suitable for the erection: of 
match factories plantations of the Ilpecies which are suitll-b1e. for' 
match wood, as mentioned by him, in respect. of each particular' 
b~~ "'. . . 

(3) 'Oo'nservation of . particular species 'suitable for· matchwood purposes' 
(4) Oonservation of particular forest, areas fOF the above purpose. 
(5), Granting of special royalty rates: 
(6) Granting of special facilities and help frornthe Forestdepartm3nt, 

including guarantees of specific quantitY and quality, sustained 
supply from particular areas and divisions and utilization of 
the' forest staff for this purpose. 

The recommendations which directly. concern the Industries Department 
are the, foUowing:~ . 

(1) Obtaining concessions of freights from the railway and' steamer 
. companies for raw materials and finished' ·goods. 

(2) Granting loans or sulisidising in: some shape. ' 
(3) Buying ]ocal products for Government, or State. use . 

. (4) Retaining the enhanced import duty on' all foreign matches 10. as 
to serve 80S protection and not enacting to levy any tax on local 
manufacture.' . 

(5) Reducing the import dutyoD . chemicals and other rawinaterjal 
for m~tches. 

(6) Giving general technical advice: 
(1) Starting model match-making factories •. 

8. As regards the recommendations which concern the 'Forest Department, 
I am to enolose 'herewith for your information a copy of the lettei' 

C 2 
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No. 1473-1T-27,' dated the 20th March 1924, from the Conservator of 
Forests, and its enclosure, containing his considered opinion on the subject. 
The Forest Department. are on the whole prepared to accept these recom
melldations' as guiding ,factol's in dealing with any application made to them 
by individuals for the purpose of obtaining a supply of wood for match 
making provided that the establishment of a factol'Y for any branch of the 
mat<.h industry does not interfere with the supply in any particular locality 
for 'Jlurposes of fuel wood or' wood for tea boxes,' etc. It is already the 
accepted policy of the FOl'est Department to make regular plantations of 
many of the species which are mentioned by Mr, Ghose as suitable for the 
industry, as some of them are also required for the purpose of fuel wood. 
etc, They, however, cannot undel'take to make plantations specially of species 
which are useful for match purposes only but not for other purposes unless 
they are satisfied that the industry is likely to be developed in a particular 
area, The same remarks aho apply to 1\1r, Ghose'll recommendation for the 
conservation of certain, particular species and certain. forest areas for the 
purposes of match wood, In regard, however, to the recommendation for 
special royalty rates, the Forest Department would not entertain any appli
cation f.>r any reduction in areas where the supply of wood was barely equal 
to the demand but would be prepared to allow reduced rates, at leas~ tem
porarily in order to secure new business and to develop new areas for which 
there was at present very little demand. Such concession has already been 
allowed in the case of the Bande Mataram Match Factory. 

4. With regard to the recommendations which affect the Industries Depart
ment, I ,\m to say that so far: as item 6 of the recommendations regarding 
the rendering of general technical help, mentioned in paragraph 2 above, is 
concerned, Government, are prepared to give such help whenever required. 
As a matter 'of fact,' this kind of help is being rendered at present by the 
Industriel! Department, As I'egards items 1 and 3 of the recommendations' 
which relate ,to railway and steamer freight concessions and State patronage 
of the prodlJcts ,of" the local manufacture, I am to state that Government 
would be prepared to consider each application on its merits. Item 2 of the 
recommendations regarding the granting of loans or subsidies can only come 
up 'after the 'proposed State aid to Industries Bill, has been passed. All 
regards items 4 and 5 of the recommendations dealing, with import duties I 
am to say that these' are matters which concern the Government of India 
and that the Government of Bengal.are not required at present to take any 
action, in regard to them,' ' , 

5. As regards· the recommendation' for the starting of '. model match fac
tories you, considered th(l possibility of the llstablishment -of, 'an' up-to-date
match ,factory capable of producing 1,000 gross boxes per day on the lines 
9uggested by }Ir. Ghose in the report and raised the question as to whether' 
Government were prepared to accept in principle the desil'8bility of establish
ing a demonstration splint factory at the cost of the State.' What you, 
however, evidently intended was the establishment of a self-contained demon
atration factory as the starting of a model splint factory wOllld be quite 
useless unless there were some finishing factories to take' over the' producta 
of the former. 

Th~ match industry is' undoubtedly one of grea.t importance, but it is 
already in existence in this province. It appears that the Industries Depart
ment have already undertaken a considerable amount of research work in 
oonnection \'I'ith the industry, e,!}., as regards damp-proofing and on the 
'completion, (\f the new tesearch laboratory buildings already taken in hand 
the department' will have facilities 'for undertaking any further chemical 
rflSearch that is tequired. It also appears that experiments in splints and' 
woods have been made:in pne of the existing factories; In the circumstances" 
it does not appear that there could be much utility of .starting a model 
faciory unless it is intended to demonstrate, the commercial possibilities of 
match-making. But the possibilities of, maki::og t,he industry. commercially-
8uccessful depend very largely on wood supply and the positi<.lD of ~he factory 
a8 regards the unfettered ~upply of wood, and labour and It IS obVIOUS that .. 
Government factory, inon(l spot would f1ot, necessarily demonstrate the OOID--
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~ercial. possibilities of a factory in another spot. Apart from this con-
81derlltlOn Government feel doubtful as to the soundness of 1;he policy of 
c!emonstrating the commercial possibilities of a big factory at the present 
stage .and it is evident that only a big factory will pay. Moreover, the 
establIshment of a self-contained factory cannot help the cottage industries 
unless it is able to build up subsidiary industries of splint and box making 
an~ confine itself to the fi!lishing, but in that case all its own machinery 
be.mg on too large a scale WIll be useless. In order to help the cottage indus
trIes such a factory would also have to be situated in the middle of populated 
country where the home industry can flourish, and the slopes of Senchal 
hills where you suggest ,the urection of a demonstration factory would be 
lJnsuitable for this purpose. 

6. In the !)ircumstances explained above,' Government are of opinion that 
there is no scope for the establishment of a self-contained match factory on 
the lines recommended by Mr.' Ghosh. They are, however, prepared to 
consider any practical proposals for the encouragement of the match industry 
In Bengal, especially lIB a "home industry. I am accordingly to request that 
you will be so good as to examine the matter from this point of view and to 

,submit definite prop'osals, if any, fol' the consideration of Government in due 
course. It is understood' that the Government of Bihar and Orissa in the 
Industries Department have started a scheme for the development of the 
match industry in that province and I am to request that you will be good 
enough to obtain details of the scheme for consideration in connection with 
any proposals which may be put forward, 

• - - -
Enclosure No" 3. 

Statement !1itlingdetl'iled informatiim on the tlariouspoints referred to' in 
paragraph 3 of the Tariff Board', letter under reply. 

, A. (1) (i) and (ii).~'JI'ide pa~eii'11-28 of Mi>. Ghosh's report a~d ;I~tter 
No. 1473-1-T.-27, dated :2Oth March 1925, from the Conservator of Forests, 
Bengal. ' , 

(iii) Wood for the manufacture'of packing case's is available anywhere 
where wood for matches is ,also available. 

(2) Vide pages 29-31 of Mr. Ghosh's report.-
(3) For any factory situated' near' a: forest where wood is obtainable in 

.ufficient quantities for matches wQod for burning as fuel would also be 
available. Only a small proportion 'of the Bengal forest trees are' suitable 
for anything else except fuel. But near towns or thickly populated areas 
there is a local demand for fuel and' the supply would not be unlimited and 
a8 Mr. Ghosh says on page 52, it might be necessary to ,burn coal., 

Mr. Ghosh's report gives rates for all 'classes of timber and pr'esumably 
the cheapest rates apply to log required .f9r fuel. It is impossible to give 
estimate of the cost of fuel and the quantities available for fuel for the 
whole of Bengal ju. more ~etail ,than Mr. Ghosh has done. 

(4) Generally speaking labour is plentiful with all factories which have 
been established for some time; but some' concerns, particularly those which 
have Jute or Cotton lIIills as neighbours, complain of fluctuation due to 
employees, being reluctant to 'remain, far, 8' 'short time with comparativ~lt 
low earnings in order to gain sufficient skill to earn more. In common Wlth 
other industries some of the smaller concerns 1lsperience difficulty in obtainIng 
labour during the harvesting period, but this difficulty is not so great as it 
might be since this' period coincides with the off seasons of the match indus
try. Some of the larger concerns have ,now: .installed Box Fillin& Machines 

* Not printed. 
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80 that child labour hitherto taking care of that portion of the process have 
now come into the market for similar employment in smaller capitalised 
factories. 

In 80 far as future small match factories are concerned, there should be 
no difficulty in obtainin/& the requisite child labour in view of the attraction 
to the latter being able to earn comparatively high w~es. 

MATCH FACTORY: WAGES: (A.verage per-month). 

BOl[ 
Children (12w 15 years) 

FILLING DBPARTMENT. 
Rs. 20-()..(J (6 hours per day, 6 days 

Men. 
per week). ' 

Rs. 22-8-0 (10 hours per day, 6 da,ys 
por week). 

Rs. 25-0-0 (10 hours per day, ~ days 
per week). 

In the larger European Match Factories bOl[ filling to a great enent is 
carried out by machines so th~t few persons are employed in that brsl!.ch of 
the process. 

Children 

Men ,. 

Women 

BOl[ M.1KING DEPARTMENT (by hSl!.d). 

Rs. 26-0-0 (Contract) (6 hours per day, 
6 days per week). 

Rs. 26-0-0 (Contract) (10 hours per 
day, 6 days per week). 

,Rs. 26-0-0 (Contract) (10 hOilrs, per 
day, 6 days per week). 

The larger concerns do this work eitheJ,: by machil!.es or arral!.ge to get ii 
done 0)' contract workerF workil!.g in .their owl!. homes. '. 

BOl[-:~:L\lnNG DEPARTMENT (by maChine). 

Men Rs. 28 (daily hands)' (10 hours per day, 6 days i>er week). 

DIPPING DEPARTMENT. 

Rs. 28 (daily hands) (10 hours per ,day, 6 'days per week). 

FRAMB FILLING DEPARTMENT. '" 
Men Rs. 40 (daily hands) (10 hours per day, 6 days per week). 

PEELING MAOHINE DEPARTMENT (veneers). 

Men Rs. 35 (daily hands) (10 hours per day, 6 days per week). 

STIOJ[ PEELING DEPARTME!tT. 

Mell • Rs. 35 (daily hands) (10 hours per ,day, 6 days per week). 

STIOJ[ CUTTING DEP,RTMENT •. 

1\len Rs. 28 (daily hands) (10 hO]lrs per 'day~ ~ days per week) •.. 

B. (1) Vide pages 38-41 of Mr. Ghosh's report. 
--llaps mustrating the sites mentioned in the report not available.- - -
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(2) It ia understood that a detailed statement showing the number, loca
tion, size of factories in Bengal, including those working on cottage industry 
lines, and the approximate date of establishment of each factory has already 
been furnished to the Tari1f Board by the Director of Industries, Bengal. 
A list of registered factories in Bengal, as now furnished by the C. I. F., 
Bengal, with such details as are available is enclosed herewith •• 

(3) It is understood that a statement on this point has been forwarded 
to the Tariff Board by the Department of Industries, Bengal, direct. 

(4) With the exception of Khnlna and Calcutta no match factory of any 
magnitude has been started in any other place recommended either in 
Mr. Troup's memorandum or in Mr. Ghosh's report. 

(5) None of the factories mentioned in the list referred to in B above 
have been closed, except the Supermantosh Match Factory which 'was closed 
for the reason stated therein. 

(6) Of the 14 registered factories mentioned in the list one is. owned, 
controlled. and managed by Japanese, one is owned, controlled and managed 
by Swedes and the rest are Indian owned, controlled and managed. 

C. (1) Almost aU the factories are located in or near about Calcutta. 
The only arrangement that has been made for the sale of trees from 
Darjeeling forests (Senchal Block II) to the match industry is that with 
B'lbu Sailendra Nath Mitra, Proprietor of the Bande Mataram Match 
Factorv, bv which he has been permitted 'to remove from coupes in the same 
felling'series before they are sold by auction, trees suitable for match-making, 
paying royalty at, the ordinary scheduled rates. , 

(2) One anna per cubic foot for match wood to be taken from the 
Darjeeling forests (Senchal Block II) with effect from March 1927. 

(3) Vide reply to C (1) abon. 
(4) As no such applications have so far been received -by GoverIimimt, the 

questions do not arise. 
(5) Vide paragraph 3 of this department letter No. 5461, dated 11th 

November 1925. 
(6) No. 

D. Vide Appendices ,II and III to Mr. Ghosh's report. 
E. and F. The figures relating to the import of matches into Bengal as per 

atatement enclosed and those relating to the estimated production of the local 
factories as shown in the detailed statement which has been furnished to the 
Tariff Board direct by the Director of Industries, Bengal, will furnish an idea 
of the extent of local cemand for mat~hes and also the stage the industry 
haa reached in Bengal. 

Number of registered match factories in Bengal-14. 

Calcutta 
24--Parganas 
Khulna 

Name of tactori8ll, 

Locat~"'. 

OalC1ltta. 

1. Esavi India Match Manufactory 

1 
12 
1 

Employees 
approximately. 

601 
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24-PargaMS. 

Name of factories. 

1. Calcutta ·Match Works 
2. Western India Match Factory 
S. Esavl India Match Factory 

. 4. Supermantosh India Match Factory . 

f).Pioreer Match Factory 
6. Radha-Shyam Match Works 
7. Karimbhoy Match .l\1anufact~ry 
8. M. N. Mehta Match Factory 
9. Sukalu Match Factory 

10. Sultan Central Match Works 
11. Standard Match Works 
12. Bhagirathi Match Factory. 

Khuma. 

1. Sunderban Match "'orks 

Name of factories. 
Oalcutta. 

Employees 
approximately • 

" 890 
914 
946 

Closed for past 12 months 
since fire took place. 

. 400 

63 
275 
756 
33 
19 
49 

125 

39 

Date of Establishment.· 

1. E-3avi India Match Company's Factory, S6-A,. . " 
HogulkuriaGully • January 1925. 

·24-PargaMs. 

1. Calcutta Match Works, Dilwarjah Lane, Garden 
Reach . 

2. Western India .l\Iatch Company's Factory, ~, 
Canal East Road 

3. Esavi India Match Manufactory, 46, 46-1-1, 
Muraripukur ROlld 

. 4. Supermantosh and Company's Match Manufac
tory, 25, South Road, Entally . 

5. Pioneer Match Factory, 16, Dum Dum Road 
6. Radha-Shyam Match Works, 10, Roy Mathura

nath Chowdhury's Lane, Baranagore 
7. Karimbhoy Match Manufactory, 32, Canal West 

Road 
8. M. N. Mehta Match Factory, 104, Ultadinghi 

Main Road: 
~. Sukalu Match Factory, 14, Gurudas Datta's 

Garden Lane 
10. Sultan Central Match Works, 35-5, Canal West 

Road 
11. Standard Match Works, 13, Paikpara Road, 

Tallah . 
12. Bhagirathi Match Factory, 1, Jogan Bysack Road, 

Barnagore. 

Irh·ulna. 
1. Sunderban Match Works, Khulna • 

October 1924. 

September 1924. 

.January .1925 • 

January 1925. 
June 1925. 

August 1925. 
", 

August 1925. 

October 1925. 

November 1925. 

December 1925 .. 

April 1926. 

November 1926. 

June 1925. 



QU8ol1tjty in gross of boxes. Value in Rupees. 

Matohes. 

; 1920·21. 1921.22. 1922·23. 1923-24_ 1924·25. 1920-21. 1921·22. 1922.23. 1923·24. 1924·25. 

,¥e~y " . 2.879.961 3,968.839 3.268.417 3.002.587 2.157.211 42,06,338 61,60,748 44,72,802 '7,49,112 30,90,761 

Other aorta . . 62,047 12,500 '7,481 39,409 78.909 1,08,513 26,578 1.03,913 64,876 1,37.648 

- -
TOUL MATCHES 2,942.008 3,981,339 3.305,898 3,041,996 2,236,120 43,14,851 61,87,326 45,76,716 48,03,987 32,28.409 

.. ' . 
Quantity in lb. Value in Rupees. 

:Matoh·making matsri&ls (at . 
.the Calcutta port) •. 

i923.24. . 1920-21. 1921·22. 1922-23. 1923·24. 1924-25. 1920-21. 1921.22. 1922-23. 1924·25. 

Ondippod splints ... ... ... .. . 319,11l0 ... ... ... . .. 71.861 

Veneers for mato-'} boxes 8oI1d .. , ... ... ... 705,132 . .. . .. '" 2,71.812 
emptybox~. 

TOTAL ... ... ... . .. 1.024,322 .. , ... ... .. . 3,43,673 
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Government of the Punjab. 

Letter,dated 21,tk F!!bruary 1927. 

With reference to your letter No: 58; dated 8th January 1927, to the 
addJ:'ess of the Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab, I am directed to 
forward herewith a copy of a joint note on ,the Match Industry in the Punjab 
written by the Director of Industries and the Chief _ Conservator of Forests, 
Punjab, which deals with all the points raised by tlle Board. - .. -

2. With reference to paragraph 4 of your letter .1lnder reply I. am to say 
that if the Board could give an indication after a' perusal of the enclosed 
joint note as to the approximate date of their visit with the places to be 
inspected, necessary suggestion!! for a tour programme will be forwarded. 

The Match-m.aking Industry in tkePunjab. 
(A note compiled with special reference to the Secretary, Tariff Board letter 

No. 58,-dated 8th January 1927, to the Chief Secretary to the Government. 
of the Punjab.) 

(Vide Secretary, Development Department, Punjab's endorsement No .. 423-
A.D., dated 27th January 1927, to the Chief Conservator of Forests, 
Punjab.) 

General. (Last sentence of paragraph 2 of the Tariff Board's letter.) 
The present condition of the match-making industry in the Punjab cannot 

be described as flourishing; but there is little, if· any, reason to despair 
provided that it is recognised that the building up and growth of the industry 
depends:-

(i) On ready co-operation between the Punjab and its neighbours, the 
Kashmir. Chamba and Bashahr States; 

(ii) On reasonable protection against the unduly cheap marketing of 
foreign matches or matches manufactured from foreign' wood in 
India by pmyerful foreign match companie!! and ,combines; 

(iii) On the grasping of every favourable opportunity to improve com
munications and cheapen transport with the forests of the higher 
hills, which contain a very large supply of wood believed to be 
suitable for matcR making. 

At the moment _there is only one match factory in the Punjab-The Maha
lakshmi Match Factory at Shahdara, near Lahore, owned and operated by 
Sir Daya I\:ishan I\:aul and. Sons. This factory is equipped with up-to-date 
and efficient machinery and is conducted with 'sufficient expert knowledge of 
match making; but -it is handicapped by the fact that it was erected without 
adequate consideration of the difficulty of obtaining, near Lahore, a sufficiency 
of cheap wood suitable for match splints and box veneers. It should at once 
be made clear that this factory was started without consultation with the 
Forest Department, who cannot, therefore, take any responsibility for the 
difficulties in which the factory now finds itself. The factory continues to 
work by buying blue pine (Pinus excelsa) wood in the open market and supple
menting s\1llplies of this wood by small quantities of other woods, chiefly the 
Hill Poplar (Populus ciliata) and the riverain Poplar (Populus euphratica): 
but Blue Pine wood is in reality too valuable a wood for match splints 
(though entirely suitable for. box veneers), while the other 2 woods cannot be 
had in suffioient quantities or of good enough quality at present. The pros
pects of the ml\tcli-making industry in the PunJab are. sufficiently good, pro
vided that it is recognised t·hnt development must, by the condition of things, 
be slow and must involve the investment of capita! on a considerable scale •. 



'l'he Forest Department'. views on the prospects are set forth in general terms 
in a Bote entitled" Note on the possihilities of establishing a Match I:adustry' 
in the Punjab" issued by the Utilization Circle, with the approval of the 
Chief CoIl8ervator of Forests,. Punjab, a copy of which is attached (En
closure I). 

The Forest Department helieves that a real development of this industry 
depends on the. utilization .of the large quantities of Siiver Fir and Spruce 
wood growing in the remoter parts of the High Hills. But,. since it is clear 
from actual. experience at the Mahalakshmi Factory that these 2 woods are' 
not suitable for " peeling" when the sap has 'been dried out after transport 
by water over long distances, the development of-the industry will, it is 
helieved, depend upon the preparation of splints .in special splint· factories 
erected iu the close vicinity of the Silver Fir and Spruce Forests, and transfer' 
of the manufactured splints from these factories to the plains, where the 
finished match would be produced at a central factory, located at a spot, 
where packing case and box veneer material, chemicals, and paper can ba 
obtained in sufficient quantities at reasonable cost. But development on 
these lines is very largely dependent upon improved communications, since 
the cost of transport of " splints" mUst be as low as possible if a match is 
to be produced at a competitive price. In practice it would appear that the 
industry must be started on a small scale, utilizing such' accessible forest 
areas as there may be at present, 'and gradually expanding as improved com
munioations and cheap transport enable fresh forest areas to be exploiteafor 
mMcb wood. Nor must it be forgotten that but a small proportion of the 
~upply of Silver Fir and Spruce wood, available in Northern India, actually 
lies within the boundaries of British Punjab; the proportion is probably not 
more than 10 per cent. of the whole, while Chamba (10 per cent.), Bashahr 
(10 per cent.) and Kashmir (70 per' cent.) . all contain forests which could 
provide these woods to a large central finishing factory situated in the Punjab. 
Such a factory, given patience and time; might provide for the whole of the 
rnaooh demand of·' Northern India' (Punjab, United Provinces, North.West 
Frontier Province and thIJ Native States adjoining). .' 

Source" etc., 0/ .wood 81Lpply. (A (1) of Tariff Board's letter.) 
The following woods· in the Punjab are believed to be suitable for· match 

making.:-

Silver Fir (Abies Pindrow) 
Spruce (picea morinda) 
Blue Pine (Pinus excelsa) 
Hill Poplar (populus ciliata) 
Riverain Poplar (Populus euphra.-

tica). 

J For splints (when green) and paclrin~ 
. cases. 
For splints and box veneers. 
For splints. 
For splints. 

Simal (Bombax malabaricum) • For box veneers. 

The Punjab Government only owns one imporiGnt area of Sil'ller Fir and 
Spruce forests, namely that lying in the Kulu and Seraj Forest Divisions. 
These forests can produce at least 1 million cubic feet of match wood annually 
in perpetuity, but without impro'lled communiecttons they are economically 
inaccessible to the match manufacturer, since tA. wood must be used green. 

Subject to the qualifications as to accessibility there is a further·stipply iIi 
the North-West Frontier Province Government forests of Hazara District, 
wbich could yield probably another 750,000 cubic feet per annum (of which 
some 50,000 cubic feet may prove to be immediately accessible). The forests 
of Chamba State contain another million cubic feet, but are unlikely to be 
8C<lnomically accessihle for many years to come, the Bame remarks applying 
to the forests of Bashahr State (which will give another million cubic feet 
per annum). The Kashmir State will produce some 5 to 6 million cubic feet 
por- annum, of'whicli"probably 1 million cubic feet could be exploited imme
diately. The visible supply of Silver Fir and Spruce wood in the north of 
India, utilizable by a 'Punjab Match industry. is therefore round about 9-10 
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million cubic feet 'per annum, of which however probably a little more than '1 
million cubic feet are ,at present economically accessible for match splints; 
while probably 1 million cubio feet more could be produced from Knlu and, 
Seraj forests for packing cases, . since water-borne wood is suitable for this 
purpose. 

, The Blue Pine ,is available in considerable quantities but'has a value which 
places it beyond the reach of the manufacturer of matches on a large scale, 
except for box veneers. The Punjab Government forests would certainly 
produce 50,000 cubic feet of wood a year suitable for this purpose and ilmne
diately available (since water-borne Blue Pine wood is suitable). The other 
localities mentioned above will produce 5 or 6 times this quantity so tqat 
there is no question that sufficient quantity of this wood is available for box 
veneers for the largest factory. . 

The Hill Poplar is not at present found in large enough quantity in con
.:entrated areas to allow of sole dependence upon this wood by a factory. 
However even at present it might prOVEJ a useful source of supplementary 
supply: while it is possible that plantations of th~s tree could be grown in 
Ruitable localities without very great difficulty. 

The Riverain Poplar is at present found in considerable quantities only 
along the Indus river in the Muzaflargarh and Dera Ghazi Khan Districts. 
The present stocking of the forests is extremely poor owing to past neglect, 
anUhe production of wood &uitable for match making does not exceed 10,000 
cubic feet for annum. ,Steps are now being taken to improve the quantity 
and quality of wood in these forests, and it is possible that after some 20-25 
years the supply of 'wood will gradually increase to a maximum of 75,000 
cubic feet per annum. It is, also possible that the supplies of this wood 
~ollid be considerably increase,d by plantations in riverain areas, or even in 

'IJarts of the irrigated plantations of the Punjab. ' ,,', ':", 
The Simal does not at present form large forests in the Punjab BO that no 

large quantities of ,this wood are at present available for, box veneers. It is 
just possible that supplies of this wood could be increased by planting. 

Proximity and accessibility of $upplies. (A (2) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

Information on this poiut has been included in the preceding section. 
To sum up it can be said that supplies of the most abundant woods, namely, 
Silver ~ir and Spruce, depend entirely on improved communications .. 'rhese 
2 woods could not be obtained in full quantity from a single Bource j the 
position is summarised at "follows for these 2 wods: - "- .. 

Silver Fir and Spruce. 

SO~lrce. 

Punjab (KnItl, Seraj) 

North~We6t FNntier Provinc~ (Kagan) 

Chamba State 

Bashahr State 

Kashmir State 

Tout. 

Ultimately 
available. 

O. ft. 

1,000,000 

750,000 

1,000,000 

1,000,000 

6,000,000 

Now 
&vailabb. 

O. ft. 

50,000 

.. ' 

1,000,000 
1 __ ---__ _ 

I 9,750,000 I '1,050,000 
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The blue pine forests are aU accessible by river and aubject tocost,(which 
ill to-day round about 12-14 annas per cubic foot in the log), are ~n 'suffi
ciently close ~roximity for use in a plains finishing factory 'for boX' v~Iieers. 

The RiV't>lsin poplar forests are tho only other immediate source of supply 
and are concentratod in 2 neighbouring districts in the South West Punjab; 
Supplies are at present limited, but will increase. "The forests are 'aU' acces~ 
sible and are in close enougJ!. proxilllity to, any locality likely to be used for 
match manufacture. ' ' 

Fuel supply. (A.' (3) Tariff Board's' letter.) 

The fuel woods available in the plains are,Shisham,Mulberry', Jkan(J, and 
FaTa.k, the 2 former growing in irrigated plantations' and the 2 latter in the 
dry rakhs. Supplies from dry rakhs will, rapidly decrease with. the advance 
of irrigation. There will always be alllple sUl'plies of fuel for match factories 
in the plains at a cost of approximately 10 per cent. c. ft. stacked forSkiskam 
and mulberry and Rs. 6 per cent. c. ft. stacked for Jkand. and Farash. For 
Ilplint factories in the Hills there will be ample supplies of fuel in the form 
of waste wood from conversion, branch. wood, etc., at a cost of some 4 annall 
per maund. 

Available 8upply of labour and wages. (A. (4) of ',l'arilf" Board's,-ietter.) 
The Mahalakshmi Match Factory experiences no diffi~uity in getting an 

adequate 8upply of labour. The whole process- of. :match manufacture, from 
the sawing of the logs to the packetting of finished products requires a certain 
amount of skill, which is not difficult to acquire. The labour employed in the 
factory consists of: - . 

Skilled 137 men and boys, working on machines. 
Wages range between Rs. 8 and Rs. 25 per mensem according to 

qualifications and age. ' 
. Skilled 12 mechanics, mistries, fitters, etc. 

Wages range between ItS. 15 and Rs. 80 per mensem. " 
Unskilled 35 men working in the timber yard, stores and for transporta-

tion of finished products. . . 
Wages range between Rs. 20 and Rs. 25 per mensem. 

Match. Factory sites. (D. (1) of Tariff Board's letter.: 
Mr. Troup has mentioned Beas and Ghazi Ghat as 2 possible but not pro

mising sites for match factories. ,Beas is not suitable in view of the fact that 
sufficient supplies of ckeap wood for splints would not be available, owing. t? 
thE. more or less established fact that Silver Fir· and Spruce timber when 
carried long distancos by water is not suitable for, match, splints I the site is 
by no means the most suitable for a central finishing factory. At present at 
any rate Ghazi Ghat is not suitable for a factory, since present supplies of 
wood are insufficient to feed even the smallest factory. In fact an investi
gation carried out in 1909-10 by Messrs. Macbeth and Monro proved this to 
be the case: the position has not yet sufficiently improved to permit of revi
sion of their decision. After the lapse of some 20 years it is possible that 
the SQPply of suitable wood will have sufficiently increased to justify the 
erection of a " Splint" factory at this place. 

For reasons already stated the Forest Department advocates a Central 
Finishing Factory to which prepared "splints" would be sent from special 
splint factories, located in the neighbourhood of the forests growing suitable 
" splint" wood. There will be no objection however to "splint" machinery 
at the Central Factory on a small scale to deal with such quantities of suitable 
woode as cen be economically obtained but not in large"ellough qualJ.tities_for 

''Bny one locality to justify the erection of. a splint factory in 8it1/., 
, Probably' Lahore is a quite suitable locality for the Central Finishing Fae. 
'tory, which will deal with the chemical side of the industry, making of packing 
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.... ses, making of match boxes, making of splints on a small scale, and labelling 
and packing. Such a factory must be on a main line of railway, as near as 
reasonably possible to ports, admitting the necessary chemicals, etc.,' and yet 
J:ot unduly, far from the centre of the wood producing areas-Lahore fulfills. 
this purpose sufficiently, so that the Mahalakshmi Factory may be considered 
to be satisfactorily located. ' , 
,Splint factories could almost certainly be established immediately in the 

Vale of Kashmir where supplies of Silver Fir and Spruce wood are unusually 
accessible. No details can however be given by the Punjab Forest Depart-
ment as to the number and,location of such factories. . 

Lack of communications at present limits the possibility of establishing 
splint factories elsewhere: but it is believed that a factory would be justified 
;It Balakote at the foot of the Kagan Valley in Hazara District and possibly 
also above Shinkia::i in the Siran Valley of the same district. An extension 
of rail facilities to the borders of or on to Kulu coupled with good cart 
roads would open up a possibility of 2 more splint factories, probably located 
at (1) Bhuin , (at the junction of the Beas and Parbatti Rivers), and (2) above 
Monali at the head of the Beas ltiver. Other factories in the High Hills are 
out of the question unless good communications are established, and there 
seems little immediate prospect of such a development in Chamba and 
Bashahr States, in the near future. As already stated a splint factory at. 
Ghazi Ghat may prove feasible 20 years hence. ' 

Number, etc. of Match. faotories i71 the Punjab. (B. (2) of Tariff Boord's. 
letter.) -

The only match factory in the Punjab is the Mahalakshmi Match factory 
(proprietors-Sir Daya IGshen Kaul and Sons) located at Shahdara, near 
Lahore, started in 1925 and equipped with modern machinery of German, 
make. It is under8tood that a splint factory subsidiary to this Central fac
tory has just been erected in Kashmir State to utilise a concentrated area of 
poplar (populus alba) forest which is the property of Sir Daya Kishen Kaul: 
but no particulars are available in the Forest Department. The, factory at 
Shahdara is at present designed to deal with 1,000 gross boxes of matches 
daily, but is at present believed to be working at about I of its' full capacity 
owing to lack of wood. The factory started work in 1925. . 

Utilization of indigenous wood. (B. (3) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

Owing to (1) difficulties of extraction, (2) lack' of communications with the 
important sources of Silver Fir and Spruce wood supply and (3) the dearth 
of wood, other than Silver Fir and Spruce, suitable for match making, the 
Forest Department hM not yet been able to supply large quantities of wood 
for the manufacture or matches. The following statement gives the necessary 
r;tatistios on this point:...,... 

Price per 
i 

Cost per oub;o 
Kill'lof wood. Quantity sold. Ilubio loot foot solid of 

soli! realised. extraction • 

.- --- . ~--~; --- - -- <- --- .- -
C. ft. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

R iverAill Poplar . 17,000 ·0 a 0 0 1 5 

Blue pine 12,003 o III 9 

I 
010 0 

llJ . . . 1.666 ' 0 Ii 9, " 014 0 
I 
I 

·Price for firewood and match logs combined works out at apprOXImate!:' 
annas per' c. ft. BOlid~ This fiKUre haa been raised 50 per cent. 'for match
logs alone. 
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Ereetioa a',actoria. oa Mr. Troup', site.. (B. (4) of Tariff Board's ietter.) 

No match factories have been ere<.-ted on the sites contemplated by Mr. 
Troup for reasons already explained. 

Closure o"actorie, owing to financial 101Se,. (B. (5) of Tariff Board's lette:-.) 

No match factories in the Punjab have so far been closed owing tofinanciaJ 
loeses: but unless conditions governing the supply of Silver' Fir and Spruce 
wood can. be improved (chiefly by means of improved communications with 
the Inner Himalayan forests), the position of any Match factory in the Punjd.b 
must remain precarious. . . -. 

Foreil1" capitalist. and the Match Industry. (B. (6) of Tariff Board,'s letter.) 

No Match factories in the Punjab are owned or controlled by foreign 
ca¢talists. 

Arrangementa for mle of wood from Government forests. (C. (1) of Tariff 
Board's letter.) 

Wood is purchased by the Mahalakshmi factory in the open market, either 
at auction or at retes based upon prices realised by sales of similar wood at 
auction, from the Government depots. 

Restrictions on concessions to foreigners. (C. (4) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

The royalties on wood Bold by the PunJab Forest Department to the 14aha
lakshmi Match Factory have been approximately as follows:-

(i) Blue Pine (Pinus excelsa) 1 anna per c. ft. 
(ii) Silver fir (Abies pindrow) and Spruce sold at aloes. 

(Pices l!i.orinda). 
(iii) Riverain poplar tPopulus euphratica) 1 anna per c. ft. 

Concession. for extraction 0/ wood. (C. (3) of Tariff Board's l~tter.) 
No concessions have 80 far been granted • 

. Bestriction, on conceuions to lo·reigners. (C. (4) of Tariff Board's .letter.) 

The question ha.'I not'so far arisen in the Punjab so that no general poli!'y 
lias as yet been formulated. ' . 

"lantation. for production of Match wood. (C. (5) of Tariff Board's letter.) 

No plantations of this nature have so far been formed in the Punjab fer 
production of wood, suitable for match-making. In the event of a successful 
development of the resources of Silver. Fir and Spruce, such plantations on a 
large scale would hardly be necessary as ample supplies of these woods exist 
to meet all possible demand for matches in Northern India. Some experi
ments'are, however, about to be undertaken to see whether the supplies of 
:riverain poplar (Populus' euphratica) and Simal (Bombax malaba.ricum). can 
.be increased by planting on an economic basis. . 

Plantationa bll manulactU1"6r of matches. (C. (6) of Tariff .Board's . letter.) 

No plantations of this nature have been made in the Punjab. 

Conditions and cost 01 transpof"t. (D. of Tariff Board's letter.) 

Road transport in the High Hills is poSsible between April and December: 
-snowfall stops traffic during December-March. Innundation prevents tral,lB-· 
port from the riverain poplar forests during the monsoon period. 
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River Transport of logs is usually carried out in the spring and earl~ 
summer between the melting of the snow and the flooding of the rivers witb 
thE' establishment of the monsoon in July-August, some log floating is also done. 
in the autumn commencing before thE' monsoon begins to subside. 

Rail transport is possible at all seasons of the year. The cost of transport 
can be put at the following rough figures:-

'(i) By ropeway, timber slides, etc. 6 pi~ per maund per mile. 
(ii) :By bridle road (pack animals) ·1 anna per m,aund per mile. 

(iii) By hill cart road 3 pies per maund per mile. 
(iv) By other cart roads It pies per maund per mile.· 
(t.) By river i pie per maund per mile. 

(vi) By rail t pie per maund per mile. 

(And 2 pies per maund terminal charges.) 

For the Central finishing factory at Lahore methods (i), (iii), (-v) and (vi} 
would be utilised for wood or splints required. For splint factories in the
hills methods (i), (ii) and (iii) would be utilised. 

Local demand for matches : disposals from local factories. (E. of Tarift 
. . Board's letter.) 

It is difficult to find out exact figures of consumption of matches in the 
Punjab, as imports of matchE's into the Punjab are not separately recorded. 
in the Provincial Trade reports. However, a statement showing the imports 
into India of matches and the estimated imports into the Punjab is enclosed, 
(enclosure II). The figures for the Punjab have been arrived at on a popula
tion basis, i.e., 1/13t,h of the total Indian imports. The imports for the last. 
two years have considerably decreased. The decrease might be attributed to. 
the establishment .of match factories in India. The Shahdara factory which 
is capable of turning out 1,000 gross of boxes per day is at present producing 
750 gross a day. 'Xhe output during 1925-26 was 95,682 gross of boxes, which 
represents about 1/5th of the estimated consumption Of matches in the Pro
vince. The entire output of the factory is disposed of in the Punjab and 
North-West Frontier Province through agents. The demand is far in exceSs. 
of what it can possibly turn out. 

State which the Match Industry has Hached in the Punjab. (F. of Tariff 
Board's letter.) 

The industry is still in its. infancy in the Punjab and development ~ust ot· 
necessity be slow, depending as it does (i) mainly on the opening up of the 
inner Himilayan forests by 'lIdequnte cart road and tailway development, (ii}. 
the steady, but necessarily slow improvement of the riverain poplar forests 
in the S. W. Puniab. 

Inspection of Match fu.ctol-ies by the Board. 

The Mahalnkshllli 1\Iatch Factory can be visited from Lahore at any. time 
on application to Sir Daya Kishen Kaul and Sons) Abbott Road, LahoJ:e: 8!> 

also tho recently erected Splint Factory in Kashmir, by rail and motor' from: 
Lahore to Srinagar (2 days' journey). 

Enclosure No. I. 

Note on the Pos.5ibility 'of establishing a Match Industry in the Punjab. 

1. Thijlnote is d(lSigned to. supply preliminary information tothEi 'many 
firms and private individuals who. appear to ·be anxious to establish match, 
factories in the Punjab and elsewhere in India, by using wood from the. 
Punjab forests. ( . . 
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2. There are very large quantities of si1ve~ fir and spruce wood in the far 
distant and not easily accessible forests of the Himalaya prope~, notably ali 
the head of the Beas, Sutlej, Chenab and Jhelum valleys-by far the greater 
part of available supplies being situated in, Nativ~States, su.chas Kashmir 
(Jhelum and Chenab rivers), Chamba (Chenab and Ravi rivers) and Bashahr 
(Sutle; river). The forests lie in the heart of the Himalaya proper at a dis
tance by river or by bridle path and, cart road of 300 miles 01' more from 
the Punjab plains. :Soth ,these woods, are suitable for packing cases and~, 
under certain circ'lmstances, for match splints.. ,'J;hey could be supplied up 
to a total of some 25 lakhs of cubic feet .of logs a year. But the oircumstallCe&", 
under which silver fir. and. spruce are suitable for match splints are an 1'11-
important factor, 'and require. d~tailed expert examination before anY\lDe 
would be justified in establishing a match iact-ory, depending, mainly upon 
these woods. So far as the limited iuformation in. the possession of ·:the· 
Forest Department goes, it can be said that these woods must be put thro1!gh 
the splinting machiues green (that is to say, with the natural sap still in the 
wood, and that they lend themselves more ·to conversion into round grooved 
splints of the or pine vesta" type than to 'conversion into th!l more common 
square splint. At the same time it is possible ,that experiments with green 
wood (which have not yet been carried out) may prove that good square. 
splints can be made from such wood .. ' It must be. clearly understood, there· 
fore, that it is very doubtful if silver fir and spruce logs carried to thePun;ab. 
plains by water wi!l be suitable for any other purpose than packing cases,'and 
similar purposes; ~o that it may prove necessary to arrange for splint manu· 
facture in the vicinity of the forests,. and not in the plains. It is clear from 
the above that very carefu). calculations of, qosts, etc:, are essential . before 
launching any large scheme of match manufacture in the Punjab. 

On the other hand, there are large supplies of kail wood in the same .loca
lities to meet the demands of large match, factories for match ,box ,veneers 
and splints. For both these purposes, this.,wood is quite s~table, even. a~ter 
extraction to the plailui bywater. 

S. While it is true that l~rge supplies of wood are available in the forests, 
it is by no means true that any o~ ,these woods can be,obtained.in the plains, 
either in a form (see the remarks above regarding'silver fir and spruce wood) 
or at a price which makes their use for ,match-making a sound commercial 
proposition. In the case of silver fir. and spruce forests, _traction .from'the· 
forests; and ,by the rivers, is a very difficult and. comparatively, expensive. 
operation: nor can costs be reduced. without very heavy initial capital outlay 
on lines of transport (such as ropeways, logging roads and Humes), and on 
river improvement (to pnable logs to be Hoated out of the higher ,reaches of 
the river). Without Kuch capital outlay it is impossible to tap more than 
perhaps 10 per cent,' of the silver fir and spruce forests at all, while so far as 
limited experience has' shown, even in the case .of .this.10 per cent .. it is prob
ably impossible to deliver logs of these timbers in the plains at a cost price 
figure of less than 9 to 1Z annas per c. ft. (thi~ figure including no value for 
the wood itself). The ('ost of delivering silver fir and spruce logs at a factory 
situated in the near vicinity' of the .forest would probably be round about 4; 
annas per c. ft. (again this figure includes no value for the wood, itself). 

The position 111 the case of kail wood is somewhat more favourable as re
gards extraction, but the demand for this wood for general purposes is suffi
ciently keen to give a market value to the wood, which tends to put the wood 
almost out of the reach of any but the largest and most highly organised 
match factories. This wood is, to-day, worth some 14 to 16 annas per c. ft. 
in the log, sold at plains depots. 

4. Apart from the problem of wood supplies, a Punjab match factory would 
be faced with difficulty in obtaining the requisite chemicals and paper at a 
reasonable price, since, at present at any. rate, India does not produce these 
requisites in large enough volume or at a price, to enable successful competi
tion with the large inatch "combines" of Europe and Japan. So real is thili 
difficulty that, even where wood has been obtained in India for match splints. 
and boxes, firms have preferred to sell th0ge unfinished products to the large 
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European "combines" to be ,turned into the finished match. For this reason 
1I.Iso it follows tha~:none bl1tthe biggest Bcale and most highly organised 
concern could hope to 'establish a profitahle match -factory in Northern India. 

'5. Even if the difficulties detailed and implied above were surnlountable, 
it cannot be too str1mgly emphasised that none of the suitable woods could be 
used at' any distance from the river depots; to which they are brought, owing 
to the high railway Ireightchargeable on so bulky a commodity (thns enquiry 
showed thatfreigh~ from the Punjab depots to Patna in Bihar and Orissa 
would amount to some 14 annas per c. ft.). This, combined with a relatively 
high initial cost of wood, obviously makes the export of Punjab woods to other 
parts of India for match-making 'an entirely uncommercial proposition. 

'6: Enquirers often ask' whether Government will lIupply wood for ma~ch
making purposes at concession rates. The answer to that question mnst be 
in the negative, since ihe Punjab Governm .. nt rightly holds that a business, 
dependent upon a permanent Government subsidy, (which is what a concession 
price, namely one below the market price of the raw material, amounts to) 
is not to the commercial advantage of the Province. While some temporary 
subsidy of this nature might conceivably be considered for a limited period 
during and after the establishment of a match factory, it is nseless for en" 
quirers to base any plans upon a price for wood below the ruling market price 
from time to time, or for them to count upon obtaining a very long period 
contract with Government for the supply of timber at a fixed price; It may,: 
however, be said that, ':10 far as can be foreseen, it will be many years before 
the general market price of silver fir and spruce wood will rise to a figure 
approaching that for kail, so that subject to cost, the purchase price of these 
woods probably is and will be within therllnge desirable for match-making, 
provided the industry is based upon large scale production and a high standard 
of efficiency. . 

7~ From what hBS appeared, above, it cannot be advised th"at anyJirm or 
individual should consider the esablishment of a match factory except upon 
a really large scale and upon the most up-to-date and efficient principles; 
while it is a matter of great practical importance to consider what hope, if 
any, there is of competi ug with the powerful "combine," which control the 
match industry in Europe, or with the low prices at which Japanese firms 
are prepared to sell in India. Centainly no one would be well advised to 
commit themselves to any scheme for match-making in the Punjab until they 
have,had the advantage of the best available expert advice from specialists, 
who have had long and intimate experience of match-making as carried on in 
Europe and Japan. ' 

8. The Forest Department will always be ready to consider the 'question 
of supplies of wooi if, amI when, a firm or individual can prove that the 
proposition is based upon Ii'sufficient knowledge of the actual problems to be 
solved and sufficien-:; finanCial backing to ensure that large capital outlay in 
the. forests would no~ be followed by the disappearance of the demand with 
the disappearance of the makh manufacturer. It will readily be understood 
that nothing but a really large and permanent demand, at a fair price, for 
the'woods, indicated as suitable for match splints, would tempt Government 
to invest the large capital required to open out the forests. 
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1920.·21 . 

I 
12,398,733 1,670,137 .. 953,749_ 128,472, , . .. 

- : .. 
1,052,369 

\ I I Rs. Rs. 
I 

, 

I 
I 

1921·22 
, 

13,680,801 2,03,80,469 , .~ 15,67,728 i . " , .. .. .. 
1922·23 " . ~ .' 11,285,740 1,61,80,658 .. .j. ,868,134 12,44.666/ .. .. 
1923·24 , .' 11,243,745 1,45,91,813 .. .', 864,903.! 11,22,447 .. .. 
1924-25 . 7,264,785 88,88,611 

, 
3,747,368 12,04,348 558,829 _I 6.91,431 } I :P.roba bly niZ 

J9¥5.26 ,. , 
1 

7.928,522 93,45,036 I 1~154,272 3,?I,n9 '609,88,6: 7,18,849 
I I 

) -- - I - --
• Separately rooorded- f!:olll \924-25 •• TlIis material iB' befieved to I be wiJ.oll;r "bsorbed,in tho BQlllbay P1'Ilsidenoy:: Utt~e, if !'ny, comes into 

*h~ Punja.b, 
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Government of Assam. 

Letter, dated the 25th February 1927. 
r am directed to refer to your letter No. 58, dated the 8th January 1917. 

flnd to forward a note recorded by the Conservator of Forests. giving the 
information required regarding the condition and prospects of the match 
making industry in Assam. 

2. Should the Board desire to visit any sites in this province I am to 
request that this Government may be informed so that arrangements can be 
made and a tour prog.-amme suggested. 

Enclosure. 

A. (1) The 
ture of-

Note by the Oonservator 0/ Forestl, Assam. 
existence, quantity and suitability of wood for tlie: manufac-

('i) splints, 
(ii) veneers, and 

(iii) packing cases. 
Only the species which are available in large quantities have been 

mentioned. 

(i) (ii) (iii) 
Speoies •. 

Srlints• Veneers. jPacking 

• oases • 
.... -

I. Anthrocephalus Cadamht\ Yes. Yes. Yes. 

2. BombaJ: malabaricum · . . .. .. .. 
3. Duabanga Sonneratioides 

, 

· . .. .. .. 
4. Gmelina ArOOrea . · · N - -

I -o. JlfaUotus pbilippinensis ! · - Yes. -
6. Pinus Kbasya , , . Yes. -',. .. 
7, Steroulia villosa · - .. Yee. 

8. Machilus Bombycina · , Yes, .. -
(2) The proximity and acCessibility of the source of supply of such 

materials with special reference to the question whether it would be possible 
to obtain them from a single source. 

Nos. 1 and 8 above can be obtained together from the Manas river to the 
esistingMatch factory at. Dhubri; the time taken for delivery at the factory 
is about one month from the time of felling. In other districts the same 
time would probably be required; but much depends on the depth of water 
ill the streams feeding the Brahmaputra; in many cases the floating would 
have to be restricted to the months in which the streams were in flood. 

t3) The quantity, kind and cost of fuel available. I 

Ample wood fuel is available, and coal is fairly cheap; wood fuel as a 
rule would have to be floated down with the logs for the matches l the cost 
would vary from 2 to 4 annas per 10 maunda. Coal would vary in post from 
Bnnas 9 to annaa 14 per maund. . .-
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taoo(4) The available supply of labou)' for the fftCtoryalld. the w:ages of such 
ur. 

Very little local labour is available, and Iflbour would probably have to be 
imported; cost from annas 8 to Re. 1 per day. 

B. (1) The sites (whether included in. Mr. Troup's memorandum or not)' 
which are considered suitable for the establishment of match factories in 
your province and the special advan~ages of each site. 

place. 

I. Kulai . 

2. Bilasipara .. 

District. 

. Kamrup Although Mr. Troup included this in his 
list, I do not consider it suitable at 
present; but I understand' that the 
proposed railway line from Gauhati 'on 
the south bank of .the Brahmaputra 
may go near Kulsi; in which case it· 
may be a very good site. 

. Goalpara . This site is on the Brahmaputra .north 
bank, and is a calling' station for river 
steamers. Floating' from the Manas 
river would be cheaper than to Dhubri. 

A map indicating the sites is attached. 

(2) The number, location and size of the match factories in your province 
and the appr~J[imate date of the establishment of each. 

One has been erected at Dhubri, Goalpara district iIi 1925; the output 
is said to be 10 cases of 50 half groBS packets per day. 

(3) The extent to which indigenous wood is utilized in such factories for
(a) splints, 
(b) veneers, and 
(e) packing cases. 

The use of indigenous timber is still under experiment; Bombax malabari
cum (No.2) and Machilus Bombycina (No.8) are chiefly bEling tried both for 
tlplints and veneers. . 

(4) Whether any such factories have been erected on the sites selected by 
Mr. Troup in the memorandum referred to above. 

No. . 
(5) Whether any such factories have been closed as a result ·of financial 

k>sses and, if so, what have been the main causes of such failures. 
No. 
(6) Whether any such factories are owned, controlled or' managed by 

foreign capitalists. 
The factory at Dhubri is controlred by the Swedish Match. Company. 
C. (1) What arrangements are in force for the sale of trees from Govern

ment forests to match factories? 
The Company had a lease for a year, it is now working under ordinary 

permit. 
(2) What is the royalty levied P 
Under the lease 6 pies per cubic' foot; under permit Rs. 2 per tree. 
(3) Have any concessio::ls for. extracting timber for tl).e manufacture of 

splints, veneen 01' packing cases been granted? If so, to whom? , 
Yes, undei- the lease above mentioned. 
(4) Whether as a general question of policy !lny restricti?nsare impo~ed 

by the local Government on the grant of concessIons to apphcantsof foreIgn' 
nationality. If so, what is the nature of such restrictions? 

No restrictions were imposed in the case of the company now working. 
Such restrictions are imposed in all mining concessions and it is open to 



Government to impose such restrictions in the case of other enterprises. 
Such restrictions would take the form of requiring the company to be 

controlled by British subjects. 
. (5) Has the Forest Department undertaken or is it likely to undertake 
lD the near future any operations for the establishment of plantations of 
trees suitable for the manufacture of matches? ' 

No operations have been undertaken so far, nor are contemplated. 
. (6) Have any areas been planted with suitable trees by companies or 

firms undertaking the manufacture of matches P 
No. , 
D. ,Wh~t are the conditions of transport

(a) During the monsoon; 
(b) During the dry season, 

a.nd what is the cost of freight by road, river, rail or sea, whichever method 
01; methods would be necessary with reference to each site mentioned in 
reply to B. (1) P 

Transport by river is the only method by which logs could be brought, at, 
an economic' price to a factory; the cost' of rafting to the exi~ting factory 
at Dhubri (after formation· of raft) is about Rs. 3 per ton or 50 cubic feet. 
In the other sites mentioned under n. (1) the cost would be about the same. 

E. What is the extent of the local demand for matches? How far can 
the faCtories dispose of their' outturn in the local market? 

The demand is large; one or two more factories' should easily be able 
to dispose of their outturn within the province. 

F.What stage has the industry reached in your provinceP Altogether 
in its infancy. 

Government of Bombay. 

Letter, dated the 15th Feb7'1Ulry 1927. 
With reference to your letter No. 58, dated 7th January 1927, requesting 

{t" be: furnished with information regarding the condition and prospects of 
the Match-making Industry in the Bombay Presidency, I am directed by 
the Government of Bombay (TranHferred Departments) to state as follows 
in regard to the various points mentioned therein. 

2. Paragraph 2.-The condition of the Match Industry in this Presidency 
iR given in detail by the ,Director of Information in his note enclosed herewith. 
The Forest Department is now doing all in its power to help the exploitation 
of matchwoods. As regards the prospects of the industry as affected by the 
fmpply of matchwood from 'the Bombay fOI'eets, I am to' observe that the 
kind of timber suitable for match manufacture is s('attered throughout the 
Presidency, part of it locked up in .inacce!lSible areas and part too far away 
from probable factory sites to admit of profitable exploita.tion, lea.ving a small 
balance which will not be sufficient to meet more than a fraction of the re
quirements of the various factories working in, the Presidency;' and unless the 
existing stock is supplemented by extensive pla.ntations of suitable species 
at convenient centres, there is no prospect of the industry working indepen" 
dent of imported woods. The Forest Department is doing aU that it pOS!;ihly 
C9.Il with the present reduced establW1ment in the way of starting such 
plaIJtations but the funds available do not admit of much being done and 
it wi.ll be worth while for the factories to underla.ke su('h plantations on their 
own acoount. The' Forest' Department will give every help and encourage
ment they can. 

Paragraph SA (1).-The following species have been extracted at one 
timo or other for match manufacture from the forests:-

(1) Ail6.nthu8 ,n.alabaricn. 
(I) Albinia stipulilta. 



·(3) ALdlmia "holam. 
-(4) Bombaz fIWllabaricum . 
• (5) Bombaz insigne. 

-(6) BOlWellia 'errota. 
(7) Cinnamomum spp. 
(S) Elaeocarpus species • 

• _(9) Garuga pinnata. 
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U(IO) HowpteZea jntegri/olia. 
(11) HytnModictiyOR 'Ezceullm. 
(12) Kydia Calytina. 

-(13) Lophometalum wightianum. 
-(14) Machilus mac1'antl«J.. 
·(15) Mangi/era 11Ulica. 

(16) Melia dubia. 
(17) Myristjca species., 

·-(IS) Odina Wodier. 
-·(19) 8po1Ulia. mangifenJ. 
·(20) 8po1Ulias acuminata. 
(21) 8ymplofos Beddomel. 
(22) Trewia nudiflom. 
(23) Buchanania lati/olia. 
(24) J)yaozylum binectari/erum. 
(25) Holigama arnottiana. 
(26) DjosP!lro. paniculata. 
(27) Erythrina IUberow. 
(28) Eryth.rina i1Ulica. 
(29) Fig 'pp. 
(30) 8te1'cul!a foctida. 
(31) Tetramele, nudiflora. 
(32) BOlwellia B8nvta. 
(33) Populus euph.ratica (in Sind). 

The manufacturers know best what species are suitable for splints, VEID88I'II 

and packing cases. The following information has been ascertained by the
local officers from agents of factories or otherwise:-

Species Nos. (l)'to (22) and (33) are reported to be suitable for splints. 
Those marked with • are reported to yield superior splints. 

Most"f these speci~, i.e., NOs. (1) to (22), (33) and ako (23) to (25) are 
reported as suitable for boxes .. 

Speci~ Nos. (26) to (32) are reporved to be suitable for -the manufacture 
of packing cases. 

It is impossble to give an accurate estimate of the total matchwood stand 
'when a good deal of it is not available for economic exploitation for match 
mannfacture, e.g., large quantities of Boswellia Itnvta (annual yield of 
~bout 2,000 tons) located in the Satpuda'l covering over 400 squ&r'e miles of 
rugged country which cannot be exploited because its exploitation will be too 
expensive in view of the large average lead, rough country and absence. of 
extraction roads. It is notworthY,that though the species is reported to be 
suitable for splints, no match manufacturing company bas attempted its 
exploitation from· the Satpudas.- Experiments are llt present in progress in
North Khandesh to determine the suitability of this species for being tapped 

:for its O~-resi.ns.. 
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The appended statement shows the quantities of matchwoods in column 
4. roughly estimated to be available in the' forest areas shown in column 2 
for match manufacture in factories at the places shown in column 5. 

A. (2) Information on the point is furl'ished in column 7 ·of the statement. 
A. (3) Information on the point is furnished in column 8 of the statement, 
A. (4) Information on the point is furni~hed in column 9 of the statement. 
B. (1) The sites considered suitable fllr the establishment of match., fac

tories have been indicated in the statement. The principal advantage, of 
these sites is that they are fairly near the source of supply and that labour is 
available. Ahmedabad or the neighbourhood of Bombay has been included 
because there are well established fa~toriAs there already. 

B. '(2) Full information is given in the statement enclosed herewith. 
B. (3) The following quantities WAre r€moved by the various match manu

facturing companies from Government forests. Separate figures for splints, 
veneers and boxes are not available: - ' 

During 1925-26. 

Quantity in tons 
Name of match fact{)ry, of 50 cubio Source of supply. 

ft. 

f ""O} f Kanara B. D, 
Western India }Iatch Co. 2:i. i.321 

Kanara W.D. 
Kanal's and 
East Thana.. 

Gujrat Islam ~[atch Manufacturing Company 
410J 520f 

Panch :Mahals. 

1111 Surat. 
Santa Cruz :Match Works, Bombay . 200 Sunt . 
I\ar .• d Match ManufactUlinlr Co, 490 Batara. 
Belgaum Match ;\Iauufactm'ing Co, B Belgaum. 

2,54> 

During thll 5 year, 1920-181 tl> 1918.4-185. :~ " !,' 

No of tons 
Division Circle. of wood Perioi. Remarks. 

supplied., 

" 
1 2 3 4 

Panch Mahala 864 DUl'ing the last 5 years ... 
Burat . . 4~ , Ditto' .. . 
Kolaba , 270 During t.he last 3 yea1'8 Not, supplied 

before. 
Batal'\\ 682 Ditto Ditto. 
nelgaum . . 28 During 1923·24, ' and Ditto. 

1924.·25. 
Sind " 

',' 61 During the last 6 years .oo 

B. (4) No su('h ,factories have been erected on the Sites selected by, 
Mr. Troup. 1 r,', . 
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B. (5) The Deccan Match Factorr at Karad is reported to have-been closed 
down this year on account of financial 10Slles. The causes are not known. - It 
u reported that the factory was conducted on very unbusinesslike and prim).. 
tive lines and had not the remotest chal1co of ever succeeding. . 

The hand factory in Sind closed down at Rohri owing to a dispute and 
las not been seriously tested at Bubak. 

B. (6)' The Western India Match Company at Ambernath which is the 
biggest factory in the Bombay Presidency is a Swedish concern with an autho
rized capital of Ri._ 75,00,000 and subscribed and paid up capital of Rs. 6,40,300 
{up to 8th April 1925). 

C. (1) The practice prevailing 'litherto was that the match companies were 
allowed to remove specified match spccies at fixed royalty rates from specified 
areas for a fixed period-the arranJeroent being arrived at by private nego· 
tiations. In the case of the Kolaba and Thana forests where the supplies. are 
far short of the requirements of bhe va.rious match factories, in or near 
Bombay, looking to them for indigenolls matchwood supplies, this "system did 
Dot work to the satisfaction of the factories concerned. It was therefore 
decided to dispose of the right to extract matchwood species in them by tender 
or auction in open competition; and matchwood species in 7,288 acres in 
North Thana and 6,009 acres in West Thana have actually b"een so disposed 
of during the current year at Re. 1.1-0 anrI Re. 0-9-3 per cart load of material 
removed from main Felling Series and Pole Series in North Thana and 
Rs. 2-6-0 per cart load of material removed from West Thana. 

A public sale is notified inviting tende~s for the exploitation of matchwood 
.species in Kolaba forests. 

Some factories obtain a part of their supplies direct- from coupe contrac. 
tors and this system, which is the simplest of all, is reported to be-spreading. 

C. (2) Royalty varies according to accessibility or otherwise of the extrac
tion area, quality of wood extracted and other circumstances. The rates at 
present are :--

Dangs 
Panch Mahals • 
Kolaba 

Kolaba 
Satara 
Belgaum 
S. D. Kanara 

S. D. Kanara 

Re. 0-4-0 per cart load. 
Re. 0-6-0 per cart-load. 
Re. 1-0-0 per cart load of matchwood 

species excepting mango. 
Rs. 4-0-0 per cart load of mango. 
ne. 0·8-0 per cart load. 
Re. 0-8-0 per cart load. 
Rs. !Hl-O per acre for removing _match· 

wood species only. 
Re. 1-8-0 per ton of 50 cubic feet solid 

if trees are felled by selection. 

C. (3) Except the right of removing matchwood on royalty froin Govern· 
ment forests, no concession has been granted. 

C. (4) All the match eompanies receive equal treatment in the matter of 
woods required by them irrespective of their nationalities. 

C. (5) 50 acres were planted with Bombax malabaricum in Kalol Range 
of the Panch Mahals Division in the raills of 1924-25, and a further area was 
taken in hand in the rains of 1926-27. In addition to the plantations in the 
Panch Mahals 75 acres will be taken in hand annually in Thana. For Kolab • 
• scheme has been laid down to plant an area of 5,400 acres in 40 years. 
"205 acres will be taken in hand in the coming rains within a reasonable_ dis. 
tance of the railway. - -

If the Papulu, mphratica is found to be suitable for. purposes of match 
manufacture, a regular yield of 1 to 2 thousand tons can be made available 
annually from Sind forests, working the forests under' a separate working 
plan on a short rotation. 
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. C, (CS) About ~914 the Gujarat. Islam Matcb Manufacturing Company' 
~ta~ted a plantation of Bombaz and Ailanthu8 123 acr~ in extent in the 
n~ighbourhood of Ahmedabad; the largest trees are now about 36 inches in 
girth. 

D. Tad;i and Honavar.-'-The material can be brought from the for~t from 
within 5 miles by carts to the river whence it can be rafted down to the 
f~ctory. The two places are .conne::ted with Bombay by water, being seaporta 
sl~llated at the mouths of rivers. Transport of the material to the factory 
will cost about 15 to 20 rupees per ion. 

Khanapur.-The raw material can ba carted to the rail from within 5 miles 
and thence railed to the factory. Transport will cost about Rs. 15 to 20 
per ton. . . 

Kalaba.-The material can be cartad from within 20 miles to the nearest· 
railway station or bunder whence it can be brought to the factory. Transport 
of the material to the station or bunder will cost on the average about Ra. 20 
to 25 per ton • 

. Satara.-The material can be brought to the nearest railway station from 
the forest from within 20 miles, and thence railed to factory. Transport 
fTom the forest to the nearest railway station will cost about Rs. 20 to 25 
,per ton. 

Thana.-The material can be brought by carts from the forest from within 
10 mil~ to a railway station whence it can be railed to the factory. Transpo.rt 
of material to the ra.ilwill cost on· the'avorage about Rs.20 to 25 per ton. 

Dangs and Mandvi.-Material extracted from within 20 miles of rail can 
be brought to the railway station a& Jharia in the case of the Dangs and to 
Madhi Railway Station in the. case of Mandvi forest. Transport to the'rail-
way station will cost about Rs. 20 t4l 25 l'E'r ton. . 

Gadhra.-Material from within 20 utiles can be brought to the rail at a. 
east of Rs. 20 to 26 per ton. 

During the monsoon the work of felling, carting and floating either com
pletely stops or considerably slows down; and the factories will have to make 
arrangements to store sufficient quantiti'.ls of matchwoods before th!!. rains to 
tide them through the 4 or 5 months of the monsoon. 

Sind.-During the flood season (Jllne to September) no fores~ work can 
be carried out. Carts, camels and donkeys can be employed durmg the re
mainder of the year for transporting wcod from the forests to the river bank. 
The cost of freight will be as under:-

Rs. 

By road heavy ~aterial by cart, say, 2 miles per 100 
maunds. • • • 8 

By road heavy material by cart, say, 1 mile per 100 
maunds .••.••. 6 

By road billets by camels or donkeys, say, 2 miles per 
100 maunds 6 

By road billets by camels or donkeys, say, 1 mile per 100 
maunds. • • • • . • • • 4 

By river 25 miles per 100 mannel>! 5 

By river 50 miles per 100 maunds • 7 

E. No figures are available in this office. 
F. The information regarding the stage' reache~ by the Match indtistry 

is furnished in the note from the Director of Information referred. to above .. 
Paragraph. ".-Regarding the inspection of match factories or sites by the 

members of the Tariff Board, a tour programme can be arranged. by the
Government of Bombay if information it! given beforehand regardlDg the 

-areas which the Board intE'nd to inspect. 



Summary of a ]I,'ote prepared by the Director· 01 Information, Bom bay, on th" 
Match. Induatry in the Bombay PrBsidency. 

In 1916,the Indigenous Industries Committee investigated the Match 
Industry, and made certain suggestions and recommendations to Government 
poin~ing out that the chief problem to be solved, particularly in the Bombay 
Presldenc:y, was .the supply of wood suitable for the manufacture of matches 
that could hold Its own Jor quality with the imported article, and until this 
problem WIlA solved, no progress could be made 'in the development of the 
Industry. The Department Of Industries was created in 1918. At that time, 
thE!re were aPl?arently only five Match Factories in this 'Presidency, of 
whICh tW() were In Ahmedabad, one in Kared, Satara District, one in DharwaT, 
and one in Belgaum. The Gujarat Islam Match Factory of Ahmedabad was 
the only one working regularly. It was started in 1897 and in 1918 was 
producing about 800 gross of Match Boxes per day. The other Faetory at 
Ahmedabad was producing about '200 gross pyrotechnic matches. Both were 
working under difficulties, owing to their inability to obtain suitable wood 
and the difficulty of getting chemicals owing to the war. 

'l'he Import Duty on Matches which bad hitherto been () per cent. ad 
1!a/orBm, was increased to 7! ,per cent. in 1920·21 and from the 1st March 
1921 to the 28th of February 1922 the ad valorem duty WllS replaced by a 
8pecific duty of 12 annas per gross boxes each containing not more than 75 
lJlatches. Th~ was again, increased to Re. 1-8-0 per gross boxes in March 
1922, with a stipulation that each box must not c,)Utain more than 100 
matches. This heavy import dut'y gave a definite impetus to the Industry, 
althQugh only four Match Factories were working in the Presidency at that 
:time. A match factory was started as Santa Cruz to import ready made 
splints and veneers for match boxes and chemicals. This factory started 
work in February 1923 by making matehas by a. hand' process out of the 
imported materials. Three or four other Match Factories were established 
on Bimilar lines, and, in the beginning of 1924, six Match Factories were 
working, using imported splints and veneers for boxes. These factories made 
large profits for the import duty of Re. 1-8-0 per gross gave, a protection' of 
morl! than 200 per cent. to ,this industry, for the eost did not amOunt~o 
more thari about '14 annas ·per gross, but the selling price WPS fromRs. '2 
to Rs. 2-4-0 per gross. Imported' Japanese matches were at the time sbld 
in Bombay at B little lesa than' Rs. 2 pell' gross, of which Re. 1-8-0 wss. the 
import duty. In 1921-22 the total import of matches from all foreigIl 
eount.ries was valued Btal;>out 200 lakhs, of which ,Japan supplied matclie$ 
worth Rs. 184 lakhs. More factori611 might, pe.rhaps have been sta.rted" but 
for uncertainty 811 to the position .tegl\l"ding the protective dut~which, it . was 
feared, might at any time be revoked or reduced. 

In November 1922 a Swedish Engineer arrived in Bombay ·from Stockholm, 
apparently to investigate the prospects of the Ma.tch industry in this country, 

.The manufacturers of matches who usa indigenous wood were greatly con~ 
'Cerued by the competition set up by the factories sLw1ied' in the SUDurbs 
of l.~ombsy and manufacturing matches from imported' splints and ven. eers. 
There was a considerable fall in, the import of matches, from 1921-22 to 
1922-23, amounting to mOfe than 16 lakhs gross, with 11 conse'luent'dropin 
reveuue 01 more than 24 lakhs in the form of import duty at Re. 1.8.0 per 
gross, It wss found tbat the cost of 50 gross of imported sflints and veneers 
was only Rs. 33 on which the import duty at ~he rate 0 15 per ... cent. ad 
t'Ulorftn amounted to about Rs. 5, which was '.lquivalent to 1 anna 7 pies 
per gl"o~s. Imported splints are superior 10 the splints made from indigenous 
wood and the indigenous factories, therefore, fmmd it impossihle to meet 
-the competition with matches made from imported splints, either in qnality 
or in price. 

In September 1923 a Joint Stock Company was registered in Bombay, 
under the name of Western India Match Company, Limited, with a capital of 
Rs. 1 lakh. The authorised capital of the Company has since been increased 
to Rs. 75 1akhs, with a paid up capital of Rs. 6,40,300. The Compltny was 
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started with .the ~bject of building match factories in Bombay, Calcutta. 
Madras and Karachi, the machinery and' staff to be iml?orted directly from 
Sweden. The Company acquired land in the Ambernath mdustrial area, and 
the factory was started at .the end of September, 1924. They started by 
manufacturing matches from imported splint-s and veneers, applying the (',heml
cal tips in Bombay as other factories .m Bombay were doing. The capacity 
of the factory is now 8,000 gross per day of 10 hours. The e\-asion of the
impoli. duty. on matches by importing splints and veneers end manufacturing 
matcht's in this country ha.vinll' resulted in a great loss of l"€.venue and having 
created an unhealthy competitIOn with match factories using indigenous wood. 
the Government of India levied an import duty of 4 a.nnas 6 pies per pound 
on €lplints and 6 annas per lb. on veneers on the 1st of. March 1924. Iri May 
1924, ·the . Direct,orof Industries visited the match factories in the suburbs of 
Hombay, and found that a.lmost all of them had ordered out match wood logs 
from Japan, Sweden, Russia, etc., together with suitable machinery and 
were busy converting their factoriag into power driven ODes for manufactur
ing Splillts and veneers from imported logs. Some factories had very large 
stocks sufficient for a year or more, and owing to the fall in the Japanese Yen. 
Exchange, it was found. still profitable to import splints and "eneers from 
Japan. The original idea of making matches by hand process out of imported 
splinti and veneets was now abandoned, and elaborate and uptodate machinery 
was imported for manufacturing matches from imported bgs, Oil which the 
duty is only 15 per cent. ad valore In , or from indigenous wood available. 
S:>me factories used imported wood for making splints, as the splints ,made 

• therefrom are white and strong, and indigenous wood is llsed for making boxes 
the colour of .which does not matter much, as. it is concealed by the cover
inglabeJ: The output of the 14 match factories in tbe . Presidency in 1924.2~ 
runounted 'to abotit40 lac<; gross per year. . 

A new cottage industry has sprung up in the suburbs of Bombay, in. 
making empty, Jpatch boxes from veneers supplied by the factories now estab. 
lished in Santa .Cruz, Andheri, Kurla and Chatkopar, giving employment to
several hundreds of. people in their own h9IDes. Ready made,. veneers, papers. 
label~, splints, etc~, are supplied. by the. factories to the cottage workers
who, with the help of their women and children, manufacture empty match 
boxeR, for which they are. paid at the rate of Re. 1 per 1,000 . boxes •. It 16 
estimated, that a man can prepare about 800 boxell per day. 

Two of tbe factories in the 'suburbs of Bombay are entirely owned and 
managed. by Japanese. A sma.ll' match :factory was established at SukkUY 
and subsequently removed to Bubak in November 1924. The factory is now 
worked by hand only and Bahan wood is now beini( tried.! • ~ . 

The annuar report. of the Forest Administration for 11125 stated on th& 
que&tioll of the organintion for extracting match wood in fO!'ests that, of aU 
the new conl',erns; onlY,ooe. the Western India Match ManufRcturing Com
paDY. succeeded in their experiments with such Indian soft woods as were
a'\"ailable at hand. and .were able to create an organization t'opable of extraot
ing soft woods from the forests of Kolab&' and. ERSt Thr,na in the neighbour
hood of their fact,ories. The present position' of the iriaustry is undergoing 
a very keen illt.erna.l c.ompetition in price-cutting between the match factories. 
The' present' wholesa.le price of imported Swedish matches is from Rs. 2 t() 
Rs. 2-4·0 per gro86 in Bombay, while the, imports from Japan are negligible. 
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Name of Factory. 

, 'f' 

Date, month and year 
of starting the 

factory. 

1. The Belgaum Match Manufao- 119OS-{)9 
turing Company, Limited. 

",. 

2. 'The Western India Matcb Com-list October 1924 • 
pany, Limited. 

3. The National Match Works 8th J annary 1925 . 

4. The A sada Match J!'actory • 20th September 1925 

5. The Husaoini Match Factory 7th Maroh 1924 

6. The Bori,li Match Manufac-19th September 1925 
turing Company. 

7. The Filwaza. Match Factory 30th May 1923 

8. The hdheri Match Company ·1 January 1924 

9. The Ahmedabad Sultan Match I 15th September 1922 
l!'aotory. 

10. The Gujrat Islam Ma~h. Manu- lIst September 1897 
facturing Comp801lY, LimIted. 

11. The Bombay Match Works 27th November 1925 

12. The Santa Cruz M'atoh Works . I 16th Marah 1923 • 

13. The Decoan Match Factory 'Il 
. No informa.tion. 

14. The Swadeshl Match Manufac
turing Company. 

Capital invested. 

Rs. 

70,000 
approx. 

20,00,000 

50,000 

30,000 

150,000 

120,000 

Not certain 

400,000 

45,000 

1,00,000 

Not a Limited Company 
and ca)?ital fluctuating 
accordmg to require
ments. 

4,00,000 

Capacity of factory in 
gross boxes per day 

of 10 hours. 

200 gross 

8000 " 

400 

500 " 

1200 " 

1000 " 
(per day of 9 hours.) 

480 grOBS 

3500 

200 " 

1000 " 

2000 to 
3233 grosil 

2&00 " 
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Production duriug last 
12 months in gross 

match boxes. 

3,000 gross about 

13,11,000 

72,000 

. 1,25,000 
(10 months from Sep

tember 1925 to July 
1926.) 

2,00,000 

37,200 
(9th September 1925 to 
31st December 1925.) 

272,000 

320,000 
(July to December 

1925.) 
450,000 

(January to June 1926.) 

770,000 

68,335 

205,331 

660,150 

785,500 

Average number of 
hands employed 

per day. 

20 

1100 

150 

260 

450 

450 

200 Malvas 
300 Titwala 

500 

;150 in Factory 
150 outside 

500 

80 

200 

600 in Factory 
400 outside 

1000 

1200 

Manufacture and sale of matches 
per yea.r since tbe factory was 

started up to now. 

Not given 

Total 

1924-182,290 gross 
1925-785,950 
1926-795,300 

17,63,540 

REMARKS. 

The factory was closed since 
1914 during war and has been 
recently started again. It 
could not be regularly worked 
for want of wood, the forest 
officers constantly changing 
prioes of wood. 

1925- 72,000 gross I Up to Slst July 1926. 
1926- 73,000 

Sales 70,000 

1925-26-105,000 
(September to 
July). 

1924-25-120,000 
1925-26-170,000 

1925- 37,200 
1026-106,000 

Not given 

Produetiol1. Sales. 

9th September 1925 to 31st Deo
ember 1925. 

1st January 1926 to 31st July 
1926. 

1924-420,000 400,000 Gr. I January to June 1926. 
1925-630,000 600,000 
1926-450,000 420,000 

1925- 68,335 67,401 
1926- 31,255 21,143 

1923-180,444 180,444 
1924--177,334 176,304 
1925-205,331 161,436 

1923- 26,900 
1924-599,700 624,400 
1925-660,150 843,000 
1926-403,000 363,350 

1924-25-635,500 
1925-26-745,500 

1926-305,400 

Up to 31st July 1926. 

Up to 30th June 1926 

16th March 1924 to 28th FebIu
ary 1925, 

1st March 1925 to 28th Fecrulliry 
1926. 

1st March 1926 to 31at July 
1926. 

, 
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Import, of matchwood log., splint. and weneeTS fOT 1924-25. 

Logs of matchwood 
Undipped splints • 
Veneers for match 

boxes 

• c. ft. 278,859 
lbe. 276,997 

boxes and empty 
lbs. 1,655,924 

TOTAL 

Value. 
Re. 

4,37,752 
69,898 

5,69,.588 

10,77,288 
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---.---------------------------------~--------------------~------------------------~--------------~--------------------------.-----------------------I 
Serial 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

r 
4-{ 

5 

6 

7 

8 

l 

I 

I 
I 

Locality. 

40,000 acres in water-I. 
sheds of Kandnani \ 
Gangavali and Agha
nashini rivers. 

20,000 acres in the r 
watersheds of riverJ 
Shira vati and its 
tributaries and por
tion of Bhatkal. 

From within 5 miles of 
M. & S. M. Railway in 
Belgaum Division. 

Kolaba District forests 

Thana District forests. 

Speci( 8 available. 

Most of the species enu
merated above and, other 
soft woods not yet 
tried. 

Principal species :
Bombax malabaricum. 
Odina wodier. 
Spondias magnifera. 
Trewia nudiflora, 
Buchanania latifolia. 

Principal species: 
Bombax malabaricum. 
Garuga pinna-tao 
Holoptelea integrifolia. 
Magnifera indica. 
Odina wodier. 

Mangifera indica. 
Bombax malabaricum. 
Garuga pinnata. 
Hymonodictiyon excel-

sum. 
Spondias magnifera. 
Trewia Nudiflora. 
Oc;lina wodier. 
Ailanthus excelsum. 

Dangs and Mandvi Ditto 
:forests. 

Panch Mahala Ditto 

Evergreen forests of Elaoocarpu8, Oblongu8 
Patan Range in Satara and Symplocos Beldomi. 
Division. 

6,000 acres Sukkur, Populus euphratica 
Shikarpur, Larkana 
and Hyderabad Divi-
sions in Sind. 

Annual 

! quantity 
available, 
in tons. 

1000 

1500 

2000 

1050 

800 

50 

2000 

Site of factory. 

Tadri (North Kanara) 
Bombay Survey. 

1" = a mile, Sheet 
No. 248. 

Hanawar (North Kanara) 
Bombay Survey. 

I" = a mile, Sheet 
No. 249. 

Remarks. 

In 192~-2S, 208 tons were re
moved by the Western India 
Match Manufacturing Com
pany to their factory at 
Ambernath in Thana. 

The proximity and accessibility 
of the source of supply of 

such materials, etc. 

Accessible on either side of the 
rivers within a distance of 1-5 
miles. The working expenses 
will not be more than 8 annas 
a c.ft. delivered at depot on 
mouths of the rivers. 

Khanapur (Belgaum), a The woods from this area are Easily Accessible within 5 miles 
station on M. & S. M. utilized in the factory at of the M. & S. M. Railway. 
Railway. Belgaum. 

Could be utilized in a 
factory near Bombay. 

Ditto 

In 1925-26, 1050 tons were re
moved by Western India 
Match Manufacturing Com
pany to their factory at 
.Ambernath in Thana District. 

62 tons were removed from 
East Thana Division by 
Western India Match Manu
facturing Company to their 
factory at Ambernath. 

The species occur all over the 
distri,t. The exploitation is 
partly by rail and partly by 
water to B.om bay. All the 
forests are within 1-20 miles of 
exporting station or Bunder. 

Accessi ble within 20 miles from 
the nearest railway station. 

Kind and quantity of fuel 
available. 

About &,000 tons of wood fuel 
available annually at each 
place. The current price of 
firewood about Rs. 10 per ton 
(100 c.ft. stack measurement) 
on the river side depot. 

Best hardwood fuel available 
in quantities up to 15,000 tous 
per annum. Price per 100 c.ft. 
stacked at Khanapur about 
Rs.l2. 

Plenty of firewood available in 
Bombay and Ahmedabad. 

Ditto 

Available supply of labour for 
the factory and wages 

of such labour. 

Unskilled labonr is avail&ble in 
limited quantities at these 
places at 8 aunas to 12 annas 
per man, 6 annas per woman, 
and 4 annas per boy, except in 
Bombay and Ahmedabad whera 
wages are probably consider 
ably higher. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Ahmedabad or near 
Bombay. 

110 tons matchwood were re
moved by Gujrat Islam 
Match Manufacturing Com
pany to their factory at 
Ahmedabad, a distance of 211 
mlles by rail and an average 
lead of 10 miles by road from 
the source of supply. 200 
tons were removed by Santa 
Cruz Match Works to their 
factory at Bombay, a distance 
of 173 miles by rail with an 
average lead of 16 miles by 
road. 

Ditto. 20 miles by cart track from the Plenty of fuel available in 
nearest railway station. Bombay and Ahmedabad. 

Ditto 

Supplies do not justify 
the establishment of a 
factory. 

Sukkur or Kotni, rail
way station on N. W. 
Railway, or any spot 
on the dver Indus 
between these two 
places. 

400 tons of matchwood were 
removed by Gnjrat Islam 
. Match Manufacturing Com
pany to their factory at 
Ahmedabad, a distan~e of 82 
miles by rail and an average 
lead of 10 miles by road from 
the source of supply. 

The woods from this area were 
utilized in the factory at 
Karad which is now however 
closed down. 

In 1924 hand factory was 
supplied with 41 tons at Rohri 
and 20 tons at Bubak. 

Within 20 miles of railway 
station . 

Within 25 miles from the' 
nearest railway station. 

The supply is scattered over a 
long belt of country extending 
from Bahawalpur State in the 
North to Hyderabad ill the 
South. 

Ditto Ditto. 

Ditto. 

Large supplies of excellent Labour not plentiful. Wages a.re 
wood fuel are available every- high from 12 IIonnae to Re. 1 per 
where at following rates :- diem. 

Kind. 

Babul 
Kandi 
Lye 

Average rate per 
100 c.ft. 

At railway 
depots 

lit&cked. 

Rs. 
10 
Bt 
G 

In 
forest 

stacked. 

Rs 
8 
6t 
4 



Letter, dated the!J6th Febrvaf'Y J9!J7. 

I. am dir~ted to refer to your letter No. 58, dated January 8 1927 askiug 
for InformatIon on the match industry in this province. ' , 

. 2. Paragraph 3 of your letter .. A number of species of wood have been 
~ed aDd reported to be' more or less suitable for the manufacture of 
sphnts and venee.rs but only a few of them are of any practical importance. 
as the rest are eIther found in small quantities or in localities where. their 
extra!ltion would be difficult, and costly. The following species are worth. 
n.entlOn:-

(1) Bomba:x: malabaricum (SemaT) is plentiful in Haldwani, the Terai and' 
Bhabar Estates, North. Kheri and Dehra .Dun.: An- annual supply of abod 
200,000 cubic feet is·available. The wood is good for boxes but soon becomes 
discoloured if kept in the log for any length of time and splints break 
rnther easily and glow. ' 

(2) Tf'ewia nud;/lof'a. (Bhillaur) exists in 'North Kheri, the Terai, anel 
Bhabar Estates, Dehra Dun, South Kheri, Gonda and Bahl;aiclI. An annual 
supply of about 20,000 cubic feet is available. It is suitable both for splints 
and veneers. . 

(3) Odina Wodief' (Jligna) is common in 'miscellaneous forests and ip 
fairly abundant in quantity. I~ is good for both splints and veneers. 

(4) Caroga ptnnata is common in all miscellaneous forests of the plainll
aud about 20,000 cubic feet is available annually. It is fairly suitable fol' 
splints but not for boxes. 

(6) HeloptelM Ime!1rifolitr tKfm;U} -is-"abnndant itt' Haldwani divisiottllnd 
.V£'ry common in miscellaneous forests all along the tramline. About 20,000 
cubic feet or more is available' annually. 'The wood is suitable for inside 
boxes but rather brittle for outside .flJIes.' 

(6) Kydia Calycina (Pula).-An annual supply 'of about 8,500 cubic feet 
;s available and the wood is fair' for splints and good for boxes. 

(1) Magni/erll Indica (Am).-The suppiy of this wood is abundant and it 
is fair fO'l' splints and good for boxes. ' 

. Wood fot packi~g cases is av.ulable in Bufficitmt quantity. The tiJre4; 
varieties, "iz., Bombax Malabaricum, Heloptelea Integrifolia and Boswellia 
serrata are very well suited for the purpose and should meet all demands for 
packing cases. The latter species is abundant in the Government Dudhi 
t'states, Mirzapur. . . 

a. The species mentioned in paragraph 2. above are found in l!Iixed 
deciduous forests in localities where transport is eaBY. For an ordInary 
factory it is quite possible to obtaint!mbers suitable for ~plints,. veneers 
lind packing cases from the same locality. H the factory IS a bIg one a 
comparatively large area will have to be tappe<l. 

4. Cheap fuel is available in .. sufficient quantities. In fact t~e branch 
iimbers and waste pieces left from the mlJ,nufacture of matohes ml~ht often 
give sufficient fuel. The cost of the former is from four annas to SIX annall 
per maund at site. . 

ff. Unskilled labour is abundant and can J>e bad at a rate of ~romtwq 
annas to seven annas per day. 

6. 3 B: Bareilly' i8 the best liite for a match factory in· the 'UnitedPro~ 
vinces, although sman foctories can be started in m~t large ~owns bn. the 
railway, which have a sufficient local demand for the finished .artlcle, prOVIded 
utiBf&ctot-v arangemerrtEI can be made for the supply of sphnts and, veneers 
at reasonable rates. ,The' manufacture of splints and veneers should be .. 
Dear the fOftSt ali possible, 
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7. The following eight factories were established in these provincea:-

Kame. Looation. REIIABK~. 

I. North 1ndia. lI~atches, limi. 
ted. 

Bareilly . Established in 1910. 

2. ' Uon Brand Match Factory. Jwala.pur near Started two years ago and dosed 
Hardwar. a year ago. 

3. ,The Sit!a Match Factory Benares • Established in 1922. 

4. The Standard II1atoh Factory Kagin& (Bijnor) Established in 1923. 

o. The Bhargava. Dipsbala.k& Muth'& • 
Yantram. 

6 The Star Ma.tilh Factory Luoknow 

7 Messrs. 'BaldeD, 'Pra.sa.d & Co. Mirza.pur., 

8. The Bareilly Match Factory Bareilly. 

Started ea.rlyin 1926 with band 
and power ma.chines on a small 
scale. 

Started in19z3, clo,ed in 1926. 

Started in 1925. 

Work was to start from Februa.ry 
Uith, 1927. Up to date Roller's 
machinery worth two lakhs is 
installed. Production per day of 
ten hours is estimated at 1,600 
gross boxes. 

Nos. 1 and 2 are large factories; the rest are small. . 
8. Indigenous wood is utilized in factories Nos. 5 and 8 above for splints. 

veneers and packing cases. , '" 
9. Only the factory at Hardwar is on a site selected by Mr. Troup. 
10. The North ,India Matches, ,Limited,closed down for reasons recorded 

in the enclosed note. The Nagina factory closed for want of expert advice 
and of suitable machinery. The Mirzapur factory did not work because of 
internal troubles of management and insufficiency-of capital. The Jwalapur 
factory closed for the following reasons: - ," ' 

The proprietor of 'the factory prepared splints and boxes from Trewia 
nudiflora. The matches were of a tolerably second class quality, 
but he made no'arrangement for storing the timber, 60 per cent. 
of which became discoloured and generally unsuitable. The 
Divisional Forests Officer, Dehra Dun, was prepared to sell him 
trees but the financial position of the proprietor forced him 
to close his factory. The proprietor moreover was inexpert in 
the use of chemicals. 

11. The Bareilly Match Factory is reported to have a German expert as 
manager, though it is owned by an Indian. No factory is owned or con
trolled by foreign capitalists. 

12. 8 O. No arrangements are in force at present for the sale of tl-ees 
from Government forests to match factories. 

13. As there is no contract no royalty can be quoted, but two annas per 
cubio feet in the round is probably the least which the, Forest Department 
"ould, charge. - , 

14. A concession for extracting Sernal timber for the manufacture of 
matches was granted in 1910 to Messrs. Gavin Jones 'and Son of OawDpore 
who tranaferred their rights in 1911 to a Company called -North, India 
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r~m~ Limited. This Company subsequentiybecame NorthIndia M:~tchest 
{.Imlted under the control of Mr. C. T .. Allen of Cawnpore.··' . 

. 15; The Question of. granting concessions to applicants ~f foreign nation' 
ahty has not been considered so far. .. . . . 

'. 16. The FO~eSt .Departr;nen~ has undertaken .no ~laDtati~n8 having match 
~Imbe~ as their. direct obJective. ,The department IS· oonstantlyexperimallt
mg With afforest~ng b~re landa, and with replacing existing crops by artificial 
m~ans. The object IS. to g~ow the most valuable species, such as sal, 
Ihlsham, teak and saID, which can be grown easily and quickly. Semal 
~md a few others which might serve as· match timbers have been tried but 
without much success so far.· .. '." .,. , . 

, 17. No "are~s have been planted 'with suitabie, trees 'by companies or 
firms undertaklllg the manufacture of matches. 
. 1~. :~ b:Transport within .the forest: during the m~nsoon is impossible. 
:D,!-nng.) the. dry season. trall~port,is by kutcha road~ and cart tracks to 
raIlway statlOns; Transport. In . the; chiefSemal bearing areas is practicable 
as the ground IS generally fiat and not, .intersected by ravines. Bareilly, 
which 'is the .. best site for a match factory, is a. railway centre' and is not 
far from a forest ·area.· . 
, 19. 3 E., The estimated consumption per day in "the United' Provinces is 
1;,000 gross boxes. ' 

LOcal faetories are so small thatthei~ whole outturn is sold locally. 
'One selling. agent has taken the sole agency of the' production of the Bareilly 
Match Factory which ,is estimated at 1,500 gross boxes. per day. 

20. 3 F. The match industry ,in this proviIice. .is·still in an experimental 
stage. Neither. the' Bareilly Match ·Factorywhich is equipped with large 
up-to-date plant, nor the other factories which are working with small 
machines can ·yet be Baid to have established business on a firm footing. 
Government· often receive applications for assistance; and inquiries for 
information on the possibilities of the industry; there are also other indica
tions of. a desire to start small factories, but. the possibility of a power 
factory owned, controlled. and financed ,by men. of the province seems remote 
Government have assisted the industry, in the, ,following .,ways:-

(1) By supplying capital to small factories. 
(2) By giving expert advice on the suitibility rifwoods for match81 

. and of formula for· the manufacture of match heads. 
(3) The supply· of ready made splints and 'veneers to small manufao
. turers in: the mufassil. A Government demonstration factory 

for this purpose is being 'started at the ,Wood Working Institute, 
BM~~' '., .. . 

(4) A concession: for extra<lting timber. 
21. If the Tariff Board wish to toUr in this province, they' would do well 

to visit Bareilly which is equipped with foreign' (German) mach~nes capabI~ ?f 
producing 1,500 gross boxes per day ~f t~n hours: They might nho VlSl1i 
the Dip Shalaka Yantram· at MU,ttra 'whICh furmshes an example of the 
match industry ,un on a s~all basIs.'. .. 

NOTE SUBMITTBD BY NORTH INDIAN }UTCHI!IS LIMITED; BAREILLY. 

Ths·MatchIndustry' in'the. United' Provinces. 
In recounting the history of' this 'industry 'and its initiation in the 

United Provinces it would seem desirable and only fair to those who may be 
1lttracted by the 'idea of commencing this or other new industries, that the 
.. icissitudes that. may impede promoters should be recorded. . 

Early in 1910 Messrs. Gavin JoneS jm~ Sort of C!awnpore were given, as._ 
Cloncession,' 'a' guarantee from the Umted Provmces Government that if 

IV D 



they would start a'Match and Packing-case Factory they shouliJ bQ allowed 
to extract from the Terai and Bhabar Estate Forest not less than one lakh 
cubic feet of' Semul timber annually; such timber to be marked, by th~ 
Forest Department within a distance not greater than eight miles in a; 
direct line from any station on the Rohilkund and Kumaon Railway such 
tre~s to be, not ,!ess·than eight feet iIi .girth: at a rate 'of one anna per 
CUbIC 'foot In the forest, a rebate of half-anna per cubic foot to be made 
'.due,couI'se shou14 the Company fail to show a return of 10 per cent. profit 
pel' annum. . 

'No progress was made however until a year later when Messrs .. Gavin 
Jones and Son transferred their rights, in exchange for. cash .and shares in a 
prospective Match and Packing-case Company: this Company North India 
Timber, Limited, was formed and registered in 1911, and although. the 
capital of the Company only required to be '31 lakhs paid up, there was 
perhaps a natural difference shown by those who were asked to assist in 
raising even this small amount; match machinery was obtained from Germany 
and a complete box-making plant with an up-to-date power' installation 
from England. BareiIIy has proved itself to be a most suitable centre for 
this industry, and an excellent site was hit upon outside the city: '. . ' .. 

Meanwhile the authorities responsible for the .Terai and Bhabar Forest 
'were impressing upon this Company that the concession was dated back to 
m9re than a year' ago, and that unless activity was immediately displayed 
in·'thQ felling and carting of timber the concession would have to be with
drawn.A.ctually the promoters had lost no time in obtaining the necessary 
plant from England and the Continent, and in setting up factOries, .godowns 
and offices; they had' indeed made much progress with the above, that at 
this stage thl;ly could not risk the cancellation of the concession and they 
thereupon proceeded to fell and cart timber although their' factory was 
actually not then in working order. The· task of extracting' huge logs 
over the notorious Terai and Bhaba~ country intersected as it is by' streams 
which Hood with the lAast rain in the hills, was one of exceeding difficulty; 
~ntractors could n(iG !Ie induced to undertake the felling and carting at 
'a'Ilything like a reasonable' rate,· and it was therefore necessary for the 
Company to employ a EuropeaD' in supervision,' and purchase its own 
buffaloes and carts. Heavy expenditure inevitably, followed, added to which 
.the Company had ,to reckon. the .loss involved: through their being com
pelled, in order, to' save t4eir concession, .to cut timber before they were 
ready for it. Semul in itself is p~obably one of the most unsatisfactory 
timbers extant; a tree 'of eight feet' in girth almost always- has huge 
buttresses about 5' from the ground, and a large rotten "core; "straight" 
timber is rather the exception than the rule; it is soft without grain and full 
of moisture, which evapor.ate very quickly indeed: the result being that logs 
when felled, dry up rapidly at each ~nd, and- as the log dries, so it turns to 
powder. It is said that logs may be preserved for some time by being 
inu;nersed under water; hut factories not so fortunate as.to be .. situated on 
the banks of a river, cannot well afford enormous tanks to, hold tho~ands of 
cubio feet of timber. One, therefore, of the problems which has. faced Imd 
still faces the Bal'eilly factory, \Ii. that of obtaining fresh timber supplies in 
the four months when eutry to the Terai forests is not only forbidde~ but 
impossible: otherwise storage tanks must be built and heavy expendIture 
mcurred. The quality of Semul timber is such, that in. order to satisfy the 
requirements of the expert match-maker, each and every log, however fresh, 
has to be boiled before being put on to the Peeling machines, Then a~ain 
every log before going to the boiling vats must be trimmed of all dry port.lOns 
and irregularities inclusive of the bark, which 'in Semul trees, is very ~hIck: 
t1w loss in wood on this count is very heavy indeed, gene.rally runmng to 
SQ per cent. in average supplies of timber: 

To those who have not had the opportunity of studying: the· conversion 
of logs into matches and match boxes, it is difficult to convey. how, perfe<'t 
the "temper". of the peeled wood must be, in or.;1er to -obtain boxes w:hich 
,~iU \lend readily to shape. or splinta which ,,,"ill not . prQvl!, either. too' soft 



o'r toobrittle.:For this -reason too the United Provinces Forest Department 
have~een !'Bked to suppl:r logs for splints from Chakrata. Having arrived 
at th18 pOint, however, In the process of manufacture, the rest is com
paratively easy, provided the trained labour is quick and skilful, machines 
are kept regulated to a nicety, and chemical mixtures are most carefully and 
eonstantly controlled. 

In pr&-war times the"Continental market underquoted England, America -
or Japan, for almost overy requirement in chemicals, paper labels et". 
With the cutting off of these supplies, fresh difficulties arose, extra .. ric~ had 
to be paid, and the ragularity of shipments was completely disorganised. 
For a few weeks supplies of matches to India ran small, prices rose by some 
40 per cont.: "but the Japanese Match Industry promptly availed itself of 
thfl opportunity given to flood India with the cheapest possible quality of 
match, sold at a price which could not have been quoted but for the assistance 
rendered by the Japane>e Government. AuthQritative enquiry- is now pro
ceeding in regard to how far this subsidizing is extended by the Japanese 
Government; but there is no doubt that in shipping freights particularly, 
,"err special inducements are given. Japanese matches are still to be had 
in enormous quantities at annas 7 and ann8S 8 per gross boxes c.i.f. Calcutta, 
and it does not seem -as if manufacturers of matches in India, near Indian 
ports, would have much chance of surviving, until the Government of India 
decide to 1>rotect -them ngainst this unfair competition. 

The manufacturer in these Provinces ir. assisted to some extent by long 
leads over rail from ports: but hel"e again the up-country manufacturer 
does not receive the same rates as the importer can obtain on his consign
ments -sent up-country. 

-At_ the -end of 1923, _the BareilI,. Match Factory, after a three years 
etruggle was in the following position . ~ 

Total outlay 

Profit 

Losses 

RA. 

3,48,091 

Nil. 
39,277 

It was at this stage th"t the Company's 1rIatch Expert admitted, that with 
" single plant turning out at most 700 gross ,boxes per day, even with the 
establishment and all other fixed charges of the very lowest, an adequate 
profit could hardly be hoped for. Likewise the Directors _ fou~d that I!0 
profit W88 to be made in the manufacture of Semul wood packing cases In 

competition with the bazaar; who wer!! able to meet the bulk of North 
Indian's demand by a supply Uf English imported "piec&-goods" casel!. 
Thus when .. Burma Company, also having a single output plant, offered -to 
tlma4:amate with the Bareilly Company, on certa~n "conditions, the offer was 
accepted. 

The position of the Company at thi/! time, August 1924, W88 as foIIows:-

Total outlay 

Profit 

Losses 

Be. 
8,63,016 
Nil-
68,199 

The Burma Company's Conditions included theco.mplete removal of the 
Sawmill and Box-making plant which had proved Itself unprofitable; the 
writing off of all losses up-t~aie (Augus~ 1914): a dr~t!c writing down of 
nInes, and full depreciation on all machmery and bUlldlDgs:a ·matter of 
RB. 2,13,600 to be written off. 

»2 
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The promoter 'of the industry, Mr. C. T. Allen, took it on himself to 

relieve the Company of the above Re. 2,13,600 against which there ranked 
the following ,assets which he agreed to take. over as a set off:-

Sawmill machinery (estimated to realize) 
Refund d~e by Government (claimed 14th Septem

ber 1914; still due in part 9th October 1915) 
Book . debts 

TOTAL 

Re. 
6,00!} 

14,020 
5,77!} 

25,790 

Leaving a deficienoyof 1,87,810 

< In th'e new Company now registered as North. India Matches, Limited, the 
shareholders' are to receive the equivalent of their holdings in the old 
Oompany; Mr. 10. T. All.m receiving, in addition to his holding of Ordinary 
,Shares, a nominal holding of 11,250 Deferred Re. 1 shares, which will only 
benefit after ,the Ordinary Shares have received a ,dividend of 6 per cent.: 
the Burma Oompany also receive a small number (3,750) Deferred Shares 
for Goodwill. . ' 

As to the future, the ,United Provinces Government have admitted that 
the terms of the Timber Concession were unworkable, and they have there
,fore agreed to rense these. On these new terms depend the future, of the 
industry in so far as these Provinces are concerned. The following is a 
Bummary of the terms under which certain other match manufacturing 
Oompanies in the east have obtained timber supplies: 

Ahmedabad Match Fllctory.-This Company was granted a concession by 
the Bombay Presidency for 15 years for the following timber: " 

Semul (Bombax Malnbaricum), Boswellia Serrata, Alianthus Excclsa. 
The price paid under the concession was two annas per carload of 50 maunds, 
which works out at 40 to 45 cubic feet for a royalty of two annas, or con
siderably more than 20 cubic feeb for one anna. The above concession 
expired in 1912, and the Lieutenant-Governor, during a public reference to 
interested bodies, made the following statement in regard' to the Mafch 
Industry of that .(!istrict : - . 

"As regards the supply of wood, the position is happily simpler, and 
the powers of the Government of Bombay are adequate. I under
stand that the present concession expires on the 16th, June next. 
If extension is applied for, rest IIssured that it wiIlbe gladly 
given." . ' 

Rangoon Match Fac~ry.-The 'royalty paid to the Government in this 
ease amount~ to 50 cubio feet for one rupee, or four pies per cubic foot, for 
Semul wood. -

Belgaum Match Factory.-The following is a significallt claulle from the 
prospectus of this Company: 

,I 1. Government have graciou~ly granted free of royalty all the wood 
required for the factory." 

Travancore Match Faetory-which was inaugarated in April 1914. 
The industry at this plact' has received the following assistance from its 

Government. 
1. A. large area of eight aores has been granted free for the purpose 

of establishing the match factory. 
2. All wood which i~ required for building purposes, Factory, Godowns, 

Manager's quarters, coolie lines, etc., is supplied free of cost;, 
this includes "aluable ha·rd woods. 

3. The Government undertakes to deliver for the first three yeara 
wood for match manufacture at the rate of 31 anna per oubio 



fllOt, Iree at lactoTfi aite; for the subsequent 17 years there is a 
guarantee ~hat; the wood shall not cost more than 41 annas 
per cubic fOOlt. . 

. The, Bareill~ ,Factory, ~ith, its four years bitter experience behi~~ it, 
18 now In a position to detail With the utmost confidence, the only ConditIOns 
terms, establishment charges, working charges, etc" etc" with which th~ 
match-making industry in this province con successfully carry on, Every 
phase of the Lusin8118 has been tested, most careful records made, and data 
are now to hand which enable them to Bay with certainty whetheJ:' conditio1l8 
are such that they can continue with the ultimate hope of success, or whether 
it is advisable to close down in order to avoid throwing more good money 
after bad. 

The industry, as iB gonerally known, is exceedingly finely cut, and Bince 
everything turns on the question of the quality and price of the timber, it 
lies entirely with the Govt'rnment of these provinces to say whether the 
industry shall be adequately assisted, or allowed to die, never to start again, 
It is for the Government ot these Provinces to decide whether they will or 
will not forego. a small and fluctuating profit from the sale of their semul 
and spruce timber and by doing so determinate or encourage this industry; 
for it is quite certain that failure will prevent anyone else again venturing 
any decision they may now come to regarding the rates they may charge and 
terms they may offer, should not be influenced by war time demands from 
contractors for packing case wood: demands that will cease as soon 88 trade 
in piece-goods revives, In course of time too, before serious harm is done 
the 60vernment of India may be induced to protect this country from the 
unfair Japanese competition that is now swamping it. 

In concluding' thiB note a statement showing in some detail costing of 
matches and the selling price that can be realized, will probably be found 
useful. 

Cost of matches per gro<s, I'alculated upon a double outturn of 1,400 gross 
daily ior 25 days=85,000 groBS monthly, 

Ra" A. P. 

Chemicals 0 2 6'73 
Paper 0 010 
Labels 0 0 7 
Wood 0 2 0'87 
Packing cases 0 1 S 
Power 0 0 9 
Wages 0 0 9'90 
Salaries 0 0 7'60 
Depreciation, Interest and General expenses 0 1 .0 

TOTAL COST PER GROSS o 1Q 6'10 

The present wholesale seIJing price is Re. 0-11-10 per gross nett: a highe)" 
i-ate could be obtained for sl'lints made from spruce wood. 

Forest Department. Burma. 

A.-WlUTTEN. 

(1) U,.,..o!ficial note dated the !8th Februarll1927, from the Chief COflsef't:atOf' 
01 FO~/!3tl. Bunna, to the 8ecretaTfi. TariH Board. 

As requested I send a copy of the statistics of 'matchwood species in I~in 
Forest Division. These statistics are base.J on the result of actual countmgs. 



, , At our informal interview the other day I was asked to state which species 
of those enumerated on pages 64 and 65 of Mr; Troup's Memoir on the match 
industry were proved suitable for the purpose. I do not know to what extent 
all have been tested for the purpose, but I understand that the following are 
definitely oollBidered Iluit_ble; - ' 

3. Anthocephalus Cad<l;mba (Mau). 
4. Bomba3J insigne (Didu). 
5. Bomba:!: malaba,ricum (Letpan)., 

25. SpQndiaa mugnijera (Gwe). 
StercuUa campanulata (Sawbya). 

The following have not been tested definitely: ~ 
7. Duabanga Sonneratioidea (Myaukngo). 

14. Gmelina arborea (Yamane). 

lJ,fatchwood statistics for Insein Division. 

Accompanying .statement gives the full details of estimate of stock of tim
bers suitable for match woods in areas in which enumerations were carried out 

'in 1925-26 . 
. The. exploitable girth' has been 'fixed at 5' 0" at feIling height. wh~ch for 

purposes of estimating the yield has beeu taken at 18" diameter at breast 
height. It is estimated that the average outturn per tree 5' 0' and over at 
Jelling height is 1 ton •. Working on t.hese figures the tonnage per acre is as 
follows:-

IJ[ahu.ya ReseI'Ve, whole species enumerated as matchwoods: 
Sawbua Sterculia campa4tulata. _; L.',~ 

Gu'e Spondias mangifeTa. 

M f 11nthocephalus Cadamba .• 
au (Barcocephalm cordatus. 

Didn Bomba:!: insigne. 
Letpan Bomba:!: malabaricum. 

Total area 47,776 acres. 
Total stock 18" and over-14,848 trees, each equal to 1 ton. 
Tonnage per acre-O'31 ton. 
Paunglin.":"'-29 compartments. out of a total of 100 but cont~i~in'g the most 

ACfJessible forest. • . 
Same species as in Mahuya. 
Total area enumerated about 19,400 acres. 
Total stock-7,781 trees, each equal tc 1 ton, 18" and over. 
Tonnage per 'acr-.O·4 ton. 
Western Plains.-The H. Hlaing Yoma PlaillB, S. Hlaing Yoma Plains, 

Magayi and ThabYll reserves. Same species ns for Mahuya reserve, bllt. 
including thitpok (TetraUleles lludiflora) which is probably unsuitabh'l, 

Total area--45,432 acres. 
Total stock 18" and over-ll,186 trees, each equal to 1 ton. 
Tonnage per acr-.Q·25 ton. 



'- JUT-CHWOOUS IN INSEIN DI\'ISlON. 

B~SBD ON BNUlIBiATIONS MADB IN 1926. 
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en Lettef' dated. th6 I.l.t Jlurch 1,927, from the Chief Cinuer'llt;ltor 01 Forests 
.Burma,. to .the B.ecretary, Ta.riH Board. ., 

As requested, I have the honour to attach a financial forecast of planting 
for pUr,Poses of supplying.wood 'to t~e match industry. I may add that as 
stated In the preamble this· forecast JB' based on no data as no data on the 
subject are available and in the absence of data, it can have little value.' . I 
however, believe that it is on the safe sid;!. .. ',' . } 

! . 

Fi~nciaZ lorect;l~t' 01 planting lor purp~ses of supplying wood t/the match 
industry. 

'We havena actual experiments On which. to frame estimates of the finance 
of planting matchwoods and I have already stated in my report that'tG enable 
a safe esiimateto be framed experiments up to 15 years would be neoessary. 
-In the absence of data based on actual experiments; any estimates put forward 
are pure guess work. It is on this- acceptanee that I put forward the notes 
below. . 

Land fOT plantatio~3.-The~e are two alternatives:

(i). to plant up suitable areas in reserved forests; 
(2) to reserve' or acquire land outside reserved forests for the purposp 

of forming plantations. 

Under the first alternative the areas planted would not be continuous; but 
would consist of scattered patches throughout forest that was not suitable fOI 
purposes of planting. Apart from the difficulty in finding suitable areas 
sufficiently concentrated to allow of economical planting, the matter of plant
ing for the supply of match woods will have to be considered with reference to 
other interests such as the requirements of the rural population which in the 
future will have to be met largely from artificially created crops as also from 
the financial standpoint as it is probable that it will pay better to plant timber 
producing species. It must be remembered that the areas in our reserved 
forests that are suitable for planting and at the same time accessible to eco-
nomical extraction are very limited. ' 

The second alternative may prove expensive and difficult as all accessible 
areas suitable for planting are more OJ" less already occupied. Acquisition 
costs would therefore be heav·y and unless the areas were reserved.the finance 
of the plantations would be further hampered by land revenue aSsessment. 
Owing to accessibility the cost of protection would be heavy and the area 
would have to be completely fenced again~t cattle. 

Letpan (Bombax malabaricum) howevel' springs ,up naturally on newly 
formed sandbanks which have been raised above the ordinary flood level and 
Rhould Government decide to have the possibilities of reserving land for the 
purpose of planting matchwoods investigated, a careful examination of the 
river in land should be undertaken. Thpre is undoubtE'dly much land thnt. 
grows letpan naturally, notably along the Irrawaddy and its large tributaries 
above Mandalay, The matter should however be undertaken cautiously. The 
first poiJ!lt is to assure ourselves as to the extent to which planting or regene
ration of such land is an economic proposition. Our experience so far has 
shown that there is great danger of the young plants being washed out by 
floods and apart from this there is a general tendency to instability in the 
case of riverain land. Reservation should only be undertaken when the ques
tion of economic planting has been decided. 

Cost of formation.-The cost of formation would depend on whether com
munities practising shifting cultivation were available to undertake the work. 
Should these be available, the cost of formation should not exceed Re. 30 per 
acre and in some cases it may be as low a~ Re. 20 per acre. Should commu
nities practising taungya cultivation not be available for the work, the cost 
would be considerably enhanced and may amount to al!ything up to Re. 1'lO 
per acre. 



, Cost 'of tending.-'-The cost' ,of tending wj.U dependentfrely on the-cost of 
protection agll.instman and 'cattle, M 'apil.rt from this there should be little 
or, no expend.iture outside the cost of formation, What little there is should 
be offset by, the intermed!~te yields of thir.nings and ill ~he., c~e of Bombaz~ 
the lIaJe o~ cotton. Assummg that ,one man on Rs. 30 per' mensem can patrol 
320 acres.} tb.e. cost of protection would worJ!: out at Rs, .};1 per acre per annll.ln, 
Bay Rs. ::! to mclude the cost of supervision. ., ., ' 

Yield per acre.-We have no data as to what this will be. On a short 
rotation of 15 to 30 years I should not risk putting it higher, than 25 to 30 
tons to 'the acre though there is teasori to assuJIie that with a' 30-year rotation, 
the yield will approximate tp 60 tons to the acre. 

FilWncial forecast.~Assuming that there will be no charge for taxation, 
I append 'a financial forecast on the lines of that on page 34,of ,Mr. Tr,oup's 
Memoir. On ,this foreoast it should be possible eventually to supply stand
ing timber at a royalty rate of Rs. 10 per ton round of 50 o.ft. whioh should 
a.llow of delivery at the mill at a cost not exceeding Rs. 35 per ton, the extrao
tion being undertaken by private agency. 

The B1&tMarch 1927. 

(Sd.) ~. W. A. WATSON, 

Chief Conservator' 0/; Forests, 
Burma. 
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(8) l.etter dated ~4th March 1927, from the Oonservator 01 Forests,.Hlaing 
, OircZe, Burma, to the Secretary, Tarill B.oarll. 

I have the honour to forward herewith four copies of a note on match woods. 
I have telegraphed for the figures required in paragraph 6. 

Match woods. 

General.-Match woods are forest weeds. Theil' advantages are that they 
grow very fast and can be floated but much of the forest from which they are 
exploited is also accessible to extraction by land, and the more valuable hard
Woods are mere numerous and more valuable. By a lucky accident we now 
receive Rs. 12t for match woods from the Paunglin-l\Iahuya block in Insein. 
but a recent tender sale of a' more accessible block only realized Rs. 6 and 
that seems to he the true vallie. . ~_ - .' 

2. Pyinkado (Xylia dolabrifol'mis) alone. is more ·numerous than all match 
woods put together (about 37,500 accessible trees to 31,000 of match woods, all 
over 20· inches diameter in the Faunglin-Mahuya block) and a normal royalty 
for it is Rs. 15 as against Rs. 6. Many other species are worth more than 
match woods and teak very much more. It is therefore most improbable that 
operations to im.l>rove the growing stock will favour match woods to any appre
ciable extent. Extraction from mixed forests mnst therefore be considered 
temporary Bud is unlikely to be very satisfactory. 

3. Among' match woods, the species likely to be considered obligatory are ;
Letpan {Bomba~ malabaricum). 
Didu (Bomba~ insigne). 
Sawbya (Sterculia paniculata) 
Odein (Bhretia Zrevis). 
Maulettanshe (SarcocephaZus cordaius). 
Setkadon(Trewia nudi/lora). '!' " 

Opt,ional species are:-
Thitpok (TetramelesnuiJi/lora). 
Thnbutgyi (Miliusa vehttina). 
Gwe (Spondia8 mangifera). 
Nabe (Odina Wodier). 
Thitpyauk (Sapiuminsigne). 
Letkok (Sterculia sp.). 
Bonmeza (Albizzia stipulata). 
Myaukngo (Duabanga sonneratiodes). 
Thakutpo (Stereospermum sp.). 
Fanga (TerminaZia Ohebula). 

4.. Of these Sawbya, gwe, mau, didu and letpl1.nwere enumerated by 
Mr. Scott in part pf Insein division and his estimated ·annual. outturn for all 
rna tch woods for the whole division is 7,000 trees of 4!. ft. breast girth and 
upwards (probably averaging. a ton' each) from 287,251 acres. This amounts 
to an outturn of a ton a yearfpr every 41 acres. This estimate is based on the 
15 yeM'S felling cycle"andthllugh the number of trees may remain constant, 
the tonnage is likely to qec1~e .• 

,5. Tlii; distribution is so 'Si;anty and probabilities of increasing the stock 
so remote that continued working in mixed fo~ests seems unlikely. Insein is 
likely to contain considerably above the average volume of match. woods and 
there is nD reason to expect anything better near any of the larger towns; in 
fact it is questionable whether there is anyt.hing better in the whole of Burma. 
The future of the match trade is therefore likely to depend on pla~ting'l 
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6. In 1925 I inspected the letpan plantanons, in He~ada. They were 
formed under very favourable conditions, sandy alluvium on the banks of a 
Yoma stream. In the 1919 plantation, then 6 years old, -the average on lower 
ground was 43 feet high and 29 inches in girth and on a higher shelf 54 feet 
high and 40 inches in girth. The average for the whole plantation- now 
(1921) is sald to be feet high and inches in girth. A first class teak 
plantation on more fertile soil runs to about 45 feet high in 6 and 52 feet in 
8 years and probably produces about 50 tons to the acre on a 80 year rotation. 
It may not be too optimistic to expect 25 tons to the acre on a 30 year rotation 
for match woods provided that fertile sandy alluvium is chosen for planta
tions. 

7. The difficulty as regards planting will be to find a large area of suitable 
lOil over which there are not too exacting claims. Reservation over 12,060 
acrca of soil of this kind for grazing (Pyinmana division) cost Rs. 1,20,239. 
It is pOSBible that a firm or an individual might acquire land in cheaper rate. 
There Bre considerable stretches round Moulmein, especially up the Salween, 
but wo can hardly recommend planting on a large scale by firms or private 
individuals until we know more about the rate of growth and probable cost. 
GiVl'n a suitable form of cultivation the direct cost should not exceed Rs. 50 
per acre but to this must be added the value of the land if bought for the 
purpose and the cost of protection and supervision. Firms and individuals 
8hould be able to cut the latter considerably below Government expenditure 
but it is not safe to put it much less than Re. 2 per acre per annum and it is 
quite likely that fencing will be also necessary. The Chief Conservator has 
eent in tables of cost and I agree with him that we must work for a minimum 
charge of Rs. 10 a ton. 

8. I estimate the cost of formation with a suitable form of cultivation as 
follows:-

Rs. 16, Rs. 6, Rs. 4, Rs. 2, Re. I.-Re. 1 from year to year or about Rs. 30. 
per acre at ten years, but to cover failures it is better to put the cost at Rs. 50· 
an acre. This may be reduced by sale of thinnings between ten years of age 
.and maturity. At four per cent. this expenditure will amount to about Rs. 147 
and a cost of Rs. 2 per acre for supervision and protection to a further Rs. 110 
or a total of Re. 251. This shows a small deficit between a probable eelling 
value ofRs. 10 a ton for 25 tons and the cost at compound interest, but the 
expenditure should be slightly reduced by the net sale value of stems removed. 
in thinnings at 15, 20 and ~5 years. The value of the land is tak", as flit 
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FOREST DEPARTMENT, BURMA. 

B.-ORAL. 

Evic:kn~ilCilf Meso'S. H. W. A.. WATSON, Chief Conservator of ForESts
anti W. A. ·ROBERTS,ON~ Conservator, Utilisation Circle 
reco~d~d at Rangoon o~ Saturday" the 26th March. 1927~ 

Introductory. 
P1·esident.-Mr. Watson, you are the Chief Conservator of Forests. 

-Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
Presia'ent.,.,-Mr. Robertson, 

tlOn. Cir~le. 
~lr. Robertson.-Yes . 

. . 
you are the Conservator. of :forest~, UtilislJ,-

. ;?resident.-What does 'Utilisation Circle' mean? 
Mr. Watson.-It deals with departmental extraction -and timber research;
Mr. lIfathias~-I~ th~ 'Conservator doing the same· work i~ other 

Provinces ?, . . 
,Jfr. Robertson'7Yes. 
, Dr. Matthai.~Are the sale!! organised. by youP 

Mr. Robe1·tson."-7Yes, those ,held in Rangoon, but the ·upcountry sales· 
are del\lt with by the people on the . spot.: I 

President.-The forests in Burma are a transferred subject. . 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. ".' . ' 
President.-I wish to know the relation between the, CommerciaiA~p~ft.: 

&lent. of the Government: or .the Industrial department ot the Government 
and .thil forests. Are they under the same' Ministr:r? . 

Mr. Watson.-Yes. ' 
Preside'1lt.-I suppose you have not got a Director of In~Ustri!ls, but 

you have got a Development Commissioner. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
President.-H it is a question of. establishing an industry-take· the- , 

niatch industry for instauce--there are two aspects to that questio~, one" 
'is purely the forest aspect and the other is the industrial or the com-· 
merCial aspect. 

Mr. Watson.-Both come un~er the same Minister. 
President.-That is what I wish to know. It is rather fortunate that ' 

there is no overlapping. 
Mr. Watson.-No. 
President.-At present we have not found it necessary to examine the 

Development Commissioner, but at a later stage when we formulate some 
sort of idea as to how the enquity is going on, it may be necessary to· 
examine the Development Commissioner. 

Mr. Mathias.-Has the Forest Department any relation with the Dev~ 
lopment Commissioner? . 

Mr. Watson.-The Development Commissioner deals with Excise, Mines 
and I tliink Industries, but 1 am not absolutely certain. 

Mr. Robe1·t&on.-He deals with Factories, Co-operative Societies, etc. 
Mr. JlfathillR,-In some respects the Development Commissioner corres

ponils to the Director of Indust.ries in other provinces. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. 

Forest Researc"'. 
President.-Now as regards research, what arrangements have you here' 

in this department P 
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, Mr. Watson . ...:..Research in Sylviculture" Botany, Zoology-so far, lie con. 

cerns the ~rowth. of ,trees, under the" Conservator of Forests,Working 
plans who 18 statIoned' at Maymyo, and the research concerned with-the 
economic products is under the control of the Utilisation Circle.' ,',' ,,', 

President.-There is a branch which deals with 'the' economic aspect'~ of 
ioreHtry. ' 

Mr. IVat,on.-Yes, 
','President.-Do you experiment with wood fl,lr industrial :purposes? 

Mr. Watlon.-Yes, we have got experimental workshops for that'. 
Pre.ident.-For instance would it be part of your' work to examine the 

,difJerentkinds of wood for the manufacture ,of matches? 
Mr. Robert.on.-Yes, but that happens 'to be a particularly spoCialised 

investigation. In our experimen I;al workshops we only carry out the work 
that ill,I'ea!ly (,1' immediate l<?cal inte~est. that is the applied research work. 
The'sclentific- research part IS done III Dehra Dun. These are two aspects 
,of the work. The scientific research which is of, general interest to, the 
whole empire is done at Dehra Dun, but there are certain branches which 
are not economical to carry out there and which we do here. 

. Pre8ident.-If a man was ,in search of, a particular wood for a particular 
Industry and he wanted to be satisfied whether that was suitable for that 
'purpose, he would have to go to Dehra Dun.' , 

Mr. Robertson.-He, would probably come to me first and ask me if I 
had any information on the subject. If I had enough for his purpose he 
would stop there, but probably, I should not have enough'. In that case 
I should send, the problem on to DehraDun. ' 

P'I'eBident.-They would then experiment with the wood there. 
Mr. Robe'rt8on.-They do timber testing which requires a large technical 

staff. It is therefore much cheaper to concentrate it there, but certain 
branches like the seasoning of timber the actual making up of a timber to 
make it suitable for particular purpose are much ~ore economically done 

,here. So we have divided the work in that way. 
Mr. Mathias.-In the case of matches, would not that bea matter 

which would be investigated locally, in regard to a number of points sueh 
,as whether wood is absorbent of wax, whether it 'would bre~k, etc. P 

Mr. Robe'/'tso-n.~That is much more in .the timber testing -line. The 
testing of absorbency is'Illuch more of a laboratory job than a workshop job. 
If they reported well on the wood, then we would try it, actually on the 
spot. 'Very often we tackle a problem that way. 

Dr. Matthai.-Are you speaking of Dehra Dun? " 
, Mr. Roberi.on..-Yes. I send the timber over there. They do purely 

.the laboratory test at Dehra. Dun and then I, carry oui the actual applied 
tests here. . 

President.-They carry out one or two applied tests also. ~or instance 
in the case of bamboo they have 'a pulp making plant. 

Mr. Roberi&OfI, ...... It is an expensive plant' for the cluantities used: It 
is more economical to- send' the raw material:over there than to have a 
plant here, because in the latter case it would be. working, only qUaJ,'ter time. 

Mr. Mathias.-The scientific test does not imply that that particular wood 
would be a commercial success. 

Mr. Robertson.-By no means but . it, gives a very good" indication'. If 
Debra Dun ~ay that prima iflcie a timber is suitable, 'we work..it out' here 
.on the spot'in conjunction with the 'match factory; owners or anybody else 
.who wants it. For instance, people ha~e applied to me for timber for sucker 
rods. We had strength tests made at Debra Dun, and on their reporting 

,that it was strong enough we made up rods and b'\d them tested iIi the wells. 

Pre,ident.-So far as matches are concern~d, t take it that experiment-a 
,have been purely local. 



Mr. Robertson.-Yes, the only person who has done any serious work 
ill ~'experimenting is Mi. Adamjee, Hajee Dawood, ' 
. Mr. Mc.ithias . ..:....Have you had any request from the Swedish combine to. 
t.est the wood for the purpose of match making? , 

Mr. Robert,son.':"'-None at all. ' 
President.-In this enquiry we are going into the question of the Swedish. 

Match Company and it is important that nothing should be done which 
might prejudice the enquiry so far as Government is concerned about con
cessions or anything else at present, because we don't know what the result. 
of the enquiry might be, but the point is tnat no difficulties should be 
created in the interval. ' ': 

Mr. Robertson.-There is no such thing as a concession in Burma. Any 
allotment of land or .right to work the forest is by tender. 

Area 01 lorests in' Burma. 

President.-What is the total area of the forests in Burma P 
Mr. Watson.-I cannot tell you because these statistics have been' vitiated. 

I think it will be about 30,000 sq. miles. ' 
President.-I am not pinning ~'ou down to, any figures. You can make 

any modifications you like. The point I want to bring out is that Burma 
has extensive forests. 

Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
President.-I am now talking of 'the reserve forests. 
Mr. Watsolt.-In future I am going to include Federated Shan States. 
P,·esident.-We may take it then so far as the reserve forests ar~'con-

cern ed, it would be about 30,000 sq. miles. " .... . 
Mr. Watson.:'-Yes, including the Federated Shan States. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the figure for Shan States? 
Mr. Watson.-The figures are 28,500 square' miles in Burma ,and about. 

2,000 square miles in Shan States. ., 
Dr. Matthai.-The' classified forests are not much bigger." .. 
Mr. lVatson.-The 'unelassed forest between Burma ,and Federated Shan 

States is about 150,000 square miles. 
Preside·nt.-Fcir these purposes, I think it is just as well to exclude the 

unclassed forests. " .. ' ":" .,', , 
Mr. Robertson.-I think we will have to. Of cou.rse' t thl~k 'they wilt 

be a source of supply for some years. 
President.-You cannot calculate what it means. 
3Ir . . Robert&on.-There is nG means as regards that. 
President.":"'You can simply' say that there may be a certain quantity' 

available, the quantity being unknown.. 
. ::tIro TVatson.-There are large areas which have not yet been tapped. 

President.-.::In Lower Burma how many circles are there? 
)Jr. llobe1tson . ..,-Lower Burma is divided into four circles. 
P,·esident.-I take it the nearest from Rangoon would be the maing 

Circle. . 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes. .' 
President.-Sittang ·Circle is another. 
1I1r. Roberfsoflo.-There is one circle on each side of ,the Pegu Yoma: Thel). 

there is the Tenasserim Circle for Moulmein and there is thll Delta Circle. . 
1'rC8ic1slIt.-Are there any, forests 'which may be called 'ever-green forests? 
Mr. llote'l'tson.-Yes, there are stretches of ever-green forests. 
President.-I understood. that the Insein Division has. large areQ8 of 

ever-gre<,n' ~oreste. 



Mr. Robertson.-Yes. 
President.-Those would be the areas in, ,which the conditions i for thi .. 

class of wood would be favourable. 
,Mr. Bobert,o'n.,-Yes, but as far a8 woods. useful for making ma.tches are

concerned, I am not certain whether'there ,are not more in the"deciduouB 
forests .. !011 have on!y got'3 ~f a ton p.er acre i;D the Insein forestsJacoording 
to statlstlCs whereas In Mergul and PYlDmana:lD the drier forests there are 
the same species yielding '6,of '" top per acre. 

Pre,ident.-That is a. regards natural growth. Supposing you' weret<i 
plant, would it not pay P 

Plantations. 

Mr. Bobert,on.-I should find it impossible to say which would be the
better forest for these species. I should think the Bombax species are 
probably tho easier to plant in a dry area, but I am not certain about that. 

President.-So far as the Burma wood is concerned Bombax is not the 
best wood. 

Mr. Bobertson.-No. 
President.-As regards India, it is. The tesearches up ,till· liow' so far

as they have been done are confined to this Bombax, but I think so far as 
the Burma evidence shows, it is not a good wood for splin~s at any .rate. 

Mr. Bobertson.-Quite so. 
Mr. lVatson.-There are only a few species-about five-'-that these people-

definitely accept. " 
Pre8ident.~It is 'better for me to tell you that there are about 10 species 

which have been approved by Adamjee's to be good. 
Mr;Bobertson.-In that list which was, published all the,scientific names 

are entirely wrong. 
President.-I should like you to correct these names (handed the list). 
Mr. .Bobertson.-Yes. 
Dr. JIattllai.-Do they have different botanical names? 
Mr. lVatson.-They don't, have different botanical liames.' They have

only different local vernacular names. 
President.-I have drawn Adamiee's attention to the fact that they have 

already got these ten species and, it is no use their saying that there ,are
many other varieties available unless they get something, else which is far
superior to any of these ten species already tried. 

Mr. Robertson.-They are probably right on the species. It is, very much-
a matter of spotting the winner. " , " 

Mr. Mathius.-The p'robability is rather against any better,spec,iesbeing,: 
found.' ' , ",'-

Mr. lVat$on.-You can't say that. Some of the forests ha~e not been', 
tapped at all. The forest down on the Tenasserim side which is entirely 
different from the ever-green in Insein has not been tapped. " 

Mr. Mathia,.~The present ones are those that they 'have; tried "snd they-' 
are the ones that they ought to stick to. 

lir. Wahon.~Yes, so long as they can 'get them. 
President.-As far as communication is concerned; which circle do ~Oll' 

recommend as the most suitable P ; 
Mr. lVatson;'-Blaing on the west side of the 'Yoma. Extraction, is "only-

possible in the north of Toungoo. 
Prt$ident.-pyitlinana and Toungoo are ,on' the same'lini!. 
Mr. Roberl,on.-They march on each other. " ' " 
President.-Who are the officers in charge of those forestsP 
Mr. Wabon.-The Conservator of Forests, Blain/!: Oircle, is Mr. Barrington-

and the Conservator of Forests, Sittang Circle is Mr. Collings. ' 
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l'resident.-8ittang is in the Tenasserim Circle, is it not!' 
lIlr.' Watson:-It is in another circle. As regards planting', i'think that 

if we did expel·jmental planting we should begin with Insein but there is 
another factor involved which may knock out Insein, ,viz., 'we would have 
t? consider the suitability of the soil, the supply of labour and the possibili
ties of getting suitable land outside reserve forests which would apply 
~pecially to' areas along the Irrawaddy above Mandalay; " 

President.-I was thinking 01 the ffiaing Circle. Let us take that Circle 
because it contains '1,300,000 acres of reserve forests;, 

Mr. Watson.-Most of that is inaccessible. 
P1·esident.-The 'Insein Division itself is about 331,000 acres. 
Mr. Wataon.-Yes. 
President.-The area required ,would be very big. 
lIlr. Watson..-The thing is that it will have to be accessible that is the 

main point. Whilst it would not be very big, it is impossible to get it in 
other than patches. ' , 

President.-Just now? 
lIlr. Watson.-Not only now but at any time. It cannot be done. The 

soil does not allow it. We can only plant on the valleys. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it a hilly area? 
Mr. Watson.-Yes, all the forests of Burma are hilly. I doub~ whether 

it' would he I1n economic proposition to try and plant. there. 
Mr. Mathias.~Does that apply to all species, even to matchwood. 
Mr. Watson.-I believe it applies to all species. I know that our expe

rience has been that when we get on to poorer soil, the growth is slow and 
stunted. ' " '.,.",' l "'~, '. ," , 

Mr. Mathias.-What is the 'total area of the 'Paunglin andl\Iahuya 
reserves? ' 

lIlr. Watso"'.-I cannot tell you off-hand. , 
President.-I understand that the Okkan reserve is fairly suitable, 

lIfr. Watson.-It would not pay them to work so far away. If they work 
at all, they would hne to depend on carting rather than floating. 

Mr. Robertson.-They could not float the timber from Okkan because it 
would detedorate. . 

Presiden.t.-They will have'to drag it out of the forest: .', '. , ~ 
lIlr. Watson.-If tbey were working in that area. tbey would have a cart 

road up to the railwaY',head_ The shorter the track the cheaper will be the 
cost of extraction. .,' ' ' 

lIfr. Robertson.-The railway line runs fairly close. i think that in the 
Okkan "Reserve they have only to do 10 miles by the cart road to reach the 
railway line. " 

President.-That is not very much. 
lIlr. Watson.-No. 
President;-l wish to know whether sufficient area would be available in 

that part of the country (shewn the map). 
Mr. Watson.-yes, but the ,whole thing would bave to be examined because 

there are ,other interests involved ill ,this. 
President.-Taking the whole of India's tequirements, it would come to 

about 120,000 tons. Of course if the business develops, it .would he more. 
For that you require how much land P 

Mr. Wabon.-100,000 acres of suitable soil, which would havE' to be spread 
over 300,000 acres of reserve fprest. I assume ,that ~no,,forest more thu 
30 per cent. is suitable for planting, , 

'Presidel,d.-That area is ,1\ good, deal ~or~ than that,., 

Mr. Watso71 -'Yes.: 
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.l'resident.-:-What I am trying to suggest is that if you can produce the 
wh~le of that quantity· in this area, it is no use tying yourself up to 
Pymmana. . 

. Mr. Watson.~1t would involve a thorougll examination and rthi:Dk it' is 
better to attempt at three centres, because if you had a centre: .at S ....... :~ ... 
you would have to go up and if you moved up there, it would come to· about 
30 miles. The carting would have to' be over a longer distance and conse
quently the cost-of extraction would be more. 

Mr. Mathias.'-There will be streams in that part of the country. 
Mr. Watson.-They are of no use. 
President.-I~ thear~a which is now bei'ng worked by Adamieehe says 

that so far as the wet months' are concerned, he haa 'Only to drag for about 
a ,mile to the water head and from . there it comes down by water. Asregards 
,he dry season.l think he has. to cart it to Hleghu. If you selected th.at area, 
it would be merely a question of connecting this up by road. or· a light 
ra,ilway. 

Mr. WAtBDn.-That would be about 20 or 30 miles. 
President.-We have not got any data. We should like you as .far as 

possible to give us such information as you can.· 
Mr. Watson.-We could give you no reliable information unless we had 

a man on special duty, to 'exami!le the whole thing for over a. year. Even 
theu he WOUld. not be able. to, give you any informatioll about the cost of 
planting. He could. only tel~.you the su,itable. areas where planting cOl\ld 
he done. 

Prfsident.,.-,-In thll meanwhile we havet9 consider thl) questi,iln whether, 
peooing any special measures,You woul4 have, s1,lfficiellt supply available. ~lIt. 
all the different forests. . 

Mr. Wataon.-I thinl, that there.would be a I;ufficient supply .to, keep them 
going for the next 10 or possibly even. 20 years. 

Dr. Matthai.--That is' between .15,000 to 20,000. tons ILyear. Do you 
think they will be able to. get .that for 10 9r 20 years? 

Mr. Wat$on.~l should think so. 
Dr. Matthai.-'-What they do now this. They hav:e got about 3,700 tons 

from their forest reserve, and they got about 1,700 tons from the Andamans 
and tbe rest. in small quantities from all over Burma. -

Mr. Wat,on.~When i say they would be able .tQ get it, I mean their being 
able to buy it from all over Burma instead.of depending on their reserves. 
I .do. not say frl.r cn~mODlent that it will be ~asJ to get. it although, I 
tblDk the potential supply of Burma would be Within' that. 

Mr. Mathias.-Then you see no possibility of Burma supplying India!> 
As the President pointed out to you iust now, the total requirements for 
India and Burma, are,lOO,OOO tons. '. .' 

Mr. Watson.-Without .planting we cannot do it. 
Mr. Mathias.-I mean when you, have planted? 
Mr. Wafson.TI~ depends entirely . on the. areas we can pu~ under 

plantation.. . . ..'.' 
Mr. Mathias.-Would it be an economical proposition? 
Mr. Wafsan..-I dOD~t ·think it will be nearly aa economical as in the ease 

of teak. 
MT. Mathia8.-Supposing it Ietches Rs. 50 Or 60 a ton more in Oalcuttap 
M<r .. Robe<rtson.-The freighl1toCaloutta amounts t.o, Ra.. ·53 a ton. 

JIT. Mathia6.-S0 that you will have to supply f.o.b. at somewhere about 
Rs. 33 to R~. 351' 

Mr. Wafson."-You are roughly asking us to put under plantation 'what !!'e 
are a1; present doing, namely 4,000 acres a year. That is roughly the IIcreage 
planted in. Burma, and .it-is very very ras. tQ rush, a plantation •.. !tmaT be 
entirely Wiped out by msects. 
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Mr., 11lathias.-Are these particular trees more liable to insect attack 
than hard trees? ' 

Mr. Watson.-one never knows what is going to happen when you plant 
trees under jtrtificial condi tiona as we find in the case of teak in our teak 
plantations. Many of the trees are useless. 

Mr. Mathias.-Would it be necessary to adopt a clear, felling system? 
Would it be possible instead of planting to extract the hard wood in those 
areas in which match wood grows satisfactorily and then allow the match 
wood to propagate by natural regeneration? 

M1" Watson.-We do not always cut them off, We keep them .......... .. 
Mr. Mathias.-Evenif you clearojfeverything else? 

11lr~ Wcitson.-It will be a very slow process if you clear off everything and 
just leave the matchwood, I don't think you would get any match wood at all. 
You won't have full regeneration. 

Mr. Mathias,-What I was suggesting was this, that after a contractor 
had extracted the match wood available in a particular coupe, Government 
would then work that coupe departmentally and extract the other wood. 

lIr. Watson.-That is what happens now in the Insein area. The con
tractors cut and take out everything. 

MT. Mathia".-Not only trees of fellable girth but also small trees? 
Mr. Robertson . ...:...We do not allow them to cut below 3 feet. If we did that' 

they would probably ciearthe whole thing out, and other species which are not 
suitable for matchwood would grow there. 

Mr. Watson.-I saw an area in, the Insein division the other day where 
they had done something like that, and though there was no bamboo in the 
forest, it has got bamboo all over there now. . 

President.-In these two circles, Sittang circle and IDaingcircle, you 
have got between the two nearly 4 million acres? • -, ' 

Mr. Wat3on.-But most of it in inaccessible to anything but teak. 
President.-It does not seem to me that there will be much difficulty in 

finding 100,000 acres of suitable land for matchwood out of ~ million acres: 
Mr. Watson.-The first thing we have got to consider is that the acreage 

has already got a growth of timber which is of market value, and we at 
present plant roughly 4,500 acres in the two circles. Our planting opera
tions are frequently delayed because tlie contractors will not go ahead with 
the extraction of the trees in those 4,000 acres. 

President.-Supposing you selected the lnaein di~ision, w~uld it' not be 
feasible to get as much.,clearing done as possible in that area and go on 
with the planting? • , 

Mr. Watson.-Insein division has not got the factors necessary to get ,the 
clearing done or even all the factors necessary to get the planting done. 

President.-That is to say planting labour is not available? ' 
lJIr. Watlon.-That is so, or if it available, it is very' scanty. 
Dr. Matthai.-You mean you have not got people to do the work in the 

forest areas. If you do plantation work where would you get your labour 
fromP 

Mr. Watsoft..-We' get our labour from shifting cultivators. They put 
in the plants at the same time as they are sowing their crops. 

Dr. Matthai.-You have that djfficulty in InseinP 
Mr. Watson.-Yes; and that makes planting an uneoonomic proposition. 
Mr. Math;(u. -Have' you any system of establishing forest villages for ,the 

1!UpPly of labourP 
Mr. Wailon.-We have not succeeded in getting villagers to move from 

their own districts. 
'Mf';Robertson.~In most cases there is a'big demand for locnf labour on 

the spot. ", , 
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Mr. Watb'on.-It sometimes happens that we do get 'together a forest 
village. They carryon the work, for sometime, but as soon"as they ,are a 
little better off, they clear otI and go to some other place. ' 

Mr. Mathia8 • ..,..Have ,you not got any aboriginal tribes near your forests? 
Mr. Wat&On:.~We have aboriginal tribes in'the forests, but they won't 

work. We get the work done by the Burmans"living on the edge of the 
forests. The average Burman will not work; he will not even plant on rare 
occasions. 

DT.Matthai.-The people who practise shifting cultivation are generally 
Burmans, they are not Indians, are they P 

Mr. Watson.-None,except those on the Arracan border. Of the people 
that practise shifting cUltivation there are probably very few are Burmans; 
they are all hill tribes up in the north and down south ,they are, Karens. In 
the Pegu Yomas I think we have about 1,000 square miles in the hands of 
these people who carryon shifting cultivation, and none of these people will 
plant. I think there is a popUlation of about, 1,500 people in the Pegu 
Yomas and none of them will do any work. " 

f
' ~residlmt . ..,..I, think it ,is a thing worth ,looking into fro,n). the forest ppint 

o View. 
: Mr. Watson.-My point .is that it is a thing which will have to be, very 

carefully examined. 
Presiden.t.~After all it is a comparatively small area compare:! to what you 

have got. ' 
, , Mr. Watson.-Wehave with the greatest difficulty worked up to planting 

4,000 acres a year and I should think it would be avery very risky. operation 
to go in for plantation on a larger scale without extensive experiments. 

'Mr. Robertson.-If you want to double your areas fairly ,rapidly yOU have 
to go in for imported labour and, I very ,much doubt if, you coul4 grow ,the 
.tuff at a profit. ' 

Mr. Watson.-It depends entirely on the cost of planting. I tried to 
work it out the other day. It depends entirely' on the financial cost of 
planting and the period it takes to develop a plantation. ' 

Prelident.-Just now there is a good deaIof evidence to suggest that'this 
match making wood is getting exhausted inmost parts and therefore; as I 
said, from our point of view it is a very big proposition in this sense that 
to.day, for instance, Sweden has to import from Siberia and other places 
and they have paid as much as Rs. 120 a ton. Up to now they have not 
looked upon Indian wood because the idea has been that that wood is 'not 
suitable for making matches. But if the -quality of the Indian woodis 
established it means a tremendous amount of, business for Burma, and, it is 
far that reason that we are very anxious that the forest authorities' should 
examine the question. I have given you India's demand, ,but ~hat is not the 
limit of the market.-

Mr. lVatson.-I think it would be a very sound thing to examine the 
question, but it would be a very unsound thing to rush into plantation 
without making experiments and getting sufficient proof behind it. 

Pre.ide-nt."-That goes without saying, but we 'should like'to see in ~hat 
way we could make our proposals. so that it may become easier for the f0'i'est: 
authorities to carry on the experiments. ' 

, M'I'. Watson.-I think the proposal should be that the forest department 
sbould 'examine' the possibility of finding out suitable areas for planting 
matchwood inside the reser~ forests and. ~ls<l the question of, taking su,table 
Jands on the banks of the rivers. ' 

Pruident.-We'thoug\lt you found the soil suitableP 
M'I'. Watson.-I mean the whole question of taking lands, outside the 

're8erves~ 

lIlr. Mathial,-Are the lands on the "iver banks suitable for, other trees 
~esides letpanP-For instance sawbyaP' " 
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Mr. Wataon.-We do not know anything about it. 
Mr. Robertson.-That is' a pure ever-green type. Naturally it willgro.w 

on the hills, where the forest is' of ever-green type. " '. ", 
Mr. Mathiaa.-It ·is a matter-of some 'importance as regards the Insein 

Division, because a8Mr, Watson waS saying, the area on which letpan would 
grow is limited. If we fQund that sawbya, would grow on the hills, that 
would increase your output., 

Mr. Robertson.--Thfit is just so long as you can keep the ever-green type 
growing., But when you start planting, with clear cuttmg and burning, you 
very often find another type coming in and if you don't restore it to' the 
ever-gr~en condition everything will be spoiled. 

President.-That type 'may or may not suit the match people P 
Mr. Watson.-That is 130. 

President.-Do I understand you' to mean then that if you undertake' 
planting, it might prove after 5 or 10 years when your tree is growing up, 
entirely unsuited for match making. ' 

1I1r. Robertson.-You take a case of a tree that regenerates itself normally 
in' real ever-green conditions. If you start clear felling and burning, by 
exposing those trees to strong sunlight and dry air, instead of the stead;y 
and moist' condition in which they naturally grow, you may find that it 
would refuse to grow at all. . 
'Dr.lVatthai;~And different species might take its place altogether!' ' 

'Mr. Robertson:-Yes; perfectly worthless species might come in and you 
may have to' destroy them as weeds. The matcb wood may get along Dut 
they would not grow as they would in their natural condition. ' . • 

Mr. Mathias.-As regards maulettanshe does it gr~w along '~he river 
banks P And what about didu P . 

Mr. Robertson.-They grow on the hills. 
1I1r. Mathiaa.-And gweP 

.-., il-; l' ( 

1I1r. Robertson.-That is pretty "ell scat~ered all over. I do not think 
we have gwe on river, banks., 

P,:esident.-What about bonmezaP 
.', '. ~ 

Mr,. Robertson . .,...,.They will grow anywhere. 
President.""":That is said to be the best because it)s suitable for all the 

things, splints, veneers and so on. 
o Mr. Mathiaa.-So that riverain portions ~ill have"three'species .. of match 

wood-bonmeza, letpan and maulettansheP: 
Mr. Rob6"tso.n..-MlUllettanshe you will find iJithe deciduous forest not 

so much in the pure ever-green. You' do' find a certain amount in' the 
alluvium banks in the valleys; you sometimes find a very good crop conung 
up, but often only in patches of half an acre or so. 

Avaiiabll! Bupplies 01 match ,wood trees: 
President.-Would it be possible for you to give UB a very rough cal

culation as to the present available sources of supply in the provinoe 'of the 
various woods suitable for match makingP . You have made enumerations in 
the Insein division.", Would it possible for you to take a certain number 
of compartments and calculate. on some sort of rough basis for,.other forestsf, 

Yr; Robertson.-The Insein enunlera.tions ',,-ire: based on the result. of a 
working party havln'g worl(ed' there for a whole year., They were lo'oking 
into Rpecies other than matchwoods. I have got some results for part of 
Mergui and part of' Pymmana:'" These species were' scattered through' the 
forests all over Burma. ·The tonnage per ,acre will. rarely reach' onG' t<ln 
and will average t to t of a ton. In the ever-green we had certain·, other 
species of match woods and we got '3 ton an acre altogether . 

.. .Prssident.-Tbatis 112,000 tons are II,v,."i1able at the pres.ent ~ODUI~t..~ . 
- j". • .' .' .. 



Mr; Robertson.-"-Yes, 'if you' can get it, but in the greater part of the 
forests it won't pay anybody to 'e~tract, 

PreBident.-We are very anxious first of all-apart from the question 
,of the industry-the possibility of the Burma forests should be ascertained!. 
For that "reason it·is very important just now, to . ascertain roughly what 
supply is 'available in the accessible forests at a particular price say Rs .. ;36 
or lts.· 40 deliver,ad. iii. ~,ngoon. Can. you give us. a rough ,calculation P , 

Mr. Watson.-I could not. I don't think anybody could .. 
Mr. Boberl8ofi.~You, have got to start off by .taking your, reserves and 

working out what is accessible to even the roughest cart tracks. That is the 
limit of accessibility.. .,liter you have marked off that area, ,you have got 
to .sortout agaill the areas in which these species .grow at' all. If you 
check this on the map, you find yourself cut down to 40,000 acres within 
the accessible limit. You have then got to find out the patches of forests 
where no match wood grows at all, and deduct them, otherwise you would 
get misleading figures. 

PreBident.-You have got now more or less the rough calculations of 
4 areas. 

Mr. Roberlson.-Those are simply working plan figures. They don't 
take into account th" question of accessibility. If you say two-thirds of 
the area are inaocessible., it doesn't mean that the remaining 9ne-third will 
still have the same proportion of match woods as the whole area. It raay 
be an entirely different type of forest where different species grow. 

Mr. Mathias.-May I ask whether you have any plans to develop com
munications within the. next 10.years? 

lIlr. Robertson.-Each' division' has a road plan. But we have not been 
able to do very much in the way of road work. 

Mr. Mathias,-What I mean ii that under the Government borrowing 
rules provided .the work is productive; Government can borrow for it. Has 
any scheme been drawn up by the forests showing that on the ~onstruction 
of such and such a road the improvement would result in such and such 
a better price being obtained for' timber? Has any programme been drawn 
on those lines for borrowing with' a view to improve· the communications 
of the Forests Department? 

lIfr. Robertson.-We have a road programme for the province and we have 
no difficulty in getting funds, for it..But we are beginning with no 'roads, 
so we have to proceed slowly., . , 

Mr. Mathias.:""'The 'oriler'in which you ,are constructing your roadS Will 
-be according to the increase.in thll value of forest produee whic)lyou :will get. 

Mr. Rob8Tt.olk-Yea. 
Mr. Mathias.":"'That is to say the roads that would give you the best return 

will be constructed first. ' , , . 
Mr. Rob8Ttson.~Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-I understand there is no difficulty about funds at all. 
Mr. Robertson.-No. ' , . '. 
Mr. Mathias.-Because your programme is a limited one. 
lIfr. Robertson.-{)ur trouble at present is the shortage, of ,men; 
Mr. Mathias.-You have no scheme f9:!" a system 9~ fore~t tramways.~ 

Mr. Roberlson.-It won't be worth while doing, because taking -our stock 
of available timber, the stuff worth taking to a saw mill would not be 'more 
than 6 to 7 tonsin the acre. r estimate that for the construction of a tram
\vay, it would be necessary that we should get 20 tons an acre. ' 

President.-These are the 4 diyisionsin which you made those calculations. 

Mr.Robertson.~Ye8. These g·re th .. only divisions in which we have 
actual figures for match woods, -' ' 

President.-Between them they have got about 300,000 tons. 
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Mr. Robertson.-Yes, but the trouble· is the cost of extraction of isolate4 
trees at the rate of,one tree an acre. That is where th~ trouble comes. 

President.-At, present they are doing one tree an acre in this Insein 
Division and ,we know their costs. 

M'r. RobertBon.-'-'Yes . . It is one tree an acre in the accessible parts of 
Mahuya. But farther they go the greater will be the cost of extraction. 

President.-They work the compartments ill such a way that they don'ir 
think the cost would 'go up. 

Mr. Robertson.-Mahuya is rather.in a peculiar circumstance. It is proD
ably one of the easiest ,area to extract match wood from in Burma. 

President.-They don't find Paunglin to be always inaccessible. 
Mr. Robertson..-It is a very large flat country and consequently co~ 

paratively easy to work. ' 
President.-There is that area. 
Mr. Robertson.-That is probably the biggest area in Burma, for growing. 

match wood. 
President.-Supposing the planted tree does nearly as well as the natural

tree, that area furnishes the best possibilities. 
Mr. Robertson.-Undoubtedly it is the most suitabl~ for match wood. 
President.-Do these two areas, Paunglin 'and Mahuya reserves contain, 

more expensive classes of wood? 
~. Robertson.-They have got a very large amount of Pyinmana? 
President.-What is that used for? 
Mr. Robertson.-For house building, plank~ng work. 
President.-What is the market value of that? 
Mr. Robertson.-About Rs. 45 a ton. 
President.-That is a little more than the match wood. --What I am ti-Ying 

to ask is whether it is possible to work these ~orests because of the other' 
classes of wood and plant in the Paunglin reserve. 

Mr. llobertson.-That means to. organising something to take. up' all the, 
other species as well. Pyinmana and Kanyin are the two principal trees. 

President.-It would not be very difficult to secure a market for these. 

Mr. Rober,tson.--,-The market is such 'a very sensitive thing. Here you' 
have competition in the Rangoon market. In the case of timber like Kanyin· 
you have competition right across from Mergui in the Tenasserim' Division-. 
It is the slight difference.of a rupee per ton in the cost of working a tree 
like Kanyin in the Mahuy8 which is floated with bamboos which affects the' 
market for or against. If they oan get timber from Mergui a rupee per ton 
cheaper than from the .Mahuya you are left with the Mahuya, timber stand· 
ing for the next 20 years until the prices stiffen up. 

Mr. Mathias.-At the present market rates it is a good proposition to 
extract hard timber. 

Mr. Robertson.-Yes, if you can get the local contractors to take it up., 
Mr. Mathias.-You don't do departmental work. 
Mr. Robertson.-No. Practically the departmental extraction of hard. 

wood is only for' experimental purposes. 
President.':"-it is an experimental work. 
Mr. Robertson.-Government may lose a lot of money. If you declarEr 

thltt you are going to plant, it means putting on the market anything lib 
1,000 departmentally tons and Government may lose Rs. 50r Rs. '6 a ton on 
that. ' . . " . 

President.-It is not·a. very big sum. Supposing we were satisfied from 
the larger point of view that this thing was well worth doing not only in the 
interests of this industry, but in the interests of Burma, then it is not, a bi!:: 
amount of expenditure •. 
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Mr.' Mathias~:':"1f you look at it from' both sides,' YOl1 'may be lOlling 
Re. 6,000 on the one side and you may be gaining by the sale' 'of match 
timber on the other side. ' ". 

Mr. Robertsod.-If it is a drop of Rs. 5,000 we could aff~d it, but 
the position as regards 'eXtraction of timber' other than teak in Burma is that 
many people have tried on .• large scale and I know of no on~ Qn a large scale 
who has made it pay., .. 

Mr. Mathias.-Before any considerable number of match factories existed. 
Mr. Rob61't8on.-Noi at the ·presentmoment. ., 
Mr. Mathias.-You know of some recent attempts to put it on the market. 
Mr. Robertson.-Not match wood necessarily, but the firms that are ex-

tracting all species on a large scale have found that it doesn't 'pay. If you 
like, you'. may cross-examine Steel Brothers who extract on a large scale 
and who are in an exceptionally favourable position, because they ha.ve pur
ehased the rail road from their predecessor. The whole result of their experi
ence has been to show tha~ extraction of timber other than teak can only be 
undertaken by the petty man on a small scale working from hand to mouth. 
The whole reason fOl' that is the low marketable tonnage,. ' 

Pre~ident.-In this reserve area how much of marketable timber will there 
be other than match wood? . ". ., . 

Mr. Robertson.-I have, not got figures with me, but it is 'probably on the 
analogy of other forests not more than 5 .to 6 tons to an acr~ and that would 
not pay for extraction on a large scale. 

P1"esident.-From that wood how much would Government expect to get 
by way of royalty?, ' 

Mr. Robertso'n.-That would. 'be a matter for tender., 
President.-Ordinarily what is the rate Government expects from these 

classes of wood. . 
Mr.' Robertson.-I should say Rs. 5 a ton. leould not imagine anybody 

taking it on if you put those forests up to tender. 
Pre8ident.-The point is that you selected this area for ·'Plantation. 
Mr. Robertso.n;-A planted area .would be a different proposition; If you 

have 25 tons an acre, it would be done with profit. 
President.-I am talking' of clearing the forests. There 'are~rtain classes 

of match woods. . ' , , ' 
Mr. Roberfson.-You want to clear off the other forests. 
President.-Yes. , 
Mr. Robertson._I doll't think you will get anyboqy to take. it up. 
President.-To clear up. 
Mr. Robertson.-To clear up and burn them. 
President.-You can lIell them as fuel. 
Mr. Robertson.-It would not pay to extract and sell as fuel. 
President.-What will be the cost supposing anybody took it up to clear 

and burn the thing P . ' 
Mr. Robertson.-I don't think we have any' actual figures because 'we 

don't'do it departmentally. I should say it would be in the neighbourhood 
of Rs. 30 an acre and then the planting would be more. Then you would have 
to plant and you would have to tend. 

President.--Supposing it costs you Rs. 30 an acre to do it, you would add 
to it the cost of planting. 

Mr. Robertson.-Another Rs. 30 to plant and then you would have to take 
the question of policy as to whether' it would be in the interests of Govern
ment to cut down all trees that might have a value or will probably have a 
value 30 years hence. 

President.-That of course' is a different thing. Supposing it'is found 
that it is worth while for Burma to go in for this class of wood on a larjte 



~cltle Rnd it you are experimenting even an expenditure of Its .. 20 or 25 lakhs 
ill not It big thing. .. . .. '. .' , . 

Mr. Wjtson.-I.quite agree if there is anything to come ·back. . 
; <, ,'., • ..' 

.' .E8timate; '01 pumtation -COBts, ' 

. President.~What I suggest is: would it be possible for you to give an 
estimate for clearing the area and planting? ' 

Mr.'Wat.~on.-It would be perfectly possible to work out the cost of clear
ing the area and planting. If I were to plant,I should do it in some other 
area near 'the railway. line. 

Prcsident.-What other ?orea is there which w()uld give you 100,000 tons 
to start with? . 

Mr. Wa,tson.-We could organise the planting. The first. thing to do 
would be to select suitable areas and work out the finance of it. 

o President.-I agree, but we cannot do it. I was simply giving this area 
as an illustration. Take any area which you think would be suitable. We 
only want a complete ·estimate. . , ' 

Mr. Watson.-I would confine the planting operations to an area from 
which we could have marketable timber extracted and brought to the market. 
That is my point. . ' .' 

Pr~sident."";"'That would be better still. As regards the areas for which. 
you have given estimates, that contemplates ready-made soil. 

Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
President.-I think that that is a different thing froni this. What' Wit 

want is: supposing you are given carte blanche and you are told that Burma 
has got to create this 100,000 tons, what is the cheapest way in which 'you. 
call. do itP . '. ; 

Mr. Watson.-I should concentrate on that problem and would probably 
be in a position to give you an answer after 20 years and not a day earlier. 
I have seen many optimistic estimates going wong and personally I would 
not risk an answer at present. . 

President.-rYou may be going a ·little .the other way this time in taking a 
too pessimistic view of the problem. The idea is that Government like any_ 
body else must take a reasonable view of the situation. You are talking of 
conditions' under which 'no risk is taken. I say that Government must take-' 
the ordinary business risk and then go in for that. After 20 years or so, Y0;1 

might give us information that was positively perfect. ' 
lIfr. lVatson.-It might be positively a.gainst it I That apai;t', ,If we' are to 

undertake plantation we"wouldhave to work, say, 4,000 acres a year. But 
we could not get the 4,000 ·acres cleared in time to be planted. The cost of 
planting is in the neighbourhood of Rs. 30 per acre. 

1I1r. Mathias.-How much could you plant? 
Mr. lVatson.-The present planting is just about 5,000 acres 8 year, 
Mr, Mathia3.-Could you do that? . 
Mr. lVatson.-I should strongly advise to. We could, if we were told, 

djvert about 1,000 acres for match wood. 
I Mr •. Muthias.-If you reserve some ares. for 'planting match wood; you 

"m,ba.ve to reduce your teak planted area by so much. 
Mr. lVatson.-Yes. 

, Mr. Robertson.-It will be sOlllewhat like the rubber plantation. 
Mr. 1IIathias.-Have you got any information regarding the coSt'· of 

pl~ntation P 
Mr. Robertson.-We could get it easily. Our cost of planting where we

have not had the shifting cultivator to work for us has been anything up tc) 
Re. 150 an acre. Then we had to do the departmental' clearing and' the
depa~·tment8l planting. l j\m not sure but l ,think that rubber. plantJng 
'r?uld be ,much the same. " , 
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. Dr. Matthai.:.;.....r find that according to your ~tatement Re. 120 will bring 
In a royalty of Rs. ,11 on 25 years rotation. _ 
.. Mr. Wa~so1h-Assuming that the estimate of. the outturn is correct I 

think that It would be a paying proposition. ' ., 
Dr. Matt1t.ai • ..,......They are paying Re. 12~-0 at present 'per ton as royalty. 

Ii you had to 1!pend Re. 1~0 per acre as the cost of formation, etc., and tb,e 
royalty came to Rs. 12-0-0 It would not be any more expensive than 'it is. 

Mr. Watson.-That is so. 
President.-In fact it may work out more. 
Mr. WatSim.-This is only an estimate .. 

, Mr. Mathias.-That is planting under normal conditions, is it not? 
. Mr. Watson.-Ifyou take Rs. 120 per acre, it will allow for abnormal 
conditions. 

I?r. -!llat~hai.-As regards Rs. 120, youas8ume that there is no shifting 
cultivatIon In that area. . 

. Mr. ,W~t8on.-Yes. Of course to do this we would require special st.afl. 
We are not staffed to do that. 

Mr. Mathias.-on your calculations, it would be a small margin of profit 
of one rupee a ton. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your cost plus interest and nothing more than,that. 
, Mr. Wiitson . .;.....:We get'nothing more than 4.per cent. I don't think that 
even the teakplanto.tionS. pay us more than 4; per, cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you get your cost back? 
Mr. lVatson.-Ye~?-nd 4, per cent. compound interest. 
Mr. Mathias.-Your I;ost .is Rs. 10-S-O and you will be getting .Rs. 12-8-'0. 

That means two rupeell a ton which will be more than 4, per cent. .,' 
Mr. Watson.-Rs. 10-8-0 includes the 4, per cent. 
lI{r~ Mathias.-Then it ';'m be about 20 per cent. 
Mr. Watson.-I don't think that any planting operations will give mor~ 

than 4, per cent. compound interest .. Take our planting operations. Idon't 
believe that our teak planting operations are going to give more thim 4 per 
cent. compound interest.' . ' . 

Presideflt.-What is the profit,that Government expect from teakP 
Mr. Watsim.-They have never said anything; nor have they laid dow;n 

anything. It is a question which they have not considered .. 
President.-on an average what is the net profit that they make now? 

M·r. lVatson.-We have not had any teak plantations bearing any yield. 
The teak plantation takes 100 years and the Forest Department has been in 
~xistence for the last 70 years only. As a matter of fact we have got Ii few 
acres where trees have fully grown to size. They are not as good as they 
should be. I calculated some time back that these older plantations' 'gave 
about 4, per cent. compound. interest. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your point is this. 'Supposing you are able to get a return 
of 4, per cent. compound interest-"whatever be the· cost of plantation and 
formation-then from the forest point·of view it is a reasonable proposition. 

Mr. 'Watson.~Yes. I 'would even go further and say that it 'is better 
irrespective of the oost. We want growth on the land. I did this calculation 
on your request to the besto£ my ability Oil assumed data. 

Mr. Mathias.-I take it that Government might reasonably expect frem 
these forest resources to get a rate rather in excess of the current rate of 
interest at which they could' borrow. The policy I take it is somewhat 
eimilar to that adopted in the Irrigation' Department. Should. the proIa 
'Work out at about 6 per cent.? . . : 
, Mr. Watson.-6 per cent. 'on planting we could never get.' The Europ(!lih 

forestry allows only for a profit of 21 per cent. ,. " . j 
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Mr. Bobertson.-The suitable rate of interest will probably be one per cent. 
over the Government rate, according to European principles. 

Mr. Mathias . ..:.....It works out somewhere near 6 per cent. According to 
your calculation it is something like 20 per cent. 

'Mr. Watson.'--No. The Board asked me for a calculation on the finance 
of a plantation on the lines of the one in Troup's book. I made the calcula
tion to the best of my ability showing what the reasonable from plant-
ing might be expected to be. . 

Mr. Jlfathia8.-That comes to Rs. 10-8-0, after 15 years. 
Mr. Watson.-If 'we got a royalty of Rs. 10-8-0 it would mean that the 

money put in had yielded about 4 per cent. 
Mr. Mathias.-If you get Rs. 12-8-0 as at present, you will he making a 

handsome profit. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
President.-To-day they pay you a royalty of Rs. 12-8-0 per ton for trees 

which are growipg naturally and those trees may not be as accessible as you 
ma:y make them if you undertake plantation. You may be able to get even 
a hIgher royalty provided the cost of extraction and transportation is reasoD
able. That is the advantage in a plantation which the natural forests don't 
have. " '" 

Mr. Watson.-I quite agree. I am in favour of doing it. When '0 YOI1 
speak of a royalty of Re. 12-8-0, we have got that tendered for the particular 
forests whereas in the case of the other forests which we have put up we have 
been offered a royalty of only Re. 4. 

President.-If you were planting you would naturally select areas which 
would be more accessible than those natural forests and therefore .it might 
pay a man to give you a royalty of Rs. 12-8-0 or even Rs. 15. ~. 

Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
President.-Therefore from the Government point of view whatever they 

get in excess of Rs. 10 would be to their interests. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
President.-Four per cent. compound interest after all is not bad. 
Mr. Watson.-It is very good over a series of years. 
President.-It might mean more than 5 per cent. simple interest. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. In forest plantation we might almost. rule out the 

question of interest because we would help to replace the stock on the ground. 
Prcsidellt.-Your royalty would not be determined by the cost of planta

tion but by the accessibility of the forest. 
M,.. Watson.-That is the point. 
Presidellt.-To-day you may get Rs. 12-8-0 and it may be raised to some

thing bigher if the forest is accessible. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattlwi -:For a more accessible block in the same reserve you had 

another tender which you accepted recently for Rs. 6. 
Mr. Watson.-It was another reserve. 
Dr. Matthai.-Was that from a match factory? 
Mr .. lVatson.-l am not certain but I think it was from the same man. 
D,', Matthai.-It has been accepted by the Forest Department. 
Mr. n'atson.-It is before Government at present. 

Rates 01 growth. 
Preaident.-When you are planting I want to know whether you will have 

to wait until the trees have reached their full girth before you can tell that 
,f·he plantation has succeeded or can you say after two or three years whether 
it is doing reasonably well. . ' 



Mr. Waf8on.-They generally do very well in the first ten years and afte!' 
that something happens. 

Pre8ident.-What happens? 
Mr. Wa!8on.-The growth goes wrong. In our teak plantations the trees 

grow beautifully for ten' years and then something happens with the result 
th!l growth goes wrong. .We might get insects or something else. So many 
thmgs happen. 

Pre8ident.-I think that the plantation undertaken now by Government 
is teak. . 

M.,.. Wafson.-Wehav:e got plantations for. other species also: Up till 
about ten years ago, we planted nothing but teak. Now weare planting 
extensively Pyinkado and other species. ' 

P.,.e8ident.-How many years does Pyinkado take to grmh 
Mr. Wahon.-We do not know. 
President.-I see from one of the papers you have submitted' that you 

have been planting Letpan. "', 
Mr. Watson.-Only on a very small experimental scale. We had a lot. 

but most of that was washed out by the floods. 
President.-In eight years, it will attain a girth of about 15 inches in 

diameter. : 
Mr. Watson.-We may' get it in eight years on good soil. 
M.,.. Mathias.-Would. &ny experiments carried out in India be a guide 

for similar growth in Burma? 
Mr. Watson.-I should not think so. It would' be a guidance as regarda 

the method of tendering but not as regards the result or rate of growth. 
President.-Supposing we accept your figures as regards cost the next 

question that remains is .the selection of areas. I think taking a reasonable 
view you may be able to suggest areas in which this may be undertaken. 

Mr. Watson.-I should say straightaway that our first experiments would 
be undertaken partly on the banks of the Irrawaddy and partly in conjunction 
with 'our other plantations. We would take part of the areas which we are 
planting 'in Toungoo. .. . 

Pre8ident.:"-I 'take it that Sawbya' does not grow in the riverine areas. 
Mr. Wat8on.-No. . . . 
Pre8ident.-As regards r~verine areas the trees that matter most are 

Bonmeza, Gwe and Maulettanshe. Adamjees say one. of the best woods is 
Setkadon. 

Mr. Watson.-It only grows on the banks of rivers and ~n the edge of 
evergreens. It also grows in strips in more moist valleys. . 

Pre8ident.-This maulettanshe does it generally grow anywhereP Messrs. 
Adamjees consider this as one of the best matchwoods. 

Mr. Watson.-It only grows along the river banks and on the edge of ever
green forests. Any experiment in plantation will, have. to, be made in a vel'1 
moist climate., -. 

Dr. Matthai.-We s~w a few at Mandalay I think. . . 
Mr. Robert3on.~They might be growing along some of the river .banks. 
President.-There are a lot of Yamane? 
·Mr. Robertaon.-These are very much subject- to insect attack. 
Pre8ident.-These are the 10 species of trees which' we have to bear in 

mind. 
Mr. Wat8on.-Yes, because the first thing for us to know is the epeoiea 

you want us to plant and then experiment on them: As regards experiment 
I should say that we would experiment at our various planting centres, "iz.: 
Tharrawady, Sagaing, Toungoo and Kemendine. 

·Mr. Mathia,.-How long would it take you to know the result of, the 
experiments P -
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Mr.' Watson.-l: should say io years, but personally I should think it 
would take longer: I should not hope for any results before 20 years. 

Mr. ,Robertson.-,-In the first five years we would expect to see definitely 
whether they' ,would grow with any chance of success and at the end of 10 
years we should be able to give you an idea of what results we might expect, 
but on the whole it is a very doubtful problem, whether even at the end of 
10 years we could do that. 

'Presidlmt.-Then there is this pine. 
Mr. Watson.-The pine grows naturally and would not be planted. There 

are considerable quantities of it north of Kalaw in the Federated Shan States. 
There would be no difficulty. " -

President.-Are there very large quantities? 
Mr. Robertson.--.:comparatively large quantities. 
,President.-There are tremendous quantities as far as I can remember 

between Kalaw and right up to Taunggyi P 

Mr. Robertson.-You see quite a number of patches but the total tonnage 
as Mr. Coohrane worked this out, is on the basis of 1,000 tons a year, so that 
you will have the whole lot out in one year. 

President.-Where are the -larger quantitiesP 

Mr. Robertson.-In the part running north oi;- Kalaw.It is not pine 
eight through. you have 20 miles right through of ,the biggest solid block of 
pine forest which starts about 20 miles north of l\!ongPawn beyond Pang
long. _ They are quite out, of reaoh. 

President.-How far is it from Taunggyi P 
Mr. Robertson.-That is about 50 miles. ',' ," 
P'I'eSident.-So that the accessible quantitie;; are really small!' .. 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes. i" (,j 

,President.~What is the workable tonnage? 
, Mt·. -Rvbertson.-I should think if you get i,OOO-tons a year you would be 

lucky. A lot of the pine is full of knots and the complaint we have about it 
is that the knots are very resinous and even.if you can get the cutters through 
the knots you have got to cut widll ~trips across the veneers in order to cut 
out the knots so that there is a big proportion of wastage on account of the 
knots. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-One of the people who came to give evidence said that if 
they worked 011 the Japanese machine, where you do the grooving separately, 
'it would not be quite SG difficult to work on the nodes and pick them out. 

Mr. Mathias.-Mr. Bawaney told us that provided it was boiled first, 
there ·would bA :00 difficulty in utililling tht' pine for splints. 

Mr. Robertson.-Another difficulty with pine is that you get more growth 
of branchCEI in the lower parts when it is planted. ' 

'Dr. Matthai.-Is the pine wdod here different from Enropean"pine wood? 
Mr. Robertson.-It is a different class of pine but there is not very much 

difference ill the wood. ,.' 
P,·esident.-I think you have given me these three or four areas. 
Mr. Watson.-Our main planting areas' are north of Toungoo, Tharra

wady, Sagaing and Ketnendine and we are trying to make a start in Pyin
mana and Ineein. We should experiment in these six centres. 

President.-Mr. Bawaney gave us a list of the places from where he brought 
JJi'l JlI'ctod and he told us that he got considerable quantities from Martaban; 
then he' also got some from Toungoo. 

Mr. Wat8ou.-We 'might also plftnt in MArtaban.: As; II mAtter :ot fact: ,,11 
would try planting everywhere, say, Prome for instance. - ' -,' 

. Presi4ent.-Adamjees have got a big lot from the Prome division. 

M'I'. Watson.-Yes. But I have given you the five most important ceu'ires. 



. President . .,.-Ifhen, they ,also got a littl~ from M~ndalay. Of course, the 
bIggest .lot they got 'Yae !~om ~Vanetchaung and othe! places. , This will give 
you an Idea o~ the sU1t~blhty of the 'soil so far as natural growth is concerned. 
The next lot IS fr.om hIS own forest: where he got nearly 3,800 tons;: th~n he 
gC?t large, quantItIes from l'or~ BlaIr. These I1-reas that you have mentIoned 
wIll naturally lend themselves to plantation because these ,trees actually giow 
'there. ' " , 

Mr. Robertson.-It is really more a question of picking'out suitable locali
ties within those areas; that is t~e diffic~lt part of a big plantation.' 

President.-Then they have got a li~tle from Toungoo; that shows that 
trees would grow there. ' ' , ' 

Mr. Robertson.-That supply might actually have come from ari arelj. ot 
60 or 70 square miles, with the trees dotted here and there. "', ' 

President.-He got it at the same price so' that the cost of extraction could 
not have been very much higher. ' " 

Mr. Robertson.-It is very likely that the supply ,is practically exhausted~ 
Mr. Mathia,.~I Ul)derstand iIl"all these reserve forests there i~ a limit 

to the cutting to 5' girth. Jf they cut' 'all' trees of 5' girth possibly in ten 
years' time it will be possible to cut again. 'Is that"correct? Would it take 
10' years for the : smaller trees 1;0' grow? 

Mr. Watso1t.~\Ve reckon 30 years ordiimi·ily for the teak:. 
Mr. Mathias.-The number of trees already cut is of 5' girth. 

"Mr. Rol>'ertson .. , .. ~ltwill sometimeS take 10 years to get'from5~to'5t6". 
3fr. Watson.-It grows rapidly to 3' or 4' g,irth and then th~ growth is 

slow". ' 
President.~But 4' would not be an unsuitable girth for ~Iiaich makingi,> 

It can be worked down to 6"., 
Mr. Robertson.-'I was asking Mr. Bawaney to bike sma:iler girth. 
President.-He would naturally select a'tree of 5' girth, of course. 
Mr. Robertso'n.-And ,he wa~ nq doubt right beclj.us,e there W!iS Ijlss over-

head loss on a 5 feet than 3 feet log. " " 
, Mr. Mathias.-But if you are going to cut 3i logs which grow veri cil,loickly 
it may mean that the cost of cutting ,the wood will be very much less than 
cutting a log of 5' girth. :, ' ",: '. 
. Mr.'1Vatson~-Yes:·. . ' , ' . 

PresilIent.-Supposing Messrs. Adamjees ,got ,theirsllPplie&f:rqm t\lese 
areas every year forI5 years; can that be ~ake:Q .. as mqre,or less,reasonabl~? 

Mr. lVatson.-I wo"lcl nqt g;o as far as ,~hat., ' 
Mr. Mathia'8.-Wh~ you carried on your' e);:periments you would natur

ally also consider from the commercial point' of view whe~her you would, pon· 
eider 3' g;irth as more remunerative than 5' girth. " 

Mr. Robert,.on.-Yes, we should work it out on the various girth~ and we 
might find that the money value may come very I;IIucl1 belqw on, 3' gIrth thap 
~~ ,'~ , 

Dr. Matthai.-From the forest point' of view 'what 'is the pointjn ~xing 
a minimum girth? . ' 

Mr. lVatson.-In the case of matchwood it is entirely arbitrary. 
Dr. Matthai.-Generally in your 'Iease~ peo~le are confined t~ a particular 

girth, are they not? .' ' , 
Mr. Wafson.-Yes. This works out in the case of teak wood by'a"calcula

Wllt, as .to'the quantity of teak lind we cal'lUl.ate ,from those calculation8 f th(> 
iOll~a~e or tbe Dumber of trees that we can t,ke, out 'and still 'leave the forest 
",ith the san1e yield annually. . 

" Dr:lIfaft'hni.-Tt is' a question of regeneration lis it?,' 
;:·:Mr.,·W~f~~n,~lt i~ a q~estiou~fs~stained yield:' 
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rrbident'.~Mr;Robertson, you prepared an estimate of the bonmezaP 
Mr'., ~obert8qn.":'ri:ealIy don't know where those estimateS came from. 

1\11' recollection 'i~that J gave Mr. 13awaney some vague figures in conversa
.tion as to what it 'might, cost to form a plantation, but I do think I certainly 
never said that in., 13 years' time the growth would be 7 feet and .I' am very 
doubtful if I had said that it would yield 20 tons of timber in 15 years. I was 
l"ather horrified to see this st.atement published I 

Dr. Miltthai.-Do 'you entirely repudiate it? 
Mr. Robertson.-I certainly never gave it as an official forecast. 
Dr. Matthai.-Does bonmeza grow f~ster·than letpan? ' ' 
Mr. lVatson.-I don't think we have any figures of the relative growth of 

either bonmeza' or any other ,match ~-ood. The ,only figures we have are for 
the growth, of teak and comparatively few figures for any other species. 

Dr. Matthai.-On that point may we accept Mr. Troup's statement? He 
gives somewhat definite figures. " 

Mr.' ll'atson..-It seems to have come out to 1>11'. Robertson's, figure but I 
would certainly not guarantee the trees being 6 feet in 13 years. ' 

, Dr. ~Iatthai.~If y~~ .look ~t' pag~ 32 of Mr. T~oup's book, under (b) 
Rotation he says "We may assume, that the exploitable age should never 
exceed 30 years and th!tf 25,years will, be a f,air general average to t~k~ . .': 

Mr. lratson.-That depends absolutely I>n the soil. " 
Presid enp.--:-That is a kind of tree which s~ far as present experience' goes 

is not 'really .very suitable? . 
Mr. Wat~on~"":"'That isso~ 
President.-PerhaJls20 years may be taken as a reasonable period for 

these soft woods? ; c'; "L,' ' 

Mr. Robe1·tson..-20 years for 5 ft. girth,. • It depends on how you take 
the 5 ft. In most of these calculated figures the girth is taken at breast 
height. 

President;':""-What would be the length of the log?' 
Mr. Robertson.-25 ft. They are going to cut it in small lengths. Girth 

is a big factor. ' ' ' 
President.-It would be at about 12 ft. 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes. The midgirth measurement would ~lso be without 

bark so th!1t 6 ft. breast high girth would give you 5 ft. midgirth log. 
Dr . Matthai.-6 ft. including the bark? ' 
Mr. Robertson.-¥es, when it is telled'and'is he'measures it up. 
Dr. Matthai.-Can' he take it lower than his breast height? 

, Mr.Robertson.~That is always the accepted standard. 
, 'Mr. Mathias.-ActliallY'your forest rules prescribe that the trees should be 

cut breast high. 
Mr. Robertson: . .:....-We prescribe that they must not be higher than 3 ft. 

They are getting down to 2 ft. 
Dr. Matthai.-In Germany they tear it out by the roots. 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes. 

Planting Methods. 

President.-As regards planting I want to know a little about the methods 
you adopt., 

Mr. RobertBon..-We hand over the area to the cultivators and they put in 
their crops. Bamboo stakes ar.e set in in rows 6 ft. apart and either a 
number of seeds or a young plant is put in at each stake at the beginning of 
the rains. In the following cold weather when the crop is reaped the number 
of plants are counted and the cutters paid for them. The shifting cultivatora 
are paid according to the success of 10 months' growth. He puts the plant. 



down in Mayor June and we may take them over in January or February. 
We pay him so much per 100 plants. If there was less than 60 per cent. 
auCl'.ess, he gets nothing. It is of no use to us. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Why n~tP 
Mr. Robertson.---'.There is too much 1rouble' in getting the' weeds out. No 

amount of patching will be economical. ' 
Mr . . Mrzthius • ....:..You pay him. at a higher rate, the nearethe gets to 100 

per cent. ' , 
Mr. Robertson.-):es. 
Prcsident.-A.,fter that the shifting cultivators' work is finished. 
Mr. Robertson.-At the beginning of the rains we go and free all ,these 

young plants from the weeds. 
President.-You have to have salaried men. 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes. We may have to weed ~ree times during the first 

rains after the plants have been put down. In the third, year the, plants ,are 
usually well above the weeds and the only danger is grass. In the third yeat 
there is only one weeding and in the fourth year there may be none, but in 
Borne cases light weeding is necessary up to the fifth year. When the fifth 
year comes, it may be necessary to thin out the plantations, to cut out super
fluous stems and we do that again every five years. This is' of course with 
teakwood. It might be different with other species; ,i 

President.-Then after that they take care of themselves. 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes. T~ey are thinned after intervitls: 
Dr. Matthai.-After the fifth year you have Ii general sort of supervision. 

-and nothing intensive. 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes; they may be left alone after 10 years. 
President.-As the soft woods grow 'quicker than teakwoods, it is possible 

that weeding process might be shortened. 
Mr. Watson.-That is very probable. 
Mr. Robertson.-That depends on the density and' the thickness of the 

leaves. 
MT. Mathias.".As they grow quicker, the soft woods in three years would 

grow into double the height and consequently be beyond the influence of weed&. 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You say in your note if you plant letpan 'on the river side 

there is the risk of instability of the soil. 
Mr. Robertson.-The whole thing may be washed away by the floods. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would that danger occur after the 5th year? 
Mr. Robertson.-Yes. 
Dr:Matthai.-Unless there is a very big flood a tree'like bombax after it is 

grown about 5 years would be able to reSist the encroachment of waWr. 
}.fT. Robertson.-It' may be washed' away altogetner, soil imd everything; 

If the river leaves its course and takes a bend,. it will take ever;fthing....:..everi 
all island of 20 or 90 years old. ' , , . 

President.-It might be possible to avoid selecting ihose 'areas; , 
MT. Robert30n.-Those are arelis ftoni which you get r;'esli alluviuni;; 
President.-Who is the Conser"ator o{Fo~ests, HIaing Circie? " 
MT. Robertson.-Mr. B~rrington. He has consideraliie' expefience of plant. 

ing species other t.han teakwood. " 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

President.-I take it the information that you have given ',as regard~ the 
:Match Indnstry,is mainly derived from Messrs. Adamjee HBie~Dawood' chiefly. 

Mr. Roberhon.-Under what head? 

:IV B 
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Pre8ident.-In, various cases about the different kinds of wood suitable for 
manuiacturing matches, wages a.nd things like that are mainly derived from 
local enquiries. ' , I 

Mr. Watson.-Yes, enquiries were carried out by Mr. Moodie. 
President.-l'here is one point. Mr. Troup has written his report and 

some people have acted on that report. Now we have to be very careful about 
what hesaya.He has given a long list of possible sites, the kinds of wood' 
available, etc. As a. matter of fact so far as the woods are concerned, he has, 
not told us anything which is borne out by experience. 

Mr. Robe1·tson.-His statement as regards wood is as a result of actual test. 
There is another thing also. These woods were sent home to a firm in Berlin 
who made match-making ,machinery. I think that a 'greater number of these 
woods were favourably reported so that their machinery might be sold. 

President.-He doesn't mention which of the woods have l:leen found really 
suitable. for ml\tch"making. Tpat part of the report is really quite out of date. 

Mr, Robertson.-Yes. • 

Sites for factories. 

P~~sident.-Then as regards the sites, there are several sites. 
Mr. Roberfson.-It boils down to Mandalay and Moulmein. 
President.-As regards Mandalay he has given a long list. He has givell' 

33 possible sites. As far as we can see at present really speaking even Manda
la,. has no real advantage over Rang~on, leaving alone the other sites. .. 

Mr. Robertson.-No. ' 
President.-If you are selecting the other areas where you' are going t~ 

plant, even then Mandalay will have no advantage at all .. Asa matter of fact 
it is at It disadvantage. ." . ,. .. " . ,; < ' c 

Mr. Robertson.-Except if we were to plant large' supplieS; W'e should have' 
to rope in Upper Burma as well. Even then' the planting would be done, I 
think, rather . with reference to extraction by rail than with reference to ex
traction by river. 

President.-That is always more reliable as regards the supplies . 
. Mr.' Robertson.~lt is reasonably certain. . 

President.-So that as far as Burma is concerned it does seem Rangoon is 
the most suitable locality. . . ..' . 

Mr. Mathias.:-Actu~lly Mandalay is not very. well situated for the supply' 
of wood. There IS no tImber forest close to that.· . 

President.-I am noi' able to understand why this match factory was started 
in Mandalay. 

Mr. Robertson.-They had at .that time along the river above Mandalay 
very considerable supplies of letpan. It comes up like a weed on the sand, 
banks and on .the islands in thE! Irrawaddy rivljr, so they thought they had an 
ae~ured supply of letpan. . 

" President.-Now that letpan is being washed out except for veneer, it 
doesn't seem at all a suitable place. . . 

Mr. Bobt.rfslln.-No. I think for. the present ihey Bho~d concentrate on 
Rangoon possibly Moulmein and some place in the south. 

Pre.,ident.-As regards the total .requirements . of. Burma, really.speaking; 
taking tIle present figures, the Adamjee's factory and, one other. factory' 
will probably supply the whole demand. " . 

Mr. Robe1·tson.-Gf course I was looking at it entirely from the possibility 
of its being cheaper to take the stuff out to other sites and manufacture splints 
there or rather veneers.. , 

President.~That we have also to consider. It doesn't seem that; there woulel'
be much economy in it. 

• " ~ l 
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, Mr. Robertson.-Under present conditions Rangoon is the only p088ibiIity 
and late!" on when we know more about things, there may be some place in 
Tenasserim. 

President.-As far as one can see anyhow Rangoon is as good 'a centre as 
any and better than most others. ' 

Mr. Robertson.-Yes. , The best thing is to concentrate on Rangoon. 

Foreign capitaZ. 
PreBi4ent.-In a~wer to' B (6) you say that foreign capitalists are in

terested In two factOries, the Kamaung factory and the Rangoon Match Works. 
Mr. Watson.-I had that information from Mr. Moodie. That is all I 

know about it. 
, President.-It did look as if that might be so. We put that question to 
Mr. Bawaney, and he denied it. 

Mr. Watson.-That was a result of Mr. Moodie's enquiry. But I do know 
that the enquiries for supplies were made by the Swedish agents. 

Method 01 selling timber Irom GOl1emment lorests. 
President.~As regards the arrangement for the sale of trees from ,Govern

ment forests to match factories, there are two things. The first is that you 
must get a certainty that you would be able, to dispose of your timber and the 
second is that there,must be a. reasonable certainty in the minds of the manu
facturer that the supply would be available. 

Mr. Watson.-In calling for tenders for timber from reserve forest 'we 
usually mark up the first coupe and say we either call for, tenders for: so many 
marked trees in which case it would be simply a yearly extraction of a coupe 
or we have tenders for working definite areas for five or ten years. 

President.-Would it be possible for Government to fix a Hat rate'of, royalty 
at so much per ton without inviting tenders p, 

Mr. Watson.-No, because the tenders are fixed according to the competi
tion. 

President.~upposing you went in, for plantation on a sufficiently large 
~~ " 

M~. Watson.-If we, had a plantation we would put up each coupe to 
auction.' ' , 

President.-':The question arises in this way. Supposing we .ame to the 
conclusion that there was thi& Trust operating and assuming we .came to the 
-conclusion that it was not to the interests of the countl'y to allow a Trust to 
operate in that way: of course if the Government say that this is a Trust 
and shall not exist, it is well and good but supposing that is not found posSible 
then the Government must devise some method by which ,it can prevent the 
Trust from getting its principal raw material. 

Mr. WatsDn.-The Government don't say that they would accept the highes't' 
tender. 

President.-If you make the timber available to any trader, by tander,"then 
-yOu may get a tender from a man who is not a manufacturer . of matches and 
if he gets it, he may give it to the Trust afterwards. 

Mr. Watson.-I don't think we would allow that . 
. President.-My point is this. You are the principal supplier of the, raw 

material. . The idea is that the raw material should not pass into the hands of 
those comp'aoies which are not approved by Government; If you put :up t~ 
-timber for sale or to auction, one man may. take it and sen it to those people 
not approved by Government. But if you say that only the person running a 
bond /ide match business is entitled to this wood, you can keep out the other 
men. Would there be any difficulty in doing like thatP ; 

Mr. WatlOn . .:.....The tender system was adopted in order that there should be 
·110 question of any favouritism in allotting forests. That has been the policy 

E2 
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of Government for the last 20 years. Further, if you are to limit the tender! 
to a group of five match factories, there is nothing to prevent those five peoplE 
from forming a ring to keep down the price. 

President.-Therefore I suggest that you should offer a flat rate. 

Mr. Watson.-In that case Government would be accused of favouritism. 
It might be possible, but I should not advise anything like that being con· 
templated till the necessity arose. 

President.-The necessity might arise in this way. Supposing it is found 
that it is not advisable that any foreign monopoly should operate in the 
country. 

Mr. Watson.-We should have to devise some means of getting round it. 

Mr. Mathias.-I suppose that it would be possible to avoid the implication 
of favouritism, if you had a fixed rate and three or four match factories applied 
for the same area, by draw;.ng lots for them. . 

Mr. Watson.-It might be. But the usual thing wou(d be to have a fixed 
rate and to either call for tenders for a lump sum for the right to work or to 
auction the right to work. 

Mr. Mathias.-If you had a fi:~ed rate and called for tenders and three 
, people applied for the same area, it would be aifficult. 

Mr. Watson.-In that case we should put it up to auction. 
Mr. Mathias.-But if it were decided to abolish the auction system, sup

posing that Government were to fix the rates at Rs. 12 or Rs. 15, and that the 
Indian match factories were allowed to extract timber at that rate, then and if 
two or three people applied for the same area, the only way would be to draw 
lots in order to avoid. the accusation of favouritism. 

Mr. Watson.-This would arise in the case of planted forests but in the case 
of natural forests it would be uneconomical for .people to extract matchwood 
®~ r 

Mr. Mathias.-I don't think that the question would arise so much in regard 
to forest areas as in regard to the planted areas. . 

Mr. lVatson.-The problem won't arise for another 5 years. . 
·Dr. Matthai.-In the case of Mahuya reserve, a case like that might arise. 
Mr. Watson.-As regards Mahuya, I am not certain but I think that it 

provides for renewal after a year of negotiation. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing you don't do that and you are putting up ta 

auction or tender, in that case the same difficulty might arise. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. " •... .\H. 

Mr. Mathias.-As regards these concessions for matchwood areas, in some 
ways th~y are like mining leases or prospecting licenses. The man has to go 
into the forests and ascertain .himself how many trees there are and it is sug
gested to us that a eOlllpetitor who has not spent a penny on inspecting the 
forests IBay bid a few rupees more and the man who has done .the prospecting 
may loso. ' 

Mr. Watson.-That will happen 11-1,,·a~·s. 

Mr. Mathi·as.-There is something to be said fortheir point of view. 
Mr. lVat.~on.-Of course there is. It happens in a thing like teak. W& 

put up teak forests. We may pave a firm taking elaborate trouble to get its 
tellder . figures right which may be ousted hy a firm putting in a speculativ& 
tender. . 
. M,r. Mnthias:-"-As regards, the prospecting. Jieense, so long as :the prospect-. 
.lng hcense was III force, the hcensee 11as the rIght to take up a particular area. 
on payment of the fixed royalty .. Cannot something on those l~nes lie worked 
out? . ., 

Mr. lVotson.-i don't think that it would work. 
Mr. Mathias.-I am speaking of match wood generally. 
Mr. Watson.-I don't believe that it would pay to work the~ by·themseJves, 
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Dr. Matthai.-Adamjee's work the reserves themselves. 

Mr. 11'otson.-Mr. Adamjee Rajee Dawood is an exceptional man. 

President.-The only thing would be to do departmental extraction. 
Mr. Watson.-We .coula not touch it. We would have to have a special 

staff, and I should not advise as a financial undertaking. 
Mr. Mathios.-For the small factories, the most economical method of pro

viding themselves is to buy from 'petty. contractors. 
Mr. 11'atson.-I don't see any' other alternative. 
Mr. Mnthias.-It won't be a good proposition for them to take one of the 

forests in Insein !lnd work like Adamjee's; 
Mr. Watson . ...:...I don't think that they have got either tha capital or the 

organi&a tion. . 
PTesident.-Assuming tliat you undertook this plantation you would call 

fOI' tender" in the ordinary way or auction the coupe? 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would not a system of rationing work according to the out

put of factories P 
Mr. Ro~ertson.-It will work all right so long as there is a margin of 

supplies. The moment you get short of supplies, there will be a frightful out
cry that this or that man has not got enough to keep his factory going. We 
had that in the Munitions timber. We were giving out areas according to the 
output of the mills and there was a most fearful amount of outcry. 

Dr. Matthai.~Because the situation of the plantations would differ. Some 
of them are easier to work. 

Mr. Robertso1i.-Yes. 
Preside1It.-Supposing the Trust is operating it might put up a man to 

take the whole quantity. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
President.-If the Trust operates it would be the first thing that it would 

do. . 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. 
Mr. Robertson.-You can generally get round that by putting a minimUJll 

outturn or minimum royalty. 
Mr. Mathias.-If a manreuvre of that sort were attempted, Mr. Adamjee 

and others would not keep silent. 
Mr. Rob6rtson.-Not for a moment. 
Mr. Mathias.-It would be quickly brought to your notice. 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. If we call for tenders for match wood we would favour 

those people who are manufacturing matches. . 
President.-Would you provide for that in your lease? 

Mr. Watson.-In sending up the tenders to Government for acceptance, we 
would draw their attention to those who are recognised manufacturers of 
matches as distinct.from those who are not. . 

Pr6sident.-·There are great 'practical difficulties. Supposing you under
take plantation and the wood is good, to.dayi~ hBll a good market in other 
parts of the world. . 

Mr. lVatson.-Yes . 
. Pr6sident.-It may be that you may go on planting and yet all the wood 

may be exported. 
Mr. Wat8on.-Yes. I very much doubt whether there would be room for 

many manufacturers. 

Presidellt.-What do you mean? 
Mr. Watson.-Supposing a big show came in, all the smaller people

machinery, !?rganisation, etc . ..-it ,might buy ,straightaway. 
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President.-That is one of the problems before us in this 'particular industry. 
~Here is a big organisation which has established itself all over the world. It 
may be that this country may not like it and may like to provide against it. 
In such a case how would the Forest Department be able to help the Govern
ment? That is why I am asking you the question how to prevent the mono
poly? 
. Mr. Wat.~on.~In the case of tenders put up for teak wood we turn down 
very often the highest tender on the ground that tlie man is unsuitable and 
that we don't consider that he has got' the financial backing or the experience 
of working. We by no means accept the highest tender. 

PreBident.-Would it be possible for Government to do this that the De
partment would have this plantation; that it would work it through an agency 
and sell the extracted lot. 

Mr. Rob/wtson.-It will make very little difference. 
President.-It will in this way. The final seIling authority would 

be Government. Instead of claiming a royalty of Rs. 10, supposing you get a 
man to extract the log and pay him Rs. 20 you sell at Rs. 30 to the manu
facturers of matches. 

Mr. Robertson.-It comes to very much the same thing. We will be selling 
cut logs to the manufacturers instead of on the stump. 

President.-The quantities available in Burma are far in excess of the 
requirements of the match factories here, so that the Indian manufacturer 
might want to buy his timber from Burma if they knew that you had this 
timber for sale at a particular price? 

Mr. Robe·rtson.-The same thing is done in the case of teak trees. Indian 
buyers come in here and tender for forests for export to India, and not for 
local use here. It is true they generally work through local firms but there 
are certain parties who have definitely tendered for teak forests for their~own 
industry in India. 

President.-Yoll stocked these teak logs and sold them by public auction in 
Rangoon. I say the same thing about this log except that in place of the 
'auction you may have a flat or any other rate at which purchasers in India 
might secure its supply. . 

MI'. Watson.-"re would not take the risk of extracting or felling . 
.. Pre.,ident.-You Illay tell him that you would extract them only if he bought 

them. 
Mr. Robertsoll.-The actual cutting and extraction' he can always secure 

through his agency. The point really is wher,e the control has to be, is it to be 
at the point where the tree'is on the stump or is it to be where it is made over 
to the purchaser. It does not really make very much difference whether Gov
fll'nment fells the tree and after that hands it over to the purchaser or they 
hand over the tree on the stump. 
. Prllsident.-If it turned out to be a good proposition then there might lie a 
good market outside Burma and India . 

. Mr. Robertson.~It is an indirect form of protection really to the indi-
tenous industry. . 

President.-Of course it may be possible to have more factories in Burma 
to supply matches in Illdia. '. 

Mr. Robertsoll.-ln the end that would be the most economical wav of 
developing the match industry because it can never pay to take all your timber 
over to India and pay heavy freigMs on it. You can rather make matches out 
here, and supply them to India . 

. President.-May I put it this way: would the Government of Burms;, so 
far as the forests are concerned, agree to a flat rate or a more or less sliding 
Bcale or whatever it is, the idea being that after, for instance, say, five factories 
have been established in the country, they might mind that for the forest 
department it was more remunerative, to sell tl:ie logs outside India than sell 
within the country? . 

Mr. Watson.-There is the danger of favouritism if the department do away' 
w:i~ the system of tender. As I said t find it very difficUlt for a commercial 
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department agreeing to sell the stuff at a lower price than its commercial 
value. We could fix up the price by negotiation, tliat might be possible but 
there again, as I said, I find it very hard under modern conditions to avoid the 
danger of favouritism if we do away wi,th the tender system. 

President.-You can have the tender system amongst the local purchasers 
but they might export it to the detriment of the indigenous industry. 

Mr. Watson.-It is for . Government to say that it is not for export and 
thus prevent its export. 

Pfoesident.-If this Trust has made up its mind to do it, it will say" we 
will take away all the timbers from this place." After all it is a very small 
quantity, 100,000 tons is nothing for them. For that reason it might be quite 
necessary to see that that did not happen. 

Mr. Wat&on.-That is a matter of larger national policy and I think that is 
outside the scope of the forest department. 

Mr. Matkias.-If the Local Government accept a policy of that kind will 
the forest department have any difficulty in giving effect to it? 

Mr. Bobertson.-If they say only certain people will get it, we will arrange 
to give it to them. 

President.-You exported a lot of timber during the war. Were there any 
restrictions? . 

Mr. Watson.-Wbat happened in fact was that we put forward BI propoSi
tion as to the reasonable rates of export and there. was no opposition from the 
mills because they had. no market . 

. Prerident.-Can YOll get wood from nncl8.'lsified areas? 
Mr. Watson.-I don't think it would be worth trying. In the unclassed 

forests people have a right to extract timber for domestic use and it is practi
cally impossible to enforce the restrictions there. 

President.-As regards reserved forests outside the plantations you can put 
these restrictions? 

Mr. Watson.-We can. The only thing is that it will have to be so managecJ 
88 to give a sustained yield. 

President.-Have you given any exclusive rights to any people for the ex: 
traction of their timber? 

Mr. Wat.on.-Yes,Adamjees are the only one, and then there was the othe~' 
une but Adamjees' were the higher tender and they got it. So far' there are 
no other .. , 

Plantation btl the Forest Department. 
President.-As regards the general question, so far as the forest depart

ment are concerned, they would be prepared to experiment and to undertake 
plantation P 

Mr. Wat8on.-'-Yes: As a matter of fact we are thinking of starting and we 
do experiment to a certain extent but we have not got on to it systematically 
because we have had no wholetime sylviculturist for the 18.'lt three years. 

President.-Will you kindly think over this question and tell us what the' 
difficulties are as regards expediting the question of 'plantation? 

Mr. Wat&on.-The only difficulty is that we do not yet know how to grow' 
them. 

President.-Is there any question of expenditure? 
Mr. Waflon.-No. We can supply the funds if Government declares such 

a policy. . 
P-nsident.-As regards declaratiOJiof policy by Government in whai< form. 

should they declare? '. . ' 
Mr. Watson . ...,.:..They' would merely say' they would like the forest departril~nt 

to enquire into the possibili1<y of planting match wood and tbenecessity of 
reserving extra areas for the purpose of planting match wood. If we had t.hat 
order we would immediately divert a certain amount of acreage of our areas 
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for expe~iment and \fe would put a man on special duty to examine the areas 
along the Irrawaddy, and the sooner the better because it is possible that with 
the creation of the new services we will.have no other man of experience and 
training because as soon as the new policy is adopted there will be no more 
recruitment: 

President.-How many meri would you require to carry out that project? 
Mr. TFatson.~I should require only_one man. We can do with our existing. 

staff but the only thing is that our staff is rather in a precarious position', We 
are 25 men short in the old Indian Forest Service; recruitment has closed down 
and they 'have not yet decided on the services to replace it or how it is to J:>e 
recruited. 'We have not been in a position to start recruitment for the new 
service yet and we do not even know whether we shall get men . 

. Enumeration. 

President.-As regards this enumeration would you be able to give us some 
information as regnrds the other areas? 

Mr. Wlitson.-·We can 'only give you figures as regards enumeration each 
year of the areas that are taken up by the working plan parties. 

President.-How many areas are .taken up in a year? 
Mr. Watson.-We have four parties; they work at the rate of'150 square. 

miles per yenr and.a forest division may take three or four years. 
Presidell.t>-Do they complete one division and then come to the other? 
Mr. Watson.-Yes. They value tbe forest,· enumerat~ a particular speciea 

in one coupe and of one marketable species and then form an estimate of the 
marketable expenditure on. the group. 

President.~In the next year which are the divisions they are taking up and 
what group of species? ... J) , • . . 

Mr. lrattOIl.-S'l\l-b:;a in Pyinmana,· North Toungoo and Henzada divisions. 
President.-The two later divisions are those with which we are concerned. 

Will the information be available this year?' 
Mr. Tratson.-We can, of course, give you some information but if it is a 

thr~ fears' job the working plan will be published three years later and it will 
~or.tain all the figures'. But we can give you figures of the results of enumera. 
tion each year at the end of the examination of this group of species. 

,P:"esident.~We would like to have as much information on this point as we 
~all a nd you send it to us as you get it. . 

Mr. Watson.-I will do so. 
, .. 

P1·esident.-Are you i~.touch·with Dehra- Dun ort tbis point? We wrote to 
Dehra Dun on this suhject.,:i . 

Mr. RobI'1·tson.-We are in constant touch. 
President.-We have asked them to give us any information they may have 

('ollected and we wanted to know whethet: they have collected any information 
recently in Burma. 

Mr. Robertson . ...:...No, not in Burma. i: don't thhik we have had the match 
quest.ion raised for a numher of years. 'When J was in Dehra Dun the question 
used to come up but the rates at which the factories expected to get timber 
were so hopelessly impossible that we could -do nothing. I think they wanted 
the timber at one anna per cubic ~oot I 

Dr. Matthai.-How long ago was that? 
Mr. Rflbel"tson.-In 1921-22. Last tiDle I was down in Calcutta in 1922 

80me of the. Directors of. Industries were sayingtba.t the rate at- which' the 
-manufacturers expected to get timber for matchwood was an anna a C'ubic feet .. 
That was impossible on the face of it. Various enquiries came up but none of 
them were really serious enquiries. . 

President.-People attach too much .importance to the royaltie.~ which are 
nothing when compared to the costs? 

lIfr. R(ll,rrt~on .-No. 
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NOTES FOR TARiFF BOARD ON MATCHWOOD ENQUIRY. 

BBII!B Not. ON WOBKING PLANS BY ·MB. H.lt. BLANFOBD CONSERVATOB OP 

"FOREStS, 'VORKING PLANS CIRCLE. ' 

Definition. 

A working plan lays. down tl;.e management of a forest for a number of 
years. In Burma, workmg pla~s are now usually made for a whole division 
.a~d lay down ~he full orgamzatlonaf the division.for all works for a period 
of 10 years. . ' 

Working plans mayor may bot be based on data collected in field work. 
Those n~t based on fi~ld work are called "paper plans" and are framed 
to orgamze the work m less important forests or as a makeshift until field! 
work can be undertaken. 

P·reZiminary. 

~efore a workin~ plan based on field work can be prepared a survey on 
a faIrly large scale IS necessary. The ordinary topo I" survey maps are not 
8~fficiently detailed for accuracy. We use 4" scale by preference but some
tImes have to use 2" scale. 

The survey is carried out by the Forest Survey party attached to the
Survey of India, Burma Circle. 

Field work lor working plans. 

The field work for working plans consists first of all in dividing the forest 
into compartments as the unit of management. Compartments vllry in size 
according to the intensity of management but the average size is about one 
.quare mile. 

Having laid out the compartment the Working Plans Officer has then to 
prepare an estimate of stock. To count out the stock on the whole area 
would take too much time except, where the system of management is .very 
intensive. About 25 per cent. is actually counted out and an estimate of 
the stoc)t for the whole compartment is based on this. Care has to be taken 
to select the 25 per cent. of the area so that it is representativa of the . stock 
in the compartment, as types of forests and therefore numbers and kinds of 
trees vary considerably from place to place. The area selected. for counting 
is called the sample plot. There are usually three sample plots in each 
compartment. Before selecting the sample plots, the Working Plans Officer 
has to examine the area and prepare a stockmap showing the distributio!! 
of the various types of forest and sample plots are selected as representative 
of the area. A sample plot party then' proceeds to the plot and measures 
each tree. The trees are recorded by 4/1 diameter classes. Although every 
tree is measured, different kinds are 80 numerous that it is not usual to re
cord every different kind ·in each plot; Usually the more' important species 
only are enumerated: separately, ~he reSt being classed: .as ~'~thers" : The 
more important speCIes vary consIderably. In forest whIch 18 maccesslble to 
extraetion of' any timber except teak <or oth~r. floatable timber,only teak 
and one or two more of the 'most valuai>le tImbers are eounted. In areas 
accessible for cart traffic and within an economic distance of a. large river' 
or railway a numb~r of the more useful and marketable timbers ,\\re <;ounted. 

Besides this however, jn one plot in five, all species that are likely to be 
of any value ~t all and can be recognised, are counted sepa.rately. The 
OQject of this is to ~ve a general idea .of tha quantity of .any kind of tr.ee. 
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for which a demand' may aris!!. As only one plot in five is counted for all 
species and as ordinary plots are counted out over 25,per cent. of the forest, 
it follows that the" all species" plots bnly cover'.!) 'per cent. of the area 
and any estimate based on theso counts is not very reliable. 
, ' Tl).e ,system of enumeration described above has"only been ill force for a 
few YeArS. Previously still .fewer species were co~ted separately and no 
attempt was made to obtain details for ,the less important kinds. 

Matchwoods have up to now been in little demand and it is only during 
the last two seasons tbat any attempt has been made to enumerate them 

separately. Even then they pave only been, enumerated separately in every 
fifth plot, except in Insein division. 

The field work also includes the collection of any data of rate of growth 
of the various species as may be possible. This is only possible for trees 
which show annual rings in the wood. All trees put on a ring of wood every 

,year but it is only a few on a cross section of which the annual rings are 
clearly distinguishable. Teak shows clear annual rings and therefore we 
know a good deal about its rata of growth but few matchwoods show any 
annual rings, and the only means of determining the rate of growth is by 
periodical measurement of growing trees-a very slow process. 

Working up data. 

On completion of the field work, the Working Plans Officer has to esti
mate the total stock in each compartment from the results of ,enumeration 
in the sample plots. He then works out the total stock of the more valuable 
species in the forest and calculates the yield. The" essellce of sound forest 
management is the sustained yield. That is to say the yield must be fixed 
on conservative lines with due regard to sustaining or even increasing the 
yield in the future. ' 

The yield is fixed at an annual amount that can be taken out of the 
forest over a period of years and leave the forest at the end of the period 
with the same total stocking or preferably an increased stock. Theoretically, 
the yield should equal the increment of the forest. Each tree in a forest is 
increasing in volume every year. If we had full data for the volume of 
increase in trees of different sizes we would fix that, amount as the yield. 
This requires. however, a very accurate knowledge of the rate of growth and 
in the present state of oUr statistical knowledge is not possible. 

In practice therefore the, yield is calculated from the estimate of the 
stock. The following purely imaginary example may perhaps make it clear. 

Let us assume that an area covering 100 square miles of forest is known 
to contain 200 tons of match woods over the exploitable girth per square 
mile and that the stock below the exploitable girth is ample to replace that 
fltock in oourse of time. We then work out the rate of growth and cal
culate the period it will take for trees at present below the exploitable girth 
to grow up and replace the present stock of timber over the exploitable girth. 
Let U8 assume that this is found to be 20 years. We then know that it will 
be safe to work over the whole forest in 20 years and remove all timber over 
the exploitable girth. The total exploitable tonnage now is 100 x 200 tons= 
20 000 tons and the yield oan then be fixed at 20,000 divided by 20, or 1,000 
to~s per annum. Actually the yield could be fixed at slightly ,over this 
amount but the above example shows one simple method of determining the 
yield and it is unnecessary to go into more detail. 

Having fixed the yield for a number of years the arell;S to be.worked, over 
annually are laid down, though as a matter of convemence thiS IS usually 
done in consultation with the extraction agency. . 

The yield is ustlallv fixed fora period of SO years which is the usual 
perioo that the whole 'forest is worked over by selection for teak;' 



B~des fixing. the yield. a~d laying down the- areas to be felled in, the. 
workmg plan decIdes the ailVlcultural system lluder which the forest is to" 
be managed. In Burma, we have two main systems;-

The 8el~ction. ,ystem,' in which trees over the exploitable girth are select
~ for fellmg and the whole forest is worked over once in the period con
SIdered n~sary fortbe trees cut out by selection to be replaced' by smaller 
trees growmg up over the exploitable girth . 

. Th8 Clear/elli1lg system, in which successive blocks of' forest are clearfelled 
and planted up. 

:The former results in a forest of trees of' different ages-uneven aged 
forest. 

The latter gives a series of even aged crops and is so arranged that an 
equal area becomes ready to cut over annually. 

The Selection system is peculiarly suitable to a forest in which only one 
or two of the many kinds of trees are marketable. It is the system that 
must for many years be used fO!" matchwoods and tbe Clearfelling system 
can only be introduced for matchwoods, if and when, we get plantations of 
these species. 

WOTki1lg Circles. 

1 n each division there are many classes of forest and probably. there afe· 
different objects of management in each class. The same system of manage
ment cannot usuaUy be laid down for the whole division. 'fhe division is 
therefore divided into different working circles which frequently overlap. 
A . working circle comprises an area which is .worked under one system of 
management with a definite object in view. For instance, a Burma Division, 
is usually divided into at least the following three workilJg circles, while 
others may be added in special cases. 

I. Teak Selection working cirele.-This embraces the majority of the teak 
forests and may overlap other working circles. The working plan will 
prescribe the working of the forest as far as teak is concerned for the whole 
working circle. 

II. Trade working cirele.-This will include all areas accessible to trade 
extraction of timbers other than teak, after allotting areas necessary for 
the vill.age, as apart from trade supply. The system of management is 
usually clearfelling, though, until plantation work can be organised on a 
large scale, it is usual to continue to work the greater portion by selection. 

III. Village Supply working cirele.-Areas required for the supply of the 
local population are allotted to this working circle which is managed entirely 
with that supply in view. Politically this working circle is naturally 
very important. Commercially and financially it is unimportant. 

Matchwoods would usually be worked under the Trade working circle, in 
conjunction with other mark.etable timbers but ~n c~ wh~re only match
woods are exploitable a specIal matchwood workmg CIrcle mIght be formed, 
as has been done in Insein under the, new working plan. ' , 

NOTII.-A working circle has' nothing to do with a' territorial circle such 
ss the Rlaing Circle, which is purely an administrative unit. 

A eC6s8ibility. 

As, the system of management depends so much on accessibility, a notE' 0." 
accessibilitv as applied to Burma forests may not be out of place. AC"<:essl
bility depe~ds almost entirely o~ the means of. extraction. Teak a~ter stand
mg girdled for three years, w~n Hoat .. It IS a'very dura.ble. tlmper, not 
hable ,to rot or damage by whIte ants and can therefore he ID the forest 
or streams for a number of years without serious deterioration while in' 
course of extraction. It can therefore be extracted from practically 'every 
forest ill BurmA. provided a 8m-earn which will Hoat timber even' at rare 
intervals after sp'ecially heavy rain is availabl~. It is also our. most valua~le 
timber and can carry high costs of extractIOn .before reachmg a Hoatmg 
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stream and, even in exceptional cases, will pay to extract by tramwaY8 
where difficulty or delay in floating justifies the expense. This is even in 
spite of the fact that it rarely comprises 10 per cent. of the stock in any 
particular forest arid few forests can produce more than· two or three tons 
of teak per acre. On the other hand few of the other marketable timber. 
will float. The tonnage of such timbers in relation to area is small (probably 
not more than 6 to 8 tons per acre) and their value is almost invariably con
siderably below that of teak. Practically the only possible method of extrac
tion from the forests is by carting and their export is almost entirely depend
ent on railways or rivers sufficiently large to allow of floating attached to 
bamboos to buoy them up. It naturally follows that the area from which 
they can be extracted profitably is extremely limited, while in view of their 

comparatively low value and small tonnage per· acre, there are few areBll 
where mechanical transport such as railways, tramways, or even lorries on· 
good metalled roads can be shown to be financially justifiable. It is esti
mated from average figures that the average volume of all trees of all sizes 
over 8" diameter per acre in Burma is 15 tons (750 cu.ft.). Out of this 
a considerable percentage probably 30 percent. is too small to be of any 
utilizable value, while at least 50 per cent. of the remainder is composed of 
timbers which have no market value and many of which are unlikely ever to 
have any appreciable value. The balance of iust under 5·75 tons contains a 

certain amount of teak, on an average probably l·S tons per acre which 
will always be cheaper to float out, where good floating streams are available; 
as they usually are. The balance of 41 tons per acre can hardly justify 
any great expenditure on capital charges· for extraotion considering thA 
small tonnage over which such capital charges must be distributed. . 

~[~tchwoods sre a special ca.~p because the majority of them are floatahle 
but I do not believe that that will materially increase the limit of accessibi
lity. Unlike teak they are far from durable and any delay in utilizing the 
timber after felling leads to their destruction by rot or white-ants. They 
cannot therefore lie about in the forest awaiting a favourable rise in a float
ing stream. In addition to this the method of manufacture demands green 
timber, undiscoloured by sapstain or incipient decay. The time that elapses 
between their felling and utilization must, therefore, be as short as possible 
and unless they can be put into water very quickly after felling they would 
not endure the usual period it takes to extract more durable timber such as 
pyingadfJ from tho> forest to tho luill. I believe therefore that rather- than 
the limit of accessibility being increased by their capacity for floating, the 
ordinary limit of accessibility ",ould be considerably less than that ot 
hardwoods such a~ pyingado, >lpart from all questions of relative value of 
timbpr, excppt in evceptiorllll CRSPS ",here the matchwood 'tImber can be con
"I'Yl!d dirpct by water to the factory at any time of the year. 

Leasing of forests. 

This is no pa!'t of f.hl1 11'?rki.t1.:;: plan. Forests are leased by Government 
and the only points in which w(l:!"king plans are concerned are to fix the 
limits of working and the areas in which work is to be carried out and to 
see that the work is carried out in accordance with prescriptions. 

ESTIMATES OF STOCK AND YIELD 01' HATCHWOODS. 

Insein Division. 

Estimates are based on a 25 per cent. enllmelation tur the greater part 
of the area carried out in season 1925-26. Full details for the different 
specie8 in diameter classes have been given already. The following is a 
summary· only'. 

Eastern lellinu series.--(Mahuya reserve and Paunglin reserve of which 
itock in 29 compartments was enumerated and in 71 compart~ents stock 
was estimated roughly on basis of estimates in enumerated. portlOn.) , 



Exp\Qitable girth fixed at fj1 at breast height or 18' dil\meter. Species 
enlUllerated Bawblla, gwe, tna-u, didu, !etpan. 

Stock ~£ Sttck of 
match- match-

Reserve. Area. woods U. WGods 18" Remal'ka, to 18" dia- diameter 
meter and and 

over, over. 
~-

1 2 3 4 I) 

- -----~--

Acre •• 
Ma1:uya , , . 47,776 18,695 !4,8t8 
Paunglin29, ("omlart- Hl,400 6,169 7.781 

mento eOllmerate • 
91 53,320 H'/'oo 9,()(l1l r.ess acc,"sible and Paunglin ComEA1,'t-

ments and K" 'taw not so well stocked. 
reserve 9 Compart- A rOl1gh estimate 
menta. , only. 

----- ---- ----
Total liO,500 3',864- 51,629 

.. ' .. " . .,~ I 

Increment during the felling cycle of 15 years has to be reckoned. The 
usual calculation is that in the period of the felling cycle SO per cent. of the 
class below grow up over the exploitable girth and that half of these will 
become exploitable during the felling cycle. 

Increment is 34,854 X If-O xl = 13,840. uo 
Total amount 'available during felling cycle = 45,469. 

Yield is 45'1~69 =3,031 or 3,000 trees IS" diameter or 5' girth and' over. 
a ' 

Stock of exploitable timber per acre allowing 1 ton of 50 cubic feet Per 
316"9 

tree 5' 0" girth and over: 120,500='26 tons per acre. 

, ' 31100 
Annual Yield per acre of forest, 120 500 = '025 tons per acre. , 

Western Felling Sel'ies.-(N. Hlaing Yoma Plains, S. Hlaing Yoma 
l'lains, Magayi and Thabyu reserves.) , 

Exploitable girth 5' 0' at breast height or' 18" diameter. 
Species enumerated as for Eastern felling series bilt includi~g tkitpok 

which is probably unsuitable. 

Area-46,9U acres. 
Stock of matchwoods 14" to IS" diameter-21,203. 

, Stock of matchwoods IS" diameter and over-11,lS6. 
Half increment as above 

fO 
21,2OJx lOljxl=8,480 trees. 

Total available during felling cycle. 
N ote,-In this case felling cycle has been fixed at 20 .years to agree with 

felling cycle for other timbers as it would be inconvenient to have two difft>r. 
4lnt cycles for one area. 

11,186 + 8,480= 19,666, 

Yie1d= 19;:00 =983 trees, say 1,000 trees 5' 0" girtli or 18" dia

meter and over. 
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Stock of exploitable timber per acre allowing 1 ton of 6,0 cubic, feet per 
tree 5':0" girthan~ over. 

11,186 
., 46,941='24 ton per acre. 

Annual yield per acre of fcres~ 

'1.,000 -'0213 ton per acre. 
46,941 -

'I . 
Magwe Division. 

Estimates are based on a few plots in which all species were counted 'and 
owing to the small area over which countings of these species were carried 
out the estimate cannot be depended on too much. 

Only the following matchwood species were present to any extent and 
the previous estimates which includes Binga and kuthan should be omitted. 
as these. are no longer considered matchwood species :-, 

Didu, letpan, and gWIl. 

Average tonnage of trees 5' O. in girth or IS" d.iameter and over per acre 
for all plots in d.ivision(allowin~ 1 tree = 1 ton) is as follows:-

__ ' •. TQn per acre.. 
'464 

'225 

Total '689 

At the outside only' 60 square miles cali be considered aCcessible giving a 
total. stock of 26,000 tons. 

Th~ Rnnual yieH would probably be about 2,600 tons. 

Pyinmana Division. 
M1Inbyin f'eservll.-Estimates are based on about 5 per. cent. enumeration 

and are not therefore very reliable. They will however serve as a good guide. 
The following matchwood species were counted ~- ' 

Didu, letpan, gWIl, mG-U. 

Average tonnage of trees 5' 6~ in girth or IS" diameter and over per acre is 
as follows:-

Didu, Zetpan 
GWIJ 

Ma-u 

Total 

Ton per acre. 

'219 
'122 
'088 

'429 

About SO,ooo acres may be considered accessible 80 that total exploitable
stock would be 84,320 tons. The annual yield would probably be about 
3,400 tons. ' 

Yonbin and Palwll relllf'1llls . ...,..Estimates are based on .llout Ii per cent. 
and can onIy be considered a rough guide to stock. 
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,The following speciee were counted:

Yemane, didu, letpan, fIIG-'U, gwe, lettok . 

. Average tonnage per acre of trees 5' 6" in girth or 18H diameter and over is 
/WI followa:-

Palwe. Yonbin. 
Didu, letpa1l,_ '22 '24 
Yemane '06 '015 
Ma-v '11 '06 
Owe ·f '1 
Lettok '005 

'49 '42 

About 32,000 acres in Palwe and 26,000 acres in Yonbin may be considered 
aocessible now so the total exploitable stock would be:-

Palwe 

Yonbin 

Annual yield would probably be ahout,-... 

Palwe 

YOl/-bin 

Tons. 

15,680 

10,920 

1,500' 

1,000 

. Kainl1 and Yanaungmyin reser'Ves.-Estimates are based on about 20 per 
cent. of the stock and are therefore fairly reliable. The whole area of the 
two reserves may be considered accessible. 

Same species couDted as' inPalwe aud Yonbiu. 

Average tonnage per acre of trees 5' 0" girth or 18" in diameter andover 
is as follows:-

Didu, letpan 

Yeman!! 

Ma-v 
(}we 

Lettock 

AreBl, stock and probable yield are:-

Area. 

acres, 

Kaing 13,341 

Yanaungm;yin 13,078 

Kainl1. 
'12 

'13 

'55 

'11 

'91 

Total stock. 

ton8. 

13,000 

3,660 

Yanaung1nyi·n. 
·19 

·01 

'01 

'065 

'005 
-.-'-. 
·28 

Annual yield. 

tons, 

J,3oo 
'60 
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. ~~tal probableo stock and yield in accessible areas in PyinJilana and Magw. 
dIVIsIons are as follows:--

Dhisi"n auu 
'Resen·e. 

PJlinmana- -
Minbyhi 
Palwe . 
Yonbin 
Kaing 
Yanaungmyin 

Magwe 

GRL'ID TOTAL 

Tonnage.,f trees 
,,' u" girth lllvcr. 

34,320 
15,680 
10,920 
13,000 
3,660 

77,580 
26,000 

103,580 

I'r.·bable uuuual 
yidd. 

3,400 
1,500 
1,000 
1,300 

360 

7,560 
2,600 

10,160 

DATA FOB RATE OF GROIVTH OF MATCHWOOD SPECIES AVAILABLE. 

(}'ew dat.a have been collected.) 

Mandalay. 
Letpalr-!-

A few trees planted by the Irrawaddy Yawh 'Factory (Dariivood) on 
Irrawaddy bank. 

At 11 years old they averaged 30' high and 24" girth. 
Henzada Di~'isioll.--Alluvial bank in ~pecially favoured arl'a. Other 

plantations nearby not so favoured had not grown anything like half as big. 
At 7 years old average 57' high and 36V girth. This is very exceptional 

growth. 

Did 11-

Prome Division.-A few trees in a plantation in dry forest with myinwa 
bamboos. 

At 17 yeal;S old girth; l' 5", height 40'. 

lIa-~(Anthocephalus Cadamba)-
Insein Division.-A.erage annual girth increment of 14 trees o\"er 5 years 

in a sample plot was I' 14" .. A",;uming this to be mean annual incremenll 
it would take about 53 years to grow to 5' 0" girth but growth at any rate 
earlier is much faster than this. 

Tharrawaddy Dit,jslQfl.-In a plantation 8 years old average girth 29". 
height 48'. 

Yemane.--
My!tkytno Ihl"ision.-7 years !lid plantation average 51' high, 20'5" girth, 
In a very favourable locality. 
Tharrawa,ddy.-5 years old plantation average 31' high, 11" girth; 36' 

high, 10'4" girth. '. .. , 

NOTB.-Few of the figures given above show an average annual increment 
in early years of much over 3" per annum and later it is certain that girth 
increment falls off considerably.' In order to attain a girth of 5' on in 30 
years an average mean annual increment of 2" would be necessary. In 

.favoural;Jle localities it is probable that lctpan, ma-u. and yemans would 
attain this but it is by no meallS certain. ,-, ~ . , " 
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Distribution, frequency and characteristics of principal matchwood' specielJ 
in Burma, 

. Bawbya, (l?terculia: ca~panulata).-This must not be confused with Tetra
meles nu~, flora. ~hlCh IS a large and rather common tree in moist forests 
.wlth a lIght whItish non-durable timber which is commonly called Sawbyc¥ 
In many parts of Lower Burma. This is believed to be useless for matches. 

8~wbll.4 (S~erculia). is not a t;ommon tree except in Insein Division and 
possIbly In nel~h~ourlng forests m South Pegu division and in Bassein. As 
~ar as I know It .IS .not found .in Upper .Burma at all. The only other place
It may he ~ound III IS Tenasserim. I~ has never been planted and nothing is 

.known ot Its nte of growth or sl!ncultural requirements. 
Bonmeza.-This IS found generally throughout Burma but can nowhere

be called a comm.:ln tree. Its rate of growth is probably fast. It has never
been planted and it is very doubtful if it would form a pure plantation 
~ucc~ssfull.y as it has a very light spreading crown and is adapted fo .. grow
Ing In mixed crops. 

Didu and Letpan.-Didu replaces letpan on all higher ground. It is 
fairly common throughout Burma in the drier type of deciduous forest with 
bamboos. It grows to a considerable size but is probably not as fast ~ow-
• ing as letpan. It would probably not be suitable for growing in a 
pure crop as in the drier 1000alities it frequents, its light, spread
ing crown would fail to give protection to the soil. Letpan is 
found essentially on newly formcd river banks. It is never found on hilly 
ground and is one of the first species to appear ou newly formed sandbanks 
in areas of good rainfall. Pure, and often evenaged, groups may be seen 
all along the main Irrawaddy especially round about Katha and. Shwegu. 
Plantations 'havebeen made and in very favourable localities have shown 
astonishing growth .but as it gro\l~ at its best on banks that are inundated 
at high rises of the river, there is always a danger of the sand on which it 
grows best being scoured away round the young plants, more especially on an· 
area that has to be cleared of all grass and weeded until the letpan can get 
away above the grass, Nevertheless I am convinced that the best· prospects 

of planting match woods on a large scale lie in taking up river.ine areas for 
this purpose. Letpan is quite capable of growing pure, and is usually found 
pure on newly formed sandbanks with an undergrowth of grass. . 

(}we,-A common tree all over Burma, but never found in great quanti
ties. It has never been planted and little is known about its rate of 
growth. ' " 

Ma-u.-A common tree all ,>ver Burma and is one of the commonest species 
that occur in the regrowth after c1earfelling on taungya cultivation. It is 
looked upon as a weed in plantations of valuable species as it so often 
comes in very thickly and, as its growth is very fast, it interferes with the 
growth of the plantation and has .to be. cut out. It should be vel'y e~sy to· 
plant but is not well adapted to growmg p~re over large aTeas as It has 
a light spreading crown and would afford httle SOlI protectIOn. ~ts place 
in nature is as an early constituent of regrowth on newly ,cleared areas and 
it gives .way later before the growth of more tolerantspecles. 

Taungmeok or Sega (Ahtoaia scolaris).-A comparatively .raretrl1e 
which can hardly affect the outturn of. matchwoods :,appreClably. No 
experience of its growth or planting requirements, 

Sdkadon.-Never a very common tree; it is usually found in evergreen 
forests along the banks of streams or in open places near water.. The only 
place i know of it in any quantity is along the I:ra~addy above Mod~. 
Although it occurs in Lower Bur~a I should say It .IS more fr~quent In 
Upper Burma, It should not be difficult ~o plant, as It has.a faIrly ·hea.vy· 
crown and often occurs in. pure groups. III nat\lre ... Should, make a goC)d 
plantation in suitable moist localities, '.. . . 

'Y£mane.-Although .. a common,.tree!hrougho\lt .~.1ll'ma it lsnowhel'e' 
plentiful and is in great demlmd for p!lmlnng,. Plant~t,lo~S haye, beel!. made· 
in manv pnrts of Burma with conHiderable sti~~es", It IS. hnble. to da:nage by 
insect attack and it would be dangerous to plant large stretches of It pure. 
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Evidence of Messrs. H. R. BLANFORD. Conservator of 
Forests, Working Plans Circle, and C. H. PIDLIPP, 

Conservator, of Forests, Central Circle. recorded 
at R;lDgoon on Monday the 28th March 1927. 

Introd'UCtory. 

President.-Mr. Blanford, you are Conservator of Forests, Working Plans 
CircleP 

Mr. Blan/ord.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Philipp, you are Conservator of Forests, Central Circle? 
Mr. Philipp.-Yes. 
President.-I don't quite understand what this office exactly means. 
Mr. Blan/ord.-First of all we have to enumerate or get some estimate 

-of the stock and lay down future work for a period of years. 
President.-That is to say you are the officer whose duty it is to find our 

the avail",ble supplyl 
Mr. Blan/ord.-That 18 part of the duty _ which I have to do. 
President.-With reference to the notes you have sent in on working plans 

and on the species suitable for match making are the trees enumerated sub
ject to any epidemics P 

Mr. Blan/o'rd.-Very easily. One never knows until it actually comes. 
Mr. Philipp.-There is that risk in every plantation. 
President.-Do you have any epidemics in teak plantation P 
Mr. Philipp.-Yes. 
President.-Have you had any epidemics in the case of Letpatl? 
Mr. Blan/ord.-No. 
President.-In the case of MaulettansheP 
Mr. Blan/ord.-We have not got big areas. 
Prllsident.-What about the cattleP Do they like these young trees? 
Mr. Blan/ord.-That is not a serious danger., 
President.-Wbat are, the risks to which a plantation is exposed besides 

the epidemic P " 
Mr. Bland/ord.-Fire is one. 
President.-That isa risk that is attached to all forests. 
Mr. Blan/ord.-Yes. 
President.-Is there any special risk attached to a ~atchwood plantae 

t.ionP 
Mr. Blanlord.-The greatest risk is the impoverishme{,.t of the soil. Most 

-of the matchwoods do not protect the soil. 
Prllsident.-What do you meanP 
Mr. Blandford.-One of the essential parts of plantation is soil protec-\ 

tion and even teak does not protect the soil sufficiently. We are now finding, 
in order to get'good soil protection, that we have to under plant teak. 

President.-What do you mean by .. under planting" P 
Mr. Blan!ord.-Lefpan by itS61f gives a very light shade to the soil. 

"The soil is apt to be very badly impoverished if there is no protection for 
,it. It gets washed away. ' 

President.-Would it be possible for you to do like thisP You plant the 
first lot and as soon as it begins to afford some protection you can plant 

.. ther trees, can't youP 
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. Mf'. Blan/OT~.-V!e c~n do. Unless we get something which is going, to 
give us some YIeld, It will be very expensive. That was the difficulty with 
~ak .. We have to find something that will afford the shade and at the Bame 
tIme give us a return. Otherwise the expense on the whole is unproductive. 

. ~resident.-At present there is not at all any information on which any 
opInion can be based except to say that these trees do grow in the forests 
and that they might grow if planted. 

Mf'. Blan/ord.-Yes. 'Until recently there was no demand for match
woods at all. All the plantation work, has been confined entirely to species 
we lmow that we can sell, lIiz., teak, pyinkado, 'etc. We know very little 
about match woods. 

Prerident.-If you have a demand now, you will begin to think. 
Mr. BEan/OTd.-Undoubtedly. 
Mr. Matkias.-You are thinking of it already. 
Mr. Blan/OTd.:-As a matter of fact, experiment 'has already been started, 

This year I want to start an experiment with Letpan. 
Prerident.-As regards your, division Mr: :Philipp, Tounogo and :Pyinmana 

are in your circle P 
Mr. PkiZipp.-Yes, as regards Pyinmana.Tounogo is in Sitting circle. 
Prerident.-If a splint factory was started there instead of bringing the 

wood in the log do you think that there would be very great difficulty in 
obtaining factory labour P 

Mr. Pkilipp.-I do not think 80. The population of Pyinmana is very 
heavy and I should say to-day we can obtain labour. 
. President.-So that from your point of view it would be better if the
wood was available in the villinity, to make the splints there. 

Mr. Philipp.-I should say the factory should be, if possible, on the spot 
because there is always a lot of trouble ahout wagons to enable the logs to 
bA sent down to Rangoon. 

Mr. Mutkia8.-'-1f you produced the spliilts 'in the forests, you would also 
bave to split your expert supervision into two parts--you would have to have 
,-our expert in the'forest to supervise the splint machine and you would have 
to have another'expert in Rangoon to supervise the rest of the machines, the 
peeling machines and 80 on-and therefore. don't you think that would rUD 
away with much of the savings that you effect? 

Mr. Pkilipp.-Of course Pyinmana is only 10 hours by rail. 
Mr. Mathial.-But still as far as I could understand from the examina

tion of Mr. Bawaney this match machinery requires a good deal of expert 
supervision and unless you had an expert on the spot to look after the 
splints it is possible your work might suffer. ' 

Mf'. Pkilipp.-If the necessary transport can be provided then of course 
Rangoon is the place. 

Mf'. Blan/ord.-Why not have the 'whole thing at Pyinmana? 
Mf'. Matkia8.-Then you have to pay the freight on the chemicalS. 
Prerident.-Freight on chemicals will b8 small. ' 
Mr. Blan/ord.-There is always difficulty about getting trucks. 
Mr. Matkia8.-But then again you'will have to transport your matches 

to the ports; there are the handling c~arges at the ports and so, on. .I 
think they send a lot of matcheP to IndIa. 

Pruident.-What is understood in f,!rest language by the term con-
version, when we speak of the average tImber,\' , 

Mr. Blan/ord.--Converting round lo.gs into some, ~ther form of timber: 
it means planks, scantlings and other kinds of sawn tImber. 

Pf'erident.-It does not mean rounds? 

'AIf'. Blan/ord.-No. 
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President-8teel Bros. Limited get reduced rates of freight do they not? 
"They say the freight to Calcutta is Rs. 27 in the log, to Madras Rs. 84-4-0 
-lind to Bombay Rs. 45 and they add "It will also, no doubt, be of interest 
'that above rates are double what is cha,rged for converted timber". Does 
'that mean when it was cut up into smaller sections? 

Mr. Blanford.-Yes. 

Extraction costs. 

Pruide1~t . ..;..;Have yoU:' any information as to the rates of' wages in the 
forests? 

Mr. Philipp.-Timber work is generally piece work; the man gets so 
much per tree; 

President.-What is the rate in this circle of yours for, say, felling? 
Mr. Philipp.-Felling and logging Rs. 1-4-0' per ton. I have nothing 

-else to add to the replies that I have given in my answers to the question
naire. 

President.-Then the further'labour involved would be one rupee a ton 
per mile? 

Mr. Pkilipp.-Thatis for extraction; 
Mr. Matkias.-You say Re. 1-4-0 per ton, do you weigh it? 
Mr. Pkilipp.-'-No! It is by'measurement. There is enot-mous differ. 

oence in weight. 
President.-What is the further expenditure to be incurred after felling 

and to take it to the river side or the railhead. In this forest you put it at 
.bout Rs. 51' 

Mr. Pkilipp.-Rs. 5-12-0. That is the average for the Pyinmana division. 
Pre.rident.-That is done by buffaloes, I suppose P 
Mr. Pkilipp.-Yes. 
President.-I suppose buffaloes are available in sufficient numbersP 
Mr. Pkilipp.-Yes. 
Prssident.-On top of that what expenditure do you incur up to the rail-' 

beadP 
Mr. PkiUpp.-Loading on the railway. 
Pre.rident.-How much would you estimate thatP 
Mr. Blandford.-I suppose it is included in the freight. 
Prerident.-I take it the loading would be done by the railway? 
Mr. Blanford.-To a certain extent. . 
Pre.rident.-You take it to the goods shed and the railways.do the load-

• tng, 80 that you have, simply got to carry it to the railway station and then 
there is the railway freight. 

Mr. Philipp.-Yes. . 
Pre .• ident.-At this end probably the factory would havEt its own unload-

ing place at the back of the sidingI' 
Mr. Pkilipp.-Yes. 
Presidcnt.-And the freight you have given is Rs. 14, is it notP 

'Mr. Pkilipp.-Yes. 
'Pre.ident.-Is there aunifol'm rate for all classes of timber or does it 

vary P . 
Mr. Pkilipp.-N~.The timber trade is rather different because they 

{)harge by the wagon ton not hy the weight of the log, that is, not by the 
amount put on what they call a 10-ton truck; it may hold only 5 tons of 
timber and we have still to pay for the 10-ton truck. 

Mr. Mathias.-You cannot say how many tons a wagon will hold? 
Mr. Pkilipp.-A wagon will hold about half as a rule. ' 
Mr. l\{athias.-When you say freight to Rangoon is so much ................ .. 
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Mr. !hilipp.-Th~t is allowed for. The freight from Pyinmana for a 
ton .of .tlmber for dehvery to ~angoon excluding royalty and excluding any 
protit 18 about Rs. 26. That IB the mere cost of extraction and freight. to 
which has to be added royalty and the contractors' profit. 

President.--Contractors' 'Profit. you estimate at how much per ton? 
Mr. Philipp.-25 per cent. on his capital; it would be about Rs. 5. A1i 

about Rs. 30 to Rs. 35 you can get soft wood delivered including royalty 
and profit. 

Prs8ident.-Do you think if the demand for this class of wood is increased, 
the cost of extraction would go up to any large extent? 

Mr. lJIanlord.-It would probably go down. You have got contractors 
working in certain areas which are more or less scattered and. they would 
bring the 80ft wood along with the hard wood and their costs will. therefor" 
go down. 

President.-Has there been in the last 10 years much increase in the cost 
of extraction? 

Mr. Philipp.-I should not think so. 
Mr. llianiord.-I think there was, because the cost of, daily labour has 

gone up very considerably. . 
Pre8ident.-1 should naturally expect that it should go up with the cod· 

of living. ' 
Mr. Blanlord.-Day labour was 8 annas, now it is near a rupee. 
President.-Is that Burmese labour? 
Mr. Blanlord.-Yes. 
Pr6sident.-Do you have much Indian labour in this forest? 
Mr. Philipp.-Practically none. 
President.-We were told by Steel Brothers that for factory labour they 

would have to employ Indians. 
Mr. Bla'1llord.-1 should think so, to a certain extent. 
President.-In this factory that the Swedish people had in Mandalay 

did they have to employ Indian labour? . 
Mr. lJIanlord.-I never saw it worked but I know that the packmg and 

aU that sort of thing were done by Burmese women. 
Prfl8ident.-But I don't think there would be any difficulty in getting 

8ufficient Indian labour for the factory? 
Mr. B/anlord.-I should not think so. 
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Evidence of Messrs. A. H. M. BARRINGTON, Conservator of Forests •. 
IDaing Circle, A. W. MOODIE, Deputy Conservator of Foruts, 

Depot and Agency Division, and D. J. ATKINSON, 
.Divisional Forest Officer, Insein Division, 

recorded at Rangoon on Tuesday, 
the 29th March, 1927~ 

Introducto1Jl. 

·President.-You· are the Conservator of Foresta, maing Circle, Mr. 
Barrington? 

Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Moodie you are Deputy Conservator, Depot and Agency 

DivisionP 
Mr. Moodie.-Yes. 
Pruident.--That is to say, you are concerned with the commercial 

aspect of the department, I supposei' 
Mr. Moodie.-I am concerned with the selling of teak, supplying aIlJ'

body wanting anything from the upcountry forest divisions and that sort 
of thing. . 
. President.-Mr. Barrington, how long have you been in charge oi the 
Blaing circle i' 

Mr. Barrington.-8ince July 1926. 

Adam;ee Hajee Dawood's reserve. 

President.-Are you personally acquainted with the reserves that Messrs. 
Adamjee Bajee Dawood and Company have goti' c, ~ 

Mr. Ba.l'rington.-No, Messrs. Atkinson: and Scott know more about them. 
President.-Bave they taken a lease of these forests? .. 
Mr. Bamn.gton.-Yes. 
p~esident.~What is the area of .that reserve? 
Mr. Barrington.-127,000 acres. 
President.-Has that been enumeratedi' 
Mr. Barrington.-No;;not in full. The total area of the Mahuya reserve 

is 47776 acres and the total stock ISH and over is 14,84S trees each equal 
to l' ton so that the tonnage per acre is 0'31 ton. 

Dr. Mattkai.-You mean the annual yieldi' 
Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 
President.-How much would 127,000 acres yield per year? 
Mr. Bamngton.-The calculation is that the Mahuya Paunglin. yields 

3000 tons a year; Akkan, etc., has the Bame yield, and the total for the 
V:hole of the Insein .Division is about 7,000 tons a year. 

Dr. Mattkai.-This new lease is also for fifteen yearsi' 
Mr. Bamngton.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-That is the whole production for the Insein division. 
Mr. Bamngtoll.-The two leases roughly average 6,000 and the odd 1,000 

is more or less reserved for the use of petty dealers. 
Dr. Matthai.-8o that Adamjee's concessions amount to about 6,000 tons 

a year. . 
President.-How many divisions are there in the Circle' 
Mr. BarriIlQton.-Five. 



P"e'ident.-What about the other areas P 
. My. B?tTi~tofl.._North ·of Adamjee's concession. is Tharrawaddy and 

"Zigon whICh.. lB. further from the railway and so there haa been so far no 
.demand fro~ that reserve. 

Pre.rident:-Tharrawaddy is not very fsr; how far would the forest be 
.fr,om the rallwayhead? 

Mr. Barrinaton.-Within 10 miles. 
P,.elUUnt . .......so that Tharrawaddy division would not be too expensive? 
Mr. Barrington.-No. That is largely a question of railing to Rangoon. 

'They can of course float but they nearly always rail. 
Pr/lsident.-Are there floating facilities in the Tharrawaddy division? 
Mr. Barring to 7l • ....-Yes. But if they want to get the soft wood down 

to Rangoon fresh they would have to come out within a certain period. 
It would be convenient to take them out during the monsoon. In the case 
of teak even if it takes two years to arrive it does not matter. 

Pre.ident.-in that case how far will they have to carry to the water 
:head from the felling site? 

Mr. Barrington.-About three miles to the floating stream. 

Pre8ident.-Have you any reason to suppose that the Tharrawaddy 
forests may not contain the same quantities of matchwood? 

Mr. Bamngton.-I think there would be a falling off in Tharrawaddy. 
There are enormous number of teak plantations and the forests are being 
lieaviIy worked in improvement fellings with the result that a lot of match
wood is ('ut out.. The forests are being so heavily worked for all timbers 
that probably matchwood will be almost eliminated from the accessible 
compartments. 

Pre8ident.-Mr. Moodie, your department enumerates the forests, does 
it not? . 

Mr. Moodie.-The working plan party enumerates certain species. Unless 
·there is a demand for a certain species we do not enumerate them. 

Dr. Matthai.-I suppose in your division you deal generally in hard 
woods? 

Mr. Moodie.-The Depot and Agency division is responsible for the sales 
of teak only: the utilization ('onservator arranges sales of hard woods. 

Q'IUlntity of fIl4tc" timber,. 

President.-We want a rough estimate of the quantity available. One 
.of the points we have to consider is what natural supplies you have, say 
for the nen 20 years or so. We want to know whether the industry has 
enough supplies till plantation is undertaken. 

1111'. Bamngton.-lt is a matter of guess-work. From here to Prome 
on the Irrawaddy, you could probably c01lnt on another 7,000 tons. 

President.-That is one Circle. 
Mf'. Bamngton.-Yes. 
President.-And there are other circles about which we have got some 

.information now. 
Mr. Bamn.gton.-Tenasserim division has considerably more. 
l\lr. Mathias.-':The additional 1,000 tons, is that a couservative estimate? 
Mr. Bamngton.-That is all a!'Cessible to Rangoon. 
President.-The best thing is to aSBUm!) the. cost at Rs. 30 a ton inclu~

·jng the profit of tbe contractor and everything except royalty. .'fhat IS 

the order of figures on whi('h we might work. 
!IIr. Moodie.-Yes. Rs. 30 per ton is about what match woods ,('osts 

.delivered-Rangoon. 
Pre.rident.-Rs. 30 is not an economic limit. 
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Mr. Mo()die.-No . 
. President.-If you can show that that is about the cost including every

thmg .except royalty, even on to-day's cost of manufacture which must be 
relatively higher compared to future costs it is not a bad proposition f~ 
.the industry. 

Mr. Barrington.-We have started research work on planting. 
!re'ident.-T~at is a different aspect altogether. We have got ta 

~atlsfy ourselves If we are to make any proposals for the protection of the 
mdustry that there are sufficient woods available in reasonable quantities' 
to justify the protection of the industry: Then of course the nexi thing 
would be to consider the prospects of matchwood planting, so that if the 
forest authorities have said 20 or 25 years to look forward to, then the 
position' of the industry would be considered fairly safe. 

Mr. Ba?'Tington.-I should not like to give an estimate. There is heavy 
rainfall both in Upper Burma and in the Delta. 

President.-In the Tenasserim Division it is heavier still. 
Mr. BarringtOll.-Timber from it never comes into the Rangoon market. 

If you could get steamers from and to Tavoy, it might serve the purpose. 
President.-The point is that the total cost should be in the neighbour~ 

hood of that figure. To-day for instance in this Rs. 30 is included con
siderable amount of carting and railway . freight and in any case from 
Moulmein or Tavoy by sea the freight would not be very much higher than 
by rail. 

Mr. Barrington.~I should think Tavoy or Moulmein would be as quite 
as promising propositions as Rangoon. 

President.-You' consider that Moulmein or Tavoy would be suitable sites 
. for manufacture. . 

Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 
President.-And the wood would be available there. 
Mr. Barrington.-I don't think there is the smallest doubt about that. 

I think Moulmein is the best centre for planting. That. is in regar~ to 
the potential value rather than the actual value. 

President.-In what way would the forest have an advantage OTer 
Paunglin or J\fahuya reserve as regards plantation P 

Mr. Barrington.-It. is entirely a different type. 
President.-Do these different classes of trees grow there? 
Mr. Barrillgtoll.-Letpan is the t'Ommone&t.' 
President.-The following six speciE'S are considered suitable:-

1. Sawbya. 
2. Bonmeza. 
3. Didu. 
4. Gwe. 
5. Letpan. 
6. Maulettanshe. 

We understood that 'Yamane is most suitable: 
Mr. Bamngton.-Yamane is most suitable. 
President.-It issubiect to disease. 
Mr. Mathias.-It. is also I understand a valuable tree for other purpODes. 
Mr. Ba.rrington.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.~What I mean is this: 1£ it is used for other purposei 

and the match manufacturers now desired to use it, there would be a good 
deal of competition and the price would rUD up. 

Mr. Ba.rri-ngton.-Altogether they are' paying Rs .. 35 at the present 
moment in Rangoon. If they have plantations C'n a fllll'!y large scale, they 
could get it at Rs. 15 to Re.· 20 a ton. 
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. Mr. Mathia~.-Woul~ t~ere be any objection to ita use-'"-I am not speak. 
lng of plantatlOn&--as It 18 naturally grown ,on the ground' that it was 
required for agriculturists? 

Mr. Barrington.-There are certain reserves set apart ,outside Rangoon. 
Mr. Mllodie.-y~ry little is used just now. ' 
Mr. Barringto1l,.-There are a number of reserves actually in places 

which are J10t easily acceSsible. 

Bites lor plantc&tions •. 

Presideflt.-If you are to select' sites for planting these classes of trees, 
you would naturally prefer Tenasserim division. 

Mr. Barriflgton._I think it should be' just above Moulmein. On the 
other hand the Insein division has' it good deal of' land' which could be 
planted up. " : ". 

President.-This 7,000 tons you have mentioned may be'taken as' perma. 
nent supply. 

Mr. Barrington,-Yes, in trees ,rather than tons, 
President.-More or less permanent? 
Mr. Barri ngton.-I should think there would be Ii \;Iight 'drop in the 

t<lnnage. 
lIr. Mathias.-You say that ,there are a, number of areas' in' the Insein 

division which could be planted ,up. Is, there any difficulty in obtaining 
labour? , 

Mr. Atkinson.-No, but there is only poor and inefficient labour. 
Mr. ,Mathias.-;I understood the limit, of 'your planting operations, is 

about 4,000 acres a year. 
Mr. Barrington.-In this circle I don't ,'think there is any particular 

limit. 
President.-We were told that the labour available would not extend' 

to about more than 4,000 acres. 
Dr. Matthai.-I think what Mr, Watson said was '5,000 acres' for the 

whole province. ' 
President.-That is to say if you get, the shifting labour. 
lIr. Barri-ngton.-One wO'uld have to use Ta'Ungya labour. 
President.-Is there much of that in the Tenasserim division PI 
~[T. Barrillgton.-Yes. 
President.-One thing is rather important. If possible the plantation 

should be concentrated. 
llr. Bar,-jnglon.-Yes. 
PresiJent.-So that either the wood is accessible if it is to be exported 

in the log from that one part, or it would be still better if a factory 
is established in the neighbourhood of that plantation. 

Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 
Presidel1t.-There doesn't seem to be any great advantage in exporting 

wood in the log to India except that they might have some local market 
or some other advantage. Apart from those considerations, I ~hink it may' 
be as well to consider whether if plantation is undertaken, it should not, 
be confined to more or less one locality on a fairly large scale where labour 
is available both, for plantation and reasonable quantity for industrial 
purposes.' . 

Mr. Barrington.-I don't think there is any doubt that it win be started 
in Insein. We have already got a' market in Rangoon and the only thing 
we are up against is the testing of species. 

PTssident.-If yoti can select areas sufficiently large in the neighbo~r
hood of Rangoon, it is still better. On to-day's requirements, SUPPOBl1)g 
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India got, all, its' wood from Burma, I think 100,000 or 120,000 tons woul<J. 
be required. That IS just not allowing for any increase. 

Mr. Bamngton.-At present it is not possible on that scale. 
Presidimt.-But eventually. 
Mr. Barrington.-Adamjee's are prepared to take somewhere about 6,000' 

tons, a year, That means 6,000 acres. If we get 5,000 acres and plant 
th!-t up as soon as we know where we are, I think we ,can keep this factory' 
gOing. 

Mr. Mathias.-Adamjee would take about 11,000 to 12000 tOns if he 
doesn't import from the Andaman Islands." ' 

Mr. Barrington.-I thought they tOld me that they were getting only 
5,000 tons. 

. Dr. Matthai.-He gets 5,000 tOns from Burma and there is a proposal 
that he should get 7,000 tOns, from Andamans. 

Mr. Mathias.-12,000 acres would be impossible to plant up in the InseinP' 
Mr. Bamngton.-'-It is a bit of a job. ' 

Mr. Atkinson.-These areas on the railway side have been reserved 
for village supply. They will have to be on the Pegu side. I have discussed. 
this with Mr. Scott and do not agree. Probably 10,000 acres or more· 
wpuld, be. pll~nted near the' railway. 

Mr. Mathias.-They clear the coupes and you plant up. 
Mr. Bamngtoo.-That would be quite suitable. 
Mr. Mathias.-I understood that there would be difficulty in clearing 

owing to the classes of timber there. Owing to the distance no contractor 
would find it 'Worth while to clear them. 

, Mr. 'Atkinson.'-I don't thirik so. ' It has not been done merely because 
that reserve on the east side of the Yoma has not been worked. That 
side of the division has been ,left to work itself. One could run through 
a road in any direciion. It is almost flat and I don't think there will be
any di1Jiculty., 

Mr. Mathias.-There will be no difficulty. 
Mr. Atkinson.-None at all. 
President.-That is a biggish area in the l\fabuya reserve. 
Mr. Atkinson.-90 :square miles. 
President.-That is about 6,000 acres a year. What cycle do yon takeP 
Mr. 11a,,,"l1 gton.-30.years. ' 
President.-What tonnage" would you allow per acreP 

Mr. Baml1gton.-25. I don't think that it is safe to take more than.. 
that. We are certain to be up against soils which are not suitable. It is 
practically impossible to get a large block of land which is entirely suitable. 

"President.-One of the suggestions was that you would select different 
localities. That means you have to bring all the logs down to one big, 
centre afterwards. Whereall if you confined the plantation more or less 
to one locality, either you could have the factory in the locality or carry 
it ,elsewhere. 
'"Mr. Bamngton.-We should want over 5,000 acres. But 1,000 acres is' 

the 'absolute, outside limit that' we can get for plantation in one division: 
in one year. 
: 'Mr. Mathias.'-:'Letpan will 'grow on the banks of the river. Sawbya on, 

the otl1er hand will grow on the slopes. The soil suitable for different tre6S, 
might be in, different ,localities. , 
; 'lIli. Barri,ngtol1,.-The whole trouble in planting is to get ,the requisite

number of iiultivators. 
President.-If you are to employ outside labour; . 
Mr. Barrlllgton.-It'is more or less a specialist job: 

:..> • ,'. 
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Mr. Mathia •. -I just asked you whether there would be any difficulty 
in regard to labour. . 

Mr. Barri~gton.-I .was contemplating an outturn of 5000 tons. We 
are now talking of 100,000 tons. ' 

P,:uident.-;-As regards tbe immediate requirements, it does appear 
that In the different scattered areas you may have a supply of 20,000.tons. 
You can get that from the whole of Burma without plantation. 

Jlr. Atkin.on.-I don't think that we can get the whole outturn concen
trated in one area. 

Pretride'!'t.-A big fa~tory like the We~terIr India Match Factory will 
require tWice the quantity of what Adamlee's would require'. We do not 
.know what the position may. be. . 

Mr. Mathias.-Do you think that plantation can be undertaken for 
J!0,000 tons P . . 

Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 750 acres a year-that might possibly be worked. 
Mr. Moodie.-That is for one division, 'Viz., Insein division. 
Dr. Matthai.-There would be no difficulty as regards labourP 
Mr. Barrington.-It is extremely difficult to say because nothing like 

that has been attempted before. 
Mr. Atkin.on.-There would certainly be difficulty but we might be able 

to get labour for that. 
Pr •• id6nt.-Do you suggest that 20,000 ton unit would be a suitable 

one for a division for plantation in the Tenassarim and Insein divisions? 
Mr. Barrington.-I should say that we could work up. to 20,000 tons a 

,.ear from plantations in three different centres. You will have to remember 
that we have not got accessible land for a plantation covering so many 
acres in one block. The ·trouble will be to get so large a concentration 
as that. It means 200 families. It will take. some years to recruit these 
people and get them removed from other places and concentrated in one 
place. . ' . 

Pre.ident.-We are taking a fairly long view. I don't want you to do 
it in a short time. You can do it in 15, 20 or even 30 years. 

Mr. Barrington.--'-I think that that· is about the maximum that we can 
40. . . 

Mr. Atkin'on.-We do not know what we are going to let ourselves in by 
planting species in these areas in the way of disease .. 

Pre.ident.-All these things have to be studied. 
Mr. Atkinson.-You ask for trouble by undertaking plantation in a 

·compact area. . . 
Dr. Matthai.-There is less liabi1~ty of getting any disea8~ if you ,mix 

the species? 
Mr. Atkinson.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-Letpan is not as suitable according to our present .infor~ation 

.as the other species but it grows almost anywhere on the alluVlal soIl. 
M·,. Bamngton;-Yes, on sandy soil. . ' 
President.-If you eliminate Letpan from this special ·p~ali.tation· a~d 

have il where it naturally grows, in that case a much smaller quantIty 
may suffice. Sawbya, Malettanshe and Gwe are supposed to be very good 
for splints. . 

Mr. Ba1'l'1ngton.~we is too soft for veneers. 
President.~we is good for splints. He thought that Yamane is also 

.good. .. . 
Mr. Bamngtoo . .,....lt is very easy to grow. 
Pruident''"""It would be for. the forest people to select the ·area having 

regard to the costs and the species that may grow together. .' 
Mr. Bamngtoo.-I don't think that there isth'l smll-llest doubt tha.~ we 

ean grow at R~. 10 per ton. 
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President.-Supposing you selected this area, then it would pay every
body to get the communication improved. In that case you would reduce 
the cost of transport and get more royalty. 

Mt'. Barringtan.-I believe that the civil authorities are going to have 
a pu-cca road out there. . 

Dr. MaUhai.-W'hen you speak of 750 acres, do you mean entirely reserve 
lands? 

Mr. BarTingtan.-Yes. 

Transportation. 

President.-In the Mahuya reserve. we have been told that practically 
in the wet months they can Hoat logs. 

Mr. Atkinson.-Yes. 
Mr. Barrington.c;-They can Hoat the logs in any direction, that is the 

difficulty. . 
President.-In the dry weather they have got to bring it down to Hleghu. 
Mr. Atkinson.-Yes. 
President.-They can rail the logs from there. 
Mr. Atkinson.-Yes. 
President.-There must be an alternative method of transport for the

dry weather. If you have an alternative method, say a light railway, you 
.may just as well use that during the monsoon. 

Mr. Atkinsolh-Floating is a good deal cheaper. It would be very 
expensive to .put up a light railway. The whole of that area is under 
water up to one foot. Only boats "an go then. 

President.-In the dry weather you will have recourse to carts. 
Mr. Atkin.~on.-Yes. If ·the roati was reasonably good they could pro. 

bably use 4-ton lorries which would presumably be the cheapest method. 
President.-Hleghu .is about 25 miles from here. 
Mr. Atkinson.-Roughly that. 
President.-:-:4nd the. I:emainder would be about 30 miles. 
Mr. Atkinson.-Altogether from Rangoon or what? It is only 18 miles 

from Paunglin to Hleghu. 
President.-That i~ 'outside the forest. ~. 
Mr. Atkinson .. -Yes: 
President.-Anyhow for a limited plantation it would be a suitable area. 
Mr. Atkillson.-Yes, from the point of view of extraction. 
President.-Who is the Conservator in charge of the Tenassarim CircleP 
Mr. Bm·l'illgton.-Mr. Milner. 
President.-What would be the lead from the forest to Mouhuein or 

Tenassarim, if YOIl had a plantation there? 
Mr. Barrington.-In the TenaSSItl"Ull Circle we have not got large reserves. 
President . .,-In that case for plantation what would you do P 
Mr. Bal'1illgton.-That brings in the question of land, the cost of which 

will be some Rs. 10 per acre. 
Mr. Moodie.-Moulmein has got good streams in which you can :Boat. 
Dr. Matthai.-On private land there would be the question of land 

revenue. 
Mr. Barrington.-We would not take up anything which pays revenue 

to Government. We will take up more or less waste land. . 
Pruident.-For waste land you would have to pay some compensation. 
Mr. Barl'ington.-Yes. 
President.--h it central Tenassarim or southern TavoyP 
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Mr. Barrington.-That is all Tena:.t;lUim. That is a .division which I have
!l0~ seen. I understand that ~her~ i~ a good deal of match wood there. That 
\'\ . uat the type of forest whIch IS hkely to contain match wood more than 
any other. Mr. ~obertson knows all about Tenassarim. He has just been. 
down there. He 18 one of the tbree officers who made a speeial examination. 
ei the question of extradion of jungle weed. 

P,'eside-nt.-Has he· written a report on that? 
Mr. lloudie.-He has just returned from that place. He is writing one. 

, ~resident.-There are really no insuperable difficulties about plantation. 
rrovlded you don't have to undertake more than 750 acres in your division. 

Mr. AtkilJ.Sol~.-No. 
Mr. Barrington.-In Hlaing Circle we can do that. 

Conditions 01 growth 01 match wood t'rees. 

President.-"llo is supposed to be studying the conditions under which 
these soft wood trees grow? 

Mr. Atkin.1on.-I am planting about a dozen species this year. They 
have not gone in yet. They will go in the reserve on the other side of 
the Yoma. It is just an experimental plot covering about 19 to 2(j acres •. 

President.-, .. :Why have you selected that area? 
Mr. Atkinson.-l\lost of our workers are on that side at present. 
President.-That runs along the railway line. 
Mr. Atkinson.-Yes. 
President.-Is the soil quite suitable? 
Mr. Atkinson.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would the soil be representative of the whole area, that!. 

is to say practically any kind of BOil is included in it? 
Mr. Atkin.on.-Yes. More or less you get an· alluvial soil along the-

stream running .up, as I said, to the Yoma hills. 

President.-Has the area been cleared? 
Mr. Atkinson.-It is being cleared and in the rains we will plant it. 
President.-If you were to undertake plantation what would you doP-

Would you do clear felling? 
Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 
President.-I suppose in one year you cut the trees down and then. they· 

are burnt. 
Mr. BarTington.-It is cut down in February and is burnt the samo

year, in April. 
PTuident.-You can use it in the same year P . 
Mr. Ban'ington.-Yes. Incidentally we know all about maulettan~he. iii 

grows in every forest. I don't think . there will be very muc~ difficult, 
in planting that: It grows very fast. 

Pr6sident.-That is supposed· to be very good. for splints. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the period of growth? 
Mr. Barringtun.-I am not sure, but' probably it. is about 30 years, .1 

think. We have to cut it out of our teak plantatIons very often as 1. 
ouigrows teak. . . ' 

Presidellt.-Maulettanshe splint is quite good in appearance and you say 
this maulettanshe tree grows easily P .. 

Mr. Barrington.:....1t grows np like· a . weed and we have to cut it oull 
yearly. If ;rou have a plantation, maulettanshe often covers the whol. 
ground. It. grows very quickly. '. " . 

Presidellt.-In order to prevent disease from spreading you find I~ nt'ces.'17 to cut down some of the species which ar.e suitableJ(lr .sp~mts,\ !K" 
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• ltwould grow In other parts of Burma, that has to be proved. 

Mr. Barrington.-That is so. 
President.-What about sawbyaP It grows in larger quantities than 

any other species, I suppose P 
Mr. Barrington.-FasterP If certainly isn't the most common species, 

it may be the common match wood species. 
President.-I take it this note of the 24th of March must have been 

"prepared rather in a hurry for us. I asked Messrs. Robertson and Blanford 
for informat~on on this point. I am not so sure that this argument that 
teak and pymkado are the more valuable trees assumes that there is more 
market for teak than match wood. 

Mr. Barrington.-I should say if they are to be made available in suffi, 
ciently large. quantities they ought to be planted. 

President.-First of all let us take the natural regeneration. 
Mr. Barrington.-The natural growth in the forest reserves is so scattered 

that it would cost a great deal to extract them. 
President.-I do not know what the nett royalty on teak or pyinkado 

amounts to, but if you took Rs. 15 for pyinkado and Rs. 20 or 25 for 
.teak: .. 

Mr. Barrington.-The average will be somewhere about Rs. 30 even for 
1>yinkado and more for teak. 

President.-If you take Rs. 30 and if you take the natural growth at 
150 years, and theD' take 30 years for the match wood and Rs. 10 as royalty, 
then this match wood is more valuable than teak wood taking the natural 
growth. Up to now of course you have had no market, that is admitted, 
but the moment you are beginning to get a market, at Rs. 12-8-0 certainly 
match wood is more remunerative. 

Mr. Barrington.-Can: you rely on Rs. 12-8-0. 
President.-You can rely on Rs. 12-8-0 provided the total cost does not 

exceed Rs. 40 on to-day's costs. You have learnt the business of selling 
match wood. 

Mr. Mathias.-If you had a match wood plantation you could fairly 
.rely on a very much bigger royalty, as the cost of extraction would be less. 
. Mr. Atkinson.-In a teak plantation we would get up to Rs.60 on a 
80 year rotation. .' ,'.' . , . 

President.-You have' got this natural resoul'ce' in teak, but I think the 
'Sooner we get rid of this' idea that it is the teak that pays the Government 
and nothing else does, it is better for all concerned. 

Mr. Barrington.-We are SUl'e about the market for teak, while we are 
not sure about the market for other timbers. 

President.-That is perfectly true, but we are now assuming that you 
have got a market for the match wood. Nobody really knows yet what the 
natural resources of the forest are in match woods even to-day and we 
cannot say what the value of the wood is. Let me put it to you this way. 
Take the Mahuya reserve for instance where this match woods grow. You 
have given the figures pyinkado; they are 25 per cent. more than match 
;woods and the wood is heavy, Now take a mixed reserve, how many tons 
-of. teak would you get out of that P 

Mr. Barrington.-The average is between a ton and 1'5 ton to an acre. 
An average acre has got about 15 tons of possibly 30 .species, of that teak 
and pyinkado 'are about 1 and 1'5 tons. 

President.-And the match wood is about a third P 
Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 
President.-If you take the rotation 

150 and take the rotation of match wood 
is not very much smaller. 

of teak and pyinkado as 100' or 
as 30 years, the commercial 'value 

e ,r' 
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Mr., Moodill.-We ~re, gojng ,into it and. will see how' it works out . 
. ~f'e~t.-I would like you to work but all' these figures as 'regards 

this par.twular reserve and to see how. teak and pyinkado fare with regard 
• to rotatlOD, and the rates you. expect to get iJicomparison to match wood 
assuming that there is a stea~ydemand for matchwood. I am talking metely 
of the natural forest and will come to plantation later. . 

Mr. Atkin&oll.-Do you accept 30 years as the natural rotation for' 
these 'match woods? 

Mr. ~arrington.-I think 60 is the 'figure for natural growth. Even 
so I admit on paper you might make it look like a good financial propo_ 
sition, but. I don't think any forest officer would follow that very far.WEl' 
have got to look ~bout a. century ahead '.. . . .. 

President.--Get rid of a. hearsay like that; Mr. Barrington I 
Mr. Mathia'.-Do you say the match wood takes '60 years to grow?, 
Mr. Atkill,on.-I think so. I shimld'say nearer 60; 
Mr. Barrington.-15 years felling cycle leaving everything under '41 feet. 
lIr. Math/a'.-Extractions made in Japan seem to indicate a rotation-

of 20 years .. 
J1r. Barrington.-I admit by planting it may very likely come dowit· to. 

20 years. You have got to average out all those which are ,suitable.' and 
those which are Bot, and for those which are really suitable 20 vears is, 
by no means optimistic. But you have got to put it much higher "because· 
there are large blocks of soil where the trees are not' suitable. 

Betum on pZ-lations; 
PreJid/l'/J,t.-As regards plantation Mr. Watson has 'given us a statemen~ 

If we take 20 years rotation, and not 25 as Mr. Wats!)n gives it,. iii comeS 
to 10-74 royalty to give you a returR. of 4 per cent. compound interest • 

.\11'. Barrington.-It is very high cost . 
. Preaident.-If you take the average at that figure it may come 'to Rs. ,& 

or 9 on 30 years rotation. . . 
Mr. Barrington.-I think that is about right .. 
Prerideftt.-That would cover all your costs' ,and pay you compound 

interest and everything excluding the cost of the land. In the case of a. 
teak plantation this cost would go on for 80 years. 

Mr. Barrington.-You can get up to 50 tons in 80 years, that is on' 
the best soils. 

President.-What royalty would you have to get on that? 
Mr. Barrington.-At 4 per cent. compound interest it would have to· be

in the neighbourhood of Rs. 1,200 an acre. Near Rangoon you .will get 
about Rs. 3,000. III match wood you get Rs. 250 in a much shorter period. 

Prerident.-That is to say if you get Rs. 10 but the point is, in a case
of this kind where you have a plantation which would reduce :the. cost of 
transport, the margin of the royalty is h~ghe:. In the case .of teak" ~~eDT 
if you planted teak you would not plant It WIth reference to Its accesslblht1' 
to a factory but here you would be doing that,. and therefore supposing -the· 
total landed cost was going to be Rs. 35, which leaves you Rs. 23, if these 
costs were reduced to Rs. 15' which they 'might very well be, ,then in that: 
case your royalty may go up to Rs. 15. In that case it does seem' to . ~& 
that a plantation of match wood is on the whole, from the Government pOint 
of view, lI. much better commercial proposition than 'teak,' 

Jlr. Banington.-I don't think they are alternative, are they? 
Pr6sident.-I don'. say alternative, but T say too much attention has betlli, 

paid to teak. 
Mr. Bamngton.-I have not the siightest objection to having plantations 

for the. nElCElSBary development of match wood, but. in the meantime it would 
uke tWl' nr three years to see how they grow. 
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Mr. Mathia'.~lt is desirable' at any rate that the forest department 
lIhould make experiments and there is no opposition to that on your partP 

. Mr. Barrington.-Not the sli'ghtest. As a matter of fact experiments 
were taken up as .far back as 1919 as regards sawbya, letpan and so on. . 

In. Matthai.-Irl the Mahuya 'reserve are hard woods being worked' jUst' 
now? '. . 

Mr. Atkinson . .....,;,Not now. They will do it from next year. We have got. 
the new additional working plan which is about to be sanctioned. 

Dr. Matthai.-Then it would be in the hands of different contractors. 
Mr,' Barrington.-It would probably be in the hands of small contractors. 
In. Matthai.-But you have different sets of contractol'sworking in the 

area, some on hard wood and some. on soft wood. 
Mr. Barrington.-Yes. '. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-WouI4 it (lause any difficulty? 
Mr. Barrington.-No. 
Dr. Ma.tthai.-What about the traffic down the stream? 
Mr. Barrington.-Hard woods don't come down by stream at all. 
Mr. Atkinson.-They come by cart. . 
Mr. Mathia,.~Won't they float? 
Mr. Atkinsdn.-'-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-They can be raftecL 
Mr. Barrington.-Yes, with bamboos where there is a fairly good stream. 
Mr. Mathias.-There is not much. teak in the l\bhuya reserve. 
Mr. Atkinson.-Not. in the Mahuya but there is quite a lot in the 

Paunglin reserve. 
Mr. lIIathias.-,-There would be no> difficulty about clearing out all the 

hard woods. 
Mr. Atkillsoll.-None at all. Where we have done felling and clearing 

in the accessible areas, we have made something like Rs. 40 an acre. 
Mr. Ma·thias.-It would be a profitable business for Government to clear 

the hard woods, supposing tile plantation of match woods were undertaken. 
1I1i·. Atkillson • .:...-r should think .so. 
P·/'esident.-That is to say you have no difficulty in disposing of all the 

timber. . . 
Mr. Atkinson.-We have not tried Mahuya. 
Mr. lIIoodie.-There is;not libly to he Bny diffic'llty. 
P·re,ident.-It would not be nec('ssary to burn it all up. 
Mr. ,Atkinson.-No. 
·Mr. Maf1lias.-l' suppose as against the cost o~ plantation we might 

l'essonilbly take'" 'proportion. or the l'o~'alty whij,h Govel;nment got for hard 
'Woods in those pal'ticu)ar forests. If you 'were to fell and clear, you would 
not only cut hard woods of 5' girth, bllt also trees of smaller girths. You 
might take· that against your cost of planhtion. 

3fr. Bq'rri/lgton.~On the contrary it will be. cuiting the capital. 
2111' •.. ·ttkinson.-That. is always presupposing. that plantation of match 

woods would be II success. 
MI'. Mntllins.-You c.on't think it would be fair to take a proporti('n' of 

that aa against your cost. . 
}\fr. Hnr;·inl1fnll.-The ~E'nel'I\1Iy ac,~epteJ view is that the 0;.1 crop is 

'Separate and any cutting into it can only be credited to it and not to a new 
plantation. 

Labour requirew lor plantations. 

President.-In these rlantaiolls how ~any people would you require per 
aore to do the plantingP 
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MT. Bamngton.-Shifting cultivators generally do 3f to 4 acres. 
PTuident.-Whatdoes a family consist ofP Do you take it -as three or 

four people P . 
Mr. BaTTington.--Generally husband, wife and a son. 
MT. Moodie.~And a few bachelors. 
,PTuident.-You l"equjre one person really speaking for -one acre. 
MT. ·Barrington.-'Yes, one man. Some of them have families' 'some of 

them don't have families. . , 
PTuident.-What do they do? 
Mr. Atkin8on.-They live in the middle of the areas they are cultivating. 
PreBident:-And then they go on. 
MT. A.tkinson.-After reaping the crop (Octo.ber and November) they leave 

the old plot and start selecting the next. . 
President.-Here the plantation would' mean they would have to be 

there constantly. 
MT.Atkin.~on.-Yes. 

President.-You cannot have a shifting population. 
Mr. Barrington.-They only stay on in a patch for cultivation. 
Mr. Moodie.~nce tht!y reap their crops, they are not interested in it, 
p,.esident.~When you are .doing thiil plantation, they won't have other 

areas to Clultivate. . 
Mr. Moodie.-:-We try and find work for them in the forests. 
President.-It means' this: You would have to have a sort of cOnstant 

population which would have to' give up its habits if you are to use the same 
l·opulation to do the work of plantation. Does it not follow? 

Mr. Atkinson.-After we have done plantation, we' should not have enough 
'work for these people except during the rains. 

President.--S~pposing you did 20,000 acres, theu you would go on planting 
:750 acres. a year. . 

Mr. Atkinson.-Yes. 
PTesident.-Will that same population be available for is years? 
Mr. Atkinson.-Yes . .. Each year they start a new plot. As soon as. the,. 

'finish with that, the folIe>wing year they go en to" tp.e new, s,rea,that. is the, 
.next 750 acres. The same lot of men plant. . . . 

Pre8ident.~Thel" would. cultivate that area ~nly fo~. ~lUe year. 
Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 
President.-And then they move on. 
Mr. Harrington.-It is not permanent cultivation' in any' ·sense. While 

-they plant our trees, they 'will plant their· own crops and the whole thing 
18 . dqne together. \. 

President.-What crops do they grow? 
Mr. Barrington.-Hill rice chiefly. 
PTesident .... : ... jI'hat doesn't interfere with your own plantation. 
Mr. Bamngton.-No. 
MT. Mathia,.-You charge them nothing as rent foJ,' the land. 
MT. Atkin,on.-No. They are paid about Rs. 12 an acre. 
Mr. Mathias.-And they get their own crops. 
MT. Atkinson;-Yes. We generally pa;r their taxeS: 

PTesident.-I take it for plantation of 20,000 acres you requir41' 200 
families. • 

M7. Atkinaoll.-More, one for 8H aores. 
P7B.ident.-TbQt doesn't Beem a frightfully big number.· 

XV 
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Mr. Atk·if\.&on.-No.. 
President.-Supposing you have to. do it by other labour .. 
Mr. Atki.nson.-That would be very much more expensive. We should' 

have to pay daily wages. 
President.-Then how many labourers you would have to employ? 

Mr. bamnytoft;.-So far as I remember it costs Rs. 28 in the first year as 
Ilb"8inst an averag~ of Rs. 16. 28 working days per acre-that is an average 
figure for Rs. 28 a month. We pay taungya cutters Rs. 12 and the tax 
.'Omes to Rs. 4 making a total of RI. 16. 

f1·esident.-That is in the first year. 

Mr. Bm·rington.-In the second year I should think RI. 6 to Rs. 7 would 
be the cost of weeding, because the area would be weedy and dirty if it not 
kept under proper agricultural system. Mr. Watson. has lumped together 
the cost for 10 years and I have tried to keep separately. 

Dr. Matthai.-Rs. 16 represents clearing and pianting. 

Mr. Barrinuton.-The payment of results when we take over plwcapita
tion tax fI.nd any other tax due to Government. We don't strictly pay for 
the operations. We pay for the trees, handed over, i.~., an average of Re. 1 
per 100 seedlings and there are 1,210 per acre. 

Pre~idt1l-t.-You estimate the cost as RI. 257 • 
. M"... Barri1lgton.-Compoundinterest right up to 80 years. 
President.-How much does the cost of formation come to? 

• Mr. Bal'rington.-Up to the end of the /irst 10 years if they wele succeBII-
f~l; it bhould be about Ra.30, but I have given the average at RI. 50. 

President.-It would bring the royalty on a 30 years' rotation at Re. 6'85. 
Mr. Barrington.-In the neighbourhood of RI. 200. 
President.-We will call it Rs. 200 to RI. 240. 'l'hat would bring the 

royalty down to less than ith on a 30 years' rot,Q+.ion on these figures. 
- Mr. Barrington.-It does. 

President.-Anyhow even if you have to employ other labour; it would 
not increase the royalty by more than couple of rupees. . 

. Mr. Barrington'7"1 think it lI~uld still pay, but it would be very much 
niore . difficult, 'because it would require very much more supervision. Theil 
there is the question or- staff .. 'You will have tq have European Assistants 
In the first year it will be,.very difficult. "- , '.. . ' .. ' . • 

Mr. Math.ias.-This toMI cost' of Rs. 147 in your 'calculati~n on page 4 of 
your note is for 30 years. . 

Mr. Dal'rington.-30 years and 25 tons. 
Mr. Mathias •. -And Re. 2 is for supervision. 
M1'. Bamngton.-Yes. I think Mr. Watson's 40 tons .is liberal as an, 

""erage. There is'no doubt that we can realise that, if we stick to ma: 
best soil. 

Mr. lIfathial.-It makes a difference of about Re. 1 a ton if you t"ke 
30 tons. He takes 35 tons for 25 years and 40 tons for 80 years. 

Mr. Barrington.-That is a high average. 
Pusident.-You are disposed to taIte 30 years and 25 tons, is it not 80P 

1111'. Barrington.-Yes. . .. 
P·l'esiden·t.-Then your figures would go up to Rs. 10, .. You don't.get m.>ra 

than 4 per cent. per aore on teak plantation.' . 
lIfr.Bo.rrinoton.-No. There is no financial objection provided we get 

~.m . 
Pre.~ident.-Tf YOll were to employ other labour, I ~UppOSfl the costl' may· 

go up by RI. 80 or Rs. 40. . . 
Mr. Barrington.-l should think by about 50 per cent. 
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Pruidtmt.-To that Re. 251 you will have to add Re. 113 bringing tb 
total to Re. 330. That would just push 'Up the royalty to Re.' 13 instead 
~f Re. 10. 

Mr. Bamnl1ton.-Yes. 
Pruwenf.-Yes might be on surer ground. If you are to do it 011 1\ 

'bigger scale the only method would be to employ other labour. 
Mr. Bamn~ton.-I am not sure. I should try and get 1\8 many TaUnl1l111 

tlutters aa posslble. They leave the ground in a much better condition. 
Pruident.-Is this Taunl1va population reluctant to move from one divi

eion to ",nother P 
Mr. Barrington..-ll;ven 10 miles away it is rather difficult. 
President.-You have to confine yourself more or' less to the same area 

to get the population. 
Mr. AtkitUon.-I could get a certain number from Mahuya. 
Pruidllnt.-A.re they hill peopleP 
Mr. Barrington.-Many of them are Karem. 
Dr. Mattkai.-The reason why they shift from place to place is that they 

cannot raise a crop after a certain numbe~ of y"ars on the same land. 
Mr. Bamnl1ftm.-Roughly spea.king they like to have 15 years interval 

between cultivation, leaving the jungle to grow up 14 years for each- year's 
cultivation. ' , 

Estimate of smpply of match wood treu; 

Pre!ident.-In paragraph 4 you talk of Mr. Scott's estimate. I am not 
8 ble to follow the criticism. You say: " That the estimated annual outturn 
for all match woods for the whole division is 7,000 tree!! of 4t feet." 

How do you get that P 
PT8sid8nt.-The figures supplied by Mr. WatBon show more trees. I 

don't know whether I am wrong. As regards this 281,251 acres that you 
!have given, is that for the ,whole of Insein? 

,Mr. Bamngfon.-Yes. 
P1'esident.-The number of trees I think is more than that. 
Mr. Bamttgton.-This is the yield per year. Obvionsly you cannot cut 

away all the trees in one year. 
Prerident.-Mr. Watson says in his note that ,the total Btook of .avail_bla 

trees. may be taken 1\8 follows:-
Paunglin-1,781 trees of , IS' and over. 
Mahuya-14,848 trees of 186 and over. 
Western Plain.s-ll,186 trees of 18' and over? 

Mr. Bamngton.-Is that the total ground stock? 
President.-No. It is theenumeratiorir thinli. 
Mr. Bamngton.-You can take the annual outturh:as 1,000 per'year, 1Iiz., 

3,000 each for Mt.huya and Paunglin,and 1,000 for the WesternPlaiD.II. 
President.-That is what yon say. 
M.,.. Bamngton.-Yes. 
PTBsident.-He takes a 15 year cycle and takes all trees froth 8 Ito 12 

inch. diameter. 
Mr. Rarrington.-The assumption is that yon get the same number of 

trees 15 years hence. There wiil be a slightly diminishing tonnage, beea.use 
the very large trees will have to be taken out first. . 

President.-Apparently there has been some felling done in this r~r'v. 
because the bigger trees are much fewer than one .would expect I su,PpOM 
that Lim Chin Song and other people worked that. . . 

;'\[1'. Rarringfdr..-Yes. ' 
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Dr. Matthai . ....,..If you look up Table II showing the estimated number of 
match wood trees .If 8" . diameter and over, you will see against Sawbya. the 
rumber of trees of 16" to 20" is 8,000 whereas the number of trees of 
20" to 24" diameter is about 3,000. 

},fr. Barrington.-Teak also grows more or less in the same proportion. 
President.-Of course you cannot tell how long these trees would take 

to grow from 12 to 16 inches to 16 to 20 inches? 
Mr. Bll!7'Tington.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do thes'3 trees grow at a uniform rate? 
Mr. Barrington.-Very irregular. 
Dr. llatthai.-Do they grow fast in the early stages? 
Mr. Barrington.-We could not tell you that, probably they do. 
President.-Tl:.en, in paragraph 6, there are some figures missing. 
Mr. Barrington.-I have not been able to get them yet. 
President.-Mr. Blanford told us that this. plantation was extremely 

inaccessible. 
Mr.· Barrington.-Yes. 
Presiden.t.-If you have a. plantation in an inaccessible area how would 

the data help you? 
Mr. Barrington.-It is simply a. question of soil. 
President.-If you take the best soil. 
Mr. Barrington.-We want to know the rate of growth. It does not; 

. matter whether the plantation is accessible or not. 
President.-The soil is particularly favourable. 
Mr. Barrington~-Yes. 
President.-The best thing would be to take a.n average soil and a. reason-

a.bly accessible locality. 
Mr. Mathias.-It is not a. commercial experiment. 
Mr. BanTington.-No. . 
Dr. Matthai.-The dimensions for 1927 would represent 8 years' growth. 
Mr. Barrington.-It wss planted in 1919 and I saw it in 1925, that fa. 

after 6 years' growth. 
President.-I see in this reserve Letpan does not grow very much. 
Mr. Atkinson.-No, not in the Mahuya reserve. 
President.-How abo111; the Tenas3arim division?' 
Mr. Atkinson.-There is a lot of natural Letpan down that side. 
President.-The quantity .must be very large. 
Mr. Atkinson.-I don't know whether the quantity is la.rge in the 86ns& 

in which we are using. It will be only hundreds of tons and not thousands
of tons. 

PresiJent.-It is a. tree which is very ~ig. 
Mf'. Barrington.-Yes. 
President.-Would you get on an average more than a ton per treeP 
Mr. Barrington.'-:"n depends on the minimum girth. In the oaae of' 

really big trees, it will be more than a ton per tree. 

President.-You have no idea. even as regards Letpan as to the quantit7 
availableP 

Mr. Barrington.-l am AfrAid not. 

President.-Can you apply this method-to enumerate the trees in .. 
particular area and then assume that that proportion w.ould apply to the, 

. rest of the reserve? As regards Letpan can you do that? 

Mr. Barrinflton.-I don't think thn.t there are any estimates except in th • 
. case of Paunglin and Mahuya. We know nothing aboutlltock. 
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Pre.ident.--()f course we would have been very glad if we had some idea 
of . the .to~aI quantity of Letpan available. Though it is not suitable for 
IJ-.IlDta, It; IS aU 1 ight for veneers and packing C:.se8. 

Mr. Barrinoton.-Are you speaking generally? 
Preaideflt.-Y .. s. The Insein soil does not lend itself for the growth of 

Letpan. • 

M.r. Ba~tlflton.-No. It is distinctly a tree which grows e8aily on sandy 
.lluvlum soil. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you had' a hem plantation along the river side, how 
many years would it take? -

Mr. Barriflotoo.-It depends on the rotation. Of course given suitable 
soil, you could run to 20 to 30 tons in 20 years. 

President.-Would you have to employ taunOlla labour? 
Mr. Barrington.-8omethiug similar but not quite the same thing. On 

these river banks there is less cutting to be done. 
Pruident.-In paragraph 7 you talk of reservation of over 12,060 acree 

of soil of this kind for grazing at a cost of Rs. 1,20,239. 00 you mean 
acquisition? 

Mr. Barringtoll.-The reservation is under the Forest Act. It amounts 
to acquisition. 

President.-That is to say, you declare that a certain unreserved ·foreet; 
haa becom. a reserved forest. 

Mr. Barrington.-Yes, by buying up righta at Re. 10 per acre of cultiva
tion, cutting, felling, etc. 

President.-Do you take those rights into account? 
Mr. Bamngtoll.-Yes. That is the aortof area which is favourable for 

rlanting Didua Letpan. 
President.-That is in Pyinmana Division. 
Mr. Barrinotoll.-Yes. 
President.-Do you have to take actual legal proceedings? 
Mr. Banilloton..-A Forest Settlement Officer can pass orders subject to 

t·he appeal to the Commissioner and the local Government. 
Prerident.-That is purely a forest prOcedure and not civil. 
Mr. Barrinotoll.-Yee. -It is done by a Forest Settlement Officer. 
Pre.rident.-It is not the same thing as the land acquisition procedure. 
Mr. Barrinoton.-No, it is .a different procedure. 
Pre,ident.-You "adopt more or less the same method. You give them 

1I0tice. 
Mr. Barrington.-Yes, three months' notice. 
Dr. MattAai.-You adopt the same method of assessing the value of the 

rights. 

be. 

Mr. Bamnotoll.-Yes. 
President.-I think it costs some money-Reo 5 or Re. 10 as the case ma,. 

Mr. Barrifloton.-Yes. 
Mr. MatAia •. -There is no appeal to the' civil court. 
Mr. Barriflgtoll.-No. 
Dr. MattAat-Why do you say II we must work for a minimum charge of 

Re. 10 a ton "P I thought that you would work for a maximum. . 
Mr. Barrington.-Our charges must be cut down so that Rs. 10 would 

pay. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is the minimum you would assume. 
Mr. Barrinotofl..-Yes, unless W<I get Re. 10 it is not worth trying. 
President.-Your estiDlStes seem to be more or less on the safe side. Yo" 

take first of all 30 years rotation and then you cut down the ;yield to 25. 
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lIfr; Barrington~-I have seen and done 110 much planting that I dOIl.'t 
want to be too optimistic. 

P1·esident.-If Government were to adopt your figures, they would be 'on 
the safe side. 

Mr. Barrington.-Ye. 
President.-Mr. Moodie, are you in closer touch with the match industry 

now than before P , 
Mr. Moodie.-I have not taken any interest at all in the match industry. 

1 a:m only concerned with the selling of teak in Rangoon. 
President.-Who is supposed to study the question of match wood? 
Mr. Moodie.-It is Mr. Robertson. 
Mr. Mathias.-He is the Conservator of Forests, Utilization Circle. 
Mr. Moodie.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-He has nothing to do with the actual investigation and 

marketing of soft woods. 
Mr. Moodie.-He is supposed to do the investigation and records work. 

Soft woods are sold as standing trees of territorial Conservators. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is the TavoyDivision part of the Utilization CircleP 
Mr. Moodie.-Yes. 
President.-Do YOIl do much business in .soft wood? 
Mr. Moodie.-None at all. Government is extracting teak timber. It is 

done by our contractoni and sent down to Rangoon. 
President.-I understood that Government was paying more attention to 

the soft woods. 
Mr. Bawmgton.-Yes, from the research point of view, ,that is to say 

testing strength and trying to develop markets for that. It is not done 011 a 
commercial scale at all. 

President.-What I wish to know is that if plantation is undertaken who 
would be put in charge of it? 

Mr. Barrington.-The Divisional Forest Officer would be put in charge of 
. it. with a good deal of. advice from the Sylviculturist. 

P'resident.-Wherever plantation is undertaken, the Divisional Officer of 
that area would be in charge of it. 

Mr. Barrington.-Yes. 

;i The '8eUing 0/ mateA wood. 

President.-As regards the disposal of match wood who will be responsible? 
Mr. BQ;Trington.-I would put it up to tender and accept the best subject 

to the approval of the Forest Ministry and of the Finance Ministry. 
President.-The selling agency is the Chief Conservator really speaking. 
Mr. Barrington.-It depends on the amount being sold. 
President.-WhaiJ is the limit of the .Chief Conservator's powers. 
lIfr. Barrington.-The cOntract value of R.s. 50.000 for one year is the 

limit. 
President.-So that any long term license will have to go to the Ministry P 
Mr. Barrington.-Yes and to the Finance Member. 
l'resident.-The question may arise here as regards the limitation of the 

right to sell, that is to say it may be necessary to provide that the wood is 
lIold to people engaged, bonO fide in the manufacture of matches only. Such 
control I think would be used in the first instance by the Forest Minister 
and then by the Finl\nce Department? 

Mr. Barrington.-Finance is only concerned when we a.ccept a lower 
tender. ,against a higher: . . 

" ' Prr.$iden.t.-And the~ the Finance department may come into conflict 
with the Industr:es ,department. Let us understand ell:8ctly what the position 
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may be ~.l that case. Supposing the Forest Minister, who is in: charge. of 
~oresta .. well .. industries, came to the conclusion that it would be in th~ 
Interest of the country to ~ll, this wood, say, at, Rs., 10 a ton ,to, 8 10081 
manufacturer, but ,the foreIgD manufacturer comee, and, tenders through 
somebody ,else" and ia prepared to offer Re. 20 a ton, then the Finance 
deparimenil may come in and say "we will accept lIB. 20 a ton beoauBe we 
get more money." Is thaj; the position? ' ' , 

Mr. Barringttm.-H the Forest Minister- is strong he will fight against it. 
Mr. Matkia,.-Are there no delegation of powers? ' 
Mr. Barrington.-'I'here are delegations. Anything over a' limit of half, 

a 1akh of rnpe.es (total value) goes to the Finance department. 
, President.-H the nOrulal practice is to invite tenders then it may happen, 

that some foreign manufacturer IDay find this wood suitable for his purposea 
and if he is entitled to take the wood merely on payment of the highest price, 
in that case though the match industry may be established in this country 
it will have no raw material. 

Mr. Baf'Tington . ....:.All tenders are called on the strict understanding'that, 
we are not liable to accept the highest or the lowest tender. 

President.-The F,inance, department in that case may asl!: why you 
8~cepted the lowest tender when there was a' higher tender? 

Mr. Barrington.-Yes. ' 
PrMdent.-Do you have any sales at a flat rate in the forests without 

calling for any tenders P 
Mr . .llfoodie.-No. 
Mr. Ba'rrington.-Any sale in a reserve is invariably eithel' by tender or 

by auction. In some cases the rate is ,fixed and the thing, is put up for 
selling of a sort of right of entry (preIDium). 

Preaident.-Has any concession been granted to. ' foreigners in the foresta. 
Mr. Barringttm.-All the teak is in the hands of Europeans. 
President.-'-What I mean is, Japanese, Swedes and so on, that is to Bay 

anyone other than a British' subject. 
Mr. Atkinson.-The Kemendine Match Company were making a bid for'a 

lease of the forests.' , , ' 
Pre,ident.-Have they got a lease? 
Mr. Atkinson.-They tenqered, for this one wl:J.ich Adamjees, have got, in 

the Paunglin Reserves., 
PNaidMlt.-We ht.ve drawn' the attention, of 'the. focest authorities to, this' 

point Rnd have .. ked ,them that during the pendency of. this enquiry noc 

IUch rights should be acoorde~ as far a9 possible because tllis is one of the-, 
points we are going to investigate. If the Government were to restript, the, 
right. of ~he alien capitalist would the. forest authorities be able .to trace 
the cases of ben.ami transactions or anything like t:hat where a German, or a, 
Swede or a Japanese gets the tender P For instance Ii big, Europeall firm 
may say II we will buy it and sell it to anybody we like." They may extract' 
the, wood and then they may sell to anyone, a foreigner or anyone else. 

Mr. Matkiaa.-In the case of your plantation, of ma.tCh wood, when the, 
trees have grown up there would be no difficulty in restricting the, tenderB: 
to btm4 fide match manufacturers alone? ,,', 

Mr. Barrington.-Assuming that there are many,.factories here. 
Prelident.-8upposing Government adopted that policy, there would be no 

difficulty in Burma-would there?-in restricting the. supplies of match wood 
to bon4 fide match manufacturers? 

Mr. Moodie.-8ome other industries may also take these woods. 
President.-So far as these particular species of wood are concerned haa 

&flY, other use been discovered? 
,Mr. Barrington.-They are suitable for making boxes, tea chests and thing8~ 

of that sort.' " 
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President.;......The whole point' is this. If the Government were to declare 
that policy, how far can that policy be made effective P Will the form 
~uthorities be able to tell the Government "this lease has been taken by X 
a British subject but really Y who is a foreigner is getting the wood." 

"Mr. Barrington.-The Commerce and Industry Department should be able 
to answer that question I ' The forest department have no means' of getting 
the information. ' 

'Mr. Mathia8.~i"ta:k~ it that'if the system suggested by the President 
was adopted on a large 'scale the indigenous ,match' manufacturers will raise 
something of an outcry, if such a case occurred and bring it at once to the 
notice of the authorities. If that sort of thing came to the notice of the 
forest authorities, they would bring it to the notice of Government who 
would in their turn take steps to prevent it. For instance you can insert a 
-clause in the contract by which the tenderer would not be entitled to sell the 
wood to foreign firms. 

Mr. Barrington.-I don't know much about law, but are there not legal 
lDethods by which the Swedish Match Company may convert their match 
factory 'into a Burmese one and thus avoid that clause? 

President.-Or they may float their own companies here. That is what 
they have done in the case of the Kemendine Match Company. 

Mr. Mathias.-Whatever the subterfuges, if it was a fact that the match 
wood supplies in Burma were monopolised by foreigners and there was a 
1Iuitable clause in the contract, it would be brought to the notice of the forest 
department and it would not be beyond the range of possibility for the 
-contract to be cancelled. 

Mi. Barrin!1ton~-Yes. 
P1·esident.-Would it be necessary from the forest point of view to give 

licenses for a long period for a whole area P Could you not auction or call 
for' tenders for a coupe which is ready P 

Mr. Barrington.-The extraction agency has to keep a vast amount of 
labour, there is so much capital involved, so much skilled labour and so on 
that unless they can see their way at least 10 years ahead, it is not worth 
their while taking up the job. The same thing applies to match wood. 
After all if Adamjees knew that theY,could get only next year's outturn and 
that they would have to tender from year to year, they would probably have 
closed their faclory., 

P1·esiden,t.-From'the forest point of view would you recommend that 
these licenses should be, taken out by the manufacturers themselves and 'that 
they should work them through: contractors or any other agency they like, or 
,,'ould you call for 'tenders only amongst the manufacturers or would you 
put it up for a. general tender for anybody' to extract and sell to the 
nlanufacturer P . 

, Mr. Rarrington.-If 'the aim is to help the manufact,urers they should have 
the first claim. As things go at present the tender is absolutely open to 
anyone who comes. ' , 

President.-There may be a combination amongst the manufacturers aLd 
in order, to avoid it you may say "our rate is so much and there are more 
than one "manufaeturer who will tender, if not you have got to have it at a 
flat rate.'" ' 

Mr. Barrinyton.-"'e can also put a flat rate and a premium. We can 
afford to wait but they cannot. 
" Pre8ident;-1f there are's few manufacturers there is no risk to Govern

ment revenue. You can refuse to sell, that is all. 
Mr. Barrintyoa.-Yes. 

E:draction.. 
President.-This sort of extractior. would be done more or less by smaller 

t;7pe of contractor. Take a plantation for instance it would Dot be verr 
vifticult to extrac~ P 
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Mr. Barrin.gton.-;-I should require a European tQ be placed in chargei II 
1I'ould be a flUrly bIg show. 

Pre8i.dllnt.-So t~a~ ordin~rily you think. it might be advisable to c!ill for 
tenders instead of gIVing a hcense to the manufacturer. . . . 
. Mr. . .l!arring~on.-So far as the manufacturers are doing their own extrac

tIon, It I~ all nght, but .as regards extraction through a private· agency I 
should thIDk that would be the 'most satisfactory method· of doing it. 

Pr/lsident.-There are two ways in: which you can do itthEi first is to ollD 
for tenders from the manufacturers in which case they ~ust pay at .least a 
fiat rate of the higher rate as the cas& may be, and secondly' you· oaa Bay 
.. All right we will call for tenders from the general public and the manufac
turers may tender if they like or the contractors may tender. if they like.'· 
I think from t~e forest point of view it would be qetter to 'call for general 
tenders, would It not? . 

Mr. MathiaB.-In point of fact as the match wood is not required for any 
other purpose it is unlikely tbat there would be any tenderexcel?t .from the 
match manufacturers. 

Mr. Barrington.-I'think the contractors will always try to get it becaus& 
if a contractor can get a partial monopoly he can squeeze the manufacturer. 

Dr. Matthai.-When you have got this match wood plantation on a large 
scale you may get a large number of contractors specializing in this. 

Mr. B~rringtOfl..-Quite possibly. 
Prllsideflt.-Have you got roads to the forests? 
Mr. Ba1'Tington.-We have done something in Insehi so far. We ha\'6' 

made practically all the forest roads. 
Mr. Mathias.-I take it in actual practice you would require a higher 

royalty where you have got roads; if yo·.1 have got no roads they would pay 
16IlS ? 

Mr. Barrington.-Yes. We make the main roads and the contractors 
make branch tracks from them. 

Pruident.-Cart roads I suppose? 
Mr. Ba-rrington.-Yes. 

Foreign interest in factories. 
Pre8ident.-Mr. Moodie, i~ one of the statemolnts I find it stated that in 

one of the factories the Japanese have some interest? 
Mr. Moodie.-Yes. 
Prt8idllnt.-What sort of interest do you suggest they have? 
Mr. Moodill.-Money interest. I can't remember where I got this infor

mation from. 
Preaident.-It is rather an important point. They can have. money 

illterest in many ways; they can lend money, machinery, raw matenals and 
thousand and one ways. I put the question to a representative of one of 
the firms and he said nobody has got any interest in any way. 

Dr. Matthai.-All that he said was that he got the machinery from 
Japan. 

Prt&ident.-Of course it would be to his interest to deny it I 
Mr. Moodie.-There was some Japanese interest in the Kemendine factory 

sometime ago before it was burnt down. 
Pre.~ident.-He said all the machinery is :Tapan~e; ?Bost of tbe raw 

materials come from Japan; perhaps the proprIetor hves in Japan; he h8.3 
got Japanese experts to advise him and the process of manufacture and sit 
that is Japanese. It is very difficult to say whether they have got any 
greater or more direct inteTPst. 

Pre.ident.-As regards the Swedes have you got any information othel" 
than that they hav9 got a fact;.)ry here as ueIl as a seIling organisation' 
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" Mr: Moodie.~They are all in the same office building. 
Mr. Mathias.-The Swedish factories are not separate Compania .. 

. " Mr. Moodie.-They are three different Companies. 
Mr. Mathias.-The RiulgoOli ones, undei-which Company do they come? 

-j . Mr. Moodie.-ThEiy'have got only one facrory; . 
Mr. Mathias.-They have got a selling agency and a facto!'Y ~ere. 
,Mr . . Moodis ....... They had also a factory !l-t Mandalay. . . 
Mr. Mathia8.-U waS separate from the one that you have here. 
Mr. Moodie.~Do you mean the Kemendine Match Factory? 

. President.-The Kemendine Match Company is the same organisation that 
has been'taken over. We don't know whether they have floated another 
Company or whether they are running the same as part of the Lim Chin 
Song Factory.' " . 

Mr. Moodie.-They have got three different names in their office. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is the Burma Match Company a rupee Company? 
Mr. Moodie.-I don't know. I can find that information for yeu. 
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FOREST DEPARTMENT, ASSAM.' 

Oral Evidence of Mr. E. R. Le GRAND JACOB, I.F.S., Conservator of 
Forests, recorded at ShilloDf( on Friday, the 24th JUne 1927. 

,fntroductory. 
President.-Mr. Jacob, you are the Chief Conservator of Forests Assam? 
Mr . .Tacob.-I am the Conservator of FOI'eats j there is no Cruef COnser-

vator here. ~ . 
President.-How long have you held the poetP 
Mr. Jacob.-Just over a year-since April last year. 
President.-How much of your service has been spent here? 
Mr. Jacob.-Of nearly 24 years service I have spent about 20 years in 

Assam and in ~he old province of Eastern Bengal and Assam. 
President.-Then you know the jungles well personally? 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes. 

Note onmatoh woods: 

President.-:We received from the G~vernment ~f Assam in February 
laSb a note written by you, and I would like to examme you on some of the 
points .me~t~oned therein; The first' question is ~'The existence, quantity 
and sUltablhty of wood for the manufactuI:8 of sphnts, vion....,." and packing 
CaeeB " • In answer to that you give eight kinds of trees' I am no~ quite clear' 
from the table as it is printed whether there are only three trees which ""rQ 
suitable for splints, two, for veneers and two for packing cases. 

Mr . .TGcob.-In this Table dash means no and ditto means yes. 
President.-What are the usual country· names of, these trees? 
Mr. Jacob.-I did not give them intentionally because the names val 

in 80 many provinces. 
No. l-Kadam. 
No. 2-Simul. 
No. 3.-Assamese Khokan; Bengali M~lagri: it is a very common ,tree in 

North Bengal as well as in'Assam. 
No. 4-Ghambar; in Assam it is Gamari. 
No. 5-:Mallata: I think the name is the same in both provinces. 
No.6-Pine; not available in Bengal. 
No.7-Udal. ' 
No. S-Sum. 
President.-I suppose these eight 'kinds of tr,ees that you mention grow 

nry fast, do they not? . 
Mr. Jacob . ..,..-No. I have only mentioned ~hose which are available in 

very large quantities. 
President.-A:re there any difficulties in extraction? , 
Mr. Jacob.-No. 
Presidsnt.-We were told that only two out of these could be ext,racte.l 

very el'oSily and in sufficient quantities; 
Mr. Jacob.-The ,Assam :Match Company are using bombax and sum: 

that 18 iust where they are working" but in other parts of -";seam there !",6 
very large quantities of others. The Assam :Match Company 1!' .now wo~king 
in the Nowgong Division where there are enormous quantities of B1n1U~ 
There are masses of it. ' 

Preside~t.-All our evidence so far has been that it is a scattered tree 
and is very quickly cut out.' 
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Mr. Jacob.-That is so, but it is an extraordinarily quick-growing tree. 
President.-Do you have large areas where bombax is shown in large 

quantities P 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes. 
President.-Have you a map P . 
Mr. Jacob.-The provincial map is very tiny. The areas where you find 

them in large quantities are almost the whole way along the Brahmaputra, 
from 'fezpur upwards and up the branches and up the Dihong river; and 
also further up above Dibrugarh there are masses of .it . 

. Pesident.-Is it a riverine tree? 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes. 
President.-Is it in any way different from the bombax malabaricum :vou 

find in the Deccan or the Central frovinces P 
Mr. Jacob.-I fancy it is a very much. quicker-growing tree on this sidb 

of India, but botanically it is the same; but I should certainly consider 
the simul on this side of India superior to that in any other part of India. 
It grows to enormous sizes and starts branching out much higher here. 

Match wood within reach of the Assam Match Compan!l. 

President.-Could you give us any idea of the supplies within a reason
able radius of the Assam Match Company's works? 

Mr. Jacob.-The whole of the simul is practically outside the reserve 
forests. Those areas are always liable to be flooded and washed away by 
the Brahmaputra. It. is ohiefly in grazing lands and the areas are heavily 
grazed durIng the cold weather and the simul simply comes up in a masu 
very_ often, so that we have got no records at all. ; As I said, the aeas get 

_-1Vashed away and new areas grow, and I know myself of an area where there 
was a gro\'lth of a mass of simul about 2' to 3' girth in three to four years. 

President.-Is there any difficulty about getting supplies from contrac
tors? 

Mr. Jacob.-Very little.-There are any number of contractors. Of 
course the difficulty is that the Assam Match Company's factory is in th~ 
wrong place and it has got the wrong machinery. 

President.-Why do YOI1 say it is in a wrong place? 
Mr. Jacob.-Last cold weather at Dhubri the channel had dried up and 

they had to drag the logs, Ii miles across the sand, to the factory Jtself. 

President.-Once they:get their logs on the Brahmaputra there is n .. 
difficult:v. is there? 

Mr. Jacob.-They get them' down, but they can get them only withiL 
H miles of the factory and from there they have got all the expense of carting 
them to the factory. 

President.-They have practically given up their con!lcssion, is it not? 
'They ar(' not working it now . 

Mr. Jacob.-They are now working in a new place in the Nowgong dis
trict under the ordinary permit system, that is at Rs. 2 per tree. I was 
wrong; that is the rate in Goalpara; the rate in Nowgong is Rs. 0-0-6 per 
c.ft. 

Presidellt.-But still the sand difficulty applies,· if,. as you say, their 
fllet-ory is badly situated: they have still to drag a mile and a halfP 

Mr. Jacob.-Yes, in the cold weather 'only~ the water comes in dU'ring 
the rains. They have not made any arrangements to have sufficient logs to 
last them the whole year round.' 

Pr6sident.-Is that due to the system that ·they just extract as they need 
UP -, . 

Mr. Jacob.-I can only say this: .their representative came to see nil 
A short time ago. He himself thinks that the factory is in a wrong plaoe 
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nut he said in future it would be their system to extract during the rains 
and store them for the cold weather. 

Preaident.-Woul~ the~e be any. difficulty, if their factory was situated 
on the "ank of the rIver, In extracting during the cold weather and floating 
the logs down? 

. Mr. J~cob.-I don't think there should be. But there is always the 
dIfficulty In the case of the Brahmaputra because the river changes enol'
moualy. ~or 20 years you have deep water ina part of the Brahmaputra, 
but then It suddenly may change its course leaving the place practically 
dry. There are certain places, especially where there is a bit of rock and 
110t sand on the bank, where the river remains. more or less in a permanent 
C!hannel. 

President.--":'Where is the factory now extracting its timber from? 
Mr. Jacob.-Nearly opposite Tezpur; there isa very large amount of 

Bimul there. . 
Dr. Matthai."""'C"Is it further away from the factory? 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes. But it is on the main river. 
President.-Could you give us some idea of the dragging necessary be

fore lioating? 
Mr. Jacob.-There are large .amounts within a. few hundred yards. 'fhe, 

intend to drag about a mile only. 
President.~What amount would that be? 
Mr. Jacob.-Ihave not been to that part for a good many years, but 

their man's estimate was that they had about itve years' supply of simuI. 
President..-This other tree, ¥achilus Bombycina, does that grow, iu 

blocks? 
Mr. Jacob.-That grows chiefly along the rivers and also along smaller 

8treams. It is also planted artificially. It is a silkworm tree and is very 
common nil over Assam and it is easy to get the seed. 

Plan tations. 
President.-Has the forest department undertaken any plantation? 

Mr. Jacob.-No. The villagers do it themselves. 
President.-I suppose the forest department has a good deal of informa

tIon on record about these trees. In Burma we asked about the pos~ibi!ity 
of planting various kinds of match wood and we were told that the forest 
department there had no experience. They hoped . to carry on plau~ation 
but they could not really tell us how long it would take for the plants to 
grow or how successful they would be or what the cost would be, because, 
they told us, if the trees were grown in an artificial manner in blocks 
disease might develop in them; and so they were unable to give us any 
estimate of the financial' aspect of the question. In Assam, as regards this 
partiCUlar tree would you be in a positio~ to give us Bome estimate? 

Mr. Jacol,.-I don't think so because we have not done: any planting our-
selves. , 

Presitient.-Hut your forest officers would have some experienoe? 
Mr. Jacoll.-I do not think so. It is merely done in small patches by 

-villagers. We have not' done any ourselves. 
President.-Is it grown in batches of half a dozen trees? 
Mr. Jacob.-More like a couple of acres or so. 
President.-Would not your forest officers have experience of any disease 

which might have broken out? '. . '. , ' c 

Mr. Jacob.-I have never heard anything about any diseA.8B in. it. 

President.-What si~~ do these trees g~ow to? 
Mr. Jacob.-They ar~ not very large trees; they are medium jize, 

'Oreasionaily they grow to 5' girth, more often about 4 feet. 
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l'resid~nt.~Do they, grow regularly? 
Mr. Jacob.-They are straight and round trees • 
.li'rerident.-Do you think they are suitable for matches? 
Mr., Jacob.-Yes, theyaro quite suitable. 
Dr. Matthai.-Tbe first tree that you mention, does that grow in large-

quantities? ' . 
Mr. Jacob.-There is a lot ot it, but never in large quantities in any 

one place. It is scattered right through. 
Dr. MaUhai.-Is that a tree which wouldl>e accessible to the Assam 

Match Factory people:where they are working now P 
Mr. Jacob.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-We heard a lot about it in Burma. They have been 

making experiments in match making and it has been apparently found as 
satisfactory as any other tree they tried. 

Mr. Jacob.-It would be the tree to plant in my opinion. It is extremely 
rapid growing. It gro_ very straight and it is very very easy to grow 
from what I have seen; 

Dr. Matthai.-What do you estimate as the period of m,aturity for a 
tree like bombax P 

Mr. Jacob;-My estimate is that it ought 'to grow~ to l' girth in 80"to 
85 years. " . 

Dr. Matthai.-There seem to be various estimates of the rate of growth 
of· bombax. Prof. Troup, as you know, puts it at 20 to, 30 years, and he 
says It good average would be about 25 years. ' " 

Mr. Jacob.-I think he is on the low side, because it grows very rapidly 
up to 5 feet girth: in fact I have seen over 5 girth in 12 years, but tben it seem!r 
to slow up and the wood ,seems to harden up. Up to the time it attains it6 main 
girth; the wood is very soft and spongy. Then the wood hardeus up. 

Dr. Matthai.-At what girth. 
Mr. Jacob.-At about S'. When the thorns disappear the wood starts 

maturing. 
President.-8o that a 3' aimul tree would be useless for veneers P 
Mr. Jacob.-Quite useless. 
President.--Would it be too softP 
Mr, Jacob.-Yes. 

Dr. Matthai.-11I would 'be all-right at about ~ girth, would it not? 

Mr. Jacob.-No. That is one reason why the Assam Match Company is, 
not doing well. 

President.-We have received evidence that the smaller trees 3' girth 
tree&-as a rule have a smaller heart and can be worked down to a thinner' 
core, possibly to a 8" core, whereas in the case of larger trees there is a 
very big wastage by way of heart. We saw in Burma some of the core dis
carded there running to a foot or g" in diameter, whereas when we were 
looking round the Wes,tern India Match Factory at Calcutta where they 
are using what they call genwa--a Sundarban tree-they were working down 
to about 8 to 4n. Of course, the machinery they have installed depends on 
the trees they are dealing with. So that if here' they had inlrtalled the 
machinery to deal with 8' girth trees, and if you cannot use simul unless it< 
is over 5' girth, obviously it would not be a paying proposition to use simul 
at all; eit,her they will have to use trees of suitable girth or they will have 
to purchase new machinery. 

Mr. Jacob.-I have told, them, so. 
Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact it would be better for them to con

eentrate on machiZw' bombtlcina P 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes, t should have added, "with the present JIlsehinery ... · 
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> Dr. Matthai._la > machilu. . bombycina ·of slower, growth ~thalt 'bomba;!l 
irlalabaricum ? 

NT. Jacob.,..;-Probably,. but we have no record of the growth. 
·DT..:Matthai.-There, is one thing aboutmachilus. ,It is 'a, ~r.ee; which 

Troup has not mentioned and apparently it is not eo Gl'ee whiehinas 'Been, tested 
·at Dehra Dun? 

Mr •. Jacob.-That iii so.' 
.Dr, Matthai.-The Assam M~tchCompany were complaining that the 

.plints they got from it were of dark colour and that there was a certain 
amount of prejudice' on that account.' Do you think the splints would be 
4ark coloured? . 

Mr. Jacob.-Yes, it would be darker ~han ·siDiul. 

Locatio'll of the factory." 
Dr. Matthai.-You were talking about the location of the factory. From 

the market point of view I think Dhubri would have advantages which few 
4ther p1a.ces in Assam would have. . . 

Mr. Jacob.-I do not think so; because it is only on a branCh. line. 
Dr. Matthai.-It would give you access both to Eastern.B8ngaiand 

.Assam? It is on the border between Assam and Eastern Bengal. 
Mr. Jacob.-But on the other hand you would .always have access to 

.Eastern Bengal by steamer from other places, which would be cheaper. 
Dr. Matthai.-Personally you would consider Dhubri on, the whole lUl

.aatisfactory location? 
Mr. Jacob.-I cannot say unsatisfactory from the ,market point of. view 

.becaUBe there are bq,th .the steamer and.the ,r!l-ilway routes. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Does it give them any particular advantage ,in respect of 

;the market? 
Mr. Jacob,-l cannot see any. 
Dr. Matthai.-What about. labour? In your note :you ,say very:little 

labour. ioJ availa,ble II 
Mr. • . Jacob.-It is ftry difficult to house the labour there~ 
Dr; Matthai.-Whereexactly do ihey recruit their labour from? 
Mr. Jacob.-I do not know. I did not ask them. From the look of the 

'psople, they' appeared to 'be Chota Nagpuris. ' . 
Dr. Mq,tthai.-J1'rom the rate of wages that· you gave .us, it appears that 

·they are not particularly. high. I don't suppose in any other province we 
nave got a lower figure than that for unskilled labour in a match factory. 

Mr. Jaeob.-I think that is ·theusual rate paid. I think 12 annas is 
about the average. . 

Pr8,ids'IIt.-In Bunna they were' paying about a rupee and -they said 
that was a little cheaper than Bombay. -Mr. Jacob.-I do not know exactly what they pay in Dhubri ,but I dO.ll't 
-think that it would be more than that. 

Extraction. of timber. 
Dr. Matthai.-I wonder if you could give us Bome idea of. the transport 

facilities between the area where they work under t)leir lease and the 
factory? What distance 'Would they have to drag up to the rivei" point i'f 
you take an average feeling centre in that· area P . . . 

Mr. Jacob.--'The actual area where the xsimuI was worked is'very close to 
the Manas river. They have an enormous amount up to within ha,lf II mile. 

Pruide'llt.-Was there any difficnIty about rafting there? 
Mr. Jacob.-I believe not. It is a permanent stream' with heaps of water 

all the Yllar round. 
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l"resident ......... The evidence of the Western India Match Factory .iathat 
they have no difficulty once they get on to the Brahmaputra. ' 

Mr. Jacob.';";"The Manas river is a .swifter stream than 'the Brahmaputra. 
But I should think that there is likely to be some difliculty·wherethere·js not 
enough still water to make up the rafts. 
• President.-Then they could be floated without rafting. 

Mr, Jacob.-In ~hat case they will, have. to cOllect. them 'on the 
Brahmaputra.' They will :never be. able to do that because the rivet is much 
too large' arid they will get, 70 per' cent. 'of the timber washed away. They,-

. cannot do it at Dhubri. ' '. , 
Dr. Matthai.-How exactly is. the dragging done? . 
Mr. Jacob.-By elephants. We ~re 'using buffaloes d~partmentally now 

experimentally and finding them much cheaper., Up to a few years ago only 
elephants were used. ' 

, Dr .. Matthai;=:You, give the .cost of rafti~g from this particular reseryeo 
to the factory as Rs.. 3· per ton. If the,' dragging is over so short a dIS
tance as a .mile or a half, it could not be 'expensive. The royalty that you: 
charge is much 'lower than in many other provinces. It comes to Rs. 1-8-0 a 
ton under ·the monopoly. ., 

Mr. Jacob.-Yes. , 
Dr.Matthai~-If it. 'is Rs: 1-8-0 per royalty' plus Rs. 3' per rafting and say 

Rs. 3 for dragging, it comes to about Rs. 8 a ton at. the factory which is an. 
extraordinarily low charge for timber delivered at the factory. 

Prllsident.-In Burma the evidence given by, Messrs. Adamjee Hajee 
Dawood and Company was that the average price.' at which they got their 
timber was about Rs. 40 at the factory. 'That is for's8wbya. They start up. 
here at a great advantage over other provinces. 

Mr. Jacob.-I don't know if the dragging cost is right. The cost of 
dragging depends on the supervision of elephants used. I will give you an 
instance that happened' to come to my notice five or six years ago. I was up 
inspecting the work of a certain timber company. They had got six elephants
there: one had ,escaped and two' had· been sent to look after that elephant. 
The fourth and fifth were sick so that there was only one elephant left. 
These elephants cost them Rs. 90 a month each j that is Rs. 540 a month. 
I also foun~ that one elephant was dragging on an average, two logs ot 
15 c.ft., that is, three-fifths of a ton a day and thai/cost' them Rs: 540 a 
month. That is the real. part of the work :that 'requires' most 8upervision. 
You can lose your money l'fr save money very much more easily there than in 
any other part of the work. 

Dr. Matthai.-Then extraction by elephant is likely to be very expensive!'
Mr. Jacob.-There is much more capital required. If you keep all :vour 

elephants working and fit, then probably it is the cheapest but I t,hink there
is much more risk with elephants than with buffaloes. 

President.-Supposing, for example, that your trees grow in fairly large
blocks and not scattered would you consider that it is a more profitable busi
ness for a company with sufficient capital to lay down some sort of a tramway· 
than to extract the timber by elephants? ' 

Mr. Jacob.-That has got to be worked out in each case. 
Prllsidtnt.-Have you no experienceP 
Mr. Jocob.-I have had some figures but only for heavy timbl'r, such as. 

sal and not for this kind of timber. 
N'OTB.-I find we have no figures, which can really compare; when I spok'tl,. 

I was thinking of our Goalpara Forest Tramway; but we have only figures fol" 
extraction over long distances; weare charging at present -/1/- per c.ft. 
per 6 miles for carriage of purchasers' timber on the tramway; if the equi
valent of -I-I'}. per o.ft. per mile, this would work out at -/8/. per ton;: 
extraction with elephants could not possibly be done at this rate. , 
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may he somethIng to learn even if the figures referred to $a~the cost of. 
extraction by elephants as compared with the cost of extraction by mechanical 
transport. 

Mr. Jacob.-I will let you have the figures. 
Pre$iden6.-You say that there is great difficulty in the matter of super. 

viaiOIl of the elephantis dragging the timber. 
Mr. Jacob.-That is so. 
Prerident.-What number of elephants woUld you usually use? Would 

you take a herd of elephants if you were·to have an extractingoperatiol1 on· 
a, large scale? 

Mr. Jacob<:"'-It just depends on the ·amount of timber to be extracted. 
and the time you want to do it in. 

Pr6sidcnt.-How do. you manage about the supervision? 
Mr. Jacob.-We have only got a few elephants. to use for dragging. 

Nearly all our main timber is sold standing and the contractor has to do the
extraction. He is really on the spot and supervises the whole thing himself. 

Pr6sident.-But in your deP!lrtmentalextraction how is it arranged?· 
Do you Bend one of your forest officers? 

Mr. Jacob.-If it is at an big, we have a gazetted officer in charge. 
Pr6sidcnt.-on what sort of payP 
Mr. Jacob.-Rs.· 300 to 600 a month; very often an assistant conservator. 

I was myself in charge once of extracting timber for about 70,000 sleepers. 
PreBirlent.-ln an operation of that magnitude how many elephants would< 

.be employed P . .., 
Mr. Jacob.-At that· particul~r moment we did' not· employ any. The,

were cut into sleepers and then hand-carried to rough cart tracks'
President.-f';upposing you were extracting trees· jnan·operation of that 

magnitude, how many elephants would 'youJemploy? 
Mr. Jacob;-That would be 150,000 c-ft. or 3,000' tons of 'iimber. An ele

phant, if fit, can roughly do 2 tons mile a day ... Therefore ·if we -allow-an
average dragging of a mile, that is· 2 tona a day, then one elephant during 
a working season of six months, with 25 days a_ month, would be able to do-
300 tons during the season. For 1,500 tons it would mean 5 elephants and. 
for 3,000 you would require 10. To provide for the sick list and other casual.
ties you would have to add two more. 

Pruident.-Apart from the Bupervision of the elephants and so on, the 
upkeep of the elephants I suppose includes mahout$ and costs you Rs.- 90 each. 
80 thati it comes to roughly Rs. 2 a ton .per mile. 

Mr. Jacob.-Yes, roughly. 
Dr. Matthai.-We might take 2 tons mile a day I suppose as the general 

dragging capacity of an elephant? 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes, that is what we reckoned working in the AndamallS. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is there anything peculiar in the Andamana to make. the

work alower? 
Mr. Jercob.-Yes, in that tropical climate you have got to work your-

elephants for shorter hours. _ 
President.-The Assam jungles are thick and difficult to negotiate, are they 

not? 
Mr. Jacob.-I do not think they are more difficult than the Andamana._ 

If anything. the Andamans are the more difficult. 

Storage 01 1II{Itch timbe-r. 

Dr. Matthai.-Coming back to the location of the Assam Match Factory ... 
you were saying that it was rather difficult to raft the. timber right up to, 
the factory. I suppose the onlv alternative for them is to do all their extrac._ 
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tion during the, moosoon or at any rate to do aU the rafting during the mon
sooni' That would mean B, certaiIII amount' qf storing, at the factory end. 

Mr; Jacob.,-Yes.,',' '" ' ' ' 
Dr. Matthai.-If'you take bombax and machilus how long do you,think 

they would keep without deteriorating P " 
Mr.J'acob.-8D -long as the bombax is kept in water it will-last for years: 

1 don't know much about machilus, _, ' ,,-' 
D,'. Matthai.-If there is lack of water at the factory end, the storing would 

,be ,difficult?, -,', ' 
" , Mr. Jacob.---Although the water is cut 'off there is stillwater and they 
could easily bank it _up when the water starts running down. ' , 

Dr. Matthai.-'-You. don't think there would be any difficultyaboutl storing 
the woodr ' , 

Mr. Jacob.-l don't think so. 
Presi!ient.-ourgeneral impression was that if trees of any description 

were kept under water for three or four months they became unsuitable for 
match manufaoture. 

Mr., Jal'ob.-I was thinking more of the timber for 3-ply wood and wood 
for tea chests. I have really had not much experience about match making 
but if. they want their timber as fresh as possible, I fancy there will be 
difficulty in rafting them down in anyone time ,of the year. 

The AS3am Match. Company's lease. 
, Dr. Matthai.-originally these ,people had a monopoly for this reserve. 
Have you any idea why it is that they wanted a monopoly to start with? 
Was there, any suggestioll on the part of ,any other party to start a factory!, 

Mr. Jacob.-No., I think it waS' to prevent any rivals coming in. 
Dr. Matthai.-bd at the end of the year they thought better of it? 
Mr. Jacob.-I thi~k they we~e not getting sufficient timber. 
Presidrnt.-Was it entirely due to insufficient supply of timber or due 

no to the diffioulty of, extraction P . , " 
Mr. Jal'ob.~I think partly insufficient supply of timber inside the reserve. 

Qutside the reserve alld in the unclassed forests we cannot give any monopoly 
for the simple reason' that the Deputy Commissioner might give the land 
away to the villagers. We have no control over the 8Otualland. 

PreBident.-In the reserves the majority 'of 'the wood is hard wood, is it 
~? ~ " 

Mr. Jacob.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you give a lease of that kind, you give them rights 

over the soft wood in the reserve. It is not a question of clear felling? ' 
Mr. Jacob.-,.No. 
Dr. Matthai.-When it comes to the actual felling, your officers mark the 

trees, do they P 
Mr. Jacob.-As far as I can remember the company was allowed to mark 

'the trees themselves, 
President.-Did they extraot the hard timber also P 
Mr. Jacob.-No. 

Depa1't11llentar w01'kiftg of th.e forests. 

Dr. Matthai.-.Generally in your forests, the reserves would be divided 
'into coupes, wouldn't they? How exactly is the system worked hereP I 
gather that the system in other provinces is somewhat like this: You have 
the reserves and reserves are divided into coupes. If I have a lease for the 
reserve, when ~ comes to felling what happe~ is that I take a few compart
ments in each coupe and fell the trees in one year and then go round to other 
.:oupes in eaoh 'succeeding yea.r and thus work the whole. thing on a rotation 
system. I should like to get some idea as to what you do. 
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. ~r. Jaeob .. -That is how we are working the sal forests in the Goalpara 
diV1Blon. but m other parts, at present we have just started a system. ullder 
which a block is leased out to a contractor and he has to pay a mininmm 
royalty a year for 80 many years, say Re. 2,000. a year for five years. 'l'hat 
ia worked out on what we estimate is the material to be removed. If iD 
three years he has worked out, say, Re. 10,000, the lease lapses. In order 
te keep the blocks to himself he has to pay Re. 2,000 a 'year for five 7e&r8 
whether Ite works it or. not. If he removes timber iD three or four years up. til 
the total royalty to be paid and thus finishes it iDi that period, his lease then 
lapses. 

]'"."siJent.-Up to the present you have had no system of rotation? 
Mr. Jacob.-No. We have not gone in for it. A large proportion of our 

forests is ever green and we have not even touched the fringe of it. 

PruWlmt.--80 that, it is not necessary to arrange for natural regenera
tion? 

Mr. Jatob.-We are just starting working p1ana • 
. Pre,went.-Up to the present you have really not gone into it in any great 

detail I' 
~IT. Jacob.-No. The demand is just starting in tbe ever green for~sts 

very largtoly for sleepers. There is 81 demand. for the 8upply ofa minimum of 
2 lakha to the Assam Bengal Railway. In Kachar and Sylhet the demand is 
increasing enormously. 

Dr. Matthai.-Rs. 2 a ton under the ordinary permit system, is the average 
royalty charged in Assam or is that only for' soft trees i' 

Mr. Jatob.-I am not quite sure. 
Dr. Matthai.-l don't want exact figures. 

Mr. Jacob.-The trees are now classified into about four or five classes. 
The rates are not the same right through the province; they vary in difter
ent districts and the rates in the relierves also vary from those in the un
classed forests. 

Dr. ¥atthai.-What are your most valuable 'trees 'in AssamI' 

Mr. Jacob.-Sal in the lower Assam and hollock in the Upper Assam. 

Dr. Matthai.-What royalty, would you charge for salP 

Mr. Jacob.-There is nO,fixed royalty. All our coupes are sold by 
auction. The rates vary according to the number and sise of trees. 

(NoTB.-There is a fixed royalty in unclassed forests; but this oniy ap
plies to 8al88 of a few trees, not in large quantities). 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you any idea, when you put these things up to 
auction, what kind of return you get on the average I' , 

Mr. Jacob.-I think it works out to about a rupee a c.ft. standing, buli 
it is very difficult to sav because a lot of poor stuff comes in, and if you take 
them into account probably they are worth very little, and you .do not knoW' 
how milch is being realized for good trees. Perhaps Re. 1-4-0 per c.ft. will 
be the average. 

Dr. Matthai.-Rs. 1-4-0 i suppose would be a fair averageP 
, . 

Mr. Jarob.-I would have to get last years' sales at Goalpara to see how 
much it wcrked. 

l't"llridmf.-Have ,you any teak in AssamP 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes. We have one teak plantation-30 miles from Gauhati. 

Prllridllnf.-How much does that fetch. 
Mr. Jacob.-Very little. We use it departmentally. It was stsrtsd 

about 1867 and went on till about 1880. The plantation is. about 50 years' 
old. Up to the present we have not been able to sell the teak at all. We 
use it departmentally. 
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'Lease conditions. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you give a lease of this kind, apart from the usual 

forest rules, do you insist, on special conditions; for example, would you 
lOpecify the minimum girth that could be cut down? 

Mr. Jacob.-Yes. 
Dr. MQ.tthai.-In this lease that you gave to the Assam Match Company 

'Was there any condition of that kind? 
'Mr. Jacob.-I think it was 2' or 2'·6H• I think that was the minimum 

llpecitied. 
Dr. Matthai.-Do you have any definite condition as to the minimum 

1luantity to be extracted in any particular year P 
Mr. Jacob.-We usually do. 
Dr. Matthai.-When a party asks for a lease over an area I expect he 

gets some rough idea himself of the amount of wood in that areaP 
Mr. Jacob.-I think sometimes he doesn't. 
Dr. Matthai.-When a man, for example, pays to the extent of, say, 

Rs. 2,000 for a monopoly I think as a business man he would first of all 
try 'to make an estimate of the wood available. 
, Mr. Jacob ....... I don't think in this case the Assam Match Company people 

did that. In this instance they took it merely on hearsay. I was not here 
'When the lease was made, but looking through the file I gathered that they 
"Went purely on hearsay. 

Presideflt.-You never heard that they 'sent a forest man of their own to 
make any survey at alIP 

Mr. Jacob.-I have not heard anything of that. kind. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you had no enumeration survey of the trees in th" 

forests hel'e? 
Mr. Jacob.~nly sal and we are now beginning to do enumeration 

further up in Assam. 
Dr. Matthai.-What about hollockP 
Mr. Jacob.":"'That is in a mixed forest, but we are beginning td do it. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would it be very difficult to do it with regard to bombaxP 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes, for the simple reason that ruost of it is outside the 

I'eserves. 
Dr. Matthai.-It (',()mes to this, that the party himself-Will have to do 

what enumeration he, can P l:he Forest Department' won't ,.be, able t.o help 
'himP " 

Mr. Jacob.-That is so. We have not at present got the staff to do it. 
Presidcnt.-on the outturn of. the Assam Match Company it would ap

pear that they would require 1,500 tons and something like 3,000 tons if they 
were working up to their full capacity. Would there be any difficulty in 

-getting that quantity for the next 20 years? . 
Mr. Jacob.-Not the slightest difficulty. 
Presidcflt.-At what price do you think they could land their wood !It 

t.he iMtory P 
Mr. Jacob.-I should say they ought to get it at Rs. 18 to 20 a ton. 

Transport to Oalcutta. 

Presid .. nt.-What about the transport to Calcutta? Would it be 
'Possible to transport any of this 'Wood to Calcutta P 

Mr. Jacob.-Do you mean in the 10gP 

Pr8Bident .-Yes. 
Mr. Jarob.-I rather doubt it. 

Presidefl.t.-By river for instanceP 
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Mr. Jacob.-If you raft it down you have got the whole of the Sundar
bana to work through before getting it to Calcutta. You will have togo 
up stream in some cases and there is not much current there. 

President.-The Western India Match Company told us that, they had 
intended to take it to Calcutta and they gave it up. I wanted to know 
whether there was any particular reason for that. ' 

Mr. Jacob.-I think it, is difficult to get rafts across the Sundarbans. 
President.-Would it be possible to take the wood by rail? ' 

,Mr. lacob.-Yes, but the cost would be very heavy-8 annas a c.ft. or 
about Re. 25 a ton. I don't know exactly 'what the railway freight is 'for 
hght wood, The rate I am taking is for sal. These woods are only:half as 
much iIi weight as sal. ' 

Pruident.-But they occupy more space P 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes.-But I think there is a slightly lower rate for soft 

wood. The rate for sal is slightly higher, but how much I do not know. 
Prerident.-So far as you know has any attempt been made to take any 

C)f the soft wood down to Calcutta P 
Mr. Jacob.-I do' not know. 
DT. Matthai.-Are there any other uses for bombaX: and machilus apart 

from the manufacture of matches? 
Mr. lacob.-Bombax is used for a-ply, for general manufacture and '. 

fair amount of plank was being sent to Calcutta. It is also used for cheap 
dug outs. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-What about machilusP 
Mr. Jacob.-As far as I know it is not used. 

Plantation 0/ Bombax. 

Dr. Matthai.-If there is a future for bombax in the ply wood industry 
in Assam and also the match industry, the question of, the plantation 'of 
bombax might assume rather an'important aspectP , 

Mr. J(;cob.-We did some planting of bombax sometime ago in the 
frontier tracts. 

Dr. Matthai.-Was ,it a very"successful experiment? 
Mr. Jacob,~It was very.successful., It was! done in this way> Incer

tBin- parts in the frontier tracts the political officer, Sadiya, issued orders 
that the Miris must put down these trees in their land under our supervi. 
sion in between their cultivation. They were .paid at the rate of Rs. 4 a 
bundreu-I am speaking from memory, but I think I am right-for plants 
8' high in the second cold weather~ It was worked out in this way: they 
pay a hut tax of Rs. 3: 75 trees were planted per acre.8O that what it 
really meant was, that they got the hut tax remitted by us provided they 
did the planting. 

Prerident.-We are told in Burma that unless they got' 80 per cent. 
8\recessful they paid nothing at all. Supposing they did not get good results, 
bere, what would you do1' 

, Mr. Jacob.-We do the same I· think. 
Presidfnt.-Your system is practically ,the same as that in Burma. 
!lr. Jacob.-Yes .. It is a certain percentage and in addition we gave 

them firs+' class trees, hollock for example, for dug outs; to encourage them. 
President.-~ow many acres was itP,'·. . 
Mr. Jacob..-As far as I can remember'4,OOO acres 

Dr. Mattkai.-In how many yearsP 

Mr. Jacob.-In 7 or 8 years. 
l'resideat.-How'long ago? 
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·Mf.Jacob.-I was in charge of it up to 1918, We can only do. it up 
there, because elsewhere there is no means of compelling them, but in the 
frontier tract the political officer cail issue orders. 

Preudent.-Bave you any shifting cultivation in other parts of Assam!> 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes, all over Assam. , 
Pr68iOcnt.-1heI\there would be no difficultyP 
Mr. Jacob.-There is such an enormous amount of land outside the re

serves that you cannot manage it. ' 
Presid£1l.t.-Was this plantation done, with reference to the match in-

dustry or was it with reference to the tea chest industryp 
Mr. Jacob.-Tea chest industry. 
President.-Bow far away was that from the tea chest factoriesP 
Mr. J{tcob.-Where they have put the factories is just about the bottom 

of where we did the plantation. .We did a little below Murkong Seek and 
most of it is up.' . 

President.-So that it is within easy reach of these factories? 
Mr. Jacob.-Yes. It will be about 1940 when the trees begin to mature. 

l Dr •. Matthai.-Do you think we should be able to get sufficient official 
information about the financial aspect of that plantation to form some idea 
how far it would be worth while to form a plantationP Is there any official' 
record about itP 

Mr. Jacob.-We could easily' find out what the amount paid each year 
was. 

Presidoot.-Could you give us a note on it-of the success of the experi
ment, whether there was any unusual disease which appeared among' the 
trees and so on P 

Mr. Jacob.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.--On what sort of land was this actual plantationdoneP 
Mr: Jacob.-It was unclassed land. 
Dr. MaUhai.-When you start' a plantation on unclassed land it would 

be rather expensive, would it notP because there would be the question .of 
land. acquisitionP 

Mr. Jacob.-It is all Govermnent property. 
Pr6udent.-Land acquisition in this sense that the villagers have a right 

to use the forest in a partioular way and if you are going to use the land 
exclusively for ·the plantation of simul trees you have got ·to-compensate the 
villagers for that right.'. . : ":' 

Mr. Jacdb.-There are" heaps and heaps of forests .......... .. 
President.---,.So that the q\lestlon of compensation does not arise. 
Mr. Jacob.-No. 

Concessions to persons of foreign flationalitll. 

President.--On this question, whether any restrictions have been imposed 
on the grant: of concession to. applioants of foreign nationality you say: "No 
restrictions were imposed in the case of the company now working. Such' 
restriotions are imposed in all mining concessions and it is open to Govern
ment to impose such restrictions in, the case of other enterprises. Such 
restrictioIlll would take the form of requiring the company to. be controlled 
by British subjects." Would not there be some difficulty in enforcing any 
such restriotion P Bow would you ascertain that the ,Company is being con
trolled by British subjects exactly P 

Mr. Jarob.-It is muoh more a 'question for Government. If a foreigner 
applies for a concession I would simply refer the matter to Government. 

Preside",t.-Supposing a British Bubjeot applied but the concession was 
reallv worked in the interest of a foreigner or Q foreign company. it would 
bEl aimost impossible for you to find that outP , 

Mr. Jacob.-I quite agree. I think it would be impossible to check that. 
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PreMent.-Have you any idea as to whether there would be any practical 
mett.hod li~tf lUl!" pOSlDg. J:eI!t~ic~i~Jl!I on the, ~e _ of ,f,!r~ by persons of foreign 
JIll. lona y , 

Mr. Jacob.-It would be possible if Government were to make the person 
d"ecJare where the capital is coming from, but they will have to take his 
word for it. ' 

Prerident.~Withou:ta very'ellloborate system 'it would betery difficult to 
impose such a condition, would it 'not? ' 

'Mr. Jacob ...... Yee. 
, I 

'TotaL' lupply of avlllilable match wood. . . " 

Preside1lt.-You said in answer to Dr. Matthal that you, cannot give any 
eltimate of the total available supply of match ,wood in: the provinceP 

Mr. Jacob.-~o, I really could not give you any figure 'with any accuracy. 
Presidfnt.-In Burma we could 'not get any' estimate but wi! were able to 

get a rough idea of the amount whick would be available from certain blocks 
which were acoessible from Rangoon. Would it not be possible for you to 
give us any idea as regards DhubriP 

Mr. Jacob.--:I could not give you any figures with "ny accuracy. 
Dr. Matt1~ai.-What they did in Burma was'this:, they" had enumeration 

;in small typical areas and then they estimated on the data that the distri
bution of BOft wood in the partioular reserve was about'3 jl8r acre.: I do 
not know if you have any general estimate of that, kindwhioh:. you have 
formed. ' , , 

Mr. Jacob.-It would 'be possible to. work out taking simply the len~ 
of various rivers where we know the 8lmul grows, allowing, say, one, mile 
.etrip and then working out from that what is likely to, be the ,wtai. ,But 
personally I don't think the figures would be accurate.,' -, ' 

President.-The position seems to be this. As far as the present factory 
is concerned, there is an ample supply. ' 

Mr. Jacob.-Yes, 
PrBlident.-As regards other factories you oannot at present say whether 

.applies would be a.vailable or not' 
Mr. Jacob.-No. " 
Pre.itUnt:..-li any case it is doubtful whether the- export of mateh wood 

:from Assam would be an economic proposition. 
Mr. Jacob.-Do ;you mean export of matchwood in the logP 
PTeBident.-Yea. ' 
Mr. Jacob.-My own opinion is that it would not. 
Prelident • .....;.lf you export in the form Df splints there are other diffioulties. 
Mr. Jacob.";"Yes. I do not quite know what the economioal cost of d61ivery 

of timber at a factory is. The Manager of the Assam Match Company at 
Dhubri told me in January last that he was given figures from Bombay that 
it cost them Rs. 25 a toll, In Lahore when I was there year before last 
at the opening of the match factory there, they said they wanted to get it 
at Rs. 18.' ' , 

Presid6nt.-As a matter of fact our general impression was that in Burma 
they got it at Rs. 40 a ton and th:lt it would be. an economio propQSition to 
get it in Calcutta at Rs., 60." . ; 

, Mr. Jacob.-At that ratj! I should say it would be possible. I was taking 
it at Re. 26, and at Rs, 50 I should say it would be possible to get the timber 
.(!own. ' 

Pr8sident.-But then you could not give us any estimate of the quantity? 
MI'. Jaco~.-I am afraid I cannot. . 

\ 
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Forest Department, Bombay. 

A.-WIUTTEN . 

(1) Letter, dated the 6th September 1927, from the Tariff Board, to iheChiel 
Conservator of Forests, Poona. 

I am directed by the Tariff Board to say that, if possible, the' Board 
would be very glad if you could please supply it with the following informa
tion, for use in the Match enquiry, relating .to the sales advertised in the 
attached cutting from the Times of India.- . 

(1) The distance from Bombay of the various blocks in question. 
(2) . The varieties of match timbers to be sold. . 
(3) The quantities of these varieties estimated to be in the block~. 

,(4) The prices ·realized at the. auctions. 

(S) Com/of letter No. S962 ~f i927-28, dated 28th/29th September 1927, from 
. the Conservator of Forests, C; C.,' to the Chief Conservator of Forests, 

Bombay Presiden.cy, Poona, forwarded with No. 2800 of 1927-SS, dated 
the .&th. October 1927, from the Chief Conser't:ator 01 Forests, Poona, to 
the Secretary, Tariff Board. ' 

Subject ;...,-Contract of ~oftwood for Match Industry. 

With reference to your endorsement .No.2500, dated 15th instant, I have 
the honour to supply the information seriatim asked for by. the Secretary, 
Tariff Board, Calcutta;-' '. . 

(1) Blocks-
111, V and XI-Pen 

II and XII-Pen 

1, 11 and III-Kbalapur 

(2) Soft wood-

1. ~avar 
2. Kakad .. 
3. Modul 
4. Maharuk 
'i. Ambada 
'I. Tapshi or Wawala 
7. Bhorsa.l 
8. Ran Bhendi 
9. Petui 

Hard wood-
10. Mango 

Distan.ce. 
15 miles away from Khopoli Railway 

Station (on a branch line from Kar
jat, G. I. P. Ry.), 71 miles from 
Bombay. 

5 miles away from the Bunder on the 
Dharamtar. creek. (direct communica

tion by sea fro~Bombay). 27 miles 
from Bombay. 

8 miles away from Karjat Station 
(G. I. P. Ry.) on the railway line 
from Bombay to Poona, 62 lnile& 
from Bombay. 

Scientific name. 
Bom"bax Malabaricum. 

• Garuga pinnata. 
• Odina wodier. 

Ailanthus excelsa. 
Spondias magnifera. 
Holoptelia integrifoJia. 

• Hymenodictyon exceIsum. 
• Kydia calycina. 

Trewia nudiflora. 

Mangifera indica. 
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(3) The material available for cutting may be estimated to be about 1,800 
tons of softwoods, chiefly of Bombax Malabaricum~nd .about 300 tons of 
Mango wood. . 

(4) There were no auction sales before. But in tile last contracts with 
the Western India Match Comp.any, the rates fixed were as under:-

Re~ 1 per cartload of logs of softwood. 
Re. 4 per ton of converted softwood. 
Re .. 4 per cartload of Mango logs. 
Re. 12 per ton of Mango planks. 

NOTI!i.-4 cartloads of logs are rougbly taken t.., be equal to 1 ton of 
fashioned wood. 

(.,) Letter No. 4451 of 1927-28, Poona, dated 20th December 192':. 
I have the honour to append herewith a list of species (with local and 

English names) reported to have been extracted from the Bombay forests by 
lOme Match Manufacturing Companies and utilised in the manufacture of 
splints, boxes or cases. 

Enclosure. 

LIST OF SPECIES. 

Generic and specific names. 

(1) Ailanthus 1nalabarica. 
(2) Albizzia Stipulata. 
(3) Alstonia Bcholaria. 
(4) BombOOl malabaricum. 
(5) BombOOl insipna. 
(6) B06Wellia ,errata. 
(7) Oinnamomun 'pp. 
(8) ElasocaTpui GenitrUI. 
(9) Caraga pinnata. . 

. (10) Holoptelea integrifolia. 
(11) Hymenodictiyen ezcelsum. 
(12) Kydia ral!lcina. 
(13) Lophopstalum tuigAtianum. 
(14) Machilu macrantha. 
(15) Ma1lgifera i1ldica. 

(16) !falia dubia. 
(17) Nyzi,tica ,pecie •. 

(18) Odina wodiez. 
(19) Spendia, mangi/sra. 
(20) Spendia, acuminata. 
(21) Bymplocel Beddomei. 
(22) Trewi, nudi/lora. 
(23) Buchanania lati/olia. 
(24) Dysozylum bineatari/erum. 
(25) Koligarna Arnottiana. 

Local and English names. 

Dhup (K). 
Udul (M), Kal-baghi (K). 
Mudhol (K). 
Sawar (G), Sayar (E), Savri (K). 

Salasi (H), Chitta (K). 
Cinnamon app (E). 
Rudrakah (H & 11). 
Kakad (M), Halabalagi 00. 
Wawali 00, Nas bija (K), Tupshi. 
Bondur (G), Bhourcal (M). 
Ran-bhendi (M), Bhendi (K). 
Balpale (K). 
Gulum (M), Kurma (K). 
Amba (K), Kavana (K) and Mango 

(E). 

Nutmeg (E). Myristica malabarica 
Kanagi (K). 

Modul Shemat (M), Gaja! (K). 
Ambada (E), Amate (K). 
Ambut or Ambada (M), Kodamba (K). 
Lod or Lodhra (M). 
Pitari (K), Kat kumbla (K). 
Char, Cheri 00. 
Yerindi (K). 
Sudrabilo (M), Holigar, Kootigeri 

(K). 



Generi~ and ,specific names. 
(26) . DiOlWTO. Paniculata. 
(27) Erythrina SuberoBa. 
(28) Erythrina indica. 

(29) Fig app. 
(30) Sterculia Foetida. 
(31) Tetrameles nudiflora. 
(32) Populua luphratica. 

Explanation 
(E) stands for" English". 
(G) stands for!' Gujarathi". 
(H) stands for "Hindustani". 
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Local and E1I.gZish names. 
Kurikoomar (X). 
Pangar'a (K). 
Ponarvo (G)" Pangara (M), Mullw 

Matala (X). 

Ugado (M), Bolur, Jermalu (X)., 
(In Sind) Bohan (8). 

01 abbreviations. 
(K) stands for "Kanarese" . 
(M) stands for " Marathi ". 
(8) stands for "8indhi". 
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FOREST DEPARTMENT, BOMBAY. 

B.-oBAL. 

Evidence of Mr. E.'M.-HODGSON. Chief Conservator of Forests, 
Bombay Presidency, Recorded at Bombay on 

Monday, the 12th December. 1927. 

Introauctory. 

Presiaent.-Mr~ Hodgson, you are Chief Conservator of Forests., BombayP 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. 
President.-How long have you been holding this appointment. 
Mr. Hodgson.-Bince 23rd April last. 
Pruident.-And before that were you Conservator? 
Mr. Hodgson.-I have been Conservator of Forests since about 1920. 
Presiaent.-You have experience practically of the whole Presidency? 
Mr. Hoag.oo.-Yes, except Sind. 
President.-How many forest divisions have you got here? 
Mr. Hodgsoo.-We have 28 divisions, including Working Plans. 
Pre"ident.-What is the total forest area? 
Mr. Hodgson.-15,OOO square miles for the whole Presidency. 
President.-Doea that exclllde Sind? 
Mr. Hodgson.-It includes Sind which has a forest a.rea of. about 1,100 

.quare miles. 
President.-What is the Government revenue out of, the foreats here? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Rs. 75,20,117 (average for last 3 years). 

,P-reBident.-That is gross? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. 
President.-Have you any idea what the nett revenue may be? 
Mr. Hodg .• on.-Rs. 32,8l,163 (average for last 3 years). 

Research. work. 
President.-I want just to get an idea whether any. forest research In the 

'matter of matchwood would give you' any return which would compare favour
ably with your total revenue,' that is to say whether it, w.ould be a profitable 
proposition for the Forest d'epartment to undertake research on a large scale 
lor matchwood. 

Mr. Hodg80n.-We forest officers have all been in favour of forest 1'0-
'search work. At present we have none. Lately we came to the conclusion 
that we needed one officer for several things; a superintendent of 'WorJ!:ing 
,'plans and silviculturaI research, utilization and so on, 

President.-Wha~ sort of trees have you got? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Teak is our main revenue producer and we also get a good 

deal from hard woods. Soft woods a.re not generally cut. 
Mr. Mathias.-Exactly what officers have you got? 
Mr. Hodoson.-A Chief Conservator, four Conservators and a number of 

-divisional and sub-divisional officers. We have no research officer nor utiliza
tion officer, nor any superintendent of working plans. 

Mr. Mathias.-It is only in the course of the last five or six years that 
these proposals have been put up? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes, but they have been negatived. The last negative 
~rder was received last month. 
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President.-On what system do you work here: how do you dispose of 
your forest produce? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Each Conservator has to- see to the sale of the materials. 
in his circle. 

Sale of standing trees by auction. 

President.-How does the sale take place? 
Mr. Hodgson.""-'-By tender or by auction. -
President.-Is·there any departmental extraction? 
Mr. Hodgson.-There is in out of the way jungles like the Dangs and parts 

of Kanara. We avoid that ,~s much as possible because it means extra estab
lishment. Wherever possible we always sell trees standing. 

Mr. Mathias.-Do you undertake any clear felling? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. 10 years ago very little plantation work was done. 

Now a tremendous lot_ is done in teak, casuarina and babu!. . 
President.-Babul bark is also used for training,is it not? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes, but the babul wood is almost entirely used for fuel. 

Casuarina is also used for fuel. 
Mr. Math-ias.-When you have to determine what is a profitable rotation 

for certain particular kinds of trees, is that entrusted to your Divisional forest; 
officers? 

Mr. Hodgson.-That is entrusted to the working plans. officer who is again 
subject to the control of the Conservator, and he also consults the Divisional 
forest officer. 

Mr. Mathias.-But surely your Working plans officer, who has got other 
duties, would find it difficult t·o undertake this work because that would mean 
lOme sort of investigation of the market and 80 on? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes, and also the rate of growth. 
President.-How much revenue does Government get out of teak? 
Mr. Hodgson.-I can't tell you because the reveilue- for teak is mixed up

with revenue for other kinds of jungle wood. Supposing -we sell on a. clear 
cutting system, we give a man, say, 50 acres, he gives us a. lump sum for aU 
the teak wood and all the jungle wood in it and we have no means of saying 
how much he gave for the teak and how much he gave for the jungle -wood. 

President.~Don't you enumerate the trees? 
Mr. Hodgson.-No.-
President.-Don't you undertake any enumeration of your forest areas? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Practically none except that in the past they did some enu-

merations in the high forests to see what percentage of teak they had anet 
they did not pay much attention to the jungle-woods especially soft woods. 

Prerident.-How would Government know whether it was getting good 
money for what it was selling unless it knew how much teak-wood the forest 
contained or how much jungle-wood? 

Mr. Hodgson.-We sell to the highest bidder. 
Mr. Mathias.-Your working plans contain some estimate of the propor

tion of teak and other wood in the various divisions? 
Mr. Hodgson.-A few test plots are taken to find that out. 
President.-It must very largely depend upon the judgment of the PUl'

chaser? 
Mr. Hodgson.-It does. He goes round and decides that a coupe contains. 

a. lot of teak-wood and he bids for it or quotes for it. We are entirely in the
hands of the purchaser for any materials sold standing. I think we get a 
good price that way too. We avoid departmental work as far as we caD 
because that means a lot of trouble and a lot of work. We have just cloSed 
down one saw mill, because we are getting a better revenue by selling trees 
standing. 
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Mr . ..llathia3.-0ccasionally I suppose you revise the tenders? 
Mr. Hodg8ofl,.-We do and even on occasions we say we won't accept a 

tender and we work a coupe departmentally. 
Mr. Mathias.-That must be to some extent guess worke 
Mr. Hodgson.-Not entirely. We have got the sales of the previous years 

to go on and the coupes are all about the same size. Supposing we expect to 
get Re. 6,000 ·for each coupe and we are offered, say Re. 2,000 for a coupe 
then we say we will spend some money and work it departmentally. We hav; 
actually done that in one case this year. 

Mr. Mathias.-You reject tenders when the difference is very marked. 
M!. Hodgson.-Yes. We don't do that much because it means a lot of 

work for our existing establishment which is' the minimum that we want 
for protective work which is our chief business, that is protecting the forest 
from being destroyed. In the case of enumerations such as have been made, 
what we call inferior species like Bombax would not have been put down 
separately, but would have simply been lumped down as .. other species." We 
have not got anything to show the proportion without actual surveys being 
undertaken on a larger Bcale. 

Mr. Mathia&.-Do you remember the statement you sent to us with the 
Government note, where you state the quantity of wood suitable for match 
manufacture? You give certain figures in the 3rd column about the annual 
outturn. Can we attach any value to the figures for practical' purposes? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Very little. As far as I can gather the Conservators found 
out from the divisional forest officers what they t~ought would be a reasonable
amount to put down for each coupe. Of course we do know something about 
it because we used to destroy a lot of these soft woods when the coupe working 
was done. If the contractor did not cut them, we did because they inter
fered with the teak. Then assuming that one went over the whole forest in 
about 50 years, they gave figures for the areas within a fairly reasonably 
exploitable distance from the railways. Even then it is all very rough. I 
would not !Iottach much importance to these figures. 

Mr. Mathia&.-Could we take it that these figures depend mainly on the
local knowledge of the forest officers concerned? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes, and I know this myself that they are very unreliable
in places. I have a paper showing poplar as 17 tons to the acre in Sind. I 
think you might half that. In another case soft wood in north Khandesh is. 
given as '06 of a ton per acre. I am sure it will be more than that. The
explanation lies in the fact that they could not work out everything, but 
merely took the easier places. 

Pre8ident.-What it comes to is this, that at present at any rate the Forest 
Department are not in possession of any information upon which we can 
reasonably estimate the quantity of wood available? 

Mr. Hodg8on.-That is correct. What I think would be necessary is first 
of all to know which forest would be worked by match factories and then for
enumerations to be made in these forests. That has not been done and we
are very doubtful as to what forest you can use and you cannot use. 

Dr. Mathias.-If a Match Manufacturers Association have brought to your
notice the particular forest from which they desire to extract 'in the course 
of the next 12 or 15 years would Government be prepared to undertake the. 
enumeration of these forests P 

Mr. Hodgson.-Government would have to provide the money. It could 
be donE' undoubtedly and we could then after a year or so give fairly accurate· 
figures. 

Mr. Matkias.-Let us suppose an increased duty was imposed on aspen; 
that would raise the price of aspen and would naturally result in an increased 
demand and increased price for Indian wood. That would make it profitable 
for Government and then in that case if the tax was Bufficient Government. 
might undertake enumeration? It would of course be putting money into the
local goverment's pockets. 
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Mr. Hodgson.-I don't know whether it would or would not. I doubt 

whether it would at present rates. We are selling now Bombax at the lowest 
price at 4 annas a cart and taking two carts to a ton, that is 8 annM a ton, 
whereas we are getting.anything up to Rs. 130 a ton for teak. With such an 
.enormous difference J don't see how profits are going to come in. 

Mr. Mathia.s.-Are you selling at 8 annas a tonI' 
Mr. Hodg'on • ...,...That. is our lowest price. You may take· the average at 

Rs. 1-8-0 because we are also selling at Rs. 3. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is that low price the result of poor communicationsI' 
Mr. Hodgson.-Partly. One reason is that Government decided to give a 

.concession to the Gujerat Ismal Match Factory and allowed them to extract 
wood from the Dangs at 4 annas a cart. I was Divisional Forest l)fficer there 
.at that time, from 1900-1910, and I know that they were extracting the 
wood in those days at 8 annas a ton (counting 2 carts to 1 ton). 

Mr. Mathias.-The Danga are near the Panchmahals, are they!' 
Mr. Hodgson.-No, further south. 
President.-More or less it is the same distance from Ahmedabad as from 

BombayI' 
Mr. Hodgson.-About the same distance. 
Preside7l,t.-And those areas h~ve apparently been given to the Gujarat 

Islam Match works P 
Mr. Hodgson.-They were given one range and not the whole Dangs. The 

rest was available for other people. They wanted to have the whole place 
but it was proved that they could not work the whole area and BO they got a 
concession in one range. 

President.-Even according to these figures, so far as the Bombay factories 
are concerned the only forests available are in the Kolaba and Thana 
districtsP 

Mr. Hodgson.-Those forests are near. 
President.-These are the forests which you may consider reasonably near 

Bombay? . 
M1·. Hodgson.-Yes. There is another point which--J want to bri~g to 

your notice if I may and that is that further east in Khandesh, and within 
.'30 miles of the railway. there is a very large stock of B08wellia serrataj and 
of Odina Wodier. These grow profusely there and perhaps can be used 
for matchwood. You get forests on both sides of the Tapti valley railway. 
There is a very large area of this growth and our forests, border on Indore 
forests where there is gIBo a-iarge amount of these woods. 

Dr. Mathias.-How far is that from Bombay? 
Mr. Hoduson.-About 225 milles by rail. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is this salai used in the manufacture of matches? 

Mr. Hodgson.-I have conflicting information ahout it. Some said it was 
good for splints and some said it "'as good for boxes and some objected to it 
altogether. So I do not know whether it is useful or not. 

president.-In your opinion it is availahl~ in large quantities? 
Mr. Ho(lgson.~Yes. 
President.-I should be very glad if you could give me an estimate of 

what you think would be available. 

Mr. Hodgson.-Wo~ld it be feasible to make veneers up there for splints 
and boxes and pay freight on them to Bombay? The freight is Rs. s..s..o or 
about that per ton to Bombay and people say that knocks the bottom out of 
the whole thing. 

President.-That is not very much. But this question is rather 'premature 
because this is a point which we have got to consider, but I may, say this much 
that at present practically no country ill the world which manufactures 
matches has followed that system._ 
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Mr. Hodgson.-It only occurred to me that you might save a lot on trans
port of chemicals and other things by making veneer!! or splints in 'the forest. 
Then again if there is a delay in getting Togs to the factories they are liable 
to be attacked by insects. I have heard one objection to Salai and that is 
that about 25 per cent. of the logs have twisted fibre which cannot be used, 
and this is so. I have seen some of the stocks. You can see the twisted fibre
quite clearly. 

Mr. Mathi~.-A factory in the forest and a finishing factory in Bombay 
would mean double packing of the matches. Take for example the splints. 
They will have to be packed in the forest and unpacked again here., Then 
again t,here would be double supervision and repair shops if you have double 
faciorie8. There is also difficulty about labour in: the forests. 

Mr. Hods01l.-There are large quantities of this wood and we can do
nothing with it. We tap the trees for gum but we don't get much gum out 
of it and I don't think it will come to anything substantial. 

Mr. Mathia8~~A.mbernath is going as far as Khandwa for the extraction 
of salai? 

Mr. Hodg .• on.-We are nearer than that. 
Mr. Mathias.-So that really the freight should not be prohibitive once

this area becomes known to the match manufacturer. 
Mr. Hodgson..-It happens that in the same place where this salai grows 

there is a large quantity of Odina wodier (shembat). 
Mr. Mathias.-That also has been used by some of the manufacturers? 
Mr. Hodgson.-For boxes. They have shown me boxes made out of that 

hut not splints. 
President.-Does that grow also in the same locality? 
Mf'. Hodgso1l.-Yes, and in fairly large quantities, but of course 'not 00 

much as the other. 
President.-Wha't is the size of the forest where it grows? We want an 

approximate estimate of the annual quantity available. 
Mr. Hodgson.-East Khandesh is estimated to'have a stock of 645,715 tons 

of Boswellia serrata. This tree however is scattered all OVIll' the Satvuda 
mountains and Eal!t Khandesh Satpuda mountains cover 400 square' miles of 
rugged country. Possibly 2,000 tons can be brought out annually, but the 
transportation would be expensive. 

Preaident.-Wbat would be, the cost of transport? 
Mr. Hodgson.-It is about 30 miles from the 'railway. I don't know th~ 

freight. 
Pre;,ident.-How much would that cost? First of all what do you estimate

the Government royalty on that? 
Mr. Hodgson.-I suppose that would be thli same asJlI&s- been charged 'on 

Bavar. 
Pre.oident.-That would be about Rs. 108-0 a ton. 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. It would come under matchwood. We don't sell ,it 

for anything else. , There is no demand for it. 
President.-What would be the extraction charge and the charge for'tak-, 

ing it to the rail head? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Felling and fashioning will amount to about Re. 4 per ton: 

collection Rs. 6 per ton and cartage Re. 1 to Ra. lcB-O per ton mile. 
Pnsident.-That, is to say for 30 miles cartagE! would be about Rs; 4511 
Mr. Hody.,on.-Yes. We Bold some mango wood from Kolaba district to 

the Western India Match Companf and our price was Rs. 4: per cart load and 
when they got it to their factory it cost them, Re . .50. 

Mr. MathJas.~Are there roads in the forestsi' 
Mr. Hodgson.~There are some metalled roads and there are some cart 

tracks. Nearly everywhere we have got ('art tra('ks. whi('h are good enough for' 
extraction. 
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:President.-Can, you llpat them? 
Mr. Hodgson,-Floating can only be done in Ka,ara and one or two other 

'places. ,.' . . ' 
Pre.~ident.-Then there is the railway freight from the Tapti valley. 

How much is that P 
Mr. Hodgson.-Rs. 3-8-0 to Rs. 3-9-0 per ton capacity of the wagon. 
President.-That'may mean a good deal more as a matter of fact. 
Mr. Hodgson.-It does sometimes, 
President.-Then there is the c~rtagefrom Bombay to the factories., 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes, I thought if you only brought down the veneers or 

'Splints and utilized them instead of having to export a lot of waste timber, 
it might be one way out of the difficulty. In east and west Khandesh there 
are three divisions where there is lots of salai and shembat but there is also 
a good deal of other woods, though. I cannot give you the quantities. They 
have not been worked out. . 

President.-Has this quantity been worked out on any. enumeration, or 
what? 

']j,Ir. IIodg,~on.-No. No estimate has been made. Odina wodier is found 
in large quantities. in the north and west Khandesh divisions. 

President.-Even so if it cost Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 per ton to bring it to Bom
bay it does lIot seem to me to be a very attracive proposition considering the 
amouni; of waste. 

]j,Ir. Hodg,~on.-No. We should be very pleased if anything could be done 
with this forest from the match-wood point of view, because we can do nothing 
with either. of these woods. 

Dr. Mathias.-I suppose the experience of match manufacturers is that 
salai is inferior to Bombax P 

Mr. Hodgson.-I do not know. The Western India Match Company to 
whom we sent logs reported first that it was not useful for splints and that as 
regards boxes it was inclined. to get discoloured and stained the matches too. 
Since then I visited the Western Indian Match factory and I was told that 
they were using it for splints, so that the information obtained from match 
factories or from conversations with match manufacturers is very conHicting. 

Dr. Matfhai.-We had a sort of tentative opinion given to us by the Dehra -
Dun people and they considered it rather poor for both. splints and boxes. 

Mr. Hodgsollo.-That·may he due to the other reason I have given, namely' 
twisted fibre. ,.' . 

Dr. Matthai.-That probably accounts for it. 
Mr. Hodgson.-I don't think that the twisted fibre extends to more than 

a quarter of the trees. They rule out twisted trees altogether. 
President.-I understand that' extraction can only take place in the dry 

weather? 
Mr. Hodgson.-That is a fact. Felling is done to some extent in the I'ains 

in some parts of the Presidency but not extraction. 
President.-So that as a matter of fact they should be stocked for the 

whole year practically or for six months anyhow? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. Then there is the trouble which has been pointed out 

by the Western India Match Company, namely that the wood gets attacked 
by borers. 

President.-We saw that ourselves when we visited their factory: 
Mr. Hodgson.-They wrote and asked me if I could make any suggestion 

-and I consulted Dehra Dun and they suggested storing under water or in a . 
mixture of sawdust and salt or sawdust and creosote. Painting with' copper 
.ulphate has also been sugg~sted. None of these was found satisfactory. 

Mr. Mathias.-By this time have they found any remedy for borers? 
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Mr. Hodgson.-No. I don't know how they are going to get over that 
-difficulty. 

President.-Where do the insects get in? 
Mr. Hodgson.-I don't know anything about these insects but if 'you 

girdle. the tree to death and keep it standing even then these s~ft wood~ aNI 
very soon attacked by insects and then if you bring them down to the depots 
they will be attacked there too. 

Mr. Mafhias.-It is not. peculiar to salai, is it? 
Mr. Hodgson.-No; all these soft ~oods are liable to attack by insects. 
Mr. Mathias.-Even some of the hard woods are sometimes attacked, are 

they not? 
Mr. Hodgson . .,..,.,They are, but not to the same extent and not so quickly. 
President.-Is the pest liko white ants? . 
Mr. Hodgson.-No, it is a beetle. 
President.-In any case until the insect problem is solved it is a big diffi. 

eulty. 
Mr. Hodgson.-That is my point. 
President.-Even supposing they could use that wood for splints, the 

insect problem is there. 
Mr. Hodgson.-I do not know whether, apart from the insect attack, if 

you cut trees, say, in May and brought them out at the end of the rains, they 
would suit the match industr;y or whether they would say that the wood had 
gone dry. 

President.-In the monsoon it would remain more or less wet in the log? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Tt won't dry so quickly. 
President.-How long does it take before the sap gets dry in the case of 

'10ft wood? . 
Mr. Hodgson.-I could not tell you that, but in the case of hard woods 

they do not get dry if properly seasoned for years. 
President.-As regards these other forests, Thana and Kolaba districts, 

there is a very small supply available, is it not? 

Mr. Hodgson'-W:0uld you include mango as a suitable species? 
President.-Mango has b!l6n tried and some people say it is fairly good. 

Mr. Mathias.-Are there any restrictions about cutting mango· and other 
fruit trees? 

Mr. Hodgson.-There were, but we doil't bother about them now. We 
have been selling mango to the Western India Match Company and lately 
instead of that company taking the contract several of the match companies 
combined together and took a contract for soft wood, including the Western 
India Match Company, at Rs. 1-8-0 a cart and· for mango at Rs. 34-0. 
Formerly it was sold even at Rs. 4. 

Mr. Mathias.-A carll is equal to half a ton? 
Mr. Hodgson.-I should take it at half a ton. The truth IS that carts 

vary in different districts. In some the carts don't even carry the weight. 

Mr. MathitU.-Would there be any general objection to the wholesale 
clearing of mango trees? 

Mr. Hodgson.-I don't think so. In the Kolaha district in some cases 
people asked me not to fell mango trees close to their houses because they 

,wanted them for the fruit and also for shade. You can take mango as an 
exploitable wood in these districts, but there again we are up against another 
trouble. We took 150 acres and we thought of increasing the number of 
mango trees by sowing seeds. But unfortunately as soon as the first leaves 
came out they were eaten up by wild pig. We could not keep away the pig 
'and I am afraid they will force us to plant in a nursery and then transplant 
later when they have the second leaves. . . 

IV Q 
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Mr. Mathias.-That would be more expensive? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-How long would the tree take to grow to a workable size in s-

forest. . 
Mr. Hodgson.-If you assume that you can get-Bombax in 20 years-and 

really I have nothing to prove that you can-I should imagine that it takes 
about 40 years for mango to mature. Against that the match people seem 
rather to like it and we have gQne in for it for another reason. Supposing 
match factories ceased working or got other supplies, we can use the mango 
for other purposes, namely for timber and fuel. If we grow a lot of Bombax 
we do not know any other use for it. 

Mr. Mathias.-Is not the colour of mango very variable? 
Mr. Hodgson.-They complained to me of that, that some of the wood was 

dark coloured. 
Mr. Mathias.-What does that depend on? 
Mr. Hodgson.-I do not know. 
Pre~ident.-Supposing you were to undertake plantations you have not 

reany got the kind of tree that YO!J. would plant yet? 
Mr. Hodgson.-We want to know from the Match industry what wood they 

want. 
Mr. Mathias.-Have you seen the plantation of the Gujarat Islam Match 

Company? 
Mr. Hodgson.-I have not. One of my colleagues, Mr. Marjoribanks, 

inspected it about a year ago, and he said that it was badly tended. 

Plantations. 
Mr. Ma·thias.-One suggestion made to us about planting was that when a 

contractor takes a block of forest he extracts, we will say, 2,000 trees for 
purposes of making matches, but he should be compelled to plant for every 
tree cut another tree in an area set apart.' Do you know how long it is 
necessary supposing the tree was simul, to attend to it after it is planted!'· 

Mr. Hodgson.-We look after teak for three, four or even five years at the 
most to protect them. Later on if it happens to be in mixed jungle we have 
to look after them from time to time because jungle woods overtop them,and 
after say 15 years we have to thin out the jungle wood species. 

Mr. Mathias.-Supposing this duty of re-:plallting was imposed on contract-
• ors, I take it that would .!lot relluce the expenditure of the forest department 

in the way of tending such plantation? 
Mr. Hodgson.-No. I don't think that sort of arrangement would work 

out here at all. 
Mr. Mathias.-There is some such arrangement I believe in Sweden. 
Mr. Hodgson.-If you want to increase the amount of Bombax-assuming 

that Bombax is suitable-we (ould do it at the 'same time as we are increasing 
the number of teak. In a lot of the forests the method is clear cutting, every
thing is cut and the contractor removes the timber and the fuel, and the small 
stuff about the. size of my wrist is left and we pile that up in patches of 
varying sizes and burn it, and put in teak seeds. We also in some places 
instead of growing teak grew Bombax. We tried that in the last monsoon. 
The reason for burning the ground is that you get a good big strong plant, 
an~,thing up to 6 feet in one season, "nd it is clear of weeds and soon estab
lished, whereas if you don't burn.,you get a small plant and a lot of attention 
is necessary afterwards. We thought if we put in Bombax we would get a 
large plant too, but. it was a disappointment because it grew only 2 t.o a' 
inches high, whereas we tried other jungle wood species and got large plants': 
For instance we tried Shewani (Gmelina arborea) and we got a rate of growth 
of 1 foot a month for the first six months on burnt ground. The Bombax 
plant are still alive. If they last through ,the next hot weather they may 
establish themselves. ' 
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Dr. Matthai.-Have you tried to plant the area after completely clearing 
ft? " 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. We tried Bombax two years ago in the Panchmaha~ 
".and it was reported as a failure. The plants germinated and then died, we 
-don't know why. We also tried a bit near Borivli and there also it was not 
successful. When it is decided what species we should go in for we shall have 
to study them for two or three years as to the best way of propagating them. 

Mr. Matkia&.-What price per ton would make it worth your while 19 
undertake plantation say of simul? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Without looking into figures, if the plantation was success
ful-and that is a big" if "_nd supposing you could get 4 Bombax to 1 teak 
in your rotation, I should imagine that simul would only fetch about a fifth 
of the price of teak-":"'we would have to get a much bigger price than we are 
:getting now. 

Mr. Mathias.-Now you are only getting 8 annas a ton? 
Mr. Hodgson.-That is the minimum. We would have to get something 

to compete with teak selling at more than Ra. 100 a ton. 
Dr. Matthai.-How exactly do you get labour in this plantation? 
Mr. Hodgson.-We get local labour and in places like Kanara where the 

popUlation is very sparse we may have to bring labour from outside. 
Dr. Matthai.-It would be very expensive. 
Mr. Hodglon.-Yes, but for teak it is worth it. In the case of ,teak we 

cut and burn the unsaleable jungle wood and put in teak. That rlins up to 
.anything like Ra. 100 an acre for establishing a plantation. 

Mr. MathiaB.-You have no tribes here who go in for shifting cultivation? 
Mr. Hodgson.-We have but we don't encourage that, and it would not 

work in these forests (Thana, Kolaba, etc.) which are too valuable because 
full of teak. In the Dangs there used to be shifting cultivators but they have 
all settled down. 

President.-8upposing you were to undertake a plantation, would it be 
possible for you to have it in the Kolaba district or the Thana district or 
.anywhere near Bombay? 

Mr. HodglO1l..-ln the Kolaba district we can easily increase the number 
of mango if it does not prove too expensive. I suggest mango because it 
seems to be popular with mstch factories and it is also popular with the 
Forest Department. In the Thana district we could put in a certain amount 
of Bombax at a low cost. The contractor prepares the rab beds and we put 
in the seeds. That would be about the cheapest we could do. 

President.-In your note you say "For Kolaba a scheme has been laid 
down to plant an area of 5,000 acres in 40 years ... 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. We started on that last rains with 150 acres, but it 
failed unfortunately because the pig ate up the plants. That was the place 
where we sowed mango. 

President.-Js there any clear felling round about here where you can 
undertake plantations? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. The system is clear felling but, the trouble is that 
all the teak comes up from the stumps of the old fellings. Once war establish 
a teak we get it virtually for ever. " 

President.-In a plantation, supposing you undertake it, how many tons 
could you get in a year, say, on a 40 years ro~ation for mllngo? 

Mr. Hodgson.-J eould not tell you that. 
Presidsnt.-In one acre how much would there beP 
Mr. HodgsQn.-We have not 'got any forest of this. We have got forests 

where the trees are scattered. 
Preaident.-8upposing you Were-to plont itP 
Mr. Hodgson.-Hitherto we have not done any mango planting "at all 

except in a compound. 

G2 
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President.-Would it be fea.sible? Supposing you undertake plantation, 
f\'ould it be feasible to have only one kind of tree or would you require other 
kinds of trees also to grow there? 

Mr. Hodgson.-It would be very unwise to have only one kind of tree. 
Very likely you .will have insect or other trouble. These tither soft wood 
species that we have been talking about, 6.g., salai and Bombax, are what 
they call light demanders; they don't protect the soil; the soil suffers and the 
trees don't thrive then. They are better grown with other trees, particularly 
so in the case of teak. We cannot propagate as much teak as we would like 
to because we have to mix it with other trees. . . 

Mr. Mathias.-As regards your sY5tem of felling, do you adopt the_ clear 
felling system only? 

Mr. Hodgson.-No~ But we do a good deal of it. 
Mr. Mathias.-When you have a clear felling, do you have the .roots ex-

tracted? 
Mr. Hodgson.-No. 
Mr. Mathia.s.-You get a certain amount of coppice? 
Mr. Hodgson.-We get a great deal of coppice in these forests round about 

Thana. We depend upon the coppice for a good deal of the next crop and 
when we plant we make bonfires in the blanks where there are no trees and 
put in seed or plants. 

Mr. Mathia.s.-In the clear felling you cut even the smallest treeR, the 
idea beipg that when the next· rotation comes all the trees will. be of equal 
age. _ 

Mr. Hodgson .. -Yes. We have also a modified system. We have made a 
working plan lately for' one forest ill which we keep all trees up to ISH girth 
because we say it won't do any harm to the growth' of the other trees if the 
contractor prefers not to cut them. They would give a little larger timber. at 
the end of the rotation. As a general rule the forest is absolutely clear cut. 
The results are quite different in the two cases, i.e., where we have patches 
where coppice come up and in the other ·.where we burn the whole plot and 
don't rely on coppice at all. 

Mr. Mathias.-'\Vhere you have a clear felling system I suppose it is Im
possible to allow match manufacturers merely to extract from any particular 
coupe any particular kind of tree they want. They have to take the whole 
coupe. 

Mr. Hodason.-No. They need not take the whole ('oupe: Fint of all 
when the demand started we did our best -to 'get these match people to deal 
direct.Jy with the contractors for the coupes and take the soft woods from them, 
but the contractors refused to take au interest in it .owing to the low rates 
offered by the Match industry because they could not pay more than a certain 
rate. The next thing we did was that we grouped a number of these coupes 
together. We really took the whole series of 40 or even two &eries of 40 and 
said to the match companies" you can work out if you can in one year an area 
of 2,500, 3,000 or over "-some of these blocks went up to over 4,000-" inde
pendent of any coupe contractor". They went round and took the trees they 
like and they are doing that still. We have more than one tract being worked 
under that system and it does not interfere with other work. 

Mr. MatAias.-Which do you think is the best system for the match manu
faoturer&-to purchase trees from contractors or to extract the wood them
.elvesP 

Mr. Hodgson.-If you get a reasonable rate from the contractor then I 
think it laves you trouble, you get the wood delivered at the station. But 
that might not be enough. You might have to do the other as well. - If YOll 
do the other you have this disadvantage, that you will have to take a large 
block of forest and work on a 20 year felliug cycle over a large area. 

Mr. MafAias.-If we adopted a measure which would increase the price of 
lDatch wood without decreasing the profits of the manufacturer, then it would 
lIa1 contractors to take up this business, would i~ notP 
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. MT: Hodg,~.-But the main. trouble for match wood, is t.t·ansport· the 
prIce 18 a lIeablte. ' 

. P!"erident.-Are there fairly good communications, in Thana and Kolaba dHltncts P . ....., , . 

Mr. Hodglon.-Ye., we have a net work of cart tracks joining up the 
metal roads. There. is no trouble about that. . 

Prerident.-Where is this areal of 5,000 acres in the Kolaba districtp 
Mr. Hodgson.-It is near the railway line. '. 
President.-Which is the nearest railway station? 
MT. Hodgson..,.-Karjat. . 
President.-The Kolaba district runs along the. coast, does it not? 
MT. HodgBon.-Yes. There is also a railway going to lie made from Mum.. 

bra to Mahad. The'communications are going, to be improved very much. 
President.-How·far will they have to go from the forest to the railhead? 
Mr. Hodgson.-There is another little railway line which runs from Kar

jat to Khopoli. They use that railway a lot. You get a lot of timber within 
live miles of the railway. . 

President.-This plantation of 5,000 acres is it within five miles of the 
railway? ,.' 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. There is another station called' Palasdhari.. This 
area is within a mile and a half of that station. 

Pre,ident.-As regards communications this area is not badly situated P 
Mr. Hodgson.-It is not. Another thing in the Kolaba district is that 

there are rivers and these can be used. Boats go up the rivers and can be 
loaded. 

Pre.ident._Then the cost of transport' ought not to be very high. 
Mr. Hodgson.-It is probably lower than other places, but still it is very 

high. 
President.-What do you estimate the cost of transport to be? 
Mr. Hodgson.-The match factory at Ambarnath is paying Rs. 4 for a 

cart load of mango logs. It costs them Rs. 50 altogether. 
President.-The .railway fare cannot be very much because from Karjat to 

Ambarnath is not a great distance. It must have been the labour;· 
Mr. Hodgson.-The labaur rates are high. They are 50 per cent. more 

than they used to be. 
P,·erident.-It is labour then' that is responsible for the high cost. It 

cannot be the. railway freight because the distance from Karjat to Kalyan 
won't be more than 40 miles. 

Mr. Hodgson.-It is not. I don't think they send it that way e;ither. 
They send it down by boa~. They send it down by one river and lip another 
river, or they send by raIlway. 

Mr. Mathias.-The match factories at present get their wood at about 
Rs. 40 a ton. Where do they get ;these trees from? I understood that they 
extract from Kolaba and Thana? '. '. . 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. They also do it from the Panch Mahals and Surat. 
Mr. Mathias.-But then you were saying that the railway freight was 

laigh? 
Mr. Hodgson.-That is their complaint. 
Mr. Mathias.-How do they manage to land It at their factory at th,at 

price? Do they buy through contractors? . 
Mr. Hodgson.-They buy from coupe contractors and also from ·us. 
M·r. Mathial.-The places they get their wood from m:ust be :the' mest 

easily accessible ones? 
Mr. Hodglon.-I am sure that when they take one of these areas, the,. 

work out the most easily situated trees and leave the others. .' 
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. Prslident.-But, from the forest point of view I take it tha,t these pianta-
tiona can never be made very remunerative? ' " 

Mr. Hodgson;-I am afraid not. 

President.-Evel;l.t Re. 3 or Rs. 4 royalty you woul<;l. find it uneconomical. 
Mr. Hodgson.-I think it would b.e very difficult to compete with hard 

woods I'nd particularly with teak. They have some lands where they don't 
grow teak in the Panch Mahals and we have been trying to grow Bombax 
on that and one plantation is in its third year, but is a failure. They ger
minated but the trees died. . The idea was that we should stock aU this land 
which is not suitable for teak with Bombax, but we never expected that once 
the trees germinated theywo~ld die later. 

Mr. lfathias.-When, we were at Ahmedabad the Sultan Match Factory 
owners lIYere lo:ud in their oomplaint tp,a,t they could not get any wood from 
tl).e forest department. Could you throw any light o,n that!' 

Mr. Hodgson.-I can't.' Iii one 'case we called for tenders for soft woods 
. in th.e East Khandesh Division and there was not a single tender at all. 

Mr Matkius.-The complaint seemed rather curious because it is to the 
advantage of the forest department to dispose of these soft woods as far as 

'possible. 
Mr. Hodgson.--Certainly. This alleg:tion won't stand at all. Another 

tiling is this. There are cases of people taking a contract and not working 
out anything, so it is needful for us to tie them down to a minimum number 
of carts because all ,our trouble otherwise goes for nothing. 

Pre,ident..-Ge~ally speaking what is the position from the forest point 
'ilf view. Wou41 you consider plantation a very good source of revenue? 

Mr. Hodgson.-No, not even if it is successful. 
President.-If you had to undertake it, you would not be able to sell any 

wQod say under Rs. 3 or Rs. 4 a ton on an average as royalty? 
Mr. Hodgson.-No, it would be 20 to 30 years before we can get it. 
President.-At Rs. 3 or 4 it is very doubtful whether it would pay YGm 

because you don't have any data just now. 
Mr. Hodgson.-No. 
P'resident.-Another difficulty is, you have to take a rotation of 20 to 25 

years for BOlilbax and 40 years for mango. 
1I1r. Hodgson.-I am afraid you caunot get out of that. 
President.--Supposing the requirements of this Presidency were 20,000 

tons a year, you cannot'tell us how many acres you would require each year? 
Mr. Hodgson.-In those figures that Mr. Edie gave you he put the annual 

wood available as 10,000 tons from our forests. 
President.-I am talking of a plantation, that is on a 40 years rotation. 

Say you require 20,000 tons a year. I suppose 15 to 20 tons an acre would be 
about the limit. 

Mr. Hodgson.-I should say less than'that. 
President.-Let us say 10 tons, then it means you require for 20,000 tons 

about 2,000 acres a year. 
Mr.' Hodgson.-Yes, if suooessful. 
President.-And that must go on for 40 years. 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-Whereas you cannot do more than 150 acres a year under pre-

aent conditions, can you P , 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. In the way I have suggested before we could do a 

little more by sowing some Bombax where Bombax will grow and some inaugo 
where that will grow along with the teak. ' 

President.-I am talking of a plantation speci~lly for match woods. 
Supposing you had to plant 2,000 acres a year, could you do it for this oue 
purposeP 
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Mr. Bodgso",,-I don't think BO. 

Preside'1tt.~How much do you 'sow in a year? 
Mr. Hodgsrm.-In the whole Presidency we are Bowing about 30000 acres 

but a very large part of that, about 11,000 acres, is in Sind and that'is babu!. ' 
President.-I suppose it protects itself more or less? 
Mr. Hodgson.-It does .. Even' cattle don't destroy these. It is simple

work ~nd it does not ~ost· very much. Unfortunately we have got a huge 
area wIth a huge quantIty of wood, which I suppose is suitable, in Khandesh; 
and you cannot make use of it. That seems an awful pity! 

PreBident.-'-Now as regards the actual quantities available in the forest 
your statement is not very encouragin~. The total is 10,800 tons a year' 'of' 
that 2,000. tons ,is in Sind and is really hot very useful for these people here 
in Bombay. . 

Mr. Hodgson.-No. May I ask whether it is useful at all? 
President.-We do not know that. I think this poplar has not been tried. 
Mr. Mathias.-They experimented on it iri Dehra Dun and they consider 

it fairly good. . 
Mr. Hodgson.-Would not 2,000 tons a year run asmaH factory there? 
President.-We have .got to consider whether these' small factories can 

manUfacture matches economically. I dare say 2,000 tons:wiIl suffice fora 
email factory but we are now considering the position of the match factories 
here in Bombay. What have you got for them? These three areas in the 
Kanara and Belgaum districts are not of very great use to the Bombay manu
facturers. Then you have got the Dangs and. the Panch Mahals which you 
have already given to the Gujrat Islam Match Factory, and in any case they 
are rather far from Bombay. 

AI·r. Hodgson.-Yes, they are. 
President.-The Thana and Kolaba districts remain containing altogether 

3,500 tons. As regards these we have not any reliable information. 
Mr. Hodgson.-That is true. 
Pre..ident.-Then there is much talk about railway freights, but the railwa:v 

• Freights from the railhead to the factories do not appear to be very high. 
Mr. Hodoson.-The cartage and cooly rates are very high. 
President.-They have cOlJlplained that the railway freights are very high, 

It does not seem to me that 3 to 4 rupees railway freight is too high. 
Ur. Hodgson.-~ot compared with other costs. 
President.-Then in these forests the main item I take it is the expense on 

labour? 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes, labour and cartage. 
President.-What can Government do as regards these? 
Mr. Hodgson.-We cannot do anything because they are settled by market 

tates. That affects our revenue too just the same way. 
President.-On an average you calculate your cartage charge as one rupee 

a mile or what? 
Mr. Hodgson.-It is Re. 1 to Rs. 1-8-0 per ton mile. 
President.-But in the Kolaba district cartage would only be 5 or 10 rupees 

at the most if the forest is within 5 miles from the railhead and. the rest of 
the charge must be for labour. 

Mr. Hodgson.-'-Then of course you get some of the cuttings in near and 
easy places and spme in difficult places. Trees have to be cut and draggetl 
down to a road and loaded into 8 cart. . 

Pr~"ident.-How do they drag them down P 
Mr. Hodgson.-Both by coolies and by buffaloes. 
Mr. Ma.thias.-The cartage rates are very high in Bombay, are they not? 

Mr. HodgBofl,.-They are, indeed. 
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Dr. l[atthai.-l believe you could save cartage in Sind as regards Populus 
euphratica because it grows by the river side so that it is only a. question of 
railway freight mainly, is it not? . 

Mr. 'Hodgson.-I presume you could float them down if you .wanted to. 
Dr. Matthai.:-You have to raft them orwhaH 

~ Mr. Hodgson,-;:Yesjthey also use country boats. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Has this PopulUS euphratica been taken by any of the 

rp.a tch factories? 
Mr. Hodgso1t.-I don't think the Bombay factories have used it at all and 

I understand there is no match factory in Karachi; though there is, I believe, 
a small one at Bubak in Larkana District that uses this wood. 

President.-What it comes to is this: as regardll plantations the position 
is hopeless from the Government or from any other practical point of view. 

Mr. Hodgso1t . .,-I.am afraid it is. 
President.-Then.as regards' the quantities actually available I think you 

are groping in the dark more or less .. 
Mr. Hodgson.-But mind information could be got given time and money. 
President.-What sod of establishment would you require for that purposeP 
Mr. 'Hodgson . ...,..Wesimply ·wantta strengthen our survey staff, and wa 

have forest guards and people who are capable ·of doing that work. Then 
againwa ,want money for 'substitutes, that is to say we take a man who is 
able to do this work ·off his job we must put in another man. 

President . ..;.;.could you give us an estimate of what it would cost Govern
ment to undertake this enumeration work in the Thana, Kolaba and Khandesh 
districts? . 

Mr. Hodgson.-We require time to estimate that. We have to decide first 
of all what percentage of the areas you want us to examine and how thoroughly' 
you ·want that to be done and that makes a big difference. 

President.-We cannot tell you how 'thoroughly we want you to do that 
except that we would like to be satisfied whether the estimate could be relied 
npon. . . ' 

Mr. Mathias.-I imagine if you undertake enumeration, you take a belt.of. 
a certain width which runs straight through the forest? 

Mr. Hodgson.-We generally take one or two acres here and there. We 
do it not so much in belts as we do it per acre but of course you get the sama 
results.· . 

President.-To enum'erate the whole area how many acres do you think 
you would have to undertake? 

Mr. Hodgson.-I should be guided by what the match factories would agree 
. to take the stuff from. . 

President.-You have given us these four areas, two in Khandesh. 
Mr. Hodgson.-Assuming they· are sufficiently near. 
President.-That is for the' forest authorities to find out. You cannot 

expect the matoh manufacturer to go into the forest and say that. 
Mr. Hodgson.-We say we have got all these supplies of salai, odina wodier 

and so on and it is up to them to say whether they could use them or not. 
President>-'-The point is, unless they can get -the wood delivered' at the 

factory at about 40 rupees a ton, it is hardly likely as far as our present 
information goes that they can use the wood. Then you have to calculate 
how much you would have to' allow for freight from the railhead to the factory. 
You deduct· that first and then what remains 1 is yours. That is to say you 
undertake extraction and everything and you deliver at the railhead. 

1I1r. Hodgson.-We are to base this figure on the present prices. 
President .-On the present prices of matches, present cost of labour and 

80 on. you have to calculate how far you can go into the forest in order to 
bring the wood to the railhead. On that basis we should like you to give us 
1m estimate as to the quantity that would be available in the forest. You 
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beed not go into v~ty inaccessible areas. Supposing we allow, say its. 15 for 
chargee from the railhead to the factory, then it leaves you Rs. 25. For 
Re. 25 a ton how far can you go into the forest? And your enumeration will 
be ooniined merely to that area. If you are to make an enumeration on that 
basi. you must give an idea of the establishment you would require. If you 
can give us some approximate idea for these four areas, two in East Khandesh 
and two in Kolaba and Thana districts, it would be useful. It depends on 
whether the wood is available in large quantities. 

Mr. HodgBon.-The trouble is about the distsnce. 
President.-Kolaba and Thana districts are aU right so far as distances. 

are concerned. Take those only. 
Mr. Hodgson.-I would be satisfied with two parties. 
President.-You can take time to consider it. If you can let us haVEr your 

1lstimates after a fortnight or so it will do for us. 
Mr. Hodgson.-That would be better. How long would you give us to do 

the enumeration? 
President.-You must say that. 
Mr. Hodgson.-I could do it much quicker if I put on more parties. 
Mr. Mathia&.-You can take the time which would be reasonably econo

mical and administratively convenient. 
Mr. Hodgso",.-We could do a good deal in the working season from 1st 

November to the 1st of June. That would give you a very fair idea if we do 
the work in the working season., 

President.-lIuch has been said about Government not doing this, that and 
a thousand and other things and we want really to understand what the posi
tion is from the Government point of view. It is absolutely essential that 
the industry and Government should know what forest resources they have at 
their disposal for this purpose, and we therefore want a little more accurate 
information than what is contained in the statement already supplied to us. 

Mr. Hodgson.-I could do a good deal for Rs. 500 a month for seven 
months. 

President.-That is not a very big sum. 
Mr. Hodgson.-It is not big. I could run a couple of parties on that more 

or les. , 
Mr. Mathia8.-Has any proposal for enumeration been put up before Gov~ 

ernment here?' ' 
Mr. Hodg8on.-None. 
President.-You' can give us a considered proposal. It would not break 

the back of Government if they were to spend Rs. 500 a month. 
Mr. Hodg8on.-I don't see how we are going to start before ne.z:t season 

because as you know there is always delay when you bring up a' proposal 
before Government I 

President.-That is true. It does not matter if you are no~ able. to start 
till next year. What we want to know is what would be the commitment. of 
the local government if they were to undertske it. 

Mr. Hodg8on.-I will give you that. 
President.-In one of these docu~ents (Local Government's letter}-we· 

do not know how far it is going to be kept coniidential-+-any'howthere is no 
harm in referring to page 14 of it. It is stated that some of these factories 
have complained that Government have been practically destroying ,match 
wood. Is thali correct? 

Mr. Hodgson.-It is not correct. I have got papers about that with me 
here. Supposing we have two teak growing side by side and there is no room 
for both the one that is inferior is cut. In the same way if we geil a teak 
growing alongside any other inferior species, and :the inferior species is not 
useful then it is cut. Then these match factory people seeing the soft wood 
cut ('o~plain that match wood is being destroyed. In the case of match wood 
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ther.e being no demand for the timber it would be left lying there. We would 
,nly be too pleased ·if somebody were to take it away. 

President.-This cutting is done merely in the interest of silvicultureI' 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. Similarly if weare to grow Bombax we have to grow 

it closely at first, then we have to cut some to leave enough room for the 
remainder to mature. I think this complaint is due to the fact that these 
.people do not understand silviculture. We used to destroy them by girdling 
removing all we could; now we are trying to get a sale for them. 

Mr. Mathias.-I suppose you have consult4}d the match factories on the 
subject of ilheir requirements P 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes: From time to time we send them logs to see what 
they have to say about them. There are some on their way now, but we have 
not got as much good out of that as we thought we would because we get very 
cOlI.fiicting information. 

President.-The information that you really require is this, namely, what 
kind of wood they consider suitable for their purposes, is it not? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. 
President.-That information, I take it, you have not got? 
Mr. Hodgson.-No. We want to be sure before we start growing particular 

kinds of wood. 
President.-Your department has been in communication with the manu

facturers for some time now P 
Mr. Hodgson.-Yes. We send them all species which might be useful for 

match purposes. We cut a log or two and send them along. Different forest 
officers do that and I have done it myself. 

President.--So far you have had no definite expression of opinion a,s to 
which species they consider suitable? 

Mr. Hodgson.-No. I have been round and asked them but they have told 
me different things. 

Mr. Mathias.-It would be of assistance to you if the l\Iatch Manufac
turers Association on the Bombay side came to some definite conclusions and 
send them on to you as to the suitability of wood? 

Mr. Hodgson.-Yes it would. I am sure I have not had the same opi:ti.ion 
from the same people twice over. I am perfectly certain that the Ambarnath 
people said that they could not make splint out of salai and then they made 
them afterwards. 

VI'. Matthai.-I suppose in regard to most of the woods the quality would 
vary according to the Soil P _ 

Mr. Hodgson.-I have_ had II. complaint that the mango was not always of 
the' same quality. .~ 

Dr. Matthai.-We had the same complaint about Bombax that in some 
cases it is rather lighter and in other ca,ses it is darker. . 

Mr. Hodgson.-I cannot say from experience, but it is likely to be so, 
because we get a difference in the quality of the teak. The Dangs teak is 
looked upon a,s much stronger .than that on lthe Bombay side. Then again 
there is it. coinplaint about twisted fibre. The climate and the soil differ and 
they may affect the growth and quality of the wood, but we have not got any 
definite information about it. 

President.-The eolour is less important than the fibre, there is no ques
tion about that. In this long list you have given I think there are only four 
or five species which have been used by these factories? . 

Mr. Hod/1lolt.-That is so. Would it be possible for you to let us know if 
it is ont of the question to make splints in the Satpura range where we have 
this Boswelia Stlrrata instead of sending the whole lot to Bombay. We are 
very keen on that because we have no use for this wood. . 

President.-It is very difficult because we don't- form any opinion until 
we actually come down to write the report. 

Mr .. Hodgson.-It is ~ pity that where there is such a lot of wood it is of 
DO use. ' 
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Pr~sident.-It ~equires more intricate calculation than one would think 
to ~ecl~e whether It would really be cheaper ill the long run to manufacture 
BplInte In the foreste. . 
. Mr. Ho.dgson.-Not only in our forests but there are a lot of other forests 
lD the Indian State. where there are lots of similar jungle woods. . 

President.-If any factory were to undertake its own plantation would 
Government give it land at a reasonable rateP . 

Mr. Hlldgson.-Honestly I don't think they could. There is very little 
la~d ~ give j certainly t.here is little or nothing outside the forests and I don't 
thmk It would be practical to gh'e up forest land. 

President.'-:'l saw it suggested in one of the Government documents that it 
was the business of the match factories to have their own forests and now I 
wish to know how the factories are to have their own forests if there is no 
land available P 

.lJr. /lodY:·'1l.-0ne factory up in Ahmedabad has some land. 
President.--It is" only 125 acres j it is SO small. 
Mr: Hodgson.-Yes. I also saw one small area at Borivli and then I find 

that the Development department in Bombay wants it, and in all probability 
it will get this land for building purposes. . 

Pre,ident.~Hava you no waste land which Government can give for plan
tation purposes just as is done in BurmaP 

Mr. H,,·,!/.o"'I.-There is some, but not much and I doubt if it is suitable 
for plantation~. . 

Mr. Mathias.-Was that Government forest land on which the Ialam Match 
Company have their plantation P 

Mr. Hodgson.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-They told us that it was waste land. 
Mr. Hodgson.-It was waste land probably. You can't take up private 

land because it costs too much. . 
President.-Then the factories simply cannot have their own forests P 
Mr. HodOBon.-Honestly I don't see how they are going to have their own 

land. Our Minister talked about giving up a bit of land at Borivli but ] 
don't think it is worth having. We tried to grow Bombax on it but it did 
not turnout successful j then there is the Development Department which 
wants it. . 

President.-You really cannot have a forest near a big city like Bombay 
and Borivli is not far enough to have a forest. 

Mr. Borivli.-That is true. 
Pre.,-idcnt.--Then private plantation, I take it, is out of the question? 
Mr. Hodgson.-I don't see how it is going to be done. It would have been 

easier to have done thltt a generation or two ago when land was more easy 
to get. We ourselves have the greatest difficulty in afforesting any area 
because the cost of land is so great, unless it happens to be waste land. 

President.-What will be the price per acre on an average for private 
plantation, say in the Kolaba or Thana district? . 

Mr. HodgBon.-I could not tell you off-hand because it varies with the 
class of land enormously. 

President.-Is Kolaba a rice growing district P 
lIr. Hodgson.-Mostly rice growing. 
President.-Then it would be more profitable to grow rice than to have a 

forest, would it not P 
Mr. Hodgson.-Much more profitable, and we forest officers cannot retain 

or purchase such land at all because it won't pay us. 
President.-And Government would not part with any forest land to • 

private concern; is that the position P 
Mr. Hodgson.-I think it would be very difficult to get and it is proble

matical whether a private concern would be able to make it a success. 
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Forest Department, Bengal. 

(1) Letter from the Ta1'i/l Boa1'd, to the Con.serl'at01' of Forests, Ben.gal, dated 
the-17th October 1927. 

I am dirocted by the Tariff Board to ask if you would kindly supply, for· 
use in the enquiry now proceeding into the circumstances of the Match in
dustry, any information you may have regarding-

(1) The amount of genwa timber available in the Sunderban area for 
match-making factories situated in the vicinity of Calcutta or 
elsewhere. 

(2) .The rate of growth of this tree. 
(3) The suitability for plantation, that is to say, whether it would be 

possible to establish plantations of this tree .to feed the match 
factories. . 

(2) Copy of letter No. '121/18-16, dated the 2nd N ol'ember 1927, from the Di·vi
siona' Forest Officer, Bundarbans Division, to the Conservator 01 
Foresta, Bengal. . 

With reference to your No. 2684/1-T.-47, dated the 26th October 
1927, I have the honour to state that it is not possible to give the amoun~ 
of Genwa available in the Sundarbans until the enumeration for the Working 
Plan is finished. 

2. Nothing is known yet regarding the rate of growth. 
3. Natural regeneration is good and no artificial regeneration or planta

tions have been experimented with up to the present. 
The export of Genwa timber during the last three years from the Sundar

bans was lIS follows:-

1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 

C. ft. 
70,50,412 
83,20,232 
96,82,443 

Only a small portion. of this was probably suitable for matches. 
It is not at all certain whether we can keep to this volume of export in 

subsequent years. . 

No. 2850/1-T.-47. 

BENGAL FOREST OI'FleE. 

Darieeling, the 9th November 1927. 
Copy forwarded -to the Secretary, Tariff Board, for informati_on with 

reference t" his letter No. 800, dated the 17th October 1927. 

(Sd.) J. WALKER, 
for O/lg. Conservator of Forests, Beflgat. 
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FOREST DEPARTMENT, BDIAR AND ORISSA. 

B.-OJUL. 

Evidence of Mr. A. J. CmSON, Conservator of Forests, recorded at 
Calcutta on Wednesday, the 15th February, 1928. 

Introductory. 

President.~Mr. Gibson, you are the Chief Conservator of Forests, Bihar 
and OrissaP 

Mr. Gibson.-I am the Conservator of Forests, Bihar and Orissa. 
Mr. Mathia •. -There is no Chief Conservator there? 
Mr. Gibson.-No. 
President.-That is to Bay, you are the head of the department? 
Mr. Gib,on.-Yes. 
President.-Is " Forests" a Transferred Subject there? 
Mr. Gibson.-No. We work directly under the Governor in Council. 
President.-Were you in the Punjab for some time? 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes, for a long time. 
Prerident.-When did you leave it? 
Mr. Gibson.-In 1925. 
President.-Have you spent most of your service in the Punjab? 
Mr. Gibson.-In the Punjab and in the United Provinces. 
Prerident.-8o you know all the three Provinces P 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. 
President.-I understand from one of the notes here that you paid a visit 

to Sweden. 
"fr. Gibson.-I was deputed by the Punjab Government to go to Sweden 

to look into the question of the match industry and the pulp industry. 
Prerident.-When did you visitSwedenP 
Mr. Gibson.-In 1921. 
President.-Were you allowed to see any match factory there? 
Mr. Gib.on.-I failed to get-inside any match factory. 
President.-Did you try any other countries besides Sweden? 
Mr. GibBon.--Quite recently I have returned from deputation to Australia 

and I have been in one of the very largest factories there, that is "Bryan. 
and May's," with a daily output of 3,500 gross. 

President.-That has been recently started? 
Mr. Gibso",.--Quite recently. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do they use imported wood? 
Mr. Gib,on.-Yes, partly Finnish wood. 
Mr. Mathia,.-Do they use any local wood? 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-What kind of wood? 

. Mr. Gibson.-Pine from Queensland. 
President .. -What does it correspond to- here? 
Mr. Gibson.-The blue pine in the Punjab, Pinus ll2lcel.a. 
President.-Is it used on any large scale there? 
Mr. Gib,on.-They u~e that wood but the quantity is limited. There is 

-on" feature of the Australian match trade which is unique and that i. that 
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the inside boxes are made of pulp, not wood at all. I have got a box here
(shown). 

Presiden't.-Are the' sides made of pulp too? 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. That would be a very interesting development in' 

India, if you could make inner boxes out of pulp. 
President.-What is this pulp made of? 
Mr . . Gib,01l..-'-They will make it in Australia f{om immature eucalyPt~· 

trees. 
Presidcnt.-Is it just a little innovation or is it done because it is 

cheaper? 
Mr. Gibson.-'-I think it has an economic reason. It is very much more 

difficult to get wood for veneering purposes. Even if the wood is inferior 
you could make pulp out of it. 

fresident.-We enquired into the Paper industry before and there was no, 
suitable wood for pulp making on any commercial scale. If you have a 
pulp mill you will have to have a big one and the Match industry will not be 
able to absorb all the pulp made there. 

Mr. Gibson.-They may make wrapping paper out of pulp. 
Pre.~ident.-They do make wrapping paper out of pulp manufactured 

from sabai grass. 
Dr. Matthai.-How long ago did you go to Australia? 
Mr. Gibson.-I returned only in December. 
Dr. Matthai.-What was the idea of this deputation? 
Mr. Gibson.-I was sent over there by the Government to advise the 

Commonwealth Government on the starting of a Forests Products Labora-
tory. ' n", 

President.-Did you see any forests in Sweden? •..• i • 

Mr. Gibson.-Only a few. 
President.-Did you go there in 'the winter? 
Mr. Gib.~on.-I went in November. . 
President.-That was not the season for felling. 
Mr. Gibson..-No. I was too early. I understand they fell 'In the snow. 

The important part of the work ill Sweden is the exoont to which co-operative 
work is used in the extraction of their wood. All the traders combine and 
the wood is floated by co-operative societies and is distributed to the owners 
when it reaches the mills.' ; 

President.-I was not able to see any forest either although I saw some 
factories. 

Mr. Gibson.-Strangely enough our Commercial Attache both in Stock
holm and in Oslo could not give me any assistance. 

P1·esident.-I was very fortunate in that respect. The Swedish Match 
Company showed me all that I wished to see. But, of course, I did not go· 
to the forests. . 

Mr. Mathias.-I understand that the views put forward are your per .. 
lonal views; they are not necessarily the views of your Government. 

Mr. Gibson.-I am in no way the accredited representative of my Gov-
ernment. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Or of your department: They are I understand your 
personal views. This is what the Government of Bihar and Orissa say in 
their letter of the 21st February, 1927: "I am to request that the opinions. 
expressed both by Mr. Gibson and by Mr. Gupta. may be read as the per
,onal opinions of those two oficers ". 

Mr. Gib8on.-1 have not seen that, but I am quite content to leave it at; 
that. 
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Wood supply. 

MT. MathiaB.-Which are the kinds of wood that exist in Biltar and 
Orissa which you find mainly suitable for the match industry? 

Mr. Gibson.-They are mentioned in detail in Mr. Ghosh's report. 
MT. Mathia •. -The three main kinds I understand are Trewia. nudi:8or~ 

Odina wodier and Bombax malabaricum. 
MT. Gibson.-Yes, and to that I may add Boswellia serrata. 
MT. Mathias.-You have not given us any estimate of the available 

-supplies. 
Mr. Gib,on.-'-Nor has it; been attempted. It is not possible to give you 

.any figures without making an enumeration survey. 
MT. Mathias.-Has no enumeration been carried out? 
MT. Gibson.-None whatever. 
MT. Mathias.--8o far as you have observed in the province the woods 

·occur rather scattered? 
MT. GibBon.--8o scattered that I 'Would add that their economio extraction 

~ almost impossible at present. 
MT. Mathias.--8o that in the absence of plantation it would not be a 

feasible proposition to establish a match factory in Bihar and Orissa? 
MT. Gibson.-I don't think so. 
MT. Mathias.-As regards plantation, I understand that you have started 

plantation very recently. 
Mr .. Gibson.-Quite recently j to be accurate in July 1925. 
Mr. Mathias.-There too you have got very little information. 
MT. Gibson.-We have no data at all 80 far. 
MT. Mathia •. -Were the trees transplanted? 
MT. Gibson.-Yes, from nurseries. 
MT. MathiaB.-Have they done well 80 far? 
MT. Gibson.-Not as well as they should have because of carelessness 

in putting up the fences too late. 
MT. Mathias.-What did they suffer from mainly? 
MT. Gibson.-Partially draught and largely illioit grazing. and deer 

grazing. 
MT. Matltias.--':Bombax malabaricum is particularly liable to grazing bl 

·cattle, is it not? 
MT. Gibson.-Yes. 
President.-Was it a Illear felled area? . 
MT. Gibson.-Yes. It was sal forest-one at Posoita and the other is a1 

·Goilkera. 
Mr. Mathias.-At what stage do these trees' reach comparative maturity, 

that is to say at what stage would they be fit for cutting for use .in match 
factories? 

MT. Giblon.-Assuming the minimum girth is 20 inches for manufactur~; 
of matches I should say 25 years. . .. 

Mr. Mathias.-Have you worked out any figures as to whether plantation 
'would be a profitable undertaking for Government? . . 

MT. Gib/lOn.-I have, in connection with an enquiry from·the Director of 
Industries, Bihar and Orissa, to start a small plantation near Patna,' and 
there were every stick is saleable if not in the shape' of timhr then 8B fir. 
'Wood for Patna City, it would be a paying proposition. 

MT. Mathias.-What price per ton would cover your' capital expenditure.. 
What is the ~ate of interest you cq.lculateP Is it 4 per cent. P .. 

MT. GibBon.-The usual rate of interest in this country. 



Mr. Mllthias.-What price would re-imburse you for your capital expendi
t.ure with compound interest? 

Mr. 'Gibson.-I have not worked that out. We are in the experimentali 
stage yet. 

Mr. Mathias.-But you are satisfied that in this one particular area it 
would be financially profitable t.o Government? 

Mr. Gibson.-Yes. I sent up a report to Government but Government did' 
not proceed with the proposal, though from my experience in the Punjab I 
can tell you that our irrigated plantations there chiefly: of sisoo and mul
berry give as high a return as Rs. 22-8-0 per acre per annum nett. 

Mr. Mathias.~What is the royalty charged for these trees? 
Mr. Gibson.-Absolutely nominal because there is no demand. I could: 

not quote off-hand. 
Mr. Mathias.-You say you have experience in the Punjab and the condi-

tions as regards timber there were specially favourable. 
Mr. Gibson.-Very favourable. 
Mr.. Mathias.-What is the source of supply? 
Mf·. Gib801l·.-We have got large coniferous forests in the upper reaches. 

of the Punjab rivers and the timber ean be easily floated in the shape of 
small logs down to the depots. 

Mr. Mathias.-These are lllainly P'inus excelsa which are suitable for 
mawhesP , 

Mr. Gibson.-As a matter of fact we have also experiment at home at 
Bryant and May's with Himalayan spruce and Himalayan fir and they made
good matches. 

Mr. Mathias.-We were told that these timbers had t.o be veneered very 
fresh, almost as soon as they were cut, in order to get good results. ' 

Mr. Gibson.-I know, but the alternative is boiling. You ·can'.'boil. the 
wood if necessary. 

Mr. Mathias.-At present the Mahalakshmi factory in Lahore is obtaining 
its splints from Kashmir, so that the local lIupplies primd facie would n~t 
appear to be "ery plentiful. ' . 

Mr. Gibson.-They are getting wood partially from Kashmir and partially 
from the banks of the Indus that is Popm'U8 euphratica. 

Mr. Mathias.-It looks as though there is difficulty about getting wood. 
They are also getting Bomba:J: malabaricum from the United Provinces. 

Mr. Gibson.-They may, not have been able to come to terms with Govern-
ment. '. . , 

Mr. Mathias.-They told us that Government had been rather kind to-
them regarding the supply of blue pine. 

Mr. Gib,on.-I am not in touch with recent developments. 
Mr. Mathias.-The blue pine is used for other purposes also, is it not? 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. 
Mr. 'Mathias.-You say whim you came back to the Punfab you got. 

reputable Indian and .British firms interested in the subject of the Match 
industry in the Punjab. What negotiations did you undertakeP 

Mr. Gibson.-To deliver timber on the banks of the Beas river. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Why did the negotiations come t.o nothing? 
Mr. Gibson.~That I am unable to say. Government simply dropped it. 
Mr. Mathias.-Were they negoti'ations for the supply of timber for a, 

(,ertain number of years P 

Mr. Gibson.-The· basis of the agreement was a share in the profits of 
the concern because we did not know what royalty to charge. Therefore we. 
thought t.hat a more reasonable course to take would be t.o take a share in 
the profits. 
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Plantations. 
Mr. Mathiaa.-As regards the plantations which you have undertake~ 

what species have you selected? 
Mr. Gibson.-Here is a list of the trees planted (shown). These are in. 

the plantation in Puri. 
Prerident.-Are these all suitable for match purposes? 
Mr. Gibson.-They have all been tested at one time or another. 
Mr. Mlithial.-You find that so far as plantation is concerned it ~ays. 

you better to mix your species? 
Mr. Gibson.-I think so. 
Mr. Mathias.-Wbat is the reason for that? 
Mr. Gibson.-To prevent insect attacks chiefly. If you have all one 

species you might get insect and 'fungal attack which will wipe out the 
whole thing. Also, we want to get comparative data of growth and see 
which are quickest growing trees under plantation conditions. 

Mr. Mathias.-How do you undertake plantation? Have you any wan-
dering tribes there? ' 

Mr. Gibsofl.-No. We find our local labour supply sufficient. 
Mr. Mathias.-,-What does it cost you to plant? 
Mr. Gibson.-Only Rs. 15 per acre, but if you add fencing, you have, 

to add about Rs. 25. 
Dr. 1IIatthai.-This Rs. 15 is just the cost of clearing and planting? 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. That is the first year's cost. 
Mr. Mathial.-Three years would be the time that they would have to be

looked after P 
Mr. Gibson.-They would be established in three years and the cost in

cluding fencing would be about Rs. 50. 
Mr. Mathia •• -It is very much lower than the cost given to us in Burma. 
Mr. Gib,ofto.-The labour rate is 7 annas a day, and we use a lot of 

women and children. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is this forest village labour? 
Mr. Gibson.-No, ordinary village labour. 
Dr. Matthai.-How many trees will you plant per acre? 
Mr Gibson.-It varies according to the species. We are trying various. 

epecies and according to the espacement the number will be greater or 
.maller. I should say the average is 8' x 8'. 

Dr. Matthai ...... What does that mean? 
Mr. Gibson.-About 600 to 700 trees per acre. 
Mr. Mathia,.-You say that every match factory of any importance in. 

India is controlled by the Swedish Match combine. 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. ' 
Mr. Mathiai.-But so far as we know that is hardly a correct statement. 

of the case. ' 
Mr. Gib.on.-8omebody has stated that. As i say I have not been in. 

touch with developments during the last two years. 
Mr. Mathia •. -This ,is not based on any definite data? 

Mr. Gibson.-No. 
Mr. Mathia8.-This is general information? 
Mr. Gibsofto.-Yes, talking with various business people and 'so' on. 
Mr. Mathia •. -What'is the practice in the Forest department in Bihar' 

and Ori8.'!a as regards the sale of trees? Do you sell them at the rate of SO
c. ft. per ton P 
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Mr. Gibson.-Our general principle in our annual sales is ,to sell the 
~oupes,as we call them, the area to be cut every year divided into suitable 
lo~~, by auction, , . ' 

Mr. Mathias.'-'-That is the auction system. Supposing you' had depart-
IIllental felling? You do that occasionally, don't you? , 

Mr. Gibson.-We do it'very rarely; 
Mr. Mathias.~When you do that how do you sell the timberf 
lIlr. Gibson.-We sell by the foot girth and not by the cubic content. 
Mr. 1IIathias.-Do you make any allowance for the bark in that? 
Mr. Gibson.-No. 
M1·. Mathias.-The reMon why 1 am asking you this is, the Chief Forest 

Ofi'tcer, Andamans,was telling us yesterday that in selling match wood from 
the Andamans they make some allowance to cover the bark and we have 
no information that such is the practice in any of the main provinces in 
India. 

Mr. Gibson.-When we sell the tree by girth measurement it is measured 
over the bark. ' 

D'r. Matthai.-These plantations are undertaken primarily for match 
factories? 

Mr. Gibson.-Yes. It is an experiment started by myself as a means of 
,encouraging the industry and getting data for future development. 

Dr .. Matthai.-Is there at present sufficient demand for wood from your 
existing match factories to justify a plantation? 

Mr. Gibson.-No. We have only got a demonstration factory at Gulzar
bagh and there are a few small match factories in 'the province. I per
,sonally only know of one in Puri which is quite a small affair. 

Dr. Matthai.-Taking this plantation as an expe~imental one 'is 'it part 
of your policy to extend your plantation every year? You sliy you started' 
with 60 acres and you say the' area is being further extended, by 400 acres 
this season. Do you intend to plant the whole of the, 400 acres? 

lIlr. Gibson.-The clearing has been done but. the planting has been done' 
JUOl'e slowly. My idea is to plant the 400 acres. 'r" ")' 

Dr. Matthai.-What is the total area under plantation? 
lIlr. Gibson.-Iwas away at the end of last year since July and ,I do not 

know, but I could ascertain that for you. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is it your policy to plant a certain definite ai'ea each year? 

MI'. Gibson.-No. 'fh'ere is' no definite progralnme"'-at· present. It is' 
purely an experimental work. If the work of the first two years is success
ful 1 would probably go up to Government and ask for permission to speed 
,up the programme. 

M1·. Mathias.-What,is the distance of the plantation from Calcutta? 
Mr. Gibson.-Roughly 250 Illiles. 
Mr. 1IIathias.-Then the railway freight would be prohibitive so far as 

factories in Calcutta are concerned? 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. _ I hold the view that the factory should be at the !ft~ 

-of the supply of timber. . ' 
Mr. Mathias.-Railway freight will come to about Rs. 13 a ton? 

Mr. Gibson.-Yes.' I think 'iti~ sound to keep your factory close to yoW' 
permanent source of wood supply If you can. , 

Mr. Mathias.-What sort of area do you thin.k you would be able to plant 
.each year with your availaIJ16 labour? '. ' . 

. Mr; Gibson.-It is not so much a question of available labour as available 
lunds. We can recruit quite a large labour gang .. 

JUr. Mathias.-Supposing funds were availableP 
Mr. Gib,ofl..-We could plant up to 400 acres .. year. 
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Mr. Mathias.-Steadily and continually. 
Mr. Gib8on.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathia.9.-Qn all e.verage the cost will be Re. 50P 

, Mr. Gib8on.-Yes, {or establishment and. fencing. 
Preside1lt.~Have you seen the Gulzarbagh factoryi' 
Mr. Gibso1l.-I have not been there. 
President.-Who is'in charge of it now? 
Mr. Gibso1l.-I am not quite sure who is in charge now,: but I think it is 

not working at 'present. ' 
3fr. Mathia,.-Has it been sold? 
Mr. Gibson.-There was a proposal before the Board of Industries of 

which I am a member but I do not know the outcome of the negotiations. 
President.-I suppose you have studied Mr. A. P. Ghosh's report? 
Mr. Gib,on.-Yes. 
PTeside1lt.~He has given an account of the'industry which has led people 

to think that it is a very good proposition to start the match industry' ill' 
Bihar and Orissa~ 

Mr. Gibso1l.-It did give that impression. 
Pre8ident.-What do you think? Is that justified by your actual know

ledge of the facts P . 
Mr. Gibson.-My opinion is that there is no scope for the development 

of the match industry in Bihar and Orissa unless we start plantation on a 
large scale, and the time is not ripe for plantation until we have data from 
the experimental plantations already started. Two years hence we will be 
in a position to tell you what can be done. 

Mr. Mathia8.-Two years from now? 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Ghosh has given a list of 126 varieties of wood which 

hI! thinks may be more or less suitable. Do you think that ,is rather an 
exaggeration. 

Mr. Gibson.-I fear so. We have now boiled it down to 10. 
Mr. Mathia,.-Qf these 10, abou~ four which you have marked with 

asterisk you say you have no information. So that limits your number to' 
6P 

Mr. Gibson.-That is so. 
Presidcnt.-Mr. Troop's book and Mr. Ghosh's two reports, one for 

Bengal and one for Bihar and Orissa, have spread the impression-a.nd a very
strong one-that there is any amount of wood e.vailable e.nd that there is nO 
end to the possibility of expansion of the Match industry in the country. 

'Mr. Gibson.-I am sorry to say the optimism is ill-founded. 
President.-You have also pointed out that Mr. Troup was very largely

influenced by German manufacturers of machinery .. 
Mr. Gibson.-I was at Deme. DUJ: at that time and then a representative 

of a German firm.&-Rollers--came along and the woods were' tested. It was 
to their interest to say that any- number of woods was suitable in order to 
get a sale for their machinery in this country. That was what happened. 

Dr. Matthai.-Tbe only action taken so far by the Bihar and Orissa Gov
ernment on Mr. Ghosh's report is to start the demonstration factory at; 
Gulzarbagh ? 

Mr. Gibson.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattha.i.-I believe that WM directly the result of his report. 
Mr. Gib,on.-I have no evidence but I believe so. Tbat is, howeverJ mor& 

a question for the Director of Industries. 
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Oonditions in Australia. 
President.-As regards Australia, did you discover whether the people 

were finding any difficulty in producing these matches? 
Mr. Gibson.-None. This particular' factory I was talking about em~ 

ployees 600 hands-400 girls and 200 men-and the minimum wage of the 
men is £4-7-6 per week and that of the girls about £2-10-0 per week. 

Mr. Mathia,.-Have you any information as to their cost per gross? 
Mr. Gibson. No. But I believe they are making a profit. 
President.-What are the working hours. For how many hours do the7 

work a weekP , 
Mr. Gibson.-44 hours. 
Mr. Mathias.-A fair amount of work is done by the hand process? 
Mr. Gibson.-I saw nothing done ,by hand except of course handlings the 

logs for feeding the rotaries and so on. 
Mr. Mathias.-600 seems to be rather a large number if they are employ~ 

ing a rotary machine. 
Mr. Gib8on.-Yes. But a certain amount of filling is done by hand by 

the girl labour. The machine' is supposed to do it but it requires a lot of 
-attention ... · . , 

President.-You say they do the box filling by hand, and what else? 
Mr. GibsQn.-Supervision of the filling because the tilling machines have 

to be carefully supervised. 
Mr. Mathia8.-What about gross packetingi' Is that done by machi

neryi' 
Mr. Gibson.~My recollection is that it is done by a machine, only the 

girls dab the paste at each end. 
President.-This seems rather a large number. Is ita labour question 

that they must employ so many men? 
Mr. Gibson.-I am relying on what the manager told me. 
President.-600 does seem rather a large number even compared to India 

for that output. ' 
Mr. Gib'on.-In addition to that they were making wax vestas. I do not 

know what the output was. 
President.-Possibly that may account for it. I suppose matches are not 

,"ery cheap in Australia. 
Mr. Gibson.-They a~o do the whole of their printing in the factory and 

.Iso the packing cases. ' " 
Mr. Mathias.-What is the price of matches in Australia? 
Mr. Gibson.-One penny a box in a tobacconist's shop. 
Mr. Mathias.-It is practically the same as the British price. 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. I did not make any special enquiry into this. 
Presidcnt.-When were you in the United Provinces? 
Mr. Gibson.-I was Forest Inspector at Dehra Dun in 1905 and Forest 

Economist in 1908 and against Forest Economist in 1919-1920. 
President.-In Mr. Pearson's time? 
Mr. Gibson.-Yes. 
President.-At that time the match question was not a live one. 
Mr. Gib8on.-No. 
President.-And you never took any particular interest in it? 
lIlr. Gib8on.-No. 

Mr. Troup's enquiry. 
President.-Do you know what led to this enQ..uiry by Mr. Troup? 
Mr. Gibso'!'.-I think it arose directly as !'on 'attempt to start a new in

dustry in India. 
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Mr. Mathia •. -Did he undertake it of his own initiativeP 
Mr. Gib.on.-No. I presume he got his orders from the Government of 

India. 
Prerident.-Perhaps, the German people suggested the idea that the 

Match industry could be started in India. 
Mr. Gib.on.-I think. they had something to do with the enquiry being 

undertaken. 
Prerident.-As far as you know the Puri factory is the only factory that 

remains of the old lot P 
Mr. Gib.on.-That is the only one of which I am aware in Bihar and 

Orissa. 
Prerident.-Where are these Bettiah Raj forests? 
Mr. Gib.on.-They are in the extreme north-west on the borders of the 

Gorakhpore district of the United Provinces with Nepal on the north. 
Prerident.-Axe they connected by rail? 
Mr. Gibson.-The Bengal and North-Western Railway runs to Narayan

gunge which is the southern end of the Bettiah Raj forest and I suppose the 
average lead is 22 miles from the forest to the rail head. 

Pruident.-Is it well provided with roads? 
Mr. Gib.on.-No. 
Prerident.-These two sites that you have selected, are they near railway 

stations? 
Mr. Gib,on .. -Yes. 
Prerident.-<:an you get as much land as you like for plantation pur

poses in those areas or are you limited by any labour conditions? 
Mr. Gib.on.-We are limited, but the sites are purely experimental at 

present. We can extend them at both sites to possibly 1,000 to 1,200 acres 
each; and if they are successful we can get equally well situated areas near 
the railway elsewhere. 

Prerident.-What is your policy? Do you intend to persist in your 
investigations or are you going to abandon these plantations P . 

Mr. Gibson.-As I say it is only experimental at present. Should they 
prove successful and should there be a demand they can be expanded at a 
maximum rate of 400 acres per annum. 

Prerident.-When would' you know whether you are to pursue the policy 
or notP 

Mr. Gib.on.-About two years from now. 
Dr. Matthai.-Axe there to your knowledge any cottage match factories ill 

Bihar and Orissa? 
Mr. Gib,on.-I am not aware of any. 
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Chief Forest Officer, Andaman Islands. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter from the Tariff Board, to the Ohief Forest Officer, And{tman Islands, 
Port Blair" dated the 9th ilpril 3.927. 

, I a.ni directed to invite a reference to the attached copy of a letter addressed 
by the Indian Tariff Board to all local Governments and to that of the reply 
receiied thereto from the Governmen1i of Burma, and to say that the Board, 
during the course of the enquiry now proceeding into the circumstances of the 
Match.making Industry, has learned that certain of the match factories 
!ituated in Rangoon import some of their supplies of timber from the Andaman 
Islands. This fact is of considerable interest to the Board, and I am, there
fore, to ask you to be so good as to furnish it with detailed information in 
!!onswer to the following questions: - , 

(1) The existence, quantity and suitability of wood for the manufacture 
of-'-

(i) splints, 
(ii) veneers, and 

(iii) packing ca,ses. 

(2) The proximity and accessibility of the source of supply of such timbers 
to Port Blair or any other port of export. 

(3) Have consignments of such woods been exported to India or Burma. in 
the pasti If so, please give the quantities-if available-which have been so 
exported during the last three years. 

(4) Have such consignments b~n extracted and exported by, Go:vernment 
agency or by contractors? In either case please state:

(a) the price f.o.b. port, 
(b) the cost of freight to Rangoon, and 
(c) the cost of' freight to Calcutta. 

(5) If by contractors, what are the conditions under which permission for 
extraction is given P , 

(6) What is the royalty levied on the different species? 

(7) What quantities of wood suitable for the manufacture of splints or 
veneers could be exported ilnnuany and in accordance with the forest working 
plans from the Andaman forests at a price not exceeding Rs. 35 per ton of 
50" cubic feet landed at Rangoon? In your answer please specify the different 
kinds of wood and the tonnage of each. 

(8) Have any concessions for extracting timber for the manufacture of 
splints, veneers or packing cases been granted? If so, to whom? 

(9) Bas the Forest Department undertaken or is it likely to undertake in 
the near future any operations for the establishment of plantations of trees 
suitable for the manuf~cture of matches in the forests under your charge? 

(10') Have any areas accessible to Port Blair or any other port of export 
been planted with suitable trees J>y any outside agencyP 

(11) What are the conditions of transport from the forests in which suitable 
timber is found to the port of export:-

(a) during the monsoon j 
(b) during the dry season j 

and what is the cost of transporting the timber by each of any methods which 
may be employed P " 

2. I am to add that the Board would be glad if your answers to these ' 
questions couid be sent by the 16th l\Iay 1927. 
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(2) Letter from the Chiei Forest Officer, Andaman Islands, dated the 
17th May 1927. 

With reference to your letter N;'.301, dated the 9th/12th April 1927, I 
have the honour to reply, as follows :.-

(1) As. the demand for these timbers has only recently sprung up, nQ 
enumerations are available of the quantities of suitable woods for match" 
manufaclure but as a rough estimate I give 3 tons per acre over 1,500 
square miles of forests, i.e., 2,880,000 tons say 144 million cubic feet but it 
is probably more. 

The only information I have of the suitability of timber for the different 
purposes has been obtained from Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood & Co., 
Rangoon, who inform me that Dhup (Canarium euphyllum) is the most suit
able wood which they have found for making match boxes and Sterculia 
campanulata for splints. I cannot give' an estimate of the quantity of these 
woods available in the Andamans, they probably amount to ird of the avail
able supplies given above. 

(2) Exploitation is not very difficult from any part of the Andamans as 
most of the timbers ftoat and can be rafted. There are quite a number of 
good harbours where it can be shipped. The timber is now in the first 
instance carried by a Forest Department steamer to Port Blair or rafted to 
Stewart Sound and thence exported to Burma or India by the Government 
steamer. The sources can be tapped throughout the year by continual shift
ing of extraction camps to suit the different seasons. 

(3) The following are the exports during the last year:...,.. 

To Rangoon 
To Calcutta 

Papita. 
Tons. 
1,151 

598 

(4) The timber is being extracted by Government Agency. 
No timber has been sold at f.o.b. rates. 

Dhul'. 
Tons. 

3,494 
nil. 

Present price c.i.f. Rangoon is Rs. 35 for Papita and Rs. 40 for Dhup. 
Freight is Rs. 10 for Papita and Rs. 12-8-0 for Dhup. This low freight was 
fixed in order to enable us to establish a demand for the timber but these 
rates are likely to be increased in ,the future. 

The timber is Bold in Calcutta at Rs. 37-8-0 and the freight is Rs. 12-8-0 
per ton. 

(5 and 6) There are no contractors and hence no royalty is charged. 

(7) No working plan for these timbers is at present in existence but I 
estimate that 5 to 6,000 tons could be exported annually at present and 5 or 
6 times that amount if sufficient transport to India or Burma were available. 

I regret I have no figures for the different kinds of wood but include 
Sterculia campanulata, Sterculia alata, Canarium euphyllum, Bombax mala
baricum, Tetrameles nudiftora, Sterculia villosa and a few other species in 
the estimate given in paragraph 1. I hope the price of timber will go up 
to Rs. 50 per tOn c.i.f. Rangoon or Rs. 60 c,i.f. Calcutta as present prices 
leave little profit. 

(8) No concession has been given but the forest department has agreed 
to supply about 5,000 tons this year to Rangoon and 2,000 tons to Calcutta. 

(9) The forest department has made experiments with plantations of 
Canarium euphyllum mixed with other timbers but sufficient data for the 
purpose of answering the enquiry of the Tariff Board are not available. 
Nearly every part of the Andamans outside the settlement, which is some 
50 square miles is under forests. 

(10) No land is available for plantations of matchwood by private agency. 

(11) Timber is brought to Port Blair by a forest department steamer at 
a cost of Rs. 4 per ton and can be thus transported all through the year. 
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General conclusion.. 
I am of opinion that the establishment of a factory locally would be th6' 

most economical in the long run for the freight' of timber will be ,too high 
to allow large quantities to be exported as there is very little inward cargo.. 
That low freight has been Becured at present is .due to the fact that a Gov
ernment Bteamer would go empty once a month to Rangoon without the. 
cargo of logs. This, however, is not likely to last and the ruling commer
cial rates under similar conditions must be taken as a basis for calculating. 
freight for the future. Logs take up too much space in a ship to allow of 
this cargo being carried at a low freight rate. 

A site for a factory would probably b.e given free by Government. The, 
main difficulties against establishing a factory' locally are that skilled labour 
would have to be imported and the supply of chemicals, etc., can only come 
to the Andamans by the Government steamer which leaves Calcutta and 
Rangoon about once a month. Including royalty a steady supply can be 
assured at about Rs. 30 per ton delivered in a factory in the Andamans, the 
cost would probably be less in -the beginning. Labour would perhaps cost 
Re. 1 per diem for adults with corresponding reduction for women and child
ren. Skilled artisans would perhaps average double this amount. 

It seems to me that t1;te most important factor for the successful working 
of a match factory is that timber supplies are always available so that the 
factory \can be run at all times to its full capacity, The supplies of chemi
cals and labour can. be arranged with good management. Freight for the 
finished product is always available but stocks would have to be kept in 
Calcutta and Madras. Freight for the finished product should not excee4 
Re. 10 per ton of 50 cubic feet as the cases are small and pack well in the 
ahip's hold. 
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CIDEF FOREST OFFI€:ER, ANDAMANS. 

B.-OaAL. 

Evidence of Mr. M. C. C. BONINGTON recorded at Calcutta on 
Tuesday, the 14th February, 1928. 

Introductory. 

Presid6nt.-You are the' Chief Forest Officer, Andamans? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes, lam ,the officiati.ng Chief Forest Officer,. 
Pruident.-Is that your official designation? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
'Pre8ident.-How long have you been in charge of this office? 
Mr. Bonington.-For the last 13 months; but I have been in the 

Andamans for thirty years, ever since 1897. 
President.-Where are your headquarters? 
Mr. Bonington.-Port Blair. 
PrBBident.-Are these forests very far away from Port Blair? 
Mr. Bonington.-The country surrounding Port Blair has been deforested 

tor eettlement. There are small areas of forests here and there still but not 
nry large forests. -

President.-Which is your principal port for export? 
Mr. Bonington.-Pol't Blair and Stewart Sound. The 'latter 'fs iii ~e 

North Andaman-about 90 miles north of Port Blair. 
President.-You have got fairly good waterways? 
Mr. Bonington.---We have got the sea. Timber from outside Port Blair 

la brought in by a cargo steamer which carries about 350 tons; In fine 
weather it is also floated. 

President.-Does the steamer go into the interior? 
Mr. Bonington.-It goes up the coast and goes up the larger streams 

inland. In the fine weather, we raft the timber. As far as match timber 
is conoerned, it all floats and it can be rafted over the open sea six months 
during the year or perhaps more. 

PreBident.-All the year round practically you can float the timber. 
Mr. Boningfon.-We can't float all the year round. By floating I msan 

the timber has to be rafted and towed by the launch. It can't be floated 
outside the creeks without the help of a Isunch. We have ,a steamer which 
loads the timber in its hold and we have no loss while when rafting timber 
'by towing over the open sea there are often' losses. 

PreBident.-Are the waterways navigable throughout the year? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. We have to change our camps. Some parts of 

the seashore are exposed to the North-East monsoon; there are other parts 
which are exposed to the South-West monsoon. There are also other parts 
where there is no water in the dry weather and accordingl as the conditions 
.are favourable or not we change our camps but we can work all the year 
round. 

Pr88ident.-Has there been any enumeration made of the quantities 
available? 

M1'. Bonington'-I have m.e.de an enumeration for the working plan mainly 
of padauk timber but of papita and of match wood generally and of dhup I 
have had enumerations made 80 far of only abo,ut 10 square miles. That is 
100 per ceni;. and 50 per ceni;. enumeration. 

M1'. Mathia •. -What does that work out to per square mile? 
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Mt; Bonington.-:-Four tons per acre ;1-1 an estimate of standing t.rees. 
But I still contend, as I told you originally, that it would safer to calcu-
late on 8 tons per Bcre. • '. 

MT. Ma.thia8.-ls that a representativ6 !rea? 
MT. Bonington.-Yes. We have take'anumerations of evergreen forests 

86 well 86 desiduous forests. 
Pre8ident . ....:ls it easily accessible? 
Mr. Bonington.-One of the easiest. plllJes to extract. 
Dr. Mathai.-That would be typical of the whole area in the island? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes, typical of the whole area, either deciduous or ever

green forests. In the evergreen forests, thet'e is very little dhup. Roughly I 
should say taking 8 tons per acre for· the whole area under forests. there 
would be twa-thirds of papite and one-third of dhup. 

Mr. MathiaB.-You have given ali estin: ate of the quantity of stock avail
able in t.he Andaman forests and you have given one reason which limits the 
a.mount. which can be got out annually, namely, the amount of freight to 
Calcutta and Rangoon. 

Mr. Bonington.-That is the whole issue. . 

Diffic'Iilties 0/ extraction. 

Mr. MathiaB.-Apart from t.hat, are there any difficulties with regard to 
extraction? I understand t.hat there are difficulties about. elephants. You 
ilse elephants, don't. you? 

Mr. Boni71gton.-Yes, and we use also buffaloes. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Have you used buffaloes so far? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
Mr. Matkia~.-1I'o any great extent? 
MT. Bonington.-To a considerable .&:1[tent in the last year or: t.wo. 
Mr. MathiaB.-Are you using elephants too? 
MT. Bonington.-Yes, for heavy timber but. papita and dhup can be'~ 

tracted by buffaloes just as well. . 
Mr. MathiaB.-If you were to attempt to extract anything very much in 

.excess of your present amount of 5,000 tons a year, would you require a 

.large numb& of buffaloes? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes, a fair number. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Would'.:you have any difficulty in getting buffaloes? 
Mr. Bonington.-I don't think that there will be any trouble. But there 

. is another factor. I would not like to see all the soft woods extracted and 
the hard woods left behind because we use the soft wood as floaters. They 
must go hand in hand. 

Mr. Ma,thias.-On this question of buffaloes, where do you get thein from? 
Mr. B071i71gton.-From Burma. 
Mr. Mathias.-To what extent do you think you can a.ugment the number 

of your buffaloes now? 
Mr. Bonington.-I don't think that there is any difficulty in extracting 

even 20,000 tons a year. 
MT. Mathias.-That would be the limit of your ability to extract? 
Mr. Bonington.-I would not even say that. There should be a limit to 

"the amount I would extract because I would like to keep some soft woods to 
take out the hard wood. . 

Mr. Mathias.-We are just defiling with the question of buffaloeefor the 
. moment. Would there be any difficulty for contractors to get buffaloesP . 

],fro Bonington.-There are no contraotors in the Andamans. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is it all departmental feeling?: 
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MT. Bonington.-It is nearly all departmental. There are- IIi few loco.l 
traders and cultivators in the island itself who are allowed toenract timber 
Dear the Settlement. 

lb. Mat~i/J3.-As .fa! as departmental work iB concerned, you see no diffi-
culty a.a regards obtammg cattle for dragging? _ 

Mr. Bonington.-No. 
Mr. MathitUl.-As regards elephants, is there any difficulty in feed~ them 

in BOme parte of the year? -
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. But I don't think that is a very important factor. 

It would not prevent extraction of timber. 
Mr. MathitUl.-You see no difficulty as regards that point? 
M,. Bonington.-No. 
M,. Mathia •. -As regards the question of using 80ft wood for floating down 

hard wood., -
Mr. Bonington.-Hard woods have got to be floated. If I take out all the 

10ft wood. I will have no soft wood left 11.> float hard wood. 
M,. Mathii".-In common with the whole of India, you find' hard wood 

more profitable than soft wood. 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes, it iB. 
Mr. Mathia •. -To what extent would that' limit your annuo.l extraction? 
Mr. Bonington.-It is very diffioult to give you a correct figure without 

having made some calculation on the point. I don't think I would have any 
difficulty ill working 20,000 tons annuo.lly of soft wood. 

M,. MathitUl.-That would be the limit? 
M,. Bonington.-I think it. would be at present but that is only a rough 

. figure. 

Cost 01 extraction. 
Mr. Mathia,.-As your work ~s done departmentally, you don't charge 

any royalty, but what figure would you charge for your profit? '. 
Mr. Bonington.-I have got our figures here (shewn). The cost of logs 

from the South Andamans worked out at Rs. 14-8-1 per ton and that from, 
the No;rth .-\ndamans Rs. 15~14-3. delivered on board the ship-f.o.b. in both. 
ca.aes. . 

Mr. MathitUl.-Rs. 14-8-0 would be the average. 

Mr. Bonington.-Yes, including the interest at 5 per cent. On capital ,i~, 
worke out like this. 

M,. Mathia •• -What do you estimate your capital value at? 

. Mr. Bonington.-The total invested oapitai for exploiting timber in: the. 
Andamans iB Rs. 17,26,169; Re. 1,76,000 is invested in elephants -and buffa-
Ioes Rs. 3,87,853 in steamers and launches and boats for extraction and the 
remainder in mills and buildings. 

North Andamans. South ~d~mans. 

Cost at timber extraoted- to 
the coast 

Cost of' transportation 
Export charges 

Rs. A P. 

1411 8 
1 311 
1 411 

915H 
410 8 
117 

I may say that the cost of transportation ii:t the North Andamans is ~uch 
less because it is just round Stewart Sound. Now I should like to· expla~ 
what these charge include. They are-

Exploitation. 
So.Iaries. 
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Wages IIIld allowance for subolllinate establishment. 
Office establishment. 
Wages, allowllIlces and rations of lsbour. 
MaintenllIlce . IIIld upkeep of livestock. 
Stores. 
Maintenance of roads and bridges. 
Recruiting, passage expenses of labour. 
Local establishment. 
Local labour. 
Payment to contractors (we employ contractors locally and pay them. 

Re. 1 per ton for felling and lugging). . 
Steam launches. 
Miscellaneous. 
Interest. 
Depreciation. 
Proportoion of general establishment {that is pay of the Divisional 

l~orest Officer and his office staff. We have the cost and .distri
bute it over extraction, milling and trimsportation). 

Mr. Mathio./l.-The interest on your capital charges mellIls merely interest 
OD the capital employed in extraction? 

Mr. Bon:ltgton.-That is right. 
Mr. MlthiaB.-1t does not include interest 'on any money invested in the-

forests? 
Mr.l1onington.-No. It is simply on the plant employed on extraction. 
Presidmt.-It includes no royalty? 
Mr. llonington.-No. 
Preaident.-What is the royalty that Government expects on hard wood,. 
Mr. Bonington.-I think that ,,'e ought to have a royalty of Re. 10. 
Mr. Mathi(l8.--on hard wood? 
Mr. Bonington.-No, on 60ft wood. On hard wood it should be ·Re. 15.

Jly reasol'l for saying that is that exploitation in the Andamans is compara
tively cheap whereas administration is expensive due to the fact that we hav& 
to employ launches to go from one part to another. 

Mr. Ml1thiaB.-The ro:yalty of Rs. 10 is very rquch in excess of the royalty 
wrged in other provinces. . 

Mr. Bobington.-Our present rate is about Rs. 6. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Your extraction charges inoluding interest come to 

Re. 14-8-0. To that we have to add Rio 6 as. royalty. That brings the total 
~ Rs. 20-8-0. 

llr. Bonington.-Yes. 
Mr. MathiaB.-What is your freight . Caloutta? 
Mr.' Bonington.-Rs. 12·8-0. 
Mr. Mathias.-In.-your statement yes •. !ilJ.y it is a concession rate. 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. Then we have lbrtin's charges. 
Mr. MathiaB.-What are Martin's charges? 
Mr. Bonington.-That.is their commission which is Rs. 1-8-0. 
Mr. Mathia.9.-That makes it B.s. 84-8-0 per ton. 
}.Ir. Bonington.-Yes. ,Last year our total chllrges came to Re. 87-8.0, 
Mr. Mathia~.-}'o~ are limiteil in your ~~port to Calcutt.a by the 'amolln~ 

)f freight at your disposal? 
Mr. Bonington.-Very much. 
Mr. Mathias.-At present you only export about 2,000 tons. 
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M,. Bonington.-Somewhere near that. I can increase, the amount. by 
chartering another steamer. 

M,. Mathia8.-Excluding that consideration it would only pay you to Q:pon 
a larger amount than 2,000 tons if you were able to· command a. price which 
would cover freight to and from Calcutta? . 

Mr. Bonington.-Yes. I will Bay an aniount larger than 3,000 tons. 
Mr. Mathio8.-So that we have to add on another. Rs. 12.8.0 to this. 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. . , 
Mr. Mathias.-That would make the total Rs. 47. 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathial.-So that if you are going to establish a permanent market. 

you must get Re. 47-8·01 
M,. Bonington.-You are right. 
Pre&ident.-Would that ensure a regular freightP 
M.r. Bonington.-Yes, but I want to ~tion one point. Rs. 15 is our 

average cost of extraction for soft wood and hard wood. Soft wood is easier 
to cut, easier to drag and easier to bring down obviously. 

PTBBident.-If you are to sell your timber at Rs. 47-8·0 or anyWhere near 
that, there is this genwa available here which sells at Re. 30 to Rs. 40 per 
ton. Unless you are able to bring down your price to somewhere about· that 
level you will find it very difficult tc dispose of that wood. ' 

M,. Bonington.-iI believe so. 
PTC8ident.-It does seem to me that it might be pOssible for Government 

80 to arrange that ,it can be sold here ex.ship at about Re. 40 per. ton. 
Mr. Bonington.-Where we are always tied is that we cannot export 10gB 

at a cheap freight rate. 
We could not arrange for freight and would have to go to Messrs. Turner 

Morrison and ask them what they would charge for the logs, and,they would 
quote Rs. 80 to Rs. 35. 

President.-It might be possible for Government to ,exploit c!lrtain favour
able areas where the cost of extraction would be less. 

Mr. Bonington.-That is !lnother question. 
Prcsident.-Apart from the question of competition of genwa, it. is neces

eary for the forest administration to take a long view. I ·Understand that the 
Government of India are considering the best means of exploiting the· timber 
from the Andamans over a period of years. We find that in Sweden the 
price of aspen is approximately Rs. 58 per ton snd if weare to allow for the 
extra wastage in match manufacture in the case of India wood, the equivalent 
of that would be about Rs. 42 a ton, so that taking a long view it would be 
necessary for you to sell at between . Rs. 40 and 50 for this ,reason that 
although at present with a duty of Rs. 1.8-0, it might be profitable to pay 
a higher rate than Re. 50, we must think of a time when. the match industry 
must do without protection. If, say in 15 or 16, years time the protective 
duty, if one was recommended, was taken off and you developed much trade 
at Re. 50 a ton, then suddenly all your' arrangements would be thrown out 
of gear. Therefore you must aim at a constant price of Rs. 40. 

Freight charges. 

Mr. Bonington.~~e solution does not lie there. The solution lies in'the 
establishment of a match factory in the Andamans.-Apart from this I cannot 
l6e any day light on this question because of the high freight rate of sending 
logs to Calcutta. 

Pruident.-Government just now runs ita own service. The Maharaja 
belongs to Government, does it not P 

Mr. Bonington.-Yes. She. is chart.ered by Government. 
Pre8idcnt.-Is that the only ship? 
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Mr. Bonington.-No. There is another small steamer' called the Ahmedi. 
PT88idsnt.-They are run by :Messrs. Turner Morrison and Company for 

GQ:vern~ent? 

Mr. Bonington.-Turner Morrison and Co., are the owners of the Maharaja 
and a Boml)ay Co., of the Ahmedi.' Turner Morrison & Co., act as Agents 
for Government in Calcutta. 

Prs8ident.-What is the tonnage of the Maharaja? 
Mr. BoningtQn.-She must be over 2,000 tons, bllt:1 cannot say exactly. 

Ail any rate she will .take about 1,000 tons of timber in scantlings and squares. 
Pr88idsnt.-1 just want to know what she does. She carries cargo one way 

from there? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes., 
Prssidsnt.-She does about one voyage a month? 
Mr. Bonington.-About one' trip in three weeks. 
PT8sident.-So .that it 'would be about 15 voyages in a year each way, so 

that she would bling in about 30,000 tons of cargo? 
Mr. Bonington.--Dnly about 15,000 tons of timber. 
PTBsiti-mt.-What other cargo does she bring from. the Andamans? 
Mr. Bonington.-She is nearly full up with timber. 
PTssident.-1 forget what the arrangement between Government and 

lIIessrs. Turner Morrison and Company is, but 1 think they pay them the 
running oharges? . 

Mr. Bonington.-They pay them so much per ton of the ship's registered 
tonnage. 

PTs8idsnt.-What is it? 
Mr. Bonington.-I don't know what it is but I know the steamer runs at 

a 1088, as it must with a full oargo only one way. 
Mr. Mathias.-You have a lot of hard woods? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
Mr. MathiaB.-Surely Booner or later you will have to employ more 'ships? 
MT. Bonington.-I will have' no difficulty in obtaining ships' to "oarry 

fiquares and scantlings but they will not take logs at an economio rste because 
logs take double the space. 

Mr. Mathias.'-:'What rate do you pay for hsrd wood at present per ton" 
Mr. Bonington.-Rs. 10 for scantlings and Rs. 12.8·0 for squares, Rs. 15 

for logs and Rs. 20 forpadauk. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Why do they charge so many different rates? 
Mr. Bonington.-It is the general oustom. I don't quite see the point 

myself exoept that logs take more space. They oharge Rs. 20 for padauk 
because padauk can bear that extra freight charge. 

Mr. Mathias.-Would you incrE'~se your market for hard wood? 
M,. Bonington.-iIf I have large stocks I can always get a steamer to carry 

1Scllntlings at eoonomio rates but not logs. 
1Ifr. Mathias.-You are developing the Andamans very largely. 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. ' 

,.Mr. Mathia,.-The exports .. are increasing also? 
Alr. Bonington.-Yes • 
. 1IfT. Mathias.-As ~'our shipment increases in hard wood will you not be 

able to ship a proportion of soft woods? 
Mr. Bon.ington.-No. 
Mr. Mathias.-Why? 
Mr. BOllington;-Beoause the freight will kill it; 

Mr. Mathias.-At this rate of Rs. 12·8.0. 
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Mr. Bo"ingto".-No. 
Mr. Mathia,.-What freight will they ask? 
Mr. Boningto".~For logs they would probably ask Rs. 30 and I see their 

point. The ship will only take half as many logs as scantlings. 

Prnident.-",nat. time does the voyage take from Port Blair to Calcutta. 

Ur. Boningto".-It takes 3 days going, 3 days coming and 4 days at the 
Andamans and 5 days at Calcutta. 

Preeident.-Supposing it was carrying full load how many days would it 
take to load? . 

Mr. Boni"gton,-She will be loaded in 4 days. 
PreBident.-4 days going from here? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yee. 
PreBident.-4 days loading, that is 8 days and 4 days back and unloading 

probably 2 days, so that she could not. do more than two trips a month? 

Mr. Bonington.-No, because there is always a certain amount. of other 
cargo and passengers to be taken on board. 

Pr""'ident.-Supposing a special steamer was running? 
Mr. BoningtOfJ.-Then it would be about right. 
Mt. Mailtia •. -I suppose there is no possihility of rafting the timber in 

the opt'n sea? 
Mr. Bonington.-It is too risky. Even if you raft it in the open sea, when 

),ou bring it. up here in the fiver Hooghly it. might get stranded. 
Mr. lIfafhiaa.-What about Rangoon? 
Mr. Bonington.-Thers is very little freight to Rangoon. Theshlp has got 

to go there to bring rice and passengers but. the ship goes very nearly empty 
and we can load logs up to the capacity of the ship which is about 5.000 to 
6,000 tons a year. 

Mr. Mathias.-What is the freight? 
Mr. Boningto".-Rs. 10 per ton. 
P'B.itUnt.~What. line runs between Rangoon and the Andamans? 
Mr. Bonington.-It is the Ahm£ldi which is a Government steamer, that is 

It is chartered by Government. 
Prnid.mt.-Do you have any .tramp steamers whlch call occasionally at 

. Port Blair? 
Mr. Bonjngton • .,...No.We have the Clan line steamer coming up occasion

ally. There i8 one such steamer taking timber to London just now. But 
Ilone except steameN chartered by us call at the Andamans. 

Preaid,nt.-Doee it call at allY Indian port? 
Mr. Boni"gto".-From Port; Blair it goes to Stewart Sound and from there 

to Madras. 
Mr. Mathial.~For the same reason YOIl could not increase your quantity 

to Rangoon? 
Mr. Boningto".-No. From April to January we have shlpped to Rangoon 

about 6.854 tons. 
Mr. Mathia6.~Do you take any special measures to keep your wood fresht 

We were told in Dehra Dun that in order to retain the sap in the WOOcl it ig 
n8CE'SSary for the match manufacturer to adopt various met.hods. . 

lilT. Bonington.-I think it ia quite eno11gh to leave. the bark on and send 
it. fresh. If we had, for instance, entered into a contract "ith a firm to make 
a regular supply we could ensure t.hat that timber would keep. fresh because 
it is all the time in water so it won't dry. 

Pre8ident.-Leaving out this question of freight, how much can you 
guarantee by way of regular supply, say every fortnight? 

Mr. Bonington.-8,OOO tons annually for Calcutta. 
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Pr88ident.-Now we are talking of the supply of larger quantities. You 
1Iay you are just now limited by the freight? 

Mr; Honington.-Yee. You mean, supposing the freight question was eli. 
minited? 

PTuident.-Yes. 
Mr. Bonington.-Then I could ship about 10,000 tons a year to begin with. 
Pruident.-i1'he point is that 10,000 tons may no~ attract any steamship • 

.but BuppOSing it was 50,000 to 60,000 tons it might. Could you supply 88 
much as that? ' ' , 

Mr. Bonington.-I ehould say wIth the whole outturn of the' Andamana it 
is possible to take that quantity out., The capacity of the forests there is 
probably about 50,000 tons a year. 

Dr. Matthai.-Soft woods alone? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
PT88ident.-That becomes a different commercial proposition from the 

.teamehip company'e ,point of view? . 

JIatch jactoryin. the Andamans. 

Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 'What is against the other point, namely having 
match factories in the Andamans? That would eliminate all this trouble. 

Pre8ident.-There are many considerations. It is not quite so simple as 
it looks. 

Mr. Bonington.-I know the Swedish Match people are quite keen to 
tackle the problem. I don't think it is difficult myself. We have got fac
tories there. Port Blair is a nice place. It is a pity you have not seen 
Port Blair. Land is available; you can get land for nothing and we could 
deliver daily fresh timber at the factory, . , 

Prs8ident.-There will be the question of freight also, for the 'finished 
matches. 

Mr. Bonington.-I don't think there is any trouble about that because you 
can load matches packed in cases and ean stow them anywhere in the hold 
and in the tween deck. Where you cannot stow logs you ean stow matches 
.asily. ' ' 

Mr. MathiaB.-I think there will be special freight rates for matches. 
Mr. Bonington.-I understand it is about Ra. 12 a ton from' Rangoon to 

Calcutta, and I think that would be about the ruling rate from the Andamans' 
'IIlso. And I think any; ship 'Would be prepared to go there to take 300 to 400 
tons of matches. There would be no difficulty about that at all I think:. 

Mr. Mathia8.-That would be a higher freight than if matches were shipped 
from places more favourably situated .• ' 

Mr. Boninqton.-I don't think there would be any difficulty in getting ships 
to call for 400 tons at the same freight rates aa prevail elsewhere. 

Mr. Ma,thias.-You have got to arrange for regular supplies if you have 
got a match factory there. You would have to keep stocks? 

Mr. Bonington~-The Andamans Steamer would probably' reserve about 300 
tons space every voyage for matches or more because for scantlings and squares 
1I'e could engage another stea.mer if necessary. 

Pre8ident.-Has the Swedish Match Company been there? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. -
Mr. MathiaB.-That would not utilise vel'y much wood. . 
Mr. Bonington.-I was thinking of having matches manufactured locally. 

I mean 300 tons of manufactured matches. I believe that is where the- solu
tion lies. 

Mr. Mathia8.-Do you think YOll w01l1d be able to obtain ll\bour? 
Mr. Bonington.-Not there put we can get labour from outside. , There is 

a certain amount of local labour. Government are getting more and more 
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,people to settle there. We can always get labour at 12 annas a day to 1 
rupeE a dlJY. 

Mr. Mathia8.-There will have to be a regular supply of chemicals, paper 
.an<1 BO on. . 

,Mr. Bonington.-The Swedish Match people told. me that there would be 
..no difficulty about it. 

Dr. Matthai.-How long ago were the Swedieh people investigating into 
:this question P 

Mr. Boninaton.-About a fortJ,tight ago. 
Dr. MatthaL-What is the present price of papita in Calcutta? 
Mr. Bonington.-There was a contract at Rs. 48 a ton and the ccntractor 

t'efused acceptance. ' 
Pruident.-Their point was that the wood was not fresh when it came up. 
Mr. Bonington • .,..It was fresh when it came up but it. was lying there for 

1IOmetime. 
Mr. Mathia8.-That makes a difference. 
Mr. Bonington.-The question of freshness hlld not been brought home to 

me forcibly until I ('arne to Calcutta this time. I think a little more atten. 
tion will be paid to that if necessary. 

PrB8ident.-What is your arrangement with Messrs. Martin and Company' 
Is it an annual contract? 

Mr. Bonington.-Ifhe last arrangement was as follows:-
.. The Secretary of State hereby appoints the firm, and the- firm will 

act as agents of the Secretary of State in Calt'l.tta and deal with 
the sale of the whole timber outturn of the Andaman Islands ". 

That was the old contract. It was renewed this year. The contract may 
lie terminated on a year's notice-It was made out for five years and reads 
.as follows:-

.. The Secretary of State hereby appoints the firm and the firm will act 
as the agent of the Secretary of State in Calcutta for the sale of 
the outturn of Government limber from the Andaman Islands 
which is shipped to Calcutta except for re-export. It is hereby 
agreed that the Chief Forest Officer, Andamans, will make no 
direct sales for shipment to Calcutta." 

Pruident.-They are getting this wood at about Rs. 37-8-0 and they are 
wIling it at Rs. 60 per ton. , 

Mr. Bonington.-They are not getting Re. 60. They have asked Re. 60 
for bakota. 

Dr. Matthai.-Bakota is supposed to be better than papita? 
, Mr. Bonington.~Yes. When you hear Martins they will be able to teU 
you mor~ about all t', s. 

Mr. Mathias.-Do they use papita and dhup for any other purpose besides 
match manufacture? 

Mr. Bo"ington.-Dhup is called white mahogany. It is put on the 
European market the prices fange from 48. 6d. to 58. 2d. c.i.f. London 
papita is also used for packing cases and we ship it to some extent to 
Calcutta and it sells at Re. 75 to 90 per ton. 

Mr. MathiaB.-Are you able to get that price? 
M.,. Honington.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Why do you sell it for the match industr, at a less price 

then? ' ' 
Mr. Bonington.-,-Our present supply is more than the demand for planks. 

and another point is our milling charges are very heavy. The ccst l.o.a. of 
,lonks would be about. Rs. 60 per ton. 

Dr. Matthai.-Are you SUfe that ~awbya and papita are the same' species? 

~ H 
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Mr. Bonington.~1 am not certain but I think they are very much alike. 
Dr. Matthai.-We got a very good account of sawbya as match wood in 

Burma but there appears to be a different impression in Calcutta. .Could you 
account for the difference in any way? . . 

Mr. BOJ9.ington.-l just saw this morning the repOl·t of the Swedish Match 
Company and I got the impression that a high wastage was due to bad selec
tion of logs. I don't think the factories here are organized for this timber 
which is of a very large size. I think the rotary machines are run at a high 
speed for small logs and are not suitable for the larger papita. 

Dr. Matthai.-What is the average girth of papita you send to Calcutta' 
Mr. Bonington.-7 feet 6 inches. 
Mr. 1IIIlthias.-They complain that it cracks. 
Mr. Bonington.-.,.It does. As I say the selection has been bad. 
Mr. Mathias.-We saw Messrs. Adamjee Bajee Dawood and Company's 

factory at Rangoon, and they were equipped to deal with very large . logs. 
wheroos the factories in Calcutta are not equipped to deal with logs much 
more than 6 inches in diameter. 

Mr. Boningt{)n.-Yes. There is no doubt that the equipment is notade-
quate. On reading through the report that is what struck me. 

Mr. 'Mathia8.-'You have a contract with Adamjee's? 
Mr. Bonington.~Yes. -
President.-You have a contrlJct with Adamjees for about- 5,000 -tons o~ 

timber? 

Mr. BOllington.-Yes. 
'Mr. Mathias.-Are you supplying him regularly P 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. They wanted 3,000 tOllS of dhup and 600 tons of 

papita this year. I had also an offer ·from the Swedish people .who ,were 
pressing me for a contract but Adamjees have treated us extremely well; they 
had the contract so long and therefore I thought it better to give it to them. 

M,.. Mathia8.-Did you have any complaints from .Adamjees about the 
qualities of the woods? 

Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-What is the kind of complaint? 
Mr. Bonington.-That papita ha.d often eccentric heal-tcentres. 
Mr. Mathias.-That is common to all kinds of soft wood in India? 
Mr. Bonington.-I dei.not k~ow about that,. 
Mr. Mathias.-Bad there been any other complaint? 
Mr. Bonlngton.-Yes, about the measurement. They want timber with the 

bark on. It is difficult to measure th~ timber with bark and so we make 
a ,rough allowance, say of about 2 to 4 inchE's for the bark. They complained 
to me that they had received short measurement and wanted me to increase 
the bark allowance. 

Log measu.rements. 

Mr. Mathias.-Do )ou sell it by the 50 c. ft. ton excluding bark? 
Mr. Bonington.-We sell it' by happens moosurement excluding bark? 

Happens measurement 1/4 girth (2). If I were to sell logs anywhere I would 
Bell on measurement excluding the bark. 

Mr. Mathiaa.-Is that common to all forest departmenta? The matter ilr 
rather important in this way that, as I have mentioned before, the wastage on 
Indian wood is greater than the wastage on aspen. The bark on the aspen is 
very thin. I was conducting experiments the other day and I found that_ the 

. bark on the simul came to a very large amount. In the case of one log the 
bark carne to 8S much as 128 Ibs. So if t,he timber is Bold excludinG' the 
bark the price compares very favourably. " 
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. Mr. Boningfon.-I have always sold timber excluding bark~ I have always 
gtven &Ii 'allowance for< bark, or I have meaeured the log under bark., 

Mr. M"thia8.-Y011I1 price .in Calcutta would be excluding bark ,for which 
you make aIlowanoe?, 

Mr. Bonington.-Yee. 
Mr. Mathiml.~Roughlywhat sort of allowance do you make? 
Mi'. Bonington."'-2 incheli on dhnp and 4 inches'on papita. 
Mr. MathiaB.--'I'aking the price at Rs. 48 per ton, a.llowing for thebatk • 

.. hat would it come to? 
Mr. Bonington.-It depends on the meaeurement of the log. If you ha.ve 8 

log of 7 feet girth that is 84 inches, you deduct 4 inches off that and calculate 
the price for a girth of 80 instead of 84 inches. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Taklng the a.vera.ge log that you are selling, can yOil give UI 

some idea as to how it wouldcompa.re if you were selling it with the bark' 
Mr. 'Bonington;'-:'289 square inches against '324 square fiches. ' 
Mr. Mathia •• -Do you mean something like 48' to' 53? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathia3.-As compared with the genwa which is sold withth& bark 

it comes to roughly Rs. 43 a. ton. 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-Thisquantity that you have given here· of 144 ,million. ,cubia 

feet, is that the total supply just now in your estimation? 
Mr. Bonington.-The Andamsns contain about 2,500 square miles. I have 

<>nly calculated on 1,500 square miles after eliminating the inaccessible areas. 
M,. MathiaB.-I am: talking of the accessible areaS. 
M,. Bonington.-That is 1,500 square miles at 3 tons an ,acre
M,. Mathia8.-That is mature wood? 
Mr. Bonington.-That is timber over 4 feet 6 inChes girth. If you allow 

1& rotation of, say, 40 years, then the younger stuff would come' again. 
Dr • . Matthai.-That is about 70,000 tons ~ year? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. 
,Pre.ident.-That you would consider more or less a permanent supply? 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. As I say considering the fact that I don't want to 

eut off all the soft wood you can reduce it by half: I can give you only an 
arbitrary guess I cannot give you any definiteligure. 

Pre.idenf.-What is the total quantity of hard wood at present extracted 
by Gove.rnment and sold in a year? 

Mr. Bonington.-About 30,000 tons of hard,wood. 
President.-You get a royalty of how muchP 
Mr. Bonington.-There is no roya.lty. 

,P,eaident.-You ee.y about Rs. 1S per ton. 
Mr. Bonington.~We have only the profit. Our profit last year wail 

Rs. 1,40,000. , ' 
Pre3idefl,t.-H you reduc&d your price you would make much more profit 

thaI) you ere making at present. 
MT. Bonington.-I would very much like to get the trade but the only 

trouble is freight. I am anxious to get rid of the timber. If I only get 
people who .will buy_ f.o.b. that is It different, matter. l'he difficulty is 
about the freight. If factories are established in the Andamans I would 
supply them with timber at cheap rate fresh every day. 
_, p,.eBiden-t..,...,..There', is no iaetory on this side at any rate which is big 
41no1igh'tO keep it. own steamer to bringit& own supply of timber. 

M".. BOfl,inl1ton.--;Nll.' ' 
PreBident.-1t may b~ that in (ll,}urse:Q} time: BOm. big. factory'mat be 

established which may run its own steamer from the Andamana. 
H2. 
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Mr .. Boninoton.-Personally I don't think it would be economical. 
President.-If you were sure that the wood supply could be ensuredP 
Mr. Boninoton.-That could be ensured,' but I think the running cost 

8f the steamer would be too high. That is my opinion but· it is a. 
,uestion for consideration by interested parties. 

MT. Ma.thiaB.-Whenthe Swedish Match Company's representative was 
in the Andamans was the Oompany contemplating the establishment of 
• match factory. there? 

• Mr. Boninoton.-Yes, I asked them to do that. I asked Adamjees to 
come j 1. also asked another firm Messrs. Karimbhoy Shamshudin. The 
Swedish people are considering the question and they don't see any real 
difficulty. 

President.-I think probably the feeling in the industry may be that 
it may not be possible to get regular supplies otherwise one does not see that 
ille difficulty about getting freight is insuperable. That is the point on 
which you have gob to satisfy the manufacturers. 

MT. Bonington.-l cannot' settle that point. I can only deliver the 
timber at Port Blair. I cannot settle the point regarding freight; to me 
it has been ·insuperable. 

Mr. lfathia8.-Can you guarantee that you can deliver 30,000 tons at 
Port BlaIri' 

Mr. Bonington.-Yes. That is with reference to Calcutta. . 
Mr. Matkia •. -But you havs a contract with Messrs. Martin & 00. P 
Mr: Bonington.-We can deliver anywhere except at Calcutta. 
Mr. Matkias.-Supposing the match manufacturers at Calcutta wanted 

to have 20,000 tons. 
Mr. Bo·nington.-We can sell it through Martin & 00. and ge~ o';er the 

~ifliculty. ., . . 
Pre8ident.-The contract with Messrs. Martin & Co. can be terminatedP 
Mr. Bonington.-Yes. I think Messrs. Martin & Co. would only co

operate. It makes no difference to them, and work will have to be done 
in Calcutta in connection with delivery. 

Mr. Matkia •. -Provided they get their commission of RB. 1-8-0 taey 
won't mind? 

Mr. Bonington.-That is so. 
President.-I don't know whether Messrs. Martin & 00. have got 

steamers of their own. '" . 
Mr. Bonington.-No. Supposing any firm wanted this timber we could 

supply them by simply giving Martin & Co., their commission. 
President.-It is for you: to impress upon Messrs. Martin & Co. that 

it is their business to arrange for regular freights. 
Mr. Bonington.-They cannot get that when the steamship compani81 

won't carry the timber at economic rates. 
Pre,ident.-They must charter a steamer. Take Calcutta for instance. 

You take 4 to 5 million as the present production of matches. That means 
about 40,000 tons of timber a year or about 3,000 tons a month. That 
would keep one steamer of the size of the Maharaja or It little bigger 
steamer going the whole time. 

Mr. Bonington.-Supposing the Maharaja carries 2,000 tons a month or 
24,000 tons a year, or even 30,000 tons a year, what freight rate would YOll 
prop0ge? 
, ,President.-According to your figures if you take Rs. 6 as royalty the, 
freight will be about Re. 17 a ton .to bring the price up to Rs. 40 ex-ship. 

Mr. Bonington.-That is about Rs. 5 lakhs a year. 
Pr,sident.-That is not a small sum. 
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MT. Bonington.-The cost of the Maharaja comes to about Re. 6,99,000. 
U it is run by a private company probably it will be less. 
. Pre~den~.-U. Messrs. Martin & Co. or anybody, else could guarantee 
In conjunctIon wIth you that 3,000 tons per month could be landed here 
of this quality of wood, then the difficulty about freight does not seem to 
be very great. 

Mr. Bonington.--U the people who want to buy soft wood could arrange 
for the steamer I .could, do the rest. I have found . difficulty in arranging 
with the steamer CC!mpany ta ,carry, the wood at a reasonable rate. 

Mr. Mathiol.-How do you get your labour in Port BlairP 
Mr. Boningfon.-'-In the South Andamans we have· a certain number 'of 

volunteer convicts-people who volunteered from the Burma JaiJs-and 
we engage a certain number of free' people from Ranchi in the North 
Andamans. 

Mr, Mathit».-You don't find any diffioulty, do you? 
Mr. Bonington.-The difficulty is that they d!ln't stay long enough. 
Mr. Mathias.-What about the forest labour? 
Mr. Bonington.-That is forest labour. About' mill labour. we have no 

difficulty. ' , ... 

Mr. Mathia&.-Why no difficulty as regards, mill labourP 
Mr. Bonington.-People always like to work under sheltered condition. 
Pruidef't.-Are they convictaP 
NT. Bor.ington . ..:...convicts and' also· free labour. I also get Borne local 

people. 
Pre.ident.-What is the population of Port BIoir?' 
Mr. Bonington.-About 20,000. 
Pre.ident.-Does the imported free labour remain there? 

,Mr. Bonillgton.-The Ranehi. people go back. They come on a year's' 
agreement. They have land in Ranehi' and they like to get back for the 
lOwing season. They often come to the Andamans in order to be, able, to 
payoff their debts to the money.lenders. That is one of the reasons. 

Pruidflnt.-For factory labour you must have Bteadie~ labour, than that. 
Mr, Bonington.-We have got a good number of labourers from diiferent 

places in India. They stay there. The Bengali Jaulleh crew stay ~hero 
all their lives. We have no -trouble. I don't thmk that any prIvate 
concern will bave any difficulty about labour. There' 118ed, to be wh~n 
Port Blair was entirely a convict settlement but it is practically a convict 
aettlement no longer. 
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Foresi Research Institute. Dehra DuD. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter No. 896/87,dated 18th January 1927. 

With reference to your letter No. 39, dated the 5th January 1927, I have 
the honour to enclose herewith copy of a Memo. No. 1/2208/M.F.P., dated 
the 15th January 1921, by the Forest Economist on the subject and to enquire if 
you would like this Institute to prepare· a further note on this subject; If 
80, please intimate the latest date this note should be in your hands IIoS it 
will be necessary. to carry out- some enquiries. 

Oopy 0/ Memo. No. 1/2208-61M.' F. P., dated the 15th Jalluc,ry 1927, Irom 
the Forest Economist, Forest Research Institute and Oollege, to the 

President, FO'1'est Research Institute and Oollege, 
Dehra Dun. 

I give below such information' as is available on the enquiry m~de by the 
iecretary, Tariff Board. . 

. 1. Subsequent to the publication of the .1 Prospects of the Match Indus
try· in the Indian Empire" by' R: S. Tronp, further researches have been 

. carried out, in a small way, by this Institute, into the question of the fitness 
of Indian woods for the manufacture of matches. . 

2. In the first place, a record has been made of the opinions expr~ssed 
by manufacturers of the suitability of species which they hIW9 tested in this 
"Qqpect and consignments of timber have from time to time been sent'to 
Match factories for report as to their suitability for splints and boxes. ' 

3. Arrangements have also recently been' mad~ to supply trial' logs '~( 
different species to a firm in Bombay who have agreed to report on 'their 
suitability for match' making'. .. .'. 

':4. As regards ~'ther work in this connection, r woul~ draw the attention 
of the Board to Bulletin No. 12 "Report on ,the investigations into ,the 
possibility of Match, Industry in Bihar and Orissa" by A. P. Ghose, 
M.S.C.I. (Lond.), issU:~ by $e Department of Industries, Bihar and Orissa. 

The veneers and match splints of the species tested under this investiga-·· 
tion are now in the Museum of this Institute and'. can be seen by the Board 
jf they so desire. ' , 

5. The Government of Bihar and Orissa have recently instituted a matcb 
factory at Gulzarbagh and in this factory are being tested the various 
timbers which have been suggested as sui~able in the above publication. 

6. The Wood Workin~ Institute, Bareilly, has also installed match machi
nery with the idea of trYIng out the timbers available in the United Provinces 
and encoura¢ng match making as a cottage industry. 

The results of the tests made at these two institutions might prove of 
value to the Board. 

7. A factory in Lahore was also started some two years or more ago with 
the help of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Punjab, with the object of using 
coniferous timbers for match making. As this was the first and only at
tempt made in India, to use coniferous wood, the results may be of interest 
to the Tariff Board. 

B. In addition to the above I would also suggest that the Board address 
the various match factories in India and obtain their opinion on the speciell 
which they have tried and their experiene>e as to the availability of supplies. 
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. 9. This Institu~ would be pleased to draw up a note on the information 
~t has ~ollected dunng the past five years or so concerning tbe Match Industry 
m India. a~d the conclusions drawn from its observat,ions on this Industry, 
for submlSSlon to the Board or to give evidence should the Board so desire. 

If such note is required I req~est you will kindly le.t me know the latest 
date by which it can be. submittod as it will be necessary to carry out some 
enquiries before it can finally be drawn up. 

(2) Letter dated the 11th April 1927. 

in compliance with the request contained in your letter No. 108, datei 
20th January 1927, ,[ have the honour to forward herewith copy of ;t note 
by the Forest Economist on the Match Industry in India with special refer-
ence to the use of Indian timbers. . 

Note /01' the Ta,riff BoaTd on the. in/m'mldion ("QUected ')y the Fore"t Re,.eal'ch 
In",it1£t6. D~hra Dun. or. the Match Industry in India, with special re
ferencs to the me 01 Indian tim.bers. 

An enquiry into tbe existen~e of indigenous timbers in India suitabie fOl; 
.fJIlatch making was started M far back as 1893. Much the same timbers were 
then tried as are now being considered. Of these the outstanding woods 
:vere spruce, silver, fir, semul (Bombaz malabariclIm) and geon (Ezcaecaria 
Aga!locha.) 

2. In 1897 tha Bengal Assam Safety Match Manufacturing Company used 
almost only geon, even as to-day the Karimbhoy Shamsuddin Match Factory~ 
in Calcutta does. Early in the 20th century spruce .and silver fir were sen~ 
home to a certain match manufacturer in England for trial. The former 
was reported to be suitable alid tl;le latter unsuitable, but it was stated that 
t,he factory concerned did not consider it advisable to take· up match manu-
tacturing in India at ~hat juncture. . 

3. Bemul has been used for many years in most of the factories in India;' 
it is not a good timber for match splints though it is suitable for boxes. 

4. In 1910, Professor Troup, the then Forest Economist at the Forest 
Research Institute, Dehra Dun, wrote his Indian Forest Memoir on "The 
Prospects of the Match Industry in the Indian Empire." This contained a 
large amount of useful information of which some has, however, in the light 
of further experience been proved to be mistaken. The year before this 
Memoir was written a variety of Indian timbers had been collected and sent, 
to Germany for trial for matches. .These were sent to the makers .of matcb 
machinery, who proved to be human in that they consider their own inter·· 
~ta betore strict accuracy,· and reported as eminently suitable for making 
jnto matches, by their machinery, many timbers that are not so. 

5. This comparative .perfidy was not suspected by the officials in India and 
in Professor Troup's Memoir, these reports were given credence which they 
did not deserve, with the result that certain timbers were recommended to 
be suita ble for the purpose under consideration which were not so. 

. 6. 1 give below a list of Indian timbers which have, at one time or another, 
been reported as useful for match lI\aking, by actual manufacturers in India. 
tout it must be borne in mind that experience has shown that a timber which, 
in one locality is considered to make a good .splint in another is reported aa' 
being only useful for boxes, and again the same timber from the same locality 
is sometimllB reported by one maker to be satisfactory and by another in tha 
68me town to be unsatisfactory for the purpose in view. I have remarked 
below on those woods as to the' suitability in view. I have remarked below 
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on those woods as to the suitability of which there now seems to be little 
doubt. 

List. 

Specie8. FOj' splints. 

Bomba:c malabaricum (semul) 
Bomba:c Iflligne (didu) 
Omelina IIrborea •• 
Sterculia campanulata (papita) (probably the Shawbya 

of Burma) . '.' .'. ., • 
Spondia, mlIngifera 
E:rcaecaria Agallocks (geon) 
Albizzia 8tipulat:t 
Maflgifera indic:1- (mango) 
Populu8 eupkratira (river poplar) 
POp,IlUB ciliata (hill poplar) 
Lopkopeialum Wigktia1lu.m , 
Holigarna Arnottiana . 
Trewia nudijlora 
Ste1'601permum chelo1loides 
Sal'cocepllaltlB cordatua (probably the Mau-Iettan-she 

of Burma). . . • 
Odina Wodier 
Allto"ia 8cMlari8 
B08wellia 'IJN ala (seJai) 

(Though a poor timber for the purpose is liable to 
be used considerably in the future owing to its 
prevalence and the fact that it grows in almost 
pure fore,ts within rellsonable distance of Bombay) 

Btlckan~17Jia latifolia 
S!Jmploc~, IIpp. 
Pinu, e.rcel,a l blue pine) 
Picea Mo,'inda (spruoe) 

poor 

" 

. fair 

to 

good .. 
very good 

fair .. 
good 
fair 

" 
" 
.. 

fair .. 

fair 
good 

very good 
good but, 
diffioult, . 
to work.' 

For bo:cl". 

good 

" fair 

good 
fair 
good 

" . 
good 

gocd 
fair 
It 

,. 

It 

satisfactory 
fair 
.. 

7. Again an outstanding feature of tWs difficult question is that a tim~r 
may be reported by, let us say one of the factories controlled by the Swedish 
Match Co. as being poor, whereas it may be stated by one of the Indian 
factories in, let us say Calcutta, to be good. The point is that in all proba
bility the one manufacturer is comparing it with imported Aspen, which he 
lISes almost exclusively for splints, while the other is comparing it with an 
lndian timber, sucll as Semu.l which he may have been using almost exclu-
lively in the past... . 

B. 'rhere is littla doubt however that there is not a timber in India pro
duceable at a competitive plice, if indeed one exists at all, that can be com
pared WIth Aspen for making splints and that therefore if a fiTst clas, match 
" to be made in this cou.ntry it wiU have to be 01 impof'ted timbsf'. It is 
possible of cou!'se that during the search for such a timber, that has now 
lasted for over 30 years,' a suitable timber whioh does exist has been over
looked, but this is unlikely. And it is reasonably certain that no suoh timber 
does exist in sufficient quantities to be of any immediate use as a substitute.. 
f,o rel'la<'8 Aspen entirely. 

9. There are indeed many Indian timbers from which matches can be 
made; R£d these matches are good enough for all practical purposes, but 
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even 10 they cannot at prE'SeJit be delivered in sufficient quantities or with 
lufficient certainty for it to be anything but dangerous to the industry as a 
wcole to attempt to do without imported Aspen. There are certain factories 
~at even now do claim to use only Indian timbers, but these are usually spe
cially placed with reference to supply and cannot be taken as general examples. 
~ refer t~ such factories as Karimbhoy Shamsuddin's in Calcutta, which getli 
Ita supplies of geOfl (Ezcaecaria Agallocha) from the Sunderbans at unusually. 
cheap :;ate, Adamjee Hajee Dawood's in Rangoon which gets reasonably pricen 
umber from the Burma and Andamans forests, and to certain North Indian 
factories which use only Indian timbers owing to the fact that they would 
have to pay railway freighL on timber imported at any sea port. 

10. It is therefore clear that imports of Aspen 'and other suitable timbers 
,.,ill have to continue untii a sufficiently reliable supply of Indian timbers 
(,ecome. available for ordinary matches, and that even when that stage has 
heen reached Aspen will still be necessary for the manufacture of what may 
r-erhap. be termed the lUXUry match. 

11. At present the supply of Indian timbers falls far short of the total 
deman1. 

12. There are two major difficulties in the way of making the supply; the 
first IS that the timbers which are suitable do not grow in pure forest but are 
scattered amongst a numbdr of other miscellaneous species; this greatly in
C1e&se6 the cost of extractio>J. and renders the price that must be paid for the 
timber excessive; and the second is that a great part of the suitable timber 
grows in inland torests froD! which the only lead to the factory is by railway 
on which freights. are eXf'Alssive, whereby again the cost of the timber is 
nised. . 

13. 'fhe BO!uti~n ot'the diffi~ulty is for the match factories to make planta
tions for themselves of the timbers they wish to use. This involves a wait of 
anything from 7 to 1~ years before their supply is assured and also a consi
derable outlay ot capital. 

14. Therefore, unless the industry is assured of protection from unfair 
competition for a number of years

l 
it will obviously not be possible for indivi

dual mal:.ufacturers to go to the length of making such plantations. 
15. Again it cannot be said that the best type of timber to be planted 

for this purpose has yet been finally decided and it would' seem strongly 
advisable that the Forest Department in the various provino:!es in which 
match manufacturing is of importance, should without delay start experi
mental plantations with the object of showing that suitable timbers can be 
grown in a reasonably short space of time, and at a reasonable cost. In Bihar 
and Orissa such plantations have, 1 understand, already been started u~del 
the auspices of Mr. Nicholson, the Forest Research Officer of that prOVlDce, 
and thoir example might weli be followed by other provinces. Similar pi.ania
tions mIght also with advantage be initiated at the Forest Resec.rch InstIt~te, 
Dehra Dun. 

16. In the wt>3ntime iuvestigations are proceeding, at the Economic 
Branch of the Forest Rc~earch· Institute, into, the suitability of various 
timbers tor match making.. More especially at the .momen~, is the 1)O~6ibi!ity 
of rend(lring sp!"\Ice and silver fir fit for splints occUpymg our attentIon. 
The BUl-plies of these timbers that can be made available are SO great, amount,. 
ing &8 they do probably to many thousands of tons per annum, that the matter 
cf utili .. ing them is one of considerable importance; further, the owners of 
the fore&ts which contain spruce and silver fir are anxiously seeking a market 
which does not at present exist for these species. 

17. The difficulty of utilizing them lies largely in the fact that .~he timber 
when dry is too bard til <'~t cleanly on a rotary veneer. The tIme that 
elapses between felling and delivery at any existing f.actory ~n th~ plains is 
somewhere between nine and eighteen months, durmg whIch tIme, even 
though water-borne spruce and silver fir dry out. Soakin~ and ~oilin~. in 
water h!l.ve both been tried without success and now experIments III bOI!mg 
bhe timber under pres,ure are being carried out in the hope that suffiCIent 
penetration will thus he obtained to render it workable. 
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18. Ii this is not succel;sful it is possible that the s01ution of the diffi
culty wIll lie in the erection of special factories for cutting splints and veneers 
in the forests, iminediately.after felling, while the timber is still green. 
These bflints and veneers would then be distributed to various finishing f8c-' 
t.ories in the pla.ns. . 

.19. Were such factorles to be instituted on a large scale they would prob~ 
ably supply all the requirements ot North ;India but it is questionable if the 
railway freight would. not make it impossible for them to compete with 
imported timbers ~urther south. One company, in the Central Provinces, is 
r.lready considering the installation of portable splint mil)s in the forests 
so as to. economise in cost, of supplies of splints and veneers. 

20. There is fne of the Himalayan conifers of which there are large sup
plies which ·is ce::-tainly suit.able for making splints and that is kail (Pinus 
e:z:celsa). But there is already sufficient demand for this timber to make the 
price prohibitive for competitive working. 

21. From the statlBtics available to the Tariff Board, it will be easy for 
them to see the I'xtent to which the match industry has grown in India during 
the past few years, that is to. say since the imposition of the import duty on 
lDatchee and, ag&'lll, of the further duty on match splints and veneers. 

22. rIhera are a large number of factories now situated in various parts 
of India and working, lD the main, at a small profit. The Japanese trade 
in matches has almost died out though incidentally, the imports from Europe 
have to a certain extent correspondingly increased. 

2.'J. Match manufacturing is therefore extending in India, and various 
examples of the proposed erection of new factories or the extension of exist
mg one:! have con:e to my notice in the past few months. There can however 
be no real advance in this industry until the ('ommercial public feel se('U1·e, 
and there is little doubt that there are ('ombinations in the world strong 
enough to break, should they wish to do so, the industry in this country, if it 
is not assured of the ('ontinued support afforded by the import duty. 

24. 'lhe advantages to India of the industry are obvious, involving con
tinuous' employment for a large number of workmen and women the retention 

.of capital in th\l country, and the utilization of large quantities of more or 
less valueless timbers belonging to both private owners and the State. 

25. Arart, however,fro'n any such support as may be given by an import 
duty there is one way by which the Indian match manufacturer can help 
il:mself, and this poiJlt DE'ed~ emphasis. There is no dQubt that a large 
number of matcbes made in India by Indian companies are not up to the 
~tandard of those made in India by foreign companies or .imported from 
Europe. The difference is not only that of the timber used but is also large
ly the composition of which the heads lire made, and the fa('t that the dipping 
is badly done or is so constituted as to be ineffective during the monsoon. 
The principle of self-help is a very old one pllrt and it should be a condition of 
continued support from Government that Indian match manufacturers should 
help themselves and prove their effidency by showing that they can produ('e 
ap good as match in India a~ anyone else. The firmly established prejudiee 
against a match with 1\ coloured splint, which exists in the minds of the 
public, undoubtedly owes its origin to the fact that originally practically all 
the discoloured matches that were sold were of Indian manufacture and they 
were so badly made that many of them did not ignite"when stru('k. The 
public thus arrived at the conclusion that a match with a white splint which 
was an imported match, wu preferable. • 

26. The conclusions I would draw therefore are as follows:-

(1) That it would seem advisable to retain or possibly increase the pre
sent duty on imported matches, imported splints and· imported 
veneers. 

(2) That no ~pecjal duty should be imposed upon the import of timber 
in the log for the manufacture of splints and veneers in India, 
at all events \mtil such time as a sufficient supply of indigenous 
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timbers is marie available for the manufacture of all but luxury 
matches. 

\3) That ~he formation of plantations of match timbers by single fac
tones o!, groups of factories should be encouraged by such mealls 
&9 specJ81 gra"ts of land, advice as to species and methods of 
planting, etc. 

l4) That! further, -experimental plantations of timbers considered 
swtable ~houJd be made by the Forest Departments of the various 
proVInces llltorl!6ted, and also by the Forest Research Institute 
a:t Debra Dun. 

(5) Tha~ special facilities and necessary financial support should be 
gn'en to the Forest Research Institute at Dehra Dun for the 
purpos~ ?f extending their investigations iilto the suitability,.nnd 
a",allablhty of match timbers indigenous in India. 

(6) That the advisability be considered of establishing a GovernmeJl~ 
factory in. the Himalayas for the purpose of making and distri. 
hutlllg sphnts and veneers of spruce and silver fir to various fac. 
tories in the North of India, provided first that the possibility 
of cutting spru(.e and silver fir on a rotary veneer while yet green 
be fully esta bli&hed. 

(7) That it is esse~tial if the industry is to attain a really healthy 
condition that the Indian manufacturer should not indulge in 
any false f'OOnomy in the matter of quality and quantity of his 
dip, and should take every precaution to see that he produces 
&5 good a match fS doe'S his European competitor in India. It 
is· of course recognized that certain Indian manufacturers 
already work :!p to this standard, but -to kill the prejudice 
against Indian matches it is necessary that all should do sb. 

\8) Seeing that there is a real difficillty in the matter of supply of 
timber for match making those interested should be strongly ad
vised to consult the Forest Department as to the possibility of 
getting their requirements of timber before they take any active 
step_ in the matter of establishing new factories in any parti
cular localities •. We frequently have demands made on us for 
supply of match timbers after the erection of the factory has 
become an accomplished fact, in a locality within reach of which 
no luch timber grows. 

(3) Copy 01 letter Irom Mr. A. Badger, O.B.E., Inspector Gelleral" 0/ Forests 
and President, Forest Reseal/"ch Institute, Dehra Dun-, to the Tariff 
Board. No. 65, dated the HtT!. January, 192&, 

As requested by the Chairman on the 9th January at Dehra Dun, I 
have the honour to send you my remarks on the problem which I understand 
the Tariff Board is investigating, that is, the possibility of making India 
(inchlding Burma and the Andamans), as far as possible self-supporting in 
the matter of timber for the manufacture of matches. 

2. The Tariff Board will understand that we have at present little re
liable information regarding the growth of forest trees in India which 
produce wood suitable for matches, either in the. mixed. deciduous. forests 
from which the greater part of the present supply IS obtamable, or m plan. 
tations. Nor can we at present give them any figures regarding the quan
tity of wood suitable for match~ at present standing in the for~ts. ~urma 
has supplied some figures, ~nd It may be noted ~hat the quan.tlty estlma::ted 
-to be available per acre IS not large, and thIS may, I think, be fauly 
assumed to represent the state of affairs over the greater part of our forests. 

3. It is unnecessary to analyse in detail the reports which have been 
supplied to the Board by Local Governments and by forest officers, but 
the general impression left by their perusal is that the amount of inform .. 
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tio!l available is quite insufficient to enable the Board to put forward de
fimte proposals regarding the utilisation of existing stocks of timber by 
m.nufacturers of matches. I think therefore that the first thing to do is 
for the Government of India to arrange that a survey of existing stocks 
of suita~le timber should be carried out by a forest officer to be placed 
on special duty. The co-operation of the provincial Governments should 
be invited, but it would be advisable that the work should be under the 
direction of one experienced forest officer. His duties would be to examine 
all the accessible forests where reasonable quantities of match woods exist 
and his report should summarise information for each forest under heads 
of this nature:-

(1) Estimate of quantity of each suitable timber available . 
. (2) Means of export by road, river, and rail. and quantity of timber 

which could be delivered annually. 
(3) Cost of· delivery per ton of 50 (cubic feet at a large port or at a 

suitable centre where matches are, or could be made. 

I think that a capable officer if placed on special duty could complete his 
task in three years, and the cost would be approximately Rs. 75,000 allowing 
Rs. 1,500 per mensem for his salary and Rs. 500 for his travelling allowance. 
In addition to this, provinces could be asked to supply· assistants and 
subordinates to carry out enumerations under the direction of the officer 
in charge. His procedure would be to visit provinces in rotation as soon 
as possible and arrange with the local head of the forest department for 
the necessary enumerations to be started. Wnen this work had begun, 
his duty would be to spend as much time as possible in the forests, super
vising the enumerators and examining as many forests as possible himself. 
He shotlld be under the orders of the Inspector General of Forests. I think 
it is quite possible that we might arrange that Government should· not 
be liable for the whole of the cost. 

4. There IS another· matter which has come before the Board, and that 
is, the formation of plantations to ensure an adequate supply of timber in 
future. It may be advisable again to lay emphasis on the great economy 
that would result if we were able to obtain supplies from· accessible con
centrated areas, instead of from large scattered forests. In view of the 
extremely scanty data regarding plantations of soft woods at present a\ 
our disposal, it is inadvisable for us to be sanguine about outturn but it 
4eems that a Semul plantation about 30 ~'ears old if properly tended might 
be able to produce about 50 tons of timber per acre. Forest officers of 
hperience appear to a~ee that the Semul tree (Bombax malabaricum) will 
grow to seven feet girth in 30 years. What I should like to see would be 
the establishment as soon as possihle of large areas of experimental planta
tions of suitable species, on suitable. lOcalities, in the United Provinces, 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Madras and Burma. The. measures to be under
taken in this direction· by provinces could be decided upon by the local 
officers in consultation with the Forest Research Institute at Dehra Dun. 

5. There is another point which is of importance and that is, the pro
vision of reliable data regarding the suitability of Indian woods for matches. 
This could be dealt- with by the ·Forest Research Institute in association 
with match manufacturers. I· am inclined to recommend the following woods 
for exhaustive examination to begin with:-

Bombax mnlabaricum. 
Sterculia of several· species. 
Anthocephalus Cadamba. 
Sarcocephalus Cordatus. 
Kydia calycina. 
Duabanga sonneratioides. 
Populus (two species). 
Trewia nudiftora. 
Himalayan conifers: 
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Probably others would be selected later. 

6. To summarise my proposals:-

(1) A survey of the existing stocks of match woods should be under
taken. 

(2) Experimental plantations on a large scale should be made. 
(3) All likely woods should be subjected to expert examination. 

. 7. I forw~rd. he.rewith a copy of a note (with photograph) written by me 
In 1916. ThIs mdlcates that 1,300 cubic feet of jungle woods per acre can 
be produced naturally in seventeen years in Burma. 

Enclosure. 

Forest growtk on old 'ki/ting kill cultivation, by A.. Rodger, I.F.S. 
The problem of how to replace the forests destroyed by Taungya cutters 

is always of interest, and the accompanying photograph shows a first rate 
example of what natur~ can do unaided in its solution. This wood was 
seen ill the Prome distnct in unclassed forest at an elevation of about 500 
feet on the outer skirts of the Pegu Yomas, on the Toitklagyaw to the 
north of the village of Ngashinkwin. The, slope was,moderate, the soil fairly 
good loam and bamboo (Dendrocalatmus strictus)' was scarce in the neighbour
hood. The area had been cut over 17 years before and the photograph 
was taken in December 1915, by which date the ground had been largely 
occupied by good dense pole growth. Three countings were made and 
the following figures obtained:-

Number of stem per acre 1,150 

1.'imber down to 2 feet girth: cubic feet per acre 165 
Small wood: cubic feet per acre 1,108 

TorAL 1,273 

The 'volumes were calculated' from sample trees of 'all sizes which were 
felled. Seventy-four per cent. of the trees were below 1 foot in. girth and 
the largest measured 31 feet in girth at breast height Stepkegyne di1Je1'siloUd 
(Binga) formed 72 per cent. of the total crop and almost all the stems of 
thisspedes, measured less than 14 inches in girth .. The, species coming 
next in numbers were Hymenodictyon e;rcelsum{Kuthan), Bomblli1J insigne 
(Didu) and Be1'rY i4mmonilla (Petwun) but there were only 25 of the last 
named per acre. There was also a sprinkling of Erytkrina sp., Odina 
Wodier, 8pondUt. mangilera, Lagerstrremia 1Jillosa, and a few others. The 
number' of stems and volume per acre compare quite' well with the same 
ligures for a carefully tended teak plantation in th~ neighbourhood, 13 
years old, in which there were 690 stems and 1,385 cubIC feet of small wood 
per acre. 

(.~) Copy 01 lette'l' No. 84, dated the 18tk January, 1928, from M1'. A.. 
Rodger, O.B.E., Inspector Gellerlil 01 Forests, Dekra Dun, to the 
Secretary, Tariff Board. 

In continuation of my letter No. 65 of 14th January, 1928,1 have the 
hODour to forward for information a copy of Forest Economist's note dated 16th 
January, 1928. ' 

,,()opy 0/ Forp.st Economiat', note dated Jt;tkJanuary;,1928. ,. 
Green logs of Himalayan Spruce (Picea Morinda) and Silver fir (Abies PiDd~ 

row) were obtained from Chakrata Forest Division and they were peeled on 
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arrival to determine whether they would peel successfully whe~ green. 
Although not absolutely green when put to the lathe! the;y peeled, fauly ~well: 
though interlocking of the fibtes was noticeable, espeCially m the SlIver Fir. 

2, Experiments were also carried out to ascertai? whether it w01:l~d be pos
sible to peel dried logs of Himalayan Spruce and Sliver fir after bOIling under, 
pressure.. These experiments were not very successful, as the logs peeled 
were badly fungus attacked, causing them to break up while being peeled. The
boiling under pressure also appeared to weaken the wood along the annual 
ringf'. 

3. Arro.ngements were also made for certain Provinces to make free supplies
of the following timbers to Messrs. Abdoolabhoy Laljee and Co. who tested them 
at their match factory at Andheri and furnished us with results of the tests :.-

AIBtonia Scholaris, Anthocephalu8 Cadam'ba, Gmelina Arborea,. O.dina 
Wodier, Schima Wallichii, Albizzia Btipulata, Bombax Ins!gne, 
Sterculia alata, TTcwia nudif/oTa, Buchanania lancifolia, Vateria in
dica, Sterculia. campanulata, Albiaaia molucanna.. 

4. All reports received to date on species tried for match making have been· 
collected o.nd set out in a statement, so that it is now possible to see at a glance· 
the reports received from different sources as to the suitability of any species 

,for match manufacture. The reports as usual are very conflicting. 
5. The Swedish Match Company have offered to lend us a veneer and splint 

chopping machine to enable us to carry out experiments. The offer has' been 
accepted and the machines are expected to arrive before long, when it will be 
possiole to test species at this Institute for suitability for match manufacture. 
This is the only satisfactory method of dealing with this question of imitabilit:y 
of Indian timbers for matohes. 

(5) Letter No. 127, dated 25th January, 1928. 

In continuation of my letter No. 84, dated January 18th, 1928, I have the 
h.:mour to send herewith a copy of a report dated January 18, from the Deputy 
Conservator of Forests, North Kheri Division, United Provinces, which' I hope 
will be of interest to you. The areas referred to will probably be of value for 
experimental .Bombaxplantations. '7 means that the area is stocked with. 
,bout 7·10 of the number of trees that it could carry. Phantas are open grassy 
.,re88 in sal forests. 

Copy 01 a' report dated 18th January, 1928, Irom the Depu.ty Oonsel"llator. 
of Fore8t8, North Kheri DiviBion, U.P. 

The experience gained in plantations in, the low alluvium of North Kheri' 
division is that Bemul is easy to start off but that it suffers very badly from 
frost (for the first 5 or 6 years) and browsing by wild animals (for the first 2 or 
8 years). Our fences are proof against cattle but not against game. The 
Aarliest sowings were done in 1922 and the best plants are now about 10 ft. 
high but the average of all the survivals of that year I should say is not more· . 
than four or five feet. The biggest ones (9 or 10 ft.) I consider are now just 
about out of frost danger (4-5.ft.) still get cut back by frost every year. Like 
teak however m.ost of the plants cut back by frost send up a slightly bigger 
shoot the followmg year, but whereas teak appears to get more or less out of 
frost danger (about 10 ft.) after being cut back annually for four years it ap-
pears to take Bemul at least six years to do so.' . 

~n a non.frosty area I consider Bernul would be an easy species to raise from 
80wmgs, and sernul plantations I consider can be made a success even in a fair
ly fr~sty locality though here it is a slower process. But it must be emphasized 
that m the North KhAri Low Alluvium the majority of the plants are not out 
of frost danger. after 6 years, and it is too early to say yet definitely that suc
cess can be assured on a large scale. Sowings must be weeded for two yearl 
~~ IAest. 



The low alluvium plantatioDII in North Kheri have been discontinued on a 
large scale since last year as results were very patchy with all species and we 
are at present concentrating on small' scale experimental work with different 
species and methods of soil preparation pending the revision of the Working 
Plan. ' " : ' 

Semul sowings were ,discontinued from 1924 as the species was considered 
of too small importance economically to warrant its introduction iD. plantations, 
but this' view I consider now requires revision. I am going to experiment with 
Bemul root and shoot cuttings this year '88 I have somta nursery plants. 

I might mention here that in the old Sarota phanta plantation made about 
20 years ago in a frosty area Bemul is the species which has done best, (better 
'even than sissoo). The surviving trees (and the stocking is fairly good, say 
'7) and the trees are roughly about 9 inches diameter and about 30 ft. high. 
I am speaking froin memory. 'The samul ocoupies' the best drained part of 
this plantation. Other species were put out in waterlogged areas. 

Generally speaking I regard Bemul as one of the most promis,in, g speci,es' 01 
any which have been tried in plantations in North Kheri both in the ,~ow 
alluvium and in the well drained parts of the interior phantas. 
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. FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTE. 

B.-()JW,. 

Evidence of Messrs. A. RODGER, H. TROTTER, F. D. ARDAGK 
and Dr. J. N. SEN, recorded at Dehra Dun on Saturday, 

the 21st January, 1928. 

1 ntrod'Uctory . 

. Prtsident.-Mr. Rodger; you, are Inspector-General of Forests and Presi-
dent, Forest Research Institute and CollegeP 

Mr. Rodger.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Trotter, are you the Forest EconomistP 
Mr. Trotter.---t am the Assistant Forest Economist. 
President.-Mr. Ardagh, what are youP 
Mr. Ardagh.-I am the Officer-in-charge of the Minor Forest Products. 

Section. 
President.-Dr. Sen, you are in charge of the chemical branch of the

InstituteP 
Dr. Sen.-I am the Bi~hemist. 
President.-When did this combibation of two offices-that of Inspectol-

General and President-begin P 
Mr. Rodger.-It began from April 1926. 
President.-One office must to some extent interfere with the other P 
Mr. Rodger.-I don't know-I find a fair amount of time for touring. 
President.-Do you find the combination convenient from the administra-

~ive point of view? 
Mr. Rodger.-Yes. 

Research. 

President.-I want to know first of all what arrangements you have here
for carrying on research...:.,r. confi.ne myself now to matches and soft woods. 
required for this industry.' 

Mr. Rodger.-We have not done very much in that direction. Of course· 
I was on leave most of last year. 

President.-What sort of equipment have you P 
Mr. Trotter.-We have no equipment at all except the veneer peeling

machine. At present we can only tell whether a particular wood can be peeled 
on the veneer machine or not. In the past, what we have done, with refer
ence to matchtlS, is to collect all the information we could from manufacturers 
all over India and from that we have made a consolidated list of the various 
timbers used in India and the reports on them. But actually, we have· 
done no research work except peeling of veneers, up to date. 

Mr. Mathias.-You have only one peeling machineP 
Mr. Trotter.-We have only one rotary veneering machine at present, but

we have actually on rail coming up from Bombay, a splint peeling machine
and a chopper. 

President.-You may have collected a lot of information from outside but· 
from the research point of view that information can never be as accurate
and reliable as information collected by yourselves after your own examina
tion of the problems and materialsP 

Mr. Rodger.-That is quite true. 
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\, President.-I am only just pointing out that that any research work done
hall been carried on by interested parties and the res nits obtained in that way
oan never be satisfactory. Have you put up any proposal to the Govern
ment of India as regards equipmentP 

. Mr. Trotter.-We have now got these two machines coming; they are all' 
rall. 

President.-Even so, that equipment will hardly be adequate if you are
really to carry out experiments because there are further processes after the
chopping and cutting where the quality of the wood ,has' to be tested for 
instance box making. ' 

Mr. TrotteT.-There is no great difficulty about box making, is there? 
President.-Take paraffining for instance. It is important to find ,out 

whether that particular wood does absorb the necessary quantity of paraffini'" 
Mr. MathilU.-In box making also the quality of the wood is of consider

able importance. We find in box filling some woods are inclined to split if 
there is too much pressure in putting the matches into the.,box. A machine 
suitable for aspen may not be suitable for simul. 

Mr. Trotter.-I take it that you consider that we should have a fuU 
equipment? 

President.-I should think so. If I were conducting the Institute' I should' 
insist upon .that. 

Mr. Rodger.-We are getting the equipment for most Ilf the research work 
as fast as possible and the economic branch is expanding very rapidly. 

Dr. Matthai.-What we mean is that you should conduct experiments some
what like the experiments you carry out on the ply wood plant; 
, Mr. Trotter.-It. is a matter of 'money and a matter of men and we have "to
go slowly. We are making a start with the splint peeling and chopping
machines, but if it is considered that that work is of no use without the rest 
of the machines, it is up to us to get the complete outfit as'soon as we can. 

Mr. Rodger.-Certainly. We would be helped in that direction by' the 
recommendations of the 'rariJf Board. ' ' 

President.-TheTariff Board, if 'it makes any recommendation for the, 
organization of this research" will make recommendations which will more or-
less cover the whole ground. ' , ' 

Mr. Trotter.-Yes, that is ,the ideal, but it. costs money. 
Pre,ident.-Have you got any mechanical expert who understands, 

machineryP 
Mr. Trotter.-Yes, we have a Mechanical Engineer, but not a match

machinery expert. 

President.-':The point is rather important in this way-when you carry
on experiments you will probably find the same thing-that this machinery 
is specially used in the manufacture of matches from aspen wood which· has 
got certain characteristics; it is hard, clean, and 80 on. Our woods so far
don't possess all these qualities and therefore a slight alteration in the· 
machine might make all the difference in the use of the wood. 

Mr. Trotte.,..-Yes, I agree. We find the same thing in other spheres of 
our work. For instance, a sawing machine which is perfectly capable of 
sawing European or American woods is very often unsuitable for Indian 
hard woods. 

P.,.esident.-Unless you had a small complete unit which possessed all the, 
latest machines your research would not be relillble. A small unit does not 
cost very much. 

Mr. Rodger.-Do you mean a sma)) unit such as we have for the paper 
pulp? 

President.-Yes, and then you can say that it is this machine which breaka.. 
the box"" in a certain part of the proce_in the revolution or anything like-
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thaii-'-and from that point of view it is very important that anybody, who 
'carries out this research must be fully equipped. 

Mr. Mathias.-The number of revolutions per minute in the box making 
might vary according to the kind of wood you are using. You might get 
better results in the case of some wood than in the case of others. 

Mr. Trotte7·.~1 quite agree. What you are talki~g about is the ideai, 
but in the present circumstances we could not do that; we would require a 
separate Section and a separate officer to do that. ' 

President.-We are now trying to think out a complete scheme. 
Mr. Rodger.-WI3 will put up a complete plant and run it if we get sanc

tion for it. 
President.-We find the same thing in the case of box filling. If the boxes 

open more or less completely, the splints can be dropped in without pressure, 
but in the Swedish machine the boxes are partially open and the splints are 
forced in; the result is that the Indian wood does not stand the strain to 
the same extent as aspen does. Possibly the machine requires a slight altern
-tion. 

Mr. Bodger.-Yes. 
President.-Have yoU: seen the Bareilly plant? 
Mr. Trotter.-No. 
President.-Personally 1 think it is the best equipped plant that we have 

just now in the country. 
Mr. Matltias.-It is Roller's machinery. 
President.-It is the smallest unit of that kind but it certainly is most up 

to date. Of course you need not have a Simplex but if you had a couple 
of box' making machines, one filling machine and things like that, I don't 
think the cost would be, very much. ' 

Mr. Trotter.-Does the Board consider that the research justifies the ex
penditure involved P 

President.-You cannot carry out research without it.' The research,would 
not be worth anything unless you have the proper equipment. You must 
have at least one machine of each kind to carry out research. Then, from 
the forest point of view we think that if the work is to be properly done the 
Institute should have a special officer-in-charge of ~his forest research as re-
gards wood in the Institute itself. . 

Mr. Rodger.-YoU:'lI1ean an officer-in-charge of the experimental work on 
wood? '-

President.-Yes, and also you must have some match expert actually under 
his control to carry out experiments as regards the technical part. 

Mr. Rodger.-We have got four of these experts now. 
Dr. Matthai.-They are experts in particular industries? 
Mr. Rodger.-Yes. 
President.-So much the better. 
Mr. Rodger.-I think you want for the match industry an expert exactly 

'on the same lines as we have for the others? 

President.-The point is that it should not be left to a man who cannot do 
anything like actual research work. It must be left to a man who is a match 
expert, who can tell you that this is t\le thing that breaks the box, for 
instance, and this is what ought to be done, ,and then the forest officer must 
be in. charge of research as regards the suitability of wood. He will have to 
collect all information from the various provinces and the Andamans wherever 
the wood happens to be. That information must be collected by him as the 
central authority, that is apart from any research work that you may carry 
out in the fOJ'est itself. It is important that J'esearch should take place here 
on wood selel'ted by forest officers. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-And the date of cutting should be recorded. 
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Mr. Bodger.-We have all the arrangements for that in the other depart
lIlents on a'large scale. We ,take the wood, date, and name it, and, in order 
to be sure that the wood is properly named, it is botanically identified. " 

Mr. Mathias.-The date of felling is most important. 
Mr. Bodger.-Yes. 
President.-Up till now, research has been unsatisfactory, and we hav~, 

got different results as regards the same wood because you do not know when 
the wood had been felled, how long it has remained in th~ forest, under what, 
conditions and 80 on; 

Mr. Rodger.-All that ~ould be d'oneby the provincial forest authorities 
quite easily. 

Mr. Mathias.-But they require some supervision. 
Mr. Bodge;.-They woul!J. 
Mr. Trotter.-We already have CoiIector's forms and instructions for logs 

used in Timber Testing and whenever a log is collected for testing, full parti
culah are entered'up'iD,the forms at the time the log'is.felled. It would 
be easy to have ,a similar arrltngel11ent for logs, felled ,for match research,. 

Mr. Bodger.-We 'could get out a Project. Each section in the Economic
Branch has a Project, in which the work is laid down' to be done for so 
many years' ahead on definite lines. We could get out a Project for the, 
match industry On the same lines as for timber testing' and things of that' 
sort. 

President.-The point is this. We have been told that certain kinds of 
wood ought to be green and that. they should be fresh. That, is really .. 
matter of degree, is it noti' 

Mr. Bodger;-Yes. 
President.-What we would like to know is this. If, you get. :wood abso

lutely fresh from the forest and make spli~ts, from it, it will give differElDt 
results than If it is used after it has been kept'some time. What'we have to 
ascertain is the maximum period for which timber can be stored without 
losing its quality. 

Mr.' Bodger.-Before you peel it? 
President.-Yes. 
Mr. Bodger.-We can tell that. We have It,large trained staff who spend, 

their time in deciding the question of moisture. in ,timber. 

President.-A theoretical test of moisture in timber may not give us such 
accurate results as the actual result of peeling. ' 

Mr. Trotter.-We would keep a strict record of the moisture content of 
each log peeled and from that you could get very accurate information, as. 
to the relation between the degree of moisture and facility.in peeling. 

President.-I was merely suggesting that it would be just as well to be 
able to say something on these lin_two months after felling or four months 
after felling, or 8 months after felling as the case may be. 

Mr. Trotter.-That would all be recorded but the results would vary con
siderably, depending on the specieS and also on the locality when the log was 
stored. In a wet locality it would dry out much more slowly than in a hot 
dry place and 80 on. . , 

President.-Take Burma and India. The poSition in these'two countries 
is absolutely reversed' as regards the extraction of wood. In Burma you can 
get out the wood in the monsoon whereas in Bombay and other 'places you 
cannot do that. That is a very important factor. In one place you· get
fresh wood in the monsoon whereas in· the other place YOll getfre'sh· wood 
in the cold weather. That is what is happening just now. . 

Mr. Rodger.-Yes, in Burma they can get out the soft wood after cutting 
quite easily and in the Insein division they can do the extraction all the year 
~~ , -
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President.-As regards the Mohwa reserve inlnsein they have to cart the 
timber and the longest distance they have to do that is 30 miles and just 
three miles above Hlegu they get the river. 

Mr. Bodoer.-Yes. 
M'I". Trotter.-As far as I can. see, the best thing is for us to ga"t out a 

Project for matches and submit it to the Tariff Board before sending it to 
the Government of India for sanction. . 

President.-Mr. Rodger, B8 regards your suggestion about a special forest 
officer would you be.able to get a fairly senior officer on the pay you suggest? 

Mr. Rodoer.-I should think so. 
President.-Would he be a deputy conservator of forests? 
Mr. Rodoer.-An officer with 10 to 14 years' service. 
President.-You. think he would be good 'enough for the work? 
Mr. Rodoer:-Yes. 
President.-Would you appoint him as a sort of touring officer? • 
Mr. Rodoer.-I think he should be attached to the Institute·on my staff. 

There won't be any difficulty as long as we get the c~peration of the pro
vinces and the Government of India. 

President.-Qf course it remains with the Government of India to do what 
they can so far as our recommendations go, but as regards the provinces the 
Government of India would not have the same authority over all the pro
vinces because in some provinces" Forests" is a transferred subject. 

Mr. BodOllr.-Even if they have no authority their recommendations would 
carry great weight with the provincial governments. There would be very 
little difficulty as regards the provincial governments in instructing. their 
local forest officers to give us all facilities. 

President.-You think there won't be any difficulty? 
Mr. Bodoer.-No . . It wouldn't cost very much and it would be quite 

easy. 
Pre8idllnt.-Trouble may arise in this way when the provincial forests 

come into conflict with those of the Government of India. Take the case of 
the Andamans and Burma. The Andamans are entirely under the Govern
ment of India whereas Burma is provincial. If Burma thinks that it would 
be profitable for itself to carryon this work of plantation rather than the 
Government of India doing it in the Andamans, then there may be some 
difficulty, '''1 .-" 

Plantations. 

Mr. BodOllr.-1 don't think there woUld be much difficulty. You can well 
arrange I think for 'plantations to be started in three or four provinces 
wherever it is suitable. 

Prllsident.-Thepoint is, if the plantations were to be split up over differ
ent provinces then they become rather small from the commercial point of 
view. 

Mr. Rodoer.-Yes, and you think for that reason it would be better to 
centralize the thing, that is to have the plantation in one province? 

President.-Yes. We don't know much of plantations, and we don't know 
what the demand may be.. If the demand for match woods increases, it may 
go up to 200,000 tons or more, and I think until a provincial government feels 
that it can get Rs. 12 Or 13 lakhs from an undertaking like this,it won't feel 
Ilufficiently interested, > 

Mr. Rodoer.-I think the Imperial Government will have to point out that 
it is an imperial matter, that the timber should be supplied as much as 
possible by the country itself. 

President.-I should think it would be better, therefore, to concentrate· 
the plantation in a province from which distribution could be easily made 
to the other provinces. 
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Mr. Rodger . ....,..Yee. 
President.-It should not be a local plantation. You may have a planta

tion in the United Provinces, for instance; it would supply the United Pro
vinces and perhaps the Punjab but it would not be a paying proposition to. 
send wood to Bombay or to Burma. 

Mr. Rodger.-I follow. 
Pre.ident.-If you had a plantation in the Andamans you can supply all 

the ports-it is for you to consider that afterwards. I am only suggesting 
that it is much better to concentrate as much as possible in a locality which 
can supply all the ports. That is a very important aspect of the question. 

Mr. Rodger.-Yes. 
Prelident.-As regards the inland provinces they would have some natural 

advantages over other places: even if their cost of production was a little 
higher they would be able to bear it because a factory situated at the ports 
would not be able to compete against them, but in the case of the factories in 
the ports it is a different proposition. 

Mr. Rodger.-Yes. 
Pre&ident.-Thenthe forest officer who would be under your charge and 

who would be investigating in the provinces, would supply the officer in the' 
Institute with all the necessary kinds of wood and the experiments would be 
carried on here by the forest officer and the expert. 

Mr. Rodger.-The whole thing wduld 'work together; that could. be easily 
arranged. 

Pf'esident.-Gan you give us some sort of idea &8 to what such a scheme 
would cost? . . 

Mr. Roduer.-The central part? 
Pf'elident.-And the forest part, something on which we can work. 
Mr. Rodgef' . .:....The forest part could be done at a cost of Re. 75,000. 
Pf'esident.-I think the best thing would be to give us the annual charge. 
Mf'. Rodgef'.-Plantations are another matter. I don't know that I can 

give you much valuable information about that straightwa;y. Our informa
tion about the growth of these soft· woods is very scanty at present. ·You 
know that. But we could start experimental plantation in several places ·in 
India here apd elsewhere ptetty soon 80 that we might be able to give you 
Bome figures. We cannot say at the moment what a plantation on the scale 
you propose is likely to cost. I don't think we can get much information 
from any province at the moment. 

Pre.idell.t.-The chief Conservator of Forests, Burma, ga~e us some. in
formation which was of course very vague. 

Mf'. Rodger.-Yes. 
President.-I think it would be just as well fOr you, leaving aside the 

question of plantations for the moment, to carry out research in the Institute 
and in the forests.and to ascertain first of all the quantity of wood available. 
That is your scheme just now, is it not? 

Mf'. Rodger.-Yes. 
President.-If your research in this direction leads' to the conclusion that 

there is enough wood in these forests to furnish an abundant supply, well and 
good, but if not, then you must undertake plantations; there is no other 
801ution. 

Mr. Rodgef'.~No. We must import wood or undertake plantations, one 
or the other. . ' . 

Pf'elident . ...:...Thisresearch in the' foreSts would' be a makeshift, but the 
simplest thing is to decide on plantation as really ,the ultimate permanent 
source of supply. . . . 

. Mf'. Rodger:-I thiJik so. 
Preftdent.-You can't go on as you are doing now. 
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Mr. Rodger.-That is so. It is only a matter of skinning the forests if 
you are going to use such an enormous quantity of wood annually for matches 
in India. 

President.-Yon could not tell us how long it would take to regenerate 
match wood species P 

Mr. Rodger.-No. Plantations are the quickest way of telling that. It 
ill nally the best way of getting supplies to the factories. 

Mr. Mathias.-You will get a royalty on the sale. It would be easy to 
deliver and therefore cheaper to the factories P , 

Mr. Rodger.-It is much more easy to work a plantation. You 'remember 
Mr. Watson's figures for natural forest. They were very small, only about 
·3 per acre. 

President.-If it is '3 p'er acre that means a tremendous area, but if you 
were to undertake plantations it may be a matter of 100,000 acres or perhaps 
2QO,000 and it might give you the whole supply. ' 
, Mr. Rodger.-Yes. 

Mr. Mathias.-You gave us 50 tons acre, did you not? 
. Mr. Rodger . .,-According to the ,figure given by our Silviculturist we may 

gflt 4{}---{i0 tons ,.n acre. ' 

Dr. MattTtai.-That would apply to most soft woods? 
Mr. Rodger.-Yes, roughly~' . 
p,,.esident.--On a 30-year rotation. 
Mr. Rodger.-Yes, personally I think it would be a little more. 
President.-It is better to take a rather conservative view. 

Mr. Mathias.-So that 2,000 acres planted every year OD, a 20-year rotation 
would give you very satis.factory result P 

Mr. Rodgei-.::'-The only e('onomic way of doing it would be to have it in 
big lots. ' 

Mr. MatTtias.-Burma; the Andamans and some other province might be 
able to do itP . 

Mr. Rodger.-I am not very sanguine about the Andamans. I don't think 
we can promise to undertake any plantations there. The jungle is very heavy, 
labour is very scarce and plantation work is not easy. 

Mr. Mathias."'-Let us say Assam. 
Mr. Rodger.-Yes, it,.canbe done there. They have already got several 

small plantations there.; , ", 
President.-The important aspect of the forest research in the country 

would be the plantation question so that this survey that you are suggesting 
would be merely to find out what we have got? 

Mr. Rodger.-Yes, that is just to go on with. The information that the 
special officer would obtain during his tour would enable him .1;0 put up to us 
valuable suggestions as to the places where plant,ations should be made, the 
manner in which they should be made, and the species to be used. ' 

Pruident.-While' he is making a sort of rough enumeration of the forest 
he would also report. upon suitable areas for plantation. 

Mr. Rodger.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.'-:'If you agree to a scheme of the kind suggested by Presi

dent, it would have to be on a more permanent basis than you suggest in 
your scheme" For .instance, if there is to be a department in the Institute 
which looks after the Match industry as regards t.he question of wood supply 
and so on, that is a matter which would have to be gone over from year to 
year. You cannot fix a term like three years. 

Mr. Rodger.-It would certainly have to be longer than three years. As 
far as I know there would btl no difficulty in adding a section to ourecoD,omic 
branch if we have the m~ne:r' We have the organaation to do it. 
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Dr: 1IIatthai.-Could you give me some idea of the way in whlcli'yon have 
i>rgamzed departments for various industries? You have now four industties'? 

Mr. Rodger.-We have six sections. . 
Dr. Matthai.-What are they? 
Mr. T.rotter.-Ti.mber testing, wood work, seasoning, paper· pulp, wood 

preservatIon and mmor forest products. We had another for'tans but that 
has been abolished. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you have an officer for the match section and that officer 
is assisted by a match expert, wouldii be the officer's business to travei from 
province to province keeping· in touch with the Local Governments and 
factories? If he does that it would be necessary for him to have some kind 
of assistance, would it not? 

Mr. Rodger.-I take it there will have to be two officers-one forest officer 
who will investigate the question of supply of timber and the other the match 
machinery expert, who will be here. 

Pre.ident.-You want another forest officer here? 
Mr. Rodger.-There is no necessity. 
Dr. Matthai.-What 1'011 want is a match technologist? 
Mr. Rodyer.-Yes. 
President".-Who will co-ordinate the work here? 
Mr. Rodge1·.-The Forest Economist as he does now. 
President.-Here as well as in the forests? 
Mr. Rodger.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-Do you think that would be sufficient? Will the Forest Eco

nomist have tiple to do it? 
Mr. Rodger.-I should think so, as long as we ·have the requisite staff. 
Pruident.-'l'he trouble is this. If 1;he Forest Economist were to do this 

work, it may be all right just now, but as time goes on-the match business 
is a long business j it may take 30 or 40 years if you go in for plantation-and 
in the, meanwhile he is given other work .. ; 

Mr. Rodger":-If We find· the work ~oo much we will engage an assistant. 
President.-We don't want to run the risk of the match department being 

squeezed out. We would,rather that some arrangement was made by which 
that work was not interfered with by any other work thrown upon this 
Institute. 

Mr. Rodger.-I would guarantee that. 
Mr. Tro#er.-The match Section will be a separate Section altogether, not 

part of the Forest Economist's main office. 
President.-Take your own case. You combine in yourself two offices j 

in the same way something else may turn up and that work is given to the 
Forest Economist, with the result that it may not be possible for him to pay 
as much attention to the match work as he otherwise would. 

Mr. Trotter.-That is covered by the Project which is a definite programme 
laid down by Government and work has to .be continued according to the 
Project. 

Mr. Rodger.-I would guarantee that as long as I am here. 
President.-Are you sure that that would not happen? 

Mr. Rodger.-If we started the work we would guarantee that it would be 
,run properly and that it would not be squeezed out. 

Dr. Matthai.-If apart from the iuatch technologist you have only the 
Forest Economist here isn't there the danger that the match section may not 
be sufficiently in touch, with .developments elsewhere?, After all the .match 
technologist is the man whose special business it is to look after .match work 
here, and he would remain in the Institute? 

Mr. Trotter.-The Forest Economist tours considerably. 
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tour, he will remain here. 

Mr. Trotter.-He won't remain absolutely definitely in one place. 'He win 
tour, see factories, and report what is going on. 

Mr. Mathias.-I am not quite clear as to what the scheme is. As I under
stood it, you would have a match. technologist here to look after the technical 
aspects of match manufacture on the spot. In addition to that you would 
have an officer who would perhaps be a sort of liaison officer between the 
Central Government and the- local governments who would go round and 
ascertain what the supply of match wood is, enumerate and so on, and also 
advise on plantation. He will also keep in touch with factories and factory 
demands, both the officers working under the Forest Economist. Is that your 
scheme? 

Mr. Rodger.-I don't know that I would ask the forest officer touring to 
get in touch with match factories so much. 

Mr. Mathias.-You would have a third officer then? 
Mr. Rodger.-No, not in the first instance. We may have to have an 

assistant whose special duty would be to study the match question under the 
match technologist and the forest officer, if we found that it was impossible 
for the Forest Economist to devote enough time to the lIubject. 

Mr. Mathias.-It would be necessary, :would it, not, to keep in, close touch 
with modern manufacturing methods? 

Mr. Rodger.-As Mr. Trotter said, the technologist could go out from time
tQ time and study any specially interesting points, in the Indian factories, 
which might assist him, and thus keep in touch with them. 

M~. Mathias.-I may be wrong, but during the ply wood enquiry I gained 
the impression that the manufacturers themselves seemed not to be in very' 
close touch with Dehra Dun. 

Mr. Rodge1·.-That was because' we never had a special officer to be in 
touch with thom. 

Dr. Matthai.-As a matter of fact it is an easier proposition to get into
touch with ply wood factories because there are just two or three big fac
tories, but in the case of the Match industry you would have factories scatter
ed aU over the country. 

Mr. Rodger.-I think Mr. Chairman you will agree that if we were to
advise on the Match industry the best way would be to have a separate'section 
added to our economic branch. _But as regards plantations ... 

Prflsident.-As regards ~lantation? I am not quite clear in ~y mind as to
what the position is. Supposing you selected the kinds of wood on such 
information as you have and you selected an area, and say the area was in a 
province like Burma, then it, can be done in two ways. You may be able 
to influence the Provincial Government to undert.ake plantation or supposing
it says" we are not going to do it; we are not going to spend money on it", 
can the Government of India say to the provincial Government .. All right, 
if you are not prepared to spend the money, we will spend the money; and 
the plantation will be, under our management"? 

Mr. Rodge'r.-I don't think that could be contemplated. That work must 
be done by the province itself. 

President.-What control or interest would the Government of India have, 
in a provincial plantation? I just want to understand how the thing would 
work. 

Mr. Rodger.-The Government of India would have no direct interest in it. 

P~esident.-The point is, the Government of India is interested in the 
supply of this wood because it is decided to establish a match industry in the
country. But it cannot command the supply of match wood except through 
the provincial Governments. In such a case what' do you suggest would be· 
the position? 
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Mr. Rodger.-I think that if ,the Government of India put up a good case 

to the provincial Governments we shall find the provincial Governments 
quite willing to come into line with the Imperial Government and make the 
plantations required. ' 

Pre,idellt.-Do you anticipate any difficulty there? 
Mr. Rodger.-No, I don't. 
Mr. Trotter.-If the provincial Government can see some profit there 

would be no difficulty at alII 
Mr. Rodger.-I think if the provinces realized that it was an Imperial 

matter it would be up to them to help as much as they could. 
Presidellt.-It is important from the provincial point of view also: Sup

posing one province produced all the supplies, it may be. that the factories 
might migrate to that province; that in itself might be of great avantag,e 
to that province, 80 that there would be an inducement to the province apart 
from the direct commercial aspect of the question. But the only thing is 
this: Do you think the Government of India will have any difficulty in 
getting the co-operation of the pal,'ticular provincial government of the pro
vince in which they decide to do the plantation? 

Mr. Rodger.-I don't think so, judging from OUI,' past experience in similar 
eases. 

Dr. Mattkai.-If we make a proposal to the Government of India, it is the 
l'esponsibility of the Government of India to help match factories in India 
with information 311 to the convenient sources of supply and if there is no 
convenient source of supply in any area, to take up the question of finding 
.uitable areas for plantation and the sort of woods that are suitable and so 
on, in that case would it be possible for you to suggest a scheme which would 
enable the Government of India to discharge that responsibility? 

Mr. Rodger.-Certainly. 
Presidellt.-What did: you tell me the other day was the gross revenue 

from forests in Burma? 
Mr. Rodger.-Rs. 223 lakhs for the year 1925-26. 
President.-What is the gross revenue? 
Mr. Rodger.-Rs. 259 lakhs is our nett profit for the year ending March 

SI11t 1926, tlf which about half is from Burma. 
Presideflt.-Burma gets such tremendous revenue from other forest sources, 

that unless it realizes that' there is money to be made directly from plant&
tion, and indirectly by the establishment of fairly big industries in the pro
vince, it may not take sufficient interest in the question. 

Mr. Rodger.-Is it not the case that the Match industdy is a very flourish
Ing one in Burma now? 

Presidellt.-Yes. As regards the supply of wood of course it is more for
tunate than other provinces. 

Mr. Rodger.-It is an established industry there and therefore the Burma 
Government will probably be willing to do all it can to see that the industry 
is carried on. 

President.-We have got to see to India as well. 
Mr. Rodger.-You mean if matches are made in Burma the revenue goes 

to Burma and the trade also goes to Burma? . ' 
President.-Yes. I want a proposition statement about this scheme. 
Mr. Rodger.-We can produce it for you. 
President.-The· Government of India would like to know what will be 

the probable commitments. ' 
Mr. Rodger.-You would like me to get out a proposition statement re

garding the match department, what it would cost us here? 
Presidellt.-Yes . 

. Mr. Rodger.-I shall do so. 
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Mr. Blanford's note on working plans-would you follow the same method in 
your survey? ,. . . 

Mr. Bodger.-We could not do that because that would be very elaborate. 
and it would take a very long time. But take for instance the Pegu Yoma 
forest which stretches 200 miles north" of Rangoon. We could give the Board 
within a reasonable time quite an approximate figure of the amount of soft. 
wood available in that area because that is rather a self-contained block. 

President.-Js that evergreen forest!'· 
Mr. Rodger.-No, it is not. Most of it is teak forest. 
Presidellt.-There is some evergreen forest in the Insein division. 

. Mr. Rodger.-There is, but there is little soft wood in that. We already 
know the percenage of evergreen in each of these forests and the percentage 
of the deciduous forest. I was myself in charge of Insein division at . on~ 
time. 

President.-I thought if l'Ou were going to carry out your survey on any
thing like the lines suggested by Mr. BLanford, it would take perhaps 50. 
years. 

Mr. Rodoer.-It w~uld. 
President.-In Burma you have got survey maps. 
Mr. Rodger.-They are very good maps. 
President.-You can take out each circle from those maps and take a 

certain number of specimen areas and make your calculations. 
Mr. Rodge·r.-Yes. 
President.-Will you have such aC'Curate information and maps and s~ 

on as regards the Andamans and the other provinces that you mention P 
. Mr. Roc/ger.-We can prepare that for the Andamans within a reason,able

period. 
President.--Can you? 
Mr. Rodger.--certainly, but the .Andamans are difficult forests and some

of the forests are unexplored because of the wild tribes. We could give you 
figures for the Andamans within a reasonable time. . . 

President.-As regards these two lists that we received from the Institute, 
you say that you have collected a certain amount of information as regards 
the suitability !>f the different woods, but that information, I take it, is r~ally 
supplied to you very largely by the manufacturers? 

Mr. Trotter.-PracticiUly all. 
President.-The draw back tOo the use of this information is that it may 

not be entirely reliable. Some manufacturers, we have found in the course 
of our enquiry, are very optimistic as to the quality of the woods, others on 
the contrary don't think that some of the woods which have been found satis
factory, are satisfactory from their point of view, so that' really speaking at 
present we have not got any rellable information. 

Mr. Trotter.-ln some cases there is very good indication as to whether
a particular match wood is suitable or not. Where all the factories have
reported that a particular wood is good, you can take it that there is some
thing in it, whereas if you find that there are conflicting reports--one says. 
the wood is good while another factory says it is bad-that is not reliable. 

President.-A good number of species are mentioned in the lists. 
Mr. Trotter.--We have brought. the old list given to you up to date. Thes& 

are the timbers that have been reported upon and found good by most fao
tories. '. (New list handed in.) 

President.-lt would be better to get the species which have been more
or less reported on as uniformly good. Are they the same as are given in 
Mr. Rodger's note? 

Mr. Rodoer.-The present list is more numefOUS. 



Mr. Xrotter.-:-We ha~e got about 20 species down on our new/list. 
President.-Are they in easily accessible areas? 
Mr. Xrotter.-Yes, almost all of them. We have also got a second list of 

tbe species which are common and which are available in fairly large ctuan
tities. The first list is of species which have been well reported on by factories 
and which it would be worth while considering for plantations. (Second list 
handed in.) . 

~. Matthai.-In this revised list have you had to revise your opinion 
about any of these woods? 

Mr. Xrotter.-Yes, in some cases. 
President.-What about setkadon? I think that is amongst the very best 

lor splints that we have come across. 

Mr. Xrotter.-That is Trewia nudiflora. In addition to the two lists al
ready handed to you, we have got a list of the fastest growing trees but most 
of these have not been tried for matches. They may be worth trying and our 
intention is that as soon as we get the match machinery we will try some of 
these, as, if they are suitable for matches, they would be very quick growing 
.and worth trying in plantations. 

Storage oj wood. 
Mr. Mathias.-I want to ask you one or two questions about the storage 

-of wood. We have had very different accounts as regards the storage of 
. wood in water. Mr. Schele, the General Manager of the Swedish Match 
Company in India, told us that it was very use little storing match wood in 
water because although you might avoid insect attacks it deteriorated in 
many other ways in water storage. In Burma, we found that almost every 
factory stored wood in water, but on the Bombay side no factory at all stored 
in water. Could you give us your opinion as to the effect of storage in 
water? 

Mr. Xrotter.-8torage in water is the best form of storing we know of 
for any type of soft perishable wood. It is a well known form of storage in 
Australia, America and Canada and we have never had any complaint froul 
anybody about it. There are other forms of storage such as the storage of 
logs with treated saw dust which is not very difficult,'if you have saw dust 
available. You treat your saw dust either with creosote or some other preser
vative and cover your wood' with that. 

President.-That is to prevent infection in the yard. If this wood comEls 
from the forest already infected with insects, would it kill the insects? 

Mr. Xrottcr.-If the wood comes with the insects from the forest the best 
method of getting rid of the insects is to bark the trees in the forest, as the)! 
are mostly bark borers. 

President.-They can be barked by hand by the fellers? 
Mr. Xrotter.-Yes. Tbe Forest Entomologist has written a report to the 

Swedish Match Company about it. The insects are chiefly in the bark and 
to start with they don't go beyond the bark, so that by barking the logs in 
the forest you can get rid of the insects. . 

Mr. Mathia,.-You would give us your definite opinion that it is advanc 
tageous to store the wood in water, would you? 

Mr. Trotter.-Certainly. That is the opinion of all the authorities on 
the subject. Here is the opinion of three writers. (Books' shown.) 

Mr. Mathias.-For how much longer would it preserve the sap? 
Mr. Xrotter.-Logs stored in water dry very very slowly. They do dry to It 

certain extent, but taking it as a whole, water storage will preserve the log 
in t.he condition in which it comes in from the forest, I should .certainly say. 
for 12 months. . 

President.-Twelve months would he as long as you could keep the logs' 
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M'!'. Trotter.-No, I am referring only to the sap. Water stored logs will 
remain soun<i for a long bime. It is the form of storage which is used in a11 
Forest Research Institutes. . 

President.-How lIoon after extraction are they to be submerged in waterj> 
Mr. Trotter.-The sooner the better. 
President.-That is the point. It may take four months before it reaches 

the factory. " . 
Mr. Trotter.-In that case barking in the forest is the best thing to stop 

insect attacks, but the log will of course dry out quicker without its bark. 
Mr. Mathia.s.-I was talking about the sap. Take a typical case.' On the 

Bombay side they get their wood within a month of being cut in the jungle. 
The difficulty there is that they cannot get a supply of wood in the rains; 
they cut it in the hot weather. So, if they could submerge a month old wood 
in water there would not be any difficulty in getting the supply right through 
the rains. ' ' 

Mr. Trotter.-No. 
President.-It must be completely submerged? 
Mr. T'rotter.-Yes. 

,Mr. Mathias.-That you could effect by puttingweight-s on the logsi' 
Mr. TI'otter.-That ill not difficult. 

Preside/d.-Are 'there any chemical preparations that you could apply 
to the ends to protect the sap in the log P . 

Mt·. Trotter.-There are. In the case of match woods everything has got 
to be cheap and the cheapest form known of temporary end protection at. 
present in India is cowdung and mud. We use that. That does prevent end 
drying but it is only a temporary measure and the mud is apt to come off 
if the log is handled a lot. There is also a special mixture which we know 
here as cold dip which can be painted on the end of the logs. This lasts 
longer than cowdung and mud and is fairly satisfactory in protecting the 
ends of the logs from drying and cracking. This is a subject on which we 
are now carrying out investigations and results to date show that ,cold dip 
is distinctly beneficial, especially in damp localities. 

Presiden.t.-Is it expensive? 
Mr. Trotter.-Not·very expensive. It ,coste Rs. 6 per gallon. 
President.~How much would it cost per log? 
Mr. Trotter.-One cannot say very accurately but it should not be more 

than a matter of an anna or 80. 

Presidellt.-That is not very- much. 
Mr. Trotter.-I cannot give you an exact figure, as it would vary with 

every log. 
President.-How does a log begin to dry? It begins at the ends and then 

goes in, does it notP , 
Mr. Trotter.-It always dries fastest at the ends because t,he pores of the 

wood are open at the end of a log. Cold dip helps to close the pores and 
prevent the moisture from escaping. It is not infallible but it is a help. 

Preside-nt.-The idea is ·to close thE> E>uds. That does not seem to be a 
very elaborate or expensive process. 

Mr. Mathias.-None of the processes appeared to be adopted in the match 
factories in India.. We saw none of the logs on the Bombay side covered with 
cowdung and mud. We never heard of that in Bombay. 

Mr. Tl'otter.-Possibly they get their logs in a fresh condition. We often 
use end protectors and a lot of our logs' are sent to us' coated at the E>nds 
with cold dip or cowdung and mud, or other protective materials. 

Prrsident.-Messrs. Adamjee said something about a kind of coating that. 
they used but could not tell us what it was. It was bright red. 

M.. 'I' .. nHp. ... -PArh9.DS it WItS red lead. That is much more eXDensive. 
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Mr. Mathias.-When the logs are received in a fresh state in a factory of 
the Bize of the Western India Match Factory it looks as if they should see 
that these are fairly treated to prevent them from drying? 

Mr. Rodger.--Our experience of people who use timber, all over India, is 
that they don't protect it as they ought to j they very often leave the timber 
out in the open, baking in the sun, and then complain that it splits and 
deteriorates. 

Mr. Mathias.-So that 'we must not take these complaints against the 
quality of Indian soft woods very seriously? 

Mr. Rodger.-No. I think if they are properly treated they would keep 
their quality much better. 

Mr. Trotter.-Not in all cases. Papita and some other very perishable 
woods begin to turn black and blue with fungus .within 24 hours if cut and 
left lying in the open. 

President.-I am not satisfied that Pap ita is the same thing as the Burma 
BBwbya. 

Mr. Trotter.-It is quite likely that it is not. We are trying to clear up 
this point but there is great difficulty in collecting the flowers and fruit of 
these species, for proper identification. 

President.-As a matter of fact Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Com
pany very largely depend upon sawbya. 

Mr. Trotter.-If these woods are dried out very quickly there is less 
danger from fungus. They probably dry their splints at once. 

Mr. Mathias.-In your opinion the Andaman wood would be more liable 
to fUngus attacks than the Burma wood? 

Mr. Trotter.-Yes. The reason for this is probably that the warmer and 
moisture atmosphere of the Andamans is more conducive to fungoidal growth. 

Pruident.-Ill Burma, they get this timber from dilferent Divisions. 
There are some in which they work in the monsoon. 

Mr. Rodger.-Yes, the more distant ones, from which the logs are floated 
out. 

President.-And the nearer ones they cut in the hot weather. 

Mr. Rodger.-Yes, they can bring it down to the factory at once. 
Preriden.t.-What about boiling? I think there are one or two factories 

which boil the wood. As far' as I recollect on the Bombay side the Gujrat 
Islam Match factory does it before peeling, but that is not followed by other 
factories. 

Mr. TroHer.-That is a point on which we are, at present, not qualified 
to express a definite opinion, but it is one of the things that will be taken 
up in our Project. 

President.-The other factory is the Punjab Match factory where the log 
is boiled. 

Mr. Trotter.-We tried boiling dry spruce and silver fir under pressllI'& 
before peeling; we boiled under various pressures and for varying periods but 
the results were inconclusive. 

President.-Was the wood more or less dry? 

Mr. Trotter.-Yes. We forced water into the wood under pressure; in 
fact we filled the log with water before we Btarted to peel it, but I think the 
logs we had, had got a certain amount of fungus in them and the results were 
not satisfactory. 

Dr. Jlatthai.-What sort of wood was it? 

Mr. Trotter.-It was Himalayan spruce and silver fir. We had slightly 
better results from fairly green logs which peeled better but these were not 
absolutel), green. We are not in a position at present to give you anything 
definite upon boiling. 
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Qualities 01 a good match'. 

President.-There are two points to which I would like to draw your atten
tion. The first is, you have made a statement that a. first class match cannot 
be manufactured, as far as you can tell us, out of Indian wood. Now that 
you are likely to· undertake investigations we should like to be clear as to 
what we should require for a first quality match. What do you exactly mean 
by a first class match? 

Mr. T1·otter.-By first class, I mean the aspen match of Europe. 

President.-"-Quite true. Leaving out the question of appearance of the 
wood, whether it is white or brown or something else, do you consider that 
aspen has any other special quality about it? 

Mr. Trofter.-Yes, I do think so. It is a straight grained wood which 
peels very cleanly; it also has the required strength for a match splint, absorbs 
paraffin, and burns as it should. 

President.-I will put it to you this way. There are many things which 
are supposed to be high quality because they possess strength which is super
fluous and which is not essential really speaking. Take for instance the case 
~f a huilding. If you can construct a very substantial building to last for 
15 years which will meet your needs; what is the good of having a building 
which would last for 500 years? The same thing applies to matcheS, so long 
as the mate)! is strong enough for the purpose for which it is intended. 

Mr. Trotter.-The difference is this, that aspen is a straight grained wood 
and when the grain of a timber runs parallel with the length of the match 
from end to end the strength will always be sufficient for a match. But in 
India, the fibre of a great many of the soft woods grows spirally or is cross 
grained, the result being that when you peel, the grain does not run from end 
to end parallel with the length of the splint and you get a cross grained 
match, which snaps easily. These woods, in addition, :do not peel well. 

President.-Does it affect 'the lighting quality.of the match? So far as 
we have been able to see that has not affected the lighting quality of the 
match for all practical purposes. 

Mr. Rodger.-They break more easily. 

Preside1It.-You are accustomed to using aspen matches and therefore 
you use them in a particular way and you use more force than it:is necessary 
to light a match. It is greatly a matter of habit. If the position was slightly 
modified you would strike it more gently. 

Mr. Rodger.-It ·-is largely a matter of appearance. It is an important 
thing.' -

P·resident.-It may be an important thing but we don't -attach so much' 
importance to the appearance. 

Mr. Rodger,-But the bazar thinks of the appearance. 

President.-The Bazar thinks more of the price now. It is one of the 
points. made by the Swedish Match Company, that wherever a consumer has 
certain fads there they stand much better chances of success than in other 
places where the consumer has not got such fads. It is to the advantage of 
the manufacturer. to take advantage of human weakness. But apart from 
that if you were always to compare Indian wood with aspen you would 
obviously come to the conclusion that matches could not be manufactured in 
this country. We want rather to guard you. against that. 

Mr. Trotter.-\Ve take aspen as our ideal as far as we can. 

President.-We have seen several varieties of soft wood being used for 
matches, sawbya, setkadon lind so on, and the matches appear to be fairly 
good. We should like you t{) understand what we mean by a reasonable 
quality of match: it should light properly, it should not hreak too. easily, it 
should. be sufficiently porous to absorb paraffin and its head should not fall off. 
These are the essential qualities; we don't attach very much importance to 
the colour. 
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Mr. Trotter.-This has been fully discussed in the Forest Economists note 
which you have already. In that note it is stated that we do not consider 
that there is any til\lber in India which is likely to be of immediate use in 
replacing aspen but that there are many Indian timbers from which matchea 
can be made and that these matches are good enough for all practical pur
poses. 

Dr. Matthai.-In your original list you mention two woods which you 
say are "ery good for splints. Do you mean that they are as good lIB aspen!> 

Mr. Trotte,·.-No. 
Dr .. Matthai.-What do you mean by vel·y good? 
Mr. Trotter.-It is possible that such a timber as Pinus excelsa, might 

compare with aspen as regards quality, but the price of this timber is too 
high for its being used for match making. 
. Mr. Mathia.,.-Why, what is the price? 

Dr. Matthai.-It is not more than a rupee per c. ft. now. 
Mr. Matltias.-They are using that in the Punjab ·factory and they are 

getting it from a distance of 80 miles in logs. -
Mr. Trotter.-They get it from Government contractors I suppose? 
Mr. Mathias.-Yes, and from Government depots. Could you give us 

the price per ton approximately? 

Dr. Matthai.-I think from the costs that we have had from the l\fahalaxmi 
Match Factory which is using this wood, that they must have got it at aholl .... 
12 to 14 annas per cubic foot. 

P,·esidpllt.-Rs. 50 a ton at the factory may not be regarded as excessive? 
Mr. Rodgu.-No. 
Mr. Trotter.-This wood has been report.ed on as likely to prove suitable 

for match splints. 
Pre'ident.-It is obtained from the Himalayas? 
Mr. TTQtter.-'-From the Ganges nort4-westwards approximately, and to a 

certain extent in the Eastern Himalayas. 
Mr. Matkias.-When you say there is no wood which is as good as aspen, 

you are talking of the colour? 
Mr. Trotter.:-No, I am referring to all characteristics. 
Mr. Mathias.-8upposing we were toll that. there wa:s no objection to any 

coloured wood being used foI' matches, if it was otherwise suitable, .it is pr~ 
hable that other woods suitable for match manufacture might be found, 

:.lIr. Trotter.-Yes, it is very probable. For instance I .think toon ,is a 
good and not very expensive wood. It peels cleanly and has been reported on. 
as very good except for colour. 

Mr. Rodger.-That is very nice wood indeed. 

Mr. Mathias.-If you are going to cut out the colour altogether you might 
use these coloured woods for matches. 

Mr. Rodger.-If you could educate the people to take brown matches, it 
is all right. . 

President.-Supposing you found a very suitable wood .otherwise but it 
was not very strong, it might be possible to utilize it by making slightly 
thicker matches? . 

Mr. Trotter.-What I mean by strength in· a match really goes hand in 
hand with the question of straight grain. ·Ifa matchis'straightgrained it 
usually cuts much cleaner and therefore makes a stronger match than a'match 
which has not got a straight grain, but it need. not be very strong; 

President.-Take these matches that we ha~ehere from ,the BareillyMatch 
Factory, where they use the Simpfex machinery. They would not be able to 
use splints unless they were reasonably straight because crooked splints would 
not feed into the machi~e. But they don't find any great difficulty as regar4s 
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that in the case of this particular .wood which they are using. I mean straight
ness of the grain is not so important as one would think for manufacturing 
purposes. . 

Mr. TI·otter.-You were asking me about the price of Pinus excelsa per 
ton. It costs now' about Rs. 1-3-6 at the depot. Usually logs are sold in 
.auction. 

,Dr. ·Matthai.-What is the other use for this wood in India? 
Mr. Trotter.-It is used for sleepers but chiefly as a constructional timber. 
President.-I think you must select the wood for which there is no other 

commercial use. The other point I wish to draw your attention to is the 
question of manufacturing splints in the forests. Your main reason for 
that is that the wood would otherwise get dry/' 

Mr. Trotter.-The main reason is that you are actually exporting only 
about 40 per cent. of the log in the form of splints. 

President.-So far as that is concerned you would not save so much on 
the freight of the splints because the cubical contents of the logs are smaller 
than the corresponding number of splints and therefore they would charge at 
a much higher rate for splints than they would for the logs. The result woy.ld 
.be that the splints would cost you more. It may do as regards special 
'Qualities. 

Mr. Mathias.-Railway freight on lbgs is lower than the freight on splints. 
Mr. Rodger.-On the manufactured article the freight is always more 

-expensive. 
Mr. Trotter.-I am talking of the factory being near the forest in which 

:the portable splint machinery would be working. 
President.-You must send your splints from the forest to the factory. 
Mr. Trotter.-My idea W8i, this. Take the forest near here in Chakrata. 

'That is an area where spruce grows. It is 50 miles from the forests to the 
bottom of the hill where the depots are. The match factory would be near 
the depots, with the splint machinery in the forests. 

President.-You must bring the wood to some central place even in the 
lorest. You cannot remove your factory from place to place. 

Mr. Trotter.-That can be done with portable splint machinery. 
President.-It is not possible fr,pm the commercial Jloint of view. 
Mr. Mathias.-You can't shift your labour. 
Mr. Trotter.-Is it not done in other ·forest industries? Portable saw 

mills are removed from one spot to another. 
President.-It ha~;not been'practised in this industry on any large scale, 

llven in Sweden which is the biggest match manufacturing country. In the 
case of the match industry only chopping machine won't do, you have got 
to dry the splints, they require packing, etc. We may tell you that we 
have gone into that question and we are rather of the opinion that separating 
the manufacture of splints from the other processes is not an economical 
proposition. 

Mr. Trotter.-We are basing our suggestions on what is now done in 
Japan. They have portable splint mills. 

President.-B·ut what is happening in Japan? The industry is dying out. 
Mr. Trotter.-The idea is only a suggestion to ease matters during the 

interregnum period between now and until plantations become exploitable. 

President.-I think we should not lay any stress on that aspect of the 
.question at all. The position seems to be this just now that the total demand 
for matches in the country may be taken as 17 or 18 million gross. Before 
this duty was imposed we were importing 13 to 14 million gross and the 
imports last year have come down to abont 3 million gross so that India has 
already manufactured 13 to 14 million gross of boxes per year and I think 
nearly all the factories including Ambarnath now use Indian wood for boxes. 
'Thllrefore half the quantity of wood used in match manufacture here has 
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bllfln somehow found in India. Then there are four or five factories which 
are using entirely Indian wood, such as Messrs. Adamiee Haiee Dawood and 
Company. Burma, and two other factories here, the Mahalaxmi Match Factory 
and the BareiIly Match factory, and I think also the Guirat Islam Match 
factory, ~hmedabad, and they represent a fairly big percentage of the total 
consumption. 

Mr. Trotter.-Are not. their supplies being obtained from further afield 
every year? Have .they not mentioned this to you. 

Mr. Mathias.-If you take Burma, Calcutta and the Assam factories and 
also the Bareilly factory and the Gujrat Islam. Match factory, they account 
lor practically half. the consumption of matches in India and of these the 
Calcutta and Burma factories are assured of their supply of .timber from the 
Sundarbans, the Andamans and Burma for at least 20 years. 

Prssident.-They are more or less assured of their supplies, but as regards 
the other factories there is less evidence regarding future wood supplies. It 
appears that the rr('sent position can be continued and that 3 or 4 million 
gross per year wi! be imported for some time. 

Mr. Trotter.-What you mean is that at present the situation is not acute. 
Mr. Mathias.--Cln the Bombay side they use aspen for splints and Indian 

wood for boxes. 
Presidellt.~There are perhaps certain classes of wood which may be avail. 

able by storing in water and so on, so that we have not yet reached the stage, 
apart from other considerations, when the manufacture of splints in the 
forest has become necessary. 

Mr. Trotter.-The impression we had was that the situation as regards 
the supply of wood was getting very acute, and it was for this reason we 
were considering the idea, so that spruce could be peeled green. 

President.-This is the report we have got from the factories, and forest 
officers. 

Mr. Trotter.-Has the Board ever considered the question of bamboo for 
the manufacture of splints? . 

Pre3ident.-No. Nobody who has appeared before us has advocated 
bamboo. 

Mr. Trotter.-Bamboo has every attribute that a match timber should 
have and in addition it has a three years' rotation as against a 20'or 30 years' 
rotation for trees. Of course, the chief llifficulty is the machinery, to start 
with, and getting bamboos of the same size, but I think myself that it is a 
question which should be taken up at once by the match technologist. 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you had reports from the Malabar .Match Company 
about their experience P 

Mr. Trotter.-They have definitely turned' it down .. They had. to invent 
new machinery which could cope with bamboo satisfactorily. They did have 
machinery which could tackle uniform bamboos. This' machinery cut the 
bamboo in small lengths, split it, and then scooped from the inside a veneer, 
which made the boxes. The remaining portion was split and used for splints. 
rt was a very satisfactory method of making matches, but the trouble was 
that the bamboos were often of different girth and the scoop would not fit the 
different girths. The problem is whether it is possible to invent machinery to 
~ackle bamboos of all girths. 

Mr. Mathias.-I think the 'Swedish Match Company made considerable 
experiments with bamboo and turned down the proposal altogether. . 

President.-They are Hat splints, are they noH 

Mr. Trotter.-No, square splints. 

Mr. Mathias.-You would have to revolutionize the machineryP 

Mr. Trotter.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it the ordinary kind of bamboo? 

IV J 
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Mr. Trotter.-The one they were using was the eta; it grow8 in large quan
iities down there where the factory was erected. 

Mr. Mathias.-Is there any difficulty in the splint manufacture of it, apart 
from making veneers P 

Mr. Trotter.-The match part was quite satisfactory, but there was one 
thing against it; the matches before they were cleaned up were very. fibrous, 
but I don't think that is a great difficulty. It could probably be got over. 

Composition. 
Presi.dent.-Now as regards the composition to which you refer in para

graph 25 of your letter of the 11th April 1927. Have you been able to supply 
the manufacturers with any information as regards compositionP It does 
vary very largely with the climate and so on, does it notP 

Mr. Trotter.-It does. There is a publication on this subject, which I 
have no doubt you have got, it is issued by the Bihar and Orissa Industriee 
Department. 

President.-Is that by Mr. A. P. GhoseP 
Mr. Trotter.-No. It is by Dr. Caldwell. 
PresideJtt.-As regards that you require local investigation; Debra Dun 

would not be able to supply proper formulae for difierent places I supposeP 
Mr. Trotter.-I think the factories have their own chemistsP If they want 

to they can take advice from us and try different formulae. 
Mr. Mathias.-It is past history, this complaint about the chemical com

position, is it not, because these factories are now manufacturing matches 
which are quite good in the monsoon P 

Mr. Trofter.-Yes. but the trouble is that the smaller factories do nol 
take the trouble of going into the matter carefully and their matches are not 
satisfactory. 

P,·esident.-Dr. Sen, I dare say you know the principal chemicals used in 
match manufactureP 

Dr. Sen.-Yes. 
Prt . .taen.t.-'What are your qualifications, Dr. SenP 
Dr. Sen.-I am a Ph.D. of the Calcutta University and also Premchand 

Roychand student of the same University. 
PI·e~ident.-How many years' experience have you now? 
Dr. Srn:-Ijoined the service in 1905, I belong to the Agricultural Depart-

ment. 
President.-In this I~titute· are yon the official chemistP 
Dr. S·p,n.-I have been occupying this post for the last two years. 
Presldent.-Wbnt I wish to examine you about is a very simple point and 

it is this. -There are certain chemicals used here for producing splints and 
boxes and some of these chemicals, I understand. are rather dangerous. 

Dr. Sen.-Yes, some of them are. 
President.-In the sense that they will explode under certain conditions. 
Dr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-I wish- to know what are the chemicals used in match making 

which you consider are not safe for use by anybody and everybody. 
Dr. Sen.-I was asked by the President of the Forest Research Institute 

to write a short note on it and I have just mentioned some chemicals which 
are used in the manufacture of explosives (list handed in). 

President.-We will go through the note lat-er on. But the point is-
here are these chemicals mentioned, "iz., chlorate of potash and bichromate 
of potash. Are these chemicals liable to explode? 

Dr. Sen.-They are not liable to explosions by themselves, but if they are 
submitted to friction with any organic matter, they explode. As a matter 
:-' fact they are used not only in the manufacture of crackers but also in the 



manufacture of Ilxplosives, for starting the ignition by percussion as for 
instance in detonators. ' 

President.-In some places in Bengal, they make the chemical' cODJ.posi
tion in cottages-perhaps sometimes in the kitchen or "Sometimes in places 
not far from the kitchen. Do you consider that safe? ' 

Dr. Sen.-If the usual safeguards are observed; I think, they'ca~ be used 
.an right. Very explosive substances like nitro compoWlds are not generally 
used iD the manufacture of matches. But the chemicals generally 1I8ed in the 
manufacture of matches, if a certain amount of care is taken, are not likely 
'to be very dangerous. 

Pruidertt.-Wbat sorf; of care? 
Dr. Sen.-No light should be brought there. No unauthorised person 

"Ihould come into the room. ' 
President.-There are half a dozen children playing about. ne mother 

may be cooking and the father may be mixing the chemicals. ' ' 
Dr. Sen.-Potassium chlorate is a dangerous chemical. Every year in 

,'Calcutta during the diwali festival there are some accidents due.to this. 
Presideft.t.-From its use in crackers? ' 
Dr. Seft..-Yes. Sometimes when the boys are manufacturing them in 

t.heir JJ.ouses they explode. 
Presideft.t.--So you consider, don't you, that the chlorate of potask is 

.amongst the most dangerous? 
Dr. Seft..-Yes, one" of the very'dangerous things if it is handled careiessly. 
PresidMt.--Or-put it this way-if it is not han4led very carefullyi' 
Dr. Sen.-Yes. 
President • ...:..supp08ing you had to haadle this substance in '. room ,what 

precautio~ would you take to prevent accidental explosion P 
Dr. Sen.-I shall give you a concrete ex;ample. We have, to USI(I th!-s in 

;the laboratory for experimental purposes. 
,Presiden'.-Doyou. mean Jlhlorate of potash? 
Dr. SM.-Yes. When we have to mix 'potassium chlorate and, 8:11., 

.. ulphur, we mU: them very carefully with:the help'of a feather. 
President.-You have to mix it with some liquid, haven't youP 
Dr. Sen.-We have generally to mix it with solids. Potassium chlorate is 

.oluble in water. In the diSso.lved condition, it is not dangerous. 
President.-What they do in a better organised factory is that they don't 

t.ake the chlorate of potash out of the box until they have got glue ready and 
when the glue is ready they open it and put it in the glue.' ' 

Dr. Sen.-When the paste is ready, they mix it. 
·President . .:....ln an ordinary cottage such precautions mar not be taken. 
Dr. Sen.-If they handle it carelessly, that will be dangerous. 
President.-If the box is ieft open" what will happed 
Dr. Sen.-Nothiug happens. ' 
Dr. Matfhai.-If they. carryon this industry as a home industry, there 

is a '(ery real danger of these safeguards being forgotten. '. 
Dr. Seft..-Don't you think that it is to the interest. of these people to 

take careP , 
Dr. Matt1&ai.-1 am speaking as a matter of, ordinary experience. 
Dr. Sen.-May I just point out one instance? I have seen the s~phuric 

acid factory of Messrs. D. Waldie and Company. There even ignorant coolies 
are accustomed to handle such a highly corrosive substance as sulphuric acid. 
They don't get into much trouble. 

Dr. ·Matthai.-What I am asking you is this. Supposing these chemi(l&}s 
which are required in the manufacture of matches are mixed and used in a 
little house 118y in a crowded street of Calcutta by a person who employs 
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just three or four people belonging to his family-there is no kind of Buper
vision or organisation-is not there a real danger that the safeguards you 
speak of might be ignored altogether? ' 

Dr. Sen.-In some cases it might happen but I know that a very large 
amount of pyrotechnical material is manufactured in Calcutta every year. 

Dr. Matthai.-There are a number of accidents too. 
Dr. Sen,:-COnsidering the volume of business I don't think' the number 

of accidents is very large. Of course it is deplorable whatever accident 
happens. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-That takes place only occasionally ina particular'season. 
Dr. Sen.-There are Bome shops which always sell these. 
President.-It is not a question' of selling them but making them. 
Dr. Sen.-Making and storing them. Have you been to the Chitpore sideP 

If you go there you will find some shops filled up with crackers and such 
inflammable material. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Don't you think that in the interests of public safety it is 
desirable that houses in which these ,operations are carried on should be 
located at some distance from other houses P 

Dr. Sen.-Yes, it is desirable. 
Mr. Mathias.-You don't think that operations of this sort should be 

'Clarried on in houses which are in the middle of crowded streets? 

Dr. Sen.-It should not be done in promiscuous situations. 
Prelident.-What is the action of bichromate of' potash if it comes into 

cont-act with chlorate of potash P" , 
Dr. Sen.-Not much trouble. Both are of the same type. They both 

belong to the class of oxidising substances. 
President.-What about amorPhous 'phosphorus? 
Dr. Silft:-'-If it is by itself, it is 'not so troublesome. But if it comes into 

contact with potassium chlorate it is liable to cause trouble. ' As you know 
some matches contain these two substances and it is necessary to add certain 
other compounds to restrain the violence ,of the reaction. 

President.-When kept 'apart from one, another these chemicals are not 
very dangerous. 

Dr. S,en.-Theyare not. 
Presidmt.' .... But in 'conjunction with each otherP 
Dr. Sen . ...,.cIn certain circumstances, if they are mixed they are very danger

ous. I have not mentioned in-the list of chemicals used both in the manufac
'ture of matches and of explosivesj innocous substances like kieselguhr. 

Prlllident.-These are the chemicals which are used in the chemical com
position for matches. Now the question that we are considering is this. Can 
they be safely used by illiterate persons in all kinds of places such as kitchens 
or any other parts of the house in a crowded locality p' 

D'r. Sen.-Certainli not. I think that there should be some regulation 
to restrain the use of these things by unauthorised people. 

l'residellt.-This,composition has to be prepared each day as the case may 
be and used up. It cannot be kept in solution for any length of time. , 

Dr. Sen.-I think some of them might be kept in solution. 

President.-What I want to know is this. Can they go to a chemist and 
say .. give me this composition for match heads and for the sides"? Can the 
chemist Bupply such a composition and can they keep it for a fortnight or BOP 

, Dr. Sen.-The pa.ste which is applied to the, heads can be kept for some 
time. As you know there is a certain amount of preparatory manipulation 
to be done; for example cooking in water, and adding the other ingredients 
afterwards, etc. They are very expensive to transport in the pasty condition. 

Pre&ident.-Can the paste be kept for any length of time?· , 



]h. Sen.-Except in the case of certain readily decomposing chemicals 
like glue. -

Pre,ident.-They all have got to go in. 
]h. Sen.-Yes. Some of these organic chemicals deteriorate. 
P.rerident.-:-What I am· su~esting to you is this. If these people were 

to dip the sphnts and to pamt boxes, they must prepare the composition 
themselves more or less. . 

Dr. Sen.-It is better not to buy it ready made. There should not be 
another agency to supply this. It is better in every way for it to be made 
up by the match manufacturer. 

Pruident.-It would be better for the match makers to mix the chemicals 
themselves. 

Dr. l'Jen.-Yes. Don't you think that under those circumstances these 
people will take greater care? The only thing is that they must know the 
business and they must take proper precautions. 

Pruident.-When a little money comes along in a poor family, they don'~ 
think very much of the risk. 

Dr. Sen.-Sometimes people become careless-specially because of the 
familiarity. 

]h. Matthai.-You require a little more knowledge of chemicals than 
laymen are likely to possess in order to use these things? 

Dr. Sen.-Yes. But don't you think that when it is their business to 
prepare these they generally come to know about the nature of the raw 
materials? 

Dr. Matthai.-Provided they know the business well enough I The two 
most dangerous substances in your opinion are amorphous phosphorus and 
chlorate of potash. 

Dr. Sen.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathia..-From the point of view of fire, is not sulphur also 

dangerousP 
Dr. Sen.-Yes, if it is exposed to fire. But sulphur does not burn spon

taneously. 
Mr. Mathias.-From the point of view of conflagration, sulphur is 

dangerous. 
Dr. Sen.-Yes. I have entered in the list charcoal and certain other rele. 

t.ively innocuous substances a9 they are employed in the manufacture of gun. 
powaer, etc. I have mentioned several which find some application or other 
in the manufacture of explosives, for example nitric acid. 

Presidj!nt.-That is used with what substance? 
]h. Sen.-They take red lead and mix it with nitric acid. Red lead is 

Dot a dangerous substance. 
President.-Kieselguhr is not a dangerous thing, is it? 
Dr. Sen.-No, it is not. . 
President.-We were told by the representatives of Q1Ie of the factories 

that if you had this chlorate of potash opened in han~ and if it came in 
contact with bichromate of potash, it would cause explOSIOn. 

Dr. Sen.-They are not likely to cause explosion. But if anything is 
combustible there is likely to be conflagration. Potassium chlorate helps 
things to burn. 

President.-Suppose you had potassium chlorate in a tin and you dropped 
it on a stone floor, would it be liable to explosion? 

Dr. Sen.-If it strikes heavily and contains organic impurities, it ex· 
plodes. 

President.-If you are trying to grind itP 
Dr. Sen.-If you press it too much, it is likely to explode if there is an, 

organic matter present. 



Dr. Matthai.-::An~ contact ,with an organic matter will C&\llKl explosion. 
Dr. Sen.-Ye.s, if it is submitted to percussion. 
Prllridllnt.-Do any of these chemicals givj! off fumes which may ignite 

if there is an open fire in the room? 
Dr. Slln.-:PhOsphorous of course does, whereas others help combustion. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you any .personal knowledge of these small factories? 
Dr. Sen.-No. ' 



Collector of Custoins, Rangooii. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Notes handed in on 90th Marck, 1927. 
The import and export of matches, and the materials for the manufacture 

of matches: also the local industry of matches in Burma. 

Matcku. 
rwo statements are attached. The imports for six years, i.e., from 1921-22" 

to 1926-27 and the exports for the quinquennial period; it was during this 
period, that the local industry was first established. . 

From the export statement, it will be seen that th~ local industry had 
practicall, begun in 1922-23, for, during the succeeding years, this commo· 
dity was exported to other countries. The value, being in the first year 
Rs. 6,500 gradually increased to almost five lakhs. A corresponding decrease 
ill the imports will be noticed during these years, for the value which in the 
)ear 1921-22 was Rs. 31,26,117 fell to Rs. 14,19,108 in 1926-27. 

It will also be noticed fOJ: the purpose of the match industry that, splints 
veneers, and logs were imported in the years 1924-25 and 1925-26. But during 
the last year, only logs to the value of Rs. 1,35,000 were imported against 
• nil' for splints and velleers. The leason is that a suitabl~ class of wood has 
been discovered in Burma for this purpose. 

Foreign matches were also imported from Indian ports during these years, 
but even these figures indicate a considerable reduction since the value drop
ped from Rs. 2,09,806 in 1Q21-22 to Rs. 42,962 in 1926-27. The Indian pro
duce baa also shown a corresponding decrease. 

There are in all five factories in Burma aggregating an output of one 
hundred and fifty cases a day, of which a hundred cases are manufactured by 
Messrs. Adamiee Bajee Dawood and Company the largest manufacturers in 
Burma. Each case contains fifty gross boxes and the locsl prices range from 
RIi. 80 to Rs. 95 per case. 

Matches imported from Siam "m Kawkareik are now assessed to duty under 
the Land Customs Act, at the same rate of duty on those imported by S88. 

Several reports have, however, been received that matches of Chinese manu
facture are being imported across the Chinese frontier into the Northern and 
Southern Shan States. These quantities are reported to be limited and are 
consumed in the Shan States and not carried further into Burma . 

• • e e. 

The local wholesale price of Japanese matches is between Rs. 110 to 120 
per case of 50 gross boxes landed c.i.f. price being about Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 pel' 
case of 50 gross wllereas the c.i.f. cost of Swedish matches is about Rs. 45 to 
Rs. 50 and the selling rate about Rs. 130 to Rs. 135 the invoice price being 
about b. 6d. a gross. 

(I) Lettsr dated thll 16th April 1927 from ths Collector of CustOfM, Rangoon.' 
I have the honour to enclose herewith for your information and for such 

action as you may find necessary copies of letters received from two of the 
leading match manufacturing firms in Rangoon regarding the alleged smug
gling of matches into Burma from China via the Shan States. 

Enclosure No.1. 
l'o~1I of retter dated thll 15th March, 192'1, irom. Mlll8f'8, Adamiell Haiee 

Dawood and Company, Limited, Rangoon, to the OollBctor of OU8tomlt,; 
Rangoon. 

We ha.ve the honour to inform you that our Agent of the Tha.zi Branch. 
reports that matches bearing the label enclosed herewith are being imported 
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into the Shan States from the Chinese Borders via Loilem and are being sold 
there at very low prices, and therefore it is not possible to sell our matches 
there. 

We shall thank you if you will kindly make necessary enquiries into the 
matter. 

We also send herewith a. match bOl[ bearing the said label for your 
reference. 

Enc:'losure No.2. 
Oopy of lette'r dated the 9th April, 1927, from the aemmendille Match 

Oompany, Limited, Rallgoon, to the Oollector of O'IUtoms, Rangoon .• 

We have the honour to quote below extract of a letter received from our 
Hongkong Representative, for your information: 

" The chief brand which is imported into Burma via Bangkok is as enclosed 
being a tiger looking at a. rising sun and which is known to us as • Tiger and 
Sun' or' Tiger.' About BOO 50-gross cases a month of this brand are 
shipped north for distribution throughout the very northerly section of Siam, 
Indo-China and Shan States. It seems probable that these matches find their 
way into Burma via China, so there may be no actual smuggling from Siam 
into Burma on a. large scale, I'S this is carried out by taking them into Indo
China (where the French do not dare to enforce duties on account of the 
savage tribes) and from there into Burma j should you find that there is no 
duty on goods imported from Indo-China and China into Burma it .would 
appear safe to assume that practically all matches going into northern Burma 
do so via this route. I find also that there are a large number of minor routes 
for smuggling matcbes into Burma along the very southerly border of the 
two countries and I am told on good authority tlul.t there is a. steady though 
small traffic across the border into the country around Tavoy j this· is onl1 
one of the many less known passes where illicit traffic is carried on." 

We specially draw your attention to the minor routes of smuggling men. 
tioned by our Hongkong Representative and particularly across the border 
Around Tavoy. In this connection we also beg to inform you that we have 
sent one of our canvassers to Mergui and Tavoy with instructions to investi
I!;ate this matter as. far as possible .. 

We also oonfirm our verbal information that we have received a. report 
from one of our dealers in Hsipaw to the effect that not less than 5,000 tins of 
matches under the label I' Tiger and Sun" have' arrived in this and adjoining 
towns. This matter is b~ing investigated by us and we shall revert in due' 
course. 

(8) Letter, dated the 16th April 1917 Irom ths Collector 01 Customs, Rangoon. 

In continuation of my letter No. 4733-C.-2, dated the 16th April, 1927, I 
have the honour to forward herewith a copy of a. letter together with· its en
closure received from the Kemmendine Match Company, Limited, Rangoon, 
on the above subject. 

Enclosure No. 1. 
Oopy of letter, dated the 22nd April, 1927, from the Kemmelldi1l6 Match 

Oompany, Limited, Rangoon, to the Collector of O'IUtOfll.S, Rangoon. 

We have the honour to refer to our representative's call on you to-day, 
when the question of Border Trade between China and Burma. was discussed. 
In this connection we beg to enclose herewith copy of a letter received from 
our Chief Travelling Inspector, who has lately visited the places where this 
Boorder Trade is carried on. We believe that at present nothing can be done 
in the matter, but in view of the circumstanoes reported in the accompanying 
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l.nter, we trust that you will be able to do something, as this trade; if it 
increases 88 it is doing, is . liable to seriously affect· the importers who· are 
paying a very high percentage of duty and who therefore should be protected 
88 far lIB possible. We have the honour in consequence to approach you for 
your help and· action in stopping this growing border trade. . .. 

Thanking you in adrance for an early and favourable reply on this subject. 

Enclosure No.2. 

Copy of letter from the Chief Travelling Inspector, iWted the 16th April, 1927, 
Mandalay. 

Border Trade between China and Burma. 
I beg to submit a further report on the border trade between China and 

Burma, with regard to Kyaukme, Ksipaw, Lashio. 
The dealers of these three towns report that approximately 5,000 tins 6t 

matches have been purchased from the Muleteers by the Chinese dealers of 
these towns during the month of March, and that this trade is regularly con· 
ducted between the months of December and middle of April each year. 

In order to try and check the quantity mentioned above I visited all the 
dealen in each town on my outward journey and took their stocks and the 
same on my return journey shows the following:-

Kyaukme.--outward journey, 55 tins. Return journey, 26 tins which 
shows that 29 tins were sold during 5 days. 

K,ipaw.--outward journey, 730 tins, Return journey 479 tins which 
shows that 251 tins were sold during 4 days. 

Lashio.--outward journey 79 tins, Return journey 60 tins, which shows 
that 19 tins were sold during 2 days. 

Basing the monthly sales on the above figures, it is evident that approxi. 
mately 2,334 tins of matches "brought over the border have been Bold in one 
month in the 3 towns mentioned above. 

The dealers report that they do not expect further supplies until about 
the end of next December, as the rainy season is almost fast approaching and 
the Muleteers are returning to China before the rains. 

These matches are br~ught over in tin packing already made up into 
packets for the Burma market. On the end of the tin is pasted a label written 
in Japanese, under which is a traingle with a capital f' A" printed, and 
underneath that is written Hong Kong, with a small label the writing of 
which says Passed Matches, by the Nippon Match Manufacturers Association 
Inspection Bureau, Japan. 

The above label shows that these matches are manufactured in Japanl and 
the dealers report that they are brought up by rail to Chieng Mai, which is 
the rail head, then on to Kenytung, and on by various routes through the 
jungle to Hsipaw. 

While in Lashio, I called. on one or two Government officials whose duty 
takes them to the Chinese frontier and surrounding jungle, and they report 
having seen large convoys of not less than 50 miles carrying matches, and 
which have been distributing from a town on the frontier called 'Mongnai. 
For purpose of calculating the quantity carried in each conv:oy, a mule 
carries six tins of matches, which brings the total seen in one convoy alone 
to 300 tins, and which the English official reports having seen such convoys 
on numerous occasions. 

The last season shows another label being introduced into the Burma 
market, which is known in Chinese as .. To Hoe" brand, but the d!1alers 
report unfavourably about this label and anticipate it will not be brought 
into this country during the next season. 

I have despatched under separate cover It few samples of the match imported 
together with three ends of the tins they are packed in, which shows the. 
above writings. 
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I find it very difficult to understand the actual routes taken by the Mule
teers, as the Ohinese dealers each mention different routes and names of towns 
~ villages, but the English officials of Lashio are of the opinion that Kentung 
and Monguai would baBuitabie places to sit down and check the quantities 
arriving over the border, they also state that the routes over the border from 
Unan are very difficult to traverse, and they have not noticed any trade 
worth mentioning from this quarter. 
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COllECTOR OF CUSTOMS. RANGOON. 

B.~B.AL. 

Evidence of Mr. ,.. E. BOYD. Conector of Customs. recorded at 
Ransoon on Wednesday, the' 30th March, lS27. 

Introduct011l. 

p,,.ident.-Mr. Boyd, you are the Collector of Qustoms, Burma. 
M,. Boyd~ ....... yes. 
P'6Bident.-I suppose you have been to all the principal ports. 
Mr. Boyd.-Yes. 
Pr68ident.-The Customs Department is en, t~ely a Central Department, i8 

it not? 
Mr. Boyd.-Yes. 
P,esidenf.-You are directly under the control of the Government of 

India. 
M,. Boyd.-Under the Central Board of Revenue. 
P,esident.-You have been sending returns to the Government of India as 

regards the import of match wood for veneers and splints. 
Mr. Boyd.-Yes. 
P,esident.-I suppoee it would not be possible for you to do so with reference 

to the other raw materials, e.g., chemicals because they will be used far other 
purposes. 

Mr. Boyd.-We could not do that. They would not be bought entirely for 
match.making purposes. 

PreBident.-I suppose as regards that we can get information from the 
manufacturers of matches themselves/ ' 

Mr. Boyd.-Yes. 

Method of le"Ving the import dutl/ on matchu. 
President.-There is . 'at present a specific duty of Rs. 1-8-0 on matches. 

Now we have to consider whether having regard to the fact that the Govern
ment revenues have been dropping owing to the manufacture of matches in 
the country itself. it may not be neceBSary to levy some sort of excise. 

PrBBident.-At present when you are levying the specific dutY. do you take 
their declaration as to quantities, the origin of the country. etc.? 

Mr. Boyd.-Supposing a consignment comes in. we examine a certain 
amount. break open some of the packages and count the actual number of 
boxes in a case and we charge duty on an average. 

Pruident.-Do you count the number of boxes? 
Mr. BOl/d.-We count the number of packets. We know how many 

packets go to a case. 
PreBident.-You actually count. 

Mr. Boyd.-Yes, we count about 2 per cent. 

Dr. lIIatthai.-How many boxes go to a packet? 

Mr. Boyd.-lO boxes per packet. They are again made up in bigger tin .. 
120 packets to a tin and 6 tins to a caBe. 

Dr. Matthai.-And the tin containing how many packets? 
Mr. BOl/d.-There are 50 gross of boxes to a case. Each case contains six 

tins. Thus it will oome to 81 gross to a tin. 
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Pre8ident.-In some places they have got packets of 12. Here I think tha 
packet contains 10 boxe~. ' 

Mr. Boydr-Yes, that is so far as Bu~ma is conc~rned. ' 
PI'68ident.-I suppose there is a declaration as to the country of origin. 
M~. Boyd.-Yes, the invoice shows that. 

L',lIyingan Ea:ciBB duty. 
\ 

Pr68ident.-As regards the excise, there are several methods of levying the 
excise. There are three well known methods; first you can have the whole 
manufacture carried out in: bond (that is obviously difficult in a country like 
India), second you can have' a sort of bonded warehouse simply for the manu· 
factured article in the factory itself. There is a third method which is pre
valent in some parts, that is fixing of labels on every box. 

Mr. Boyd.-That is not altogether safe. Your first method is, I think, in 
vogue in a cigar factory in Dindigul. 

Pre8ident.-You have got an officer in charge of that factory. 
Mr. Boyd.-The manufacturing part of the factory is a bond. The other 

part where stores are kept is not. As tobscco is brought in, so much has to 
be passed into the bonded part out of which so' many cheroots are made and 
weighed. ' 

Pr68ident,.-There is an excise on the cheroot, but not on tobacco. 
Mr. Boyd.-That is so. 
Pre8ident.-That is where you don't have to keep tobacco in a bonded 

warehouse. 
].I j .• }3oyd.-Quite. 
Pre8ident.-That is all right where you have got a big factory, but where 

you have these tiny little things-where they manufacture part of the thing by 
machinery and hand that over to the outqide people to tinish the process-it 
would not be very easy. 

Mr. Boyd.'-I am not quite sure how that is done. 
Pre8ident.-There are two small factories. What they do is simply they 

make the veneers and the splints and they do the dipping which is done partly 
by machinery and partly by manual labour and they distribute the splints and 
the venllers to outside labourere to make the boxes, put on the labels, fill the 
boxes Bnd bl'ing them back to the factory. It will be very hard in this case. 
Even if you have a bonded warehouse you would not be able to apply that to 
such a factory. Of course th~re are ,bonded warehouses for salt. 1 • 

Pre8ident;~Therefore as far as I can see at present another alternative 
method would be, the label business. I cannot think of any other method. 
Can you suggest any other method? 

Mr. Bayd.-The label method can be evaded 'by anyone wishing to cheat. 
Pre8ident.-Do you know what I mean, a band like the one you have on 

patent medicines. I have seen them on Continental matches and I believe in 
the Federated Malay States they have two different labels, one for matches 
manufactured out of i,ndigenous materials ,and ,the other for matches made, out 
of foreign materials. ' 

Mr. Boyd.-I see difficulties in that method. If you paste 100 labels 
for 100 boxes, one 01' two labels may be damaged. 

President.-Every manufacturer of matches will buy a stamp like postal 
!'tamps and the law will prohibit the sale of any matches which don't have 
this band intact round the ,match box. If they are damaged, Government 
will make arrangements to replace them. 

Mr. Boyd.-We did it in Madrst. for sometimes when there was a lot of 
smuggling in matches. Every single packet was 8~..tnl'ed. Any matches found 
il1 'he bazar unstamptld, were confiscated. ' < , 

Dr. Matthai.-You tried this as a f;eu1norary measure. 



Mr. Boyd.-Yes. 
Mr. MathiaB.-How did it work? 
Mr. Boud.-It worked well. 
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Pr6.ident.-In the label it would be easier still. You don't have to do 
8Ilythiog yourself except to look at the matches. 

Mr. Mathia •. -How was your stamping done? 
Mr. BOlld.-With a rubber stamp. 
Mr. MathiaB.-If it is to be a permanent measure, it is fairly .easy 1;.) 

~vade. 

Mr. Boyd.-No . 
. Mr. MathiaB.-The ~ubber stamp may be imitated. 
Mr. Boyd.-No. 
MT. MathiaB.-Supposing the stamping arrangements last for.a couple of 

,yea1'8, anyone who wants to evade will only have to purchase matches with 
~tamps on them and imitate. It may be very satisfactory as a temporary 
.arrangement, but it can never remain as a permanent measure. 

Mr. Boyd.-You can get over that. If anyone wants to do that, as far as 
the labels are concerned, we can simply take the labels and perforate them. 

PreBident.-Some meaDS could be devised by which the labels could never 
be used again. 

Mr. Baud.-Yes, verI easil,. If necessarl we can change the perforation. 
{)nly the man responsible will know it. 

Dr. Matthai.-Would you have to have a special staff? 
Mr. Boyd.-Yes. 
PrIl8ident.-If we had this one for the excise, we can go to the Customs, 

<otherwise the imported matches may be smuggled' and they escape both the 
Customs and excise. If you have a system of labels, it will be quite easy 
to apply for both. The foreign manufacturer will only hav~ to buy the labels. 

Mr. Boyd.-It will mean a tremendous smount of work. Thousands of 
cases come in. They will have to be broken open and repacked. Who is going 
to pay for it P 

Pre8ident.-The labels will have to be fixed in the country of origin. 
Mr. Boyd.-Do you mean ,where they are manufactured? 
PreBident.-Yes. They will have to buy from the Indian revenue authorities 

the necessary quantity ·of labels just as they will buy from the post office 
ordinary postage stamps. There may be forgery. In tha~ case there may be 
'forgery in the case of stamps too. 

Dr. Matthai.-When you had this temporary system, did you' have a special 
'iltaff? 

Mr. Boyd.-No, it only lasted for a short time. 
Dr. Matthai.-How long did it last? 
Mr. Boyd.-For a few.,lllonths only. 
Pr68ident.-Do you know who manufactures these stamps in India? 
Mr. Boyd.-I think that they are printed in Nasik. 
PreBident.-The label may be worth a pie or two pies. 'We have to minimise. 

the cost of manufacturing labels as much as possible. If they can manufacture 
three pies stamps, there is no reason why the labels should cost more, because 
they will be thinner. If you had a band ...•• 

Mr. Boyd.-Why not the stamp? 
Pre8ident.-The idea is that a stamp may be used again, as regards the 

1abel, if you tear the end, it is finish~d. The band .. ill have to go right round 

Mr. Bo!/d.-The manufacturers are not likely to do it. 
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Prtsident.-It is done in some countries. They have to do it. 
Mr. Boyd.-Of course it can be done on the machine. If you make it a law 

of the country, they have to do it. 

Pr88ident.-Supposing we use these labels for excise and we did not have 
something on the same lines in the Customs, would there be any difficulty?' 
Or 40 you suggest that the same sort of thing should be done as regards foreign 
matches? . 

Mr. Boyd.-So far as foreign matches are concerned, they are bound. to 
come through us; 

Pre8ident.-As regards the inspection of a panwalla'B or bidiwaZla'B shop, 
might not there be some difficulty? They may use these and put Indian 
matches in them and sell them as foreign matches entirely. It is possible that 
they may collect these boxes. 

Mr .. Boyd.-There will be two' different sets of matches oli the market, one' 
with the labels and the other without. . 

. President.-There is no reason why. foreign matches should be exempted 
from the use of the labels? 

Mr. Boyd.-I am not sure if you can make them pay the excise duty. I. 
think you had better leave the foreign matches alone. Don't bother about 
them. 

Pre8ident.-The conditions of manufacture are such that we could not really 
levy the· excise .&t the source. . ' . 

Mr. Boyd.-Then, you put it the other way" if you want' us to help your 
industry, you have got to help us by altering your method of manufacture and 
thus making it convenient for us to. check. " 

Pre8ident.-These small factories have sprung up all over the country. 
Unless GOvernment decide to close them down on some understanding with 
~h'\lse factories, it would, I think, be very diffioult. 

Mr. Boyd.-How many of these factories are there? 
PT68ident.-There are only four in Burma but there are nearly 150 in India 

in all. 
Mr. Boyd.-As far as Burma is concernen, we should probably be able to 

do it. 
Pr6sident.-But there is nothing to prevent other factories from springing: 

up .. 
Mr. MathiaB.-Have"you h~d any experience of the cotto. excise? 
Mr. Boyd.-No. 

- Mr. Mathias.-Are there any cotton factories here? 
Mr. Boyd.-No. 
Mr. MathiaB.-In Bombay do you know who supervised the collection of 

the cotton excise? 
Mr. Boyd.-The Commiesioner of Excise, Bombay. 
President.-In a cotton· factory all the processes would be ordinarily 

finished in the fac~ry itself. 
Mr. Boyd.-That is BO. 

Pr68id6nt.~When these things (veneers, etc.) are passed out, what can you 
do? 

Mr. Boyd.-I am afraid that if Government want to help factories, they 
must conform to certain regnlations. 

PTB8idBnt.-If the country decides to have cottage industries to give employ
ment to outsids labour, they will say" we do not want to discontinue that, if 
there is some other method by whioh the industry can be allowed to continue 
on its present lines and the revenue protected". 

~b. Bm/d.-Then. you can introduce the band. 
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President.-The band system may have another advantage if it is applied 
to the ~ustoms. You may be able to tackle the question of smuggling from 
.non·Indlan States and other places if you insist on the band being put on. 

Mr. Boyd.-Weknow that here as far as Oustoms is concemed, if it is 
from India, we don't bother but if any foreign goods come we do . 

. President.-Even if it escapes through the Customs barrier, if the law pro· 
'VIdea that no matches shall bs' sold in the country without the band, it may 
.be very difficult to bring them in. 

Mr. Boyd.-You can do it all right as far as foreign ones are' concerned. 
President.-They have to purchase their stamps from India. 
Mr. Boyd.-Yes. 
Preaident.-Then, they will have to get them exported to India. 
M,. Boyd.:'-They are not going to pay the excise duty. They are going to 

pay only the import duty. They will have to get the same sort of labels. They 
would supply their own labels. They would not buy them from India. 

P,esident.-They will label them in this way. You would not admit them 
into India, if they have not paid the duty., If they smuggle them in having 
purchased the labels in India they will bear the label whether they pay the duty 
or not. 

M,. Boyd.-They would not pay the duty on the label. The label would 
not bear the duty. But we would charge the duty. 

Mr. Mathia •. -When they come through Kathiawar-they still have ialiels on. 
'They don't pay the same duty. They are smuggled in bearing the lahels. 

M,; Boyd.-That is up against the land frontier between Kathiawar ,and 
.Bombay. . 

Mr. MathilJB.-The label won't help you to differentiate between smuggled 
~d non-amuggled. 

Mr. Boyd.-Not a8 far as smuggling is OQncemed. 
P,e8iaent.~If you eonipel them to buy the sta~i>S from revenue authorities, 

they must bear the labels. ," 
Mr. Boyd.-Youmust put the duty accordingly. 
President.-In the duty the cost of label is included. Supposing ;1.00 labels 

care going to cost one a~a, then the duty will be Rs. 1-9-0 (R8.1.:a-~ which 
is ths present duty plus one anna the cost of labels). Each label will bear 
lOOth part of that figure. 

Mr. Boyd.-It will be a job. There will be somebody out here who will 
have many millions of these labels to keep the factories well supplied, with 
~em. 

Mr. M"thillil.-:-Tbey will have to put these 'labels on some of ,the boxes and 
'AOt OD others. 

, Mr. Boyd.-They would have to manufacture certain cases for India· alone. 

President.-It is like this. There will be a continuous band round the box. 
The Isbel will bave to be printed in that form. If you simply add 8 little 
to the cost, if they wish to sell their matches in this country,' under the ~w 
they will have to accept that condition. Supposing we are not able ,to devh!le 
any other method of protecting either the Customs or the excise there is DO 

-other altemative. 
Mr. Boyd.-What you want to get at is that all matches made in tllis 

country pay ths excise duty. 
o PrBsident.-Yes and also all matches coming into'the country must pay the 

·excise duty. ' 
Mr. Boyd.-'fhat is arranged here. All matches coming into the country 

pay the duty. " 
, PrBBident.-That is true. 'But there is increasfug eyidencetbat ther~, is 
.evasion of tho c.ustoms duty in some parts of India.' 
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.'\IT. Boyd.-Uver the land frontier and not in the main portE. 
Prllsident • ..:....In Kathiawar there are ports. 
MT. lJoyd.-Th!lt is the difficulty. 
PTBBident.-It m'ly be the land frontier or it may be the sea frontier 

There may be smuggling through small ports or landing places. 
Mr. Boyd.-I should like to think it over and let you know. 
Pruident.-Your opinion will be particularly valuable. You have been in 

Jlombay where these difficulties have arisen and are every day getting bigger 
and bigger. There are three points: as regards customs, how to protect the 
Customs-; then, there is the excise and then there is the question of how to 
prevent the evasion of the excise or the Customs. 

Mr. Boyd.-Yes. -

PTeBident.-"-ln the case of labels, you will consider whether t1!e labels migh: 
be used more than once. 

The.prevention 0/ smuggling. 

When you gave evidence before the Taxation -Enquiry Committee, YOIl 
made some remarks about smuggling. I should like to know your experience
as regards that in India as well as here. 

MT. Boyd.-In what way? 
l'Te3ident.-They say .. The most difficult of the problems of prevention is, 

however, t-hat of protecting the land frontiers, and it is here that smuggling, 
llarticularly of matches, cigarettes, saccharine and gold thread, -has been mosi 
marked." 

PreBident.-Is it your experience that. smuggling on a large scale is being: 
carried on. 

Mr. Boyd.-It certainly was when I was in Bombay, and in Madras they 
had smuggling on the Pondicherry frontier and· Karikal. These were very 
open. Pondicherry is roughly 100 and Karikal 40 to 50 miles and there was 
smuggling of matches and gold thread specially. 

Mr. Mathias.-COuld you give us an idea of the actu~] quantity ~f matches 
smuggled? -

Mr. Boyd.-Not of matches only, but we calculated that Government wp.~ 
losing sbout.7 to 8 lakhs of rtlpees a year by smuggling, 

MT. Mathias.-You could not calculate the amount on matches only? 
Mr. Boyd.-We could ll,ve. I took Mr. Campbell to these parts and ever~ 

place we went was full of matches. _ 
DT. Matthai.-How long ago was that? 
Mr. BOl/d.-It was in October 1923. The Government of India asked me 

to go over these places and put forward suggestions how to guard the
frontiers. 

_Dre8idcnt.-I think in a case like that I think the label business might help 
you more than stamps? It does not matter whel'll they come fronl. 

Alr. Doyd.-They Il).ay come from the French territory. 
Pre8id~nt.-:-How can they be- sold in India -even if they came from the

French territory if there is any label? The maD who is in possession of 
forc1gn matches without labels is liable t{) prosecution. 

lIT. Boy4.-Supposing a firm sends out a certain consignment of matches. 
to Pondicherry. The French territory is not guided by our regulations at all. 
Then they are landed atPondicherry and come t() British India by crossing tbe 
frontier. 

PreBident.-If .vou come across matches which do not contain labels. vou 
will ask the man how he got them. If his matches does not bear a partjc{118~ 
label he is liable to be prosecuted. He can't say that he has paid- the dut,r 
unless the label is there. _ 
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Mr. BO!ld~-Themanufacturer would, have to put on labels for India not fOf 
France. 

Pruider.t.-If any man bought in matches in French territory and brought 
them into British India he must label them in ordel'.tosell them. ' , . 

Mr. Boyd.~ey would not do it. They would. try and get the matches 
across the frontier and take a chance wh~ther they are caught or not. 

PreBidt'nt.-Your diffiClilty is, greater to-day, because there is nothing to 
show on the boxes whether the duty .has been paid .ornot. but in, the other 
case there would not be this difficulty I because there will, be this label to show 
that. ' 

Mr. Boyd.-FroD} a practical pohtt of view, that can never be done. 
President.~The moment you see a match box without a label you say it is 

smuggled and you proceed against that man; that is evidence of smuggling. 
But to-day if a man is found in possessioI\ of a·match box without a label you 
can't say that he has smuggled it. 

Mr. Boyd.-It all depends on whethel' stamping is lltiU it! force ,or not. 
Everything that came to the frontier we, stamped and passed and WII 'used to 
raid the villages round, the frontier. ' 

Mr. Mathia •. ....,..Yo\l mean to say you opened all the packages and stamped 
the whole lot? ' 

Mr • .Boyd.-Yes, we had double staff to carry olithe work, at that frontier 
and the result was that we had to go round and raid these villages and sometimes 
came across godowns full of matches, sometimes thousands of them. You' are 
not going to do that in frontier like this. 

PTuident.-What is the land frontier in Burma?' 
Mr. Boud.-A thousand miles. 
pre8ident.,-Is ,ther!) much evidence 'of smuggling through' 'the lang 

frontier? 
Mr.,Boyd.-Not matches. I Wl'ote up, to the Shan.States and 'enquired 

whether they had any information, but they told me that !there was nothing 
much coming through. I keep on asking the Superintendent,' Shan States. 
He informs me that there is no instance of matches or cotton goods, being 
smuggled into the Shan States from, China. There were instances of" small 
quantities of matches being smuggled through from Siam but "the amount was 
very small and we have not kept a record. ' 

Mr. Mathia8.~Is there any smuggling by land? 

Is there any duty on matches imported e by land 'I 
Mr. Boyd.-A little from Siam. 'All goods coming froin the northenl 

frontier bear no duty at all. I pointed this out to Government. I told Sir' 
William Keith and Government that, if the Chinese nnce wake up to the fact 
that every inch of Burma was free, that would be a serious, thing. Even 
a8 far as Bhamo goods come in duty free from Siam. It is perfectly legitimate, 
I can't do anything. You may see the same thing' done' 'one of these days 
through the north r.s regards matches or anything else, and it is perfectly 
legitimste. " ' 

Pr68ident.-What about 'these smaller places'in the Archipelago? Is'there 
evidence of much smuggling? 

Mr . .Boyd.-A certain amount; we cannot tell how ,much there- is as it hi 
"hsolutely impossible to check. They can bring a certain amount round, Siam; 
they O!iD ship it anywhere round the coast, it. is impossible to chl)ck thein. They 
can get the things into Siam and f?et them into Burma. ,,' 

, PTesidefl.t.-If the State itself was' concerned the British' Government could 
always arrange to enter into arrangements by which to protect its revenue~ 
but if the State does 80 in collusion, it becomes more difficult. Take Siam, 
for inetance. it may be that the State itself would not be in f!l-vourof smuggling, 
but when a smaller State is concerned which is in Collusion with the smuggler 
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have not that problem, namely a state acting in collusion with the smuggler: 

: Mr. Boyd.~dhina is' too hard 'pressed now. She cannot' afford: to do it 
and the distance is great and trallBport is expensive. Where the danger will 
come in is that they are working for roads from Rangoon to Tengyueh . 

. PTe8ident.~What is the distance? 
MT. lJoyd.'-lt is a fortnight's run by pack mule. That road goes right 

up to ¥unan,. but roads are not very l1;ood from Yunan to the Hinterland, but 
when they have got ·good roads, then you will get Chinese matches coming out 
duty. fres. There are some already coming in but their qu~ntity is very 
small. '. . 

.1>r/lsident.-The real danger may arise from the Straits and Siam where 
there .is better COmiDunication between Toungoo and Burma. 

Mr. Boyd.~They get 'cigarettes to Bangkok from Singapore and then they 
·oome to Kumkarick by pack mules and from there to Rangoon by train. It is 
not very far, it takes about .10 days. They are able to under~ell everybody 
bere. I had a dilllion and '" half of 555' cigarettes in my office which were 
being sold at 10 annas a tin and they were coming wid Bangkok. 

PT68ident.-What we lire conoerned with is the larger question of policy. 
We have to consider whether there is any pos.ibility of smuggling Iilld if there 
was to be both excise and customs what kind of label we .should suggest. As 
regards the treaties of course we can only point out. -

Mi. Boyd.~It does not extend to the Shan States. 
Pre8ident.-Supposing any article is manufactured' in Shan States and 

-comes into British territory. 
Mr. Boyd.-It is all right, it is British India. 
Pre3ident.-Would you, ... be· able to levy excise duty on matches in Shan 

States? 
Mr. Boyd.-Yes,if it is introduoedunder the heading" applicabie to ':J:.e 

whole of British India." 
Pr.8ident.-The duty will be leviable.· 
Mr. Boyd.---Yes. 
Pr68ident.-There would be no queBtio~ of customs. 
Mr. Boyd.~o, because it is part of British India. 
Pre8ident.-Haven't they got any such rights as the Indian Stated 
Mr. Boyd.-I am not quite sure. 
Pr68idBnt.-In Kathfwad,.'for instance, some of them are a sort of ruling 

-chiefs, . . 
Mf.Boyd.-Yes . 

. Mr: Ma.thiaB.-Have they .exCise rights? . 
Mr. Boyd.-I could not tell you. . 
PrBsident.-If they' had excise rights, there would be customs barriers 

too .. 
Mr. Boyd.-The only place we have Customs at all i8 the railway line? 

Excise don't function in the Shan States at all. That is \\'hat they have told 
me. As far a8 I can make out, practically nothing comes out in the way of 
matohes. There may be a small quantity of matches coming in to be Bold in 
'the vWages, but not much. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do they smuggle matches in small pa!lkets1' 
Mr. Boyd.-Yes. 
PrB8ident.-Now, acoording to the Taxation Enquiry CommiLtee's report. 

they have altered the law in 1924 as regards the, laud frontiers ... 
Mr.' 'Boyd . ....;,,;.Yes'. . . . 
President.-So that ali the !penalties now applioableto SeaCustoins, .are 

·.lso applicable to land customs? "" 
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l'Tuidenl._You cq levy the duty. 
Mr. Boyd.~Yea. . 
President.-Is the bringing of goods without duty punishable? 
M,. Boyd.-Yes, these are the three sanctions, search, confiscation.' and 

seizure. 
Presidcnt.-The two systems have been more or less assimilated. 
MT. Boyd.-They have brought the Sea Customs to apply'to land customs. 
PTc8ident.-Is there any important provision under the Sea Customs' which 

bas not been extended to land customs? . 
M~.Boyd.-"'-1 don't·think·sO. They have given' me, all the powai' they 

can. 
Prcsident.-Then the two big land frontiers are the Siamese frontier and 

the Chinese frontier. 
M,. Boyd.-Yea. 
P,esident.-And you have got very little establishment ,to look after ,the-

collection of the duty. 
lilT. ,Boyd.-Non\l at all. 
PTcsident.-Who does this, work for you? , 
M,. Boyd.-I have got many men at MO)l~ein to wl/otch the thiDgs coming 

in there. If I see anything coming, on, I appoint a man as a Land CJlstoms 
Officer and ask him to go up to Moulmein and, stop. I have got no.' special-
staff under me for this. I simply utilise mY, Sea Customs Officers. . 

P,esident.-Apparently at present so far as .matches ale concerned'the 
smuggling is not on a sufficiently large scale to justify any special measures • 

. lfr. Boy(l.-Quite.' . 
P'8sident.-But it may develop. 
M,. Boyd.-I doubt if it will develop at. aj.l. 
PreBidcnt.-I mean to say smuggling would ;not be profitable. 
M,. Boyd.-On matches there i. 'Ii. h.ighe! tariff blit they are bulky. 
President.-It' would not be anything like what you found in the French 

territory. . 
M,. Boyd.-No, their trpuble is actually in Pondicherry. Oil the frontier 

there are one or two placea. We have got a house part of which is French 
and part of which is English. That is why we have got a, regular corps. all 
the way round. Here we cannot get, becaUSE! we have 10<) milea of unchartered 
land. 

pr. Matthai.-They have brought it fairly under control on the frontier. 
Mr. 'Boyd.~yes. We have got a signed agreement. 
PrIll8iclent.-Would it be difficult for youtocollect figures in future as regards 

the imports of these chemicals for the manufacture of matches with regard to the 
country of origin? 

As regards the three prinaipal raw materials, viz., logs, splints and veneers. 
can you tell us where they come from I' 

Mr. Boyd.-We will send you a statement showing the amount of logs, 
splints, veneers and matches and also the countries of origin. Sweden and 
Japan are the chief countries. The other countries come to practically nothing. 

Dr. Matthai.-As regards the. figures ab'out matches,' how 'do they get the 
value of matches? 

lilT. Boyd.-It is all invoice price. 
D,. Matthai.-Does it include landing charges? 
Mr. Boyd.-'It includes everything, landing coorges" port dues,etc. 
Mr. MathiaB.-Does landing charge amount to 4, per cent. of the o.i.f. 

price? 
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Mr. Boyd.-t pet: cent. on the value. 
Pr68ident.-When you charge ad valorem duty on top of that you call 

either charge 011 the market value or 011 the landed value i.6,., o.i.f. plus landing 
and other charges. 

Mr. Garraty.-Yes. 
PreBident.-What I wish to know is does the question of exchange enter 

here? 
Mr. Garraty . ..,..Everything. 
PTeBident.-You take, the declared value. 
Mr. GarTaty.-Not whatever he declares. 
PresiderH.-When you believe that the declared value is correct, you take 

that . 
. Mr. Garraty.-Yes. 

PTesident.-So that the value shown there would be correct according to 
the current rate of exchange. 

Mr. Garraty.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you take it at any fixed rate? 
Mr. GaTTaty.-We get the rate supplied by the Bank and check it. 
Pruident.-You cQ.Ilvert it into rupees. 
Mr .. Garraty.-Yes, 'in every case. 
Dr. Matthai.-I find from the trade returns that Ceylon exported in 1925-26 

to India 15,790 gross whose value is given as Re. 13,000. It comes to less than 
B rupee per gross. Whereas in every other case it is very much more than 
that. I was wondering whether there was any mistake about that. 

-M~.Boyd.--There must be some mistake. 
Dr. Matthai.-Matches imported from the Federated Malaya States, are 

they all Japanese matches? 
Jlr. Boyd.-I could not tell you off-hand. 
PreBident .. -As regards foreign exchanges, I always understood that what. 

ever the currency in which the transaction WIl8' done, the invoice would 
ordinarily contain the value in sterling. I don't know about Japan. 

'Mr. Garraty.-No, we get French invoices giving the value in franc. 
PrfBident.-Do you? 
Mr. Garraty.-Yes. It is only in the case of German goods that the value 

is given in sterling. . , . 
Pr6Bident.-In the case of steel we found that prices were generally quoted 

in sterling-no matter where the steel products came from. 

Mr. GarTaty.-yes, that is as far as the Continent is concerned. But as 
regards America and Japan, they quote in their own currency. 

President.-As far as. matches are concerned, the principal ,country from 
which they are imported is Sweden. Are Swedish invoices in Swedish cur. 
rency? 

Mr. Garruty.-Yes. 
PrBsident.-The Swe'dish exchange is more or less stabilised and you don't 

have much trouble.' 
Mr.' Garraty.-No. 
Pr88idenf.-But as regards Japan, the exchange fluctuates. 
Mr. Garraty.-We get exchange rates every day from the Bank. 
Dr. Matthai.-The Japanese exchange is fairly steady now. 
Mr. Garruty.-Yes . 

. Pre8ident.-You have no difficulty in ascertaining the actual value as far 
I.S exchange is concerned. '. . 

Mr. Garraty.-No. 
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PTuident.-You say that the local wlfolesale price of .rap~ese matches is 
stween Re. 110 to Rs. 120. 

Mr. GaTTaty.-Yes. 
Pr6.ident.-Is that including the duty? 
Mr. Garraty.-Yes. 
Pr68ident.- How do you get the wholesal~ price? 
MT. Garraty.-We get it from the market. 
PT6Bid6nt.-The wholesale price of Rs. 110 toRs. 120 would mean that 

1e landed price is Rs. .85 to. Rs. 45.. ' 
Mr. GaTTaty.-Yes, there is a duty of Rs. 75 on that. 
PTeBident.-~hat is very much less than the figures suggest. Apparently 

Ie position is that the Japanese manufacturers pay part of the Customs 
uty. 

Mr. GarTaty.-I do not know how they are doing it. I cannot understand 
i myself. . . 

Dr. Matthai.-When did you collect the selling price? 
Mr. GaTTat'y.-Just a few days ago. It is most extraord,inary how the 

lpanese can do it. 
PT8Bident.-Thenthe cost of Swedish matches is about Rs. 45 to Rs. 50 

nd the wholesale selling rate is about Re. 130 to Rs. ,135. 
,Ur. GaTTaty.-Yes. 
Pr88ident.-They get a little more. They cover the duty anyhow. But 

I the case of Japanese manufacturers they sell below t,he import price. 
Ml'~ GaTTaty.-This is the information that I got from the market myself. 
Dr. Matthai.-When you collect the prices, do you collect them for full 

ize boxes? 
Mr. Garraty.-We get only one size of boxes from Japan. The Swedish 

rit>e is 18. 6d. per gross. 
Mr. Mathia8.-That is equal to one rupee. Is that the invoice price? 
Mr. GaTTaty.-It is the landed cost. 
Pr88ident.-In their case they make the consumer lay the whole of the 

uty. But in, the case of the Japanese manufacturers am not so Bure. 
Dr. Matthai.-The ditlerence. between Swedish and, Japanese pricsiiI is 

bout four annas a gross. 
Mr. GarTaty.-Yes., , 
Dr. Matthai.-One of the manufacturers who appeared before us last week 

old us that the Japanese and Swedish matches were selling at about the 
arne 'pril'e. 

Mr. Garraty.-The Japanese matches are sold at a lower rate. 
Mr. Mathiae.-You say that the Japanese matches are imported at Re. 110 

'sr 50 gro.~s. If you deduct the duty, it comes to Rs. 35; whereas Swedish 
natches are imported at Re. 130 and if you deduct the duty from that, 
t comes to Rs. 55. Your invoice price is one rupee. 

Mr. Garraty.-That comes to .Re. 50. 
Mr. Mathia8.-In the l'aBe of Japanese matches there is ~o allowance for 

,rofit. 
Mr. GaTTaty.-These are wholesale prices. 
Mr. Mathias.-The point I am getting at is this. According to your 

agures the wholesaler makes Rs. 5 profit on the Swedish matches and he 
makes no profit on the Japanese matches. 

Mr. narJ'aty.-He will probably get a commission at the end of the year. 
Mr. Matllia8.-It seems strange that they shouU make no profit. 
p"8i,fn.t.-I want to be quite sure about this point. It is rathar inter. 

eating. You have given the wholesale price of Japanese matches as Rs. 110 to 
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.Rs. 120 .. ~heJl y?U deduct th~ duty!,f~. 75 from that; an:! giveR,;. 85 to Re. 40 
Be the c.l.f. pnce. The co.l.f. prlce IS very much lower than the fil:.'llres 
for the last 10 months suggest. 

Mr. GaTTaty.-on account of the Swedish competition I suppo.s~ tnat 
the Japanese matches are selling very cheap.' , 

Dr. Matthai.-Were their prices higher sometime ago? 
Mr. GaTTaty.-They are fluctuating. . 

Dr. Matthai.--Has there been a marked fall? 

Mr. GaTTaty.-Ever since Swedish matches began coming in, the Japll.Ile~e 
prices began to fall. 

Dr. Matthai.-l want to know whether there has been • marked fall 
recently? . 

Mr. GaTTaty.-These figures appear to be correct for the last two month~. 
PT68ident.-Ca.iJ. you g1ive me the prices for the last two years month by 

month? 
Mr. GarTaty.-It will be a big Undertaking to do that. I can give you 

the average price for' the year if you want. 
PT68ident.-What was the average price for 1925·26 for Japanese matches? 
Mr." GarTaty.-751,000 gross at RB. 9,62;000. . 
PTe8ident.-That is the import price. 
Mr. GaTTaty.-Yes. 
Pr88ident.-I am now asking you about the wholesale price. 
MT. GaTTaty.-There is not the slightest doubt that the prices of Japanese 

matches have fallen considerably during the last year or two. Japan. cannot 
compete against Sweden. Consequently she has got to sell as low as she 
pOSSibly can. 

President.-Has not also the Swedish price dropped P 
Mr. GaTTaty:-The price of Swedish matches has been dropping too. 
PTe8ident.-I think that you are going to give us those figures. The local 

prices apparently are lower than those in India. At any rat-e they are cer· 
tainly lower than the average prices for all India. 

Mr. GarTaty.-They would be lower. 
Mr. GaTTaty.-I have got a figure of Rs. 125 for 50 gross for Swedish 

matches, that is Rs, 2-8.0 per gross. 
MT. Mathia8.-Rs. 2.1]",0 is our figure, so that Swedish matches sell at 

eheaper in Bombay than in Rangoon. 
Pruident.-This information that we are giving now is correct because 

the manager of the Swedish Match Company told us that the price was 
R6. 182 for 50 gross. 

Mr. GaTTaty.-That inoludes the landing charges. 
Pre8ident.-If you could send us the Swedish and Japanese wholesale and 

co.i.f. landed prices it would be of use to us. We, want to see if allY part 
of the duty is really paid by the manufacturer. 

M~. fJn.rratu.":"'I will send vou the information. 
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Collector of Customs, Bombay. 

A .. '-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter, dated the 7th December 1927. 

As promised, I send you a few notes about matches. Enclolied pleas& fihd 
five copies. 

NOTES ON MATCHES. 

In the cotJrse of an informal discussion with the President and members 
of the Tariff Board I promised to submit a short note before 'offering myself 
a8 a witness Bnd I also promised to supply certain figures. 

(1) Figures showing transhipment and re-export of matches to Indian 
States, and to Goa, etc.-Please see Statements A, A', A", and 
A". . . . ' 

(2) Figures for imports of matches into Bombay during October.
Please see Statement B. (Figures for November, December, 
January and February will be sent.) , 

(3) The value of the total imports of matches into India for ten years 
previous to 1910-11 (only values are available).-8ee Statement C. 

I also promised to ascertain whether figures for imports ;in the monthly 
trade reports included the figures for goods bonded j the figures include 
goods passed into bond, and not goods passed out of bond. 

The following notes may contain items of interest tQ the Board. 
At present the only three foreign countries exporting tnatchlls to Bombay

are Scandinavia and Czech()oSlovakia and Austria. Japan used to send out 
matches in previous years but last! year only about ,50 cases, of which parti-

irS are not available, were received 'here. " 

J.-8ClANDlNAVIAN MATCHES, "SAFETY". 

(a) IfI,1I0iC8 'U1Il,,&--
Size 1-18. 2Il. c.i.f. per, gross. 
Size t-lB. 6d. c.i.f. per gross. 

Packing.-For t inch the case contains 100 gross. 
Specification as under:-
Tin lined case containing 200 big packets, .each of 6 small packets, each 
all packet containing 1 doz. match boxes" each bOl[ of an average number 
65 sticka. 
FOI." t inch the case contains 50 gross, with the same specification as above 
~ the number of big packets is 100 and the number of sticks is 75 to 7S. 

SCANDlNA VIAN MUOHES-8ULPHUR. 

1 n'Uoice 'Ualue--
Size I-h. 2d. per gross c.i.f. 
Size t-I8. 6d. per gross c.i.f. 
Size 1fI-lB. Sd. per gross c.i.f. 

P/Jckin~, 
For t size-iOO gross to 8 case. Specification 88 above. No. of sticks 

67. 
For t size--50 gross to 8 ,case. Specification as above. No. of sticks 

70/72. 
For 1/1 size-50 gross to a case. Specificati'on as above. No. of sticks 
- 76.-
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II.-CZEOHo-SLOVAXIAN AND AUSTRIAN MATOHES. 

We get only "Safeties" from this country. 
(a) Invoice value- ' 

Size i (also known sa ')-la. to h. 2d. per gross c.i.f. 
Size J-lB. 2d. to Is. 4d. per gross c.i.f. 

p,acki'!"o.-For i size a case may contain 50, 75 or 100 gross but the last 
packIng IS preferred commonly. ' 

. Bpecijication.-Tin lined case containing 100 big packets,' each of 6 small 
packets, each small packet of 1 doz. match boxes-each match box of 65 sticks 
on an average. 

For 75 and 100 gross cases the packing is as above with the difference 
that the number of big packets is 150 and 200 respectively. 

For I inch size the packing is a tin lined case of 50 gross with specification 
as above and the number of sticks the same on an average., 

III.-:-ExTENT OP ExulmATION. 

5 per cent. of the total number of packages covered by a bill of entry are 
ordinarily examined. 

For the detaile please see paragraph (c), page 118, . Bombay Appraisers' 
Manual,. 1923 (as subsequently amended).-Extract attached marked D. 

IV.-LIMITOP SINGLE CONSIGNMENT. 

Scandinavian matches are imported solely by the Western India Match 
Company' and they have not been noticed to import at a time less than 400 
cases. . 

The limit of a consignment of Czecho-Slovakian and' Austrian matches is 
generally 125 to 150 cases. The total annual import is about a thousand 
cases. 

'All these consignments are usually bonded. Czecho-Slovakian and 
Austrian matches are not marketed in Bombay but are sold to customers up 
the Gulf, and Arabian ports, direct from bond. 

The Western India Match Company bond their matches and then take 
delivery or give delivery to customers from bond on payment of duty. 

I have extracted from the Ceylon Customs returns figures for imports of 
matches into Ceylon. for six years. (See Statement H.) .. They. represent a 
steady increase which may }Ie due to normal increase ill consumption, or may 
not be entirely disconliected with the fact that Colombo is' geographically near 
enough to be a smuggling base. 

I believe that the Central Board of Revenue may have figures showing the 
traffio in matches by rail from Kathiawar to British India, but it must be 
understood that these matches are not smuggled since the States were under 
obligation to charge British Indian rates of duty. The Collector of Salt 
Revenue, Bombay, will .be able to give figures for imports by land since the 
re-imposition of the Viramgam Line. 

I have read some of the evidence (Mr. Boyd's) tendered to the Board, 
and cover in the following note the general ground then traversed. 

I am assuming that the merits of the policy of levying an excise duty is 
not under consideration, and that the question is merely one of considering 
whether,' for f'evenue purposes, such a duty should be levied and can be 
collected. ' 

The packing of' matches as imported for Bombay and the percentage of 
exaniination have been reported supra. 

It is only partly correct to say that ullstamped matches found 
in the bazaar were confiscated." We were never ill the position to 
put the "onus of proof" on the owner; if we foundunstamped matches 
we raised the presumption that they ,had been smuggled, if, the owner 
made untrue statements, we' were probably able to prove his state-
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mente were false and so to justify confiscation, but in cases in which the 
owner insisted on our proving our case we were not always successful. In 
the case of saccharin and gold thread the risk of imitation of the rubber 
~tamp !,88 reduced by requiring the Customs officer to sign or initial the 
lmpreSSIOn-1!uch a course would be out of the question in the case of 
matches. ' 

In no circUlnstances could we undertake to do excise work, up-eountry j ~ 
a general rule we have neither the executive nor the administrative staff. 

If labels are fixed in the country of origin we' can make a percentage 
examination to check the existence of labels. Climatic and other conditions 
are against opening all cases. 

A. thin' stamp if gummed on is likely to become damaged and so incapable 
of frequentJ use. • 

The outside covers of packets bearing the Customs stamp had a market 
value around Pondicherry. 

It is, I believe, usual for sellel's of smuggled saccharin to acquire a few 
duty-paid tins for display and to sell to customers smuggled tins at a lower 
rate. 

Cotton excise duty, used to be collected by the .Collector of Bombay in 
Bombay, and by the Collector of Customs, Madras, in Madras. 

I think it is unlikely that matches are smuggled in Bombay itself jthey 
are too bulky j I cannot speak for outports in the Presidency or ott the land 
frontiers since I am not responsible for them; Mr. Boyd's experience of 
Bombay is not more recent than 1909 when it was not worth while to smuggle 
matches. 

The President is, I think, misinformed ill regard to the liability to 
prosecution of the man in possession of matches without a label or stamp
legislation would be necessary as is under consideration in the case of 
88ccharin. 

I think that round Pondicherry the packets were never opened so that the 
boxes could be stamped. 

The Land Customs Act of 1924 does not apply to the Kathiawar frontier
See Section 2 (6) (I) and (0) of Act XIX of 1924. Only the Act XXIX of 
1857, in which, I believe, the powers are inadequate, applies. 

The Board has been supplied by my office with figures of logs, splints and 
veneers. 

The figures folt values of iniports of matches in Bombay represent "real 
value" (as defined by the Sea Customs Aci) i.e., are the wholesale rates in 
the market in Bombay less thE! amount of duty and are not invoice values; 
the lame is probably the case in other large ports (including Rangoon). 

STAMPS IN" PAYMENT OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES, 

As I understand the position regarding labels ·it is that the Board is 
(l()nsidering the possibility of arranging for' all matches, both imported and 
indigenous, to be labelled so that it may be possible by legislation to provide 
for a penalty for selling or offering for sale ,an unlabelled box of matches. 

The two points to be attained are (1) the collection of excise bJ[ means of 
'stamps and (2) the prevention of smuggling which would render the, dete~ 
tion of purveyors of unlabelled indigenous matches more difficult. 

The Tariff Board would 1 believe like the stamps to have a face value 
and to provide for the stamps to be obtainable from certain agencies of the 
Government of India. 

So far 88 Customs is concerned I would prefer to be left with the duty 
of collecting cash on each consignment and of seeing that any desired label 
was fixed-the alternative would probably necesSitate much greater examina
tion or the scrutiny of vouchers; it would also put' a premium on the forgoing 
of labels. Incidentally the holding of large stocks by manufacturers would 
tend to operate againsiJ frequent changes in design to reduce fraud. 
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I suggest for consideralion prohibiting under Section 19 of the Sea CustOIll& 
.Act the importation of matches which are not in containers bearing the name
and address of the manufacturer, and requiring local manufacturers of 
matches to label their matches similarly. If those labels are forged in India 
honest manufacturers will 'prosecute infringements of their labels alid can do 
so under Section 3 of th& Merchandise Marks Act. We should still have tOo 
deal with local ~anufacturers who put on a purely fictitious label (purporting. 
to be the manufacture of a firm which actually did not exist), in which case 
there would be no aggrieved person, other than Government, to institute 
proceedings, 

The type of label to be used must of necessity be easily forged-it is. 
irrelevant to argue that quarter anna stamps are not forged because such 
stamps would have to be imported into India in sheets, or forged in India anel 
the consequent risk df detection would be great. 

Stamps affixed on imported matches are not likely to be of any real use 
to prevent smuggling unless the law is amended and unless steps are taken 
to give the stamp a monetary value for payment of duty (in which case much 
care to detect forgeries will become essential). 

I am not convinced that the loss of revenue on matches smuggled is now 
really very high or high· enough to justify the institution of a system which 
is going to be distinctly troublesome; it is quite possible that the loss due 
to smuggling of other commodities is greater. . 

The enforcement of labelling will probably fall very largely on local Gov
ernment officers for whose services the Central Government will have to pay T 
would it not be as cheap or cheaper and as effective to provide for payment. 
by the factories concerned on a return to be filed by them P The returns. 
could be checked by occasional inspection of books and stocks of veneers,. 
chemicals, timber, etc. ,-the number of factories is limited; of these the 
largest are likely to be run on lines that would render fraud out of th& 
question; the others probably produce so few matches as to make the loss 
due to fraud trivial. It would be easy to arrange for returns of all imports 
of match-timber, veneers, and certain chemicals, so that the existence of any 
considerable fraud in returns by companies would soon become apparent. 

NEW CUSTOK HousB, 
Bombay, 7th December 19$7. 

C. R. WATKINS, 

Collector of Customs, Bombay_ 

Extract sub-paragraph (c), page 118, of the Bombay .4.ppraisers' Manual, 
1929 (as subsequently amended). 

"(1) The Examining Appraiser will on presentation of a bill of entry for
matches, personally inspect the lot a~d ~Iect 5 per cent. of the whole lot 
covered by the bill of entry for exammabon and check count. 

(2) The Examining Appraiser will have the cases so selected opened for 
examinatiOJl, ascertain the number of gross packets in each case and count 
the sticks contained in three or more up to 6 match boxes to be taken from 
the different packets and thus ascertain the average number of sticks per 
match box. . . 

(3) If t.he average number of sticks per match box is found to be not more 
than 100 sticks each, the rate of duty will be Rs. 1-8-0 per gross of match 
boxes under sub-head 1 of article 123 of the Tariff Schedule No. II. 

(4) If the average number per box is more than .100 sticks the consignm~nt 
will he dutiable under Bub-head II of the same artIcle and then the Examln" 
ing Appraiser will calCUlate the total number of sticks per case and in the 
whole consignment on the basis divide it by 25 on the supposition that the 
case containa boxes of 25 sticks each and on the number of boxes so ascer-



~ained, the rate of. duty will be annas six per gross of boxes.; or to adopt a 
limilar method, the total number of sticks in the whole consignment, calcu
lated as above, may be divided by 3,600 to give the exact amount of guty. 

(6) If the importer is not satisfied with the result of such an examination 
~r if the quantity of matches found in any cases exceeds the quantity 
!eclared in the bill of entry by 3 percent.; the importers will be referred to 
~he Head Examiner who on being satisfied as to the necessity may allow a 
further 5 per cent. of the cases to be examined. Even after such further 
~xamination if the percentage of increase remains the same or if the importer 
Is not satisfied, Head Examiner will obtain orders from the Assistant 
::lolleotor. 
. III the monsoons matches shpuld be given precedence for the purpose of 
examination over other goods, and bills of entry treated as urg~nt In all 
pepartmentil." 



Btatem.mI&'liowtng 'tM figuru oj Matckt18 re.exported to Indian States and to Indian porte not British from British India during the year8 
1921·22 to 1926·26. 

1921-22. 1922·23. 1923-24- 1924-25. 1925·26. 

Gross of Rs. Gross of Bs. Gross of Rs. Gross of Rs. Gross of RB. 
Boxes. l}0x8e. Boxes. Boxee. Boxee. 

,. 

Indiara Btate, • 

. Cutch 36,575 '10,758 554 1,485 104 195 ... ... 240 480 

Kathiawar 248.045 4,73,95(1 188,42 4,15,522 98.038 2,02,262 46,980 97,30'1 15,911 34,929 

Foreign Koukan 4,192 8,039 5,251 11,272 4,345 10,119 3,235 '1,027 864 1,912 

Gaikwar'. Territory. 3,275 6.210 2,100 4,300 13,425 31,187 900 2,1'25 ... . .. 

, 

Indiara PoJrta not 
BritWh.. 

Goa • . 121,850 1,94,801 99,850 1,07.196 170,406 2,05,6~2 112,350 1,19,740 130,200 ),26,824 

l-' 
Daman . . 4,500 7,400 29,'125 32,225 42,500 46,380 97,600 99,594 16,875 28,563 

Other Indian 
, 

9,487 22,025 3,230 Ports 2,255 4,297 2,519 5,976 2,285 5,640 8,000 
. not British. 
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:A-?-l. 

Statement .howing the fig'll/re. ofM~tch811 transhipped to Indian State. 
(Kathiawar ports) and to foreign porta in British India, at Bombay. 

,..,.,. , .. , ... ", . .., ....... , ....... ' ....... I .. 9. 2 .. ,. ~ 
1927. 

Cas.es. Cases., Cases. Cases. Cases. Cases. Cases. Casel, 
r----E--..'-- ~-,. I'" 

------1.--- -- --1---
KathiIHDar Port., 

Jlhavnagar 

Porebnnd"r 

'J"amnagar, 

Terawal 

NavIakhi' • 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

. .. 
.... 
. .. 
. .. 
. .. 
. .. 

25 

50 

1,934 

50 10 ... .. , 
135 160, ,175 40 

li55 667 2,305 

293 347 1~25 

... 65 40 

104 600 50 lIangrol 

Navabnnder 

Dwarka • 

Okha 

_. ...} ~ {7. ... 
::: I::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ,~::: _1- ___ _ 

Total 

Daman 

'" 1 ... I 1,444 587 1,099 1,8:J11 S 962 SO 

~~-_.oo~-; ... ' _.~I~ 
A-2. 

Statement .howing the re-eo:port. of foreign matches to foreign co'Untriea from 
the Bombay Preaidency during the Mont1~ of October, 1927. 

Aden and Dependencies 
Bahrein Islands . 

Gross of boxes. 

250 
2,000 

Muskat Territory and Trucial 
Persia " 

Oman 500 

Portuguese East Africa 

TOTAL 

5,500 
2,700 

10,950 

Rs. 
625 

5,000 
1,250 

13,200 
6,150 

26,225 



. A-,'-3. 
Statement showing the quantity and value 0/ matches 0/ foreign merchandise, 

.' e:l:portetl coastwise to Indian porU from the Presidllncy 0/ Bombay 
. ea:clvding Sind in the manth '0/ October, 1917. 

Gl'UIIII of boxes. Rs. 
Matchel!-

Madras PnlSidency 500 750 
British ports within the Presidency 1,820 4,026 

Kathiawar-
Bhavnagar 1,000 876 

TOTAL 3,320 5,652 

B. 
Statement showing ,the imports of matches from foreign cO'Untrie8. into the 

Bombav' Presidency nclvding Sind during the month of October 
1917. 

• Matches, &afsty:
United Kingdom 
Czechoslovakia 

Matches, other sartI!-' 
"United Kingdom 

Gross of boxes. 

28 
2,500 

TOTAL 2,528 

30 

TOTAL 30 

Its. 

74 
2,500 

2,574 

99 

99 



Slattmtnlshowing the lmporl8 of matchu intO British India from foreign OO1lnlriu during the yea" 1900.0110 1909.10. 

1900-01. 1901-02. 1902·03. 1903·04. 19~-o&. 19%~6. 1906·07. 1907-08. 1908·0\1; llI09·10. 

Rs. RI. RI. as. Rs. Ra. Rs. Ra. RI. RI. 

Matohes . 39,80,573 4.8,65,8&4 45,76,378 58,61,057 48,95,283 58,83,251 63,12,731 73,76,836 701.50,088 81,55,266 

N.B.-Quantities are not availa.ble. 

H. 

Slatement showing the imporls of Matchu inlo Oeylon frOm foreign countriu during the ywr 1921·22 10 1926·2'1. 

1921-22. 1922·23. J923-24. 1924-25. 1925·26. 1926-27. 

-
Grols. RI. Gross. Rs. Gross. RI. GrOliS. RI. GrOll. RI. Gross. R •• 

o . ---
Matohes 126,397 1,98.040 248,011 3,35,714 319.005 8.15,757l 360.885 3,29.754 572,370 4,87,439 4051,664 . 1L99,201 
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(.II) Letter No. 8/991., dated the 13th December 19.117. 

I have the honour to forward herewith statElments showing (1) Imports 
6nd (2) ·Re-exports of foreign matches into and from the Bombay Presidency, 
excluding Sind, from and to foreign countries during November 1927 • 

. , 
Statement 'hawing the quantitie. and value 0/' matches imported into the 

. Presidency of Bombay, excluding Bind, from foreign countries in th. 
month of November 19.117. 

Matche,-
Bajety-

United Kingdom 
Sweden 
. Ceylon 
Czechoslovakia 

Other 'Of't~ 
United Kingdom 
Sweden 
Norway 

TOTAL 

,United States, of America vid 
Atlantic Coast 

TOTAL 

QUantity 
<>Toss of 
boxes. 

138 
25,250 

5 
17,900 

43,293 

28 
8,850 

16,500 

17 

25,395 

,Value. 

Rs. 

388, 
23,433 

8 
17,900 

41,729 .. 

55 
8,439 

20,632 

20 

29,146 

Statement showing the quantitie. and value of matches of foreign manu.
facture e~ported to foreign countrie. /rom the Pre,idenc'll 0/ Bomba, 

,ezcluding Bind in the month 01 November .1917. 

Qaantity 
Gross of Value. 
hoxes. 

Re. 
Matche~ 

Bahrein Islands .' 1,700 8,400 

Persia 400 BOO 

Portuguese East Africa 500 1,000 

TOTAL 2,600 5,200 
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COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, BOMBAY •• 

B.-oRAL. 

Evidence of Mr. C. R. WATKINS, ClE., Collector of CustoDll, 
Bombay, and Mr~ N. B. VADHAWKAR, Appraiser, recorded at 
Bombay, on Wednesday, the 14th December, 1927. 

Introductory. 

Presidont.-Mr. Watkins, you are the Collector of Customs, Bombay. 
Mr. Watkim.-Yes. 
p,.esident.-I take it that you are entirely under the Central Governmeni 

1l0w? 
M,.. WatkinB.-Yes. 

Seaborne Trade Returns. 
p,.eBident.-In the Customs figures as published in the Seaborne Trade 

.Returns, the value stated is what you call the real value. 
Mr~ WatkinB.-yeB. 
Prerident.-That is to say you take the actual market rates prevalent ill 

each port ISSls duty. 
Mr. WatkiM.-The real value as you probably know for purposes of 

matches is defined by section 30-A. It is practically speaking the wholesale 
market value less duty and less trade discount for cash. 

Mr. Mathia8.-But practically you estimate the value OJi that basis. 
Mr. WatkinB.-Yes, in case of matches because there is a wholesale market 

.alue. In BOme cases you cannot say that there is a wholesale market value. 
Then, you are thrown back on what is practically the c.i.f. price. 

Mr. MathiaB.-How do you aScertain the wholesale price? 
Mr. WatkinB.-By making enquiries in the bazar. 
Mr. Mathias.-You have records of wholesale prices of matches in Bombay 

for Bome years. 
Mr. WatkinB.-We have records for three years from the bills of entry. 
Mr. MathiaB.-Do you mean records of wholesale prices less duty and lesl 

discount? 
Mr. WatkinB.-I I»ean wholesale prices' that we have accepted. In the 

ease of matches the matter is not of great importance to us because the duty 
is not levied on the wholesale value. If it were piecegoods it would be of great 
importance and then any value you find in the bill of entry I should be prepared 
to accept as being reasonably accurate because it ·is the result of argument 
between my staff and the importer. The importer complains if the value is 
too high and we complain if the value is too low, so that there is a compromise. 

O.i./. price 0/ imported matche8~ 
Dr. Matthai.-You don't keep a record of the c.i.f. prices, do you? 
Mr. WatkinB.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-We have often got information from Customs officers about. 

c.i.f. prices of various articles into which we have been enquiring. There is 
110 difficulty. 

Mr. WaikinB.-In the first place there may not be any wholesale market 
values for some goods at BOrne ports. 

Dr. Matthai.-You give c.i.f. prices of imported matches here. ,Where did 
you get these from? 

~ k 



Mr. Watkin8.-We made enqumes. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Iil the bazar? 
Mr. Watkin8.-Yes, we continually see documents. 
M.,.. Mathias.-Oould your record of prices less commission and less duty be 

taken as a reasonably accurate record of prices for the last three years? 
M.,.. Watkins.-I should think they are reasonably accurate, From the 

~gUres given for the values of imports in Bombay. you can take the average. 
It is quite conceivable that if we were to tum up a dozen bills of entry. we 
would find that one had been put down at Rs. 2 a gross whereas it ought to be 
Rs. 2-4-0 or Rs. 1-2-0. In view of the fact that the record is only for statisti
cal purposes, it is just possible that we should let it go instead of sending the 
man back. 

Mr. Mathia8.-For all practical purposes if you divide the total value by 
,the total number of gross, you get a ~easonable average figure for the year. 

M.,.. Wat1cins.-Yes, of the wholesale market value less duty and less 
eommission. 

President.---iIn the case of matches even the fraction .of a penny would 
make a subst,antial difference in our calculations. 

Mr. Watkin8.-It would be more than 2! per cent. in the case of matchds . 
. President.-In the c.i.f. price for instance you have given the Scandinavian 

mat.hes. We have got some figures from the Swedish Match Company and the 
~verage c.i.£. price given by them for all ports is one shilling. 

I .. 'Mr. 'Watkin8.-1 cannot argue on that point, being based on their figures. 

J're8ident.-A difference of 2l per cent. will make a great deal of difference. 

Mr. Watkins.-There are two points. One is'! am not an interested person 
and the other is I cannot say at what price mitches are sold at other ports. 

P1·esident.-It is essential for us to get as accurate a c.i.f. price as possible. 
You can only get it from invoices. Do you get it from the actual study of 
invoices? 

Mr. Watkins.-Yes, <l.U. price. 
P.,.esident.-The invoice price you give is probably taken from invoices 

relating to Swedish matches. 
Mr. WatkinB.-Probably it is. These figures are the result of recent 

enquiries. 
Dr, Matthai.-You have given us sepaate figures for imports from Czecho .. 

.slovakia. " 
Mr. T'adhawkar.-Thcse are imported by the Swedish Match Company. 

, M.,.. TVatkins.-When I got a note saying that you wanted me to give prices 
the first thing I did was to send a note down to the Assistant Collector in 
,charge of appraising and to set Mr. Vadhawkar to work with a view to preparing 
'some sort of note on the subject and I gave him the various headings such as 
packings. etc. We ssw Mr. Boyd's evidence and tried to get more or iess 
,what you wanted. 

Mr. Mathias.-'l'his lB. 2d.for what period is it? 
Mr. T'adhawkar.-.For the whole year. 
].IT. Mathias.-For the whole of which year? 
Mr. Watkin8.-For 1927- from April onwards. 
Mr. l'adhawkar.-Even for 1926, the value was the same_ This value i!< 

eonoel'ned only with the Bombay pm-to 
P1'uident.-I was referring to the invoice price on page 1 of Mr_ Watkin's 

note. 
Mr. lVatkm8.-That information was collected for me by Mr. Vadhawkar. 
President.-That applies to what yearP 

Mr. T'fatlcinB.-It applies to the whole year. This <l.i.f. we got from the 
Swedish Match Company. 
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Pruident.-We will have to ask the Swedish Match Company about that. 
Mr. Vadhawkar.-If they say 1 shilling for all the Indian ports I have got 

information to the effect that they have got different prices for ditferent portl! 
according to the conditions of the, market. . '., 

Pr6Bident.-That is a very important information. 
Dr. Matthai.-What other ports are you thinkWg ofp In CalCutta, it 

would he full size mainly. Here it is half size. That might make a difference: 
Mr. Vadhawkar.-I think in Rangoon they have got half size. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-I believe only a certain amount. Are you sure that tht1Y: 

have different prices for half size matches in different ports? 
Mr. Vadhawkar.-Thatwas what they gave me to understand. 

Assessment 0/ ad valorem duty. 

PT6Bid6nt.-In calculating the ad valOl'em duty what items do you include 
besides the c.i.f.? 

M.,.. Watkins.-In connection with other things besidPB matches in cal
culating the ad"alorem. dnty we take the total cost of bringing the goodlt 
into a godown in the docks in Bombay, landing charges, etc. 

PreBident.-Do you include port dues? 
Mr. Watkins.-I presume they are included in the freight. Wharfage 

charges occur very largely after we have done our work of assessing. Actual 
landing charges are included. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you get an actual figure for landing charges in every case 
or do you take a standard figure? 

Mr. Vadhawkar.-Landing charges are taken as t per c€·nt. 
PreBident.-On the c.i.f. price? 
Mr. Vadhawkar.-Yes. 
Mr. JJ'atkinB.-That is assessment under section 80 (b) and not wholesale. 
Pruid6nt.-Have you been able to ascertain why the importati(lns from 

Japan have ceased more or less? 
Mr. Watkin8.-We only get hearsay information in the sense that they have 

been bought out. . . 
Mr. VadhawkaT.-They cannot compete here. 
Pr6Bident.-We should like to know from the Customs people why the 

imports from Japan have ceased. 
Mr. WatkinB.-The Cuetoms people are utterly innocent of the r9118ons. We 

do not know more than the ordinary gOS9ip as to the reason \1\'hy a particular 
man has ceased to import.' , _ 

PreBident.-The obvious infllrence is that there would be !lOme Gause at '\'VON 
which opera~. . . '. . 

Mr. WatkinB.-! should refer you to the Swedish Match Company on th; 
lIubject. 

Goods in bond. 

Mr. MathiuB.-'-You say that your figures include goods passed into bond an4 
not goods passed out of bond. 

Mr. Watkina.-Yes. 
MT. Muthiaa.-Could you give us any idea of the amount of mstches in bond 

at anyone time? 
Mr. Watkin8.-It is given in the table. 
Dr. Matthai.-May I know how long goods are expected to be allowed in. 

bond? 
Mr. lJ'atkinB.-Three years. 
Dr. Matthai,-As a rule matches are in bond for three years P 

x2 
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Mr. Watkin8.~They are not likely to be there for three Jears. 
Dr. Matthlli.-Could you give me some sort of idea as to what the actual 

practice is? 
Mr. WatkinB.-I could take out the figures for you. 
Pre8ident.-m the monsoon for instance, they are not kept at all. They 

are cleared as soon as they arrive, are they not? 
Mr. Watkin8.-The match importers prefer somebody else to carry the risk. 

The duty is highsnd it means locking up capital. They dispose of the consign
ment as fast as they possibly can. 

Dr. Matthai.-Does transhipment take place froin. bond? 
Mr. WatkiM.-That would not be transhipment that would be export from 

bond. Transhipment may either take place from ship to ~hip in the harbour 
or, in practice which is generally the case, matches may be landed on a wharf 
for a week or ten days and then put on to the outgoing ship. It is tranship
ment under modem conditions; that is how transhipment is actually dOne 
without bonding. 

Pre8ident.'-What is the sort of control that Customs keep over transhipment 
if a ship comes into the harbour and wants to tranship into another ship any 
goods that it may have on board. 

Mr. Watkin8.-The merchant has to prepare papers in the case of tranship. 
ment. This is very often done by steamer agents. They prepare papers to get 
permission to tranship so many cases of matches, of whatever has to he 
transhipped, from such and such a ship to some other ship. 

Pr6.id6nt.-If the ship stands outside the harbour or outside the territorial 
llmit, do you have any right to stop it? 

Mr. WatkiM.-Not, if it were outside. 
Pr6Bident.-How far does you~ jurisdiction extend? 
Mr. WatkiM.-Three miles, I think. 
PrB,ident:--So far as you know, have any cases of transhipment happened 

outside the limit? 
Mr. WatkinB.-I do not know. 
Pr6Bident.-When the ship is in the harbour, is it usual for goods to be 

kanshipped from one ship direct to another ship without being landed? 

Mr. lVatkinB.-I shall try to explain the position. As a general rule theta 
is a short period during which goods are either landed or lying in lighters. 
Sometimes it is more ·-convenient for the. steamer agents to keep their things 
in the lighters or to lanel them on the bunder. It is not always possible for 
two ships to be in the harbour at the 8ame time. 

Pr6Bident.-That is true. Is any supervision kept over the lighters by th~ 
Customs? 

Mr. Watkin,.-We are interested in them until we know that they have 
actually been exported. That is an ordinary precaution that is taken from the 
point of view of smuggling whether it is matches or anything else. If they 
are matches, until they are accounted for ei\her by payment of duty or by 
export, they are under a certain amount of supervision. . 
. President.-They· will remain probably in the lighters in the sea or in the 
harbour. 

Mr. Watkins.-They may be alongside; they may be out in the harbour. 
Pr68ident.-Do the Customs officers watch them or what do they do? 
Mr. WatkinB.-They tally the cases in the lighters out of the importing 

~~. . 
PrBsident.-When the ship is unloading into any lighter is any Customs 

officer present? 

Mr. Watkins.-Do you mean when they are loading into lighters or wheD 
they are exporting frol;Il the lighters? 

PT68ident.-Is any Customs officer present on both the occasionst 
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Mr. Wafkim.-Yes, bu~ not invariably. 
Pre.id8nt.-I 8uppose that the shipping company itself ~i.ll see that 'no 

irregularities take place. 
Mr. Watkin •• -Yes, but we should like the Customs man there to help them. 
In Matthai:-From your note I gather there are really three ways in which 

goods landed m Bombay can be shipped free of duty to some neighbouring ron. It can be. trBDBhipped to 8ay Kathiawar porta. 
Mr. Watkin8.-Kathiawar ports are now considered as foreign. Goods may 

be tr8!l8hipped to those ports. 
Dr. Matthai.---TI).ey CBn be exported from bond. 
Mr. Watkin •. -Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-They cen be re-exported, but re-export means that rebate will 

be allowed au them. . 
Mr. Watkin •. -In that case, they leave ith duty with us. 
Pr8.ident.-Do you keep separate accounts for re-exports, for transhipmenta 

and for goods exported from bond? 
Mr. Watkin •• -They are. kept separately. I think I have given you figures 

separately. . 
Dr. Matthai.-The trBDBhipment figures are export figures. 
Mr. WatkinB.-Yes. 
Pr6.ident.-The re-export figures refer to cases on which duty has already 

been paid and then rebate claimed. 
Mr. Watkin •• -Re-exports in the first place are merely exports of goods 

that have paid the import duty. If they are going to foreign ports, they are 
entitled to a drawback of 7/8ths whioh the merchant naturally claims if he can. 

Presid6nt.-Those are the figures in Table Al showing the figures of.matches 
transhipped to Indian States and to foreign ports in British. India? . 

Mr. Watkin8.-Yes. Up to a short time A~(; the Kathi&war.ports were ('llB

toms ports for this purpose and in those cases although the figures are for 
re-export!! they are not figures for' drawback. 

Dr. Matthai.-Absolutely free, not even ith? 
Mr. Watkin •. -Quite, if imported· matches went from Bombay to Kathiawar 

when the Kathiawar porta were customs porte then there wail no financial 
trBDBaction at all 80 far 88 customs were concerned' now that the Kathiawar 
ports have become foreign ports if certain conditions are complied with the 
exporter can get iths of the duty back. He does not tllways get it but naturally 
he arranges in such a way that he manages to get it. 

Pr88ident.-Under what conditions does he not get it? 
Mr. Watkin •• -If the period of two years has been exceeded since the matcheS 

were imported he cannot. There are various .conditions attendant on the grant 
of a drawback. 

l'reRident.-The period of two years, so far· as matchEl6 are concerned is a 
pretty long period, and that would not happen. 

Mr. Watkin8.-No. 
Mr. Mathia~.~When exactly did the Kathiawar ports. become foreign ports? 
Mr. Watkin8.-I am not sure of the exact date, but it must be subsequent to 

4th July 1927. It is quite recent. 
Preaident.-Now, under that arrangement Bre they not supposed· more or 

lees to levy the same duty as British India? . 
MT. Watkin •. -That is entirely a separate arrangement. It is extremely 

likely that the Indian State6 will levy duty at British Indian. rate6, but that 
hal nothing to do with the Veeramgoon line, but, I would rather not I;ay anything 
on the subject. , 

PTuident.-I take it that these figures of. transhipment include figurel! 
relating to matches exported from Bond as well' as transhipment? 
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have never been cleared in India either for home oonsumption or for bonding. 
When goods come into the harbour there are four ways in which they can get 
out of the harbour-one is that they should not be landed at all: they must 
go on in the same ship, which you can include. Another way is that they can 
be transhipped and in transhipment I include temporary landing pending ship
ment on to the ongoing vessel. The third way is, the duty can be paid and the 
good!! used in British India and the fourth way is that .they can be cleared 
and put in a bonded werehouse. If they are in a bonded warehouse they b~ve 
got to come out of it either for consumption on payment of the duty or for being 
shipped. 

Pr68id6nt.-When they are shipped out of bond? 
Mr. Watkin8.~That has nothing to do with transhipment. 
Pr68id8nt.-Where are those figures shown? 
Mr. WatkinB.-They would come under re-exports. 
Pr68ident.-Re-exports would in.clude duty paid goods? 
Mr. Watkin8.-Yes. . 
PT88id6nt . ...,..But shipments from bond would not he duty paid at all? 
Mr. Watkins.-No. 
PreBideut.-Whsnl do the figures for exports from bond come in? 
Mr. Watkin8.-Exports from bond must be in the figures of re-exports. I 

would verify that late!," and in case it is not so I will let you know. 
Pre8ide11t.-They must come somewhere either in the one or the other? 
Mr. Watkin,.,-They are certainly not in the transhipment figures. 

Mr. AIathiaB.-Which is the commonest mode. of supplying seaboard Indian 
States-by transhipment or by re-export?' 

Mr. WatkinB.-One way is direct importation. It is impossible for me to tel! 
you anything about. that because I have got no figures for direct importation, to 
Kathiawar for instance. 

PreBident.-ls there any arrangement between the British Government and 
lohe Indian States and the other foreign territories for the collection of statistics 
118 to the imports? . 

Mr. Watkin8.-I believe the Director General of Commercial Intelligence 
should be able to give you figures. 

Pre8ident .-<Of impoi:~ into_ non·British pol"ts? 

Mr. WatkinB.-I think 90. I am not absolutely certain but I have not got 
the figures and I therefore ·think the Director General would be able to give 
£hem. 

Mr. Mathiaa.-I suppose there are praotioally no matclJes as re-exporteJ alter 
payment of dut)' in British India to the Indian States, I mean they would 
not be prepared to pay duty both in British India and in the foreign portal' 

Mr. WatkinB.-I should not think so. You are talking·of the-future now. 
Mr. Mathia8.-1 ~m talking of the past. 
lIlr. Watkins.-In the past before July the Kathiawar State~ for instance 

were customs ports and consequently Bny matches we show as re-exports befon· 
July were duty paid and contained the duty in their price. 

Mr. MathiaB.-And would be allowed in there free? 
Mr . . WatkinB.-Presumably. 
Mr. MathiaB.~Unless they were shipped out of bond? 
Mr. WatkinB.-Yes. but they would not be allowed to be shipped out oIband. 
PreBident.-Exoept on payment of the duty? 

Mr. WatkinB.-Yes. In those days Kathiawar ports were free ports. Now 
that the Veeramgaon line is 011 we tr('at Kathiawar ports BS foreign ports and 
anything that comes through the Kathiawar ports-'-I ml.'all commercial goo~ 
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gets caught presumably at Veeramgaon and the Customs duty is collected at; 
the ft'On tier. 

Pre8ident.-What are the arrangemente at preeent between we British 
Government and Kathiawar or any other foreign ports as far as customs al'a 
concerned? Are all goods coming into Bombay liable to t.he Britishduty? 

Mr. Watkin •. -From where? 
Pre8ident.-From Kathiawar. 
Mr. Wafkin8.-Yes, but there are certain exceptions, fot instance the 

produce of Kathiawar. 
Prn,ide .. t.-b that agricultural produce or does it also include mt\nufacture~ 
Mr. lfatkinB.-It includes manufacture. . 
Presidcnt.-That brings us on to an important point. If it were to be the 

case that anything manufactured in Kathiawar were to be allowed to be Imported 
into British India free, then logically the British Government might lose all 
ite revenue fl'Om matches if matches were to be manufactured in Kathiawar. 

Mr. Watkin8.-That would follow, I think. 
Mr. Mathias . ....,..ls that part of the treaty arrangements? 
Mr. Watkin8.-1 am not compeknt to give evidence on that point. 
l'resirlellt.-You can give evidence as to the actual practice. What would 

you do? 
.lfr. lI'"tki .... -That is not a question of treaty or anything of th· sort. 

fhat is a matter of notificaHon which is a matter of <lommon knowledgb. The 
produce of Kathiawar is passed free on importation into British India. 

hr.irlent.-Can you refer us to the notification? 
Mr. WatkinB.-I cannot off hand. 
[',eRident.-Later on. 
Mr. WatkinB.-Er.aily, 
Pre8/dent.-We would like to see that because it raiStl~ a very h~rtant 

issue from our point of view. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is the source of information for a layman about these 

treaty arrangemente? They are matters of oommon knowledge; there is nothing 
confidential, is there? 

Mr. Watkin8.-I do not know of any souroe of information on this 
particular point. 

PreBidcnt.-Except secr'et treaties I think they arc all containec in the 
Aitcheson's Treaties? 

},fr. TFatkin8.-The 1917 agreement was not a treaty at all. 
President.-At present so far as Bombay is concerned, are any manufactures 

imported from the Kathiawar States into Bombay? 
Mr. nJatk·in8.~ement I think comes from Kathiawar-the Porbunder 

cement. 

Import 01 excisable articles. 

Mr. Mathi(/8.-For instance liquor which is an excisable article, can that 
be imported free? 

Mr. l'Vatkin8.-E]{cisable articlea are excluded in the notification. It can 
be made to include matches if you want. 

Pre8ident.-Even assuming that the Kathiawar States or" any other 'Indian 
States are entitled to claim that their manufactures should enter British India 
free of Customs duty, is there anything to prevent the British Indian Govern
ment from insisting that the excise duty shall be paid, or we ",ill put it to yon 
this way-can they claim a more favourable treatment? 

Mr. TFatkin,.-Would it not be more satisfactory to obtain this information 
from Simla i' I am only a Customs official They oan give you all the 
informat.ion. 
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Prll.id6nt.-1 dare say you .are supposed to administer this part of the 
Government policy. 

Mr. Watkins.-I am supposed to carry out Government orders. 
PrIlBid6nt.-1 _want to understand exactly what the orders are. 
Mr. Watkins.-{)n what pointe? 
I"68id6nt.-Supposing an article that is excisable in: British India is imported 

from Kathiawar ports into British India through the Customs what would you 
doP Take salt, opium, liquor or any other thing which is ('xcisable. Supposing 
that article is imported? 

Mr. Watkins.-The existing excisable articles are restricted from the 
emmptions of free importation. 

PrIlBident.-Is there a notification about that? 
Mr. Watkins.-I think that it is the same notification under which ordinary 

Kathiawar produce is passed free. I think it says except liquor, salt, etc. 
Mr. Ma.thias.-Under what Act is that? 

Mr. Watkins.-The Sea Customs Act. 
Mr. Mathias.-There is nothing in the Act to prevent the extension of the 

notification to any other article? 
Mr. Watkin-I.-No. Government have power to exempt from duty anything 

they like: not necessarily excisable, but anything that Government sees fit 
to exempt. 

PrIlBident.-That notification is issued. I take it, under the general powers 
of the Government of India. 

Mr. WatkinB.-Yes. 
pre,ident.-Is it a recent or old notification P 
Mr. WatkinB.-It must be recent, since July 1927. 
Dr. Matthai.-You have no control over the Karachi vort? 
Mr. Watkins.-Absolutely none. Karachi is under the Central Board of 

Revenue. 
P,csident.-Is Sind for customs purposes treated as a aeparat& unitt 
Mr. WatkinB.-Entirely. Karachi is one of the five chiet porte and hM a 

Collector. 

U 'e 01 revenue label.5. 
Presidenf.-As regards the manner in which the Governm~llt can safeguard 

its revenue, one of the proposals lVe were conSidering W8& the affixing of revenue 
labels to match boxes .• One of the obiecte we should ha\"e in view ft'om the 
Government of India's point of view is that its revenue sh.)uld be pl'Ote<-ted 
in the event of Government desiring that certain revenue Sh'l!\ be derived from 
matches. At present there is only the Customs duty. If the Government of 
India thinks that it is desirable in the public interest that an excise duty should 
be levied, it may b(' levied. In that case we have got to devise some meana 
by which the revenue might be safeguarded !lnd for that reason we ask your 
opinir.n il'om the administrative point of view whether there are any serious 
objections to the use of labels? -

Mr. Ifatkins.-As I told you the other day, so long as I dOll't have to accept 
labe.ls instead of my revenue, I am quite prepared to carry out the orders, but 
I should be very reluctant still to have to pass matches bearing a certain label 
and to assume that my revenue has been paid. 

p,t'8idellt.-There are two ways in which labels can be affixed, one in the 
country of origin and another in bond under the supervision of the Customs 
authorities-it is a very simple process indeed, there is nothin" in it. We 
will take the two things separately. The second proposal is the Done that llaa 
been put forward by the manufacturers since we saw you last. As regards the 
first, there are only three countries from which matches are being imported 
.into India now, 

Mr. Wafkin •. -Yes, Sweden, Czech!' slovakia and Austria. 
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Pr6Bide"t.-Take the Swedish Match Company. Most of the imports tome 
from Sw~n so far as India is. concerned. Supposing Government felt tha' 
the Swedish Match Company will not defraud Government by not labellin~ 
boxes, would you still have any serious objection? " 

Mr .. Watki"".-If you are making that assumption then I have no objection 
I am Blmply here to carry out Government orders. But I think in practice it 
would be most undesirable that we should be asked to assume that if every 
box was labelled our duty had been paid. We will have to open very many 
more cases. 

Pre.ide"t.-At present you open 5 per cent.!' 
Mr. Watki",.-Yes. We shall have to open more than 5 per cent. or we 

shall have to see the vouchers. 
Pre.ide"t.-Supposing no matches are allowed to he imported without license 

the firm itself must be licensed. Government will take care that that firm clIn 
be depended upon. If, Government felt that that the firm could not be depended 
upon, then they will say .. you must put on the labels in the presence of 'lllr 
Customs officers ". 

Mr. ,Watki" •. -It is tantamount to refusing a' license. 
Pre.ide"t.-Yes, if Government is satisfied that it is hei'lg defrauded. 
Mr. Watki"".-<I still cannot see the necessity for giving them from that 

point of view a fiscal value. You can devise, a label for imported goods and 
still let me collect the duty independently. 

PrBBide"t.-8upp08ing we gave these to the Indian States in the case of 
Indian States the Government of India wished to be satisfied that every match 
that comes from the Indian States into British India pays the duty. 

Mr. Watkin •. -Is Government going to put ib!elf in this r,osition " We trust 
X as an importer, we don't trust Y who is a manufacturer ' P 

Pre.ident.-Those are purely foreign matches and therefore we don't wan~ 
to make any distinction. We say" all matches should be labelled .. , whether 
from Sweden or frOI!l CzechO-4llovakia, or the Indian States. Before thej 
enter a British Indian port, they must have these label~. 

Mr. Watkin •• -In that case you are going to put a petty dealer anywhere 
in our frontier in an awful position, or else you are going to compel the Indian 
States to levy the sam,:! duty as the Government of India. 

Pruident.-We are not'so much concerned with the excise as regards their 
own consumption, what we are concerned with is this. Supposing all the 
Bombay factories are taken into the Indian States then it becomes necessary 
for the British Government to protect itself both against importation from the 
Indian States 68 well as from abroad and Government, as you say, cannet 
make a distinction between the foreign manufacturer and the manufacturer in 
any of the Indian States. Therefore Government may pass tbe same law for 
the two and say" You can manufacture 68 many matches as you like, but if 
you want to send tbem into British India, you will have to pay the duty". 

Mr. Watkinl.-But the trouble is this. In the case of Sweden, for the sake 
of argument, ·if they make 1,000 cases of matches tbey know that they are 
going to, Bay, India or to America. If they are going to America tbere is. no 
risk of tbeir coming across the frontier into India. In the case of the Indian 
States if they don't want to tax the matches consc.med in the States themselv(jll 
and at the same time they are unable to prevent them from coming across the 
frontier to villages in British- India, what are they til do. Matches that were 
actually issued by the manufacturer in the belief or the alleged belief tbat 
they were going to be oonsumed in tbe States themselves but wbich in fact were 
subsequently taken acroas the frontier will not be stamped. 

P~e8ident.-The British Govpmment can say" you can do what you like 
in your own States, you can't tamper with our territory". 

Mr. MathiaB.-Would it not work this way: BUPPOSing we said 81'tbody using 
matches in British India witbout labels should be prosecuted, ,hat wO\lld 
8Q()n stop the sale of illicit matches. would it not? 
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Mr. ':Watkin8.-It would bi! very difficult. 
, Pr68id6nt.-Supposing both the buyer and the seller are liable to prosecu-
tion, a few prosecutions would soon' put an end to that. ' 

Mr. Watkin8.-If the seller is in an Indian State you 'cannot make him 
liable to prosecution. ' . 

PT68id6nt.-There must be a buyer and seller in the Bl'itish territory. 
Mr. WatkinB.-I don't ~hink that, the two cases are analogous in any way. 

I don't think they can be urged as a reason for making us accept the face 
value of a stamp as import duty. What I am getting at is this. In the case 
of a continental manufacturer he knows whether the goods are going to India 
or not. Whereas in' the case of a manufacturer in an Indian State he does 
110t know whether the matches are going to British India or not. 

Pre8ident.-It is not the concern of the manufacturer. It is the concern of 
the State. What I am suggesting is that if the British Government wants to 
protect its revenue it must see that every match box that comes into the 
country pays the duty that it intends to levy 

Mr. Watkins.-Yes. 
FT68ident.-As regards regular importations froul abl'Oad through the ports 

you may levy the duty as you are doing. 
Mr. Watkin-s.-Yes. 
President.-As regards importations from the States you cannot do it. 
Mr. Watkins.-We can still do it. There is a Customs cordon so far as the 

Mvritime States are concerned. ' 

Pr68ident.-But then you have got other Indian States. Take Hyderabad or 
Rajputana. They can have factories there. That at once raises the question 
of a very big land cuetoms barrier. 

Mr. Watkins.-My point etill is that the factory in a State does not take the 
Itamp for importation as having ,a fiscal value. 

Pr68ident.-Why not? 
Mr. Watkin8.-You call still have one stamp for goods mauufactured'in 

India if you have your excise duty and still leave the Customs duty to be 
collected in the ordinary way. 

President.-How would that save you any trouble? You have got to see 
that no match box enters the country unless it bears a label whether the label 
has a value or not. 

Mr. Watkins.-I am :guite prepared to st's as far as maritime ports are 
concerned. 

Pr6sident.-It is immaterial to you whethjlr the lab61 is a revenue label or 
not. You have got to see whether each box bears a label. 

Mr. Watkins.-You want a far closer inspection to make sure that you have 
got every pie, if the tickets have a revenue value than if it had merely a 
preventive value. 

Pr68ident.-Those same labels can be put on to goods going to Kathiawar 
and then Bold in British India. ' 

Mr. WatkinB.-If they go irito Kathiawar they have to come out of Kathia
war. It they come out of Kathiawar they can still be made dutiable. 

Pre,ident.-They will say that these boxes were cleared through the Bombay 
CUf\toms and that they were duty paid. How can you prevent them from 
laying that' How can you collect the duty twice over? 

Mr. It'atkinB.~I would say' don't let the existence of labels imply that the 
£ODds are duty paid '. 

Pr68ident.-It means that even if ,they come from Kathiawar ports you 
have got to colleot the duty. 

Mr. Watkins.-Yes. 
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, Prt8id~nt.-As regards the maritime Stat,es you ean do that. 'But as reo 
sards Ra)putana, MVSOl"8, and Hvderabad, how are VO\l going to have' .. 
eordon? . .. , .. 

Mr. ~·atkinB.-Cover them, if you get their matches in British India, willa 
your sllCIse label&. 

Pr6.ident.-8upposing an excise is levied the import, values would. be al'li 
addition and the value would be higher. You have got to have different values. 

Mr. Watkin •. -My solution wOldd be that so far as any matches coming 
from overseas are eoncerned they should have some label or labels approved by 
the Government of India, you may say a label bearing the name and address 
of the manufacturer, and the Government of India can prohibit the importation 
by land or by sea of matches that are not'lahelled with the name and address. 
You would then only fear matches that, are manufactured in Mysore or Hydera-
had or in Bome State in the interior. . 

Mr. Mathias.-or matches manufaotured in India on which forged labels are 
pasted? 

Mr. Watkin8.-As I said in my note to ha* back to that case, you have got 
to have somebody forging labels or importing thelli. If the man forges them 
ill. India, you can ultimately get hold of him and punish, him. or if he ,import. 
them he can· be got at and punished. 

Mr. Mathias;-How? 
Mr. Watkin •. -The importer can be got at. Obviously ih(:re. J;llllst be some 

criminal act under which that can be done. 
Mr. Mathias.-Suppose I had a small factory in a State and suppose I had 

a factory in India. I was able to get these labels free from Government without. 
payment of the excise duty for' my imported matches. I manufacture these 
labels and export them to my factory in India. ' 

Mr. Watkin8.-To begin with I would not suggest that labels should be issued 
by Government. 

Mr. Mathio •. -I import my labels and put them on matches made in my 
factory in India. 

Mr. Watkin8.-If Government supplies the labels ........ . 
Mr. Mathia8.-There would be no criminal offence in importing labels. It 

;v.luld be very difficult to prove ,the intention. 
Pre.ident.-There are countries in which these labels are used. They don't 

present any serious difficulty. In many countries in the world you have them. 
In England also you have got them on chemicals, on soda water bottles and 
thousand and one other things, but they don't presenil any serious administrative 
difficulty. ' 

Mr. Watkins.-A packet of matches, costs six annasj that means 12 labelB~ 
Pr6.ident.-What about that? ' " 
Mr. Watkin •. -The value is half an anna as compared with patent medicine 

worth a shilling. . 
Prerident.-The value of the label on it may be half an anna or a sliilling." 

Why should the Indian Custollll!l authorities find it diffioult to administer a 
system which is, cornmon in other eountries. ' 

Mr. :Watki;" •. -I cannot believe this. So far ssimport. into other countriil$ 
are concerned I don't for a moment feel inclined to believe that there is any 
Customs Administration which will allow the import of cases of matches with 
labels on each box representing 80 much cash, l'6ceived. " : 

DT. Mattha{.-In the United Kingdom wlierelabels a.re used \,n :imported 
things, they don't generally have a fiscal value. What apparently' happ~n8 iii 
that the duty is' collected on the imports as Customs duty is collected now and 
before they are p8S6ed on they apparently put on the labels as evidence of 
payment. 

Mr. Mathia •. -Wouldthere be any difficulty 'froin' your point of view in your 
seeing to the manufacturerll affixing thEir labels in bondP' " 



Mr. Watkinl.-No, it would be merely a question of expense to have aD 
officer. We have n?w an officer seeing the bottling of whisky. 

Mr. Ma-thiaa.--'l'ake the SwediRh Match Company. They put an extra shed 
at Ambarnatb for unpacking their boxes Bnd affixing these labels and in that 
case you will have to bave a customs officer there to see that thei~ boxes are 
properly labelled before issue. 

Mr. Watkinl.-Provided we let them do it in an inland bonded warehouse. 
, . Mr. Mathiaa.:""""Otherwise where would they do it? 
"Mr. WatkinB.-They would have to do it in a private bonded warehouse in 

Bombay. . 
Mr. Mathiaa.-Would there be any difficulty in having one of your officers 

there? 
Mr. Watkin,.-No, but it would mean extra expense because it involves 

unpacking and re-packing. 
Mr. Mathiaa.-The imposition of excise would mean extra expense to the 

local industries and extra capitalP 
Mr. Watkina.-You still have that extra expense in BOrne csees. I still 

see no reason why mat<-hes imported from overseas need have any label pre
Bcribed by the Government of India for the purpose of check in British India. 
We have the machinery and we can recover the import duty regardless of the 
labels and then you can have. if you like to, Il separate label for excise pur
poses. That can be made to apply to goods manufactured in India, and there 
your safeguard would be that you can come down on the petty dealer and con-
'!umer for using matches whieh have not got labels. . 

Mr. MathiaB.-Would you see any objection from the Customs point of 
view if a system was devised on theRe lines? Supposing you had an excise 
duty on matches manufactured in the c(.untry of 12 annas and an additional 
import duty on imported matches of 10 annas. that is a difference of 2 annas, 
that difference would cover the expenses of unpacking. stamping and repacking 
of imported mak·hes. You then insist that all matches should bear a special 
fiscal label pnrehased from Government and remain in bond until that label 
is affixed under the supervision of the Customs. Do you see any insuperable 
difficulty in that? ' 

Mr. WatkinB.-If you can prescribe bylaw that the customs will have to 
recover 10 annas per gross then I see no objection to your also directing the 
Customs to see that imported matches were not imported unless they bore a 
12 anna label. but leave us with the responsibility of collecting notRs. 1-8-0 
a gross but 10 annas a gross and the regponsibility of seeing that all matclles 
coming in across the eustoms frontier whether through a port or by railway. 
should be stemped. That "Would meet your requirements and my views. I feel 
if I am responsible for collecting Rs. 1-8-0 or 10 annas a gross-it is not Im
portont what it i!;-I want to see the cash before I part with the g<lO!is-casb 
as opposed to labels. 

Mr. Mathiaa.-That could be met by a system of affixing labels in bond: 
as soon as they affixed the labels they paid the duty. 

Mr. Watkina.-If you !rive them the option then your first class manufac
turer "'ould buy his stoek of 12 anna excise labels and affix them as part of his 
system of manufac~re. He would probably manufacture in India to save 
unpacking. handling. repacking .and eo on in bond. The bond system oould 
be an altern.ative system. 

Mr. Mathiaa.-Supposing we had only one system? 
Mr. WatkinB.~If you had only one eystem I think. you are either foregoing 

a certain amount of revenue that you could otherwise have or you are raisin!! 
the price of matches to the consumer because all the handling will have to be 

done at the cost of the consumer or Government. 
Mr. Mathiaa.-In other countries there is very often a difference between 

ills excise. duty and the import duty-as in Great Britoin-caleulat·ed on tbfl 
additional expenditure in"fo)vedto home manufacturers. 
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Mr. Wotkin..-In that particular case if; means that Government is fore-
80ing eome of its revenue. 

Mr. Mothillll.-It does, but have you any, objection. on principlei' 
Mr. Wotkins.-I have no objection to accept the principle. But if you com

pel people to do their labelling in bond you put up the price of matches and 
you put the people or Government to expense which is unnecessary. 

Dr. Motthoi.-Your suggestion comes to this, that the revenue. is collected 
lIS at present and as soon as it has been collected those people have' got to 
paste the labela here in bond, the labels simply marking the fact that duty 
bas been paid. Is that your point? . 

Mr. Wotkin •• -No. 
Dr. Motthoj.-.Where is the labelling to be done under your system? 
Mr. Wotkin..-What I was contemplating there was that the customs duty 

should be fixed at 10 annas-by way of illustration-and that there should be 
eome further charge-call it excise duty-on consumption before offering for 
sale, of 12 annas, the label signifying that the extra 12 annas has been paid. 
The label can either be put on in bond, in Indian factories or iii. factories abroad. 

Pr68id6nt.-Why should you want to throw the burden of seeing labels on 
the excise authorities--a responsibility which you are not prepared to take? 

MT. Wotkin..-I am prepared to take the responsibility. If you don't give 
us the option, I would certainly see that labels are affixed to all matches that 
may be imported over the Customs. frontier. TbE're is no Customs frontier 
round Mysore or Hyderabad or any other States in the interior. As long as 
you make me responsible for the Customs duty as Collector of Customs, I should 
like to have cash and not tickets issued by other people. 

Mr. Mathia8.-But tickets will' be issued under your supervision or issued 
by yourself. 

Mr. Watkin8.-I don't like that. 
Mr. Mathia8.-If the importer imported 1,000 cases and you collected the 

full Customs duty of Rs. 1·8-0 per gross plu8 the additionli.l ten annas and then 
paSiledthem into bond, where labels were affixed under the supervision. of one 
of your men? 

Mr. Watkin •. -I should not like to collect the duty until the goods canie out 
of bond. . 

Dr. Matthai.-In that case, the affixing of the label is to the interest of the 
trader. You are not concerned any more with labels. Whether they affix their 
Jabels or not, you have got your revenue. 

MT.Watkins.-I am prepared to accept that responsibility. 
Dr. Matthai.-Why should you accept the 11lsponsihility? 
Mr. Watkin8.-If the Government of India tell me to do it. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-What I don't understand is why should the Government of 
mdill tell you to do that? I pay the Customs duty to you in the ordinary 
way. I don't want to be asked to pay an extra excise duty. When goods 
come here it is to my interest to see that t.he labels are affixed. It is' not to 
the - intereSt of Government. Why should there be any Government 
supervision? 

Mr. Watk(n8::-So far as you are concerned AS a trader· you would very 
much prefer to be able to sell. Supposing the label was worth 8 annas' it might 
pay you to sell at 4 annas less and take the risk of not having a label. From 
a purely Customs point of view I would ask that I should be allowsd to collect 
the duty in casJ:!. ". , ' . 

Pr68id6nt.-If Government throws on you the duty' of seeing that they 
bear the labels,. how is your work diminished? The 'actual collection of the 
duty is of less importsnce than the fact that every box bears a label. If you 
are rrepared- to take upon yourself the duty of seeing that. every box has a 
labe though it has got no fiscal value, I don't bee why you ,hould object to 
~ that,it bears a label which has a fiscal valus,., 
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Risk of forgery. 

Mr. Watkins ....... A label is an extraordinarily easy thing to forge: it must 
be eBBY to .forge unless it is too expensive. Cash we can recognize. We are 
willing to take' our risk· of accepting occasionally a forged 10-rupee note; but 
there we at least feel certain that we have got hard cash_ 

Pr68ident.~The postal authorities may say the same thing? 
Mr. Watkin8.~1 don't think so because it is not worth while for the casual 

writer of letters to forge a stamp. 
Pr6sident.-But it may be worth Bomebody's while to forge stamps in order 

to sell to the vendor? 
Mr. Watkin8.-He has either got to forge stamps whol~sale in India when 

you can catch him or else he has got to import stamps in sheets when you can 
catch the importer. . 

Pre8ident.~Here also some manufacturer has got to deal in forged stamps. 
Nobody can make uSa of the labels except the manufacturer of matches. 

Mr. Watkin8.:-Supposing l:6nd for the sake of argument 1,000 cases oi 
Japanese matches all with forged stamps on.' ' 

Pre8ident.-Somebody here imports them. 
Mr. Watkins.-You cannot make the man here responsible for that; you 

-,annot catch him because he says I do Dot know, they must have been forging 
in Japan. 

Pr68ident.-The importer must clear the goods from the Customs. At 
that stage he becomes responsible. 

Mr. Watkin8.-He'does not. 
PT68ident.-The law will make him responsible; the law must make him 

responsible. 
Mr. Watkins.-You cannot make a man responsible for forgery committed 

by somebody outside India. 
Pre8ident.-'l'hose goods are confiscated in ludie. because they bear no labels. 

Somebody must send them from there. You simply say any goods coming 
into the country without labels you will confiscate. The importer says I do 
not know. then you confiscate the goods. I don't see at all that there is any 
risk of forgery. 

Mr. Watkin8.-1 am sfraidl do. 
Pr68ident.-It, is well known that there' is no importation except from those

three different places that we have mentioned and it is also obvious more or 
less that so far as India is concerned the importat,ion is from Scandinavia: 
all the other matches ate not imported into India; they go to other outlying 
ports. So that there is only one source from which matches come into the 
country. , 

Mr. Watkins.-Don't you think it possible, if labels can be forged-and it 
must be admitted that they can be forged-that countries now out of business 
could witb that Rs. 1-8-0 preference due t,) forged labels come into busine. 
again!' 

Pre8ident.-As far as one can see the Swedish Match Company will see that 
they don't. There .must be a reasonable guarantee for the Customs to ses that 
these matches will bear labels. Then the Customs authorities -can satisfy 
themselves by opening any number of boxes and seeing that these boxes do have 
labels. Government may prescribe that -no· matches shall be imported into 
ths country except by people who are licensed to import" who will be held res
ponsible for any matches coming into the country with forged labels or. witho~t 
bearing any labels. , With all these safeguards why should the Customs authorI
ties feel that the law will not be properly administered" 

Mr. WatkinB.-There is nothing that speaktl so cle~rlyan'd strongly sSIDoney, 
so far as Customs is concerned. , 

: P'rIl6ic1ent.-We have got to apply'this to the Indian States; maritime as well' 
as inlsnd. where it ie very difficult to take money.,' .. 
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• Mr. Watki'l8.-The maritime States are on all fours with Bombay and 
Calcutta and Indian States can be placed on all four~ with the British Indian 
factories. 

Mr. MathiaH.-How? 
. Mr. .. Watki~.-By letting the~ have an Indian stamp and prohibiting sale 
In BrlttBh IndIa of any match WIthout that stamp on it. You can provide 
for that stamp being purchased in British India and a man near ·the frontier 
can buy them at the post office and must be made liable to put.them on. 

Mr. MathiCls.-Would not tliat be differentiating between a manufacturer in 
an Indian State and a manufacturer in Sweden? ~Why should you make an 
invidious distinction? . 

Mr. Watki"8.-I don't see why you should not do that because they have 
some justification to expect better· treatment, 

Pre8ident.-It w~uld be woree, would it not? 
Mr. Watkin8.-No. 
Mr. Mathio.l •• -It would be worse to allow foreign importers to manufacture 

their own labels and import matches with labels on? 
Mr. Watkin8.-You also give me the option of not putting the labels on 

these things. 
Mr. Mathia8.-¥l,lu mean to say that you inBist . that the excise label should 

be attached to the match manufactured in an Indian State before it coines 
acrosS? .. 

Mr. WatkinB.~Yes. You leave it to .the Indian States to see how they 
are going to cope with that. 

Import from I1/.d~1/. States. 

Pre8ident.-Supposing we put it this ws,y, the Customs duty is Rs. 1·8-0 
and the excise duty 12 annas. Take the maritime ports of Kathiawar. They 
Bay" All right, the excise duty in British India is 12 annas. We shall import 
foreign matches into Kathiawar ports, put on excise labels and take the 
difference ". How are you going to differentiate between imported matches 
which .$re sold "here paying Rs. 1-8-0 and the foreign matches paying only 
12 annas. 

Mr. Watkin8.-Rs. 1-8-0 includes the 12 annas. 
Pr68ident.-Rs. 1-8-0 rna)' be in addition to 12 annas. 

Mr. Watkin8.-In that case as soon as matches come to the Veeramgaon 
line-taking that particular maritime State-you would charge them Rs. 1-8-0 
per !p:oss and there would still be in force the prohibition against the sale in 
BritlBh India of matches that have not got the 12-anna eKcise label on too. 

M,. Mathia8.-8upposing I sm a merchant in a maritime State and I 
arrange with a manufacturer in England to export matches without any labels 
at all. When they get into the maritime Sbte I put the 12-anna excise label 
on it and then export? 

Mr. Watkin8.-The!l, I shall charge him Rs. 1-8-0 when he exports them. 
We would be perfectly entitled to tell these maritime States that hitherto you 
have not been manufacturing matches and we do not propose to treat matches 
manufactured in the States in the future on the same lines as other produce 
of the States. 

M,. Mathia8.-It is rather interfering with the starting of a new industrY 
iu the Indian States, is it not II 

Mr. Watki1/.8.-That may be. 
M,. Mathia8.-1 am not clear Be to what your scheme is. I understand that 

what you propose is that if we impose 12 BDnas excise duty in India and WE.' 

add on to the present import duty another 12 annas which would make it 
Rs. 2-4-0 thll duty should be levied in the same manner as the duty is levied 
at present by the Customs authorities but that the foreign manufacturer should 
attach to their boxes a label oc.ntaining the name of their match, the name of 
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the manufacturet and that in itself would be a guarantee that the matchee 
have paid the Customs duty. 

Mr. Watkin8.-No. 
Mr. Mathia8.~But in the case of the inland Indian States they should be 

compelled to purchase . the excise labels in British India and affix them to the 
boxes they import. . . 

Mr. Watkin8.-I don't like the proposal. Assuming that you want to collect. 
Rs. 2-4-0 in India, then I say let 12, annasaf it be the excise and Rs. 1-8-0 duty. 

Mr. Mathia8.--Can you impose an excise duty on imported matches? 
Mr. Watkinl.-I wbuld not call it excise because excise presupposes genel'

ally that it is something indigenous. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have a countervailing duty? . 
Mr. Watkin8.-Have a tax on the sale of matches and provide by law that 

no matches should be sold in British India unless that ta~ has been paid and 
alae provide for labels showing that the tax has been paid. 

Pr8Bid8nt.-That implies that the foreign manufacturer or the importer here 
has got to put on the labels in this country. • 

Mr. WatkinB.-No. Provide for all matches to hne certain labels before 
they are sold or bought. Tell the Customs that they are to collect the Customs 
duty, they have nothing to do with this match tax. Customs collects the 
Customs duty whether the matches are imported by land or by sea: the Customs 
will al~o see that no goods are released into the country for consumption Unless 
they bear the match tax ticket: those who manufacture and prefer to mab 
arrangement with the Government of India to get stocks of match tax tickets, 
would fix them in Sweden or anywhere else on consignments to be imported and 
in the course of our customs examination we should see that these have been 
affixed. Those manufacturers who do not find it convenient to get their match 
tax tickets ahead would put their matches in bond and keep them there until 
they were prepared to label· them and the Customs as being in charge of the 
bonded warehouse would see that the matches are not let out of the bonded 
warehouse until these tickets are put on them. . . 

President.-I do not see how your position is improved by having to see the 
12-anna label put on instead of the Us. 2-4-0 label. 

Mr. Watkin8.-Because I am primarily a Customs officer and am responsible 
for the Customs duty. 

Pl'e8ident.-y:ou say you would have that, but you would see that Rs. 1-8-0 
was paid to you and thc:n after that you are not prepared to see that Govern
ment also gets 12 annas .payment on account of labels. 

Mr. Watkin8.-I Bay that I would see that labels are put on and it would 
rest then with the Government agency dealing with matches upcountry to find 
out when forged labels are used and to see that matches coming from inland 
States have labels and so on. That makes a very great difference. My 
primary duty is to collect the Customs duty. 

Pre8ident.-Instead of saying that it is Rs. 1-8-0 customs duty and 12 annas 
excise duty so far as foreign matches are concerned, supposing Government 
says .. we will call it Rs. 2-4-0 Customs duty"? 

Mr. Watkina.-If· they do that I should collect Rs. 2-4-0 in cash. 
Pre8ident.-If you are prepared to see that matches bear these labels in 

addition to collecting the customs revenue, I don't see how it savill' any labour 
so far as your department is concerned? 

Mr. Mathia8.-Supposing you collected Rs. 2-4-0 in cash and simply had the 
additional duty imposed on you to see that labels are fixed, is thRt less 
laborious? 

Mr. Watkin8.-Personally from a purely customs point of view I would 
deprecate labels altogether. 

Mr. MathiaB.-Would it not be a simpler method for you to collect in 
cash Rs. 2-4-0 than to accept responsibility for seeing that no matches are im
ported without lnbels, whUe on the other hand an excise regulation would be 
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into British India without British Indian excbe labels being fixed? 

Mr. Watkin •. -I have got no objection to that. 
Mr. Mathial.-Wouldn't that be a simpler inethod? 
Mr. Watkilll.-But then you would have a different label for the imported 

match and the excise match. I thought you wanted to have the same label 
or labels must not have any fiscal value. . 

President.-The labels must be different because they would' have different 
values-for the Customs Rs. 2-4-0, for excise say 12 annas. (But labels will 
have to be different.) 

Mr: Watkins.-As I said, the Government of India can prescribe any label 
they like 80 long as they do not attach any fiscal value to them, but I don't 
want to be driven back to the position of having to accept any labelled box 
as representing so much cash paid to Government •. 1 don't think it is safe. 

Dr. Matthai.-Why do you say, • not safe'? The p~int as I understand it is 
that unless you made. very minute examination of a consignment you would not 
be sure that the duty has been paid. That is the real point, is it not? 

Mr. Watki1l8.-The real point to my mind is that that these paper labels 
can be forged. Supposing you make it Rs. 3, it is certainly going to pay some
body to set up a factory in Arabia for instance-I don't want to mention any 
particular country and forge those tickets and import their matches. That gives 
them a preference of Re. 1-8-0 or Re. 3 or whatever price you may put your 
label at. 

DT. Matthai._And therefore your point is, to the extent the amount of 
revenue that is collected by m8QDS of tickets is reduced, to that extent thl'l 
risk of forging becomes 'less II 

Detection 01 forged labels. 

Mr. Watkins.-My personal view is that ticketa will have to be forged 
wholesale. If they are forged in this country you can catch the man and 
give him seven years' imprisonment or whatever you think necessary. If they 
are forged in another country they have got to be imported and H it is 
not already a penal offence it could be made a penal offence, and you would 
he able to detect the importation of sheets and sheets of stamps than you 
are able to detect a forgerY,if you have got cases of matches with forged labels 
coming in. Take a country of low commercial reputation. Tickets will not 
be difficult to forge. In fact they would be extraordinarily easy to forge and 
it is going to be quite a long time before you discover thousanda of cases 
coming in bearing forged labels. 

Prerident.-Would you know the country of origin ordinarilyP 
Mr. Watkin •. -Not necessarily but we should know the last port of 

shipInent. . 
Prerident.-You know this port of shipment. You say Inatches have never 

COIne from this port before, they are beginning to come now and you find 
out where they are getting the labels from. The authority that sells labels is 
the Government of India and you can easily find out whether the Govern
ment of India has sold labels to anybody else other than the importers. 

Mr. Watkin •. -That is not part of the Customs officer's job; that is C.I.D' 
PTB.ident.-Wh'l C. I. D.? You know where the matches come from. 

Supposing we begin to find that matches are coming from, say, Timbuctoo. 
Well, Timbuctoo never had a match factory before and we at once become 
suspicious as to where these fellows are getting the stamps from. 

Mr. Watkin,.-In the meanwhile hundreds of cases have already come 
through. 

Prerident.-The moment matches come from a port which iii qulte· un
familiar to you, you will stop that and make enquiries. 

Mr. Watkin •. -8uppose they come from London. 
Prerideflt.-They must come from somebody who has bought the stamps. 
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Mr. Watkin •• -London is one of the biggest porta in .the world. We get 
French bmndy and other things coming hom London-all consigned from 

. London and shipped from London. 
Preside~t.-If a shipment comes from London. yOU are entitled to find 

ont who the shipper is. You find out from the Government of India whether 
that shipp"r has purchased these stamps or not. You can start an enquiry 
and find it out. 

Mr. Watkins.-My original objection to labels for revenue was that it 
was going to involve an undue amount of correspondence and enquiry and 
I still think that there is nothing like cash for a Customs man. 

Dr. Matthai.-May I ask for some explanation!' Supposing the provision 
was that the whole of RH. 2-4-0 was to be collected by tickets but all the 
tickets were to be pasted in India after the thing had been landed. 'Ihen 
you see if there is going to be forgery, it is done either on a wholesale scale 
in India or it is imported on a large scale from abroad and therefore accord
ing to your own admission the problem of detection would be easy. 

Mr. Watkins.-That could be done. It is merely going either to raise the 
cost of matches to the consumer or to reduce the Government revenne. 

Dr. Matthai.-Apart from what it costs Government or the consumer, look 
at the point of view of detection. If 1Ihe provision was that all the pasting 
of labels was to be done in India, then the task of detection would be much 
simpler. 

Mr. Watkins.-Yes. 
Presiden.t.-8upposing as I said Government allowed nobody to import 

except under a licence and the importer was held responsible, then yOU know 
exactly who is responsible for the forgery and it would therefore be much 
simpler. 

Mr. Watkins.-I think that yOU will find it extremely difficult to make 
the importer responsible for a forgery. 

PreMcnt.-He loses his gooda. 
llr .. Watki1u.-The loss of goods is not suffi(,ient punishment. 
Presidcnt.-It costs a good deal to the man. 
Mr. Watkin&.-Time. after time we find that mere confiscation of gooda 

is not a sufficiently deterrent punishment. As far as gold thread for instance 
is concerned, if they lose only one consignment in four, they gain. 

Prendcnt.-You would not allow any consignment to come in. 
Mr. Watkins.-I maIntain ·that it is impossible immediately to detect 

forgeries of those tickets on matches. There are, without mentioning any 
particular country, some countries with a lower sense of commercial morality 
than others and we find goods actually bearing labels • Made in Sweden' 
which have never been west of Sue.. I am prepared to state that they are 
ileliberstely putting labels' made in Sweden' for some reason or other. 

Mr. Mathia,.-They might start a new town to do that. 
PreBident.-The difficulty of forgery would apply to anv labels, whether 

for excise or for Customs, would itnotP . 
Mr. Watkin •. -The Customs duty is Rs. 1-8-0. We ('an at least secure 

that. 
PreBident.-In course of time, the excise dnty may be higher than the 

Customs duty; in that case the temptation to forge exoise labels would be 
greater. 

Mr. Watkin •. -But your labels would have to be forged in this country or 
imported wholesale. . 

President.-8upposing protection is given to this industry, it is the excise 
label w"hich would become of f~ greater importance. 

Mr. Watkin8.~You are able to control that. You cannot detect a forgerv 
committed in any other country. The most that you can do is toconfiscaie 
the gooda and you can't make a respectable merchant in Bombay responsible 
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for forgery that has been committed in Timbuctoo, because he buys goods 
guaranteed to bear the Government of India stamps possibly even visaed, by 
the British Conaw in Timbuctoo. 

Pr8eide"'.-'-Wha~ about the land frontier where there is no customs? 
Mr. Watkift,.-I do not control the land customs. In theNortl\.~West 

, Froatier aIao there is no customs barrier.· 
Prerident.-As far as I can see if we are to adopt your "scheme it really 

comes to this that the Customs duty would be levied in the ordinary way. 
As regards the excise duty even admitting that forgery of stamps can be very 
easily detected, there is still a risk and therefore what we 'are left with is a 
80rt of Customs land barrier between the ,British territory and the non
British territory. Then the Government of India must be prepared to lose 
iu revenue. ' 
, Mr. Watki"".-Yes, to the extent to which tickets can be forged in the 
country: I think that it is a far greater risk. 

Pre.id,.nt.-The same risk is there. I really can't'l!ee that there is 'ail,,'; 
greater risk. Labels may be forged, but matches bearing these forged labeh 
cannot be passed through the Customs any more successfully than matchM 
bearing forged excise labels. n may be that you are right. One ma'y 
forge Customs labels but to say that the Customs authorities cannot deal with 
forgeries, is rather hard to believe. 

Mr. Watkin •. ':-'My point is that we have got at least Rs. 1-8-0. We will 
get nothing under your scheme in the case of a forgery. 

President.-Provided he not only forges the labels but also gets tile 
,article through the CUlitoms: A mere forgery won't· help him: There is no 
purchaser abroad for matches bearing those forged labels. 

Mr. Watkins.-We will endeavour to hold up for the purpose of match 
box tax anything that has a forged label on, if we find a forged label. But we 
would like to have our Rs. 1-8-0 in cash. 

President,-What it means is this that the Customs authorities don't think 
that they can' administer a system which requires that it should be satisfied 
that the labels were not forged. , 

Mr. Watkin •. -I don't say that. I say that the Customs ought not to 
be asked to do that. 

P ruident.-That of course is adilferent point. Wha~ I want to know 
i_would it be beyond the Customs authorities to take reasonable care to iiee 
that articles bearing forged labels do not enter the country P 

Mr. Watkm.:-It depends entirely on your definitioilof 'reasonable care'. 
If I have got to write to London, to find out. who has received the issues of 
stamps. then I say '[ am not prepared to do it, unless I am instructed to do it. 
, ,Pre.Kdent.-Take the ease of steel. Just now, they have got to III'tisfy 
themselves a.s to the country.of origin and they are doing it.. There is 1'.0 

great difficulty. In the same way supposing you. suspect that seme matchE's 
are being imported with forged 'labels, it '18 incumbent upon you ,to .make 
enquiries. , " 

Mr. Wa.tkins.-It is certainly incumbent upon ,us to make, enquiries in 
connection with steel and we do BO. In the ease of steel certificates signed by 
ce~in people have been prescribed, If you like you can' prescribe the, same 
thing for matches. " " , 

President.-If Government presCribes that before ;he is alile to 'clear 
anything he should make a declaration as' to where he got his matches from 
and I!O on, would not that be usefulP In that case, the point is that you must 
fix the rsponsibility on somebody in India. That IS YOUl:'" real' point. 

Mi'. Watkin •. -Yes. " 
President.-Supposing Government take the precaution to see that matches 

, cannot 'come into this country until somebody in India is responaible, from 
the Customs point of view, will that meet your objectionP 

Mr:Wakins.~I Ilon't; think you 'can make anybody respo~ibi~.'We are 
eontinuall..v dealing with Buch cases 88 fountain pens with nibs marked 14 C8!at 
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gold. It is quite possible that the man who imports believes that he is buyiDg 
.14 carat gold but in point of fact it is not gold at all. And the only thiDg 
we can do is to confiscate the goods and yet they are continually coming in. 

Prerident.-Obviously the law is defective from your point of viewP 
.• Mr. WatkinB.-"-It is, but I can suggest no way in which it can be put all 
!lght because you. cannot penalise a man in India for an offence committed 
an Germany, Austria or anywhere else. 

Dr. Matthai.-On page 3 of. your note speaking of Czecho-slovakian 
matches you say that they are not marketed in Bombay but 81'e 80ld to 
~ustomers up the Gulf. What Gulf do you mean P . 

Mr. Watkins.-The Persian Gulf. 
Prllrident.-you say" Stamps affixed on imported matches are not likely 

to be of any real use to prevent smuggling unless the law is amended and 
unless' steps lire ·taken to give the stamp a monetary value for payment of 
duty (in which case much care to detect forgeries will become essential) ". 
Can you give us 80me idea as to the direction in' which the law requires 
amendment from the administrative point of view? 

Mr. Watkim.-I think that you will have to provide for its being possible 
for Government to prescribe that certain goods have to be in 80me way 
identified 115 having paid the duty and make it an offence to sell goods which 
are not so identified. I don't say labels because labels might be torn off. 
I think that it is extremely likely that the Government of India will find 
that they cannot get over the difficulty. It is going to be difficult to devise 
any meaus. The long and short of it is that you are going to put the onus 
of proof on the man instead of the Customs Department. If that is done it 
is going to be of great assistance to prevent the smuggling of matches. As 
I said in my note at the present moment similar steps are under contempla-
tion in connection with saccharin. . 

Pr88ident.-We shall see Mr. lloyd about it. In all fiscal matters every 
prudent Government assumes that there is a good deal of leakage either by 
smuggling or by inefficiency or various other things, and every Government 
has to take that risk. The question arises to wha.t extent any Government 
is justified in taking that rlsk. We all know that all hnman institutions 
are very frail and very defective.' Every Government department must make 
allowance for that, "iz., that there would be smuggling; that there would be 
inefficiency; that there would be evasion and thousand and one other things. 
Taking all these things into account it has got to make up its mind whether 
it should take that risk or not. So far as you are concerned, you are not 
prepared to take any ri!lk as regards the collection of the CustolD8 duty. 

Mr. Watkin •. -It is hot my duty to take any risk. It is Government 
taking the risk. 

President.-From the administrative point of view Government lays down 
the policv. Government takes the risk. Then the authorities who administer 
that pol~cy also have to take a certain amount of risk. So far as you are 
eoncerned you say that the administrative authority should take on risk. 
That is what it comes to. 

Mr. Watkin3.-1 think so. 
Pre3ident.-That is your view. 
Mr. Watkin •. -Quite. You can take that as my view. I should be pre

pared to take a risk if you cam~ along with a ha~ and said that it was the ~at 
which you sent home for rep.alrs. But I certaInly would not take any Tlsk 
in the matter of any commercial importation. I am given no authority to 
do so, and it is nol; part of my business. 

Prerident.-In every administration, whether it is CnstolD8 administration 
or any other administration, there is always a cert.ain amount of risk by which 

·1 mean that a certain amount of .allowance has to be ,allowed for human 
frailty. . . . . '. 

Mr. Watkin3.-That has to be made by the administration ,and not by 
'the executive, officers. ' . .' 
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Prerident.-Th& adnunistration says .. all .right, our executive is also 
fraU like ourselves and we know that they make mistakes and we know that 
lither people may cheat them". Having taken all these into account, the 
bigher authorities say .. all right, there is nothing unreasonable in that". 
So far as your point of view is concerned, you think that from· the ad. 
ministrative point of view there should be no risk whatsoever. 

Mr. Watkin •. -To get down to the actual fact-it S88ms to me that we are 
digressing-if the Government of India decide that there is no risk or 
decide to take the risk if there is any in collecting its Customs revenue by 
means of tickets I am prepared to carry out their orders. If the Government 
of India tells me that I have to charge Rs. 1-8-0 or any particular amount on 
matches coming into this country, then I am not prepared to take the risk 
and go on the basis of tickets. 

Prerident.-Government would also realise that there is this risk of forgery. 
Mr. Watkin •. -lf they take the risk and ask me. to accept the tickets ...... 
Prerident.-They will ask you to exercise reasonable care to detect 

forgeries. 
Mr. Watkins.-Government are never going to ask me as a revenue officer 

to go into the antecedents of all goods to the extent of finding out who has 
been given the batches of tickets, who has purchased them, etc., to my mind, 
it is absolutely impracticable. The Swedish matches at one time were 
actually shipped from London. . 

Pre,ident.-Even to-clay they are? So far as Swedish matches are con· 
cerned I don't think that Government will run any serious risk. 

Mr. Watkin •. -There might be Spanish matches coming from London, or 
matches which have never been manufactured previously by ·countries held 
in stock in London. The London people are not in the least interested. All 
we see here is an invoice for so many cases shipped from London to Mr. A. 
bearing value so much and we can even call on the Bank to produce 
documents and so on We never get further back than. the fact that they 
did come from London. It is only in very exceptional cases that we should 
demand the manufacturer's invoices. A case happened not long ago and we 
called for the manufacturer's invoice. That was goods supplied from 
America to some one in England and the man in England protested very 
.trongly and said "how are we going to do business if we are to send out 
to India the original invoice from our American manufacturers ". It can't 
be done as a regular practice. It can only be done in very exceptional cases 
in which there are grounds ~or enquiry. 

Dr. Matthai.-You give us here a tabl!!. showing the tot81 imports of 
matches into British India fer 10 years pr.evious to 1911 and the figures are 
figures of value. 

Mr. Watkins.-We have not got the quantities. 
Dr. Matthai.-Even then you were doing it on the basis of real value. 
!tlr. Watki" •. -yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you any records of the real value for say two or three 

yearsP 
Mr. Watkin •. -Not as far back as that. Do you mean to get an idea of 

how many gross there were P 
Dr. Matthai.-Yes. 
Mr. Watkins.-It is impossible to get it. The ordinary thing is we make 

a list from the market values which is actually printed. Recently I gave 
orders that copies of that should be kept until the peri pathetic auditor came 
round so that if at any time he wanted to make any enquiry into the market 
value we should have a record. But we certainly should not have a record 
covering more than the time since the auditor last came round to inspect. 

Mr. Mathia •. -From your statement 0 it appears that in the course of 
ten years from 1900-01 to 1909-10 the consumption had almost doubled. 

Mr. Watkin •. -Yes. 
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Oopy 1)/letter. No. 2699/2'1, from H. H. Hood, Esqr., OoZUot",. of OtUtoma, 
. Karachi, ta The Secretary, TariH Boord. 

With refererlc6 to your letter No. 1017, dated the 14th instant, I have 
the honOllr to enclose two Statements marked " A" and " B " showing the 
statistics of matches re-exported and transhipped at Karachi to Indian ·States 
and Indian Ports not British during tbe year 1921-22 to 1926-27 and the 
period from 181; April to 30th November 1927. 



--,A." 

Btmement showing the quantity lind value of matchu re-exported from Karachi. to Indian Btatu lind Indian Ports not Briti.Bhduring the year. 
1921-22 to 1926-27 and eight f'lUJ'nthB ending 30th November 1927_ 

1921-22- 1922-23. 1928-24. 1924-25. 1925-26. 11120-27. 
B months ending 

November 
!~2';'. 

Port to whioh exported, 
Qnan- Qrum- QDI.n- Quan- Qnan- Quau- Quan-
tity tity tity tity tity tity tity 
gross Valne. gross Value. grOBS . Value. gross Value. gross Vain'! . grOBS Value. gross Value. 

of of Of of of of of 
boxes. boxes. boxes. boxes. boxel. boxe •. boxes. 

- --- - --- --- --- --- --- --- --- - - - -
Rs. Re. Rs. Rs.· R •. Re. R. 

Baluohistan (AgenoY Tracts) 1,005 2,007 1,769 4.976 1,760 4,890 1,852 4,576 1,200 3,085 4,250 10.631 8,950 10,089 
{lutoh • ll5,295 50,911 354 1,025 50 150 

1;100 3',350 
'4 10 ... .. 

Ka.thiawar 12,145 23,091 4,206 10,780 4,928 14,071 350 1,050 1,150 ·2;775 ... 
Goa , ... ... ... ... ... . .. 8,500 8,25; ... ... .. . ... .. . ----- ------ --- -- --- --- --- -----------'------

Total 88,445 76,009 6,829 16,781 6,738 IS,111 6,452 16,183 1,fiSO 4,185 5,404 13,16 8,950 10,089 

"B." 
Btatement Blwwing the number of cases of matches fJranshipped at Karachi to Indian Btates and to Foreign Posts in ]3riti.Bh India during the '!Iears 

1921-22 to 1926·27 and the period from 18t April to 30th November 192'1. 

-- 1921-22. 1922·23- 1923-2'. . 1!!24-25. 1925-26. 1926·27. 192;-28 (April 
to November) • 

CaBes. Cases. Cases. Case •. Cases, CMes. Case., 
Kathiawsr . , . . .. 195 1,775 1,955 3,075 ... 
Baluohistan Agenoy Tract. ... ... ... ... 20 .. . .. . , - -.---

Total ... ... 195 1,77. 1,975 3,07'> ... 

NOTlI,-Partionlars of grOSI of boxes and valne are not avaIlable. 
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Collector of, Customs, Calcutta. 
. i 

Letter No. 7218; dated the 11th February 1928. 

I have the honouf to refer to your letter No. 140, dated the 7th February 
1928. '. . . 

2. Prior to the r~ceipt of your letter I had examined the statistics of im
ports of matches into Bengal, and as my examination brought to light certain
important errors, and it is possible that you are making use of these figures, 
I think it will be as well to give you a little more accurate information than-
is to be obtained from the published figures. . 

3. I give below information regarding some of the more important brands· 
now imported into <;Jalcutta. ' 

I . Market No. of No. of C.i.f. 
Brand. 8rOSB Bticks oost rate 801 Importer. 

per case, i per box. per grOSB. dntyper 
gross. 

i~ IRa. A. P. Ra. A. P., 

I. Japanese. 
II Gekkin" 

:1 
50, 190/92Av. j ! 1 

:1 
3 o I M. N. Mehta, 

.. Household" 50, 
1

92
/
94 

" 
1 0 1 9 o SUper Mantosh and . 

- Compau". 

II. Swedish. 
"Three Stars" JOO 67 Av. 012 0 015 o 11 
" J. W. star" 50 S8;90 n 1 9 0 1 3 011 
" Templiers " . 50 1 1I 0 1 3 01 
"Blue Globe" 50 56/S7 Av. 0 0 3 oil 
"Jungle" 50 7S/78 " 1 0 0 1 8 o I Forbes, Forbes 'f Campbell and 
" Original " • 5& 98/90 .. 1 2 0 8 o Company. 

"stag" 50 88/90 " 1 2 0 3 0 
,. Ship" 5() 88/90 .. 1 2 0 1 3 0 I 
"Delhi Durbar" 50 88J90 1 9 0 3 0 J 

III. Norwegian. (Sulphur Matches.) 

" Medal" , .1 50 170]78 AV.\ 1 S 

:1 

I 5 0 IJ Forbes, Forbes 
CampbeU and 

,e Origiual " 50 78 .. 1 9 1 S 0 Company. 

lV. British. (Book safety matches, all for advertising purposes.) 

No. of I No. of I 
cartone IstickS per ,e.i.f. cost. 

per case. carton. I 
I I I Not aold whole-If Nill" . 50 \11.000 oon-: IS,. or Market rate. 
tained in iRa. 10 per sale. 
100 book· l,OOObook', 

lets. I lets. 
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II Haif.jjize" boxes are not imported in any quantity into Bengal. The 
lI.i.f. cost is generally three to four annas less than that for the fuD-sized box 
.of The same brand. I should add that so far as the Swedish matches are 
.concerned the c.i.f. price represents only a price from principal to agent, 
and shonld not be regarded necessarily as by any means the lowest figure at 
which Swedish matches can be landed here. 

4. Having read the evidence taken in Bombay I should like to add my 
support to Mr. Watkins' view that it would not be feasible to use revenue 
labels for the collection of customs duty. I would go further and say that I 
should be exceedingly reluctant, even if the duty were paid in cash, to under
,take the responsibility for seeing that all imported matches were labelled • 
. For the collection of a specific duty it is often sufficient to open one case from 
a consignment of many cases and to select one or two boxes from a single 
,packet. rhe dimensions of the cases give us a very accurate notion of the 
total number of boxes they contain. .A consignment of 50 cases of "Three 
Stars" contains 50 x 100 x 144 boxes; we may not examine more than half-a
dozen, i.e., less than one-thousandth part of one per cent. of the whole con
signment. The amount of examination necessary to check the proper affix
ing of labels would be far greater than this, it would cause my staff a great 
deal of trouble and would depreciate the value of the consignment to a very 
considerable extent. 

5. I cannot conceive that any firm of. importers would set up the plant 
necessary to affix labels in bond. Not merely the labelling but the making up 
into packets of dozens would also have to be done in bond, presumably by 
machmery, and no manufacturer would undertake this unless he were pre
pared to go further and do the whole of his manufacture in India. 

6. I am afraid I am not among those who .regard an excise duty as feasible 
in India. However easily it may be workable in smaller and more advanced 
eountries, I consider that the Indian State's difficulty would be insuperable. 
To attempt to prevent illicit sales in the same way as illicit sales of liquor 
are put down, would require a much greater staff, with the further compli
cation that the revenue to be protected would be central and not, as in the 
case of liquor excise, Provincial. 
. 1. Finally there is the possibility of the sale of loose matches. These sold 
readily in Calcutta when the heavy duty was first imposed on veneers, and 
it might easily grow into a very big business if an excise duty were imposed. 
'This is a development which has not had to be faced, in all probability, in 
those countries where an excise duty is in force, but it is almost certain that 
it would have to be faced hllre. . 

8. For what it is worth my own'view of 'the very difficult dual problem 
with which the Tariff Board is faced, is that there is only one solution if the 
Government are not prepared to forego their match revenue altogether. That 
is to lower the revenue duty to a figure at which the Indian manufacturer can 
just, and only just, compete if his factory is run on sound modern lines. 
Experiment is probably the only method of deciding what that figure is and I 
ahould suggest halving the present duty in the first instance and watching 
results. If it were found that the revenue was increased while a number of 
less well-organised factories went out of business, I think Government would 
have every reason to congratulate themselves. 

Excise Department, Burma • 

. Letter from th, Excise Commi8sioner, Burma, dated the 22nd April 1927. 
I have the honour to return herewith the copy of the record' of my 

'eVidence received with your letter No. 305; dated the 12th April 1921. My 
i:Orrections to the record are in red ink. -

1. I also enclose a short note on th~ collection of an excise duty on 
mat{)hes, as promised. 
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Note on the collection 0/ an excise duty on matches. 
I have visited the four match factories in Burma. All manufacture is 

conducted in factories and there is no manufacture of matches on the Cottage 
Industry scale here. It is therefore somewhat difficult to frame proposals 
which will cover Cottage Industry manufacture, and it is possihle that the 
methods of collecting duty suggested below may not be applicable to condi
tions in other provinces. It seems to me, however, that if it is difficult to 
collect duty on matches manufactured under the Cottage Industry system 
I\nd if it is essential to obtain reve!lue from matches manufactured in India 
it would be better to abolish the Cottage Industry altogether and to iSllu; 
licenses to manufacture matches only to big factories capable of supporting 
a whole time Excise Officer in charge. 

2. So far as large factories are concerned, there should be no difficulty 
in assessing >Lnd collecting an excise duty. The best method seems to me 
to be to assess the duty on issues from the factory, as shown in the manufac
turers' books, which should be checked by a Resident Excise Officer. As an 
additional safeguard, all completed packets of mat«tes should be placed in 
a warehouse under double locks, one key being kept by the Excise Officer and 
all matches not yet packed should be placed every night in a secure compart
ment which would similarly be under doublb locks. Issues from the warehouse 
would be made on gate passes issued by the Resident Excise Officer after 
payment of duty. 

a. The smaller manufacturers in Burma object to the system of 'pasting a 
stamp round every box being introduced. They say that if this is done by 
hand, it will add considerably to their cost of production, and that if it is 
done by machinery after the bo~es are filled there will be danger of fire from 
concussion with the machinery. There is also the difficulty that the stamps 
might be removed by small shop-keepers and used again by unscrupulous manu· 
tacturers and the difficulty of dealing with imported matches under such a 
system. [t seems probable also that the cost of maintaining a watch for 
unstamped match boxes offered for sale in petty retail shops all over the 
country will be higher than the cost of supervision at the source. Moreover 
t.he opportunities which a stamp system will offer to subordinates for haras
sing petty shop-keepers may tend to make the Excise duty very unpopular. 
I am therefore of opinion that this system would be unsatisfactory and 
should not' be adopted. . 

4. For each factory the staff required would be one Excise Inspector on 
a salary of Rs. 175-10-295 and a peon on Rs. 17-21. The average cost of 
this establishment would be roughly Rs. 3,000 per annum for each factory. 
If we assume that the -cost of establishment to collect the excise duty should 
not exceed 5 per cent.' of the duty, it follows that each factory should be 
capable of producing sufficient matches to pay Rs. 60,000 per annum in duty. 
If this duty is fixed at 8 Dnnas per gross of boxes no factory should be 
licensed to manufacture matches unless it is capable of producing 120,000 
gross of boxes per annum, and failure to produce that quantity in any.year 
should be regarded as a good ground for refusing to renew the license ID 

the following year. 
5. As regards Cottage Industry manufacture, this could be taxed by means 

of a composition quty, based either on the implements employed or on the 
raw materials purchased, and fixed at a rate equivalent to the direct duty 
rate. A similar system is in force in connection with salt in Burma. A 
direct duty is levied on salt manufactured in proper factories in coastal 
districts in Lower Burma while a composition duty based on the number and 
size of the cauldrons used for boiling is collected in Upper Burma. I under
stand that the Cottage Industry match manufacl;urer must have a frame in 
which to fix the match splints before they are dipped, that he may also have 
B chopping machine for making splints, and that he has to purchase veneer 
from a large factory. A composition duty might be assessed on the number 
of frames and chopping machines used or on the quantity of veneer purchased. 
The frames and chopping machines would be of fixed sizes, and the average 
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output of each machine could be estimated and the rate of duty fixed to make 
it approximate to the direct duty. If the duty was based on the quantity 
of veneer purchased the average output from· a certain 'quantity of veneer 
could be similarly estimated. Licensed Cottage Industry manufacturers 
could be compelled to purchase their veneer from a big licensed match factory 
and the quantity purchased could be checked by the Resident Excise Officer 
at the big factory. The Resident Excise Officer at the nearest big factory 
could probably find time to inspect these Cottage Industries and see that no 
unlicensed implements are being used and that full duty is being paid. In 
that case no extra staff could be necessary. 
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EXOSE DEPARTMENT, BURMA. 

B.-ORAL. 

Evidence of Mr. J. B. MARSHALL, C.LE., I.C.S., Commissioner of 
Excise, recorded at Rangoon on Monday, the 28th March 1927. 

Introductory. 

President.-Mr. Marshall, you are the Excise Commissioner of Burma. 
Mr. Marshall.-Yes. 
President.-Is the Excise Department under the Government of India or 

is it purely a Provincial DepartmentP 
M,·. MarshalZ.-It is purely a Provincial Department. It collects the duty 

on BRIt for the Government of India which makes a contribution to the Pro
vincial Government. 

President.-Is salt the only excisable article which forms part of the Cen
tral RevenuesP 

Mr. Marshall.-That is the only one I am concerned with. There is a 
petrol excise duty, but I have nothing to do with it at all. 

President.-I think that that is collected by the Government of India from 
the oil Companies direct. 

Mr. MarshalZ.-1 don't know. Nothing about it has ever come to me. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you perform any other function, for example Registrar 

of Joint Stock Companies P 
Mr. Marshall.-No, I am only concerned with excise and salt. Formerly 

[ was Inspector-General of Registration, but that has been taken over by the 
Financial Commissioner. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you mean you held that iii addition to the duty that 
you now perform P 

Mr. MarshalZ.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-Are you the Superintendent of Stamps? 
Mr. MarshalZ.-No. _ 
Mr. Mathias.-Who performs that function? 
Mr. Marshall.-The Collector of Rangoon. 
Mr. Mathias.-For the whole of Burma. 
Mr. Ma-rshall.-The Deputy Commissioner of each District is also the 

Collector of Stamps, but the Collector of Rangoon is the senior stamp 
authority. -

Mr. Mathias.-Corresponding to the Superintendent. 
Mr. MarshalZ.-1 think so. 

Salt Ezcis6 and Duty. 

President.-Then salt I take is a Government monopoly. Is it manufac
tured under license? 

Mr. Marshall.-It is manufactured under license but I would not call it 
a Government monopoly. 

President.-It is a monopoly in that you have got to take a license and 
you have got to pay the excise duty. 

Mr. Marshall.-Yes. 
President.-There is also a Customs dut,y on salt. By whom is that 

1)I)1lectedP 
Mr. Marshan.-By the Customs. 



PreBident·.-Is there any conflict in the administration between the Cus-
t.oms and the excise as regards salt? 

AI,'. Mar8kaU.-None at all. 
Dr. Mattkai.-You are not concerned with salt. 
Air. Mar&kall.-The excise duty on salt is collected by me and by my staff. 
Pre8ident.-Then as regards smuggling of salt, are you responsible or . the 

Customs Authorities? 
Mr. Marskall.-If it is smuggled from outside, the Collector of Customs i. 

responsible. I am responsible if it is being illicitly manufactured. 
President.-Whether by land or sea it is the Customs Authorities who are 

responsible for smuggling.' 
MT. Marskall.-There is'no' smuggling by land. I suppose I should be res

llonsible for smuggling by land,but there is not any. 
President.-Because it is very heavy and there is very little to be gained 

by it. ' 
Dr. Mattkai.--:-Do the Government produce salt? 
Mr. Marskall.-There is an experimental demonstration factory in 

Kyaukpyu District. That will only go on for two or three years. After 
wards it will be handed over to somebody. 

Dr. Mattkai.-Generally it is produced liyprivate agency. 
Mr. Marskall.-Yes. It is kept under double lock until the duty is paid. 

After that the licensee can sell it to anybody he likes. It is really manufac
tured in an outside place' where the 'cauldrons are and it is put through a 
grating into bond. 

Dr. 'Matthai.-It comes into your possession as a finished article and then 
you keep it under lock and key. 

Mr. Marskall.-Under double lock. One key is held by the licensee and the
other is held by the Salt Factory Officer, who is a Sub-Inspector. 

Mr. Matkias.-What do you mean by double lock? Do you mean that it' 
cannot be opened except by the Government's representative and the licensee 

. at the same time • 
. Mr. Marakall.-Yes. 
Preaident.-In how many places is salt manufactured? 
Mr. Marskall.-Most of it is in 'the Amherst District and there is quite a 

lot in the Kyaukpyu, Sandoway, Tavoy,Mergui, Hanthawaddy, Thaton~ 
Akyab and Bassein Districts, altogether nine in all. In Upper Burma, we: 
have got a system by which the licensee pays so much per cauldron or per pot. 
That is manufactured on a very small scale. 

p,.esident.'---The other one is on a fairly large scale. 
Mr. Marshall.-Yes. . 
Preaident.-How many bonded warehouses do you have in Burma? 
Mr:' Marskall.-There is one warehouse for each factory. 
President.c-I want to have a rough idea.' 
Mr. Marskall.-Without looking up the Salt Administration. Report, I am 

sorry I cannot tell you olf hand. 
PT68ide~t.-Is the number too large. From the. economic point of view. 

.does it pay the..Government to have so many bonded warehouses for salt? 
Mr. Marshall.-I think it would be more economical if small factories were

all 'abolished and there were big factories producing .three or four 'lakhs' of 
vis& per annum. There are some small factories producing only ,10,000 vis!!. 
which are not liig enough to make the thing a success. One v icS~. = 3'6 Ilia., 
100 viss = 4'375 .maunds. 

President.-The point arises in connection with the match industry hi this. 
way. If the manufacture of matches was not a Government monopoly, then 
the question might arise in what way the excise duty should be levied. If we
adopted.the same system as you. have in the case of salt, it might mean that. 
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'01' each small match factory. 

Mr. Marshall.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Roughly how many salt factories are there in Burma? 
Mr. Marshall.-It is very difficult to say without the book. 
l'nsident.-1f you just fill in the figure when you correct the evidence, 

that would be enough. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-You could not tell roughly .what is the proportion of the 

(Jollection charge t(,) the total receipt. 
Mr. Marshall.-I can tell you from the Salt Administration Report. 
Mr. Mathias.-What staff'is attached to the warehouse? 
Mr. Marshall.-It depends on the area. In Borne areas where there are a 

lol of factories close together you will have one officer looking after .10 or 12 
fa.ctories each with a warehouse and in other places where the factories are 
fat· apart, there may be two officers. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-In some cases you will have factories where there is not 
enough work for one man. 

Mr. Marshall.-:'sometimes yes. He can do other work. He can do pre
ventive excise work in his spare time. 

Mr. Mathias.-You have to find work for him. 
Mr. Marshall.-The work is there, If he wants work he can do it. 

AppZication 01, a", 6:..:cise duty to the manufacture of matches. 
President.-There are only four match factories in Burma and they are 

all situated in Rangoon. 
Mr. Marshall.-Yes. 
PTesident.-Assuming that most of the factories were in Rang.oon, would 

it mean very much additional work for the Excise department to protect the 
Government revenueP 

Mr. Marshall.-If all the matches manufactured were to be' kept ullder 
double lock and key and counted for the purpose of assessing the duty, a 
would mean a good deal. 

P'resident.--Ordinarily you would not have to count the matches, but you 
will have to count the boxes. If there are 2 million gross a year at the pre
sont production, ordinarily you could do it by measurement. You won't have 
to count it in the ordinary way. It may be possible to do it by simple 
measurement. .• , . 

Dr. Matthni.-If you counted the tins and examined one or two tins casu
ally, that would be all right; 

Mr. MarshalZ.-It seems to me t~t it would not be very much work. 
Mr. Mathias.-Supposing it was prescribed that the match companies 

should send you monthly returns of production, it would be necessary for your 
inspectors to pay occasional visit.q Rnd check up these returns by measurement 
of the actual matches in stock. I suppose it would not be very much work. 

Mr. Marshall.-No, it would be quite simple. You would take the manu
facturers' accounts as correct subject to occasional check by some of my st.ff. 

Mr. Mathias.-You can check it approximately at the end of tilt' ~'E'n" from 
their account books. 

Mr. MarshalZ.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-A very simple system of accounting could be prescribed 

showing the total amount of wood purchased and the number of boxes turned 
Ollt.. ' 

Mr. Manhall.-There would not be any very great difficulty about that. 
President.-Burmans do not 'keep any books. As regards salt, do you 

have to go into ~he account of manufacture or .do you simply have so mllcb 
qunntity of salt V\lt into the bonded warehouse) weigh .it and charita th.e QI1ty1 
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Mr. MarshaU.-When I inspect the salt fields I enquire from the BaIt manu
facturers how much they pay for fuel, how much they pay for labour and work 
out the cost of productiou simply with a view to checking whether there is any 
probability Q/. salt being manufactured without duty. 

Mr. Mathias.-That is checked from time to time. 
Mr. Marshall.-Yes. 
President.-Manufacture is not carried out under bond. You have not· 

got what are called bonded factories such as in the United States where every
thing is manufactured. In the United States nothing can be done except in 
the presence of Customs or Excise Authorities. 

Mr. Ma1·shall.-In this case in Burma salt is actually boiled outside. Any
body can get into the hoiling room. It is only the store room that is locked. 
Of course it is a breach of the condition of license if they don't put all the salt 
manufactured into the room straight away. 

l'resident.-Have you any reason to suppose that any salt that is actually 
manufactured is not put into the bonded warehouses? 

Mr. Marshall.-From the figures they give me of their cost of manufacture 
and from what I know of the price at which they sell salt, it seems to me 
pl"Obable that a lot of salt escapes paying duty. 

President.-Therefore it would be advisable for Government to keep some 
~l1pervision during manufacture. The same thing might happen in the casE' 
of matches. 

Mr. Marshall.-Yes, except that in the case of matches we will be dealing 
with big capitalists. 

P,·esident.-Some of them are not very big. As regards the biggest of 
them I have no doubt that very little supervision might suffice, but as regards 
the smaller ones, matches are not entirely manufactured in the factory. They 
carry out some of the processes there and the materials are handed out to out
side labour. In such a case it would be very difficult to check unless you are 
actually present in the factory and keep an account of the quantity of splints, 
veneers and lahels handed out to outsiders which go to the making 'of finished 
matches. As regards the smaller factories, I am not so sure that supervision 
on a considerable scale might not be required if the Government were to col
It'ct excise revenue in the same way as salt. 

Mr. Marahall.-You will have a responsible excise Officer in each factory. 
Dr. Matthai.-\Vben you iRsue a lieense you charge a fee. 
M,'. lIIar8hall,.~No, not for salt licenses. 

The ,tamped label system. 

P,·esident.;-One alternative that struck me is to insist that every bOll" 
sh ... ld be labelled and stamped just as they have in Europe for chemicals and 
in some places for matches and other excisable articles. That is to say if a' 
man who wants to manufacture matches buys as many stamps as he wants and 
puts them on the boxes aud the law forbids the sale of any matches which do 
not bear this label, do you ~ee any great difficulty in such a system? 

lIr. Marsh(lll.-I have no experience of such & system. Does anything 
pH'vent the boxes being used over again? 

President.-It is pasted over the ends. 
U r. Marshall.-As is done with soda water bottles at home or on patent 

medicine. 
Pr~8ident.'-You will find them in drugs and patent medicines. r ·havfl 

seen them on matches in some partS of the Continent. 
'-[r. Jlarshal1,-Yolt charge the manufacturer with the cost of printing plull 

the duty. 
President.-That would be the duty that he has got to pay. 
Mr . .I1,farshall.-Would not the cost of printing be a considerable propor

tion to the revenue. 
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President.-Considering now the quarter anna stamp which is printed, a 
little more paper ·will probably be wasted, but I don't think the cost would 
amount to very much. It is a very narrow strip of paper bearing the Govern
ment stamp and it will show the amount of duty paid. 

Mr. Marshall.-We have no system at all like that at present in Burma. 
President.-I don't think we have in India either. 
Mr. Marshall.-I don't think there will be any difficulty. 
Dr. Matthai.-You don't think that there will be any abuse of the system. 
Mr. Marshall.-No. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you foresee any difficulty 'as regards inspection to see 

whether such boxes are properly stamped at the shops where they are sold? 
Mr. Marshall.-You would have to make it a criminal offence to sell boxes 

without stamps. In that case, police and preventive officers would inspect 
and prosecute. 

Mr. Mathias.-Take Rangoon for instance. 
Mr. Marshall.-We can check all the shops easily. 
President.--So long as it is made a cognisable offence, there should not be 

much difficulty. 
Mr. Marshall.-No. 
Mr. Mathias.-You must remember that matches are sold by small people 

\{) whom even a little profit would mean a great deal. If the shopkeeper 
could devise some method by which he could remove the stamps, he would do 
it. 

Mr. Marshall.-He would have to act in collusion with a manufacturer. 
Mr. Mathias.-The shopkeepers might act in collusion with small manu

facturers. 
Mr. MIlI'shall.-They would have to act in collusion with some manufac

turer to get unstamped boxes on which they could use the old stamps. 
President.-You could perforate it in such a way that it would be difficult 

for anybody to remove the stamp. 
Mr. Mathia.s.-I will put it this way. It would be a matter which would 

require careful investigation. After considering the cost of stamp, the-pos
aibllity of fraud and so on and the outturn of very small match factories it 
would be a matter for consideration whether the balance of advantage would 
be in favour of making the excise duty, if it is levied, applicable to aU fac
tories turning out more than a certain amount. Would you agree that it 
would be a matter for consideration or would you be able t.o say that there 
would be no difficulty.at aUP 

Mr. Marshall.-I cou1d not'say off hand that there would be no difficulty. 
President.-In a case like this, it will be necessary for us to examine some 

expert manufacturer of labels who may be able to tell us that the labels once 
used can be easily detected if they are used again. 

Dr. Matthai.--Supposing we had two alternative methods--one as sug
gested by the President by means of stamps and the other by simply asking 
each producer to send in periodical statements about the output which you 
check which of the two methods is likely to prove less unsatisfactoryP 

Mr. Marshall.-I have no experience of a stamp system of collecting 
revenue at all. I think that it would be more satisfactory to have aU matches 
manufactured put under double lock and checked by an excise officer • 

• President.-In the case of the match industry where veneers can be manu
factured in one place and the box making in another, the owners of big fac
tories, in order to evade the duty, would distribute the splints and veneers W 
outside people. You would ha,.., no control then even on big factories. 

Mr. Marshall.-You might prevent that by having aU matches manufac
tured ill big factories. 

President.-That is one of the points we have to investigate. We have to 
oCOllsider 011 whRt scale the industry is carried on. If the percentage of manu-
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lacture, on the cottage model, is high compared with the manufacture on a 
large scale, then obviously we must devise a system by which ·the law could 
not be evaded by the smaller factories. Even to-day I think in India, for 
instance, there are only two' very big factories. . The i'estare not cottage 
industries but small factories. . 

Dr. Matthai.-You have no idea how they levy excise in the United 
Kingdom. 

Mr. Marshalz.-No. 
Preridsfl.t.-8upposing the label is put on matches manufactured in India, 

you will have to have labels on imported matches. . Obviously you must com
pel the foreign manufacturer also to buy Illdian labels. 

Mr. Marshall.-They have got to show whether they are made in Burma, 
in Sweden or in Japan. 

President.-They have to. 
Mr. MarshaU.-A false declaration on labels should be punishable. 
President.~It. would 'be like this. They may mimufacture the' labels in 

this country and say • this is made in Sweden' simply to evade the excise 
duty, aud then it is put on the market. 

Mr. Mar8hall.-That would be a criminal offence. 
Pruident.-It would be undoubtedly. The foreign manufacturer may buy 

the labels and put them -on when he is manufacturing matches in his own 
country. I should not think that there would be. much difficulty about that. 
For instance, "Sweden can buy as many labels as she wants for export. to India. 

Mr. MarshaU.-It. could be done here also. 
President.:-It would be cheaper for them to do it in their own country. 

Then, the Customs authorities could simply count these and pass them. Un
les~ the law forbids the sale of matches without labels which would be equally 
applicable to both domestic and foreign matches, there would be a.lot of 
difficulties. 

Mr. Marshall.-I agree. 

Local ezci,e. 

Pruident.-As regards the local excisable articles I think that alc~hol is 
the pnncipal one. 

Mr. Mar8haU.~Yes. 
President.-What is the-system thereP-ls it what they call a farming 

lystemP 
Mr. Marshall.-Different systems apply. In the case of country spirit, it 

is manufactured in a distiIIery by a contractor. He is given a certain area. 
He sends out the spirit to the warehouse in that area where it is kept in bond 
and issued from there to the shops on payment of duty plus the distiller's 
price. 

Prerident.-Are retail prices fixed by law or by the retailer P 
Mr. Marshall.-There are two districts in which maximum prices are fixed. 

Tn the other districts the retailer can sell at any price he likes. I don't think 
that the maximum price has been a very great success. 

Mr. Mathias.-If an excise duty were levied on matches, of course it would 
go to the Central Revenues. . 

Mr. MarshalZ.-1 was just wondering about that. 
Mr. Mathias.-As a rule where countervailing excise is imposed, in order 

to recoup loss of Customs revenue, on goods manufactured in this country on 
which when imported there is a Customs duty, the excise ~ a rule would go 
to the Central Revenues. 

Mr. Marshall.-Yes, if it is to replace CUstoms revenue which is being lost. 
Mr. Mathias.-According to the terms of reference, we have to investi

gate the question of an 'excise duty to compensate for the 1000.of revenue 

IV L 
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owing '00 the decrease in ,the import of matches. It would normally follow> 
that th~ ~eceipt ofe:x;cise ali. that would go to the Central Revenues. ' 

Mr.'lIIarshall.-Excep1; that it is open to the objection that an excise re-
ceipt should generally be a provincial one. ' , _ " 
J Mr, lI-Iathias.-The cotton excise was central' and following on that 
analogy the excise on matches would be central. : 

Mr. Marshall.-Yes, on that analogy. 
Mr. Mathias.-Assuming that it is Central the 'pro';incial Government 

would have to undertake the collection of that. In that case, would the pro
vincial Government do so free of cost? 

Mr. Marshall.-Theywouldexpectpayment of the cost of collection as is 
done iIi the case of salt.':' . " ,', i " 

Mr. Mathias.-The point I am getting at is this. We shall have to in
vestigate the question as to whether it is necessary for 'Government to place 
an excise td compensate the loss of Customs. In that connection we should 
want to know what the nett result of placing the excise duty would be. Can 
you give us an idea as to what would be the cost of collection by the provim,ial 
Government P 

Mr. Marshall.-It would have to be worked out after it has been started. 
You cannot tell how many extra men will be required. If you are to have an 
excise inspector for each factory, his pay on an average will be RB. 225 8 

month. He ",ill have to be given a peon on Rs. 20.' Thus, the total cost will 
be Rs: 245 p.m., for ,each factory. , 

Mr. Mathias.-I take it that the cost of collection as against receipts 
would not be considerable. -

Mr. Marshall.-I have no idea of what the receipts would be. 
Pre.'lident,-:An office~of the grade of inspector would be 'good e~i>ugh for 

a job ,like that. 
Mr. Mars1l.all.-1 think so. We have only got sub-inspectors in charge of 

salt factories on a pay of Rs. 50 to RB. 100. 
President.-But salt is a pretty bulky article. One gross of matches costs

Re. 1-8-0. 
, Mr. Marshall.-It is better for the Central Government which is going ro 
get the revenue to have a trained staff. 

President.-The idea at present is that as far as possible, the sources of 
Central revenue should be looked after by the Central Government as they 
are doing in the case of ,$e income-tax. 

Mr. Marshall.-Yes. 
Mr; Mathia~.-There are maby exceptions to that. " ' 
JlT. ,MaTshall.-Saltill an exception'. " 

. 'Mr. 'Math,ias.-The cotton excise was collect.ed by the provincialGover~':' 
ment? ' ' ,,' 

Mr. Marshall.-It was not collected by the Excise Department. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-The excise on salt is collected by the Central Government 

in Madras. They have got a Salt Commissioner. " 
Mr. Marshall.-I think so.' , 

. ,pj·esident.-That would be an obvious course for the Central Government 
t.o adopt if it is a biggish matter. ' 

Mr. MaTshall.-1 think 80 too., , ' 
, . lIr., Mathias,.-Do you Jl1ean that the whole of, th~,staff,could be put under 

the Collector of Customs' or the Commissioner of Income-tax. 
,3(1" MQ/I'MaZl.-Yes. -
Presidcnt.-The Commissioner of Income-tax is more suitable because he 

has officers allover the province . 
. Mo' .. lUarB1t.all.~Yes. 
M·. 1It·"fhiaR.-V011 havE' 110 Director of Industries. ' 
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Mr. MarshaU.-No. 
President.-I find in some countries-I think in the Federated Malay 

States-they have got a double system of excise on matches. Where they use 
imported materials they have to pay at a higher rate. But it does seem to 
me that it would be simple to increase the duty on the imported materials. 
For instance if you increase the duty on logs, the situation might be met 
beotter. All manufacturers may have to import chemicals, and things like 
that. Supposing we came to the conclusion that as far as possible indigenous 
wood ought to have preference from the excise point of view, would you be 
in favour of rather increasing the duty on the principal raw material or 
would you 8Ug~est that all matohes manufaotured out of imported articles 

should have a different excise. From the administrative point of view I think 
it would be simpler to increase the duty on the imported materials. 

Mr. MlJTsnan.-Yes. 
PreBident.--Otherwise you will have to keep more supervision duri~g 

manufacture. 
Mr. MarsnaU.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattl,ai.-Coming back to the question of intoxicating liquor, I 

belitlve there are two elements in that. You have a sort lIf fixed duty which 
you levy on issue from the warehouse. 

Mr. MarBnall.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattnai.-And then, is also a variable duty on .sales. 
Mr. Marlhalz.-No., We simply put it up to auction. 
Dr. Matthai.-The duty on, sales varies. 
Mr. Mar.haU.-The license fee varies. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would you suggest such. distinction hare, one purely levied 

on production and one purely levied on sales of matches? 
Mr. Marshall.-li would mean that everybody who wants to sell matches 

would have to get a license. You will have to extend the system to -every 
single village in the province. Is it to be a license'fee for every retailer? 

Dr. Matthai.-A license fee for every manufacturer. 
Mr. Marsnall.-A lixed fee based on the quantity manufactured? 
Dr. Matthai.-That is a matter of detail. 
Mr. MarBhaU.-U it is ~ duty on the quantity manufactured, it :would 

be simpler ,to levy. 
Dr. Matthai.-It may be necessary for us to ,get a certain amount of con

trol over the production of matches; ,In that ease, the system of license might 
give just that handle by which we ean, exercise control. 

Mr. Mars)l.an.-It wo~ld be a good thing to have a licerise. If it 'was found 
that the 'duty was being evaded, Government could refuse the license, 

President.-In this liquor business the license fee is a, Jlremium. 
Mr~ MarsnalZ.-They bid against each other. 
President.-That is apart from production. It is really a salami that 

Government gets. 
Mr. MarshaU.-It is partly the price of the monopoly value of the right 

to sell that form of liquor in a certain area. 
President.-It is really like a premium. 
Mr. Marshall.-Itis, the monopoly value of the right to sell the liquor. 
Mr. Matnia.!.-The system assumes that the liquor shopkeepers are a 

better judge of the quantity of liquor that can be sold in a certain area than 
Government and that therefore the value of the right to sell liquor in a' cer
tain area is best determined by putting it up to auction? 

Mr. MarshaZZ.-Yes. The best way of getting the actual value at the pre
sent duty rates is by putting it up to auction. 

Mr. Mathia.~.-The capacity of the local consumer is better judged by the 
fttailer than by the Government. 

t.2 
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Mr. Marshall.-I would not put it that way. I would say that they can. 
ooly judge of what they can pay at present duty rates. 

Mr. Mathias.-That is to say they are really the best judges of what they
e&n Bel! at a certain price so that it is really a convenient form of estimating 
the taxable capacity of a particular commodity. -

DT. Matthai.-If you take toddy revenue it is a tax purely in the shape-
of a duty on sales. 

Mr. Marshall.-Only the license fee is realized by auction. 
President.-And the trees may be tapped by anyone? 
Mr. Marshall.-The owner of the trees taps them and he gets a transport 

pass k carry it to the licensee. He is not allowed to sell it himself. 
President.-About these licenses, I think in Bombay at one time there

were two things which wlilre sold by auction, the first was the right to manu
facture liquor-of course he paid the duty on production. Then there was 
another system by which the right to manufacture was not auctioned at all. 
They called for tenders and they asked how much they would charge Govern
ment for manufacturing per gallon. Then of course Government Bold it to 
outsiders adding duty and subsequently the right to sell the liquor in shops 
was auctioned. Is the latter system in force in Burma whereby Government 
arranges to maunfacture the liquor? ' 

Mr. Marshall.-The distiller manufactures it and he says at what price h& 
will supply it. 

President.-On that Government does not get any premium? 
Mr. Marshall.-It only gets the duty. The distiller's price does not con

cern Government but of course the lower the distiller's price the bigger the 
profit for the retailer and. we get more in license. fees. 

President.-Could this system be applied at all to the match industryjl
!'his presumes of course that Government has a monopoly of manufacture, so 
that unless Government had a monopoly of manufacture it could not keep the 
manufacture of matches within limit. The idea is that you must first of all 
restrict manufacture. 

Mr. Marshall.-l don't see how it can be applied to matches. 
President.-It presupposes such a system that somebody has got a mono

poly or the right to restrict the manufacture as they are doing in France
to-day. Government there has got a monopoly and it manufactures matches. 
In respect of that article tb,,:v are giving the right to manufacture to a com
pany, and the company would sell to retailers at a price fixed by Govern
ment. Now, here in this country the industry has gone on for a number of 
Yl.'ars and there are a number of factories in the country and it would present 
very serious difficulties if Government were to say .. you have got to close 
down" and people have to buy matches from factories licensed by Govern
ment or from factories under control. There are now 50 to 100 factories in 
India to-day: could Government introduce the system that you have got P 

Mr. Marshall.-I don't think we can. 
Mr. Mathias.-Any system of that kind to be applied to matches would 

mean the acquisition of these factoril.'S P 
Mr. Marshall.-Yes, we would have to pay compensation of some kind. 
Dr. Matthai.-The real difference between liquor and matches is that while' 

tb. ,bject of the former system is to restrict consumption, in the case of 
ID&tohes there is no need tor restriction, that is the vital difference, is it notl" 

Mr. Mar,haU.-YI3B. 
President.-Under the distillery system does Go\"~rnment provide the dis

tilleryP 
Mr. Marshall.-No; that is private ('apital. 
President.-I think in other provinces Government has to provide the dis

tillery building and appliances, or Government has got to take it over on a 
"luation on the expiry of the license. In the olden days what they did was 
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to make some sort of valuation, allowing so much for depreciation, etc., and 
the man had to take it over at that price whether he liked it or not. 

Mr. Marshall.-As far as I know Government has no liability in connec-
tion with these distilleries at all. ' 

President.-I wonder whether you can get a man at all in that case? 
Mr. MarshalL-These two distillers-Leong Chye and Dyer, Meakin & Co. 

have been in the business for years. 
President.-These two men got a monopoly practically owing to these fac

tories being of some importance? 
Mr. MarshaU.~There was a third distillery at Toungoo but it is not being 

used now. 
President.-If the Government were to iniroduce a monopoly system either 

it would have to provide the factory to the manufacturer or enter into a long 
term contract with him and compensate him 011 termination of the contract. 

Mr. Marshall.-That has not been necessary in Burma so far as distilleries 
IIro concerned, but it seems to be fair. 

Pr6sident.--Or Government may give a long term contract to the manu
facturer for a number of years, say, 20 years, and say" you are gettIng a 
monopoly to manufacture and we shall take so much out of the pr'ofits." That 
would be one of the methods of working a monopoly. 

Mr. Marsha/I.-Yes. 
President.-What J want to .know is, from the excise point of view can a 

monopoly be worked by giving indiscriminate licenses ~ anybody who came 
forward. to manufactureP . 

Mr. Marshall.-I think that would be difficult. 
·President.-That would mean of course that every factory will have to have 

Bomebody familiar with the process of manufacture on behalf of Government 
to see what they were doing, how much they were producing and so on. 

Mr. Marshall.-That is so. 
President.-So that the two alternatives that are really left now are those 

that we were diBcUBBing, firstly labels and secondly bonded warehouses. 
Mr. Mar"hall.-Yes. 
President.--cJan you give us a list of salt factories? 
Mr. Marshall.-269. 
President.-What is the average output of a factory? 
Mr. Marshall.-The average output is roughly a little over 2,000 maunds 

a year. The duty is Re. 1-4-0 a maund that is about Rs. a,OOO duty per 
factory. 

President.-How many inspectors have you got? 
Mr. Marshall.--On purely salt work we have- got 6 inspectors, 38 sub· 

inspectors and 55 peons. 
President.-How do they inspect these factories? 
Mr. Marshall.-36 Sub-Inspectors to 269 factories, that is 7 to 8 factories to 

an inspector. Sometimes there are as many as 13 or 14 under one Sub-
Inspector. . 

Presiden't.--cJan the factories be inspected in a day P 
Mr. Marshall.-Yes, because in the salt producing area they are all quite 

close together. 

President.-What is the toLal cost of your inspection departmentP 
Mr. Marshall.-Taking those concerned only witB salt, not doing any excise 

work, the cost is Rs. 1,01,207. 
President.-What is the revenue? 
Mr. Marshall.-A little over Rs. 6,50,000. 
PTeside~!.-l'hat only includes the inspection st.aff? 
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Mr. Mq.rshall.-'Yes. it does not include the work done by myself,or by the 
deputy commissioners or the superintendents of excise. 

President.-So that it is a pretty big percentage? 
Mr. Marshall.-You have got to remember that customs revenue is also 

protected by us by prevention of illicit manufacture of salt, and the Cilstoms 
1"evenue comes to over Rs. 27,50,000. Prevention of illicit manufacture is aU 
done by the excise department. The amount the Government of India pay 
is roughly Rs. 2 lakhs, I think. This Rs. 1,01,207 I speak of for the salt estab
lishment is met from provincial funds. 

President.-What do you get from the Central Government? 
Mr. Marshall.-About Rs. 2lakhs. 
President.-Part of that would be excise and part customs really? 
Mr. Marshall.-Yes. They pay 8 per cent. of the provincial expenditure 

on excise. Customs are actually paid by the Government of India. 
Mr. Mathias.-That 8 per' cent. includes the work done for the Central 

Government by all officers, such as deputy commissioners and everyone else? 
Mr. Marshall.-Yes, and also includes officers of the salt department. The 

Government of India are really paying about another lakh, for the work done 
by officers who are not whole-time .salt officers. 

President.-And the rest is charged to liquor? 
Mr. Marshall.-Liquor and opium. Our revenue from opium is provincial. 

We buy the op~um from the Government of India at approximately the cost 
price, but the profit we make on it goes to the provincial revenues. 

Dr. Matthai.-You gave us the average size of a salt factory. What is 
the biggest size P 

Mr. Marshall.-I am sorry I have not got it with me but I can send the 
Chief Superintendent of Salt down who will give you all the details about 
manufacture of salt. 

Dr. Matthai.-I just wanted to have a general idea of the proportion of 
small salt factories which it would be uneconomical to work from the revenue 
point of view. 

M·r. Marshall.-I think it would be about 40,000 viBS. 
President.-Would it be very troublesome for you to give us a sort of pro

vincial statement as to what it would cost the Government to levy an excise 
on matches on the assumption that it is levied under the bond system? 

Mr. MarshalZ.-It would be largely a matter of guesswork I am afraid. I 
tlo not know what amount' of work would be involved in counting the matches, 
and supervising storage and issues and so on. 

President.~There is no hurry about it. You might go to one of these fac· 
tories and get an idea when you find time. Burma is a very important pro
vince in this enquiry and we should like to get some idea. As regards labels 
we shall have to work it out ourselves because we have not yet thought it out, 
but as regards the other system of assessing the duty on issues from the bonded 
wal'ehouse the point would be. to ascertain how far supervision during the 
process of manufacture may be necessary in order to check production. You 
may take three or four months over it and in the meantime kindly visit one 
or two factories and then give us an idea of the cost to Government. 

Mr. Mathias.-At the saDIe time could you give us some general idea ot 
what be the cost if a system like the cotton excise system were adopted. 

M1'. Mar,hall.-Yea. 
President.-When you inspect a factory you would get, I think, an idea ot 

t,he sort of supervision it «-ould reQuit'e, because without that it would be very 
:l.lfficult for you to calculate the cost. It need not be very accurate, we walit 
only an approximate idea. One of the ways in which you can check the pro
duction is from the quantity of logs used. It is a very fllir indication, 

Mr. ill'a1·shall.-Yes, in the same way as we check the production of salt 
by estimating the amount of fuel consumed. 



President.-It will be a fairly accurate check because the outturn is prett, 
well known. So when you have time if you will kindly go into the questioll 
lind let us have a statement it wiU lui;-ery ~se.ful.:: '~; ~ ':, 

Mr. MM'haU.-Yes. 
Pruidefl,t ....... If you tbinkuf any better method of :collectiI~g excise revenue, 

we should be grateful. It..:,iS ,a'-new' thing for','us, 'Give us your views 
ttenerally. ' ..' . " ' ' 

Mr. Mar,hall-Yes; 
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EXCISE DEPARTMENT, BOMBAY. 
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13th December 1927. 

IntToductoru. 

Prelident.-Mr. Ghosal, are you the Commissioner of Excise for the whc 
Presidency of Bombay? 

Mr. Gho&al.-Yes, except Sind. 
Prelident.-Mr. Brander, you are at present Collector of Satara? 
Mr. Brander.-Yes. 
President.-Before that, you were Collector of Bombay? 
Mr. Brander.-Yes, for six years, from the end of 1919 till about API 

1926. 
President.-So that you were here when the excise duty on cotton WI 

abolished? 
Mr. Brqnder.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Hallows, what were you at that time? 
Mr. Hallows.-I was in the Cotton Excise Department. 
Pr6sident.-You are now in charge of factories, are you? 
Mr. Hallows.-I am the Inspector of Factories, Bombay. 

Work of the Excise Department. 
President.-I should like to understand a little about the organisation an 

the functions of the Excise Department to see whether we could get an 
analogy which we may apply to matches in case matches become excisabl~ 
What are the principal- excisable articles in the Bombay Presidency P 

Mr. Ghosal.-Liquor, ';country and foreign, opium, hemp drugs, an 
tobacco to a certain extent in the Bombay City. 

President.-As regards country liquor what is the system now in force 
IS it a Government monopoly of manufacture as well as sale, or wha 
is it? 

Mr. Ghosal.-It iii a Government monopoly. For some time the right Cl 
manufacture was given out by contract. This system is now followed onI; 
in one small corner and in the rest of the Presidency it is all Governmen 
manufacture at their own distilleries. 

President.-Is it entirely departmental manufacture? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, except as explained above, at one place, Dabhoda, 

wlaich has got a small distillery which supplies to Mahi Kantha and Rewa 
X:antha. 

Mr. Mathias.-You manufacture mainly at Nasik, do you not? 
, Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 

President.-Here then Government manufactures all the liquor j how is 
it 8upplied to the vendors? 

Mr. Ghosal.-Through warehouses. 
President.-What proof do you makeP 
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Mr: Ghosal.--:40o. to ~o O. P. to make it cheap for convenience of trans 
p?rt:atl(~n and dIStributIOn. We then send this overproof liquor 'from' OuI 
~jB1allerles by tank cars to all over the Presidency and from the tank cars it 
IS taken to our warehouses. In each warehouse, it is reduced to the'issue 
Itrength. ' 

President.-What do ,you useI' 
Mr. Ghosal.-Filtered water for reducing. It is 'then issued direct to the 

licensee. 
President.-That is to say, each vendor has to have a'license or is there 

a general system for a whole district!' ' 
Mr. Ghosal.-Each liquor shop has a license. 
President.-You don't farm out a whole ,district' as you did beforeP 
Mr. Ghosal:-No, the district monopoly system is gone. 
Mr. Mathias.-How long has this system of State manufacture been 

actually in forceP 
Mr. Gkosal.-For the last five years. 
Mr. Matkias.-Before that, I understand you had contractors? 
Mr. Gkosa!.-Yes. 
Mr. Matkias.-:-Where were their factories situated? 
Mr. Gkosal.--One at Dhulia, one at Mundhwa, ,one at Surat and one at 

Godhra, but we have gradually abolished these. 
Mr. Matkias.-How did you fix the prices each year, with these contrao--' 

torsI' 
M.,.. Ghosal.-The contract period was generally for three years. The 

price was fixed on the basis of the lowest tender offered, regard being had 
to other considerations. " 

Mr. Matkias.-Was the price fixed by the Commissioner of Excise? 
Mr. Gkosal.~Yes, with the approval of the local Government. 
];Ir. Mathias.--On what basis is it effected, is it on the basis of, the 

mowhaP 
Mr. Gkosal.-The lowest price at which we could get the mowha, the c~t 

of manufacture and other considerations. 
M ... Mathias.-You investigate the cost of manufacture? 
Mr. Ghosal.-We know ihis; we have to know it because all the distilleries 

are practically entirely under Government supervision. ' 
Mr. Matkias.-You have an inspector at the factory even when it is let 

out to a contractor? ' 
Mr. Gkosal.-Yes, 
President.-What was the reason for this change of policy? Was it 

because Government thought that it would be cheaper to distil their own 
liquor I' 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathia •. -Was that large factory that you had a,t Nasik to manu

facture acetone during the war converted into a distillery 2 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, but it was the property of the Government of Indiw 

who sold it to this Government after the war. 
Mr. Matkias.-The object was in part to utilise a factory building which 

you had already jl " ' , 
Mr. ·Ghosal.-Yes, partly we were thinking of starting anoth~r factol'J!' 

elsewhere but this came in handy. 
Mr. Matkia •. -Do you produce at lower rates than the contractorsI' 

Mr. Gkosal.-Yes. 
President.-Can you give me any idea as to what sa~ing to Governmenll 

''has been effected approximately by changing over from the contract systeut 
to departmental manufacture as regards costs? 
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Mr. GhQsal.--{)ontractor& seldom sold, at less than'Rs. 1-5-0 per proof 
galloll delivered at the distillery, w)lereas we can easily make it, at less than 
.. rupee. 'fhe coat price is sometimes fourteen annas. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Have you ever supplied to any other province this mowha 
~p -

Mr. GhosaZ.-The Central Provinces Government IJ.Sked us to supply 
once. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Did, the Central Provinces Government ask you to suppfy 
or did you write and suggest to them P 

Mr. Ghosal.-I think they asked us. I only got a 'letter from the 
Secretariat to correspond with them direct. ' ',', 

President.-When Government started this departmental manufacture did 
they have to compensate the original contractors? 

Mr. Ghosal.-No. 
President .-Did you own the distilleries or the cont~actors owned' them l' 
Mr-. GhosaZ,-We owned them. 
President.-The whole'being including equipmentl" 
Mr. Ghosal.--Sometimes the equipment was theirs, but there was an 

agreement that at the end of a certain period they would be taken over by 
Government ·at a valuation, and, in some cases it was stated that they 
should retain it. 

Dr. Matthai.-You were saying a little while ago.,that cost at, Govern-
ment distilleries is now slightly lower l' 

M'I'. Ghosal.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are the costs eStimated on a commercial basis? 
Mr. Gll<osal.-Yes. The accounts are audited by the Government of India 

Commercial Audit Department. 
President.-Have you any rules as to how you are to calculate the 

costsP 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. We take all the expenditure, materials, capital cOst, 

interest, cost of establishment, etc., a.s approved by the Audit Department. 
President.-You add the interest on the capital? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
President.-What is the usual ratel' 
Mr. Ghosal.-I think about 6i per cent. 
President.-For depreCiation-do you charge at the income-tax rates l' 
Mr. Ghosal.-The rate is settled by an expert for each kind of machinery 

because depreciation varies with each machine. 
Mr. Mathias.-And for working capital!' 
Mr. GhosaZ.-That is looked upon as a permanent advance. 
Mr. Mathias.-Jt is not included in your costs? 
Mr. Ghosal.-No. 
Pruident.-Do you have to carry very large stocks l' 
Mr. GhosaZ.-Yes,·since our consumption is 13lakhs of gallons a year. 
President.-In stock P 
Mr. Ghosal.-The quantity mentioned is the issue. We have to Carry two 

or three months' stock at least. We are trying to increase the quantity 
held in stock as we are aiming at partial maturing. 

President.-Ta the, interest 011 capital locked up in ~tocks calculated in 
the costsl' , 

Mr. Ghosal.-AU this is calculated. 
Mr. Mathius.-You don't take the working capital as a permanent 

advancel' As regards these~tocks, their cost is apporti~JMd to the working 
eapitaJ, is it notP 
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Mr. Gkoaal.-The working, capital is small and the mIDlmum, being 
constantly recouped by sales. The value of the stock in hand iii t8.ken into 
account when calculating profit and loss by the auditors; , 

President.-How do you make the purchases of all'your raw'mat-eriaisP 
Mr. Gkosal.-We call for tenders and accept thehest or the lowest tender. 
President.-What are your principal raw materjalsP 
Mr. GkoM.U.-Mohwa and Molasses. ' 
President.-Y6u 1lSe molasses for rum? 
MT. GkQaal.-:-,-We 'call every spiritthitt is'manufactured country liquor. 

• PTesident . ...".Is there any c~mplai~tab~ut the quality of the liquor by 
the section of the 'pubJic,thatdrinks? '. 

Mr. Gko,ai.-Yes. They .would like the liquor distilled' 'direct to issue 
Btrengths, i.e., 30, 40 and 60° U.P. instead of, over-proof spirit being 
reduced by the addition of. water to issue strengths. ' 

President.-The public don't' i~ist upon your' seasoningtlle liquor j they 
don't mind taking it as you can give it? ,. 

MT. Gkosal . ...,....They would prefer the liquor with all its impurities. They 
object to the highly purified liquor" just as one objects to distilled water for 
a drink. They often complain that ~he taste ianot so good. 
, PTesident.-Take Bomb~y pr~per ,for instance. J;Iow many shops do you 
have in the town of Bombay?' ", 

MT. Gkosal.-on the whole about 235. 
Preaide1j.t.-Whatl is j;he area of the town of BombayP 
Mr. Gkoaal.-About 22 squa~e miles. 
PTesident.-And the population? . 
MT. Gko,al.-11 to 12 lalli. 
Mr. Matkias.-Under,the contract supply system,.whiah you8ay is now 

almost past history, what were .you11 methods foraollecting the duty from 
the wholesaler? 

Mr. Ghosal.-We .did not collect, anything frOII! him j he simply supplied 
all that we requirec! ,to our warehouses. " , ,', 

MT. Mathias.-I, am not IIpeaking ,~f the contractor. y~u iiad ~holesaje 
liquor supplierB uuder the contract system; had you not? ' 

MT, Gkosal.-No. .All that I m~an:t·wa.s tbaj; liquor'instead of being 
manufactured by Government was distilled by' the contractor and then the 
rest of the procedure was exactly the same. A licensee came'to the ware-
house, paid the duty and took away the liquor. ' ' 

PTelidenl.-Have you abolished' the excise duty because it would be 
included in your price or do yo~still ;bave.the, excise 'duty? 

Mr. Gk03al.~What ex~ise duty? ", , "'" " 
PTesident.-Excise duty per gallon. Formerly 'you had that, didn'tyo~? 

Private distilleries had to pay so much excise, duty o~ liquor manufactured 
or removed. ' , . ' 

Mr. Gkosal.-You are alluding to the monopoly system which 'w~s in 
vogue years ago., That meant that one contractor was given the right of 
manufacture, sale and everything. 

Dr. Mattkai.-How does it work in regard to the priva:te distilleryP 
MT. Gkosa/.-The distillery only manufactures for U8 and supplies-' any 

quantity we want at ou!' warehouse. 
Dr. Mattkai.-At what price? 
MT. Gkosal.-Rs. 1-5-0. 
'Dr. Matthai.-How is that determined? Is it cost plus duty' 
Mr. Gkosal.-only cost, ,this does not include dut-y. 
PTuident.-Do you include the duty in your selling price? 
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Mr. Ghosal.-The licensee has to pay to Government the cost price plus 
duty. He can then sell at any price he likes. 

P:'tJsident.-That i~ for Dabhoda? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Everywhere. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you have any system of 'the BOrt which is in force in 

Borne provinces under which the purchaser who wishes to take liquor out of 
the warehouse-pays into the treasury the excise duty; he also pays in the 
cost price of the liquor. There is a separate account for each. Having 
paid that in he gets a voucher on which he is able to obtain the liquor from 
the warehouse. On the other hand the contract supplier gets at the end of 
'. specified period the cost price of the liquor. Is that your system? -

Mr. Ghosal.-The system as regards the licensee is the same but as regards 
the contractor he simply supplies whatever is required at the warehouse. 
He has nothing' to do with the licensee. 

President.-That is Government warehouse? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. Government purchases whatever it thinks necessary 

from the contractor. . 
President .. ·.:-To-day what happens is that so far as your distilling depart

ment is concerned it simply supplies to Government in its excise department 
liquor at Rs. 1-5-0 or Re 1 whatever the price may be. 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. This is roughly the procedure so far as the one distil· 
lery given out under contract is concerned. 

President.-Are there two separate departments, one for manufacturing? 
Mr. Ghosal.-No, it is all the same department, as far as supply from 

Government distilleries is concerned. ' 
President.-But the warehouse must be another sub-department of the 

excise? 
Mr. Ghosal.--There iano separate distillery department; the distillery 

staff is under me,· I send any 'officer I like there. 
Presidellt.-But the warehouse must be a sub-department? 
Mr. Ghosal.-The warehouse has got its own warehouse officer. Each 

warehouse may be looked upon as attached to the parent distillery. 
President.-When a.shopkeeper wants liquor he goes to whom? 
Mr. Ghosal.-He applies first of all to the treasury officer; If the licensee 

wants 50 gallons, the treasury officer tells him how much is the cost or issue 
price and how much ,the still-head duty and what the total comes to. 

Mr. Mathias.-Does "he pay separately? Is there a, seraparate record 
kept in the treasury of the excise and the cost price? 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. The Excise Department however does not collect any 
money. Every pie of money is collected through the treasury by the Revenue 
Department. Separate account is kept of the cost price and the duty which 
is credited direct to Excise Revenue. 

Mr. Mathias:-How does the contractor get paid? 
Mr. Ghosal.-The contractor of the contract distillery has to submit his 

bill and I have to countersign it. 
Mr. Mathias.-He sends a bill only once a month? What is the proce

dure? 
Mr. Ohosal.-Yes, monthly. It comes to me, I countersign it and send 

,it on. 
lIfr. ,lIlathias.-Thnt is checked in the treasury against, the cost price 

received and in the warehouse against the quantity received there? 
Mr. GhosaJ.-It is 'checked in the warehouse only against the quantity 

received there. 
President.-What is the revenue from country liquor in this Presidency? 
Mr. Ghosal.-:-Rs. 2,11·26 lakhs. 
President.-Is that gross revenueP 
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Mr. GAo8aZ.-Yes. 
President.-From that you have got to deduct the cost of manufacturer 
Mr. GAosal.-No. This represents revenue from duty and license fee&. 

'The cost of manufacture and the cost 'price received from licensees are all 
.aecounted for separately under Government Commercial Undertakings, and 
·the nett profit under that head is shown in the groBS revenue. 

President;~Howmany gallons doos that represent? 
Mr. GAo8aJ.~Roughly' 13 lakhs gallons. 
Mr. Mathia •. -Have you received any complaints froin 'dealers in liquor 

'H regards delay when they wish to obtain their supplies? 
Mr,. GhosaZ.-No. There is plenty of reserve everywhere. 
Mr. MatAias.-Is it not cumbrous work? ' 
Mr. Gho8al.-No. 
Mr. Mathia8.-They have first of all to go to the treasury, pay in their 

money and then' obtain their challan and the,n present the challan at the 
warehouse before they can obtain their liquor? Are there any complaintsP 

Mr. Ghosal.-No. It has been the recognized practice for years and they 
·are used to it. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Is it not complained that this is cumbrous and·unb1lSiness-· 
like? 

Mr. Ghosal.-No complaints have been made. 
Pre8ident.-I take it, from the warehouse to the shops they have to make 

their own arrangements as regards transport? 
Mr. GhosaZ.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai . ...;..The right of retail sale is licensed too? 
Mr. GAosaZ.-Yes; 
Dr. Mattll.lli.-Lieensed· on an auction basis? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, general auction. , 
President.-What about the price? Can the shopkeepef'S,ell at any pri~ . 

be likes? . 
Mr. Ghosal.-He can charge anything he likes. . 
Mr. Mathias.-You had a system of direct liCence without auction at one 

'timei' . ."',' '. 
Mr. Ghosal.-In the olden days it was mostly fixed fees. 
Mr. Mathias.-Am I right in thinking that in 'the old days yOU' hati an 

auction system and you went to the fixed .fee system and then you came back 
to the auction system againP 

Mr. Ghosal.-From the very beginning there was a fixed fee system" as.far 
.as I know.' . 

Mr. Mathia •. -When was the auction system introduced? 
Mr .. Ghosal.-In 1917-18. 
:Pruident.-That applies 'to all the shopsi" 
Mr. Gh08al.-Yes, to every kind of shop. On the border shops till reCently 

there was fixed price. That also is now being abolished. 
President.-Have you come acroes any cases in whlch liquor shopkeePe-ri 

bave combined to keep down prices? . 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
President.-Does it often happen P 
Mr. Ghosal.-More often perhaps than suspected. , 
Mr. Mathias.-The auctions are conducted at the ,district headquarters, 

are they not P 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you get reports from Collectprs ,regarding them? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
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Mr. Mathias.-Have there been any complaints from Collectors about 
combination amongst the dealers? 

. Mr. Ghosal.-S~veral ·times. If there is a combine to his knowledge he 
does Dot confirm. the sale.' - -

President.-Idon't understand this double .system of .having .the costr 
price of the liquor-combined with the duty? 

Mr. Ghosal.-The duty varies in each district. Often it varie!! in different 
talukas in each district. The cost price or issue price is -more constant.--

_ .Pr~sident.~What is' ~he idea? 
Mr. Ghosal.-The duty depends partly on the capacity of the people to 

buy, the nature of the country, facilities for illicit distillation, and many 
other considerations. The issue price however depends on cost of manu-
facture plus cost of transport. . 

President.-I suppose the highest duty is in Bombay? 
Mr· 'Ghosal.-Y~s, Rs. 7-12:-0. for 40 under proof, and Rs. 5 for 60° under 

proof, . . - " 'I! 
Arrangements with lndiu-n States. 

President.-What is the arrangement now between the British Govern
ment: and' the outlying States, for instance P 

Mr. Ghosal.-Some States have leased their Excise rights to us. sOme 
others have agreed to certain mutual -conditions. . , 

President.-You have a sort of exeisebarrier between the British territory 
and the States P • . '. 

Mr. Ghosal.-No. The general understanding with States which have not 
leased their abkari rights to us is that- there should be a; neutral zone within 
three or four miles of the border and there should not be any shopS' in that 
zone. Then there are lIome mutual agreements as, to strengths, selling prices~ 
etc. There is however no uniformity, . . -.' . 

. President.-Could any man _ bring any iiquor from an indian State into-
. the' British tenitory P 

Mr. GhosaJ.-No. 
Pruident.-It is not allowed at all P 
Mr. GhosaJ.-No. 
Mr. Mathia&.-You have to have a special detective staff? 

. Mr.· Ghosal.-:-All our excise staff is actually preventive staff . 

. Mr., M~thia8._And you hav~ a; neutral zone?' . 
Mr. Ghosal.-Not always, but there are in some. places. 

, M,. .. Mathias.-That is to facilitate the detection of smugglingP' 
Mr. Ghosal.-Not only that; it is more or less to prevent people from 

one border going across the border to buy liquor. It is to keep one's revenue 
to onwell. . 

President.-There is no arrangement as regards' the fixing of retail 
prices between you and the States, is thereP 

Mr. Ghosal.-There used to be when our border shops were given on 
fixed fees with the pondition of selling at a fixed price, but no'l\' all our 
border shops are aiIctioned, without any restriction as to selling prices. 

Mr. Mathws.-You supply liquor to the Indian States;. you possibly 
lupply 1111'.1.r to the bigger States at the cost price P . 

Mr. GhosaZ.-We supply to those States whose exoise administration is 
leased to us and to one or two other States. 

Mr. Mathia3.-Have they got their own liistilleriesP 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, those which have not leased their excise administration 

~~ . . 
Prt,ident.-I don't .nderstand about leasing .. Do the . Indian States 

surrender their rights to the British GovernmentP 
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Mr. Gh08al.-Wc are so to speak the ",gents_~f. the States as .regalWr ',She 
abkari admlDiBtration; v; ... manage it for them and hand over every pie o~ 
revenue realized therein to them. 

President.-Are there many of these States?
Mr. Gh08a1..~Yes, a _large -.number. 
President.-That is simply to prevent smuggling I suppose, to stabil~ 

the price as they call it' , 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, partly. The main object is the' assimilation of the 

administration .. ' 
Pre8ident.-You keep separate account for each State and say so much has 

heen sold here P 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. We enter into a. sort of treaty for ten years a.nd keep 

separate accounts. 
President.-Do they fix the selling price or do you fix it? 
Mr. Ghosal.-There is no fixed selling price as 'the shop keepers can sell 

at any price. The system in force in these State ·shops -is the same as iu 
British shops. 

President.-You simply charge' them the cost of the liquor? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. The duty, license fees, etc., are handed back to them. 

In fact we go to -the extent of not· charging them 'for the excise staff 
employed in their territory'. 

Pre8ident:-Can you give me some sort of idea as to the cost of preventive 
ataff in proportion to the gross income? 

Mr. Gh08al.-{)t per cent. 
Mr. Mathias.-That is the preventive staff not'including yout "warehouse 

establishment? ' 
Mr. Gho8al.-Everytb'ing. 
Mr. Mathia8.-The whole of'the excise department? 
Mr. Gho8al.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-What is the income from excise in the Bomba) 

Presidency ? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Rs. a,20'65 lakhs. 
Mr. Mathia •. -Is that gross re'l"enue. 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
President.-And Re. 15 lakhs is the cost of establishment roughly? 
Mr. GhoBa1..-Re. 18,49,500. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have you any idea how that proportion compares with 

other provinces? 
Mr. Gho8a1. . .....-Fairly favourably, I think. 
Dr. Matthai.-{)t per cent. as the cost of collection is considered 

nasonable P 
Mr. GhoBa1..-It is not- the cost of collection; it is the preventive staff. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is cost of administration? 
Mr. GhosaZ.-Yes, but a little explanation is necessary. Supposing there 

was total prohibition and the revenue from excise was niZ, the cost of stall" 
would be greater, because it is preventive staff, not the collecting staff. 
It is certainly not for collecting revenue. The revenue is all collected by 
the Revenue Department. Jt is partly for ensuring the' collection it is 
true. 

Mr. Mathias.-Does this 5. per cent. include cost price of opiumi' 
Mr. Ghosal..-No. 

President.-Does this 5. per cent. represent staff only or does it represent 
the whole expenditure? 

All': Gho8aZ.-Only the staff. 
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President.-What is the unit of the excise detective department; do you 
have 'a district or a talukl' , ' 

Mr. Ghosal.-That varies; it depends on the amount of work in eacb 
charge. For instance there is the Commissioner, then there are the Superin
tendents. Each Superintendent sometimes has one district, sometimes three. 
I:u each district there are about 10 talukas and there might be a separate 
Inspector or Sub-Inspector for each taluka, or several talukas may be under 
one Inspector and I!O on. 

Pre»ident.-It depends on the amount of work in each district? 
Mr. Gho.~al.-Yes, or in each taluka or circle. 

Mr. 1V.athias.-I think you use, to some extent, the police force? 

M;'. Ghosal.-No, we only call on them for assistance if required in 
special cases. 

Mr. Mathias.-Can-you utilize the police force for your purposes? 
Mr. G!~osal.-When we find our force is inadequate and we expect any 

trouble we requisition their services. 
Presidellt.-Is an offence excise cognizable by the police also, or only by 

your department p, 
Mr. Ghosal.-Legally, the police can take cognizance, but in practice only 

the Excise Department takes cognizance except when such an officer is not 
within a reasonable distance, 

Mr. Mathias.-Don't you get reports also from the police from time 1;Q 

time about smuggling? 
Mr. Ghosal.-I don't think so. 

, Mr. 1IIathias.-Surely you have in your department a lot of contingent ex
penditure by way of rewards to police for detection of casesi' 

Mr. Ghosal.-I suppose in a year there are two or three cases where police 
have been-called on to help and when rewards are given. 

Mr.Mathias.-1'here is no considerable amount spent on rewards ,to 
police? 

Mr. Ghosal.-No. 
Mr. Mathias.-So that practically one may say that the whole of the 

dp~ctivE' work herE' is carried on by the Excise department without any 
asslstance I' 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. ' 
Mr. Mathias.-That w~uld naturally make your expenditure on staff 

higher than that in a province where they depend on the police? 
Mr. Gho.~al.-Yes. 
President.-Do you have many offences against the excise law of the 

Presidency? 
1I1r. Ghosal.-Yes, about 6,000 cases a year; it is steadily going up. As 

a matter of fact if we were detecting one case out of 10 in the old days we 
are probably detecting now one case out of 30. People are getting much more 
clever in evading detection. 

President.-I suppose toddy' is also excisable; that comes under country 
Iiqnorl' 

Mr. Ghosal.-No. It comes under liquor. 
President.-You have got the same staff .for both? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
President.:-That must involve a good deal of work f~ the staff p, 
Mr. Ghosal.-The strength of the staff is according to the amount of' 

work. 
President.-You simply take a tree taxI' 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, and in addition obtain vend fees by auctioning shops: 

t.IId Dooths. 
I 
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Dr. Matthai.-That is to say the tree tax is a fiJ!:ed tax and the retait 
fee varies? . 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
Pruident.-What is the total strength of the staff? 
Mr. Ghosal.-10 Superintendents; 103 Inspectors; 61 Assistant~Inspector8 j 

151 Sub-Inspectors; 130 Clerks; 1,941 menials, jamadars, peons, .,etc. 
Mr. Mathias.-The staff of Sub-Inspectors is comparatively small, is it 

lIot? 
, Mr. Ghosal.-The distribulion of posts between Inspectors, Assistant and 

Suh-Inspectors has been regulated by a fixed percentage. 
, President .-Do you find the staff adequate? 
Mr. Ghosal.-By no means. 
Pruident.-Supposing it becomes necessary to throw some extra work on 

you, we want to know whether you could do that with your present staff? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Whether the Commissioner and the higher supervising staff 

may take on some extra work without further assistance, depends on the 
amount of extra work. As regards the subordinate staff however it is quite 
different: for that~particular work we can have a separate extra staff. For 
instance we have got a separate staff for every bonded warehouse. 

President.-So much about country liquor. ' What is the next excisable 
article? 

Toddy. 

Mr. GhoBal.-Toddy. 
Pre8ident.-As regards toddy do you foJlow more or less the same system 

except that you don't have a warehouse? . 
Mr. Ghosal.-Every toddy shop or booth is licensed. The right to vend 

~ .. generally a'Ilctioned. A certain number of trees are allotted to each shop. 
A tree tax .has to be paid for every tree that is tapped. No tree can be 
tapped till the fee is paid and the tree is marked. When a tree is tapped, 
the produce or the toddy has to be taken direct to the shop by the licensee's 
agents. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is not a Government. monopoly; toddy is licensed manu
facturel' 

Mr. Ghosal.-It is a Government monopoly in this sense that the power 
of licensing the tapping of a tree, vests in Government only. 

Mr. Mathia •. -After all' the right of retail sale is the same as in. the case 
of liquor. The shops are auctioned in the same way' as country liquor 
shopsP , ' 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 

Foreig'fl liquor. 

Pre8ident.--:-I think you have' also got foreign liquor excise? 
Mr. Gh08aZ.-Yes. ' 
p,.esident.,,-I take it the whole of this' abkari revenue is provincial P 
Mr. Gho8al.-Yes, except the import duty on liquors imported from 

abroad which is central and goes to the Government of India. 
, Prtsident.-But even as regards foreign liquor the Central revenue only 

take the duty, they don't take the profits of the license? 
Mr. Ghosal.-License fee and everything else comes to us. 
President.-There ~lso do you have the auction ~~tem? 
Mr. Ghosal.-No. Foreign liquors have 80 far been disposed of under 

fixed fees except in the case of some shops in the Bombay City. 
Mr. Mathia8.-Do you have a system of fee per gallon?-
Mr. Gho8al.-We have variable fixed fees according to the amount of 

transactions. 
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Mr. Mathias ...... Is it so much a gallon? 
Mr. Ghosal.-No. The fees are according to a scale which is based on 

the volume of sales. 
President.-In that case I take it the wholesale dealers supply the foreign 

liquor to the shops? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, but at present the definition of " wholesale" is rather 

misleading. The whole system is going to be reorganized from the 1st April 
1\!28. Now the definition of wholesale is selling to anyone not less than a 
case. For instance if.I buy privately two cases of whisky, that is " whole
_Ie". If a tradesman buys in quantities less than a case he is buying in 
" retail ". 

Mr. Mathias.-Do you distinguish between the wholesaler and the 
.retailer? 

Mr. GhosaZ.-There is no real distinction as ,explained above and that is 
'why a change has been proposed. 

Mr. Mathias.-Is it the same license fee system? 
Mr. Ghosal..-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-There are three things: the wholesaler sells by the case. 

'Then there is also the shopkeeper: who sells bottles only. 
Mr. Gkosal.-The retail man can sell in any quantity he likes. 
PrflSident.-You cannot have a drink in. every shop P 
Mr. GhosaZ.-No. Only in such licen.sed premises as refreshment bars, 

:hotels, dak bungalows, "on" shops, " off " shops, etc. 
President.-Each class of shop, I take it, is auctioned? Is it licensed? 
Mr. Ghosul.-Only "on" shops in the Bombay City are au'ctioned. All 

.shops are licensed of course. 
President.-What is thatP· 
Mr. Ghosal.-" On " shops are shops in the Bombay City only where you 

can go and have a drink without refreshment. . 
President.-It is like !l barP 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
Preaident . ..;....Those are auctionedP 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
President.-Under this system you are practically dividing the income 

from foreign liquor betw~n Central and Provincial P 
Mr. Ghosul.-Yes. 
President.-I take it that.this applies to all the provincesi' 
Mr. Ghosal..-Presumably. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is foreign liquor manufactured in Bombay? 
Mr. Ghosal.-There is no manufacture in Bombay City. In Baroda which 

. is within the geographical limits of this Presidency, there is a certain amount 
of liquor manufactured which is called Indian made foreign .liquor for instance 
synthetic whisky, also Rectified spirits. Rum is regarded as Indian made 
foreign liquor. The definition of foreign liquor is left entirely to the discre
tion of Government. 

Mr. Mathias.-A fee gallon system is in force in certain other provinces
·"0 much per gallon-the license fee being calculated according to the sales. 

Mr. Ghosal.-I am not aware of the details. 
President.-Take Beer, for instance. That is manufactured in India. Is 

it classed as foreign liquor P 
Mr. Ghosal.-It is classed 8S foreign liquor. 

President.-Then it has nothing to' do with the country ·of· origin 
-apparently? " 

Mr. GhosaL-No. Many Indian products are classed' as foreign liquor. 
Rum for instance: we call it Indian made foreign liquor. 
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Mr. Mathia •. -The license fee on that foreign liquor ,is credited to· ·the 
provincial Governmenti' 

Mr. Gholal.-¥es. 
DT. Matthai.-How do the license fees that you calculate on rum, ,beer 

and 80 on in Bombay compare with the fees on imported foreign' liquor? 
Mr. Ghosal.-M08t foreign liquor shops sell both European and Indian 

made foreign liquor, and so comparison is not possible. , 
Dr. Matthai.--Ia there any kind of data that you have about the revenue> 

collected in Bombay on foreign liquor manufactured in Bombay? 
Mr. Ghosal.-In Bombay there is no manufact~re. 
Mr. Mathim.-You get from Shajehanpore, Cawnpore and so oni' 
Mr. GhostU . ...-...JJeer comes, from Bangalore and, -s, certain -amount of syn

thetic whisky and brandy come from the Alembic Chemical, Works, ;Baroda. 
President.-There is no manufacture done in Bombay? . 
Mr. Gh08tU.-No. We have got a warehouse .in Bombay for the purpose 

of compounding, reducing, blending and bottling. 
President.-What is the amount of revenue that the provincial Govern

ment gets from the sale of these licences of foreign ,liqUOr shops? That is 
the only form of revenue 80 far as foreign liquor shops are concerned, isn't 
it? , ,'. 

Mr. Ghosal.-B.s. '18:82Iakhs. It is practiciiUy all license fee. 
President.-The duty i'B B.s. 17-8-0 per gallon?: 
Mr. Ghosal.-That is' for Indian made foreign liquor and for imported 

foreign liquor it is B.s. 21-14-0. -
President.-So that there is Bome protection there? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes,that was the idea. 
President.-Is the sale of Indian I!1ade foreign liquor 'decreasing? 
Mr. Ghosal.-No. It is increasing since the duty :wa~ re.ducecL ,Thil high 

price of country liquor is also a contributory cause. 
Mr. Mathias.-Yoq have }ncreased the duty oncountry',fiquor? 
Mr. Ghosal.-No.Rationing and auctiQning combined have put up thE!

pri.ce8., With increased bids at the auctions the selling price also. increases. 
Mr. Ma'thias.-A certain section of the community prefers country made 

foreign liquor to country made liquor? 
Mr. ·Ghosal.-Yes. 
President.-The next excisable article is salt, is it 'not!' 
Mr. Ghosal.-I have nothing to do with Salt, 

Opium. 

President.-Do you administer opiumi' 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. We get the whole quantitJi of-opium from Ghazipore. 
President.-From the Government of India? 
Mr. Ohosal.-Yes. 
President.-Then of course it may be regarded as a monopoly of manu

facture? 
Mr. Ok-osal.-It is. The on.1y State which is allowed' to manufacture is 

Baroda; all the other States are supplied by Government. They' get remission 
of the whole 01' a certain proportion of the duty. . 

President.-Take Bombay: excluding Baroda there. are a number of" 
Indian States, Mahi Kantha and so on. .What 1;0 want to understand is this. 
Do you supply opium to all those Indian States direct or: do you sell opium 
in those Indian States on. their behalf? 

MT. Ghosal.~We supply whatever they require .. 
President.-They take the profit direct? They can sell it as they lik& 

within their own territory i' . 
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Mr. Ghosal.~Yes; 
President.-So that what it comes to is this. The' Indian States are 

practically entitled to whatever they can get out of the sale of opium? 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes,. but there are certain agreements as regards price. 
President.-The revenue from opium is entirely Central? 

Mr. Ghosal.-It is entirely provincial. For what is supplied from 
Ghazipore we are supposed to pay the cost price which is Rs. 26. 

President.-My recollection is that the Government of India made some 
profits but I am not sure. 

Mr. Ghosal.-Wepaid Rs. 111 lakhs for opium from Ghazipore. The 
Government· of India are supposed to charge only the cost price. 

President.-What revenue did the provincial Government make out of 
this? 

Mr. Ghosal.-Rs. 131akhs, as gain on issues to licensees, including duty. 
President.-Is that nett. or do you have to deduct Rs. l1l lakhs froni 

Rs. 13 lakhs? 
Mr. Ghosal.-No. It is nett. Apart from this there was a revenue Ilf 

\'obout Rs. 8 lakhs from license fees. -
Mr. Mathias.-:-You pay the cost price of Rs. 26 plus Rs, 10 duty? 
Mr. Ghosal.-No, only Rs. 26 cost price. The Indian States have to pay 

also the duty, but get refunds in various proportions. 
President.-That is very curious, you say they ge~ it ,refunded? 
Mr. Ghosal.-The duty is refunded in various proportions. To give you 

some idea, Baroda has its own opium: Cambay, Palanpur and the States 
in Mahi Kantha alld Rewa Kantha get full remission of the duty, Cutch 
and Kathiawar get remission of ird, Satara Jaghirdars get l/lOth and the 
other States get 1/5th. - -

President.-What is the idea? 
Mr. Ghosal.-I have been trying to trace it but I cannot. It probably 

depends on the fact whether before the -Government of India took over the 
monopoly these States had any facilities for, 'or whether they were actually 
cultivating opium themselves, and so on. I think these were the considera
tions that were taken into account. 

President.-Possibly some historical reasons. Is there any question of 
revising this method? 

Mr. Ghosal.-I have not heard of any. 
President.-I take it yoil auction the opium shops, do you? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
President.-Each shop is separately auctioned? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, except certain border shops which are given on fixed 

fees, to avoid rise in prices. 
Presidel1t.-I take it that the same staff looks after opium, or do you 

have a separate opium staff? 
Mr. Ghosol.-The same staff .. 
P-resident.-The salt administration is entirely independent of you? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, entirely. 
P;esident.-I have some recollection that in the olden days opium salt 

.and abkari were all in one department. 
Mr. Ghosal.-In the olden days the Commissioner of Excise had opium, 

lIalt, abkari and customs also. 
President.-Then the other excisable article is hemp drug. The manu

facture of that also is undertaken by Government? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. Ganja is manufactured in the Bombay Presidency; 

'bhang comes h:om Hoshiarpur. 
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Mr. Mathias.-Do you grow hemp here? 
Mr. Gltosal.-Generally here we have selected a smaU'area in' one district 

where we give a license to certain persons to cultivate it under supervision 
-and that is brought to our threshing lIoor under supervision and manufac
tured, and is then taken straight from there to our warehouse. 

Presidimt.-Is there a factory for making ganja? 
Mr. Gltosul.-We don't require a factory; we only require a place for 

-threshing, pressing and drying . 
. Pre.ident.-Hemp is grown under Government supervision P 
Mr. Gho8al.-Yes. . 
Pr6Bident.-You.have your inspectors? 
Mr. GhoBal.-lnspectors and' peons. 
Pr6Bident.-ls it on I/o large scale? 
Mr. Gho8ul.-1t is only when the ganja is maturing that we have an extra 

staff for a couple of months-l Inspector, 2 or 3 Sub-Inspectors, and 30 or 40 
men are enough to look after that. . 

Pr6Bident.-What about bhang? 
Mr. Ghosal.~1t comes from Hos'hiarpur. 
Pre.ident.-Who supplies it? . 
Mr. GhoBal.-'-1t comes from the Government depot. 
President.-Are thes\! licenses also auctioned in the case of ganja and 

bhang? 
Mr. GlIo8al.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is the culthration done in. small holdings? 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, but we have to select adjacent fields and also such as 

are not likely to fail in their yield. Last year wEi had 250 acres. This was 
aU in one block to ensure proper supervision, 

Pr6sident.-Does the land belong to Government? 
Mr. Ghosal.-It is private land. There is a great demand for permisSion 

10 cultivate ganja. 
Mr. Mathias.-How do you fix the price? 
Mr. Gho8111.-The Commissioner of Excise generiLlly fixes it' on the cost of 

cultivation and other factors also are taken into account. 

Cotton excise duty. 
President.-Mr; Brander, you .. were in charge ·of cotton ,excise duty 

before? 
Mr. Brand6r.-Yes. 
PreBident.-The excise duty, when it was abolished, was 3i per cel?-t. 
Mr. Brander.-Yes. 
Pruident.-What was generally the syst!lm for collecting the excise 

d~? • 
Mr. Brander.-The mills sent in returns of cotton goods issued during 

the previous month and my office staff would calculate the duty. upon that 
and send them another form saying "you have to pay so much", and then 
they paid that by means of cheques usually •. At the same time we had an 
inspector-Mr. Hallows was the last man-wllo went round all these mills 
checking their books, gate passes and things of that sort. It WaS' a very 
simple system. . 

PreBident.-How many mills did you have? 
Mr. Hallow,.-150 altogether for the whole Presidency . 

. Presiden.t.-How many in Bombay? 
Mr. HaUow8.-About 75 in Bombay, 55 in Ahmedabad and the remainder 

spread over the rest of the Presidency. 
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President.-I take it that the form of returns was prescribed by the 
,Government of India. 

Mr,Bran4eT.~Yes. it was in the rules. 
. President.-Have you any special knowledge of the textile-manufacture 
Mr. Hallows? • 

Mr. Hallows.-Yes, I had been brought out specially for this: 
,fresident.-;-Had the books to be kept in any particular form? 
Mr. Hallow3.-Yes. They had to !lhow day to day everything they manu

factured and serial numbers were given and as they were issued they had to 
mark the date so that you could see what was produced, what was delivered 
through the gates and the balance at the end of each month. 

President.-Did you have any locks or anything on the mills or what? 
Mr. Hallows.-No. 
P·resident.-They could remove the goods at anytime by simply making 

entries in the books. 
Mr. Hal!ows.-The chief point was that they should have a gate pass. 
President.-Who gave the gate pass? 
Mr. Hallows.-The mill people themselves.-The clerks made out the gate 

passes. They had all sepoys at the gates. The system had been in force 
for so many years that the sepoys seemed to' watch the' gate passes for 
Government as well as for mill managers. They would not allow goods to 
pass without gate passes. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you mean the sepoys employed by the mills? 
Mr. Hallows.-Yes. 
President.-Did. the mills have to make .any contribution towards the 

sta.1f P 
Mr. Brander.-It .was covered by the duty. 
President.-You did not have any difficulty in detecting any cases where 

evasion was tried? Did you, come across any cases where there was any 
difficulty P " ' ' 

Mr. Hallows.-During the first few months I had some difficulty where 
different qualities of cloths were concerned. After that everything seemed 
to ,be fairly straightforward. . 

President.-3l per cent. ad va.iorem meant that somebody had to value 
the goods. 

Mr. Hallou·s.-Every year we used to get the market rates for different 
kinds of cloth-long cloth, etc.-and we used to form the idea of the present 
market rates, and afterwards -the duty was enforced. A circular was sent 
round to all the wholesalers and then we worked on those rates. 

Mr. Brander.-The tariff valuation was done once a year. 

president.-U was fixed by the Government of India, was it? 

Mr. Brander.-Yes, in discussion with the millowners. 
Pre.oident .-The same as you have in the Customs. 

Mr. Brander.-Something like that. 
President-Was ,there any article on which there was any specific duty 

or was it all 3i per ·cent. ad valorem? ' 
Mr. Brander.-Generally all 3l per cent. Some of them had to be treated 

as (ld valorem but most of them were grouped under various headings. They 
were all put down' here (handed in). 

President.-Then as regards exports, did you have to give apy certificate 
for exports P 

Mr. HaZlows.-They used to get a: rebate on export. Before goods left the 
mill, they had to be stamped. They had to 'fill up some form and se~d' it to 
the Collector's office; and I 'used to go there and see to the stamplllg and 
then later on they got the rebate. 
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Pre,fld~nt.-But in every case tliey' had to pay in the first instance the 
excise duty and claim the rebate afterwards. 

Mr. Hallows.-Yes. 
President.-You did not allow any direct export. 
Mr. Brander.-That .was export by land and not by sea. 
Mr. Redkar.-The exemption was gi.ven by deduction of the goods export

ed from the return if the goods were exported before assessment and draw
back of the full duty w.as allowed wheD. the goods were exported . after 
assessment. 

Mr. Brander.-As regards exports by sea f the Collector of Customs sent 
a certificate on to us. 

President.-Who refunded the duty? 
Mr. Brander.-We did it, on getting a certificate from the Collector of 

Customs that 80 much had been exported. 
Mr. Mathia •. -There were a number of cotton mills in the Native States. 
Mr. Brander.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathia •. -Was there any complaint about competition from the mills 

ill the Indian States because there was no excise duty in the Indian States? 
Mr. Brander.-I don't remember any dispute . occurring. Somll of the 

millowners own mills in the Indian States. 
Mr. Redkar.-The ~rrangelllent was that they sho.uld impose the duty in 

the States. On goods exported from Cambay to any British territory, the duty 
was not exempted. .... , • 

President.-What were the rights of the Indian States as regards export 
from Indian States into British territory? Was thEi excise duty leviable or 
was the import duty leviable? .. ., 

Mr. Redkar.,-They had their own Excise Acts in' 'the Indian States. 
There was practically no export from those States. . 

Dr. Matthai.-The excise varied according to the rate here? 
Mr. Redkar.-Yes. 
Mr. Brander.-According·'to the Act, you can levy the inland, Customs 

'dutyupon cotton goods, passing into British India out of any territory 
declared to be a foreign territory. . . 

Preside';t.-Was it in fact levied 80 far as this Presidency was'opn~rned? 
Mr. Brander.-No. The pratice was that the Indian States imposed the 

;same duty as we did. 
Dr. Matthai.-Was there any complaint by millowners here that textile 

goods produced in Indian States on which no excise duty was levied were sold 
in British India P . 

Mr. Redkar.-At the time the Act imposing this duty was passed, some 
-discussion took place about the difficulty in Indian States; but since they had 
their OWl! Acts they levied the same ,duty .. 

Dr. Matthai.-To your knowledge, there was no complaint. 
Mr. Redkar.-No. 
Presidettt.-It was more· than a question of levying the excise .·duty 

because any Indian State for instancll might import foreign goods and· there 
mighb be no duty on them. They might levy only 31 per cent. excise duty 
and still pass those goods into British territory and those goods can undersell 
foreign goods in British territory. Did such a thing happen? 

Mr. Redkar.-Not to our knowledge. 
President.-8o far as' your. department .was concerned, you had! no~com

'plaint from people in British territory that goods either . imported into or 
manufactured ~D Indian States were imported into British territory ... 

Mr. Hallow8.-No. . 
Mr. Redkar.-There was only once some complaint about a smali factory, 

-not worth bking into consideration. Otherwise there was no complaint. 
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Mr. Brande-r.-The difference was so small. There was an anenymeus 
letter frem semebody; that was all. 

President.-Which department weuld be in charge 'Of preventing the 
smuggling? 

Mr. Brande·r.-The Customs Department--net we. 
l'resident.-Both as regards excise and Custems, supposing it was a qu~ 

tien of merely levying an excise duty in Indian States and supposing no 
excise duty was levied and geeds were being breught inte British territory. 
weuld yeu be in charge 'Of it 'Or the Customs? 

Mr. Brander.-I would prebably 'have te move the Custems Department 
in the matter but they weuld have actually done the collectien at the 
frontier. 

President.-Weuld they cellect the excise duty or the Custems duty? 

Mr. Brande-r.-It weuld be Custems duty equivalent te excise duty, I 
think. The Customs duties sheuld be at the rates for the time being pres
cribed in the Indian Tariff Act, 1904, en geods passing into British territory. 

President.-That weuld be the Custems Act. 
Mr. Brander.-Yes, it would certainly be net less than 31 per cent.,. but 

it might be mere. ..' , ' 
President . ..-Mr'. Hallews, did yeuh~ve an)f. big staff te assist you 'Or did 

you find time to inspect the be'Oks of all the 150 mills yourself? 
Mr. Hallows.-I used to g'O r'Ound ab'Out 'Once in six weeks and s'Ometimes 

I had two Accountants or a clerk with me. . 
Dr. Matthai.-Yeu meany'Ou were able to inspect each 'Of these 150 mills 

once in six' weeks. 
Mr. Hallow8.-:-Yes. 
President.-What s'Ort of .checks did yeu apply tc finil 'Out :whether the 

books were preperly kept? 
Mr. Hallows.-The whele system was prescribed by Gevernment. 

Different books had to be kept and I had. t'O see whether. the returns tallied 
with everything that was delivered by the mills. There were lakhs of p'Ounds 
in seme cases, and it was impossible f'Or me te check each and every item. 
I used to pick out different items and just check the tetal amount delivered 
through the gate passes. 

President.-The excise duty was practically on the manufacture. 
Mr. Hallows.-Yes. • 
President.'-Weuld yeu be able to say, suppcsing they had 100 bales 'Of 

cetten (and different mills might turn cut different quantities fr'Om the same 
quantity of c'Otton), whether that particular 'Output was c'Orrect as regards 
each individual mill P 

Mr. Hallo1l'8.-Yes. Y'Ou can have a very geed idea 'Of it. Ycu have a 
good idea 'Of the loss en the cetton. Frem the raw cctton up to the manu
facture' of goods, the less weuld come to about 16 to 20 per cent. 

President.-Did yo~ deduct it? 
Mr. Hallows.-Yei;. I used to check the yarn report, the yarn produced 

and the cloth produced and als'O the amcunt of size in'the cl'Oth. This was 
my method of checking. I teek the tetal amcunt of yarn consumed; less the 
wastage, and the cleth plus the size and these w'Ould cover the total ameunt. 
C'Omparing 'One menth's productien with another, 'One could ferm a very 
geod idea as to whether everything was all right 'Or n'Ot. 

Mr. Brander.-There was one security about the cott'On mills. Yeu had 
the managing agents and the sharehelders were keeping a watch and so there 
was not 'Only the Gevernment watch upen the eutturn 'Of mills but also the 
watch 'Of the shareholders. 

President.-There are seme mills which are net limited liability cem
panies. 
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M7. Bronde7.-A great majority bf the mills are r\lD by a syStem' of 
managing agents. 

M7. Bedka7.-The system was that the agents' commission was fixed on 
production on the basis of weight. So it was in the interests of the- mill 
agents to bring every pound that was produced to account in the books and 
moreover the prooessee of manufacture in the mills were such as to requir~ 
the maintenance of working records. Both these circumstances and the fact. 
that every issue out of the mill premises was supported by gate passes 
afforded ample means of testing the accuracy, of the mills' returns. ' 

P7.rided.-The whole question is whether y<Ml had the time to do it. 
Mr. Hallow,.-Yes . 
.'Tn. Matthai.-Can you give me an approximate idea as to how mnny 

mills out of the 155 are managed otherwise than by managing agents, which 
are Dot limited liability companies? 

Mr. Brand'7.-Their number is insignificant. 
Ih-. Matthai.-What is the smallest size of a mill? 
Mr. HallowI.-12 looms; that would be insignificant, not worth consider

ing. A moderate sized mill working on commercial lines would have 200 
looms. 

Ih-. Matthai.-The 'average would be much above that. 
Mr. HallowI.-Yes, the average would be 600 to 800 looms. 
Presidenf.-This excise duty was levied on goods produced in mills, was it 

noH 
4fr. HallowI.-Yes. 
Pr.sident.-And the handloom industry was excluded. 
Mr. Hallow,.-Yes. 
President.-Was there any sort of sharp distinction between a mill and a 

.mall works where some of the processes were performed 'by hand? 
M7. Brande7.-The hand process was not taxed; it was only the work done 

by machinery which' was taxed. 
Mr. Hal/ows.-In Surat there were hundreds of looms which were not 

taxed. 
President.-I have seen 30 looms worked by hand for' all practical 

purpoees. 
Mr. HallowI.-The production on hand looms is 7 yards per day whereas 

in the case of power looms it ismucb more, something like 60 yards, 
Mr. Brander.-A mill is defined as any' building or 'place where cotton 

goods are made by machinery, worked otherwise than by manual 'labour. 
Manual labour is excluded. 

Prerident.-You can employ 500 weavers in a place and manufacture on 
• fairly large scale in that way.' Labour is very cheap 'on. handlooms. 

Mr. HallowI.-The cloth woven on handlooms is very difficult to manufac-
ture on a power loom.' ' 

president.-How do you, mean? 
M7. HallowI.-It is much finer. There are more threads per inch. If 

you attempt the. same on a power loom, the threads would keep breaking 
down. Therefore you don't get -really any competition between the two 
because there is a tremendous difference between the price of the hand made 
aari and the power made sari. , 

. President.-What is the difference between the machine made ancJ;, the 
hand made? . 

Mr. Hallotos.-The production on a handloom would be about 7 yards 
per day whereas in the case of a power loom it would vary from 55 to 70 
according to the efficiency of the mill. . 

President.-I am talking of the total production. 
M7. Hal/owi.-It would be only one eighth or one tenth. 
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Mr. Brander.-There are no statistics. , 
Mr. Mathias.-Mr. Hallows, you say that the handloom industry did not 

come into competition with the power driven industry. 
Mr, HalloWB.--No\ it did not. . 
Mt. MilthUis.-That was because the excise duty was as low as 3i percent. 

If the excise duty had been 50 per cent., then of course people would have 
taken to the handloom industry instead of the machine industry, would they 
not? . 

Mr. Hallows.-I don't think that even 50 per cent. would affect. They 
make iI finer class of sari-......somethingthat may cost Rs. 20 or 30 whereas you 
make a similar thing in a mill for Rs. 6 or Rs. 7, so that you require a 
tremendously high duty· to make .the poor quality of cloth produced by a mill 
to compete with the hand .made. As a matter of fact the cloth itself would 
not do. ' , . . , 

Mr. Mathias.-The hand loom industry has a specialised market. 
Mr. Hallows.-That is really the point. .. 
Pre.sident.-It is for the superior ·article pra~tically: 
Mr. Hallows.-Yes. 
President.-Whereas in the case of matches it is for the inferior article 

that hand labour is used. 
Mr. HaZlows.-In the case of matches they would have to purchase their 

splints from some of the larger factories. 
Mr. Mathias.-Not necessarily? 
Mr. Hal/.ow8.-Can they make these themselves? 
President.-I suppose the machine made yarn is used in the handloom 

industry. 
Mr. Hallows.-Practically always; hand spinning is very little. 
President.-The line was drawn at the weaving stage. 
Mr. HaZlows.-Ai the power. 
President.-Did it apply to any factory however small the power may 

beP 
Mr. Hallow8.-1f they had power, they came under the Act, no matte! 

what the number of looms was. 
Dr. Matthai.-The power factory which employed less than 50 ply would 

not come llnder the Factory Act. 
Mr. Hallotlls.-Even if you had I/o factory with 20 working people using 

power', it would come under the Act. 
Mr. Mathias.~This system of coliection of excise would be suitable only 

I take it for big factories.·' , 
,Mr. Brander.-Of course you get more accurate account keeping in the 

bigger factory. But I don't see why it should not be applied to smaller ones 
too. . 

Mr. M~thias.-Take for example the match factories in Calcutta. There 
are a considerable number of factories in that city in which most of the 
processes are conducted by hand or only one or two process!lS are undertaken 
in a big room of a private house producing say anything from 10 to 50 gross 
a day. Those would be somewhat difficult to check, would they not? 

'Mr. Bronder.-TheY would be because their accounts would be rather 
unreliable and unscientific. ., 

Mr. Mathias.-Even if they were correct, they would be unscientific, and 
they would be kept in Bengalee. \. 

Mr. Brander.-Yes. 
Mr: Hallows.-A small concern like that won't have a clerk,' and I had 

one or two small places in Surat, whi("h, when I visited t.hem, gave me mucb·' 
more t.ronble than the largest mill in Bombay. They did not pay a man to' 
look after their books sufficiently well. He might be cheap for the money 
he received, but he did not know anything about book-keeping. 
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Dr. Matthai.-The kind of check you used over the cotton factories taking 
the amount of yarn and from that deducing the amount of ply, would be 
difficult to apply in-the case of matches. 

Mr. Hallows.'-I don't think so. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you take the amount of wood, the acfual output varies 

with each small factory. 
Mr. Hallows.-I believe on the Swedish wood or the Japanese wood they .. 

get a 1088 of about 25 'Per cent. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Take Indian wood. 
Mr. Hallow8.-40 or 50 per cent. it would be. 
Dr. Mattkai.-It depends on the sort of Indian wood. 
Mr. Hallows.-If they kept an account of the wood they purchase either 

by tonnage or by measurement and the amount they consumed and the 
amount of matches produced monthly and showed ·their balance, as they did 
in the case of cotton, one could form a good idea that everything was all 
right. 

Dr. Mattkai.-Where a man MIns a match factory entirely by hand and 
uses some kind of Indian wood, the difficulty of applying a standard' propor
tion of that kind would be very, very great. You can in the case of a power 
driven textile factory take the amount of yarn and take the amount Of out
put and apply a standard proportion. But in the case of a match' factory 
producing matches and using a baser kind of Indian wood about which' you 
have no statistics at all of waste, it would be exceedingly ·difficult. . 

Mr. Hallows.-Whatever wood' we got, supposing one factory was' using 
the two kinds of wood, both Indian and foreign of which the wastage in the 
one case would be 50 per cent. and in the other 25 'per cent. he would keep 
his accounts separate. . 

Dr. Mattkai.-The difficulty is this. The Indian wood is still in the 
expi!t-imental stage. 

Mr. Hallows.-That is true. 
Dr. Ma.ttkai.-Therefore before you apply any standard proportion' you 

have to wait for some time before you get any reliable figures. 
Mr. ·Hallows.-In my inspection in one case I found that the loss was 

about 40 per' cent. That was some six months ago. 
Dr. Mattkai.-You have been to fairly large factories. 
Mr. Hallows.-We have about 14 in Bombay. 
Dr. Mattkai.-'fheir output would. not be more than 1,000 gross a day. 

Mr. Hallows.-They are not very small. The. smallest factory in' the 
Bombay Presidency makes about 5 to 10 cases a day. 

President.-There of course some system of accounting may be necessary. 
But ther!! is one difference between cotton and matches and that is this. 
You cannot have a partially, manufactured cloth in a handloom factory j you 
must start from yarn whate~er you do and you must complete the process in 
the handloom industry. Whereas in the case of a match factory you can get 
the splints or you can get the veneer and you· can get your boxes ready made 
or anything else you like separately manufactured. . 

Mr. Hallows.-You will have to commence with splints. It does not 
matter what kind of wood is used. 

President.-.You must have seen machines where they don't ·have any 
power at all for making splints or veneers. You have hand machines' which 
peel the wood j you have had machine which chop the splints and you have also 
machines which give you the veneer for boxes and then you simply hand it 
to anybody who comes along and he makes the complete boxes. That you 
have not gQt in the cotton industry. You must complete all "the processes. 

M ... Hallows.-Yes, he must complete the cloth.' . 
Pre.~ident.-As a matter of fact we hovlll seen factories where hardly any 

power is used at all. Practically the whole thing if' done by hand. Could 
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we exclude matches made by hand in the same way as the cloth made by hand 
loom was excluded P 

Mr: Hallows.-In Bombay we have got 14 fa~tories to which it would be
very sImple to apply a similalT Act as the Cotton Excise Duty Act. I think 
it would be a good idea to begin from splints.' It would not matter t() 
Government where they were collected. If they had these splints they were 
not going to waste any more than they could possibly help before making 
them into matches. You could exclude the different kinds of wood and you 
would simply work on the splints per day or per month. Then these would' 
make so many boxes of matches and you get the total number of boxes they 
make. At. the end of every month you could balance that and say "you are 
short of so many boxes according to the splints. Where are they"? They 
might have sold to a small number of people and they must produce 
them. 

Mr. Mathias.-How do you estimate the amount of splintS? 
Mr. Hallows.-I should say by weight. 
Dr. Mattkai.-It is as difficult to measure the quantity of splints as to· 

measure the output. What I mean is this. In the case of match factory 
where they do the whole process, viz., from the log end to the match end .. 
what your suggestion amounts to is that in order to check the amount 
produced in that factory you use the amount of splints as a kind of check. 
That simply.transfers the problem from olle end to another. 

Mr. Hallows.-No. The chief thing I take it that Government want to. 
do with it is to Bee that if any duty is imposed, nothing is evaded. You want. 
something to check the matches produced and I think the best thing is 
instead of going from the wood-as you say there is such a large amount. 
of wastage-the nearest thing is to commence from splints or the veneer. You 
can also work it from the veneer but I think that splints would be better. 

President.-Supposing hand loom was not excluded at all, you could not 
have checked the production. • 

Mr. Hallows.-We could have checked but we would have required a 
tremendous amount of staff to do it. 

President.-'Vhat sort of check would you apply? '.~ 
Mr. Hallows.-You would have to take into consideration the yarn pur

chased and of course there is very little waste, say 2 per cent. when it i& 
manufactured by hand. 

President.-In a small factory like. that, you would not know how much, 
yarn they had purchased, . 

Mr. Hallows.-He must keep some kind of accounts. 
President.-It is not 'as if the shops seIling yarn were licensed. Any man 

could go out and buy yarn and you would not know how much yarn he
bought. 

Mr. Hallows.~In the case of all these concerns, they all keep some kind' 
of books in their own language to show what was going on: 

President.-I have considerable amount . of experience of these. The
aUlount I)f hook·,keepmg done by an average Indi>l:l trader or manufacturer is 
very little indeed. Even in these big match factories here, nOlle of them 
have been able to supply us with any cost sheets kept in the ordinRJ'1 way. 

Mr. Brander.-Surely all these small factories would be knocked out by 
well organised big factories. Is there any need to bother • about them at 
all. 

President.-You never know how long they would take to die. 
Dr Matthai.-In the case of the handloom industry, supposing we said 

that s~ many looms in a handloom factory could produce so much and simply 
fixed a flat rate in that way, would it be right? 

Mr. Hallows.-You could do that, but it would not be quite correct. 

Dr. Matthai.-Would it be risky' 
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Mr. Hallow8.-Suppose a man had 10 looms and he only runs 5 looms 
for a week, it would not be fair to charge him on the 10. That is going to 
make the duty on production double what it ought to be. The more you 
produce the less percentage the duty works out to. 

Dr. Matthai.-There is that risk too. 
Mr. Mathia8.-You ~uggested just noWl that you would start from splints 

and estimate the amount of matches turned out on a consideration of the 
amount of splints used. ' How would you check the amount of splints usedi' 
-the amount of splints actually used or lying in the factory? You say 
you would weigh them. But how are you going to check their record? 

Mr. Hallows.-They would have to keep a record as they did in the case 
of cotton excise. 

Mr. Mathias.-How do you know that it would be correct? 
Mr. Hallows.-You can check month by month by the amount of wood 

purchased and the amount consumed. 
Mr. Mathia8.-You get back to the same difficulty. There are different 

outturns for different woods. 
Mr. Hallows.-If you keep accounts for different qualities of wood

Indian wood so many thousand tons and foreign wood so many thousand tons 
consumed-you know the percentage of loss. You get a good idea of what the 
percentage of loss is. You get a regular system of splint manufacture. There 
is some responsible clerk in the factory who keeps an account of these splints 
and if you aee one day how they are worked there and how many boxes they 
,Jllake, you can get a good idea and you can take it by the number. As regards 
weight, you get a variation in the weight of wood because I believe they 
work"all this wood when it is damp. Naturally then it is heavy. Therefore 
you could check it by weight. -

Pre8ident.-Before you introduced the other system you had a contract 
IYstem where you had a contractor who manufactured the liquor for Govern. 
ment. That manufacture wa~ entirely in bond, was it not? 

Mr. Ghosal.-It was all under supervision. 
Pre8ident.-You had a Government Inspector practically'residing there, 

on the premises and the factory was locked?· 
Mr. Gho8al.-Yes. Every bit of stuff coming in had to be accounted 

for. 
President.-There was o~ly one outlet and that was looked by the Inspector 

and opened when required P 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. Nothing could be brought in or taken out without his 

permission. 
Dr. Matthai.-Under the contract system, is the 'manufacture or the 

atoring in bond? 
Mr. Gho8al.-Even the manufacture is done under supervision. 
President.-The warehousing is done inside the factory? 
Mr, Ghosal.-Yes. 
President.-Practically so far as the excise duty was c~ncerned, Mr. 

Brander, although it was not manufactured in bond, it really amounted to 
that.. 

Mr. Brander.-It practically came to the same thing. 
President.-Because you had the right of e.ccess at any time to the mills, 

to look at their books, to watch the processes and the rest of it. So that 
practically the manufacture was carried out under Government supervision 
to some extent. 

Mr. Hallows.-Owing to the managing agency system I The small fao
tories would go out. We had one case of a match factory at Satara which 
had disappeared. They ran for a year or two. 

President.-As regards the prevention of smuggling of cloth, did you 
depend for it on the general Excise Departmenti' 
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President.-yes. 
Mr. Brander.-There was none becam;e they levied the same duty as we 

did. So, we did not care. 
President.-Supposing you had to use the preventi:ve staff would you have 

to depend on the general excise staff P , 
Mr. Brander.--on'the Customs. There was one at Indore, one at Cambay 

and one at Baroda. , 
President.-What were the relations between you and the Government of 

India as regards the expenditure on the staff, Mr. Ghosal? 
Mr. Ghosal.-We have nothing to do with the Government of India as 

Excise now is entirely provincial. Formerly when some staff did joint duties 
the cost was shared proportionately. ' 

President.-Mr. Brander, the whole of this cotton excise duty went to the 
-Government of India. 

Mr. Brander.-Yes. 
President.-At that time were you under the Excise Commissioner. 
Mr. Brander.-I had nothing to do with the Commissioner of. Exoise. 
President.-Were you 'an offioer of the Government of India? 
Mr. Brander.-I was an official of the provincial Government. The pro

vincial Government acted as the agent. I don't think that anything was 
paid by the' Government of India. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Did they receive a lump sum for the duties performed by 
the Local Government P , 

Mr. Brander.-'fhe actual cost of establishment only. , 
President.-you kept a separate account on behalf of the Government of 

India. 
Mr. Redkar . .,--Yes. 
P1'I~sident.-Did you have to perform any other duty? 
Mr. Redkar • ..-No. 
President.-You had other duties, Mr. Brander? 
Mr. Brandllr.-Yes, I had many other duties. 
President.-This was really incidental, so far as you are conoerned. 
M'r. BrulIder:-Yes, it was merely routine work and so it worked 

snioothiy. 
Mr. Redkar.-The In~pectorC of Factories, and the Inspector of cotton 

Excise were combined at first and there was a oertain proportion fixed for 
the distribution of that expenditure. 

President.-The Factory Inspector is a provincial officer. 
Mr. Redkar.-Yes. When the working of the Act was first started, the 

duties of the cotton excise and factories Inspectors were combined but sinoe 
the last six or seven years they were separated and there were separate 
iMpectors. • , 
, Preside";'t.-'Mr. I!;aUows, do you go and inspect the match factories? 

Mr. Hallows.-I did up to 8 or 9 months ago and since then they have 
been handed over to my assistant except the Olle at Ambarnath. 

Preside'nt.-Are these factories licensed in any wayP 
Mr. Hallow8.-1 don't think so. 
President.-They use some substances which may be described as explosives. 

,Do you have any supervision as regards these at these match factoriesP 

Mr. Ha1/ows.-'Ye take precautions, as far as the use of these is concerned 
'with regard to open doors in case of fire to provide access and the burning 
,of the refuse. They have a certain amount of wastsge and they must take 
the wastage a certain distance from the factory and dump it in or bury ito 
'These are the only ploecautions we take. 
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they are dangerous and may cause· fire or explosion: As an' Inspector of 
Factories, what L. your opinion. , ' 

Mr. HallowI.-I should say that they ought to be licensed. 
Pruident:-There have been one or two cases of fire in Bombay, 
Mr. BallowI.-Yes. 
Prelident.-One factory W88 almost burnt! down. 
Mr. Mafhial.-Would· you agree for example that one of the conditions 

of license should be that there must be open space far a certain number of 
yards round the factory P , 

Mr. Hallowl.-Yes. 

·Match manufacture unsltitable as a cottage indust'1I. 
Dr. Matth;"i.-'V~uld you consider the manufacture of m~tches a sound 

proposition for a cottage factory? I am looking at it this way. The kind' 
of small factories what we have in Calcutta is like this. You get a man buy. 
ing a few splints and veneers from some large factory. He takes them to 
his own house and then he prepares the chemicals in the honse, dips the 
splints, gets his womenfolk to make the boxes and thus matches are produCed. 
The main business apparently is the mixing ·of. chemicals. He may do it in 
a place which may be next door to his kitchen. Do you consider that sort 
of industry a suitable industry P 

Mr. HallowB.-Not at all. 
President.-Many factories to-day get their boxes made i'n the homes of 

the workers and that practice may spread. Now as regards the employment 
of 'wmnen and children in' these factories, you see that in some of them, the 
women and children form a much larger percentage. 

Mr. Hallows.-Yes-. 
President.-:-From the factory point of view, do you consider it a good 

occupation for the childrenP 

M,'. Ha!Zow,.-They are not allowed to be employed unless they get III 

certificate that they are of a certain age. We take precaution with regard to 
the place being very open. Generally they have this box filling in sheds and 
we don't allow anything to .be stuffed round it, SOl that there can b~ a quick 
escape in case of fire. But as regards prohibiting the. children from, ,,!,ork~ng, 
we can't do it.. . , 

Prerident.-According w. the factory law, they can' only'work.for a certaili 
number of hours. ' . . 

Mr. Hallows . ..,..."{es. 
President.-When the work is taken., home" there:is no, guarantee ·that; 

labour L. not being sweated. 
, Mr. Hallow,;-There is no guarantee .that they are not .worked daY'·and 

night either. . 
President.-From that point of view, it 18 an objection: 

Mr. Hallolvs.-Yes. It is also a dangeroUs occupation. . As a matter' of 
fact a few months ago I was going round a mill area in Bombay and' I 
heard some noise. I went inside and found' about 50' women squatting on 
the floor and making these fireworks. I consider this very dangerous aild 
I think800ner or later Government ought to prevent tpat kind of thing: 

Govern.ment revenve. 

President.-One proposal that we are considering is' how to secure for 
Government a certain amount of revenue which the Government· expected 
when it put on this heavy import duty of Rs. 1-8-{). Government levied this 
duty in the hope -that it would get a certain amount of revenue.. Now as 
you know more and more matches are being manufactured in the country anel 
the Government revenue is gradually diminishing and if the industry extends 
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.. bviously most of it. must vanish and the proposal is whether some form of 
~xcise duty may not be levied on matches and we are considering what would 
be the best method, of levying and collecting that duty. We have just now 
been discussing the question of manufacture in bond. We have pointed out 
to you some of the difficulties, as regards the match industry, because some 
factories are very small and they may not bear the expense. There was then 
"the other system which was applicable in the case of the cotton excise duty .. 
'There also unless books were regularly kept and the manufacture was on a 
fairly large scale, the difficulties would be very great. Then, there is one 
'Other alternative, that is levying an excise duty by means of labels or. 
:stamps. You may have seen how stamps are put on some of these match 
boxes, bottles of medicine, etc. We are considering whether that would not 
be a suitable way of levying the excise duty. 

Mr. GhosaZ.-It is quite simple and all right in the case of big factories, 
,but in the case of a small industry the question is-which department is 
~oing to be responsible for this work in scattered villages? . 

President.-8upposing the. law prescribed that no matches shall be sold 
-except in containers bearing a certain label, do you think that the ,Excise 
Department· would find themselves unequal to the task of preventing illicit 
.sales? . 

Mr. GhosaZ.-The Excise Department staff is very limited-often we have 
'One inspector for three talukas. Therefore it would be difficult for this 
Department to cope with this work successfully. The supervision will be 
inefficient. 

President.-Qrdinarily of course the bulk of the production would be from 
big factories. 

Mr. GhosaZ.-Big factories can be eMily supervised. There is no question 
.bout that. 

President.-Your Excise Department may be in a position to Buper:vise 
that? , 

Mr. GhosaZ.-In ~he case of big industries manufacturing in bond we can 
manage easily. So far as Bombay is concerned there are at present no 
~ttage industries. ' 

President.-The difficulty is as regards the collection of excise duty. 
Even if we have manufacture in bond, there is another difficulty and that 
is that unless we have these labels'matches may be imported from outside. 

Mr. GhosaZ.-I mean when the manufacture is in bond we can easily 
arrange for the labelling to be done. Labelling is necessary. What I meant 
was that the excise staff cannot efficiently supervise any labelling or supervis
ing work if there are any cottag~ industries on a large scale. . 

Mr. Mathias.-You have cOBsiderable district experience. Would it' not 
be possible for the revenue staff to check these in the same way as they 
eheck the opium shops. 

Mr. Ghosal.-The Revenue Department ought to be able to supervise 
this work, though the inspection of opium shops is only an additional check, 
the real check for such shops being left to the Excise Department. 

President.-Mr. Brander, as Collector of Bombay, did you have any pre
yen ti ve staff also P 

Mr. Brander.:-There is some ,excise staff under the Collector of Bombay 
for his local area. 

Pre,ident.-Beside~ that has the Collector of Bombay any preventive staff 
or does he depend on the police for any offence against the Arms Act P 
Perhaps that would be under the Commissioner, of Police. 

Mr. Brander.-Undoubtedly. 
President.-Has the Collector of Bombay got any separate detective or 

preventive department under him? 
M1'. Bmnder.-There are special men for cocaine; thereo. is a special staff 

for the country tobacco department. The Bombay City has a peculiar system 
of licences for selling country tobacco. So we have to keep 'a permanent 
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.!II1f ,to prerent country biris .bein$ imp9rted, (rom outside and sold in the 
elt,. 

Pruident.-Is that excillllbleP 
Mr. Brander.-Thllt is merely a sort of special concessiQn which was giyen 

to the Bombay Municipality in 1857. They get a net revenue of Rs; 4i lakhs 
from that. 

Mr. Ghos!ll.-It is really an octroi which the Bombay Municipality used 
to levy. Instead of ~roi it; is converted into duty and the Excise Depart
ment ill entirely the agent of the Municipality for collecting that reven~. 

President.-I did Dot know t\lat there was any such system here. 
Mr. GhoBal.-There is a duty of Rs. 1-8-0 per maurid on. all tohacco 

eoming into Bombay, and nominally fol'l keeping a check on the transaction 
we issue a license to any person who sellstobaccoj whether manufactured or 
pUl'l8; the biriwalla has to pay one rupee license fee. 

President.-It is an interesting point. So far as Bombay is concerned 
yOU can allow the sallle license to selI matches _more or less. 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
J>r:esident.-If 10u license the biriwala there is no reason ,why you should 

lIot be able.to lioense a manto sell matches. ' . 
Mr. Ghosal.-Aa regards license for selling there shoul<l be n\> diflicv.lty. 
Presidlmt.-Do you have tit license ,hawkers. of biri P . . 
MT. GhoBal . ...;....Tobacco in any form is not allowed to be hawked. 
President.-How lJ!.any licenses have you here for biris P 
MT. Gh08al.-One thousand .four hundred. 
President.-Ordinarily the man who'sells biris will also.sell matches. 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes. 
Pre~ident.-What is the expenditure in proportion to th!, .reveD1~e .from 

tobacco. . . 
Mr. Ghosal.-Cost of collection is Rs. 64,000 and revenue Rs, Ii lakn~. 
Mr. Mathias.-What is ~he amount of licence fee? ' . 
MT. Gh08al • ....,{)ne rupee each per year. 
Pre,ident.-You hand over ~he revenuf<j to ~he.COrporlltion. 
Mr. Gh08al.-The nett revenue is ,handed over'to the ,Corporation. 
Mr. MathiaB.-That is administered by the Exoise Department? 
Mr. ,Ghosal.-Yes. Therei!lil sale must not be ~I[Oeeding 14 ,~rs .. 'Up 

to 4 seers they are alIowed to import without a permit. 
Pruident.-Then the small biriwallas can do without a license. 
Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, for import only. 
President.-For selling? 
Mr. Ghosal.-For selling the rule is that anyone selling bid, ~dS to have 

A license. 
Mr. Bronder.-once OF twioe an attempt was made to abll&l-. tJII. ,but ·the 

Corporlltion would not agree to it. 
P'I'slident.-1a ·there ~ -proposal now to levy an excise duty 011 :t.Qbacco? 
Mr. Ghosal.-That was one of the reoommendationoftn" 'l'axation 

Enquiry Committee. 
PreBident.-Has the proposal matured at all so far? 
Mr. Ghosal.-It is still under consideration I think. 
President.-As regards stamping all these match boxes, one of the reasons

for this Buggestion is to detect illicit importation into British .territ,orj' '0 
that these labels would apply both to foreign matches, they would vary in 
amount and value-as well as to matches. manufactured in the country. Do 
)'ou think if a system of labels was adopted, it would help the Excise Depllrt
ment a good deal to stop the illicit importation of matches into Britiih 
territory? 

IV 
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Nr; Gkosal.-WhatI want to convey is that the excise ataffb:tust be big: 
enough to do this work efficiently. This requires more or less village inspec-' 
tion, and we cnnnot do that with our present staff. ' 

Mr. Bf"(UId~r.-Will not ~uch labels be easilyoounterfeitedP 
President.-No. ' , 
,Mr. Brander.-What. is the difficulty in making a. similar one hereP 
Presiden,t.-No difficulty at all. What I was suggesting was that it would 

not take very much time to inspect whether any matches were sold without, 
labels. , " ' ' , 

Mr. Gkosal.-Of courSe, it might help, if this was made penal;, in that case 
people would be afraid,specially if the profits be small. , . '. '. 

Presidcn,t.-If it is made an offence. to sell 'matches ,Without label it would 
not throw It great deal ()fwor\l: on any department.' 

Mr. Gkosal.""7"Provided they had ,the ,opportunity of adequate inspection. 
All I am urging is. that the present excise staff cannot cover large tracts 
within a reasonable time. Therefore checking would be very difficult or a 
farce. , ' 

Pr6siden,t.-Takingthe question of smuggling of Indian liquor, it is easy 
to smuggle one or two bottles from all Indian State to British India? 

Mr. Ghosal.-These borders are specially watched; our staffs are more con
centrated on the borders then in the interior. But for matc1l inspection con
centration in the interior is necessary. I think the best agency to do that 
is the village police patil. .' , : , ' 

Pr8sident.-You suggest that it would be better to hand, it over more or 
less to the police and make it a sort of cognizable offence? . 

Mr. Ghosal.-Yes, 'to the police or the reveliue officer. 
Mr. Bronder.-I think the police will object because they will say that it 

is a purely excise case. ' . 
Mr. Mathias.-Will there be any difficulty about the revenue staffP Do 

you think the revenue staff will object to doing this?' , 
Mr. Brande1·.-They will 'coinplain that they are overburdened. 
Mr. Mathias.-Any staff will complain'that they are overburdened. 
Mr. Brander.-They have a very complicated system of record of rights 

and that Bort of thing. That is my experience. 
Mr. Matkia'.-What about your village staffP 
Mr. Bronder.-We call them village patils. But their. sympathies are 

entirely against the excise staff in excise matters. We find that in cases of 
illicit distillation and !lO on. Most of them are. too illiterate, ' , 

President.-Mr. Brander, you are now in charge of the Satara districtP 
Mr. Brander.-Yes.' ' . : 
President.-As regards yOUJ: ,country l~quox: it cornel! fJ:om Nasik. 
Mr. Gho,al.-It cornell from Khanapur. 
Prc,iaent.-You have got a Government warehouse I take itP 
Mr. BrandeT.-Yes. 
'Presiden,t.-8upposing it, was a ease of Government monopoly in matches 

would it be feasible for Government to selI matches at the same warehouse as 
you sell your country liquor P 

Mr. Brander.-Spedal buildings will have to be ,put UP. there is no room 
.. t present in the compound.; , 

Mr .. Ghosal.-Warehouses can be hired at any.time., 
P'N!sident.-It is a question whether it would be necessary to have a 

duplicate staff. It is easier'to sell matches than to sell liquor. , 
; Mr. Ghosa-l.-There is one warehouse in the whole district. Is it, suggest., 

ed that all ths matches should be collected for the district in one WIUehOUSe 
at. the headquarters of the distJ:ictP . 

President.-If Government undertakes the monopoly it will have to have 
ita w~ehouses iu different district undoubtedly, and I was wondering ,,:hether 
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this sy&tem that is already in existence might not. also b!l utilized, for, the 
purpose to the extent to which it is possible to do? 

MT. BTandeT.-I think it would add enormously to the price of matches 
if we were to concentrate in one particular warehouse. It would upset the 
,resent arrangements; they are now coming to all statiolll\. 

M.T. Hallows.-That system would apply to every small village in existence 
and It would, I think,need tremendous supervision to watch it. 

PTesiden.f.-Were you in charge of stamps while you were Collector ot 
Bombay? . 

Mr •. BTan.der.-Yes. . 
PreBident.-What agency did you have for the distribution of stamps? 
MT. BTan.deT.-We had a large stock in BombaY.of revenue and postage 

ItalllpS. . . 
PreBidBnf.-There you have a system by which you have got to distribute 

.tampa to 80 many different places?' . 
Mr. BTan.dBr.-They are sent out 'to district treasuries and from the 

district treasuries to the taluka treasuries and they distribute them to the 
various departments, stamp vendors, post offices, courts, etc. That is . how 
,hat is done. . 

Prll,idefif.~an the same department undertake the distribution of. 
matches for Government? Most people require some sOrt .of stamps. 

MT. BTan.dBr.~tamps are such a small article as regards bulk and unlike 
matches stamps come from one source. They are now making them at Nasik. 
As regards cotton excise although there was a provision in the Act for 'bonded 
warehouses, they were never used in practice because the cost of running 
such .~onded warehouses would be enormous and the manufacturers issue the 
goods as fast lIB they can. _ , . 

PTB.ident.-1 think we sent you a copy, of the evidence which we took 
in Burma. There we asked the Commissioner of Excise as to what it would 
cost if we were to have manufacture in bond of matches and his estimate was 
about Rs. 250 a month. . . . 

Mr. Ghosal.-'-We have got 4 bonded warehouses in the Bombay City, 'one 
in Ahmedabad and one. in Baroda where spirituous medicinal' and toilet 
preparations are manufactured. The actual cost in each place comes to 
about Rs. 1,800 for the staff-pay, pensions allowance, etc. 

Dr. Matthai.-Corresponding to what amount of revenue? 
Mr. Gkosal.-We have nothing to do with the revenue or income of those 

private concerns. 
PTIl8ident.-There are some soap factories and perfumery _ factories. Is 

the manufacture done in bond? 
MT. Gko,aZ.~oap is not manufactured in:. bond and the Excise Depart

ment has nothing to do with the manufacture. The manufacture of perfumed 
spirit is controlled by license, but there is no manufacture in bond. Spirituous 
medicinal and toilet preparations are manufactured in bond. A reduced rate' 
of Rs. 5 per proof gallon on the finished product. The concession is only' 
granted in the case of spirit manufactured in India. . , 

PTIlBident.-Are they . manufactured in bond just now? 
MT. Ghosal.-Yes. 
PTeBident.-About how many. 
Mr. Gkosal.-There are five at present, I think'-:'the Gujerat Chemical, 

Works, Ahmedabad, Powell and Company, Kemp and Company; M. J. Gujjar 
and Company and Wright and Company. ' 

PTesident.-Wbat about Eastern Chemicals. . 
Mr. Gkosal.-That is not in bond. 
M.,.. Mathias.-Do you have any Government staff at the factories of these 

chemiacl works P 
MT. Ghosal.-No excise staff. 
M.,.. Mathia8.-How does the bonded system work? 
M.,.. Glosal.-Quite all right, 
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Mr'. Matkias.-If nO' Government staff is stationed at the chemical fao
tories, how do they workP 

Mr. GkosaZ.-1t is only where alcohol is used that we have the bonded 
system. These chemicals are not alcohol so I have nothing to do with them. 

Mf'. Matkias.-How does the bonded system work. 
Mr. GkosaZ.~We depute to each one sub-inspector and one peon. When 

any kind of manufacture goes on the Sub-Inspector has to be present and 
whenever the spirit is issued he has to see how much alcohol is used .lor this 
purpose. 

Mr. Matkias.-Suppose 'a Chemical works took a certairl amount of alcohol 
from you, then you will have to send an inspector P 

M1'. GkosaZ.-'Yes., So long as the spirit is not duty paid. 
Pre&ident.-Mr. Brander, is the Collector of Bombay simply the selling 

agent for these stamps or' is he in charge of the manufacture? ' 
Mr. Brander.-He is simply a distributing agent. 
President.-He practically. utili~es the revenue department for that 

purpose P " ,. 
Mr. Brander.-After he has sent these to the treasury officers, he has 

finished his duty. After that the distribution is made by the treasury officer 
who is a Deputy Collector; 

President.-!t has' to pass through the Collector of Bombay? 
Mr. Brander.-He is called the Superintendent of Stamps working under 

the Stamp Act. ' , 
President.-That Superintendent of Stamps is under the Collector? 
Mr., Brande-r.-He is the same individual. 
Mr. Gkosal.-The treasury officer has also to send it in'bulk to the postal 

department and they have their own distributing'agents. ' 
President.-There is no exciSable article just now where you have th~e 

labels except that in the country liquor you have sealed bottles? 
Mr. GkosaZ.-We have not got the sealed bottle system in this province. 
President.-What would be the oost of establishment ,supposing matches 

had to be manufactured in bond for each factory. Can you give us some 
ideaP 

Mr. Gkosal.-I should say about the same, about Rs; 1,800 a year ior 
each- factory. 

President.-That would not be very much. The difficulty arised only in 
regard to! these very small fawtories. 

Mr. GkosaZ.-Yes. 
President.-Then Government may perhaps get over the difficulty by 

laying that each factory should be licensed and that no licence should be 
issued unless it is able to manufacture in large scale. In that case the 
smaller factories would cease to function. Unless a factory is able to meet the 
expenses of maintaining a staff, it is no use its carrying on. 

Mr. Gkosal.-Yes. The minimum is about Rs. 1,800. 
President.-Would you- consider the staff reliable for that purposeP 
Mr. Gkosal.-I think so. The moment you put in an' excise staff, the 

superior officers will automatically go and inspect the work of that staff. 
Thus we are not relying on that local staff alone but also on the super-
vision by superior officers. .. 

Pre&ident.-The difficulties (If maintaining a check are greater," in matches. 
than they are for instance in country liquor. 

Mr. Gkosal.-Why should they be, because aftel'all, all that the staff has 
to do is to see that the products are stored somewhere and that the final 
products do not go out without labels. . 

Mr. Mathias.-After all, illicit manufacture of country liquor would be
easier than illicit manufacture of matches? 

Mr. Ghosal.-Probably, but 1 was referring to manufacture in b'l1ld. 
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Oral .vidence of Mr. G. G. LAIRD MacGREGOR, I.CoS., Conector 
of Salt Revenue, Bombay, recorded at Bombay on Tuesday, 

the 13th December, 1927. 

Introductof'1/. 
Prclidenf_Mr. MacGregor, you are the Collector of Salt Revenue? 
lIr. lfacGregor.-Yes, Collector of Salt Revenue, Bombay Presidency, DO. 

i:1chuiJng Sind. 
Pruident.-How long have you been in chargt. of this? 
Mr. Macihegor.-Bince 1st March 1924. 
Preaident.-Have you held this post before? 
Mr. MacGregor.-Yes. I acted before once for four months. 
Pre3ident.~When was that? 
MT'. MacGregor.-In 1911 or 1912. 
President.-You. are in charge of the whole salt administration, are you? 
Mr. lIacGregor.-I am in charge of the sole administration of the Bl-esi-

dency proper' I am also in charge of the customs up and down the coast, 
from the Gulf of Cambay as fa" as the extreme south of the Presidency with 
the exception of Bombay itself. 

Pruident.-Who is in charge of Bombay? 
Mr. MacGregor.-Mr. Watkins. 
President.-He is the Collector of Customs? 
Mr. 'MacGrel1or.-Yes. be has nothing to do with salt. 
Mr. Mathial.-Do you WOl"lr under the Central Government? 
Mr. MacGregor.-Yes. 
Presideat.-Yo, are in charge of the customs barriers? 
Mr. MacGregor.-I have got the Kathiawar land frontier; I have got the 

Viramgam customs line ,which is part of that la!ld frontier. I have got a 
amall fro~ier abou.t 20 miles round Daman and I have got another frontier 
of about 16() miles round Goa iil;elf. 

President.-Do you deal with the coast only P 
Mr. lIacGrcgor.-No, with the land frontier shutting out Goa from British 

India on the land, side. 
P'relident.-"\\'hat about those Indian States that are inland, say in Yahi 

Kantha? 
Mr. lIacGregor,-I have got nothing to do with them. They get all their 

goods customed by us before they reach them. 
President.-Are you in charge of the Government salt works'? 

Manufacture of Salt. 

Mr. MacGregor.-Yes, at Kharaghoda in CutCh. May I explain the 
aalt position? When under Sir Charles Pritchard salt was centred in &nd 
round Bombay there were no important salt ,,"orks for sea salt except 
within a radius of 30 miles of Bombay. On each side of Daman and Goa 
he left two salt works in order to keep prices down. in order to prevent 
amuggling. The principle there is excise. In the sea salt works the trader 
makes his own salt and sells It to his best advantage and we do not inter
fere. We collect the duty. That is the case also round Bombay. There 
are two salt works, one at Dharasn8 and one at Maroli, one on each side 
of J)llman. As regards the salt works at Dharasna we pay the salt workers; 
they get the money for the salt "'hich they make when the salt is sold. 

/"'.3ident.-Is it chiefly by evaporation? 
Mr. MacGregoT.-Up in Kharaghoda, up on the Runn of' Cutch, it is en

tirely by evaporation. It is exported largely ·til the United Provinces ani 
the Central Provinces. There, i.e., Kharaghoda, it is entirely departmental. 
It is made from brine wells. We distribute the pans and fix the amount of 
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l'roduction and we pay for what they produce. We pay them on the spot 
when salt is going into -storage. ' 

.Ur. }l[athia8.~How do you fix the price? 
JI-r. MacGregor.-The'-price.is fixed at 2 annas a maund. 
MI'. Mathias.-How do you fix it? . -
J17'. lIfacGl·e(lor.-Originally it was one anna, then 1 anna 9 pies, then 

it was 2 annas and then it was raised,to 2 annas 3 pies. When we wanted 
to push 'the production we paid 2 annas 9 pies and then; ·reduced it to 2 
annas.3 pies and recently it is back again to 2 annas. It is purely arbitrarr. 
It is merely a question of supply and demand. - -

Mr. Mathias.-Has there been any combine to push up the prices? 
Mr. MacGre(lor.-We have been very lucky. We had a family of Maho

medans Khan Bahadurs who have great inHuence with these Agarias, Bait 
workers; who are very. ignonnt people and we have managed to avoid 
anything in the nature of a combine. In fact, I reduced the rates from 2 
annas 9 pies to 2 aunas 3 pies and there was not· II. murmur. 

President.-You purchase all the salt that they manufacture? 
M·r. MacGreuor . .....:.We purchase aU that 'they manufacture subject to 

quality. -
President.-How do you disPose of it? 
Mr. MacGreuor.-It is stored there and we sell it at prices fixed from time 

to time. At present it is Rs. 4-3-0. 
President.-That includes the excise duty [-
lIfr. MacGregor.-It does not include excise duty. The excise duty is -

Re. 1-4-0. It does not include packing, loading and sewing either, which 
the merchant can either do himself or get it done for him by agents at 
fixed rates. -

lJb'. Mathia.~.-You store it in a warehouse? 
lIfr. MacG1'e(lOr.~We have 4t lakh maunds under cover for sale during 

the monsoon; the rest is stored in· open heaps. 
Dr. Matthai.-What 11I;oportion of your total production is produced m 

Government factories? 
Mr, MacGregol .. ~ne to t'uee. 
Prllsiclent.-And the rest is manufnctlll'ed by the people? 
Mr. lJlacGrp.(lor.-Yes, hj pEople who own salt pans. 
Pl'esideflt.-But they cannot sell it direct; they must sell through you 

uuly? -
Mr. lIfacGregor.-They" sell direct. 
-Mr. Mathias.-How do YOI~ assess the duty 04 that? 
lIfr. MocGl'egor.-The duty is fixed at Re. 1-4-0. 
President.-How do you do that? Have you got inspectors to go round~ 

Do your inspectors go round alld measure the production? 
.. lJlr. lJlacGregor.-There is an eye estimate. We don't weigh into store 
on the scale as Madras does. The quantity sold is checked. It is weighed 
out by a Government clerk and it is then sent out to the preventive station. 
~Ve only collect the dtuy on it. - In some cuses we do colloot a small amount 
In the shape of what is called ground rent. 

JJlr. Mathias.-How do thev effect their sales? 
Mr.lJJacGreg(}r.--After th~:f effect the sale thf'y have to have II permit 

11'0111 me to remove t.he salt. They go to my Chi~f AC<'ollnts Officer generally 
and they get a permit from him. 

Mr. lIfathias.-This system is somewhat cumbersome? 
IIlr. JlacGre(lor.-I don't think so. 
Mr. Mathias.-A merchant ciealing on II large &('ale would find it cumber-

some to get a permit in each c&~e, would he not? -
JJlr. MacGreuor.-There is M limit to the siloe of a permit The salt 

works have got to take a permit for eaoh separately. • 
Mr. Mathi(Js.-What I was thinking of is this. If you had a factory 

en a very large scale from'\'b;ch a man was exporting, say, 2,000 bags of 
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that? 

Mr. Mac(hegor.-It would be undoubtedly. 
Prerideflt.-It is practically manufactured under Government supervi

aioni' 
Mr. MacGreg_It is guarded and the Government is supposed to take 

an ,actual interest in the proceas of manufacture but as a matter of fact, I 
don't think they do take much interest. We don't stand guarantee· fot 
the· quality. U they make any inferior salt they, find they won't get a 
market for it and before the beginning of the next. season they throw 
back into the pans any salt which is of inferior ,qUality in order to strengthen 
the brine~ That is done with my sanction. . 

Dr. Mattkai.-That means' vractically private pintles manufacturing in 
bond? " 

Mr. MacGregor.-It is. The salt in heaps is guarded; tfiere ill an actual 
guard round the pan during the process of mandact.ure. 

Pre,ident.-You can only do that in ary weather; 
Mr. MacGregor.-It begins in OctobOl' and the storing commences in 

November and continues till June. ' 
Pre,{deflt.~Does it give you time enough i' 
Mr. MacGregor.-They can make 140.\akhs of maunds of sea salt .and 

there is no real 'market for more than 100 lakh&, and as you get nearer 
the llJon80on· evaporation is ,much quick<lr and the ·salt is produced very 
quickh·. Where they collect from the pans once in 5 days at the start, 
they collect once in 3 days and even onCll in 21 days so the bulk of the pro
d'lction comes really in the hottest months of th.) year. 

Prtftdeflt.-What 'does the production come to per montlip 
Mr. MacGregor.~I can't tell you per month but'they make about 100 

lalrhs a year and Government makes about 28 lakhs that is about a quarter, 
!lr. Matth.ai.-A'part from the actual guardm~ is there any way by 

which ynu can check whether ,he salt has passed mto the market without 
paying ,the duiY-;K)me method like this, e.g., you have some idea of the 
cost of production and then you find that in some market it is being 80ld 
~t L-f'll)w tl'e r·rice represented by the cost plus the duty . 

• 111'. Mac(;,egor.-'-My answe; to that is that the guarding arrangemellts 
are 80 good that there is no salt going- out. Practically speaking every-' 
body is reconciled now to buying licensed salt. 

Preaideflt.-That is rather a small quantity, is it not? 
Mr. MacGregor.-They generally make JIlore than 100. lekhs of maunds 

but they do not sell more than that. 3 tc 4 lakbs of maunds of salt are 
thrown back into the reservoir, at the beginning of the next salt poducing 
season. 

Presideflt.-Is the salt exported from Bombay? 
Mr. MacGregor.-Yes. Last year I got tliem ~t.iilg again. ~Y .. tent 

9 lakhs of mannds to Calcutta. 'The year before .1t ,was only 4 lakhs. It 
is I1lso ex.ported to foreign Malabar (Cochin and Travancore). We collect; 
a nominal duty of 3 pies a lJlaund to meet the ~,()st of establishment. 

Mr. Matkias;-Apart from tlie' salt manufactured under, vour charge' 
Government also manufactures salt somewhere in the North, aoes. it not? 

Mr. MacGregor.-Yes. That is not under me. bm under the Northern 
India Salt Commissioner under whose supervision salt is manufactured 
at Sambharin Jodhpur and Jaipur. Salt is als? manufactured at Khewra 
ill the Salt Range and also at Kohat when salt is excavated in salt mines. 

Mr. Mathitu.-Is that the main supph? 
Mr . .J[acGreg(}T.-The main suVply is, Sambh:H which supplies about 40 

lakhs and Khewra about 28 to 30 lakhs of maunds of salt. 
President.-Sambhar is a salt lake, is it not," 
Mr . .J[acGreg(}r.~Yes. 

President.-Is it done in the same way, by evaporation? 
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Mr. MacGregor.-I have never been there but I am told 80: There u. 
also the Sind salt which is lot under me, and t.here also salt IS made by 
evaporation from brine water. 

P1'esidefl,t.-There is also salt manufacture in. Aden? 
Mr. MacGregor.-I suppose the Aden.works.a!e un~er the Government 

of Ind.ia but for Customs purposes Aden IS foreIgn terrItory. 
Dr. Matthai.-In these private factories what' proportion does your cost 

of establishment bear to the Tbvenue that you get? 
Mr. 'MacGregor.-I am afraid I could not tell you, but I could get you 

the figures if you wimtP , 
[Note.~The cost of guarding salt is 3'11 per cent. of the duty collected.] 
Mr. lIlathia •. -Is there any attempt to control prices? 
Mr. MacGregor.-None what.ever. 
:P'I"eside1tt.-Do the 4ealers deal direct with you when they want to buy 

Government salt? . 
Mr. MacGregor.-Yes, .direct in this way. 'l'here are certain ra.ilway 

stations where t>urchasers can pay money in and Wll are informed of it 
and ·the· lDal!.ager of '1lly salt dores issues a permit. It is done in strict 
rotation and when the turn of the purchaser comes he 'can get it either 
direct from the salt stores or by paying thl3 money in to my Chief Accounts 
Officer in my office and obtainiDg a permit. . 

Mr. Mathia.,.-After paying the money in tha Treasury and obtaining 
a ,ohallan. do they have to produce the challan ali the place where the salt 
is delivered? 

Mr. MacGregor.-I am not certain about that.. 
Presiden.t.-Are you in charge of imported . salt also? 

Mr. MacGr~gor.-Very littlo! if importad here. '.fhe. Collector of Customs 
is in ,charge. . 

Pt'e"ld~nt.-Then as regards the Kathiawar ports what is the arrange
Illentbetween :the Government of India and the ports as regards salt? 

.lh M!l~(7r~lI(!r.--Dhrangadhra, although it is an Indian State, has also 
~ot the right of making the slime salt as I makE> at Kharagodha but it is 
not allowed to export the salt into British India. Baroda is going to expOlt 
salt from .Okha .to the Calcut.b market but I have only heard of it being 
exported up till now from Kodinar near Din. They export that without 
let or hindrance and in the !Mt two or three Y&I&rs' they have been given 
permission to export the salt ioCalcutta. 

!President.~Would that be liable to duty whe'l it comes into a British 
~rl? ' . . 

Mr. MacGregor--As ariangements stand at present they have got to pay 
duty before the salt leaves Kodinar. 

President.-Do YOIl mean to the British Gove!nment? 
iIlr. :MaeGrtgor.-Yes. The;; actually doeJ:pol't. trade .now with other 

places outside India without ollr knowing any ,particulars. We came to 
know or:it by accident because a 175 ton hoat. was WI'O('ked off the Ratnagiri 
coast and the rescued person~ said .they were l)lIund for Penang, so that 
they :were taking the salt there without our knowing anythillg of it .. All 
that we want is tha.t they should not land any salt surreptitiously in 
India. . 

President.-As . regards consumption .;)f salt iii ~ Kathiawar what is the 
arrangement now l' Do they de just.as tbey like or !have. the. Government 
of India any control. 

Mr. MacG1·egor . ....:several States make their own',sRlt. 

President.-Can they import it if they like from,outEid~P 
Mr. MacGregor.-Yes. But they get most of it from another Kathiawar 

St.ate or maKe it themselves. For instance DhEaangadhra suppJi£8 a few 
of the other St,ate~. ' 
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, Pre.id,lnt.-SO far as the Indian States are concerned, it practically 
means that in this part of India the Government of India does not c'laim 
any share in the salt revenue. That is what it comes to. 

Mr. MacGrtgor.-None whatever. 

The customs barrier. 
President.-Then as regards the customs barrier you are conceJ:ned not 

merely with salt but with "nything that has to pass out of the customs 
barrier? 

Mr. MacGregor.-Yes. The Kathiawar line-I am talking of the land 
line-nlDning from the Luni river bordering on Jodhpur territory righi 
down to the Gulf !If Cambay. 

President.-How many mIles is it? 
Mr. MacG1"egor.-180 mila"!; that is patrolled by a force of 800 men. 

That was originally not only a customs line but also a preventive line to 
keep £he opium of Malwa out of Kathiawar where we farm the opium and 
the salt of Kathiawar from coming to Gujarat where we farm the' salt. Also 
until the end of December 1917, we collected ClustOms principally at Viramgam 
where we had an Assistant Oollector in charge. Then in 1918 as a 
geMUl'e for the help given .by the States during the war we agreed to 

. abolillh that ,line provided tho maritime States of Kathiawar levied the 
same rates of duty as under lhe British Indian tariff and send us returns 
of their jmports. I have nothing to do with Dia. Round Daman I have 
got a line with a bedge, which is more or less impenetrable, that is another 
110 miles, there is then between Surat district and Dharampur; the Pargana 
of Nagar Aveli, which is Portuguese territory, and entirely enclosed, which 
we ,treat as British possession. They get all their stuff and they have got 
to pay customs duty on it. They cannot get their salt free frOD) ,Daman 
to Nagar Aveli. On the other hand they do us down by getting a lot of 
liquor smuggled into British India without our bein:;; able to catch them. 
Then round Goa I have another line which goes from the sea not far from 
Vengllrla right up to the Ghats in the Belgaum district and passing Castle 
Rock, which Ron .he railway, and down below the Ghats again between 
Kanara and Goa. That is 151) miles. 

P'I'esident.-You have got it! keep watch? 
Mr. MacGregor.-That is patrolled by 800 sepOY6. SomepM-t of the 

line is fenced and some part iR ri~er bank. They. ,dump their stuff and 
you cann"t stoptheD) very much. We do make captures but not tathe 
ntent to which .we can say there is real 'protection. 'Water is rather' Po 
disadvantage. It is deep enough for boats on eithE'r' side and they can 
land goods anywhere. . 

Preaidrnt.-Wben the Kathiawllir barrier was abolished I supPoHe thes .. 
"'er.- kent. 

Mr. Mcu;Gregor.-:-Yes, the barriers round Goa and Daman. 
President.-The .Kathiawar barriet: !Was a~olished in 1918 and it ha, 

been reimposed since July this year P 
Mi. MacGregor.-Yes, in the month.of June o)"July, I think. 
Pruident..-Does it now "·~k·:.a8 bef,,~e? ... .. ' 
Mr. MacGregor.-1t is worked entirely on different iines •. l~ the ,p!~ 

days we took every. pie of the duty that was due til us; now we ex~mpt· 
the duty on Kathiawar prodll('e agricultural,' mineral; manufactured' and 
110 oD_nd the whole time, whether !the. JJne ·is 'on ~l" not, under a hYEMty 
... ith fBhavuagar. 'B~ imports coming from Bhavnagar. aooompanil!d by .. ~ 
bill -elf entry is passed through, ~ven ·when ·the custom\! line was in .force 
hefcml 1918, ""ithout payment of cluty. 

Presidefit.-1J'hey eancome into BritiRh India .. 
Mr. JlaoGrfll1on-Yes. You -caD .find that, in Aitcheson'a Tr.eatiea. In 

1860, ·there were grounds forgiving them" free 1!Dtry because WI! owed 
them something and we set that off against their profit •. on theQlJsto~. 
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P-resirlent.-Does it mean that they can import any unlimited quantity 
of any stuff they like 'into 13rJtishlndia? 

Mr. Mac(}reOOI'.-Yes, exceptcert~in things like salt, opium, etc., 
which are excisable. They nan import these into their own territory but 
they cannot pass them through our line. 

President.-They can manufacture anything they like in their State? 
Mr. lIfacGnOo,/".-They can manufactul"e anythmg they like, and except 

Fait, liquor, perfumed spirit and that sort of thing,.I·e allow them through 
(.ur line. 

M,/". Mathias.-You say eX:)l!lable articles. Take 9 case in which the 
import duty is very much in excess of the excise duty. If they imported 
those articles, when they passed the excise barrier, wonld they pay an 
E''tciqe duty 01' customs duty? 

lIfr. MacGreoor.-They wOldd not be' allowe1 to rass the barrier. 
Mr. Matkias.-Not, at all? 
Mr. MacGreo()r.-No. 
lIfr. 'Matkias.-Not even on payment of ,the dutyO 
Mr, MacGreoor.-No. 
PTesident.-Take the case of matches to-day. If Bhavnagar imported 

matches it ,could do so, but \\olild they be allowed to send the' goods into 
British India from' Bhavnagar? ' 

'j}Ir. MacGreoo1\-Yes. If they levied the British Indian rate of duty on 
that. They send us returns hom ,Bhavnagar., ' 

lIfl". Mathias.-Su'pposing they did not levy any dnty? 
M.r. MacGreoor.-T4ey ought. to j or we should tumble on to it even

tually if they did not. 
M,'. Mathias.-They are allowed to import anything except excisable 

articles? 
lIfr. MacG,'eoor.-Under the terms of the treaty they ought to impose 

the same duty that'is imposed in' British India at their port~ , 

President.-Supposing a man brings his goods from one of the ports whioh 
are not subject to the treatie~, 'how does he provl' that he has paid duty 
,to the Indian StateP, ' ' 

Mr.MacGreoor.-W~ bike the State's word' that Ite has paid the duty. 
He has' to produce the shipping, bill or something to show that the stuff 
has been landed in Bhavnagar. Recently I had a quarrel with SIr 
Prabhashankar over stuff commg into Bhavnaglli' by land from Junagad 
or Porbandar on which he levied Indian rates of duty. But our treaty deals 
with sea customs, not 'land ('ustoms. That point has to be threshed out. 
We say he is not entitled to the most favoured nation treatment. 

, President.~But the fact 'of payment so far as you are concerned is 
.. roved merely by his producing the shipping doc~me,!ltsP " 

Mr. MacGreoor,-Yes, that goods ,have been la.nded, and they have 
also their returns which they submit to us. With the 1918 'removal of 
,the customs barrier at Viramgam the States agreed to BubmitC returns of 
their imports. ' , • " ,,), . " .. ,,' 

,,', Pr;"dent.-:Of, course you i hav~, got,to' depend on ,them;, ',: , 

f Mr. MaeGrf(lO'l".-We' have 'no-individual there to~oheck, because .it 
would' be looked upon' II.S an iRfringement of their sovereignty rights, to 
h'!'ve our chowkidar there. In 'the old days atone; time I we. had a treaty 
With Goa whorebr we had our Sarkarkund at Goa to supervise ,the manu
facture of salt. That was rather 'R :!iifficult positioll to, maintai'll. ',' , 

Pre'id'IJnt~M'RY I take' it, thata:ny .artiole whether imported into or 
mRnufactured in' an Indian' Stats, if 'hrought into British India . .is liable 
to your customl1'dutyP' ',' 11 ,: f,: , ' 
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Mr. MacGregor.-The Sea Customs duty; that really a1l'ects the maritime 
States. As regards land customs we live and lei Ii .. t. very largely excep~ 
c;, the Kathiawar line. ' 

Manufactures 0/ lrwiian States. 
Pre.ident.-Bupposing an Indian State say, Baroda, has got 'iii big 

textile mill, can the goods IJOme into British lndi,\ without paying any 
excise or any import duty? 

lIIr. MacGregor.-Yes, becaub9 we have no lane! customs against Baroda. 
Mr. lIIatkias . ..JC.At,the time when there was the cotton: excisewerlJ, they

then ,allowed ,to -'import cottoli"good~ into British India ,without ,paying 
any excise duty? " • 

Mr. MacGreg(Jol'.~lthink -so; Cotton' excise' WSi always collected, by 
the .CoIlector of ,Bombay and I ha<l"nothill.g to do 'with'it. ' 
, President.":"'Take. ,the case of' ,-in~tChes just now, If an 'Indian. State 

Mtarted man\lfacturing matches, for, instance a State like Baroda, 'it' would 
b,e able 'to send inatchEis til 'British India "withouf.payingany' duty, would 
,it not? " , , 

. .lIi. lIfacGregor.:":"Yes. It is the same as if the factory wasat'Ambarnath 
or actually in British territory.' ' . 
, .Preaide1l,t:~uppOsing'an e:5'cise'iil levied 'in: iBritish, India~ 'will the 
matches manufactured in' an 'India'n' State iltilIcome withcmt 'duty? ' 

Mr: MacGregor.-It' undo;lbte~iy • ~ould ~ecause it would bEl' impos~le 
to put a cordon rllund every IndIan State. ", 

President.-Wh-at is' the, . foxistirig 'arrapge~ent'? 
Mr, M~G~~gor.::"':':The existing : ar~ab.gemEmt is~ali it is absoluteIy 

&~ , ". • ,. 

. P~esitknt.-W~uld' it" be 'w'ithiri' the power' of tbliBHtish Government 
, to' put ,a cordon? ... , ", : ".'.' ,',.'" " , 

'llfr. MacGreg(!r.':"'Yelt. The, general p~licy of "'Government is 'to abolish 
iand customs 88 far as' possible. There was' a tfemendous' amount' of 'land 
customs during' the Peshwas days, but we have ra,ther gbne 'on ·the Iline 
that the land customs should be abolished"becaulie they"are ',hampering 
trane. I think it is absolutely -impossible tQ,pu1; pp s.,Iand customs b~rrier 
against all the IndiaI\ States. If yo~ are going .to do it thoroughly, you 
woulrl have a hopeless networ~. ".' ': 0·' I ' , • .i 

- Prelide'llf.~Thepositioh"wol1ld I be" very- ,difticruiJ;, ,for: '!the' British, Gov
ernment to get any revenue at all because all the matches could be manu
factured 'easily in" saYI! Baroda" and, tbey"ooulg, 1;hen be e~ported: into 
British India? 

Mr. MacGregor.-Yes. ,You .would, have to have,agreemen~ ,with,_ what
ever state started a factory that they would levy the same, excise which we 
levY'in Britislr India; That is how salt -was' originally dealt ,With. . 

Prllsidefl,t.":"'Aparb, from' the reluctance, of the ,British Government to 
impose this. land barrier, under the law: would the British Government 
be entitled 'to levy duty on goods Coming from Indiari States?' ' , 

Mr.MacGregor.-Inth~ re~ised Lanrl' CustalUll',Act I ';think 'therEiis 
some clause under which that parti/iular ,section ,regarding.',the· imposing 
of the land frontier is not til . be operative against an Indiain State. I, 
cannot tell yOU exactly without: l'eferring ,to the Act.' " , 

Pruidefl,t • ....:...We should iike to know' what the position is; ,Take any of the 
maritime ports of Kathiawar or' belonging to Baroda.,' They can build 
a very big' match factory there and' they can' use the same materials that 
we use here and send all their matches to British India. 

Mr. MacGregor.--They 'cOtild do that. 
Dr. Matthai.~~ey, probably did not ,do, that in the case of ootton 

goods, at least there. was ,not very much :oomplaint apparently in Britilth 
lndia that cotton goods made in Indian States came into British In~.P 
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Mr. MacGregor.-I 'do~'t know. 
[Note.-I have since found out that the States did levy an exc: ... } 
Dr. Matthai.-Perhaps in tht' case of cotton goods 31 per cent. did not 

make very much difference whereas in the case of matches it may make 
a very big difference l' 

Mr. MacGTegor.-Yes. 

Revenue labels 011, match boxes. 
',President.~lnt,he case a! the,jand, frontier you can devise means by 

"which you can prevent lIIIatch<>s from" ,coming into the British territory 
iluch as insisting on revenue labels being p'ut on boxes. There is nothing 

, to 'prevent the British Goverument from ~aying that nothing shall come 
into British India unless th~y fulfilled the conditions, one of the condi
>tioRs, being that they should bear certain labels. Do you think that 

'.lOOuld be done in order to safeguard 'British revenue? 
illr. 'Mathi.as.-We mean a penal scheme imposing a penalty on anybody' 

who sells matches or buys mat.('hes without labels? 
Mr. MfJ.cGregor.-Of course, that can b9 done. The only question is 

whether it would be an easy matter or not. 
Preside1l,t ...... 1f you punish a buyer who buys a box of matches unless 

there is'. label OD. it, it would have a deteN'ent effect, would it notl' Most 
_[people would not touch, a box if they thought that it would be an offence 

to buy it unless there was a labet It would be a very simple arrangement. 
Mr, MacGregor.-Would it pay anybody to send the labels back? 

, President.-No., It would be perforated so that when you open the box 
the label will be broken. 

,M,r. MacGregl/f'.-The foreiltn matches have also got to have labels. 
President.-The idea is that if protection is given to the match industry, 

,gradually foreign matches would cease to come except in very limited 
quantities. Even if they cam .. ' in, they would nave to comply with the 
law just ,as' much. ' , ',' , 

,Mr..jfooQr6g~;'~Then they would have to buy their'labels . 

. Prentlent . .0....6r ; -they call 'put the ,18bels in' bond. 

Mr. 'MacGregor.-Tlia't means breaking open thei,r' consignments . 

• Prendeftt.-'-'I'he 'Packets 'Wo~1d ,net' be pasted at ,aU; they would be sent 
"Ioeee. " . ' .. 

]I.,..; MfI'cG1~!10r.--'-I II.Il000stllud that matJcnes which come' from overseas 
come \n tin lined cases. ' 

",re,lde,d.-'They will hav~ to be opened 'herE'. 

Mr.,;lIlac(hlB!tor.--Tltat 'I\VGuid lI!u.orm9usiy incl1ene the cost of matches. 
·l"Teside7tt.-'!'hat 'has"to be' faced, ,ojf GOl"e'l'nment wantlf the' I'evenue. 

Mr. MacGregor.-On the other hand if they imported the labels and 
tiid the Pllsting in their own countrs, it would bo very easy to forge label 

"like that and they would. be baving a 'stock I>f labels in a '~ountry where 
Indian interests are notrept'esented at all. ,. 

President.-The difficulty &rises in this way.; Supposing we allowed 
tile Swe~i8h Match Company to put labels in their own 4lO1!ntry it would 

. be .very difficult f!tr this GOlernment to cheek. Supposin~, they exported 
matches to the Indian States we should be up Ilgainst'the !!8me difficulty 
there., . ' 

,. . 
M1·. MacGregor.-If they import into Indian Stntes ,I haTe got the 

customs barrier. I can week them there. If any I ,control is wanted I 
('an ,put it on, as far as Kathiawar is concerned. I do' not know what 

'the position is' as regards Coch1.u. and Trll.'I"l\ncore which are also maritime 
~tates. 
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Prelident.-There may be some other case it! which it may Dot be 
possible to do anything excepl; to insist upon every box bearing a label 
when it comea into British India. . 

Mr. MathiaB.-We were also informed· in Burma that there are DO 
customs barriers on the Chinese frontier. 

Mr. MacGregor.-That is true and also not very much on the SlameN 
frGntier. 
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Director of Industries; Bengal. 

A.-WRITT~N. 

(1) Letter, dated the 15th October 1927. 

Following .up our. visit to the cottage match manufacturing factories at 
Ulta~a~ga thIs mornIng I s~nd herewith 4 copies of a note on the possibilities 
of t~IS Industry on cottage hnes drawn up by Mr. S. C. Mitter, our Industrial 
EngIneer. 

2. You will see that in this note he gives very full details of the conditions 
under which such factories work and makes a plea for-

(a) the supply of splints and veneers from some central factory situated 
near to a suitable wood supply in the forest area; 

(b) the supply of chemicals, paper, etc., at wholesale rates by linking 
these concerns up to a cl>-operative organization, and in certain 
o.t~er ways which may be possible under the hire purchase faci
lItIes scheme proposed for the State-Aid-tI>-lndustries Bill. 

His proposals also include the supposition tha.t an excise duty would be levied 
on power driven factories producing 250 gross and upwards per day, but 
notl on small factories of the type we examined this morning. 

Enclosure. 

THB POSSIBILITIES OF M.4.:rCH INDUSTRY ON COTUGE LINES DI BENGAL. 

Opinion of the Industrial Engineer. 

With reference to my note of 22nd January 1927, I beg to submit here
with a further list of match factories working at Ultadanga. in Calcutta, with 
particulars of their daily output, number of men employed, method of 
manufacture, etc. It is reported that there are many such factories working 
in the neighbourhood of Calcutta at Howrah, Bantra, SaIkia, Tollygunge, 
Belliaghatta and Baranagar, particulars of which cannot be collected unless 
I have a wholetime assistant for a .considerable time which is not available. 
I got Khagen Babu a. few hours a· day only for a week to assist me and so I 
('onfined my enquiry only at Ultadanga centre for the present .. Even for this 
centre the list is not exhaustive but it will give an idea of the extent of 
this cottage industry in the heart of the city where so many large match 
factories have been established. 

2. It will appear from the list that most of the factories buy ready made 
splints and boxes and prepare finished ma.tches. The:r perform all the 
finishing processes by hand a.nd those that have machmes, they use them 
only for frame filling which is a very laborious prooess. The cost of produll-



tion of these factories is estimated to be Re. 1-2 to Re. 1-4 per gross, details 
-of which are given below: - ' 

Factories workin~ Factories using 
entirely by hand machine 
in"luding frame for frame 

filling. filling. 

Rs A. P. Rs. A. P. 
1. Splints 0 3 0 0 6 0 
2. Boxes 0 3 0 0 3 0 
3. Chemicals, papers labels, etc. 0 3 0 0 3 0 
4. Frame filling 0 3 0 0 0 9 
5. Paraffinning and dipping into 

chemicals 0 0 6 0 0 6 
6. Box filling 0 1 6 0 1 0 
7. Box pasting, wrapping of paper, 

in and out. . . . 0 2 3 0 2 3 
8. Pasting of labels 0 0 6 0 0 6 
9. Dozen' packing 0 0 6 0 0 6 

10. Miscellaneous 0 1 0 0 1 0 
----

TOTAL 1 ·2 3 1 2 6 
-"-'--' ----

3. The above estimates which I verified to my entire' satisfaction to be 
:substantially correct, perhaps require some explanation. The fact that 
factories working entirely by hand obtain their splints at only 3 annas per 
gross whereas those that use frame filling machine have to pay as ,much as 
6 annas per gross may appear to be rather incongruous, but it so happens, 
'because, hand workers generally use rejected splints that cannot be worked 
by machine and they obtain them at very cheap rate practically less than 
naIf the price from the big factol"ies that have been started here. But this 
loss is well compensated by the saving in labour charges for frame filling 
and box filling that is effected by the use of machines and so the average cost 
of pt:oduction with or without the machine is .practically the ,same. 

4. Of these' two types the factories working, with frame filling machines 
,seem to have greater stability. Those that work entirely by hand with 
rejected splints run the risk of being extinct as soon as the supply is stopped 
hy the larger factories and though' ,the cost of production is the same their 
products are of inferior quality as they use rejected splints. These factories 
appreciate the usefulness of frame filling machine but they cannot afford to 
purchase them B8 these Japanese hand machines cost about Rs. 700 each. 

It is perhaps possible to prepare' and supply these machines at· a. much 
,cheaper price and if this can be done the other factories, are likely' to use 
-them. 

5. Now if the factories that work with frame filling machines' and uSe 
original and fresh ,splints to be taken as, the lowest standard of match 

'factories, and other factories are developed to this standard, which, as I have 
indicated above, is not difficult to do, it is to be considered whether it will 
still blJ an eoonomic success. If the present tariff wall of Re;, 1-8, per 'gross 
is maintained it will undoubtedly stand the competition :ofthe' imported 
matcbes because cheapness is the criterion of 'success in 'the Indian market 
and so far as it seems to me the quality' of the products of these factories is 
not unsatisfactory. As regards competition with thEdarge factories that 
have recently been established here mostly with foreign capital, it is difficult 
to say what win happen in future bull at present it' seems that 'they' ('annot 
beat the small, factories in fairfield. They offer attractive conditions Gf sale 
such as payment at three months' sigh.t, et!!.; to the agents which: the small 
faoories with limited 'resoUrces cannot poss~bly,d()." Conseqllently ·t.hey 

; • t !' ~. I 
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cannot get the market for their products unless they heavily, redu..:e the price 
and the fact they are selling their stuff at 2 ann as to 3 annas less than the 
products. of the I~rge fact~ries clearly indicate that their cost of production 
18 not dlSproportlOnately h1gh. The large factories with their power machi~ 
nery of course. effect considerable savings in labour charges but they have 
to pay. h~avy mterest on large capital, blocked in building and machinery, 
~e~rec.mtIon charges, and charges for expert supervision which form no 
1.ns1gn~ficant part of the cost of production and in this respect the small 
factor1es have advantage over them. Besides it seems that it is possible to 
further reduce the cost of production of the small factories. They obtain 
their splints at present at As. 6 per gross but it will appear from OUI 

"Report on the investigations into the possibilities of match industry in 
Bengal" that arrangement can be made to supply match splints at As. 2-6 to 
As. 3 per gross. If this can be done, it will perhaps bring down the cost 
of production below Re. 1 per gross. These factories at present obtain their 
chemicals, papers, etc., in small quantities from the market at retail price. 
If a sale depot could be organised and arrangement could be made to supply 
these articles to them at wholesale rate it will further reduce the cost of 
production. 

6. So it clearly indicates that so far as the cost of production is concerned 
the position of match factories, on cottage lines, is not quite insecure. I am 
definitely of opinion that with adequate Government assistance they can 
be placed on a firm footing and I suggest that following steps be taken t(). 
stabilise the home industry method of manufacture of matches. 

(a) To maintain the present rate of custom duty of Re. 1-8 per gross OIl: 
imported matches. 

At present the duty is levied for revenue purpose. It will be better if 
the duty is made protective. The usual "Infant industry" argument may 
be advanced in support of it. 

(b) To levy an excise duty on the products of the large match factories, 
working with power-driven machinery and producing 250 gross and upwards 
per day. We have 7 or 8 such factories in Bengal, majority of which are 
reported to be financed wholly or partly by foreign capital. These factories 
run by foreigners with foreign capital, are no economic asset to the country. 
On the other hand they are a menace to Indian enterprise. I do not know 
whether international obligation will allow Government to impose special 
excise duty, on a higher rate, on the products of the foreign factories, but if it; 
is possible, I should recommend it. Any wayan excise duty ·is· desirable in 
our proviDce as it wil nota,jfect more than 3 01' 4 Indian factories but wilt 
benefit hundreds of smail factories and will at once· place them on a firIll" 
footing. The establishment of match industry in the country has reduced 
the importation of matches and thus affected, this important source of 
re\'cnuc to Government. The loss may be eompensated to some flxtent if the 
excise duty is levied. The imposition of eliiciee duty may also che~k the 
influx 01 foreign capital in· match industry and if the small factor1es are 
allowed to escape, the industry is likely to develop on .cottage li~es. When 
the homo industry system of manufacture of matches will reach. h1gher stage 
of development and work on larger margin of profit the question of impo
sition of excise duty on their products allowing of course reasonable profit 
may. alsobs considered. 

If tho excise duty is levied on a modest scale, say, As. 4 per gross, it: 
will. not I.erhaps affect the retail sale o.f Indian matches at 0!1~ I.lice. per box. 
I have shown that the cost of production of the small fac~rles IS. httle o~er' 
~. l-il l'er gross. It should be less in case of larg~ factor1es. eqUlpped w1~h· 
complete llower-dril"en machines. So it leaves suffiCient margm to sell the1!' 
products at one pice pel' bo& even· if they hav~ to pa~ As. " per gross ~s 
exoise duty. The retail pl'ioe. of the best quahty of lmported m~tches. IS. 
one' and & half pice per box. and so the prod.uc?, of th~ large f~ctorles which. 
are much inferior oannot find market uules:," It IS o.ne pice. Bes1d~ the small 
factoriea. unaffected. by the excise duty will contmue to sell. their producta; 
at one PIce per bos and Uu&.'! k.a0.do .... n the market. 



(c) To assist the cottage workers with cheap supply of splints and 
veneers. 

At prese.nt the cottage wo,rkers. have to obtain their splints and veneers 
at. a very hll$h rate. The local sUItable and 'available wood is " Gaon ", the 
prIce of whICh has bj!~n increa~ed to a. considerable extent by the wood 
dealers on account of Its extensIVe use In the match industry. The large 
factories have ~ade anangements :with the dealers to supply them the best. 
logs and the .reJected logs and avaIlable to the small factories at practically 
the same prIce though comparatively very small quantity of splints and 
veneers are obtained from them. It is reported that splints cost the small 
factories nearly six annas fot gross, but it will appear from our" Report on 
the investigation into the possibilities of match industry in ;Bengal" that 
if a factory can be started near the forest,. it will be possible to supply 
splints and veneers at half the cost. I suggest that Government start a 
factory for the manufacture of splints and veneers in some . suitable place 
and supply them at cost price to' these small fact.ories. I shall submit 
detailed scheme for· such'a factory if my proposal is IIccepted. When the
small match works that will obtain their splints and veneers from the 
Govern:nent factory will sufficiently develop, Government may allow the 
factory to run 'on co-operative lines and, gradually withdraw its interest. 
It will appear from the estimate that prices of splints and 'veneers form 
nearly ,half the cost of production of' matches and if Government can give, 
them the benefit of large scale production in this r'espect, it will go a long 
way to IIOlve the problem' of this home industry.' . 

(d)'To arrange for the supply 'of chemicals, papers, etc" totbe cottage, 
workers at wholesale zoates. ,. 

The cottage workers cannot purchase their requirements of chemicals 
papers, etc., in large quantity and so they cannot import direct from England 
or the Continent, the result being that they do· not get standard quality, 
of materials and have to pay higher p!,"ice. This difficulty can be solved if 
a sale depot is organised and the materials required by the match factories. 
are made available to them in small quantity a:t wholesale, rate. The 
ClH)perative Department may be consulted if they carl. help them in this 
matter. If we ,can secure to the small factories the same advantage with 
regard, to the ,supply of raw materials as the large factories have it will 
further strengthen ,their position. It will make possible for them to' use, 
standard quality of chemicals and follow a standard formula and thus, 
improve the quality of their matches. 

(e) To provide financial assistance to the small factories. 
The greatest difficulty of thE! small factorieS at present'is of course one 

of finance. The large factories' a'nd the' impoi'ters 'generally sell their goods 
at credit but the~e small factories cannot do so' as they' have practically no· 
working capital'. . They cannot wait fora ?etter' price and the dea~ers 
naturally take advantage over them'; sometImes they· have to sell at pnces 
below the cost of production to meet labour charges. If t'hey get banking 
facilitiea such as advances against. stock it will be of considerable help to 
theni. r do llot know whether it is 'the function of the Co-operative' Banks 
to grnnt IIIlcli loons to industrialists; If 'so, it will' not perhaps be di'fficult to 
organise co-operative union among these workers. The CCl-'operative Del?art
ment may be cODBulted on t'his point also. When tM State-Aid-to~lrl.dustries" 
Bill will be passed the question of financial assistance to match industry may 
be further cOBsidered. 

(f) Tb help the small factories w1tll the cheap supplies' of machines. 
r have stated in detail the utility of the frame-filling machine but on 

account of its high price, it. is not in extensive use by the cottage, w<>rkers. 
'I'he price of the Japanese machinea that are being used is reported to he. 
Rs. 700 each. It is perhaps possible to prepare and supply such machines at 
leas than half of that price. If you agree, I may take up the design 1l1hl 
construction of such machines and if it he successful, it may bll supl>lied. 
on hire-purchase system to the workers. 
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7. Now it may be argued why should GO\-ernment give so much pre
ference to the cottage worker'S. My grounds for recolllmending such pre
ferential treatment are noted below. 

(a) Match industry can benefit the children of the soil only if it can be 
made successful on cottage lines. If the industry is allowed to develop on 
large factory scale it will like so many other industries go out of the hands 
of the people of the country for', on account of their limited resources and 
lac~ of experience, _ they w~ll ~ot be able to compete with the mighty organi
·.satlOns of the forelgn capltahst that have already been established here and 
will grow in number if the conditions for large scale production are made 
favourable. The establishment of these foreign Trust factories with unlimit
ed resources is, as I have already stated, a great menace to Indian 
-enterprise and unless this new industry is moulded to Indian condition it 
will not be an economic asset to the country. 

(b) If the home industry method of manufacture of matches can be 
introduced, it will go a long way to solve the middle class unemployment 
.problem .. Match industry can be divided into various branches each forming 
a complete unit and may be regarded as a separate industry. These branch 
industries such as box-making, etc., can be started with a very small. capital 
with prospect of developing a complete factory and so these offer a good 
career to poor and intelligent people of the "Bhadrologue" class and are 
likely to attract them. It does not require any very long training as women 
and children are doing this work and so any enterprising young man can 
·easily start this industry. Besides there are many unemployed middle class 
people whose social position stands ill their way of living by manual work. 
Match industry will provide them work in the seclusion .of their home. 
Already at Ultadanga and other centres of this cottage industry many middle 
-elass people are carrying on this work in their houses. 

(c) Match industry on cottage ~ines will help to increasB. the. national 
'wealth for it will provide .work to th,ose who are at present producing 
nothing and are economically dead to the country. Old .men, women and 

. children who are not fit for' work in any factory can be engaged in match 
industry and thus they can add to their family budget. 

(d) If the match industry can improve the economic condition of the 
.people to some extent it will serve a great political purpose as it is admitted 
·on all hands that the present unrest in the country is due largely to economic 
~auses. 

(e) It is truly said that "The art and heart of a nation live in 
cottages". The vices of industrialism are well known and from the social 
point of view,. home industry is the ideal system as it makes it possible for 
the workers to live under the restraining and educative influence of com
munal and domestic life. In India the domestic feeling is very strong and 
so it is aU the more suited to. Indian condition. The cost of production. in 
the home industry system of manufacture of matches, as I have shown, does 
not compare very unfavourably with that of the factory scale manufacture 
and so the consumers are not likely to be at all affected if the home industry 
system is introduced and 11-8 such it deserves the support of Government. If 
nand loom weaving industry can' still survive :the competition of the mill 
industry. it is' not known why match industry on cottage lines cannot be 
'~lade successful. Already it is, a succeliS in Japan,. whicb"pas developed an 
extensive export trade in. ntatches. " 

8. So far about the comparative merits of the home industry and factory 
scale systems .of manufacture of matches, Now, there is aeection .of people 
in the country who are opposed to the establishment of match industry in 
any form in India as in their opinion it is responsible for high prict>s of 
match~s. They soem to confuse /,etween cau.,e and effect. The development 
of match industry j" not the cause but an effect of high pri<,e which has been 
brought about 'by theimpositioll: of hea,'Y import dut:f of Re .. 1-8' per g~oss. 
'The - abolition of the present lllgb duty 011 matches may brmg down' the 
market but it is to be noted that the duty is levied not as a protective 

• I ~ • ' ',. 
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measure but . for revenue purpose and if 'Government' iIi to -consiaer the
abolition or reduction of any revenue du1iy'to reduce the ·burden of taxation 
on poor people,.. match cannot certainly merit attention in ·thllcfirst place. 
There ar6 Mit Bnd 8uchother articles of vital importance to people which 
should get preference. Besides, the duty on match will not really be a 
burden on poor people. The redeeming feature of this duty is that it has. 
helped the growth of a new industry in this country and it may be' claimed 
on behalf of the Indian match factories that they have" made available 
matches at considerably reduced prices. The retail price of the imported 
matches is one and-a-half pice per box whereas their products are available 
to the people at one pice only., There is another clas8 of matches produced by 
cottage workers. with rejected splints and 'are sold not iriboxes but as loose 
sticks. Some 200 or 300 match sticks, i.e., contents of 2 or 3 boxes are
available for one pice. Already these sticl$:s are, ,selling, in., the Calcutta 
market places and in the' mafussil "hats"".' 'With' 'the g;rowth' of thll match 
industry, more rejected splints will be a¥8ilableand so the supply will be 
grroter. Those who are really poor can' usethis'.oheap.,stuiE at. prll-ctically 
the eama,.if not lower, price thall beforlf 8Ild! soth~ ,d1,lty as I. have already 

,said w'.ll Ilot be a ,burdEln 011 them. . 
9. The above facts clearly indicate that the Indian match industry is 

not a curse but B blessing to Indian people and, ~ tQ :the line" in· which it 
should be developed to be of the greatest service-' to the country, I have 
given, in details, my grounds for supporting the nome industry system of 
manufacture of matches which I hope will'reCeive the serious considerntion 
of this department. 

S .. C. lUTTER,. 
Industrial Engineer, Bengal. 

The 10th February 1927, 
:, ~ : ',,; 

List 0/ small Matc7i. Factories !Joe V:Uadanga,: Calcutta. 
1. RAl\IPl;rRIA; MATC~.WORKS!: 33.,~gat?,4~ Ro~~, Cal?utt~. 

(a) -Date whell started~1925. 
(b) Capital invested-Rs. 15,000. , 
(c) Mode of working-It is a self-llQJfi;aill,ed ,factpry,.,~ ,Tqey, ,prepare 

their requi,rerp.ents of splints and veneers 
from local W90d by power-driven machinery, 
which they" 'use also fer frame-filling. 
Other' processes' are' done entirely."by·.hand. 

(d) Output-IOO gross per day. 
(e) Pel'!lon~, employe,q-Adult 
. ", " Women 

Boya 
Girls 

". I; 

. 50 
•. ' -"00 
:, '20 

10 

2. THE SUKUL MATCH FACTORY, Bagmari Boad, Calcutta, 
(a) Date when started-1924. t. 

(b) Capital invested-Rs. 4,000. ,I 
(c) 'Mode of working-They purchase· splint!! and hoxes and prepare 

finished matches. All the processes are done 
by hand. 

(d) Output-IOO gross ~er day.' .,' : i:' t . 

(e) Persons emplyoed-Adult ,12 
Women "j' i 10 
Boya 15 

Besides, about 80 famili~ are said to be employed hy them from time to 
time. '.,f'~ • 



3. SATISH MATCH WORKS, Ultada,nga Doctor Bagan, Calc)1tta. 
(a) Capital invested-Rs. 1,500. 
(b) Mode of' working-They purchase splints and boxes and prepare 

, finished matches. All the processes are done 
by hand. 

(c) Output-70 gross per day. 
(d) Persons employed-Adult 6 

Female 12 
'Boys .ao' 

Besides, some 60 fa.milies are sa'id to be' employed by them from time, to 
-time.' , 

4. R. N. MATCH FACTORY, Kakurgachi Road, Calcutta. 
(a) Date when started~1925. 
(b) Capital invested-Re.{i,Ooo. 
(c) Mode of working~Theypurchase splints and 'boxes and prepare 

finished matches. 'All the processes are done 
by hand. 

(d) Output-,loo gross; 
(6) Persons employed-Adult 

,Female 
Boys 

10 
.8 

12 
Besides, some 60 families are said to be employed by them from time to 

'time. 

5. BOSE BROS.' ~ATCH FACTORY, 34, Muraripukur Road, Calcutta. 
(a) Date ' when started--lst August 1~6. 
(b) Capital invested-Reo 500. 
(i:) , Mode elf working-They purchase splints and . hexes and· prepare 

finished matches. 
(d) Output-loo gross. 

'(e}PersODB employed-Adult • 13 
. Women 15 
,;Boys 15 

Besides, about 25, families ·8I't!·,8aidto ,be employed by them from time to 
time. 

6. SIVADURGA MATCH WORKS, 44-12-1, Muraripukur Road, Calcutta. 
(a) Date when started-I926. 
(b) Capital invested-Reo 800. 
(c) Mode of working-Same as above. 
(d)Output-<80, gross. 
(6) Persons employed-Adult 

Feinale 
: Boys 

20 
,20 

• 10 

T. SRISTA MATCH FACTORY, 35,.:Muraripukur·R08d,. Calcutta. 
(a) Capital invested-Rs. 5,000. 
<") Mode of working-They have arrangements tor the preparation of 

. splints and ¥eneerB in their factory. Other 
,prpeesses are 4one.enti,rely .by hand. 

(c) Output-lOO gross. ·'Y'0' 
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(d) Number'of persons employed ..... Adult. 
Wowen 
Boys 

10 
8 

15 
. Besides, about 50 families are said to be employed by them from time to 

time. 

8. SREE KRISHNA MATCH FACTORY, 42:28, MuraripukvrRoad, 
Calcutta. 

(a) Date when started-1926. 
(b) Capital invested-Rs. 1,000. 
(c) Mode ·of working-They ,purchase splints and boxes and prepare 

finished matches. 
(d) Output-8(J gross. 
(e) Persons employed-Adult 20 

Female 10, 
Boys 12 

Besides, about 40 families are iaid to be employed by them from time to 
time. 

9. ANN.APURNA MATCH FACTORY, 42.16, Muraripukur Road, 
Calcutta. 

(a) Date when started-1926. 
(b) Capital invested-Rs .. 1,000. 
(c) Mode of working-They purchase splints and boxes and prepare 

finished matches. The work is done entirely 
by JIand. 

, (d) Output-Full size sO g~oss. . 
Half size 100 gross. 

(e) Persons employed-Adult -16 
. Women 15 
Boys, 15 

Besides, about 70 families are said to -be employed by them from time to 
time. 

10. NARENDRA 'MATCH FACTORY, 21-35; 'Mural'ipukur Road; Calcutta. 
(a) Date when started~1926. 
'(b) Capital ·invested-'"'Rs •• '500. 
(c) Mode of working-Same as above. 
(d) Output per day-Full .size ,matches. 25. grOlls. 

. Half size matches 60 gross. 
(e) Persons employed-Adult 15 

Woml\n 10 
Boys 1,0 

Beeides~ about 30 families are said to be .mployed .liytheJll Jrom.1I;ime to 
time. 

11. BENODE BEHARI BOSE'S , MATCH FACTORY, 1,· Kanta ..Babu 
Bagan, Ultadanga, Calcutta. 

(a) Capital invested-Rs. 100. . . 
(b) Mode of working-:-They purchase splints 'arid boxes and prepare 

finished matches. 'The "Work ·is done entirely 
. by hand. 

(c) Output-25 gross. 
(d) Persons employed-Adult 2 and 30 fami1i~8. a~e-sa~d to beemploy~ 

, ed by ,them from t~e. to time. 
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12. BROJOGOPAL' BHOWMICK'S MATCH FACTORY, I, Gou£ibaree 
Lane, Calcutta. 

(a) ,Date when started-1925. 
(b) ,Capital invested-Reo 400. 
(c) Mode of working!-Same as above . 

. (d) Output-20 gross. , 
(e) 'Persons employed~Adult 

Women 
Boys 

Proprieto~ him~elf. 
.•. 10 

.,< ' a 
Besides, ,about 25 ,families are said to be employed by them from time to 

tim& " 

13. LAKSHMINARAIN MATCH FACTORY" a.:l0, Gour'ibaree Lane, 
Calcutta. 

(a) Date when started-1926. 
(b) 'Capital invested-Rs. 300. 

'(0) Mode of working-8ame as above. 
(d) Output-15 gross. 
'(e) Persons employed-Adult ,: " : ''ProPrietor himself. 

Women . 3 
Boys .5 

Beside~, about 20 families are said t~ be 'employed' by them from time to 
time. ;. . ." '. , 

14. HEl\IANTA KUMAR BOSE'S MATCH, FACTO~Y, Hal?arbagan, 
Ultadingi, Calcutta. 

(a) Date when started..,...1926. 
(b) Capital invested-Reo 150. 

" ' 
'f 

(c) Mode of working-They purchase' 'spl'ints and boxes and prepare 
, finished' matcheS~ The work is done entirely 

,by hand, ' ,,', ,I 

(d) Output-l0 gross. 
(e) ,Persons eDlployed"'7Adult 

, Female 
',-; J/''''' 

Besides, about 12 families are said to be ,employed by them. from time to 
time. 

15. GRIHA LAKSH~H MATCH FACTORY.), Sastitolla ROad, Narkel-
danga. " 

(a) 'Capital invested-Rs. 250. 
(b)' Mode of working-Same as above. 
(c) Output-5 to 7 gross. 
(d) PersonBemployed-Adtilt " , ., Proprietor himself. 

Women . 2 
Besides, about 2 families are :said itO' be employed by them.. ' , :" .' 

16. VERBENA MATC;S: FACTORY, 7, Rau~ Ne~gjLane, ?~~cu~ta. 
(a) ,Date when started-1924. .. . 
(b) Capital invested-Rs. 100. 
(c) Mode of working-8ame as above. 
(d) 'Output-7 ·gross. 

. .. 
(e) Persons employed--Proprietor himself, his family and 4 boys. 
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17. THE BEXGAI. MATCH WORKS,2, Krishna Tar'all, Naskar Lane, 
Ghusary. 

(a) Date when started-1924. 
(b) Capital invested-Rs. 1,000. 
(c) Mode of working--1!ame as above. 
(d) Output-30 groes per day. 
(e) Number of persons employed-Adult 7 

Women 15 
Boys 20 

18. BISWANATH MAHADEOPRASAD, 31-3, Belgachia Road, Calcutta. 
(a) Mode of working-Same as above. 
(b) Output-25 gross. 
(c) Persons employed-50 to 60. 

19. BANGA LUXMI MATCH FACTORY, 30, Kundu Lane, Belgachia. 
(a) "Mode of working-Same as above. 
(b) Outputr-50 gross. 
(c) Persons employed-IOO. 

20. KRISTO DAS' FACTORY, Uitadanga, Basakbagan, Calcutta. 
(a) Date when started-1924. 
(b) Capital invested-Rs. 200. 
(c) Mode of working-Everything is being dorie by hand. 
(d)' Output-Full size 30,000 boxes (not finished matches). 

Half .. 7,000 " ditto. 
(e) Persons employed-Boys 10 

Adult 3 
Female 14 

Besides, about 20 families are said t!> be, employed by thel,n from time to 
time. 

21. GOPAJ. CHANDRA DAS' FACTORY, 109/47, Ultadinga Main Road, 
Calcutta. 

(a) Date when started-I924. 
(b) Capital invested-Reo 100. 
(c) Mode of working-Everything is being done by hand. 
(d) 'Output-Full size 15,000 boxes (not finished matches). 

Half " 7,000 " ditto. 
ee) Persons employed-Boys . 

Adult 
Female 

:I 
2 
2 

, Besides,6 famili .. s are said to,be employ~d by them fromti.m'j to time. 

22. P. C. DUTT & BROS'. FACTORY, 12-E, Badridas Temple Stroot, 
Calcutta. I, " ." ,!' I,' ! ' 

(a) Capital invested-Reo 500. 
(b) Mode of working-Home indu.stry.' 
(c) Output-Full size 50,000 boxes (not finished' match~)~" 

Half " 60,000;,' 'ditto. ' 
(,f) P"rsons employed-Boys .' '.: ';, 'i20 

A~~ . M 
Besides; SO' families ·areSllid. ~d 1>e employed by. them fJ;\>Jl!. timl!. to.,~ime. 
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23. GOPAL CHANDRA DAS' FACTORY, Basak Bagan, Ui~adanga. 
(a) Capital invested-Rs. 50. 
(b) Mode of working-Home industry. 
(c) Output-Full size 10,000 boxes (not finished matches). 

Half " 5,000 " ditto. 
(d) Persons employed-Boys 

Adult 
Female 

6 
Owner only. 
3 

Besides, 15 families are said to be employed by them from time to time. 

24. ATUL KRISHNA DAS' FACTORY, Basak Bagan, Ultadanga. 
(a) Capital invested-Rs. 25. 
(b) Mode of working-Home industries. 
(c) Output-Full size match box 6,000 (not u:.ished makhes). 
(d) Persons employed-Boys ,2 

Adult . .owner only, 
Female . 2, 

Besides, 10 families are said to be employed by them from tilne to time. 

25. KRISHNA CHANDRA DAS' FACTORY, 109,Basak Bagan, Ulta-
dinghi, Calcutta. 

(a) Capital invested-Rs. 100. 
(b) Mode of working-Home industries. 
(c) Output-Full size ,match Dox-4,OOO per day (not finished matches). 

Half size match box-3,Ooo per day (not finished matches), 
(d) Persllns employed-Boys . 3 

Adult . Owner only. 

Besides, 13 families are said to be employed by them from time to time. 

26. GIRISH CHANDRA PATRA'S FACTORY, Shastitltlll. Road~ Narkel-
danga. 

(a) Capital inv'ested ...... Rs. '100. 
(b) Mode of working-Home industries. 
(c) Output·· .. Full sizematcb box-1,ooO. 
(d) Persons employed-Family members only, 

27. MOHAMED ISUF'S BOX. PASTING WOR~S. Chatee Babu'll 
Garden (Belgachia). 

(a) Date when started-1924. 
(b) -Capital invested-Rs. 250. 
(c) Mode of working-Home industry. ' 
(d) Output-30,OOO pasted· boxes. 
(e) Persons employed-About 125 workers work I't their olF-time. 

28. NAB A CH. DAS' FACTORY, Ultadangha Basak Bagan. 
(a) Date when started-1926. 
(b) Capital invested-Rs. 100. 
(c) Mode of working-Ha.nd industry. 
(d) Output-Full size match-8,OOO. 
(e) Persons employed-·Boys 

Adult 
" ., 5 

2 

Beside&, , f«Milias are said to be -employed 111' them from ihne to time, 



29. BOX SUPPLIER COMPANY, Belgachia. 
(a) Capital invested-Rs. 500. 
(b) Mode of working-Hand .work. 
(c) Output-20,OOO boxes. 
{d) Persons employed-Boys 20 

Adult 12 
Female • 8 

Besides, 40 families are said·to be employed by them from time to time. 

30. SHEIKH SAID'S FACTORY, Kangal Mudies House, Belgachia. 
(a) Date when started-1925. 
(b) Capital invested-Rs. 200. 
(c) Mode of working-Home industry. 
(d) Output-15,OOO :boxes. 
(e) Persons employed-Boys . 25 

Adult . 'Proprietor himself. 
Besides, 15' families are said to be employed by them from time to time. 

,:n. SHEIKH GAFFUR MIA'S FACTORY, Belgachia. 
(a) Capital invested-Rs. 2,000. 
(b) .l\Iode of working-JIand work. 
(c) Output-30,OOO boxes. 
o(d) Persons employed-Boys 20 

Adult 8 
Femaw 5 

'Besides, 50 families are said to be employed by them from time to time • 

.32. SHEIKH NOOR MUHAMMAD'S BOX FACTORY, Belgachia. 
(a) Capital invested-Rs. 1,000. 
(b) 'Mode of working-Hand work. 
(c) Output-25,OOO boxes per day. 
(d) Persons, . employed-Boys 25. 

Adult 12 
Female, 8 

Besides, 40 families are said to be employed by them from time to time. 

33. BANGIADIASALAI KARJALOYA, 69, Belgachia Road, Calcutta. 
(a) Date when started-1925. 
(b) Capital invested-Rs. 4,000. 
(c) Mode of working-On factory scale. 
(d) Output-600 gross box veneer and 8 mds. splints . 

.. (e) Persons employed-Boys 2 
Adult 10 

(I) Lettllr No. 2027 D. I. (G.), Irom Mr. S. C. Mitter, lndutrial Enoineer, 
Director ollndlUtries, Benoal, Calcutta, dated the 13th FebTOOT1/, 1928, 
to the Tariff Board, Calcutta. 

Herewith 4 copies of a Dote in which I have tried to show that the 
development of match industry on cottage lines is not only highly desirable 
in the best interests of the country but it. is 'well ·within the. range of prac
tical politics. Kindly .ubmit them to the President and members of the 
Board and request them kindly to go through it .before my evidence is taken 
on the 15th instant. 
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Enclosure. 

Bupplementarll report on t~e possibilities 01 the. develupment oj Match. 
Industry on Cottage lmes. By the Ind'ustrial Engineer, Bengal. 

1. In my' repo~t on the possibilities of Match Industry ~ncottage lines in. 
Bengal I haye tned to show that the home industry system of manuafcture 
of. matches IS the only system that can be adopted by the children of the 
Boll and. can benefit them. We have here a powerful Trust, which aim at 
controllIng the Match Industry. of the world, with practically unlimited 
r~sources. an.d .accumul~ted expe~le~ce .and I. do not .think Indian enterprise 
WIth theIr bmlted capItal and limIted experience wIll 'be ,able to withstand 
their competition at least for a few years to come .. If the industry is .allowed 
to be developed on a large factory scale, I have no doubt that the Indian. 
factories will sooner or later be completely wip'ed off and the Trust will 
have the monopoly of the Match trade in India. The evil effects of monopoly 
may be eliminated to a certain extent if it is properly regulated by Govern
ment and "from a purely financial point of view it might be considered a 
good proposition to hand over the monopoly both of manufacture and sale of 
matches in India to this Trust on payment of an annual sum to Govern
ment" as haS been proposed 'by the Indian Tariff Board in their letter
on the subject to all chambers of Commerce and commercial organisations in 
the country but I do not at all agree with the view that "on grounds of 
sentiments alone that such a proposal affords no practical solution of the 
problem". I object to the handing over of the .monopoly. to the Swedish 
Trust, not on sentimental grounds, but because it affects a vital question. 
that cry for solution in our country. I have intimate knowledge of the con
dition of Indian hearth and home, I know very well the actute distress in 
the country on account of unemployment especially among the middle 
classes, I know how Indians with too little land to occupy them fully and 
provide food for their family are silently suffering from poverty and starva
tion and find no occupation: to supplement their income during their forced 
idleness. This unemployment and forced idleness and the acute economic 
distress that result therefrom appear to me to be one of the greatest problem 
of the day and the reason of my supporting the system of manufacture of 
of matches on the lines described by me later, is that it can provide whole
time and part-time employment to a very large number of people. Old men. 
women and children, who are not fit for work in .any other class of factory 
can be engaged in match industry and in case of the middlle class people, 
whose social position stands in their way of living by manual work, match 
industry can provide them work in the seClusion of their home. I do not 
say that the development of match industry on the 'lines advocated .by 'me. 
will solve the unemployment i»"oblem all at once, but there is no doubt about 
the fact that it can relieve the tension to a considerable' extent and that is 
no mean advantage. Besides, the home industry system of manufacture of 
matches is not really very uneconomiC'al and if it is adopted, I believe it will 
not affect the Government revenue from this source or the interests of the 
consumers and so there is no reason why Government should not support it. 

2. Let .me first take the ca;e of' the conslimers. I have stated in' my 
Report on. the "PossibilitiE's of the Match' Inaustry on Cottage lines to 

which is alrE'lldy before the Tariff Board that the cost of production in the 
home industry system of manufacture of matches variE's from Rs. 1-2-0 to 
Rs. 1-4-0 'per gross and whatever thE' r'E'p~esentatives of smaIl factories !llay 
now say to escape e?tcise ~uty ~ know thIS figure to ~e correct. I verIfied 
this figure to my entIre satIsfactIOn by personal InSpectIOn of a large number 
of factories. I have seen the statements of works cost per gross of matches 
submitted to the TAriff Board by the large scale factories run by up-to-date 
power driven machinery and it does !lot appear that their cost of produc
tions is Ip88 than that of the cottage workers., In para. 6 sub-paras. (c) and 
(d) of my' Report, I havesho~ that if Government assist the cotta~e· 
\\'ol'kers with ('heAp supply of splInts and veneers (they at "present obtam' 
their supply from large factories) and arrange for the supply .of chemicals, 
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pap~!r8, !'tc., it will effect further. reduction ~n their cost of production. 
BesIdes If they. get standard. quality of chemICals and follow Ii standard 
formula, they WIll be able to Improve the quality of their matches; 

3.Th~ home industry ~ystem of manufacture of matches as advocated 
by me, 18 n~t a new unt~led system. As a matter of fact, it is followed 
8uccess~lly In Japan; whIch has developed a large export trade in matches 
88 also In many of the large factories in India. Splints and veneers· form 
nearly half the cost of production of matches and I have suggested the use 
of up-to-da~ power driven machinery for their manufacture on a large 
scale. . Chemicals, papers, etc., form a good proportion of the other h"lf of 
the 006t of production and I have suggested to make them available to the 
~tage workers in small qu~ntity at wholesale rates and thus provide them 
WIth the same advantage WIth regard to the . supply of raw materials as 
the large factories have. 

DBJ'DIlTlON 011' HO¥B INDUSTRY. 

4. The type of factory that I advocate will be those that will purchase 
t'eady made splints and veneers, obtain chemicals, papers, etc. at wholesale 
rate from a Sale Depot either Co-operative or Government and have a produc" 
non of not more than 100 gross a day. They will use only hand machines 
for frame filling and other processes, viz., parafinning, dipping into 
ehemicals, Box-filling, Box pasting, wrapping of paper in and out, pasting 
of labels, dOBen packing, etc., will be done entirely by hand which' can be 
carried out by workmen, not only inside the factory but also by people, in 
their respective houses, who, on account of socio economic traditions and 
other causae, cannot come out of their houses to work as day labourer. 

6. The labour charges for the above processes in the home industry 
system amounts to nearly 6 annas per gross, i.e., nearly. one third of the 
entire cost of production. If up-to-date power machines are used for the 
above processes and even if it effect 50 per cent. saving the total difference 
between the home industry systeIIII of manufacture, as' advocated by me and 
the large scale production will be As. 3 per gross. But it has to be consi
dered that large factories have to pay heavy interest . on large capital, 
blocked in building and machinery, taxes, insurances, repairs, depreciation 
charges and charges for expert supervision, which form no insignificant part 
of the 006t of productio,n and in this l'espect the small factories have advan
tage over them. It is generally held by the match manufacturers that 
cottage workers can produce matches at a lower price than that of the large 
factories and as a matter of fact they are selling their products at a much 
cheaper rate in the market. The President of the Indian Match Manufac
turers' Association also stated in his introductory note on " Match Industry 
in Danger" that " The Cottage industries, using local wood and local labour 
can produce matches at a lower price than the factories, Indian or foreign". 
It may however be argued that though the price of the products of cottage 
industries may not compare unfavourably with that of the large scale 
factories the quality of their products will be much inferior. This is also 
not. true: I am advocating for a definite type of small factory, using fresh 
white splints (and not rejected splints) and working with hand machines for 
frame filling like that of the Bangiya Diasalye Karjalaya at Ultadingi 
Road, Calcutta, which I have shown to the President and members of the 
Tariff Board. I have seen the samples of their matches. I think, the get-up 
of their products is quite good and does not compare unfavourably with that 
of the large factories established here: The chemical portion of their matches 
may not be very satisfactory as the chemicals, they purchase from the 
retailers in the market are not of standard qualities though they have to 
pay a very high price for, them. If arrangements are made for the supply 
of good chemicals at wholesale rates and they follo~ a standard formula for 
the manufacture of damp-proof matches, such as the one evolved by 'the 
Department of Industries, Bengal, they can produce high class matchf's and 
that without any appreciable increase in. the cost ,of production. So it is 
llbu~dantly clear that if the match industry is developed on the lines as 
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suggested by me the matches that will be produced will not compare unfavour
ably ~ither in price or in .. quality with that of the products of. large scale
factorIes and so the consumers will not suffer in any way. 

6. If the cost of production in both the system be almost the same 
~overnment revenue canno~ be affe~ted ·if the industry is developed on th;' 
hnes advocated by me. If It be declded.to levy any excise duty it can very
well be imposed on the products of the small scale manufact~rel"& and as. 
regards the collection of the duty, such arrangement may be made. that 
there will be no difficulty whatsoever. . 

7. So it appears that if the' industry is developed on cottage lines, 88. 

advocated by me, consumers will not suffer and the Government revenue will 
not be affected and as such there can be no objection to the adoption of this. 
system.· The advantages of which have been thoroughly· discussed in my 
previous report and it has been shown that it cannot onlf provide employ
ment to a large number of men in this time of unemployment and acute· 
economic distress ib the country, .which in itself is a sufficient cause for' 
supporting it but it is the. only system that can benefit the children of the· 
Boil and e~ectively prevent the undesirable from getting hold of this. 
industry, I 

8. The Match industry in India is still in its infancy and I think Govern
ment may shape its destiny in any way they like. If the Government accept 
the principle underlying my proposal to develop the industry on cottage
lines, I suggest that following steps be taken to make ita practical proposi-
tion. . 

I. The present. import duty on matches be declared to be protective and 
the duty be enhanced from TIs. 1-8"0 to Rs. 3 per gross with a view to stop 
the importation of matches as far as possible. 

The present retail price of imported Swedish matches is Ii pice per box. 
If the duty is enhanced to Rs. 3 per gross, the retail price will be 2 pice· 
per box, i.e., the increase in price will be only 1 pice- per box. It is presumed 
that at least one third of the people,who can now afford to purchase import
ed matches at Ii pice per box will also be to purchase it at 2 pice per 
box and as the rate of the duty will be double Government will not at 
present on all probablity lose more than one third of the Customs revenue 
on matches.·' The match industry in the country will however be gainer as, 
the reduction in the importation of matches will provide further scope for 
its development. 

II. The loss in Customs r~venue from matches be made up by the imposi
tion of excise duty on matches manufactured in the country. 

(a) I suggest that an excise duty of Re. 1-2-0 per gross or 1 pice per box 
be imposed on the products of those factories, the output of which is over' 
1,000 gross per day or 280 thousand gross per annum (Taking 280 working' 
days per annum). 

The products of these factories are at present selling in the market at 
1 pice per box. The'result of the excise duty will be that they have to sell 
their products at Ii pice per box. They will find market amongst those 
people that u~d to putthase imported matches at Ii pice per boxes but 
would not be able to do so as the price of the imported matches would be
enhanced t.o 2 pice per box. 

(b) An excise duty of As. 4 per gross should be levied, on the products, 
of the factories producing 100 to 1,00'0 gross of matches per day. I think 
this duty will not affect the sale of their products at 1 pice per box. 

(c) Cottoge workers producing less than 100 gross per day should be· 
exempted from paying any excise duty for at least Dve years just to help 
them to consolidate their position. 

III. Factories producing 100 !!:ross of matches per day should be registered' 
and should be under license. They should not be allowed to produce more
than what they have now stated to be their output and no increased output 
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will be sanctioned when fresh license should be issued. This will help the
further development of the industry on cottage lines. 

IV. Those factories that will not be under license (i.e., those whose 
outturn will be less than 100 gross per day) will not be allowed to manufac
ture splints and veneers. The factories that will be under license will be 
allowed to manufacture· splints and veneers only to the extent that they 
require. Their excess producion of splints and veneers can be sold to Govern
ment only but the Government will not be bound to purchase it. 

V. Government should arrange to supply splints' and veneers to cottage< 
workers and small factories. The demand can be met partly by starting 
suitable factories at· forest sites and partly by' obatining supplies from the 
surplus production of the existing factories. If any of the large factories 
fail to stand the competition on account afthe policy of Government to 
develop the industry on cottage lines, it need not close down its business 
entirely. It can be converted into splints and veneer making factory. .. 

If the factories are put under license and the cottage workers are made 
dependant upon Government for the supply of splints and veneers, the 
industry will be under the complete control of Government. Over production 
can be easily prevented and if it be necessary to levy an excise duty o:d the 
products of cottage industries also, there will be no difficulty whatsover and 
no agency will be required to collect the duty. All that has to be done is 
to increase the price of the quantity of splints necessary to produce one gross 
boxes of matches by the amount of the duty that Government may want to 
impose per gross. 

VI. Government should organise a depot for the supply of chemicals of 
standard quality, papers, etc., in small quantities at wholesale rates to the 
cottage workers Ilnd small factories as suggested in my previous note and 
efforts should be made to induce the cottage workers to adopt a standard 
formula to ensure the good quality of their products. . 

VII. The factories under license'should be made to maintain a cost chart 
and a chart showing the selling price of matches. . 

9 .. It is said that "the Swedish Trust has Ilt its command exceediIigly 
large capital resources and faced with the prospects of closing its factories as 
a result of the excise duty it may resolve to initiate a price war regardless 
of cost". I do not think there will be any such danger, if my scheme be 
adopted. If the factories . .of the Trust are put under license, and are not 
allowed to produce· more thaD what they have now stated to be their output, 
they cannot control the market. However, they may reducp, the price so long 
there will be no. over production, other factories will not be affected. 
Dt'Sides, tlwre can· be no incentive to initiate a price war if,they know that 
they cannot expand their business to profit by it later. 

10. Now if the above scheme is accepted it is to be considered what will 
be its effects upon~ 

(1) the consumers, 
(2) Government, and 
(3) the existing factories. 

CONSUMERS. 

The general consumers will not at all be affected. They will obtain their 
matches at the very same price atJ which they are buying at present. Only 
a very few people who will not purchase cheap matches available in the country 
and will insist on having imported matches inspite of the imposition of 
pr'ohibitive duty to stop the importation will have to purchase it at 2 pice 
instead of the present rate of H' pice per box. They are a few upper class 
people, who can very well afford to pay extra 1 pice per box and so we need 
not take any serious notice about it. The really poor people however will 
be greatly benefited if the industry is developed on cottage lines. In my 
previous report I have. spoken of another class of matches made of rejected 
splints that are selling in the Calcutta market places and in mafassil 'hats' 
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not in ~xes b,ut as loose sticks asis the custom in Japan. Some 200 or 300 
match stIcks, l.e., conten~ of 2 or 3 boxes are available for one pice. ' With 
the growth of the match mdustry, more rejected splints will be available and 
so the supply will be greater. Those who are really poor can use -this cheap 
stuff. 

GOVERNMENT REVENUE. 

If my sc~eme is ~ccepted I, believe, from the revenue point of view, 
Government will be gamer. The Customs revenue from matches may, be 
nlduced to Bome extent but it will very well be compensated by the excise 
duty, I, have suggested and, I should not be surprised if the total rev~nue 
from matches (Customs duty as well as Excise duty) come up to the high 
figure of 1922-23. , Besides"the development of the match industry in the 
-country will bring in more revenue to the coffers of Government in' other 
ways. It will effect an increase in the importation of chemicals and papers 
and will considerably increase forest revenue. 

PROSPECT, OP 'THB EXISTING FACTOBIBS. 

If my scheme is accepted I do not think it will seriously affect any of the 
existing factories, In my previous report, I have shown that the imposition 
of Excise duty of As. 4 per gross will not affect the retail sale. of matches 
at 1 pice per box and 80 the factories producing less than 1,000 gross per day 
will be quite safe. In case of factories producing more than 1,000 gross per 
day, I have suggested the imposition of. a duty of Re. 1-2-0 per gross or 
• pice per box and I fully realise that its effect will be that they will have 
to sell their products at ipice per box. It appears from the statement of 
1!eaborne trade of British India that 7,928,522 gross of matches are still 
imported into India and on enquiry in the market, I understand that import
ed matches are selling at Ii pice per box. I have suggested a prohibitive 
duty of Rs. 3 per gross on imported matches and it is hoped that it will effect 
a considerable reduction in the importation of matches and will thus afford 
scope for the large factories to capture the market so long dominated by the 
imported matches. If the' small factories can pay As. 4 per gross as excise 
duty and still sell their products at 1 pice per box, the .large factories can 
spend As. 4 per gross to improve the quality of their matches as the duty 
of i pice per box (01' Rs. 1-2-0 per gross) that I have suggested will not affect 
their margin of profit if they sell their products at Ii pioe per box. Foreign 
capital has been invested only in large factories and I should like to create 
such a situation that they cannot compete with the small factories and in 
their struggle for existenoo, theip products will have to compete with matches 
imported from foreign countries which the factories run with foreign capital 
want to avoid for obvious reasons.' There are of course some Indian factories 
whose outturn is more than 1,000 gross per day. I think they will be able 
to stand the competition if they can improve the quality of their matches 
for which I have provided for them As. 4 per gross in my scheme. If any 
factory fail to stand the competition it will be converted into splints and 
veneer factory. Even if my scheme affect the interest of a few large Indian 
Iactories, it should not stand in our way if we take into consideration the 
larger interest of the. country that it will serve. 

II. So it appears that the development of match industry on cottage 
lines is, not only highly desirable in the best interest of the country, but it 
is very well within the range of practical politics and as such I hope my 
proposals will receive the earnest consideration of the Tariff Board and the 
Government. 

S. C. MITTER, 
Industrial Eflgi,n,eer, Bengal. 

-:;;.,1 

P.S.-I understand that in their recent evidence before the Tariff Board, 
the r'epresentatives of the small match factories run on eottage lines, have 
challenged my statement that their cost of production varies from Rs. 1-2-0 
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to Rs. 1-4-0 per gross. As a matter of fact these . .are the very people. who
gave me the' above figure a year ago which I verified 'to be cor'rect by per
BOnal inspectioD of a v.ry large n1imbetof factories.! "They seem to be under 
the impression that Government .will impose lIom.e excise .duty and they think 
that if they can show that their cost of production' is higher than that of 
the large factories, they wili' get proportionate relief and this is why they 
are anxious to submit an exaggerated figure of their cost of production. 
However on enquiry in the market I have just come to know that the whole
sale price of their product is Rs. 1-6-0 to Rs. 1-8-0 per gross and that of the 
large power driven factories is from Rs. 1-8-0 to, Rs. 1-10-0 per gross. If 
they can sell their products at Rs. 1-6-0 per gross it is. obvious that their 
cost of production cannot be higher than Re. 1-2-0 to Rs.,·I-4-0 per gross 
as stated by me. 

S. C. MITTER. 
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-Ora) €)vi.denc€) ()f Mr • .A~ T. WESTON. Direc:tor of Industri.eS, 
Bengal, and Mr. -So C. MITTER,lndu!trial Emgineer, 

Bengal, l'ecorded at Calcuaa on Wednesday, 
the 15th February, 1928. 

Introductory. 

President.-Mr. Weston, are you the Director of Industries, Bengal? 
Mr. Weston.-Yes. . 
President.-Mr. Mitter, what is your official position? 
Mr. Mitter.-I am the Industrial Engineer attached to the Department of 

Industries, Bengal. 
President.-How long have you been in this officeP 
Mr. Mitter.-Since October, 1925. 
President.-What are your qualifications? 
Mr. Mitter.-I am a Mechanical Engineer graduated from the University 

of London. I took my apprentice training in Messrs. Ruston and Hornsby 
Lincolnshire in England and then I came back to India. 

President.-You are a general Mechanical Engineer? 
Mr. Mitter.-Yes. . 
President.-Have you had any training in match manufacture? 
Mr. Mitter.-No. 
President.-Mr. Weston, am I to understand that these two representa

tions that we have received from your Department represent the views of 
the Department P 

Mr. Weston.-No. 
President.-Are they Mr. Mitter's personal views? 
Mr. Weston.-Yes. 
President.-It is rather awkward, when we are dealing with a Depart

ment, that we have to consider the personal views of an officer working in 
that department. We should be very glad to have Mr. Mitter's personal 
views. Here we are examining the Department and· we would like to have 
the views of the Department. As a matter of fact where Government De
partments are concerned, we don't take the personal views of the highest 
Government officials ul.lless they are prepared to come forward as ordinary 
witnesses. . 

Mr. Weston.-If you 'asked' for the views of the Department, I could not 
do that without submitting them through the Secretary to the Government 
of Bengal. 

President.-Not necessarily I I don't mean the Government views, I 
mean the views of the Department itself. That "'ould not commit the Govern
ment to any policy. There is a distinction. For instance, we had the 
Railway Board before us which gave its own views. Its officers give their 
own views as the views of the Railway Board and not as the views of the 
Government of India. In that sense I wish to know whether your Depart
ment has any views on this subject apart from .Mr. Mitter's views. 

Mr. Weston.-I suppose the Department would speak through me as 
Director and I have accumulated considerable opinion about this. 

President.-The procedure we propose to follow is this. We will examine 
Mr. Weston as representing the Department and Mr. Mitter from his own 
personal point of view. 

Ms. Weston.-Mr. 1\litter is my Assistant who has given particular atten
tion to the match industry round Calcutta run mostly on cottage lines and 
it is in that respect that he has put forward those two papers thus crystal
ising his own observations and experience. 
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Pre.9fdent.-Mr. Mitter has written. two very exhaustive notes and we. 
wall have to examine him on some of the points raised therein. 

Mr. Matkia,.-You send the first note under cover of a demi-oflicialletter 
in which you don't state whether it has been accepted by the Industries 
Department or not. 

Mr. Weston.-It has not been accepted by the Industries Department. 
Mr. Matkia,.-The reason why I ask is because I was not sure from your 

demi-oflicial letter. . 
Mr. Weston.-The notes before you must not certainly be considered as 

1lontaining the considered opinions of the Department of Industries. 
PreBident.-Have you read Mr. Mitter's notes?
Mr. Weston.-I. have. 

Mr. Mitter's views. 
President.-Mr. Mitter's views appear to· be that this industry requires 

i!ntire reorganization in so far as matches are manufactured· by machinery 
and that if the industry is converted on the cottage industry basis, it would 
be beneficial to. the people. 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
PTesident.-That is to say, the industry is proceeding wrongly from your 

point of view and it must be split up into small factories such as those we 
1I&W and it would be to the economic good of India, if that was done. 

·Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
President.-I will take two or three of these points as they arise out of 

these notes. Your contention is also this, that at present the costs of the 
cottage factories are about the same as those of, the larger factories and 
that if there is any difference, it does not matter. Is that right? 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
President.-Then, you make oertairi. proposals as to how to foster this 

1lottage industry, 80 that gradually all the big factories die out and the 
imported matches is taken by the cottage factories. 

Mr. Mitter.-Here the big factories do not die out. 
President.-Who dies out then? 
Mr. Mitter.-Nobody dies out exoept the importation of foreign matches. 
President.-As soon as the importation of matches dies out, the place of 

whole demand of the cou'ntry is supplied by these cottage factories. 
Mr. Mitter.-No, by the products of the big, up to date powerdrfven' 

factories. . '. 
PreBident.-What part of the production goes to the cottage factories. in 

that case? Let us be clear as to what we mean. At present the· demand 
of the country may be estimated at about 17 million gross, of which 14, 
million gross are already being manufactured, as far as I can see; by the 
local factories excluding cottage factories. The factories are equipped for 
the production of 18 million gross. The imports are 3 million groBS. So that 
pretty nearly the co.ntry is equipped for all its production and therefore 
there is not much room for expansion if the cottage industry wishes to 
expand. On the present figures it must expand at the expense of the larger 
factories, that is the position. That being 80, it necessarily follows that. 
the larger factories must give way to the smaller factories if the smaller 
factories are to expand. We will assume that all the imports vanish. Then, 
if the smaller factories are to expand they can only expand at the expense 
of the larger factories established in India. ' 

Mr. Mitter.-What I say is that the market for the imported matches 
will be taken over by the products of the big factories. 

PreBident.-What is the market? I have just given you the figures. 
Mr. Mitter.-Whatever the importation might be that is now going.onl 

Those matches that are now selling at Ii pice per box will be replaced by 

~ N 
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ue products of the big factories' and the match~ which are now selling at 
1 pice will be taken over by the products of the cottage factories. 

Pre8ident.'~you can't take'over like that. 
Mr. Mitter.-Th~re will be som~ big factories which will have no market 

and those factories will eventually have to be converted into splint and veneer 
making factorieS. " 

President.-Why P 
Mr. Mitter.-I have assumed this factor that the development of this 

industry; if it is to be for the best interests of the country, should be on 
the lines of the cottage industry. 

President.-That is just my point. Your view is that the development 
of the industry should take place on the cottage industry lines and therefore 
the bigger factories must eventually vanish. If that is your contention, the 
logical conclusion must be that. You cannot draw any line in the middle. 

Mr. Weston.-That presupposes that the capacity of the existing, organi
led large factories is equivalent to J.ndia's needs. 

President.-Yes. I think these are the main points. Then, you make
certain subsidiary proposals in order to promote the cottage industry. 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 

Mr. Weston's 'Views. 
President.-Mr. Weston, you have heard Mr. Mitter'sviews and I would 

like to know how far the Department is in agreement with those views. 
Mr. Weston.-The Department of Industries main objective is of course 

to foster, and encourage the development of Indian industries in the interests 
of India's own people and therefore when my young assistant here comes 
forward with this very laudable object, I naturally give him all the possible 
Iympathy and scope that I can, in order to see that if there is any real 
substance in his claims and to ensure that they shall receive due con.qidera
tion. I myself have had considerable experience in factory management and 
organisation-not exactly in the manufacture of matches but I have had 
experience of mass production method9-and I could not support for one 
moment the idea that given a free :field the Cottage Industries could expand 
at the expense of the larger factories. 

P1'esident.-That is one point. You are talking of what may happen in 
open competition. But the. other point that Mr. Mitter is making is thah 
the cottage industry must be fostered and thai it ought to be fostered and 
that if it is fostered, it will be to the economic good of India. What is your 
view about that as Director of Industries P 

Mr. Wuton.-of course as a matter of policy in the direction in which 
MIT. Mitter's sympathies lie, the responsibility for that direction will have 
to be taken outside the Department and I could not take that responsibility. 
I taket.his responsibility and I would say that the interests of . India could 
be seoured as well by the establishment of larger organised match manufac
turing conoern9-in fact better in the long run than those interests could be 
lIecured by the fostering of arnall, detached and in practice very crude and 
llweated cottage industries. 

Mr. MathilU.-When yot! refer to the interests of India, you refer to the 
economic interests, don't you P 

Mr. Weston.-Yes, that is to·say India is a tremendous market; all people 
require matches and India)s resources in material are ample to supply those 
requirements. That is my firm conviction. . 

Dr. Matthai.-It really cOllles to this, Mr. 'Vest.on, that from the economic 
point of view you don't consider that there' is any case for encouraging 
cottage match factories. ' . ' 

Mr. Weston.-No . 
. Dr. Matthai.-It practically comes to that? 

Mr. Weston.-Yes. from my experience. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Is there any kind of ground, apart from that, on which 
you would try to establish a case for encouraging cottage match factories? 

Mr. We,too.-No, I am very sorry but I cannot adduce any additional 
matter. With my long experience and knowledge of this case I could not 
support a proposition that we should in any way back cottage industries on 
the Bcale just described as against larger factories. My policy would be to 
encourage my Indian brethren and colleagues to do all they could to establish 
the organised factory match industry by Indian management and technical 
ability on adequate lines, and I think with the full co-operation of Govern
ment departments like 'the Forest Department more in that direction could 
be done. I should suggest to you from my. experience that the Forest Depart
ment has never yet placed all its resources at the disposal of this industry. 

Preaident.-They have themselves admitted that. They have not had the 
chance of doing 80. 

Dr. Mattkai.-I should like to know the expel'ience of your Departmellt. 
I take it that in Bengal since the duty was raised to Re. 1-8-0 there has been 
a very considerable deveiopmellt of cottage match factories. 

Mr. We&ton.-Speaking generally, yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-And the experience of your Department has aIsobeel!. that 

more recently cottage factories have been disappearing? 

Mr. Weston.-Yes, most certaiIlly. 

Dr. Mattkai.-In the light of the opinion expressed a ~ttle whil!l ago the 
disappearance of these cottage factories is on the whole a healthy movement; 
at any rate no serious interest of the country is injured by. the disappearal).ce 
of these cottage factories P .. 

Mr. We.ton.-I.don't think so. 

Cottage Industries. 

Preaident.-We must first understand what is meant by cottage industries. 
Mr. Mitter, we wentout together to seG these cottage industries, didn't.we? 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. . 
Preaident.-The impression that these ,cottage industries that we saw 

left in my mind was this-you may correct me if I am wrong-thatsplillts 
and velleers were manufactured in the ordinary way by machinery by one 
mall in one place and then the splints and veneers were taken by the same 
man to another place where he had certain appliances such as frames, dipping 
frames and so on where he .employed a number of people to finish the splints 
and the boxes. Then, the same man disposed of the finished boxes .either 
himself or through his agents, ill that correct? 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes, that is what you have actually seen. 
Presideflt.-I aIso' asked you whether any manufacture was carried on as 

• home industry by which I meant this that a family or so who had nothing 
much to do during the day thought that they would like to add to their 
income and would like to get a few splints and veneers for box~ready-made
and take these to their homes, buy the necessary chemicals, paper and other 
things required, and then finish the splints and veneers and sell them outside 
without the interference of a middleman. I understood you to say that there' 
was not any case of that kind. . 

Mr. Mitter.-Not of the type you are now describing. 
Preaident.-Now that is the kind of industry where poor, respectable 

people who canIlot go and seek employment outside as labourers might well 
make a little money by doing this work at home. That is not the case 80 

far as this industry is concerned. All the cases that you have given in your 
first note are of the first type that I described; that is to say they were 
employed by some man who was interested in splints and veneers and who 
distrihuted these splints and veneers to those people who took them home Rnd 
brought them finished back to the factory and this middleman really wall 

. N 2 
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running a small 'factory. Instead of running it under one roof, he was 
running it under two or three different roofs. When you say that you want 
to foster the cottage industry, are these the lines on which you want the 
industry to develop? . 

Mr. MUter.-My suggestion was this that some of the operations now 
carried on inside the factory building could be very easily done by people at 
home. . 

President.-Which operations do you mean? 
Mr. Mitter.-Levelling, filling, box making and so on. 
President.-:They can be done and at present they are being done. 
Mr. Mitter.-They are being carried on by people in their homes, but they 

are doing these for the middlemen. 
President.-What advantage has that got? If you ask these people t~ go 

to the factories; they will get their wages and will work in the ordinary way, 
but you want to Bubstitute for that sort of labour a sort of irregular labour 
working in their homes. That is what you are doing. 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
'President.'-Ishould like to understand in what way would that be an 

improvement in the condition of labour? You would be taking away work 
from 100 people who get more wages and substituting in their place 500 men 
who would work about 2 hours a day and get less wages. 

Mr. Mitter.-M:Y idea is that there are not many people in Bengal, at 
least amongst the unemployed, who 'would like to leave their houses and 
would like to go and work in big factories. That is the reason why I suggest 
this. 

President.-Have you any idea as to how much employment you can give. 
Mr. Mitter.-I should say a fairly large number. 
President.-Could you give me any idea? 
Mr. Mitter.-'-Aboutone-third. 
Preaident.-Do you mean one-third of the population? 
Mr. Mitter.-About one-third of the unemployed men. 
President.-What do you estimate the number at? 
Mr. Mitter.-It .is 'nearly a year since I went through the Unemployment 

Committee's Report. . 
President.-Would it be 20U,000 or 500,0001' 
Mr. [llitter.-It w~ld not be so much as that. ·It is very difficult fc:,r 

me to give 'you an idea. 
President.-What sort of youngmen are you thinking of? 
Mr. Mitter.-Some of them have just passed the matriculationexamina-

tion and some of them have passed the I.A. or I.Sc. examination. 
President.-Do you think that they would sit and work for ten hours a dayP 
Mr. Mitter.-Not 10 hours a day. 
President.-I am showing you' how much a man can earn in a day or in 

a month. Do you.mean to suggest that this educated labour would seriously 
work under those conditions P 

Mr. Mitter.-I should think so. 

Dr. Matthai.-Youridea really cOmes to this that you would take employ
ment from the hands of the labouring classes and give it to middleclass young 
I'\~l. 

Mr. Mitter.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is . what it really comes to. 
Mr. Mitter.-I am not taking away the employment fl'om anybody. What 

I do say is that the number of people actually required, provided a scheme 
like this is adopted, will not be found in Bengal. We will want additiopaJ 
labonr. 
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Dr. Matthai.-If you had a development of the factory system, that would 
provide employment for the lowest classes of the community and if you had 
~ development of cottage factories, you might find employment for the middle
class. What your suggestion comes to is that the movement in one direction 
might be checked in. order that the movement in the other direction might be 
encouraged. . 

Mr. Mitter.-If you use only first class machines, the number of operatives 
required will be less. But jf all the operations that are now carried on by 
machine are to be done by hand, then the number of hands required will be 
more. 

President.-:Mr .. :Mitter, supposing you applied that principle to many 
other industries, I· daresay the population of India can dispense ·with a con
lIiderable' amount of machinery. . 

Mr. Mitter.-It is not practicable in the case of other industries but it is 
practicable from the point of view of the :Match industry because my con
tention is that the cost of production with or without machinery is almost 
the same. 

President.-Take the sewing machines. 'If you don't allow the' use of' 
&ewing machines, it will be possible to provide employment for 20 people 
where one machine is used now. It is a thing which cali be done at home. 
Any student who can find a little time can do that. In the same, way type
writers can be dispensed with. If you really carry your proposal to its logical 
conclusion it simply means this that wherever you can dispense with machin
ery you can do 80 in order to provide employment for more people. in the 
country. . 

,Mr. Mitter.-Not necessarily. 
President.-I have given you these two instances. To give, you one more 

instance, why have rotary presses? 
Mr. Mitter.-In the case of typewriting, it is a question of time., For 

instance, the reporter is taking down notes. We know that this work can't 
be done by hand. But in the case of the :Match industry, that i~ not the 
case. 

President.-l am· iust trying to show that there are many spheres of life 
where you can employ human labour and dispense with small machines. 

Mr. Mathia •. -:Mr. Weston, are you aware of the conditions in the tailor-
ing business in, say, London perhaps about 20 years ago? ' 

Mr. WeBton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathia.9.-There was a good deal of this home industry very much 

on the lines which :Mr. :Mitter suggests in regard. to the cottage industry, 
that is to say, the tailors in the West End let out the finishing and sewing 
of clothes, usually to female labour. You remember that there was a good 
deal of interest taken in the matter and the general conclusion was that the 
II sweating" in that industry was tremendous. 

Mr. Weston.-Yes, indescribably bad. 
Mr. Mathias.-The conditionS' of labour were very bad in. that industry. 
Mr. Weston.-Yes. ' 
Mr. Mathia •. -So that, speaking generally without having a very strong 

trades union or some authority which will impose proper labour conditions, 
you would find that a home industry of that type would not conduce to the 
welfare of labour? . 

Mr. We,to1l.-Yes, every time. I am of the opinion that that type of 
UDorganised, detached, individual operative home industry subsidiary to some 
central employer or organization, is woefully weak economically and ulti.
mately results, under the competitive system of industries which we hllve 
developed to-day, in the home industry going to the wall or as nearly to that 
as possible and it becomes a sweated industry. 

Mr. Mathia •. -That is peculiarly applicable to large towns like Calcutta? 
Mr. ,WeBton.-Certainly. ' 
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President.-I have gone very carefully through your first note and as far 
as I can S66, taking the first 19 factories given there, their daily output 
comes to 1,050 gross per day .and according to the figures that you have 
given the total number of persons employed is 712 roughly besides 504 fami
lies. If you just look at it, it means that there is less than one gross available 
for each family and each person. 

Mr. Mitter.-May I point out that these figures are probably not correct? 
I have 'only given the figures supplied to me. 

President.-Iam only pointing out to you, lest you might have formed 
your judgment on these figures, that the remuneration for all the labour em
ployed according to your own figures is probably 6 annas. That would mean 
8.. very hard day's work, to do. a complete gross a day for six annast- and I 
doubt very much whether the industry can afford to pay as much as six annas 
for your labour under economic conditions. 

Mr. Weston.-Per gross? 
President.-Yes, So that the amount of unemployment that you 'can cure 

will be very small and it would be under far more arduous conditions than 
if they sought employment elsewhere. Don't you agree that that would be 
the case if these figures are accepted? 

Mr. Mitter.-Provided .these figures are correct I 
President.-I do not know whether the figures are correct or not. 
Mr.Weston.-There are no means of checking whether these figures are 

''Correct or not. 
Mr. Mitter.-Neither can I say that these figures are absolutely correct-. 
President.-You put forward these figures on which very much of your 

argument is based, and if these figures are not reasonably correct, it is very 
difficult to base any argument on them. What do you expect me to do? Am 
I to accept these figures? Then, there is an end of it. 

Dr. Matthai.-How exactly were these figures collected? 
Mr. Mitter.-I went round myself to the different manufacturers and asked 

them how many people they were employing. Take for instance factory No. 4 
-R. N. Match Factory. They said they employed 10 adults, 8 females and 
12 boys. When they employed these men, they did not employ any outside 
labour but when they could not get these men inside the factory, they em
ployedoutside labour. 

Dr. Matthai.-PersonaUy you are not at all satisfied that these figures are 
reasonably accurate P - . 

Mr. Mitter.-Their explanation was that when they could get labour inside 
their own workshops, they did not employ any outside families, but when 
there was a dearth of labour, they sent their work outside. 

Dr. Matthai.-Having done this survey such as it is, what is the Im
pression that you have formed? Are these factories generally run on the 
basis that the man who owns the factory and runs it as far as possible employs 
the labour of his own joint family and it is only in rare cases that people 
from outside are brought in on a wage basis? Would that be a correct infer-
ence? . 

M1\ Mitter.-When the output is more than 100. gross a day, he has to 
-employ outside. labour. 

Dr. Matthai.-The factories that you showed us in our visits recently at 
least do not correspond to that impression? 

Mr. Mitter.-Quite right . 
. Dr. Mattha.i.-But in your survey on which you base these notes, did' 

you get any different impression? 
Mr. Mitter.-I did get, but I can't exactly remember .what it was because 

it is about a year old. 
President.-It is a pity we have not been able to find any of these factories, 

!lor have you been able to find thelll for us. They don't exist .apparenUy. 
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M,.. Mittd.~They did exist at the time I made this' survey and they 
might have disappeaJ"ed nOW'. 

Pruident.-But at present yOll don't. think that they exiSt, do yOli P, 
M,.. Mitter.-I dOn't know eithel' way, becauee after the '10th February 

1927, I had never been to these factories. 
Mr. Mathitu.-Have you any information on this subject as to whether' 

there does emt anything in the nature of joint family match manufacture? 

M,.. Mittei . ...:..'No. But I did visit one in ComnIa fouJ'< yea1'S; ago where 
Dr. Nandi's machinllll were firSt developed and there jIi a factory house under; 
a joint family system they were cutting up splints and veneers under a hand 
chopping arrangement. That factory has disappeared. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Tbat is the only one of which you have' any knowl~dgeP' 
Mr. Mitter.-That is one that I know of, which has been brought to our 

notice as a Department. 
Pre~ident.-You have given us some cost figures in paragraph 2 of your 

first note. I don't understand your figure of Rs. 1-2-3 which you say is the 
~ost of factories working entirely by hand. 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes, including frame filling: that is to say they distribute 
these wooden frames to these houses. 

Pre,.ident.-And they ill the frames by hand and return them? 
Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
Pruident.-Do you know how much a frame contains? 
Mr. Mitter.-I do not know. 
President.-It will take It very long time to do it. The other day I en

quired and I was told that one frame in a full size factory contained about 
33 boxes. If you multiply that by 80, it would give. you the number of 
splints. 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
President.-So, I say that it would take a long time. 
Mr. Mitter.-That is the reason why I suggest that factories using frame' 

filling machines should be taken as standard factories. 
President.-You would have frame filling machines. 
Mr. Mitter.-Yes, that. is what I have suggested. 
Pruident.-This cost which you have given for frame filling, where did you," 

get this fromP 
Mr. Mitter.-From Mr. Ghose of the Bangiya Diasalai Karjalaya. 
President.-I think his figures are absolutely different. 
Mr. Mitter.-These are the figures given to me by him.' 
President.~We examined him only the other day. His costs are-

Excluding depreciation 

Including depreciation 

Including profits 

Mr. Mitter.-Perhaps those are his latest figures. 
Preside~t.-If you take Rs. 1-2-0 •... 
Mr. Mitter.-It varies from Rs. 1-2-0 to Rs. 1-4-0; 

,Rs. A. p. 

139 
1 4 41 
1 'Sll 

President.-If you take them at Rs. 1-4-0, the Swedish Company's costs 
as they have given us so far without anything being included for profit. come 
to Rs. 1-3-11. To that they have to add certain charges which bring the 
price to Rs. 1-10 .. 0 and their selling price to-day is Rs. 1-12-0, so that if these 
men produce matches at Rs. 1_2-0, there is a margin of 10 annas a gros •. 

Mr. Mitter.-It varies from Rs. 1-2-0 to Rs. 1-4-0. 
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Prerident.-We will assume a price of Re. 1-4-0. The Swedish matchea 
8ell at Re. 1-12-0, but the bigger factories are selling at Re. 1-10-0. So that· 
if your figurea are accepted as correct, there is a big margin. 

Mr. Mitter.-Provided the existing conditions continue. 
Pre3ident.-1 am talking of tho present moment. So that, in fact, the 

bigger factories on these figures will require protection against cottage fac
tories. 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-What is then your complaint? If your men. can manufacture 

matches at Rs. 1-4-0 and if the selling price is Rs. 1-9-0 or Rs. 1-10-0 for 
Indian factories and Re; 1-12-0 to Re. 1-14-0 for the Swedish Match Company, 
there is a very big margin. 

Mr. Mitter.-Two days ago I cameacrOBB a man who is the selling agent 
of WIMCO matches. He is selling his matches at Rs. 1-8-0 to Re. 1-9-0 per 
gross . 

. President.-We have received their selling price as Rs. 1-12-0 which in
cludes all the charges. Probably he gets 3 annas oft' and so he may be selling . 
at Rs. 1-9-0. Even so there is a margin of five annas, and you can.ot say 
that a margin of five annas is a poor return o~ a small investment like that. 

Mr. Weston.-One could not say that the big factories are .crushing the 
small factories. .. 

Pre3ident.-Supposing I were to accept your figures as correct and if I 
found the lowest selling price was Rs. 1-9-0, and there was a margin of five 
annas, that ought to be sufficient to cover all the profits of the cottage fac
tories. 

Mr. Mitter.-There will be an occasion when big factories ... 
PrIl3ident.-We have not reached that stage. 
Mr. Mitter.-I am aBBuming that stage. After having assumed that stage 

I have just drawn up this. 
President.-Let us take the case of what might happen. You consider that 

Rs. 1-2-0 to Rs. 1-4-0 is their price without allowing for any profits. That 
is the factory cast. 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
President.-What do you consider a fair profitP 
Mr. Mitter.-Rs. 1-4-0 is the factory cost. I find that I have not allowed 

anything for the interest on the amount of money they have invested. Taking 
everything into consideration, labour, trouble, etc., I should say 2 to 2t 

annas. ..'" 
President.-That brings it to Rs. 1-6-0. 
Mr. Mitter.·-8ay Re. 1-7-0. 
President.-And that must remain more or less as a permanent figure; is 

it not? 
Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
President.-If the bigger factories manufacture their matches at Re. 1, 

then you 'suggest that some measures ought to be adopted by Government to 
enable the cottage industries to make good the difference of five annas or 80. 
ls that not your point? 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes. 
President.-1'hat is to say, Government must come to the rescue of the 

more expensive manufacture. 
Mr. Mitter.--Yes. 
President.-Indefinitely P 
Mr. M;itter.-I say at least for some years to come. 
President.-Can you suggest to me any directions in which you can satisfy 

the Government that if this extra. five annas protection is given now. the 
industry would not require any more assistance P 



Mr. Mitter.-Do you mean if they got sufficient protection for say 5 or ~ 
_years? 

Prerident . ......supposing all foreign competition is shut out and. the com
petition is between you and the larger factories and supposing the larger 
factories bring down' their cost by say 4 or 5 annas below your cost, then 
what do you expect the Government to do? . . 

Mr. Mitter.-I expect the Government to do what I have said here to 
assist the cottage workers by supplying them with cheap splints and veneers. 

President.-How do you expect the Government to arrange for the cheap 
supply of splints? Do you mean cheaper supply? 

Mr. Ghose's opinion. 

Mr. Mitter.-The match factories are now paying 6 annas per gross. In 
the investigation report of Mr. A. P. Ghose I find that if a factory for manu
facturing splints and veneers were established in the forests, then it would be 
pos8ible to manufacture at 3 annas per gross. 

President.-You are entitled to quote his figures but he has not appeared 
before us to satisfy us about those figures. We wrote to him twice to appear 
before us but he has declined to do so. I am afraid we cannot base any 
conclusions on what he has said and we are not prepared to accept any of 
his statements. 

Mr. Mitter.-I can't. help. 
President.-We have no means of verifying whether what he has said is 

correct or not. 
Mr. Mitter.-That is true. 
President.-Unless Mr. Ghoee satisfies us, we should not be prepared to 

accept any of his statements: in fact, it is not the practice of the Board to 
accept anybody's statements unless he comes forward and substantiates them. 
If your information is based on Mr. Ghose's opinion, unless you are prepared 
to bring Mr. Ghose here and satisfy us that what he has said is reasonably 
eorrect, I think it would be idle for us to discuss any further. If Mr. Ghose 
is your authority, I have nothing to say but if you are quoting Mr. 'Ghose 
before us, our answer is .. we do not know Mr. Ghose". 

Mr. Mitter.-Then, I cannot help. 
President.-Unless you have formed any independent judgment I We 

should be very glad to have your own viewB---'ltpart from what you have 
gathered from a perusal of Mr. Ghose's literature. 

M'T. Mitter.-I have never had, the opportunity of verifying Mr. Ghose's 
information. When Mr. Ghose was appointed by the Government of Bengal 
to investigate the question of the Match Industry' in Bengal, I naturally had 
to place some amount of confidence on his figures. 

Prerident.-Has the Government of Bengal accepted Mr. Ghose's report? 
Mr. Weston.-No. I am speaking from memory now. 

, Pr~rident.-I have read through Mr. Ghose's reports. We are very much 
interested in ascertaining how he arrived at those results because the results, 
as far as we have seen in this enquiry which as you know has been going on 
now for some months, are entirely different from Mr. Ghose's .. Here is the 
evidence of 30 factories. We have examined a good number of them. The 
actual experience has not borne out some of the statements of MT. Ghose. 

Mr. Westoo.-I don't think that Mr. Ghose has said that the cottage 
industries could work in competition with the larger factories using modern 
machinery. What he has said is that "the use of modern machines and 
modern methods only can lead -to success. There.is room for very small and 
big factories and they can thrive side by side provided they are based and 
worked on proper lines" .. I accept the opinion that the use of modern 
machines and modern methods can alone lead to success. The Government 
of Bengal did not accept the truths of what Mr. Ghose said. What they 
said was "these are the facts placed before us by a gentleman who has some 
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experience and states that he is an expert. Can the Department of Industrie6 
now put up a proposition for the supply of splints and veneers?" That is 
where we are. 

President.-I think'that if you read all the evidence that we have collected, 
you wiU find that you have reason to alter some of the conclusions from such 
evidence. '. 

Mr. Mitter.-I have gone through all' the evidence. Mr. Banerji of the 
Muslim Match Factory in his evidence before the Tariff Board od Wednesday 
the 23rd March 1927, at Rangoon, says that in his factory which is quite 
big .•.. 

Prerident.-Is it a big one P 
Mr. Mitter.-Yes, I think so. 
Pruident.-Have you seen it P 
Mr. Mitter.-No. 
President . ..:....We have seen the factory and we don't consider it big. 
Mr. Mitter.-Take the case of Adamjee's factory, which has a production 

.of 6,000 gross a day. They say that all the operationl! except the splint and 
feneer cutting are done by hand. 

President.-Therefore their costs are a little higher: . We come back to 
the· same point.' . 

Mr. Mitter.-What I am driving at is that all the operations need not be 
carried on by machine. 

Prllsident:-I concede at once that many of the operations which are now 
performed by machinery can be performed by hand. I don't dispute that 
proposition. My only point is that it is more expensive to employ labour 
where you can employ machinery. That is the only point where we differ. 
That is a very small matter. . 

Mr. Mitt.r.-The difference is not much: that is my conclusion. 
Dr. Matthai.":"-That is one form of encouragement that you propose, is it 

not Mr. Mitter? Supposing hereafter the costs of these larger factories come 
down "nd the wholesale selling price also comes down as a result of that, in 
that case you would like the cottage factories to be supplied with splints and 
veneers under arrangement by Government at a lower prjce? What exactly 
is your idea P Should Government erect a factory and supply these splints 
and veneers P 

",A Gtn!ernment factory. 
Mr. Mitter.-I suggest that Government should start a demonstration fac

tory and after running it a few years make it over to a co-operative organi
lation which will be able to run it economically. 

Dr. Matthai.-Are you familiar with the demonstration factory at Paina.? 
Mr. Mitter.-I have been there once. 
Dr. Matthai.-They have not succeeded in doing things cheaper, have they? 

Mr. Mitter.-If they wanted to make that factory self-supporting with only 
100 gross a day, I have -nothing to say. So far as I can see, anything less 
than 700 gross a day will not lead to success. 

President.':"-Anyhow Government will have to manufacture at least on as 
big a Bcale as Bome of the big factories. Is not that soP 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes, just to prove that they can be manufactured. 
President.-I doubt very much whether Government will ever be able to 

manufacture anything more cheaply than anybody else. 

Mr. Mitter.-I assume that from Mr. A. P. Ghose's statement. 

Preside",t.-It is not shewn so far. I do not know whether Government 
has actually suc~eded in producing an article more cheaply than it oould 
be done by a private agE'ncy efficiently run. 
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is that run by the Government of Bihar and Orissa but its output is so 'low. 

Pruident.-I am asking you generally ,whether a Government business '.is 
run more economically than a 'private business. 

Mr. Mitter.-The Bihar Government have not run that factory to prove' 
the commercial success. 

Pruident.-That, is no longer a demonstration factory. You want Gov
ernment to produce more cheaply than others, don't you? 
. Mr. Mitter.-Government have not done anything on the lines suggested 

by Mr. Ghose. Mr. Ghose says that if a factory is started in the forest 
iteelf .... 

Pre.ident.-Again you are quoting Mr. Ghose. We have done with Mr. 
Gh08e. 1 am just asking you as an officer interested in the development of 
industries whether you can show me any instance where Government has defi
nitely proved that it can manufacture anything~it does not matter_hether 
it is matches or anything els9--more cheaply than a private agency. I am 
not inclined to dispute Mr. Ghose's, figures on the' ground that Mr. Ghose 
haa refused to appear before the, Tariff Board. 

Mr. Mitter.-i don't think that Government have so far made any attempts 
with regard to the achievement of a commercial success of an enterprise. 

Mr. Mathilu.-I think you have l!8en the costs of the Patna factory pro
ducing 100 gross a day. The factories for which you have given us costs are 
also producing between 50 and 100 gross a ,day. ,You give their costs lioii 
Re. 1-2-6 whereas the ~08ts of the Patna factory are Rs. 2-4-9 per gross. 
That does not lend support to your contention that Government can manu
facture more cheaply than a private agency. Government interference would, 
if anything, be to the disadvantage of the industry. 

Mr. Mitter.-I don't think so. The factory should. have been situated in 
a proper place' which is in the forest side. If you take' the Patna 'factory, it 
is not where it should have been placed. The Patna factory so far as I know, 
Wal intended to be a demonstration factory.' 

Pre,ident.-Do y~u consider that if Government sta~da factory in the 
forest, it would be ,cheaper in the, long run,P' 

Mr. Mitter.-I think,BO. 
Pre.ident.-Do you suggest that the Swedish Match Company would not 

do so if it found more profitable P 
Mr. Mitte-r.-I am J10t sure that they are not going to do that in future. 
PNrident.-'l'hey have said 80 that they don't regard' that 'as a commer-

cial proposition. ' ' 
DT. Matthai.-They have investigated that question very carefully. 
Prelident.-If anybody had any experience of match manufacture per.

hap. you would admit that the Swedish people had. ' 
Mr. Mittef'.-I am not in a position to accept as gospel truth what the 

Swedish trust has said especially ata time :wheg an enquiry, which is being 
held, was going to settle their future. 

Pruident.-That is their opinion and we have also gone into this question 
pretty fully and we are not sure that they are not right. 

Dr'. Matthai.-Supposing Government are' not able to make them more 
cheaply than the existing factories, do you want Government to start a 
factory and supply splints and veneers at less than cost price, that is as a 
.art of bounty P 

Mr. Mitter..-Never. 
Mr. Mathias.-As the main supply of wood' is from the Sundarbans there 

will, I think, be some difficulty in having your factory in the, Sunqarbans. 

Mr. Weston.-We'should not accept that. We know that'there are great 
resources' of wood up in the Terai' and Kalimpong hill areas which have not 
llean touched wbere there are better qualities of wood than genwa. ' 
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Mr.. Mathias.-:-The Terai is somewhat inaccessibile. 
Mr. Weston.-Yes. 
President ...... I don't think that, the Government of India would. have any 

objection to the Government of Bengal undertaking this. If it is a feasible 
proposition that Government could manufacture splints more cheaply than 
any of these factories, 1 think that if you persuaded .the Government of 
Bengal; it might be donI!. 

Mr. Mitter.-We have not so far gone up to G()vernment with any definite 
proposal. 

Dr. Matthai.-I understand that the Government of Bengal definitely' 
turned down the project ()f a dem()nstration factory. 

,Mr. Weston.-No. They asked me to come up with definite proposals. 
Dr. Matthai . .,-That was about two years ago. 
Mr. Weston.-Yes. They asked the Director of Industries if he could put 

up prop088ls for their c()ns~deration on the basis ()f Mr. Ghose's rep()rt-I am 
speaking of c()urse from memory-and it has not been done. One of the 
reasons why it was not d()ne is that you are examining this questim:l .. 

President. -This is what the Government of Bengal in the Department of 
Agriculture and Industries, have written, in their letter to you No. 5461, 
dated the 11th November 1925, "In the circumstances explained above, Gov
ernment are of opinion that there is no scope for the establishment of a self
contained match factory on the lines recommended by Mr. Ghose."- That 
is .the opini()n of the Government of Bengal. 

Mr. Mitter.-Yes, for a self-c()ntained match factory. 
President.;-:There was no other proposal made by Mr. Ghose. 
Mr. Mitter.-Yes, a suggestion was made for the starting of a factory 

for making splints and veneers. '. . _ 
Presidllnt.-I am just trying to show you that we have examined. ~itness~ 

about costs, including the Swedish Match Company, and the"Swedish Match 
Company have definitely said that it would not be more profitable to establish 
a factory for cutting veneers and splints in the. forest. They have given us 
reasons for not doing that. Except in one s()litary instance where splints are 
being manufactured in Kashmir, no attempt has been made and it is n()t at 
all certain whether the Kashmir experiment will succeed or Dot because if it 
did,_ then it is not that the splints would be cheaper in arty case but that the 
difficulty of getting sufficient quantities of wood might be got over to a certain 
extent. Here we are discussing the question whether it would be cheaper for 
Government .to manufacture ,splints and veneers. if it established a factory in 
the forests and on that we have no, data except what you say probably basing 
your opinion on what ,Mr. GhOse had said. 

Mr. lVestfJ'l".-W()uld. not the Forest Department give you any reas()nable 
idea? They kn()'Y or should know what resources of wood they have. 

President.-They know what the resources of wood are but none of them 
are experienced enough to suggest what the commercial value of the project 
might be. 

Mr. Mathias.,-Dehra Dun has not carried out any experiments. 

Mr. Mitter.-We are , talking of splints. 

President.-Theoretically it should Rppear to be feasible but applying prac
tical considerations it does not seem that it would be more economical. 

Mr; Weston.-Mr. Ghose has ment.ioned a considerable number of woods 
suitable for match manufacture. A Forest Engineer told me that there was 
a lot of match wood available in the Kalimpong forests. I asked him "'why 
didn't you tell us before". There was no answer to that. They simply do 
not know what resources they have in the matter of wQOd supply. , 

President.-If that was so, supposing it was found cheaper to, manufac
ture splints in the forest, what we are'discussing is whether Government could 
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do it cheaper than the other factories. That is the point. Mr. Ghose thinks 
that Government can. 

Mr. Mitter.-I tliink that Government ought to give a lead to these sman, 
cottage manufacturers. If they arrange a proper lease of the forests, there 
will be no dearth of manufacturers who will be in a good 'position to manu-
facture splints and veneers in the forest. ' 

PrIlBident.-We are going away from the question under discussion. There 
is no difficulty about Government giving any lease, and there is no difficulty 
about their being able to get wood. All Governments, as far as we can under
stand, have tried to assist them in every way they can by 'giving them cheap 
leases, charging them small royalty and things like that; so that enterprise 
is lacking as far as one can see and it does not appear to be a very paying 
proposition. ' 

Mr. Mittllr.-That is on account of the unstable conditions of the industry. 
Pre8ident.-That may be 80. Now the whole point is whether Government 

can do better by undertaking the manufacture itself than a private agency. 
Mr. Mitter..--Private enterprise will do it cheaper undoubtediy but the 

reason why I have suggested that, is to give the small manufacturers a lead. 
After starting, the Government will gradually withdraw its interest and the 
factory will be run by c~perative organisations.' , , , 

Mr. Mathia •. -Have you considered this question? If Government started 
a splint and veneer factory in the forest and produced them cheaper, then the 
larger factories would also start their factories in the forest and thus bring' 
down their cost of production more than the cottage factories. .. 

Mr. Mitter.-If the Government want to develop the home industry system 
of each match manufacture and decide to do it on the lines suggested by me, 
then the question of the bigger factories manufacturing veneers, etc., at the. 
forest site does not appear. • 

Mr. Mathia •. -The scheme would not then reduce the difference between,,; 
the cottage industries .and the larger factories. The gap would still remain 
the same, 80 that you would not be able to establish, ' that the cottage indus
tries would be able to compete,' 

Mr. Mitter.-It is purely a matter of opinion, if. Government decide to 
develop this industry on the lines I have advocated, then of course everything 
is clear; but if they say that the industry should be allowed to develop on 
other lines, then there may be some truth in what you say. 

Mr. Mathias.-If Government are to accept your proposal for a discri
minating excise, you wilL have to 'establish that ",t some period the cottage 
industry would be able to do without this excise. You 'canno1iexpect; Gov. 
ernment to encourage an uneconomic system indefinitely. So far-as we are 
able to see, you have not made any suggestions for reducing the costs which 
will not apply equally to the larger factories and' therefore the gap must 
remain ,approximately constant and the cottage factories must always contjnUI!\ 
to have this discl'iminating excise.' , . .." 

Mr. Mitter.-So long as the selling price of Indian matches manufactured 
by the home industry system'do not exceed. one pice per box, I am not· 
prepared to admit that this system is uneconomical. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your proposals are really two I' suppose. i'he first is that 
tItere should be central splint factories to supply splints and veneers cheapez' 
than their present price and theD: there should be an 'excise duty upon 
factories which are not cottage factories. ' 

Mr. Mittllr.-Yes, OD factories producing over 100 groSs a day. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is your tellt for a cottage factory. 
Mr. Mitter.-Yes. .' 
Mr. Math~B.-Has the Industries Department beenable,to arrive at • 

• atisfactory definition of cottage factoriesP ·1 ask this question because, ,jll 
far as we can see, the processes employed. by . the small factories are no' 
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essentially different from those employed by big factories like Esavi's. There 
fa a large amount of manufacture done by hand in both cases. Have you 
arrived at any satisfactory definition? . 

Mr. Weston.-It is impossible to define satisfactorily a cottage match 
manufacturing industry. 

Mr. Mathias.-Any arbitrary division such as 100 gross or 50 gross would' 
be rather difficult to work. 

Mr. Weaton.-I should think so. 
llif'. Mathias.-U w.ould be imposing a severe and undeserved handicap 11m 

factories that produce say 120 gross a day. 
Mr. Weston.-U is quite conceivable. 

Differential excise duty. 
President.-Mr. Mitter, let me understand your point about this differen

tial excise. That is one of the other subsidiary proposals you have made. 
You propose two kinds of excise, don't youI' In clause (a) you propose a 
duty of Re. 1-2-0 on the products of those factories whose output is over 1,000 
gross per day ot 2,80,000 per annum (taking 280 working days per annum); 
in clause (b) you propose that an excise duty of annas 4 per gross should be 
levied on the products of the factories producing 100 to 1,00() gross of matches 
per day and in clause (c) you say that cottage workers producing less than 100 
gross per day should be Ilxempted from paying any excise duty for at least 
five years. As regards your second proposal it simply means that first of all 
you convert the big factories producing over 1,000 gross a day into small fac
tories producing 100 to 1,000 gross a day by giving these factories a prefer
ence of 14 annas per gross which is a tremendous difference. It would pay 
a man to have 4 or 5 small units instead of 1 larg~ factory. 

Mr. Mitter.-No I I don't agree. I 'have explained this very fully in my 
lupplementary note now lying before you. 

Prllsident.-That would not serve your purpose. Instead of having to com· 
pete, as now, against these two categories of factories, you will then be left. 
to compete against a lot of small factories. If you give factories producing 
100 to 1,000 gross per day a preference of 14 annas, then the big factories will 
go out, with this difference in the duty. 

Mr. Mittllr.-Not necessarily, this has been explained in my supplementary 
report. 

President.-Then your competition will begin with those factories produc
ing 100 to 1,000 gross a'liay and in their case there is a duty of 4 ann as per 
gross and that 4 annas would nQt necessarily suffice for you. 
. Mr. Mitter.-It will I think. 

President.-:-Not on tb,e figures we have .. Just now there is a margin or 
10 annas. They don't get anything like that. They are getting about one or 
two annas less than the Swedish Match Company. Of course we are now talk
ing of the wholesale price. The retail price is one pice for both, so that there 
ill no question of Ii pice per box. . 

lh. Matthai.-You are an Industrial Engineer; why do you want t& pena-· 
lile an efficient factory? . '. L 

Mr. Mitter.-I have advocated.it for the. development of the industry on 
the lines, to be of the best interest to the country. .. 

Dr. Matthai.-Why do you want to encoUrage a man producing only 100 
to 1,000 groSll a day? He is not a cottage worker. . 

Mr. Mitter.-I limply said that to enable them to get at least BOme por-· 
tion of the market. • 

Pre,ident.-Other factories cannot survive with a preference of 14 annas. 
NYe will put it this way. Supposing you get Rs. 1-8-0 »day and then a duty 
of 14 annas i. put up, that raises the price to Rs. 2-6-0. Then these other 
people who pay only 4 ann as will put. liP their price from Rs. 1-8-0 to 
Re. 1-12-0 and the big factories would be wiped out .. Then the whole of the 



organization will be converted into small factories producing less than. a 
thou"and gross. My colleague was rightly asking you whether you would be 
in favour of that. Those are not cottage factories; why shonld you want to 
penalize bigger factories and compel them to restrict their production to below 
1,000 grOl!8 per day? You consider that these smaller factories should have a 
difference of " annas in the matter of excise. Supposing Government does not 
want to levy this excise because excise as I have explained more than once, is a 
purely revenue question, that is to say Government .will only levy an excise 
when it wante money. Would you suggest that, even if Government did not 
want money? 

Mr. Mitter.~vernment want money I Government want also to solve 
unemployment as far as it lies in their powers. 

Pre.ident.--8upposing Government did not want the money. 
Mr. Mitter.-My contention is that the Government of India want money. 
Preaident.-Government always want money: we all know that! They 

have got to show that they really want money and they have to satisfy the 
Assembly. Take the case of last year's budget. Government had a surplus 
and they did not know what to do with it so they 'remitted the provincial 
contributions. 

Mr. Mitter.-Bengal wante more money and wants to solve the unemploy
ment problem as far as p0S8ible~ 

Preaident.--8upposing Government did not want any money from the 
Match industry, do you suggest that they should levy an excise in order to 
give protection to that industryP 

Mr. Mitter.-My argument is that the Government of India actually want 
.money and on that assumption I have based my case. 

Dr. Matthai.--8upposing they don't want money, what is your proposal 
thenP 

Mr. Mitter.-The unemployment problem wante to be solved. 
Dr. Matthai.-Then you have no other proposal to make? 
Mr. Mitter.-Nothing besides what I have already said. 
President.-Then the cottage industry does not get any assistance. 
Mr. Mitt8r.-The only way we can offer any assistance, if that is possible, 

ja by levying an excise quty. 
Prelident.-I have shown you just now that two kinds of excise duty won" 

40. Don't you agree? 
Mr. Mitter.-I don't. 
Preaident.-Then if there is to be an excise duty, there must be one higher 

4Ixcise duty and one lower and you want to keep the difference at 4, annas. 
Having got that 4 annas you must be able to satisfy Government that in five 
~ears time you would be able to do without it. At present have you got 
materials to show that you could do that? 

Mr. Mitter.-That is what people say. I have not got any materials other 
than what I have furnished in two of my reports to substantiate my statement 
that within five years time they will be able to stand on their own legs. 

Preaident.-We cannot say that, people say so. We have got to say" here 
are the coste tckiay and these coste will come down by four annas or five 
annas in five years time" and I am trying to get materials on which we 
eould Bay that. Have you got those materials? 

Mr. Mitter.-I cannot give you anything besides what I have already given. 
Preaident.-You know what our terms of reference are. We cannot go 

yery much beyond our terms of reference. One of the conditions is that if we 
recommend any protection, the industry must be . able to do without protec
tion at some future date, reasonably distant, and you say five years. We 
must have materials to show that in five years time the costs will come down 
by four or five annas and I want to know whether there are materialt to 
ahow that 80 far 88 the cottage industries are concerned. In fact some of 
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the factories who appeared before us told us that their costs would be on& 
or two higher relatively than those of the big factories. . 

Mr. MitteT.-Do they urge that their cost of production will not come 
down? 

President.-It will not come down more rapidly than the cost of th& 
bigger factories. The margin of four annas will continue. If such is the 
position what do you suggest we should do in order to enable us to report 
that the industl'ydeserves protection and that it would be able to do without 
it after some time. 

Mr. Miter.--'-I have shown in my first report that the cost will come down,. 
vide sub-paras. (c), (d), (e) of para. 6. 

President~-If we' were to say that the supporters of the cottage industry 
were not able to place before us IIny materials to show that the industry 

.would be able to do without protection, then that is fatal to your case. 

Mr. Mitter.-I believe manufacturers who are proceeding on cottage lines 
will be able to give you a better answer than I can. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is simply an article' of faith! 
President.-The Board has examined the representatives of the Bangiya 

Deasalai Karjalaya and the Indian Match Manufacturers Association, Cal
cutta and the impression left on the mind of the Board was rather that this 
margin would continue to remain. 

Mr. Mitter.-The Indian Match Manufacturers Association gave us en
tirely the other impression that if some sort of protection was given in five 
years time they would be able to reduce their costs. 

Presitlcnt.-No doubt they would be able to reduce their costs but you 
must also assume that the larger factories would also' be able to bring down 
their costs. When they both brought. down their costs the gap of 4. annas 
cannot be bridged and if that cannot be bridged that is fatal to the cottage 

. industry. 
Mr. Mitter.~But there is a minimum below which they can never come 

down. . 
M'T. Mathias.-Captain Petavel said in answer to my colleague at the 

time of his oral examination that on economic grounds nct case could be 
established for the continuance of the cottage industry but that the case was 
to be supported on sociolpgicalgrounds. 

Mr. Mitter.-His opinion w~s entirely to the contrary when he said in his 
introductory note on " Match Industry in Danger" that the" Cottage indus
tries using local wood, local labour, can produce matches at a lower price than 
the factories Indian or foreign". 

Dr. Matthai.-Is there any kind of State Aid administered by the Indus-
tries Department in Bengal? 

Mr. Weston.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is there any proposal for State aid? 
Mr. lVeston.-Ithad beett proposed and discussed. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is that just proposed? 
Mr. Weston.-That has been before the Government for the last six years. 
Pl'esident.-That ha; not been i>~ed yet? . 
Mr. Weston • .,....No. 

, President.-So far as economic grounds are concerned-we are chiefly 
concerned with. the economic, grounds-there is no case, but supposing there· 
was this sociological question, we are of course reporting to the Government 
of '(ndia and the Government of India could only look upon the question from 
the point of view of India as a whole, that is as regards the whole industry. 
But· so far as the match industry on cottage lines is concerned, there is no
other province in India where the question exists to any large extent as in. 
Bengal. ' . 
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MT. MitteT.-I do not agree with the President. 
Mr. We&ton.-Do you mean &II a sociological question? 
Prnident.-I mean the Match industry 88 a cottage industry except per

haps to some extent in Madras, so that this becomes a provincial matter. If 
the question was to be' dealt with from the sociological point of view it would 
be for the provincial Government to deal with it and it can deal with it on 
any of the lines suggested. I am trying to explain what our position is. 
We cannot make any reCommendations which can only apply to Bengal. 

Mr. We8ton.-1 quite follow what you say. 
PTflrident.-If such a question exists here in this province it is for the 

provincial Government to flxamine it and do what it can. In such a case 
supposing any special assistance was required, .it would be for the provincial 
Governmeut concerned, to give it. . 

Dr. Matthai.-If you ever have a State Aid to Industries Act in Bengal 
you ought to take your notes to the Committee appointed under that Act and 
ask them for 88Si~tance. . 

PTeudent.-As regarda the exemption of the smaller factories, do you see 
any administrative difficuty? 

Mr. MitteT.-In what way? 
President,-If yon limit the production to 100 gross would it be easy for 

the excise department to detect whether 100 gross or 500 gross were made? 
MT, Mittflf'.-That would be a matter for the'Excise department. 
PTe&ident.-We have received evidence from a very experienced Commis

sioner of Excise and we were told that an excise even in the case of larger 
faotories would be a very difficult matter. That is of course for the depart
ment to consider, but if that is the position could the excise authorities keep 
sufficient supervision to prevent the evasion of this duty? We have seen some 
of these factories and it is very difficult to say how much they manufacture. 
Even if you had the smallest unit, by employing five times' as many men you 
could produce five times as many matches as you are supposed to produce, so 
that if we recommended some sort of exemption we will have to find some 
solution of this difficulty. What do you suggest we should do in that case? 
Have you thought it outP . 

Mr. MitteT.-I thought that would be a matter more for the Excise depart
ment than for the Industries department. 

Preudent.-You have not considered it? 

Mr. Mitter.-I have considered it generally and my impression is that it 
will not be a very difficult matter. 

MT, Mathia •. -A man may produce 100 gross one day and,2OQ another day; 
it would require very careful examination of the accounts, totalling of the 
whole output of the year and dividing it into months and so on I how are you 
going to administer the excise? At the end of the year one of the small 
factories may be called upon to pay Rs. 1,800 or possibly more and the result 
would be the closing of the factory. . 

Pruident.-You have made a statement that this system of manufacture 
is successfully followed in Japan. Where did you get this information from P-

Mr. Mitter.-I got it from a gentleman whose name I forget now while 
I was investigating the conditions of the industry about a year ago. He had 
just then returned from Japan and I accidentally met him and he gave me 
that information. 

President.-You have said successfully. I don't deny. that the industry 
is carried on in Japan and has been in existence for many years, but the 
best succesS of the industry dependa upon the export figures very largely. 
Japan was doing a very large export business with India, as YQuknow and 
at one time the imports into India went up to 15 million gross. Now. the 
import from Japan has practically vanished. If it was a successful industry 
that would hardly be the result. 
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Mr. Mitter.-When I Bay that they are doing very weI) I mean they are 
doing well in Japan, I mean with regard to the 'sale of their matches in 
-thoir own country. 

President.~Probably it was because it was protected by a very high 
-tariff wall. ' 

Mr. Mitter.-We also want the, Industry to be protected just as it is in 
,Japan. ' 

Dr. Matthai,.-It is not true even in Japan that these cottage factories 
are able to hold their own against factories operating on a large IIcale. Your 
information is rather out of date. There was a time when the cottage fac
tories in Japan were able to hold their own but I don't think that is the 
position now as far as one knows. 

Mr. Mitter.-My information is contrary to your. 
President.-The figures suggest that they are not able to compete against 

bigger factories and practically, so far as India is concerned, exports from 
Japan to India have gradually vanished and the quantity now is negligible. 
Is there much feeling in Calcutta as regards the cottage industry outside the 
industry itselfP 

,Mr. Mitter.-At least at the time when I wrote my note there was. 
President.-From what sort of people P ~'. 
Mr. Mitter.-I will just give you an ell:ample. Mr. J. C. Gupta a member 

-of the Bengal Legislative Council whom I met about a year ago in Dacca 
gave it as his opinion that that the cottage industry should be encouraged. 
He entirely agreed with me in my views and there are men of his type. 

President.-Have they studied the conditions of the industry as you have 
~one, or have they expressed their opinion on general grounds? Supposing 
I had not gone through their figures I would also like to see every home doing 
-this and getting money and 80 on. That is a different thing from the opinion 
of a person who has examined the conditions prevalent in the cottage industry 
:and said that this industry should be supported. 

Mr. Mitter.'-At the time I was investigating this question there was this 
,feeling. 

President.-What one feels is this. In this enquiry which we have b~n 
Bolding for many months now, except yourself and perhaps one or two others 
no one has appeared before us who is not really a middleman who is making 
fairly good profits, and who thinks that his profits have been gradually 
dwindling. We have not hac'!, a single witness who is really interested in 
manufacturing on a small scale, who can say without the interference of the 
middleman" here is my industry, I am being ruined ", and ask for protec
,tion of the cottage industry. Generally the man who has appeared before 
us is either a factory owner or a middleman, who has really made as much 
()ut of the labour as possible. It is rather a pity that you have not been 
able to bring before us any witnesses who are really personally interested to 
-that limited extent in the industry. 

Mr. Mitter.-I could have brought any number of men if I were asked to 
give evidence a year ago. I did not know whether I was going to be examined 
or not until after full one year to my surprise I find that my evidence was 
required. 

President.-Your, qepartment wasinforl?ed. 
Mr. Mitter.-I was informed only 9 or 10 days ago. 
President.-You yourself have said that so far as you know there are no 

tluch people at present. 
Mr. Mitter.-All that' I have said that I do not know 'the whereabouts 

of these people. 
Dr. Matthai.-Personally speaking I have great sympathy with your desire 

to develop cottage factories but we have to be careful as to the sort of industry 
we lIelect. There are some industries which don't lend themselves to develop
mllnt on a cottage basis. 
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Preaident.-This Boord would never relish a position in which an industry 

which deserved to be protected was killed becauee it could not make any 
proposals. The whole point is that the Board must be satisfied as to its 
existence before we recommend anything. 18 there any other point on which 
you want to express any opinion P 

Mr. MittBr,"":"Yy report on t·he development of this industry should not be 
interpreted to mean that I am against industrialization on a big Scale. But 
I drew up this report mainly from the point of view that if the match industry 
was developed on the lines recommended in my note it would be to the best 
interests of the country. My views should not be taken to mean that l' am 
against factory system or against industrialization. 

PTemdent.-1t is a very laudable idea that you have in mind but the only 
thing i. th!lt we .should like to have all the materials before us. 

Mr. Weston;-I am in agreement with my colleague to this extent . that 
India is quite capable of making all the matches that India requires and 
that it h&ll all the materials and the U8<lessary capacity for doing so. 
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Direct~r General of CommerCial Intelligence. 

Lettef' No. 11146-D., dated 19rd DecembeT 19S7. 

With reference to your letter No. 1016, dated the 13th December 1927, 
on the subject of imports of matches into non-British ports in India, I have 
the honour to enclose a statement showing the quantities and values of the 
matches imported direct from foreign countries by sea to non-British ports . 
in India during the past five years so far as statistics are available in this 
department. It will be observed that the denomination of quantity is not in 
all cases uniform and figures have been reported not only in gross but also 
in cases, tons, etc. As the figures of Indian States are not being utilised 
for the pUblications of this department they were not scrutinized when the 
returns were received. A reference is being made to the states concerned 
to make clear the unit of quantity. 



lii1p~ of Matc4 e8 ff'OrtI abroatl into tlon" BritU! pori, in Intl"" 

111112-93. 1928-940. 1921;-25. 1995-26. 1926·97. 

~ - RBHA1U:B. 

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Valne. IQuantity. Valne. Quantity. Valne. Quantity .. Value. 
: .-- ---- ---

KathiGwllf' State •. Ra. RB. Ra. RB. RB. 

• { GroBB 2,800 2,560 2,500 '9,1150 11,026 6,535 2.700 11,775 ... " . 
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Casel '" ". ... " . " ." 130 ." 195 It,625 

Bhavuagar .. . .. . .. .. ... ". ." . .. ... " . 
.{ GroBB. 88.500 

} 1,04,909 { 55.~:~6 ',58,634 214,780 2,05,853 ~,6oo 2,211,847 422,500 3.61,400 
Nawauagar 

Bozel 343 ... ... . .. .... ". ... . .. 

JaJ'.-rabad ". ". ". ". ... ... ... . .. ... ". 

{ GrOBB Returna not reoei ve d. ... " . 15,919 1 [ 87,500 } { 18,500 12,925 

~unaga.dh . 'CaBeB' .. ·1 ". I 80,700 66,960 
... ... 522 .70 ... ... 

Morvi GrOBB Returul not receive d. ". ... . .. . ... 8,950 8,125 4,000 10,oou 

Other Indian Btate,. . 
Travancore Gran ... 1611 875 ". ". ... ... ". ". 

r- ... ... ... ... .. . ". .. . ... 1,000 800 

Tons ... ... ", .. .., ." ... " . 1 650 (a) Volne not 

Baroda 
• BoxeB 

sta.ted. 
... ". ... ". ". ." ." ". 95 (ar 

CaseB ... ., . ... . .. ". . .. " . ." 200 (a) 

Cambay . . ... .. ". . .. ". ... ". ... ... . .. ". 
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QWLutity. Va.lue. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Value. 

.~- ._- -! 
Re. R .. Ra. Re. Re. 

11'",,,,11 POIIB.MnI in' l.,.aia.., 

Pondioherry . . ... ~ ... 
... ... .. . ... .. . ... ... 

Karikal . " . ... ... . .. . .. ... . .. 
I 

. .. ~'" ... 
Mahi .. . . . ... . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . 
Yauam .. - ... ... ... ... ... .. . .. . .. . --- -- . . .. ---

Total .. , ... ... '" ... ... .. , ... I ... 
, 

1921. 192'. 1925. I 1922. 1923. 
" " , . -::" " 

- . . .-- RIIMABKe . 

QWLntity. Value. Q~antity. Value. Quantity, Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. 
; I .. ~, ---
I I 

Re. lta. I '. Be. Ra. Re. 
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'. 1.,.aiD.. 

NovaGoa . . . GroBe 65,273 9i,074 94,867 1,17,388 !36,891 1,40,260 99,720 97,831 92,679 91,133 

Mormugao 
" .. ' ... 1,500 2,900 0 21,008 25,543 10,495 13,369 .. , ... 

Calem' ; .. ... ... ... .i .. ... .. . .. . . .. .. . 
Damao. . .. ... ... 33,051 38,160 42,'1l1 58,177 36,005 38,111 .. . ... 
Diu .. . .. ... 1111 177 12 11 ... .. . 5,500 8,507 

I ,--._-----~~---. 
~50,229r9,2~1 146,220 / 98,179/ 

---
., .. 

Total 
.. I 

6~,278 "91,074 129,5371 1,58,11411 1,49,811 99,634 



Indian Match Ma~ufacturerl· Association, Calcutta. 

(1) Letter to the Secretarll to the Government 01 India, DepartmeAt 01 
Commerce, No. 527, dated the 16th Octobtr 1926. 

I am directed to enelose herewith a copy of the Resolutions, passed at an 
~m"rgency meeting of the Executive Committee of the Indian Match Manufac
_ turers' Aseociation, held on Thursday, the 7th October 1926, to consider your 
Departmental Resolution No. 235-T. (14), remitting the Match Industry to the 
fariff Board, a copy of which was forwarded to this Association under cover 
()f your letter No. 235-T. (14), dated the 2nd October last. 

I beg to point out that, though the Executive Committee must neceB8arily be 
limited to Calcutta Members, we are able to say that these Resolutions, passed 
by the Executive Committee, are generally approved. You have no doubt 
noticed that they were promptly published in every important paper in India, 
including vernacular ones. The leading Calcutta papers, daily as well as 
periodical, published them in full, and no criticism has reached us or, has, as 
far as we know, appeared in any paper after thi8 publicity. 

According to your Resolution,~ the immediate cause of reference of the 
Industry to the Tariff Board is the fall of Revenue on the import of matches, 
-splints and veneers which has been estimated at 40 lakhs of rupees in 1925-26, 
a8 against the :receipt under those heads in 1922-23, and the loss is considered 
likely to become more serious as the Indian factories overcome their technical 
-diffioulties and attain full production. 

My Committee, however, pleading for sympathetic treatment of Indian efforts 
-towarde industrial development. beg the Government to consider the following 
facts :-

The value of certain imported raw rualerials, such as, chemicals, timber, 
paper, gum, machinery, etc., required for the Industry, has inoreased enor
mously-as appears from Government Re}Jorts,_ince the Industry has been 
taken up in this country with the conversion of the import duty on matches 
from an ad valorem to the specific character. The Executive Committee, there
fore, believe that the loss of Revenue on imported matches has been appreciably 
counterlmlanced by tbe incressed Customs receipts under those heads. They 
are, of Cll,urse, fully aware of the fact that, since the conclusion of the European 
War. there has been a general development of various industries in India, and 
-others using the above materials havc to eome extent, contributed to the increase. 
They, nevertheless, believe that the Match Industry has consumed the largest 
share of the increased importation. This, of course, cannot be proved in detail 
in the absence of any definite statistical information; but if the requirements 
of the Industry were properly ear-marked for at least one year this statement 
would be well maintained. 

The Executive Committee also direct me to refer to the Income and various 
other local taxes, paid by those carrying on the Industry, which also diminish 
the loss of Revenue. 

They, therefore, believe that the loss is appreciably less than it appears. 
It seems from your Resolution that the Tariff Board is to confine ita enquiry 

mainly to the following items :-
(1) Whether the three conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Repon 

of the Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the case of the 
Match Industry in India, and whether the Industry should bIJ 
protected. 

(2) If the finding of th'! Board be in the affirmative, it is to report at 
what rate the import duty on matches, ~plints Bnd veneers should 
be fixed in order to afford necessary protection to the Industrv 
and whether alternative measures of protection could be suitably 
adopted. It has been hinted in this connection that, if the finding 
of the Board he in the negative, the Governmeut will be theoreti
cally free to lower the import dutv on makhes in the interest both 
of the consumer and their own Revenue. 
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(8) The Board IS to report as to the extent to which vested interests have 
been creatE'd in India a$ a result of the present rate of duty· how 
far these interests require consideration, and what prospects 'ther~ 
are of the Industry establishina itself if the present rate of duty 
is mllintained. n 

(4) IIi the latter case, or in case the duty is maintained approximately at 
the present figure, whether the loss of Customs Reyenue can bEl 
made up, in whole or in part, by any other appropriate form of 
taxation of the Indnstry. 

I beg to state that item (1) has already been answered in my letter No. 183, 
dated the 25th April 1925, from which it will be seen that it is no longer an 
.. assembling industry. II The low import of splints and veneers will also l~n:l 
support to this view. 

It remains for the Board to answer item (3) in course of its enquiry. 
The only matter that requires fuller reply is in connection with items (2) and 

(4), although item (2) has been partially dealt with in my letter No. 163, dated 
~he 25th April 1925. These items have in fa ~t a direct bearing on the immediate 
cause of reference of the Industry to the Tariff Board. 

The Executive Committee believe that the Industry has a future, and if 
aHowed to grow under Jair conditions, will be a message of hope to the unem
ployed middle classes. This is perhaps its special feature. 

The following are the facts they desire to urge strongly for consideration 
of the Government:- -

The Industry has not yet had tim.! to overcome its technical difficulties and 
India being new to industrial development some years must necessarily elapse 
before it can do 60. 

In its present state it is obviously liable to be crushed by combinations with 
the advantage of ample C'apital and long experience. 

It wa~ to ward off this danger that the Association proposed an exci<;~ on 
matches, manufactured by factories financed wholly or in part by foreign capital. 
The danger this Association apprehended very soon appeared-in the form of a 
Trust, establishing factories in seyeral important commercial centres of India. 
With its combined capital and experience, it certainly has the strength to 
erush the Indian Industry. 

In presence of the actual danger a deputation of this Association waited upon 
the Hon'ble Members in';charge of Finance and Commerce on the 18th of 
December 1924, and laid the following suggestion before them: That an 
excise duty of annas eight per gross of matches be imposed on factories, financed 
wholly by foreign capital, if they yield an output of more than 100 gross per 
diem. That in the ca~e of factories, financed by mixed capital, the excise be in 
proportion of the foreign ('apital employed (vide my letter No. 85, dated the 
24th December 1924). 

In this connection I !1m desired to state that tht? above suggestion was based 
010 the following consideration: 

Before this foreign- competition arose, the Indian firms sold their matches 
at about Rs. 2·8 per gross on a general average. But since it has arisen, those 
using the native woods have been compelled to reduce their prices and now 
th€y are selling their mat.<'hes at about Re. 1·9 (instead of Rs. 2.8) per gross. 
while those using foreign timber are ~elling at about Rs. 2, on an average. Tha 
result has been that a large numher of Indian Industries have had to shut down. 
'low, as is immediately app!mmt, tho reason for onr suggesting the eight annas 
discriminating Excise is that it would approximately re·establish the former 
positiol'. The elIa,-t, in general terms, would be that the consumer would have 
to pay exactly the same price as now, leaving A reduced, but still sufficiert, 
'llargm for tbe distributor. An important incidental effect would be to induce 
thf' manufacturers, pay~ng the Excise, to make ~ larger use !,f i.mported w<;>od 
(selling at Rs. 2-8) as It would be more attractive to the distrIbutor leavlDg 
him a higher percentage. 
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There is another important point that mllY be .usefully mentioned here, 
namely, tbat whilst the foreign producers are able to operate·in combination, 
the Indian ones, small, scattered and unorganised, are not. They must, there
fore, look to the Government for help. If the help is denied the whole Industry 
will pass into the hands of foreign Trusts in no distant. future. 

In view of the above facts the Executive Committee beg ~ protest most 
emphatically against the imposition of any direct tax indiscriminately on all 
factories in India, which, they believt', would increase their danger and streng
then the hands of the foreign competitors to crush the Indian Industries and 
:would be ruinous from every point of view so far as the interest of the Indians 
m the Industry. is concerned. 

The Association, having every confidence· in the sympathetic attitude of 
the Government of India towards Indian industrial efforts hope, that they will 
request the Tariff Board also to consider the circumstances of cottage industries, 
which have to pay a larger cost of production, and are handicapped in various. 
other ways: My Committee believe that the Government will realise the impor
tance of cottage industries as a first ·step . towards the practical industrial 
education of the people of India. 

It is in view of all the above facts that my Committee venture to request 
the Government of India to refer this as also their previous correspondence on 
the subject, namely, my letters Nos. 3, 85, 163 and 191, dated the 6J7th June, 
1924, 24th December 1924. 25th April and 27th July, 1925, respectively, to the 
Tariff Board. and to allow them an opportunity to give their evidence to the 
Board. 

Enclosure . 
. Extract8 from the proceeding8 of an emergency meeting of the Executiv. 

Com mittee of the Indian Match Manufacturer8' A880ciation, held on 
Thur8day, the· 7th October 1926. 

* * * * * * 
The Honorary Secretary placed before the meeting II letter from the Assist

.. nt Secretary to the Government of India, Department of Commerce, for
warding for information a copy of tbe Departmental Resolution No. 235-T. 
(14), dated the 2nd October 1926, remitting the Match Industry to the Tariff 
Board. • 

ORDERED.--Il'hat the following'resolutions of the Committee be communicated 
to the Government of India, Department of Commerce:-

1. That the duty: on imported matches, splints and veneers be trans
ferred from the schedule of Revenue to that of Protective Duty. 

2. That the existing import duty on matches, splints and veneers be 
retained as it i@. 

3. That it be pointed out to the Government o! Indi!1 that. the Indus
try has not had time ,to get over techwcal dIflicultIes. 

4. That' the Government of India. be informed that the association can 
but most emphatically protest against the imposition of any 
direct tax on the local Industry unless· on the terms urged by 
the Association ill their Honorary Sllcretary's lette.r No. 85, 
dated the 24th December 1924. 

l'i. That it be pointed out to the Government of India that t~e Asso
ciation believe that the fall of Revenue on matches, spbnts and 
veneers have been substantially recouped from the enhanced 
revenue on the import of certain raw materials, required for 
the Industry, such as, chemicals, timber, paper, gum, machinery, 
etc" as also from Income and various other local ta.xes, ,payable 
by factories. . 

.:I. Thr.t the Government of India be requested to ask the Tariff ~oard. 
to suggest special facilities that may be offered to cottage mdus
tries with a view to enabliug them to survive in the face of 
rom petition of mass production. 



7. That the' Government of India be approached with a requtlst to' 
refer all previous correspondence on the subject passed betweelJ' 

, them and the Association, to the Tariff Board. 
- S. That the Government of Indis. be aiso requested to allow ~he A8So

ciation to send their representatives to give evidence to the 
!lloard.. . . 

ORDERED ALso.-:-That a copy d the above Resolutions be forwarded t.l the
Tariff Board. 

(I) Letter dated the !!nd June 1917, from the Indian Match Manufacturers" 
I.hsociation, Calcutta, to the Tariff Board. 

In continuation of our I~tter No. 643 of the 2ith of l\Iay 1927, I beg to 
forward herewith two pl'<-p08als, one being an alternative to the other, in com
pliance with the l'eq uost made by the members of your Board at a discussion 
held between them and the representatives of this Association on the 9th of 
May last. . 

We are asked filst to describe the kind of competition against which our 
members desire protection, and the manner in which we think it might be 
given, and to make ",orne nggestions as to the lines on which the legislation, 
in connection with the excise proposed, might be undertaken so as to make 
as effective as possible, and prevent evasions of payment. 

To recapitulate:-
The Foreign Trusts which have established match factories in India are 

at a great advantage relatively to purely Indian concerns in. the following 
respects, among others:-

(a) Financial strength. 
(b) Combination. 
(c) Efficiency due to larger experience. 
(d) Lower cost of production due to larger capital and production and 

consequent greater use of labour-saving appliances and methods. 
(e) Reduction of overhead charg~ owing to larger production. 
(f) Advantages in respect to raw mate:r;ials and machinery whioh, in 

the case of this industry, are mostly imported from Sweden. 

These advantages, ii>. is believed, reduce the cost of production to the 
extent of nbout B nnnas per gross. The Indian concerns; small and scattered 
as they are, with little combination, cannot compete with these Trusts unless 
helped by Government till they gain more experience and thereby learn to 
reduce the cost of productioII and improve the quality of their products. 

The discriminating excise, if impo~ed, will make it difficult for factories 
belonging to Foreign Trusts to ruin their Indian competitors or to deprive 
the Government of its revenue from matches. 

It is to the advantage of all the parties concerned to s·ave the Indian fac
tories in the present crisis and enable them to work side by side with those 
awned by the Trusts; but if nothing is done the Indian factories will be all 
ruined and the consumers will ultimately have to pay more when the Trusts. 
have no competitors and we shall have the evils of monopoly. 

The reason for which some additional measures of protection for cottage
industries are applied for, is that, without such protection, they cannot sur
vive in the face of competition of mass production. Their cost of production 
is high owing to the fact that they invariably buy raw materials at retail 
prices, and carryon all the processes by hand and, moreover, they cannot seU 
their produce on credit and get It fair price. In fact, many of them have 
shut down during the last few months in the absence of any measure to pro
tect from the effect of ruinou9 price-cutting. 

The second proposal we make we believe to be a simpler one, and if ac
cepted it seems calculated to satisfy all parties concerned. 
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H will enable Government to make the largest possible income from 
matches, the Indian fac~ories to continue, and will at the same time make it 
possible for the consumers to continue buying matches at the present plarli:et 
rate. Factories belonging to the Trust too will earn sufficiently well to 
justify their enterprise in the direction of making this country produce its 
o,,"n matches. 

111 this connection I refer to our letter No. 527 of the 16th of October .1926, 
from which it will be seen that these proposals should not affect the consumers 
who should pay the same price as now, leaving a reduced but still quite ample 
margin for the distributor. ' 

Another anticipated effect of the excise would be to make the excise-paying 
factories leave the use of Indian wood to Indian fulms and concentrate on the 
production of matches with foreign wood which command a higher price. The 
tendency of this might be to cheapen the Indian wood to the benefit of Indian 
nrms, whilst the increased importation of foreign wood would increase customs 
revenue. 

It will be eeen that the proposals made by the Association are as simple as 
they can be made, and are not difficnlt to be carried out if it'is,the desire of 
the Government to help the country to develop industrially in the interests of 
its people. 

The following firms manufacturing matches on cottage scale will welcome a 
visit by the Board OJ;! any date to be previously arranged by correspondence 
with the President or the Honorary Secretary of this ABBociation:-

1. National Match Factory, 64, Ultadingi Main Road, Calcutta. 
!. Bangiya Diasalai Karyyalay, Ultadingi Road, Calcutta: 
3. Bengal Match Works, 2, Krishnataran Nasker Lane, Naskerpara, 

Ghoosery, IIowrah. 
4. Prasanna Match Factory, Dacca. (If convenient to the Board.) 

The following factories are willing to send their representatives to appear 
llefore the Boards and to give oral evidence in support of the claims of the 
Indian Match Industry to protection:;-

1. Karimbhoy Match,. Manufacturing Co., 32, Canal West Road, 
Calcutta. 

2. Pioneer Match Factory, 16, Dum Dum Road', Dum Dum. 
s. Bhagirathi Match Factory, I, Jogen Bysack Road, BarJ;lagore, 24· 

Pergannas. 
4. National Match Factory, 64, UItadingi Main Road, Calcutta . 
. 5. Bangiya. Diasalai Karyyalay, Ultadingi Road. . 
6. Lucifer, Ld., 1/1, Gurudas Dutt Garden Lane, Calcutta. 
7. Bhowani Engineering and Trading Company, 56, Gauribari Lane, 

Calcutta. " 
8. Jalpaiguri Industries Company, Limited, Jalpaiguri. 
9. Bengal Safet.y Match Works and Medical House, Ld., Rangpur. 

10. PraBBana Match Factory, 30, Becharam Dewri, Dacca. 

INDIAN MATCH MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION. 

(Established" 1923.) 

7, BISWAKO~ll LANE, BAOllBAZAB, CALCUTTA, DATEDo15Tll JUNE, 1927. 
Scheme. 

lt has been suggested that factories financed by Indian capital are unable 
til continue competing with those financed by foreign capital. The remedy 
tlU~gested by the ABBociation is that a discriminating excise at the rate of 
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annas eight per gross be imposed on the products of factories financed by
fcreign capital, the amount of the excise to be raised on the products of those
financed by mixed capital being proportionate to tl.le amount of foreign capital 
invested. 
. • In order that factories li~ble. to pay th~ excise may not evade payment, 
It IS suggested that the folloWIng Interpretation of the term" Foreign Capital" 
be accepted:-

"Any capital 'not subscribed in India by Indians or people domiciled 
in India should be' treated as foreign capital." 

An Indian factory to be exempted from payment of, any excise will have 
to show, in addition, a dU'ectorate, at least three-fourths of which will be· 
Indian (including foreigners genuinely domiciled in India) . 

. We suggest that it should be ruled that every factory (excepting cottage
industries manufacturing without the aid of motive power) shan make an 
annual declaration, producing its books in support, to obtain a certificate' 
from the appointed authority, whatever it may be, according to which it will 
be made to pay. the excise or wholly or partly exempted. 

In addition to the imposition of the excise proposed, some other steps· 
would have to be taken to enable cottage producers to survive in the face of 
the competition of mass production, and it is suggested that, they may take
the shape of:-

(a) A ,sman bounty for a short period of, say, 5 years, at the rate of 4 
annas per gross of matches. 

(b) Financial help by the Government for the formation in each pro
vince of a co-operative organisation for buying and selling 
matches manufactured by cottage industries, and for selling raw
materials to all manufacturers. The Department of Industries. 
in each province should offer all possible help, including facili
ties for extraction of wood and transport, helping also by estab
lishing factories near forests in connection with the' above c0-

operative organisation, for manufacturing splints and veneers ~ 
be sold at cost price including the depreciation of machinery, 
etc., to all who may want them, specially to cottage industries. 

As an alternative proposal the Association makes the following sugges
tion:-

1. It has been s~id that Government are losing heavily in consequence
of the development of the Match Industry in India. The retail 
price of Swedish matches, which used to be imported in large
quantities a few years ago, and which are still being compara
tively largely imported, is one and a half pice per box. This. 
means that the retail dealers sell tbem for Rs. 3-6-0 per gross, 
whereas the wholesale price is about Rs. 2-12-0, so that there is. 
a margin of 10 annas for the distributors to earn. 

2. This is a very big margin, specially for such an important article of 
dailytlB6. The distributors will, no doubt, feel induced to sell 
them at a lesser margin. In fact the pre-war price used to leave 
them a very narrow margin of profit, varying between As. 1-6: 
to As. 2-0 per gross of imported matches. 

It may be suggested, therefore, that the Customs duty on matches be· 
raised to Rs. 1-12-0 per gross; this will still leave them a margin· 
of As. 6-0 per gross, which is undoubtedly ample. Simultane
ously an excise of anuas 4 should be raised from all factories in 
India (excepting cottage industries financed by Indian capital) 
and so 12 annas (i.e., 8 annas discriminating or protective excise
we are sl1ggesting pI", the 4 annas corresponding to the addi
tionl\l import duty) on factories financed by foreign capital. If 
t.hin suggestion be accepted the difficult question of bountiM 
w"Ould IJot arise because it would give sufficient protection to< 
cottage industries, and, as explained, consumers too would cer
tainly be able to get a box of foreign matches for Ii pice as noW". 
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mE INDIAN MATCH MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION. 
CALCUTIA. 

B.-OBAL. 

Evidence of Captain J. W. Petavel. Messrs. Ie. C. Sen. T. N. Gupta 
and S. C. Majumdar. recorded at Calcutta on Tuesday, 

the 18th October 1927. 

Introductory-Wood ,Supply. 
President.-One of the conditions laid ·down by the Fiscal Commission for

the grant of protection to an industry was that there should be an adequate
or ample supply of raw material available and we have been enquiring from 
the manufacturers on the subject of the wood supply for matches in Calcutta. 
We would like to put a few questions to the Association. We understand: 
in Calcutta the match manufacturers use genwa from the Sundarbans. ' 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. SOllie also use Andaman and Siberian logs. But Sibe
rian logs are coming less and less day by day. We also think that within a 
short time it will cease coming in India altogether. 

Dr. Matthai.-Where they do not use genwa what kind of wood do they 
use? 

Mr. Gupta:-Papita and bakota from the AIi.damans. We get them from 
Messrs. Martin & Co. 

Pruident.-Which do you find the best? 
Mr. Gupta.-Bakota. 
Prellident.-As regards. the, supply of genwa we understand that that is 

Bcanty at present and is getting scantier. ' 
Mr. Gupfa.--Recently we are feeling a little shortage; before that we were

getting plenty of it and now although, the supply is sufficient' sometimes it 
becomes short on account of water level being, low' and sometimes by, the
boats being stopped by canal officers at the lock gate and consequently price-
goes up. ' 

Presidenf."'-What is the price? 
Mr. GlI.pta.-Last year at this time it was something like 8 to 10 annas. 

this year it was all this time about Re. 1 per log, that is, about Rs. 50 a ton. 
but now it has again come down to 8 to 9 annas per log. 

Dr. Matthai.-What is the average size of a log in cubic feet? 
Mr. Gupta.-One cubic foot or '8 little more that is what we got from a log 

selling for 8 to 9 annas. (The rate, varies between 8 annas and Re. 1 per 
piece.) 

President.-We were also told that in the hot weather owing to the time
it takes to bring wood up from the Sundarbans a great deal of it becomes use
less for match making? 

Mr. GlI.pta.-We cannot use all for splints, but for boxes it is all Jight; 
we boil it and make it soft. 

Dr. Matthai.-What precisely is the difficulty? 
Mr. Gupta.-It gets rather dry. 
Dr. Matthai.-If it gets dry the difficulty is with regard to peeling It is 

it? ' , 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, it breaks and becomes discoloured'. 
Dr. Matthai.-What kind of colour does it assumeP 
Mr. Gupta.-It has blackish spots. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is rather dark and when it gets dry it gets darker still? 
Mr. Gupta.-That is so. 
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PreBident.-Do you consider genwa a satisfactory wood for manufscturing 
matches? . . . . 
. Mr. Gupta:-For boxes it is all right, but wastage is more when the girth 
IS smaller. . . 

President.-We were told that it makes about 2 gross of matches per cubic 
foot. . ' 

lb. Gupta.-It would be about that. 
President.-Withthe Andaman wood you get about 21 Woss. 
Mr . . Gupta.-More.· I would put it roughly at 3 to 4 gross, splints and 

veneers complete. 
President.'-We were told in Byrma it was 3 gross. 
Mr. Gupta.-From bakota I can get 3 to 4 gross, but from pap ita it is 

less. . '. 
President.-As regards splints do you find it satisfactory for that. 
Mr. Gupta.-It is marketable but it is not so satisfactory as bakota. 
PTe8ident.~Mr. Sen Gupta told us that he considered genwa quite useless 

for splints .. 
Mr. Gupta.-We have all along been using it and the public are agreeable 

to buying splints of that wood. 
President.-It is being used, but he expresses the opinion that it is of very 

little value. 
Mr. Gupta.-Be may not have a liking for these. 
Dr. Matthai.-What he told us was that his experience was so disappoint.. 

ing that he gave it up. 

Supplie8 fTom the Andaman8-:-Me88TB. Martin ,£ Co. 

President.-As regards the wood from the Andamans we believe that what 
is known as sawbya in Burma is the same as papita, and we were told in 
Burma that sawbya save satisfactory results. Messrs: Adamjee Bajee Dawood 
& Co. have turned out very' excellent matches from this wood. But the 

. papita we saw this morning was extremely brittle. 
Mr. Gupta.-In the beginning we were getting wood direct from the Forest 

Department in the Andamans but more recently Messrs. Martin & Co. who 
have got a monopoly, a·nd who are the sole agents, are selling the old stuff 
and they soak it in wa£er to -keep it soft and it therefore becomes brittle 
when used as splints. If we get it from the Forest Department direct it 
would be much better than genwa. 

President.-Do you think papita as good as bakotal' 
Mr. Gupta.-No, but a .little better than genwa. , 
Pre.,ident.-Did you investigate the question of supply in the Andamans P 
Mr. Gupta.-I went to the Andamans about a month ago. 
President.-You saw the forest officer there? 
Mr. Gupta.-I saw the Chief Conservator. I saw the forest area. They 

have got every arrangement for supplying a fairly large quantity. But the 
trouble is now that there is an agent in Calcutta. The forest officer told me 
personally that he could supply me about 500 tons a month if a .contract was 
nlade, but the trouble is that we have to approach them through Messrs. 
1'lIartin & Co., their agents in Calcutta. I approached Messrs. Martin & Co. 
but they would not make any contract owing to some misunderstanding. 

Dr. Matthai.-What precisely is the position? If you are prepared to 
make a contract with the forest authorities in the Andamans, say for a monthly 
supply of 500 tons of wood even then would it· be necessary for you to go 
through the agents P 

Mr. G·upta.-Yes. Under theil' agreement Government cannot enter into 
any direct contract. 
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Dr. Matthai.-Their arrangement with Messrs. Martin & Co. is that aU 
aupplies ~ill .have to be 'made through the agents, is that so? 

Mr. Gupta.-Even contracts have to be entered into with 'Messrs. Martin 
& Co. They cannot undertake to supply wood direct to other parties, they 
must do it through Messrs. Martin & Co. ' 

Pruident.-Are Messrs. Martin & Co. the sole agents for forest produce-
in the AndamansP , 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, for Calcutta. 
President.-Do they sell on commission? 
MT. Gupta.-Yes. 
PTelident.-How is the price fixed? 
Mr. Gupta.-It is suggested by Messrs. Martin & Co. after loc'al enquiry .. 

When we were getting'direct we were getting the wood at a very low rate, 
Rs. 37-8 e3H!hip Calcutta, but Messrs. Martin & Co. interfered and raised 
the price to Rs. 55. And we are not getting e2:-8hip delivery; they are taking 
the timber to their Shalimar yard 80 that ,by the time we get them they 
become almost useless because it takes a long time to get delivery. 

Dr. Mattkai.~How long ago did you. get the. wood at Re. 37-8? 
Mr. G1tpta.-About 21 months back. Our supply was stopped by Messrs. 

Martin & Co. They said they could manage to fetch a better price and. 
suggested to Government that the price should be increased to Rs. 50 to 
Rs. 60. They are now selling at Re. 52 to Re. 55. Formerly we were getting' 
the log quickly as soon as the ship came into the docks. Now they are taking 
it to their yard where they take the measurement and go through othEl'l" for-: 
mali ties with the result that it is kept therefor a long time till it becomes. 
dark and brittle. 

Dr. Mattkai.-This wood that you recently got and which you found UD-

aatisflY.ltory, how long had it been with Messrs. Martin & Co. P 
Mr. Gupta.-It was about a month with Messrs. Martin & Co. 
Dr. Mattkai.~And it takes about a month to get delivery hereP 
Mr. Gu.pta.-He gave me delivery from old stock. 
Dr. Mattkai.-The boats call here once a month? 
Mr. Gupta.-Sometimes once, sometimes twice. 
Dr. Matthai.-That is to' say IJ to 21 months from the time of extraction 

you get it here, is that right? 
---Mr. Gttpta.-Yes. 

Dr. Mattkai.-And intlie course of two months it gets absolutely spoiled?-
Mr. GlfPta.-r-Yes. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-The delay with Messrs., Martin & ,Co. is about a month and 

the time taken in transportation is about a· month? 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, about that, sometimes more. After 8 months it becomes. 

.absolutely useless. 
Pre3ideftt.-"-It takea time for extraction from'the jungle? 
Mr. Ou,pta.-Yes. 
President.-Messrs. :Martin & Co. has been agents for the Forest Depart. 

ment in the Andamans for a number of years? ' 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matt/lai.-Is it that Messrs. Martin & Co. sell this wood at a. parti

cular price, say. about Rs .. 60 per ton and on that they get a certain com. 
mission. or do they get it at a wholesale price and add middleman's charges 
and 80 raise it to Rs. 60? . . 

Mr. GlIpfa.-No; they charge something like 5 per cent. commission, hilt 
they dictate the price to Government who finally fix the pricl'. 

Pre,.ident.-That means that the more match factories there are in Cal
(;utta the higher the price of the wood. 

'Mr. Gupta.-Yes. . 
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Dr. 1IIatthai.-Recently I understand there has been diffiC)ulty with genwa 
and that has increased the demand for .Andaman woodP '--

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. They can fix one price for all customers. But I under
lItllnd that they sell at Rs. 50 to someone and at Rs. 55 to another; there is 
nil uniformity in their price in the market. 

President.-What about the supply of this woodP We understand from 
the Chief Conservator's letter that only about 6,000 tons can be transported 
annually because of the difficulty of shipping. 

1I1r. Gupta.-Recently they were making arrangements for more ships. 
'They gave us to understand that they sent a report to the Government of 
India that there is a future prospect for this wood and asked whether thev 
would increase the number of ships running between the Andamans and 
Calcutta. ' 

President.-There is no inward cargo to the, Andamans so that a ship 
which goes out to bring the match wood has to cover all its expenses from the 
freight on the cargo which they bring back from the Andamans. 

Mr. Gupfa.-They take food for the convicts and other things. 
President.-I will quote froni the Conservator's letter. He says: .. The 

freight of timber will be too high to allow large quantities to be exported as 
there is very little cargo." Then he goes on to say " I estimate that 5,000 to 
6,000 tons could be exported annually at present and 5 or 6 times that amount 
if suHicient transport to India or Burma were available." So that the ques
tion seems to be whether if they started export on a large scale the price they 
get in Calcutta would be sufficiently remunerative to cover the expenses of run
ning the ship. That seems to be the crux. 

Mr. Gupta.-I see what you mean. 
President.-How do Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood &; Co. ship their 

wood? 
Mr. Gupta.-To Rangoon they export only one kind of timber that is the 

match timber but to Calcutta they are sending scantlings, beams and so on 
~nd if there is any more space left then only they ship match timber. 

President.-Is the Government boat under the control of .the Forest De
partment? 

1I1r. Gupta.-It is under the Chief Commissioner. 
President.-Have you made any enquiries from the Andaman Government 

as to the rates of freight which would be remunerative? 
1I1r.' Gupta.-It is fixed at,Rs. 12-8 a ton. 
President.-That is -all right for present purposes. I understand the 

Association wants an additional number of boats to run. The question will 
naturally arise whether the freight would cover the expenses. On that qu_ 
tion have you gone into the matter with the Government there to see whether 
the price of match timber would be sufficient to cover both the expenses of 
shipping and the royalty. 

Mr. Gupta.-We made a calculation ourselves and are satisfied that the 
cost of the match timber is Rs. 21-12 at most including Re. '6-4 per ton as 
royalty, up to Calcutta. Therefore you will see that Government makes 
about 150 per cent. profit on match timber. This is too excessive, especially 
when it is borne by a nascent industry like ours. There is a schedule of 
royalty in respect of each wood in the Forest Department and for pspita and 
bakota it is fixed at Its. 6-4 per ton. Tha& too is very high. Government 
should give us a 8ubstantial reduction in the royalty and allow us to work 
the forests ourselves to enable us to reduce the cost of production. If this 
is done, we can assure you that within 5 years or say 7 years at the' most we 
shall be able to compete with the world market. In Central Provinces and 
111 Gujarat such concessions are allowed in respect of wood to match fac
tories by the Forest Departments there and there is no reason why the Anda
man Forest Department should not give us similar concessions. There are 
contractors in the Andamans who can supply match wood at a reduced price, 
in fact they actually exported several consignments for a certain member of 



this Association at a rate somewhere .in the vicinity o~ Re. 35 per, ton, in. 
cluding freight, e:Jl-6hip Calcutta, but soon after a few consignments had 
arrived, the authorities stopped receiving any more wood for shipment to 
Calcutta from them and began to export it on their own account to their 
Agents in Calcutta to sell it. Th~,however, raised the price at once with. 
cmt any rhyme 01' reason; so far as, we can see, to Rs. ,56 per. ton ez-yard 
delivery. It is for you to Bay whether it is fair on the part of the authorities 
of the Andamans to throttle competition in 1bis manner. 

Prt8iaent.-ltJ would be worth your while'to approach the Govemment on 
the subject. ,. . 

Captain Petarel.":"'Mr. Gupta bas gone in~o the question thoroughiy; , 
President.-:',As a matter of'factprovided' you got ample supplies' of wood 

and it arrived here in good condition, you would probably not grumble at a' 
price of Rs. 55 a toli. . 

Mr. Gupta.-If I get bakota, I won't grudge paying 'as. 50 or lts. ,55. , 
President.-So that it is really Ii qUestion of arranging between the match 

manufactllrers in Calcutta .and twi Forest pepartment in the Andamans and 
for that .purpose your Matc.h ~I~riufac-turel"!!' Association ~'ould be the h/lst 
agency to takE!, up the ·q~testlOn. ' ; , , 

Mr. Sello-Yes, but . the, Government ·are already committed .. ·Messrs. 
Martin & Co. are their agents and when getting the supply through the agency 
of Messl'!!. ~artiIj. 4;, .co .• thc,'r:ood .gets dry., . ". 

President.:-That will only. be 81,) long as the, present .contra~ lasts. It 
won't last indefinitely. . .' .'. , ., 

Mr., Gupta.-:-The .Chief Forest Officer says: "As regards 'Calcutta
f 
I can't 

tilly anything., Please gQ tq Messrll. }.larj;in & Co. They will do evefything." 
Messrs: Martin & Co. say: "Thes4l"lj.re' market r!!tes. If you agree we. can 
supply you from the stock." They are stocking and stocking~' At present 
they have abo'U~ 500 tons in ,their Iftock.·, ' .,. -',' ' 

President.-No Qne will buy it?"" , " 
Mr. Gupta.-I don'Hhlnk,anyb~'y'Wiil buy and ihrow}way~i8 Ploney. 
Prt8ident.~it'is only a question 'of a' few months.1;~ei: wilt" grow lrise 

when they find that this timber, if kept long, will ~ot be' Bu5table for ~atcb 
manufacture and if you go in 2 01-' 3 months' 'time and represent 'yohr"cl8se, 
perhapil they . will 'listen; ~. EverybOd; connected with~'match Dlanufactnrer' 
knows that you have to 1IS9' fresh wood. c ' r '. . 

Captain Peta'rel. ...... The· Direc!tot or Industries lhight help Us In the matter. 
Mr. Gupta.-The Government have already made aCoIrir~t with 'Messrs. 

:Martin & Co. and I think they' may not help us so long as the contracted 
period is not over. . .. ".' 

Pre'{den'; ..... If the Directoi' of. IndustriesintemewB Messrs. Martin &'Co • 
.and explain the process of manufacture and that this wood' if 'stocked for' 
any time, is useless fot the purpose of match manufacture, perhaps the firm 
might be inclined tc. import at regular intervals and sell the woodin fresh 
1»ndition."·' , 

Captain Petavel.-'-We will see. Mr. W9!lton about it. 
Dr. Matthai.-You said you have seen the terms 6f the contract. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-How long will that contract lastP 
Mr. Gupta.-I understand it is a three years' contract. 
Dr. MaUhai.-It is a three years' contract with Messrs. Marth;' & Co~ 
Mr. Gupta.-Yas. 
lh. Matthai.-lf this contract would expire shortly and then the Indian 

Match Manufacturers' Association decided to combine their various demands 
and were in a position to present a fairly large indent to the Forest Depart. 
ment in the Andamans, you might be able to get your supplies direct at a 
lower priceP 

IV 0 



Mr.' (}uPta.-A~ far as . .1 remember IS months have already 'passed anc! 
tlle:i'e are only about 18 months more. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is not a very long time . 
. ' Mr. Gltpta.-I can 'ascertain this information . 
. Prnident.-In the meantime the position seems to me to he this. It is ill" 

the interests· of Government 'and also of Messrs. Martin & Co. to sell this 
wood at Rs. 55 a ton. Provided they get it out fresh at regular intervals, 
the match manufacturers in Calcutta would be quite pleased to take it at 
that price. Therefore it seems to me that it is in everybody's interest that· 
the wood £hould be brought over at regular intervals and sold at once. If 
the .case is properly put before the Government agents, they.would probably 
see their way to doing it.. . . 

Captain Petavel.-The Director of Industries may help us there. 
Dr. Matthai.-At present the price is somewhere about Rs. 55 which is 

about Rs .. 18 more than the price at which you were able to. get it direct 
a: few months Ilgo. I suggest-I should like your opinion on i~that part of 
the reason why Messrs. Martin & Co. are able 'to put. up the price to Rs. 55 
is that there is a great deal of competition among you match manufacturel'lJ 
here for the wood. Is that not a matter for which t,he Match Manufacturers' 
Asso'Ciit.tion could find a' remedy 'without waiting for the expiry of the ron
tractP 

. Mr. Gupt.a.-You mean that we should not compete amongst ourselves . 

. Dr. Mattha.i.-You could combine and gato Messrs. Martin & Co. and 
say this is the price which we are prepared t~ give you; 

, 'Mr.' G~pta.--{)thet people who are· not our members are also buying 
bakot.n; . For instance the Western India Mlttch Company, Mitsui Bussan. 
Xaishaan<l N. M. Mehta are all buying this. . ...., .. 

Dr. llatthai.-8uPP08ing the Members of your Association were inaposi
tion to combine, what would be your total demand per: month' 

,Mr ... Gllpfa.-:,-:,We·.would require ~bout 900 tons a ,month. r.· '. " " 
. 1)r. Matthai.-Which ~f course would he a fairly big proposition to place 

hifoT!l:Messrs. ,Martin & Co.. ': .. , . 
· .• ·.Ur., Gupta.::';'They will say " W~,are getting market price; why 8h~uld we. 

enter into any contract with any.party for any quantity ,at any fixed price." 
Dr. llatthai.-That is not the question, When a consumer ' wants as big 

a quantity as 500 tons It month, to some extent he is ,in AI position of advantage. 
I~ ,is n9t a small quaAtity~,; . , .' " .~,:, .. ";.' I ~, .'. II. 

f Mr. Sen.-The supply is SQ small that they don't CR,l'E! ~ selt it to' any 
part.icular customers. l' , 

,: 1>r, Matthai.,..,..Thut is not. eltogether true. You Ilre roIPP~lliniDg that they 
are' having too large a stock at present. , ';" ".' i "i 

Mr. Gupta.-Thel'e are two'species, papit4l and bakota~' They didn't; sell 
papit&fir~t;. They mere kl'epinl!: it in stock; Tb~ dIdn't know that if it 
were kept in stock for a long time, it would be quite useless. I think they 
didn't know anything about this. They were simply putting up th(,ir price 
and from Bs. 37 t.hey raised it to Bs. 50, then to Bs. 52 and then to Bs. 5-5 
and now they are demanding Bs. 57. '.. ". 

Dr. Matthai.-That is to say thE'Y decided to keep these iogs in stOck and 
waited to get a better price.' ' , , 

iUr. Gupta.-Yes;" ..' '.' 
Dr) Mottllai:-Now that they have discovE'red the mistake, theirpJ.ice' ~iU 

go down. To that extent the position will right itself. 
,Mr, Gupta.-They may reduce their price for the dried :wood I thit'k.. But 

there is nol more buyer now te buy it. ' , 
: .PTf'~id(lnt.-But even so. you would still not be able to get sufficient wood

unless :more st.eamers are E'mployed 'in t,he trade. 
Mr. Gupta.-That is right. 
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Pre.ident.-So that you would still have to go into the question of freights 
and see whether the freights would cover the cost of running additional ~ats. 

·Mr. Gupta.-The Government ships carry only timber to Calcutta. Timber 
is the main'product of the Andamans. When all other timbers are paying, 
why should not this match timber which has got a ready market. As regards 
other timber' Government have to keep a depot, but so far as the match 
timber is concerned, they don't require any. 

Prslident.-That is true. The position is that. they have got. to keep one 
lIoat to carry stores to the Andamans now. When that boat comes back,. it 
brings other timber as well as a certain amount of ·match timber. If 'you are 
going to ask that more boats should be employed for this purpose than are 
required to carry stores, naturally the freight on match timber and other 
kinds of :wood must be sufficient to cover expenses. " ~ .' 

Mr. Sen.-We don't kna'w what i;heir freights are goiBg to be. 
Prelident.-No definite conclusion could be formed until the probable 

future price of match wood in Calcutta is known. 
Mr. (,h"pta.-Doyoll want to know the price of match wood? 
Pnirident.-If the local authorities can depend on a price' of B.a. 55; or 

Rs. 60 per ton for match wood in'Calcutta, then they would be in a position 
to consider whether it would be an economical proposition or' not to ship,.it 
~r not. 

Mr. G'Upta.-If we get bakota logs we will be ready to pay B.a. 50 to B.a. 55 
.a ton. For papita, whlch we can't keep for a long time, the maximum that 
we can pay 18 B.a. 40 a ton. 

SouTces other than the And4mans. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are you aware of any other kind of wood in Bengal whi9h 

may be suitable for the manufacture of matches than genwa P 
Mr. Gupta.-We know there are many varieties,' but they are not avail-

able. 
Mr. Sen.-The sup!?ly' of other wood is not plenty. 
Dr. Matthai.-Have your members experimented, on itP , ., 
Mr. Sen;-Yes. I had' a book written on this.towhich is appended a list 

of wood suitable for the manufacture of matches. 
Dr. Matthai.-If the supply of genwa fails, 'then as far as local woods are 

t:oncerned, you cannot depend on a sufficient supply. '. 
Mr. G'Upta.-<Jalcutta factories can't. 
Dr. Matthai.-Apart from genwa, it· is a' question of get~ing wood' 'froiD 

the Andamans. 
AIr. Sen.-Yes, that the supply of genwa wood is abundant and wiU 'l~t 

many years besides there is aspen wood from abroad as the. last resort. 
Prerident.-Have you considered the question of getting wood from Burma? 
Mr. Gupta.-We understand the Burma factories are getting wood from 

the Andamans. ' 
President.-They are getting wood from the Andamans, but there are cClli

fiiderable supplies of match wood in Burma. and there are large wood· com
panies too in Burma., " 

, Mr. Gupta.-We are now i~ correspondence. We have been making en
..quiries recently. 

President.-I was wondering whether' the demand would, be sufficient to 
make it worth while to export wood from Burma. Have,you tried AssamP 

Mr. Gupta.~We tried from Assam. The main thing there is freight which 
i8 too much. 

President.-Do you mean the river f,reightP 
Mr. Gupta.-The steamer freight is too much. They 

like Rs 31-4 per ton to .c!lrry it from Assam to Calcutta. 
less. 

charge something 
From ,Japan it is 

, 1-,; 

02 
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Captian 'Pctat'el ....... It i~ due rathE'r to the present insecurity. If 'there' were 
more certainty, future arrangements might be made which' are not possible 

'now. TJaequestion is whether ,we can go on, so that, in ,the present position 
',of inseourity, we are ,debarred from making arrangements which otherwise 
.might be possible., 

Pre&ident.-'-Thereis· no reason 'why the Association ilhouldnot enquire 
and find out what is possible.' .. 

Mr. Sen:~TheAssociation consists of 'manufacturers of matches. They 
, are trying to keep their:heads above water. They are just going along the 
'beaten !;rack;itnyhow dragging on. 

Presidimt.-.:.These enquirie~t:ost y~u nothing: " ,",; , 
Mr.' Se~~-The'ir mind.is :I;IO.t 'easy. They'llre aU so anxious about seeing 

the industry well established '.in this country. So that they,mayr~asonably 
plan ahead. " ' , 

Dr. Matthai.-Unless it was a question of :starting artificial plantation. 
I don't see why the absence' of protection should cause any anxiety or any 
feeling of insecurity: I could understand that you would be unwilling to 
start a' plantation if there was some fear protection might be withdrawn next 

, year, but as ,for ascertaining the possibility of getting supplies of wood from 
existing sources, J"don't see why there should be any feeling of insecurity. 

Mr. Sen.-We are trying individually but the existing conditions are caus-
ing general depreSsion; :', . , ' , 

'Dr. Matthai.-The Association has made no endeavour to.find that out. 

Mr. Sen.-No, but the members individually are trying. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is a matter which could more effectively be undertaken 
by the Association. ' 

Mr. Sen.-Recently we h'ave decided to take up this question. 
Dr. Matthai.-The difficulty with which we are faced, as the President 

was pointing out, is this. Apart from any question of plantation, supposing 
it is found that you people here are, after all the enquiries that you have 
made, unable to raise It sufficient supply of wood for the match factories in 

,Bengal, then even if we gr&ntproteetion to your industry, you may not be 
able to get your raw materials and· we may be protecting an industry for 
which there is DO futur~ .in the country. You must be able to give an answer 
to that question. ,', 

Mr. Sen.-Genwa is e~sential for the Calcutta factories, but.in the mofussil 
thjlre are lots of local woods which can ,be used. They will not be as good 
IlS papita or bakota or I might say even as first elass genwa: As regards 
Calcutta factories we are sure even if other things fail, we can have supplies 
from Siberia. 

President.-That is aspen. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
President.-Then you would not qualifY for protection if you are using, 

foreign materials entirely. 
Mr. Mazumdar.-There are lots of foresl;s in Assam. Abundant quantities 

of wood ean be had from that province. ,t , 

, t>resident.~We have just been told that the ASsam wood is all 'tight, but 
that freight is so expensive as to make it unremunerative to manufactul'& 
matchas from· it. ' 

Mr. Gtlptd.-'Ve are thinking of making our own arrangements to float 
the wood from the forest area to Caleutta. If we are successful we will get 
plenty of wood. 

President.-You moan you will raft it. 
Mr. Se'll,.-Yes. If I remember right, Sir Charles Innes in his speeeh in 

the Council of State in introducing the new tax on the importation of splints 
and veneers said: "If the wood is imported from Sweden or Japan and if 



the splints are cut in this country and 'if the veneers are made in this country 
then that will be Ii genuine industry.", " ' ' 

President.-'-Tbe present duty is a revenJle'duty and, not a protective duty. 
~~ . ' . 

Mr. Sen.-No. 
Prerident.-The questio!l of 'protection)~as !le~er, been cQnsidered"by Gov-

ernment. ' , 
Mr'. Sen.L 1'{ot ~8o·;far.· . ,. , '. ",r ".. " 

Preaident.-Of course we are bound by the term~ of. the 'FisCal Commission. 
one d the eonditionelaid down being' tha t there 'sboJlld'1;l~N!" amille ~up)?ly. 
of raw material. ' " 

Cap fain Petavel.-We have as yet not cdnsia~red"the paucity of wood as. 
EI great impediment. Tthinkwe areprett~'sute 'We eattget wood'i'n 'one way 
or another if wei)o-operate.Bengal :is favourable forlthe'growth of good! 
'genwa--when ;really good .ilJoiseJ:cellenu (or the "industry. There !leed .there-
fore be no difficulty about 'the raw' material. , ' '; , , " 

lb'. 8en . ...:..1:n a book ,written by' Mr. TrouJl a heavy list of wood;suitable 
for matches and available in India is appended. 

PTe8ident.-'~fr. ',l'roup's book is out ,oidate. 

Mr.Senr-In the matteraf machinerYliIKl.methOds but hdt raw materials. 
I find many thi;'lgs lIS up to date as if it was wr~t~en yesterday. Mr.; Troup 
had great foreslght.' " ; 

Dr. ,Matthai.-We'fliJ.ve been told by mllny people! who are familIar, 'with 
the subject that a great many of Troup's statements h,avebeen disproved; 

Mr. Sen.-Once more they are in the 'respects.T ha~e nientioned. But 
there are many which would still hold and will continue to. ' " ' 

Dr. Matthat:-Yo~ are speakiligof Troup'~ book. Th~ khid of wo~ Mr. 
'l'roup recommended generally for most provinces was simu!. ',What, are the. 
possibilities of that in Bengal? 

Mr. Gupta.-It is ava,ilahle 'in Assam. ,,' 
Dr.Miztt7l.ai.~D(j·n·tyciu hav~ it,in ;Bengal? " 
Mr. 'Gupta.:'-Th~l"e i~ 'in Bengal, but it.is sCattered. 

,.Pre8id~nt.-It is available, in Jalpaiguri in"the.Buxa forestrangeP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. ' 

" 
Splint and Veneer factories in the fore8t8. , 

Mr. Sen.-Another arrangement can be made. If we, can' ~ave o~rsplints 
and veneer manufacturing f&etoriesin the wood area, we can' brmg them 
Calcutta and finish them here. 

Dr. Matthai.-'-Do you think it would work? , 
Mr. Sen.-,-Yes. The freight would be reduced to' a large eitent. 
Dr; Matthai.'-'-But you will haveio run two ~stablishments. ' 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. Here too we have got ,to, mallufacture splints. 
Dt'. Matthai.-Have you any experience of that? 
Mr. Sen,-:-No. " 
Mr. Gu,pta.-As a matter of fact if it is done on a big scaie,it will,l, thiiikt 

be paying.' ,,' 
President.-Both the Western India Match Company and. 'Messrs. Auamjee 

Hajee Dawood & Co. 'whoare n;n on a fairly big scale ha\'e considered this 
question. Except in Japan this system of mannfacturing splints ,actually iIII 
the forests ,has not ~een,lI-!lopted anywhere. 

]}Jr. Sett.-....:lIave they any practical experience? Did they e~;'r uridertake 
\b'1t~ , 
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President.-The Swedish Match Company have some considerable exper~ 
\Jnee in match manufacture. ' , 

Mr. Sen.-But Indian conditions are different. Mr. Gupta is running 
two factories. He is thinking of running a separate factory in a pla('8 where 
wood is very cheap. 

Dr. Matthai.-What part of Bengal? 
Mr. Sen.-In Assam where there is plenty of wood. 
Dr. Matthai.-Are you speaking of a factory which is now in existence? 
Mr. Sen.-No. , , ,,', 
Dr. Matthai.-Is there any of y~ur members who has' had act~al experience 

of two separate factories P , , 
Mr. Sen.-None that I know of. ' 
President.-Some difficulties have been suggested to uS. First of all in the 

jungle if you are going to establish a factory on a large scale, there would be 
considerable difficulty in getting labour; especially the skilled labour working 
in match factories might not agree to stay. ,That is one of the difficulties. 
Another difficulty is in regard to repairs. Your match machinery is rather 
delicate. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
President.-You have to maintain a workshop in the jungle to repair your 

machinery. You will also hav, to maintain a duplicate workshop here. 
Mr. Gupta.-Before the Calcutta factories were started, splints were coming 

from Japan. So, if there is no wood available in Calcutta, then there will be 
no other alternative but to go inside the forest and start a big factory which 
will supply splints to ail the others. 

Mr. Sen.-It will be a separate unit altogether., 
Captain Petave!.-That is one of our suggestions." , 
Mr. Gupta.-In that case the cost of production of splints won't be more. 

As for myself I can say that I have got a separate concern. I am only seIling 
splints and veneers to cottage industries and my cost of production is much 
less than the cost of production of any other factory. 

President.-The Board does not want to discourage you. But it is desir
able to point out the more obvious difficulties in the way so that you may con-
sider them before you 8ITive at any conclusion. ' ' 

Dr. Matthai.-On wb~tscale do you work your veneers a~d ~plintsP What 
is your output? ' i· 

Mr. Gupta.-At present it is very small. It is only about 500 gross per 
day, but it was much more formerly I used to supply to Esavi India Match 
Manufacturing Company. , 

Dr. Matthai.---Is your factory in CalcuttaP 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes. Before Esavi's purchased their own machinery, they 

were buying veneer!! regularly; from me and splints from Japan. 
Dr. Matthai.-At what price, do you sell undipped splintsP 
Mr. Gupta.-Between Rs. 8 and Rs. 10 per maunil--aceording to quality 

made from genwa wood. 'I have submitted a scheme to the GovE'mor of Assam 
Droposing that I mean starting a splint factory in Assam if they give me cer
tain facilities. 

Dr. Matthai.-Could you give me the price in terms of sp'lints required for 
a gross of boxes P 

Mr. Gl£pta.-Surely I can. About 21 maunds of splints are required for 
100 gross of matches. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is to say, one maund represents 40 gross. 
Mr. Gupta.-About that. 
Dr. Matthai.-For 40 gross it works out at about Rs. 10, and for a groM 

it is about four annaS. 



Mr. Gupta.~Yes. 
Pruident.-Four aDn88 • gr06B~ 
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Mr. Gupta.-For ready made splints .. 
Prerident.-'-The argument that somehow or other wood will be found to 

carry on is hardly convincing. For the wood must be of suitable quality, othEm
wise the third condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission namely that the 
industry must be able ,to stand eventually without protection, could not easily 
be fulfilled. . 

Mr. Sen:-Yes, aRei some timidlUt as explained, Bengal could grow any 
amount of thorougbly suitable genwa.' . .', . c 

President.-After 20 or 30 years. But if you are going to make splints out 
of genwa wood, will you. be able ~dually to reduce your cost to Re. 1-4-0 
which is approximately the price (!Dclusive of everything except the duty) at 
which the Swedish people land their matches at present in IndiaP You must 
remember too that you will be competing with genwa wood against &spen 
wood, and the quality of the matches will be different. , 

Mr. Gupta.-As for ourselves we are thiDking of making boxes out of 
genwa wood and for splinta we ar~thinking o~ making other arrangementil. 
[f we get the Andaman wood, it is all the better, but if we don't get it, we 
will go to Assam or to the border of Nepal; We sent our man there to investi
gate the question of supply. Either in the Nepal border or in .Assam we will 
try to start a splint factory or we will try to get wood from Assam by floating. 
As it is, the cost of transportation is very heavy. 

Prerident.-When you have made arrangements, will you please let us 
know!' 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. We sa. -the forests and made all the arrangementsi 
But the only thing to be arranged for is to bring the wood to Calcutta. We 
have established ourselves in Calcutta and it is a big undertaking to shift and 
start at once manufacturiug splints in Assam. But if it must be .done we 
shall do it. . 
. Dr. Matthai.~You migbt keep us illformed 0, the resuits of your enquiries 
from time to time. . . ' . , . . 

Mr. Gupta'-:-~lls.I. will. 

Chemica.ls.' 

Prtsident.-Then as regarda Some of the chemiCals,' some of the manmac
turer~'here are, ~ find, paying as much'as SQ. per,cent •. !!boVe the price-at which , 
Messrs. Adamjee of Rangoon obtain them. . '. ' 

, Mr. ,Gupta.-,-Some oithe members. of ~ Association wli.ose productions are 
~m8Jl are paying more than. bjgfactories. ' " ,.,' " . , , 
. PresUient.-'-o-Take the _ of ,the Bhagirathi Match Works. They ' are·payl 
ing much more than Messrs. Adamjee., " . 

Mr. Gupta.-We are paying more, but I do not know the'prices'paid by 
Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Company. 

President.-You must be buying retail I think. 
Mr .. Gupta,-Yes, to a. very great extent. 
P"6$ident.~Theee are their rates (handed in). Many '01 them work out 

considerably less. 
lIT. Gllpta.-I think that they have made arrangements to impor' direct. 
p .. ,.sident.-They purchase direct from,Europe . 
• JI ... Gupta.-We 8I"e getting our supplies mainly through the Match Man~ 

facturing Supply Company started by the Western India Match Companr. 

Presidenf~~~:s~g.g$tion is this: As y~ur. ~ociation rep;esents a large 
number of factorIes, It IS better for the ASSQ~IatlOn to combine the demand and 
import. direct from Europe. " '. ,.' . 

1I ... GlIpfa.-Yes, we will try to do so. 
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President.-We find the Bhagirathi Match works paying four annas per 
gross of matches for chemicals, whereas Adamjee's pay only Re. 0-2-6. There 
you can save Re. 0-1-6 per gross. There is no reason why you should not com
bine together and place the orders direct with the manufacturers in Europe. 

Mr. Se~-J-From seven annas in 1923 the price of chemicals had been 
brought doWll to 'four annas. 

P~e,side'!tt.-"-I 'daresay tbt. Adamjee's ,costs are still lower ,now. 
Dr. Matthai.-Don't you think that it is a matter of importance that from 

the point of view of small mllnufa~turers whom your Association mainly repre
sents, the Association should take c~perative action on their behalfP 

Mr:. Gupi(l.-We have taken ,up this question only recently. 
Mr. Sen."-We had about 50' small concerns in: Calcutta. But there Ilre 

only about ~ six or seven of them' left now. 
Dr. Matthai . ....:..How many members have you P 
Mr. Sen.-We have about 18 or 20 in Calcutta. 
Dr. Matthai.-The largest ,siZe being how' muchP 
M'r~ S'en.--:-l,OOO ~~!lSs a ~ay which is the output of KarimbhoyMatch Manu

facturing Compa~y and thePi~neer J!tIa~ch Factory, 
Dr.,Matthai.-::-What is the 9mal1estllize~ , 
~[r. Gupta.-M50 gross a day., ' ' 

Cotta,qe factories. 
Dr. Matthai.-Your Association represents not merely factories run with 

hand driven machinery but also factories run with power driven machinery. 
Mr. Gupta ...... Yes. 
Dr. Matth(ii.-10U don't' represent specially the cottage industry. 
Mr. GUpta.-No. ",- ,"" , , 
President.-Do you think that it would be rea~onable to define a. cottage 

industry as an industry which does not come within the definitiol!- of a factory 
under the Factories Act. . " ' 

Mr. Gupta.-I don't think that it would define it properly. 
President .-That is to say, if a concern does not employ more than 49 men 

and has no motive power, it would be considered a cottage industry. 
Mr, GUjlta.-}.[otivepower.is the' main thing. 
Mr. Sen.-May 1 suggest that we will submit our vieW!! ab~ut the definition 

of a cottage industry laterP ',,' , , ,,) < ' 

Dr.' Matthai.---You make some suggestions in your repreS'entation particu
larly regarding the cottage factories and I suppose that when you made this 
representation your idea of i. cottage factory was a factory which manufac-
tured without the aid of motive power. ' " ,,' 

Mr. Sen,-,-Yes. 
Dr. l\fatthai.-Without any rderence to the amount of labour emplo;yed? 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Actually if you take the cottage factories which are run 

without motive power, is there any factory which produees more than 100 
gross a day? 

Mr. 86'11,.-1 don't think so., 
Dr. Matthai.-As far as a :match factory without motive power is concerned, 

lIupposing you limit the output to 100 gross a day, there would not be more 
than 50 people employedP' ' ' 

Mr. Sen .. -To manufacture 100 gross a day by hand' would require more 
than 50 people. Some families are engaged working in their homes. 

'Dr. Matthai.~The family need not do it on tb.e premises. They may do it 
in their homes. 
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lufficient. 

Dr. Matthai.-That works rather satisfactOrily. 
Mr.Se1f,.-Yes, if you leave i)ut the families. 
Dr; Mattha'i.-Jf onthe 'ground of convenience we say that the definition 

of a cottage factOry given in the Factories Act might be applied in your case, 
you don't think that it would cause any hardship, as things stand at present!' 

Mr. Sen.-No,but'we should not like rule (II) given in the Factories Act 
to be applied, viz., "Government may declare at any time ..... '" If :they 
don't do that, we will have no objection. 

Ezct.~,!"\"ty-Exi8ting CU8tomS Duty. 

President:-:-:-We should like ;,-ropinion on the proposal put before us this 
morning. In the, event of the indlliltrybeing found noj;qualified for protec-: 
tion our terms of reference require us to consider to what, extent account. 
should be taken of vested interests which may have accrlled to manufacturers 
on account of the fact that the Re. 1-8-0 revenue duty has now been in foroo for 
Borne years and to what extent the lOBS of revenue can be made good by an excise 
duty or other appropriate form of taxation. It was suggested this morning 
that a reasonable excise duty might well be levied on all factories in lndia. 

'Captai'n. Petatlft-We llave suggested a discriminating ,excise. 
Mr. Sen.-Without it, we don't 'want imything of that sort because it 

would be ruinous to us whether the present duty is continued' as a protective 
or a revenue measure. ' , 

Pre&ident;-"-One of the 'reaSonS 'given to' us for this proposal was that a.four 
annas excise duty would not affect the manufacturers but that it would merely 
go to reduce what was stated to'be the excessive profit made by the 'middlemen~ 

Mr. Sen.-We have mentioned that. ' ' " 
President . ....:.That .. would be the 'pOsition generally speaking: 
Mr. 'Sen.~Jf the foreigri factories i~ India and'we ou.rselves wt-retaxed 

equally we wou1d then be.in the same 'position' as they and 'we should' in 
that case not be able long to survive. 

President.-,Do you mea~ that yon will not be able to carrY,on with a duty 
of Re. 1-8-01' ' , 

Mr. Sen.-If the first proposal we have submitted for your consideration 
is not found acceptable we can carryon if a;n 'additional duty of fourannas is 
placed on the imported matches, thus raising it to Re. 1-12-0, an excise duty 
of four annas is indiscriminately levied on all Indian factories, and anna" 
twelve on factories financed by foreign capital as per our second 'proposaJ. 

Pre&ident.-I am coming to that later. I am now on the 'question of'thif 
present duty. Re. 1-8-0 gives you protection of something like 120 per cent. 
Considering the matter purely from ,the point tlf view of protection,' I would 
point out that for no other industry, has the Board proposed Iv.) high a rate. 

Mr. Sen.-If the Import duty is raised to Re. 1-12-0 it would not affect the' 
consumer., The retlriler must seB fora current coin., He could not get 2 pice 
a bos so the amount now earned by the middleman would be reduced. I point, 
out in the connection that formerly the distributor was satisfied with, 
the packilOlg case. and very little if any more. In a word they used to sell at 
their cost price and the pac~jng case was their profit. Now they are making 
great profit whereas the manufacturer is making none at aU. Thus it is that if 
the import duty is raised to the figure suggested it win not touch the CoD
sumer at ali. 'The lowering of the duty however will injure the people who 
ought to be protected. 

,PTe3ide~t:"::"I 'aIrt ~erely putting this for ,the ~kEi of argument; 1 do not 
wish to' commii t1le Board in any way.' 'The'usual procedure when we !nake .' 
recommendation as regards protection is to ascertain what is the fair selling 
price for tll.e Indian manufacturer oompared. with' the imporl 'price' without, 
duty of the imported goods ~nd the difference between that is regardetJ IbB tb-. 
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~easure of the protective duty. If we were to adopt that system without any 
modification at all with regard to matches, you would see that the protective 
duty might be reduced considerably below Re. 1-8-0. On the other hand-if it 
is found that the industry does not qualify for protection and the question is 
considered entirely from the point of view of revenue then if the revenue duty 
is. raised from Re. 1-8-0 to Re .. 1-12-0 and. an excise duty ·of 4 annas a gross 
imposed, you claim that Government, will get this extra 4 annas without caus
ing any hardship to the consumer. 

Dr. Matth.ai.-The. assumption being that this extra 4 annas will be paid 
by the middleman. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Dr. Matth.ai.-'fake the wholesale price of imported matches at Rs. 2-12-0 

for the sake of argument. At present the retail price of that will be Rs. 3-6-0, 
that is a difference of 10 annas. You put on an extra duty of 4 annas; that 
brings the wholesale price to Rs. 3-0-0. Is there anything to prevent the 
middleman from raising the price? I mean it is Buch a small difference when 
we come to the box. 

Mr. Maiumdar.-It will be about 1. pice per box. 
Dr. Matth.ai.-Supposing it w~ raised to ·Rs. 3-12-0 what would be the 

price per box? 
Mr. Gupta.-2 pice per box. 
Dr. Matth.ai.-It would be an increase from H pice to 2 pice per box if the 

retailer's price was raised from Rs. 3-6-0 to Rs. 3-12-0 or thereabouts, that is 
an increase ofl pice per box. Do you think that would have an perceptible 
effect on the marketP 

Mr. G'Upta.-Nobody would buy at 2 pice; they would prefer Indian 
mallches. Now the difference between Indian matches and imported matches 
is I piae. If there is a difference of one pice nobody would buy the imported 
stuff so the middleman would be compelled to sell it at Ii pice. . 

President.~I imagine that a large amount of matches is Bold by the dozenP 
, Dr. Matth.ai.-The class of people who buy imported matches generally buy 
in small packets. If I am a sllloker I would buy 10 boxes at a time. 

Captain PetaveZ.-They don't do that generally. 

President.--On the'~other ~and my bearer might buy a dozen and supply 
me one at a timet ' 

Mr. Gtlpta.-The, genera:! tendency is to buy 'onEi60X'8t'~ time as matches 
are available almost evervl\"here; so that the increase' would not affect the con· 
aumer. • . , . .' 

"President.-Do YOllthink the cottage industries keep accounts of their 
!Il;ores and. BO on P " 

Mr. Majumdar.~Wedo only under important headings., 
President.-If I went into your shop and wanted to know how many grOBB 

of matches you haV'& manufactured per month woulci you.be able to give me 
the informationP 

Mr. Majumdar.-At the end of the month I can give you the total for that 
month. We do not keep 'Very accurate account, although we must keep an 
acco,unt of the amount we' are :producing roughly; 
: Preside';'t.,,-d you are. ask~d to submit to the Collector once a month the 

t.otal outturn of ,matches would you be able to dO.thatP . 
Mr. Maiumdar • ....:Yes; we can do th~t. .'. 
Presidrnt.--One suggestion. that was put forward about the method of 

excise duty is that the match manufacturers should purchase frorn Govern
ment .stamps beforehand and that no box. of matches should be, Bol~ without a 
lI~amp beIng pasted aro.ul).li. it.Dq you ~nticipate any ditficulty in a lI"tem 
of. this sortP .. ;'. :. ... .... . .... ,. '" ,I,.' . " " 

. Mr .. 8e~ • .,.,..That will add .to the cO$t~tpr~udtion: :~; 
.. I; . ~! t" .'.' •.••• :. :, \ ',' i.... ., ",,' 
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Preridenf.-Do you consider there is any pOllSibility of evasion in a system 
of that sort!' 
_ Mr. Sen.-The stamp' can 'be taken off 8a sOorias' the box is sold' and re
,urchBl!ed by the manufacturer through an agent" who "will collect this . and· 
repaste it on a new box. There is a pOllSibility of eVasion. . , 

PTuid61l.t.-Do you think that in,.the event of the excise duty being ~ 
poeed in this manner;' there is any pOBBibiIity,' in order 'to evade it, of splints 
already dipped being sold separately in a bundle with; say; a strip of paper 
round it? . 

Mr. Sefi..-I don't think it is possible. Speaking about) Bengal the place 
is so damp that you can't keep loose splints in your pocket without the risk of 
their deteriorating in damp weather. 

Prerident.~o you tblnk there is /l, pl)ssibiiity o~ pel)ple having purchased 
one box replenishing it with splints P ... . , . 

MT. Gupta.-,-\,h~r,> is~atli'os~biIity~,. .:" . 
Mr. Sen.-That can be done only to a limited extent by small factories bu1i 

it won't pay those manuf!lct.uring I!n larg,e a scale. Besides the striking "sur-
face wears qo~J:!. ;rapidly.. ., . 

Presid61l.t.-i am thinking of the cottage factories. They can supply to 
people dipped splints without boxes. 

Mr. Gupta . ...:I admit it would be diffic~1t for Government to check. 
Prerident.-On the whole which system do you think would be the best, 

that is to sa:r a ,~onthJy J'eturJ:!. .sent to ~e~ll69t,oJ,', or,aJabel~ 
Mr. Sen.-To charge per case. There may be some"inspectorB who will 

certify that so many gross of matches are producecJ in a day 'and the excise to 
be charged when the matches are actually Bold; - .. .' . . 

President.-WoI11d not that'b~'an e:X:pensivewayof acbmnistrationP You 
will remember that the duty has -been collected 'in thepa&t by the Oustoma'lUlq 
your proposal would entail considerable extra expenditure. 

MT. Sen.-Part of it can 'Le"'easily'collected, e.g., the .duty we pay on 
chemicala and imported wood. . There is only " annas with which yon will have 
lome difficulty. ;''; , ' 

Prerident.-I understand when; the' cotton''e:i:cisewas collected'the cotton' 
factories were sending their. returns onoe II; month.; 

Mr. Sen.-If you can rely on them you caq . .certainly- do 'that; I.hope they 
will prove themselves worthy of the trust. _. . . , 
, Prerident.-Jt would be possible, would it notIJ:ticl.sen~,ip periodical- returns 
which could be checked by factory inspectors P . , 

Mr. Sen.--Certaiuly. 

WorkB Costs in Cottage Factories. 

President.-Could you give us any costs for a cottage factoryP We don't 
want to rush you into giving us the figures now but I would like your Associa
tion to go into it and give us a typical statement iIi the . form given in our 
questionnaire. ',.. '. ' 
, Mr.' Maiwrndar.-"'I W1ll let you have that later. 

Prerident.-Could we regard your costs as typical of the cottage industries' 
COllt? " " . " ........ . 

Mr. Ma;umdar.-I should think so. Out of 150 factories which started iIi 
Dacca 15 years ago ours is the only one which has outlived. 

Dr. Mattkai.-What 'do you- estimate your . works' cast per grOssP In 
1925-26 yon gave your works cost per gross as Re. 1-8-0, for 1926-27 it would 
probably be lower still? 

Mr. Majumdar.-No, it still stands 'at Re. 1-8-0. ' 
Dr. Mattkai.-Could you give us a more recent statementI' Could you ~v. 

111 the. same statement .,for 1926-27 P , ' . ' ' 
Mr. Ma;umdar.-Yee. I will aend it to 1on. 
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MachineTY· ' 

Dr. Matthai.-You bought all your machinery locallyP 
Mr .. Majumdar>:-We·.bQught 'old type machines which would produce & 

:gross of veneers and splints, . 
Dr. Matthai.-I believe a good deal of machinery required for match manu· 

'fa,cture is made locally by the Bhowani Engineering CompanyP 
Mr. Gupta..-Yes, I am interested in that Company. 
Dr. lIIatthai.-You make most of the machinery hereP 
Mr; Gupta.-At present we ate doing re'pair work mostly for some big fac-

tories. 
D'r. Matthai.-Are you mainly manufacturers of machineryP 
Mr. Gupta.-We also manuf~cture splints and . veneers. 
Dr. Matthai.-If you take the Indian match factories in Bengal have most 

of them. been buying their machinery from the Bhowani Engineering Com-
pany? . 

Mr. Gupta.-AS· far 'as the wood cutting machinery is concerned we have 
'Supplied to three or four factories here. We have also made peeling and dip. 
ping machines. 

Dr. Matthai.-You are 'able to find a'market for these against imported 
machinery? 

Mr, Gupta.;...Yes,' , 
Dr. Matthai . ...:...What is the sort ·fif machinery which you are unable to put 

on the. Indiall markeilP , .' . 
Mr. Guptd.-Frame filIihg and wrapping machines. 
Pr. Mattltai.-Ypu have never ~ade a frame filling machine .. 

..Mr, Gupta.-Wfi .tried" but-it was not so good and the cost of making too 
was much' more than theimp0l"ted ones. 

Dr,. Matt~ai .. -What about ~e pastingmachineP 
Mf .. GUllta.""'Tlt; requires very accurate work and accurate machinery to 

produce it which we have not yet. 
~r. MatthlJi.;",-:That a~ y~u,have not tried. 
Mr. Gupta.-I tried, bu' so fal" have not succeeded . 

.• D1'l.Matthai.~Box·L8",elling machine. 
Mr. Gupta.-I have not tried that. 

, , Dr. 'MaHhai.-What about splint levelling machine? . Are you able to find 
a sale for that P 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-You find it easier to sell your chopping and peeling machinea 

thun Itny other kind of machine. 
lIfr.Gupid.-Yes. I . ,". 

]Jr. Matthai.'-;-As lit rule.\vha.t is tbe d~iference between your price and the 
price of Japanese machinery? 

MI'. Gupta.-I am selling g~nerapy, at. Japanese price less the duty and 
shipping charg;es., 

Dr. Mi.Jtthai.-Supposing the landed' price of a Japanese machine Wa&. 

n~. 30Q, your price would. be l~. 250. 
, M r.Gupta . .:....Rs,. 275.', 
Dr, l\Itztfh4i.-And YOI1' are· able ,to find small purchasers • 

.. ltf .... ,Gupta.~ye$. '.Ca\cuttamanufacturers get machines from· me when
-ever they want, whereas if they are to import, it takes much time to get th.em. 
Sometimes they IIrrive broken. ' The Calcutta manufacturers rather find It a 
gain tl) bv.y Oil; the spot, ' .' 

'Dr. 1IIatthai.-I suppose your machines are modelled on the . Japanese 
-machines. ' , .. 
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Mr. Gupta.~ur wood cutting machinery is modelled on .Roller's principle • 
.&. regarda splint selecting, it is nil. the J apaneee model. . 

Dr. Jlatt1l4i.-The machine is largely made of cast iron. 
Mr. Gupta.-Yes, and we also make appliances such as paraffiD-dipping, 

frames, etc. . . 
Dr. Matthai.~What is the annual output of yourworksP 
Mr. Gupta.·:":·-lt is according to demand. 
Dr. Matthai.~uld you give us. a rough average? 
Mr. Gupta.-Last year we worked up to RB. 50,000 and for 1927 I can't say. 

eoything now? Very recently I have got some big orders. 
Dr. Matfhai.-Is the business on the whole improving? 
Mr. Gupta.-As regarda repair work, it is. 
Dr. Matt1~ai.-You are the only people who are selling match machinl!l"Y in 

India. . 
Mr. GUpt6.-Yes, we are making the machinery anct' 'we do the repair' work 

for all the Calcutta manufacturers except for the Western India Match .Com-
~. . 

Dr. MattAcai.-That is really your mainstay. 
Jlr. Oupta.-For the current work that is the maiustay. In the mean

time W8 manufacture and keep some machine ready. 
Dr. Matt1l4i.-Where did you get your skilled labour for your machinery 

factory? . 
Mr. GupttJ.-I started the factory in 1920 and.! trained.myown labolm. 
Dr. Matthai.-Did you send anybody to Japan? 
Mr. Oupfo.-No. 
Dr. Matt1wai..-You trained them all here. 
Mr. OuptG.-Yea. 
Dr. MtJttAcai.-How many men 'have you now? 
Mr •. Gupta.-About 25. 

Price8. of imported. and Indian ",atche8. . 
Pruident.~uld you tell me how. the imported matches and the Indian 

made matches per dozen sell respectively? .What is the price of. dOBeu 
packets of Indian matches? 

Mr. Gupta~-About As. 2. 
President~-Aud the imported? 
Mr. f!upta.-About As. il-6. 

Coru:em8 Ii_cell with foreign capitol. 
President.-In your letter of the 22nd June, you put"forward two aIter~ 

nativ(l proposals. Both these proposals contain one feature which is the same,' 
l7iz., the question of the excise duty. You say: .. In order that factories liable 
to pay the excise may not evade paYment, it is suggested that the following 
.interpretation of the term" foreign capital" be accepted :";"Any capital not 
subscribed in India by Indians or people domiciled in India should be treated 
'as foreign capital. An Indian factory to be exempted from 'payment of any 
-excise will have to show, in addition,. a directorate, at least tlmie-fourths of 
which will be Indian (including foreigners genuinely domiciled in India)" 
and also that it is not financed by foreign capital. You suggest that it .should 
be ruled that every factory (exct'ptiog cottage industries manufacturing with
out the aid of motive power) shall make an annual declarati,on; producing its. 
books in support, to obtain a certificate from the appointed authority. The 

. declaration will be in respect of two points. First of all that three-:fourtbs of 
tbe directorate are Indian. . .' 

Mr. Sen.-It is for a factory established with mixed capital. 
Pruidt!f1t.-After having made the declaration about the directorate, 'what 

about the capital? ' 
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· Mr.Se1i.~They 'will have to dedare whether thei.,. 'capital is purely Indian 
or mixed and' if mixed so much"Indian and 80 much foreign. To the extent 
to which it will be foreign, the factory concerned will ·be liable to pay the 
,:xcise ,duty. .', 

President.-So that your scheme, I think, contemplates that each factory. 
should put in a declaration to the Collector. ill which the ,directorate: will be 
stated and a full list given of the shareholders, the Indian shareholders being 
distinguished from foreign shareholders. The Collector will then on the state
ment assess the excise at As. 8 per gross boxes of matches o1'a less amount in 
proportion. to, the amount of foreign capital. 

Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Preaident.-You use' the words U domiciled in India".' 
Mr. Sen.-Yes. 
Presidflnt.~You know the question of domicile is 'iL very dilfficult one. 

, Oaptain Petavel.-There is ,some difficulty .about that. 
Preaident.-Supposing wetiLkethe .Assam Match Company which is regis

tered in India with a rupee capital. I think the capital is somewhere ah9ut, 
Rs. 10lakhs. ,t,' . t:"" .\' ",;' . 

,Mr, Gupta.-Y:es, ":: .. ',.' ·~I. 

President."-The Deputy'Commissionerof "the District in which the factory
is situated. will·be faced with,'atask which may last forl·months: Suppose 
that gets a return of some thousand of shareholders. 

Mi': !Sen:":";'Tlu!Y'Wili' staie·the nationality against each shareholder. . 
President.-He will have'toa~certai~ whether the'statementil inad~ in'the 

list are correct. He may have. to call up a proportion of ·'the-shareholders I 
have had some experience in the Finance Departmentaf thiit question "of domi
cile in connection with the payment of overseas pay to certa.in officer.$ /Uld I 
can assure y?U t.hat a decisio~ on the point c~nn()t b,:g~vE1.n witllo~t. \~~ry 
careful exammatIon of the eVidence produced.' . ., . 

Oaptain Petavel.-The difficult cases would be very exceptional. 'in' ~ost 
cases it would be simple. The aim would be as far as possible to ascertain 
what interestS were remitted outside India. It could not be carried out per
fectlY'Rny' more than, for instance, the collection of income-tax can be but it 
wouldhelp.us and that'is all we ask' for. , . ' 

Preaident.-Yes, if you can accept the company's .statement. 
Oaptain Petavel.-Most of the shareholders can be known perfectly welL 

So there may not be such a difficulty in practiCE!. .'. , 
President.-Do you'i;hink that a conscientious Collector would 'do so? He 

will run some risk, would he not? After all the question whether As. 8 excise 
per gross is levied or As. 4, excise is levied is a serious matter. Do you think 
that a conscientious .Collector. should simply take the, statement at ,its face 
valueP ",'.' .,",.... ' 

". ,Oaptai~ P~ta"61.-He, ,could check a ~rtain number as again is done 
in oonnection ''l\ith everything 'of the kind. He, would not attempt to check, 
them all. 

· President.-He migh~ take 10 per cent.' which is not excessive. 
Oaptai~ Petavel.-As you' say it would have to be checked but the share-

holders in most casBS would Bot be very numerous P , . 
Presiden,t."-I don't know.' ' 
Mr. Sen.-We have got' o~e mixed factory in Dubri. Most others of 

course Are either Indian or foreign. 
Dr. Matthai.-As soon as you introduce a provision of this kind, they 

will all be formed on the Assam basis. 
Mr. Sen.-Yes, it may be 80, 

• "l'e.';'dent.-Another difficult:\" 'is this. Supposing the Collector was consi. 
der"'fi' to ha,v,) natiNned the requirementa of duty by checking 10, per cent.~ 
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I do not know what your experience of administration is-it seems to me 
that the matter would not end here. Some interested party may' challenge 
the statements of domicile and a furth¥r enquiry may then be necessary. 

Captain Petarel.-Yes. You have had experience and I have none; but 
as I say it would we hope suffice if the plan were carried out as efficjently 
as was practicable. All that kind of thing we have to consider very eare
fully I suppose in the majority of cases there would not be an excessively 
large number of shareholders, would there? Generally the total number of 
'shareholders would, ,I think, rather be small. 

Pre3ident.-We don't know how it is going't<> work. If this proposalwll5 
brought in, I don't' imagine that the Western Itldia Match 'Company 'would 
remain as a constitlltion, unaltered for long. "'fhey would alter their consti
tution. They would at once appoint at least three-fourthsof Indian directors 
or even possibly all Indian Directors., There would be no difficulty about 
that. They have got their shareholders' list. They would transform 'their 
-capital into 8 rupee capital. It would not be so very difficult to evade this. 

Captain Petavel.-The test i.s where the interest goes. So long as the 
interest goes to people abroad, or to foreigners as we, define then it becomes 
Ioreign. ' , 

Dr. Matthai.-You cannot trace the interest on every holding. 
Preaident.-Have you read the report of the External Capital Committee? 

1n this report all the difficulties that lie in the way have been pointed out. 
Captain Petavel.-No. I should have thought that it would be easy 

'enough generally to trace where the interest goes as shareholders are known. 
If so, it would be possible to do as much as we want. ' 

President.-I am not quite clear as to the conditions which the' Associa-
tion's proposal is designed to meet. There appear to be two ideas underlying 

, it. First of all there is the feeling that the interest on Capital employed in 
.an industry which actually manufactures in India is going abroad. Then 
,there is also a separate idea, viz., that a firm whether foreign or not backed 
by a large amount of money is coming into the industry and formillg ,8 
monopoly. That is, what you really fear. 
, Captain Peta'vel.-It is "I,he foreign capital forming a monopoly, that we 
-fear. .As Mr. Sen urged it to me protection is food for infant industries that 
n\ay grow up. We must not allow adult ones from abroad to come and eat it 
~lp leaving the infants to starve. This would indeed be a missuBe of protection. 

Preaident.-Then what' you seek is some sort of anti-trust'legislation. 
Captain Petavel.~Itis really that in effeCt. Afterwards it might, tak .. 

. another shape, but at" the present moment lIB yon say it woufa be, anti~~rust. 

Pruident.-From the point of view of the cottage industry the :positlon 
will not be different 80 far as I can see if the Swedish Match Company were 

.entirely au, Indian concern with several crores of capital. 
Captain PetaveZ.-It would probably not but what we want to ,do in a 

word is to prevent foreign capitalists with the ad~antages they have from 
crushing the Indian industry that is why I think it is 'IlOrrect enough to 
define it as an anti-trust legislation at present. Now the question after nil 
is how in practice is the plan to be carried ont In ,most ,cases there woul" 
Ibe rather few ,shareholders. 'fhe cases where ,there are a very large D,umber 
I should say. would be exceptional, so it might not be difficult to ascert .. ln. 

President . .:...ltis a question which we may 'go i~to'later • .':Irol,'. insta~oo 
we may ascertain how many shareholders there ~re in the' Assam Match 
Company when the Swedish people come up for examination:' \ 

Dr. Matthai.-It is very little use practically finding oU:t; the act'uai"hum
lIer of shareholders at a particular time, because shares may, ~hange han~, : 

Captain Petat.el.~uite so .. but everything charges but ,":8 want, !l 'm~"su're 
h~us~~~us~ , 

Dr. Matthai.-The list which may hold good to~ay l).lay not hold to-
:morrow . . / , . ,/ -- ' 

"',";&.l 



Captain Petavel.~Quite; but we need not. take it for granted 'that the 
~hanges would make changes impossible. 

Dr. Matthai.-I am pointing out the difficulties. 
Captitin Petavel.-As the President say~ it may amount for a time to anti~ 

hrust .legislation, but it would be applied in a moderate way. 

UnfairOompetition.-A88i8tance required by.the Cottage Match Industry. 

Dr. Matthai.-Have you had actual experience of unfair competition ill 
Bangal at the hands of the Swedish Match Company? 

Captain Peta~'el.-What preci~ely do you call by unfair competition? 
Dr. Matthai.-Have they-been selling at less than economical prices? 
Mr. Gupta;-We can't say that unless we know their cost of production. 
Dr. Matthai.-What is your impression? 
Mr. Gupta.-My impression is that sometimes they sell below cost. I 

find sometimes that they sell certain brands at certain rates.. Take one 
brand-Panpatty. . They are selling it in the Calcutta market for Re. 1-8-0. 
In another market; for instance, e.g., Cuttack, they sell the same brand at 
Re. 1·8-0 or Re. 1·9-0. As soon as we send our matches there, and people 
begin to buy them, they at once reduce their rate below the Re. 1-8-0 at· 
which; they sell in Calcutta. If they sell in Calcutta at Re. 1-8-0, they 
shonld seU at Uuttack at tile Calcutta. price pItt., the freight and other cost, 
but sometuneljl they sell at much less, Re. 1-4-0 or Re. 1-5-0 in the Cuttack 
market apparently to oust everybody else. As soon as there are no more· 
. natches in the market made by other factories, they again raise their price. 

P·re.,ident.-Then you .8E>nd your matches again' 3.'i soon as they raise their 
price. . 

Mr. Gupta.-I have been to Madras just before the Pujas. I find that 
iri every station where I sent my ·matches, they' at once reduced their price. 

DT.Matthai.-Could you give me a statement showing specific eVidence-
of the sort of sales. ,", f ',. , . 

... r • ' '.r 

Mr. Gupta.-I will try and collect the detail!\ from customers. 
Dr. Matthai.-We have had general statements made before us, which. 

are really of no use. Could you give us a note on the sort of unfair competi
tion that you have' actually experienced? 

Mr. Gupta.-In Illy opinion it is unfair on their part to sell matches in 
the' mofussil market at a rate less than their Calcut~a rate when they have
at least to hear the' f)·eight. Others are not doing the same. The other 
'manufacturerS, e.g., Messrs: Adamjee HajeeDawood and Company, the 
Esavi India Match Manufacturing Company and N. l\f. Metha are not com
.peting in that way. 

P-resident.-Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and· Company,' sell their 
matches, I believe, .in Madras much cheaper than they sell in Burma. 

Mr. Gupta.-In Burma; they are getting a rather better price. There
i~ no harm in that. 

l'reshlent.-Messrs. Adamjee Hajee nawood and Company have also to
pay freight and ot:~er expenses. 

Mr. Gupta.-In Calcutta, if they were selling at Re. 1-8-0 per gross and 
afterwards if they were to reduce their price in the mufassal market, they
could also reduce it in Calcutta. 

President.-SQ could Adamjee'sP 
Mr. Gupta.-They did not thjnk it necessary. In spite of the keen com~ 

petitIOn in the Calcutta market, the Western India Match Compat:y neve .... 
leduc:Jd their price. 

p,.esident.-Would not they, if they found it necessary. 
Mr. Gupta.-I do not know. . 
l'resident.-We hope to publish the evidence of 'the Swedish Match Com

pany next month. 
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Mr. Gupta.-As soon as their cost of production are published, we ca~ 
show that where they are selling at Re. 1-8-0, there is very little margin. 

Dr. Matth4i.-Has there been any attempt on their part suddenly to. 
·release their stocks at a low price? Somebody in Bombay complained that
they did. 

Mr. Gupta.-Yes, they suddenly came down by two annas. 
D·r. Matthai.-They .suddenly emptied their stocks on the market. 
Mr. Sen.-This kind of competition ousts Indians with less 'capital from: 

the market. 
Pre&ident.-What is the lowest price at which they sell? 
Mr. Gupta.-Re. 1-8-0 per gross is their lowest price. 
Dr. MattMi.--yvhere do they sell at that price? 
Mr. Gupta.-Up to Bezwada. There is very little margin in that? 
President.-You are also selling at Re. 1-8-0 per gross. 
Mr. Gupt«.-We are compelled to do it . 

. Pre&ident.-They say the same thing to us that if they don't sell at
Re. 1-8-0, they will not be able to sell at all. 

Dr. Matthai.-Their position is that the Indian factories compete against, 
themselves and. pull down prices to such . an extent that it would be im-. 
possible for the Swedish Match Company to get a higher price. 

Mr. Sen.-It was they that brought down the price. 
Dr. Matthai.-They told us that the initiative was taken by Indian

companies. As far as we are concerned we cannot go' by any general state-_ 
ments that you 'may make. We have to find specific' ·evidem;e. All that r
am asking you is whether you COUIC. give rometnmg speCIfic. There have
been various allegations made to us since the enqUIry began which are' or 
no use to us. I want to know whether any specific attempt has been made
by them to under-cut P 

Mr. Sen.-What.do you mean by 'under-cut'? 
Dr. MattMi.-Re. 1-8-0 is more or less the price at which Indian ma~hes_ 

are sold. If you say that the price of Swedish matches has been reduced 
from Re. 1-1~ to Re. 1-8-0, it does not amount to anything. If you could 
give evidence of some big sudden ·reduction which has been made in .order .to. 
injure Indian manufactur.es,. it would be useful. 

Mr. Sen.-Have they not already .done ~hat i,n, the way, Mr. Gupta iIIus- . 
. trated by the Cuttack example. .. 

Mr. Gupta.-I got information'through local ageq.ts, but it .is not'possible-
to disclose names. . .... . . .' ., ... 

President.:.:....Have you had any exchimge of views with the We~tern India. 
Match Company on this subject? .. . , 

Mr. Gupta.-No. 
President.~noth parties, as far as we. can see, say "we have .had to

reduce our price because the other party has red~ced his." I. wondered 
whether any negotiations had taken place with a view to stabilising prices. 

Mr. Gupta.-The Esavi India Match Manufacturing Company' are' selling-
their matches at a higher price. . . ' 

President.~How do they obtain a higher price? 
Mr. Gupta.-'-Their brands are well knovrn. They have been in ~he line-. 

for the last 50 'years and they are making better matches: 
Preridellt.-Do they' get a much better price than the Western India

)latch CompanyP 
Mr. Gupla.-yea. 
Pre3ident.-They probably turn out better matches than the Western

India Match Company. 
Mr. Gupta.-May he, but the chief point is that their brands are very

well kn()!I'n. 
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I 
President.-If you could gj.ve us any definite instances of pricevutting, 

etc., we might find them useful.. 
Dr. Matthai.-It is a very big thing to ask the legislature to undertake 

.anti-trust legislation, unless there was a real danger that the Swedish Match 
factories intended using their 'position deliberately to oust Indian factories. 
Unless. you. pr~duc~ some evidence, the legislature may not be willing to 
move In thiS directIOn. ,So, the case would have to be made out fairly clearly 
and strongly. 

Mr. Gupta.-We will be able to do that when their casts of production 
:are published. . 

.Dr. Matthai.-lf you find any evidence to support your case, you can 
Write to us. 

Captain Petavel.-Whatevertheir intentions may be there is evidence that 
they are cutting prices so much as to make them unremunerative. with the 
result that a number of our factories have closed down. 

Dr. Matthai.-Unremunerative for the cottage factories? 
Captain Peta.vel.-Yes. 
Mr. Ma2umdar.-A large number of factories have been closed down in 

Eastern Bengal. 
Dr. Matthai.-That may not be the result of any action for cutting you 

.out. When you have factories working on a very large scale, they are able to 
make economies which you as a small factory are not able to make; so their 
costs are lower. It is not that they want to 'cut you out deliberately. 

Captain Peta·vel.-That is the very reason why we are asking for protec
·tion. These people come here with much greater experience; they come 
;here with that command of capital which Indian firms don't command and 
. they come also with a powerful combination-that is also part of their 
.experience-and owing to these things they are able to produce and sell at 
a price iihat is not remunerative. to the smaller industries. 

Dr. Matthai.-There might be a case for declaring the 'industry a protec
ted industry; but what is the case for an anti-trust legislation? ', .... 

Oaptain petallel.--Our case' is that the industry in India it is an infant 
industry and the infant industry has not as yet the experience nor the 
'command of capital to enable it to compete with foreign ones that crush 
"them as a trust might do. That is what we want to prevent. 

Dr. Matthai.-That maybe because they are producing more economically 
-not' necessarily because they are acting like a trust? " 

Captain Petavcl.-We, say India for Indians. Just as they are Indian
ising the railways, and different other things, we say, let Indianl!,have at 
least a chance of manufacturing matches in the country and as to have men
"tioned if there is to be' protection it must be for infant 'industriea not for 
adult ones to come and get far on. ,. 

Dr. Matthai.-There are certain very large factories in the country
take for instance Messrs. A<lamjee Rajee Dawood and Company who produce 
6,000 to 7,000 gr~8 a. day. Their influence .on small factories would precisely 
<>e in the same directIOn. ' 

Mr. Sen.-No. In 1923-24 there Wel'e Indian factories producing about 
2,000 gross a day but still the?thel'll survived. . ' 

Dr. Matthai.-It is a very . different matter when the production is 8,000 
, or 10000 gross a day. In most industries when you carryon production on 

1\ ve~y large scale, you do get, economieS which are difficult in the, case 
'Of smaller factories. . . '. ", ' . 

Oaptain Peta"eI.-It is true that aU large industrieaare ab1~ to cr~h 
the weak or small industry but this giant who has come into the field is 
accelerating the I?rocess: Wbilstll:d~litting' that 'peopl.e like '~damj~'.s whom 
you mentioned WIll be graduall~ kJihng t~('se, cottage lndustnes, 'w~ 1I6Y that 
if we allow· the Swedes tooomem,. they wlil. kill: t.hem' at ail; unmerclf'll~peed. 

: ,~ , ! 
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Pr. Matthai.-It is nat that the Board as such has formed any kind of 
opinions. I am simply trying to elucidate the position, If we find· lIS 3 
result of listening to the evidence of experts and 'studying. the literature ott 
the subject that about 1,000 gross a day is the scale on which a match factory 
can run economicaIIy---it may be true or not but for the 'sake"Of argument leil 
us take it tha~ that is. so-would we. be justified at public expense in 
keeping alive factories 'which do not produce ,that amount? 

, CaptainPeta'Uel,,.......I.should say decidedly ,yes., It is a question of, getting 
the country, developed, industrially. From a purely economic· point of view .. 
we may not be justified but, then; from a purely economic point of view. any 
kind of protection can be condemned. . ' 

Dr. Matthai.-I am not so lIure . 
. Captain Petavel.-I should. certainly say that if you, are 'looking at it 

purely, from the point of view of theory, all protection. might' be condemned, 
but as a. matte!! uf. fact, here is a country with, a ,crying need. of industrial 
development. The problems-, of Bub-divided holdings ,are all connected, with 
it, absolutely and directly and. then there iathe question ofunemploymeni> 
among the middle class, which is also connected with them. ~or every reason 
the country wants to develop industrially. It 'cannot got on to' its legs eco
nomically and till it is actually able to stand on its' own legs, it will be more 
or less like a helpless baby. It will not be as efficient as other industrially 
advanced countries. But what we ask for' is only protection' for a liDiited: 
time to allow this industrial development and. perIilit practical industrial 
education to,'be imparted to people; so that they ·may Ultimately be, able
to stand on their 'legs. 

Dr. Matthai.-I take it that Y011'are.looking'at,the· question of protec
tion of the match industry from the point of view 'of employment fol' eertaiD 
classes of people. 

Captain Peta'Vel.-Not qhite that. We'are lobkiitg at it from the broadest' 
and most general sociological point' of view'; and from the' point of view of 
the industrial education of the country.' . " ,,' 
'Dr. Matthai.-We are here'working und~ qertahi nP:;itations placed upon 

us by the F~~a~ Co~missiou: .. , We are ~~mply cllrryit;lg. ou~. theirp,ol.icy.. One, 
of the conqltwns la,d, downby.,tl1em 1& that unless the. mdustry,lB 'able to 
stand ,1iy itself I,t,f1;er"a 'c!lrtaill time, it .does 'not justify the' grantingoi' .protec
tioll.W,1\at I.aml/osking'you i$ 81lPj?osing).t th" ena o! 15 yearswe'take o~ 
this~lity' will the cottage industry have the, slightest, chance'.of standing 
against big factories? ' , , , .. '.' . 

Captain Peta'lle!.-Fra~kly !sholild say no~' But the cottage: industry 
would ha'te served' its purpose by then: JIt'would"have directed people' 
towards industrial work. The cottage industry' 'would 'have' served as iii 
stopgap. Then I should say-'-I don't know, how many people 1W0uid .agree 
with me',ultimately the tendency will. be ,in ,the direction of co-ordination 
of. industry, and when we get tQ this. point. of co-ordination there will be.~ 
stronB tendency for moderate size factory to spring up in different places 
workmg in co-ordinatio~. When you get to that point, the moderate size, 
factory will have immense advantages in supplying its own locality. It ,will 
be using wood grown in .the locality and there will be better hundabu8t for 
the necessary wood to be grown locally. Labour will be supplied bY.the local 
people who will be partly cultivators and partly industrialists.. We look 
ahead and alBO if we look at the present need of solving these various' pro
blems, we can Bee the arguments for not Imowing an 'undue- amount of big 
capitalists to compete to crush the small industry. . . 

Dr. Matthai.-May I know whether you fores&6 any future for the cottage 
match factories if they are kept alive for a certain limited period P 

Captain Peta1lel.-1 S&6 a future for them if we arrive at the ~tage 'of 
what I have described as the co-ordimition, ,of industries. They ,will then 
have a, chance in their own separate 10cnlitiElil. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-'-May ll!ut it this way.A~sumitig' your ~i101J is generaU,.' 
right, that if you take a Bufficif'ntly lonl!; view there is' Rcope for the organi .. 
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'sation of· the .lliatch industry on· a cottage basis, the correct solution rather 
lies if!- co-operative orga~izati,?n .. Your tariff will apply_ both to cottage 
·factorles and large_ factories;. ahke. There .cannot be any differentiation as 
-far as tariffs .aroconcerned. Behind the tariff wall you have an inevitabllt 
tendency for factories to assume bigger. and bigger proportiilns. 

Captain Petavel.-What I mean is this. If what I suggest can be done-
i~ you ,,:i~ give the ~ottil.ge industries b~eat~ng ~ime-it may have its imme

,dlate utlilty. Speakmg of the present it Will give employment to a certain 
-number of people, and serve as an industrial school and educate people in 
-industry, and moreover if one takes a long view one can foresee in the 
cottage industry the nucleus of something that will be ·ecouomically sound. 

Dr. Matthai.-:-There i~ a good deal. to be said for organizing small pro
·ducers, but my. difficulty IS whether tariffs are a proper method _of doing it. 

Captain Petavel.-That, as a matter of fact whilst fully agreeing with you 
about at the only thing . that, as far as we can see, can serve as a stop gap 

--that might save us in the present situation. We are faced once more with 
the fact that these small factories are shutting up. That will not do. 

Dr. Matthar:-You ·a:~e familiar with the hldustrial Commission's report. 
I Jluggest that for the encouragement of cottage factories the right kind of 
assistance is the assistance suggested by the Industrial Commission rather 

-than, that suggested by the Fiscal Commission. 

Captain Petat,el.-We are not thinking only of the cottage industries but 
·also of the relatively small Indian factories. They are also being pushed 
into a tight corner by this competition. I fully admit that the relief you 

'can give will be more or less _temporary. EveD supposing we could smash 
ur WIMCO, big Indian factories would no doubt spring up which would 
compete very severely with the small ones, but taking the situation_ as it is 

'as pressing on us; looking at ow: shoe and where it actually pinches-I am 
:keen on other methods hesides protection as I emphasise very strongly in 
_ all my books-but looking at things just as we find them confronting us now, 
we all came to the unanimous conclusion-and we had a meeting of match 

:manufacturers from -all over India and we discussed it very fully and . we 
were all agreed, there was only difference of detail-that the only thing that 

·could be. done at present was just to enable them to go on and do their 
necessary work and give them a lease of life. As I Bay we were unanimous 

-and that was passed by the last Industrial CongresS where we put forward a 
resolution which too was unanimously passed. 

Dr. Matthai.-Captain Petavel, _ you have undertaken varied studies on 
-these lines but I personally can't think of a case where tariff I'ssistance has 
~been of help to a cottage.jndustry. ' . 

Captain Petavel.-It. can temporarily, don't you think? 
Dr. Matthai.-I find it difficult to accept the proposition. What the 

'Cottage industry· really requires is some kind of stimulus in the way of 
-organization. It is really co-operative organization that 'is going to help YO!l 
:and co-operative organillatiol'l 'means just self help. 

Captain Petat·el . ..,.-That is right but we can't get that all at once, and once
more we, are not thinking only of cottage industries. 
. Dr. Matthai.-May I venture to point out, that the great weakness in 

the case of the Match -~[ant1facturers' Association is that the existence of that 
Associatiol/-has provided DO kind ~f co-operative organization for the Cottage 
factories. -

Caplain l'tiullel.~W~ hava thought lUul'h of that, but. yOU kno\v co-OFe-
ration does not grow in a day. _ It is not one of those beautiful things we 

. see growing up when we dream of it! It is astonishing the number of 
"failures. There is perversity in human nature which makes it exceedingly 
difficult to organize the most obvious and most beneficial kind of co-operation. 
We have thought it out well and we have gone into it very thoroughly and 
we have met, as I said, from all parts of India, and we see what the industry 

'wanta just at. present. is the respite a tariff would give it. Then most certainly 
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we sball tum our attention to other ways, if yoil only put a dam against the 
!lood then ~e hope to get .on without "it ultimately. 

President.-When you speak of tariff do you mean actually duty or 
~xcise? 

Captain Petavel.-It is excise also we are asking for. 
Presidfflt.-Do you think this suggested exemption from a 4 annas excise 

duty would be some guarantee against any trust or monopoly being .able to 
nise prices? ' 

Captain /?etal.el.--Our industry has advantages of its own. It can often 
get directly't·o ita CUSIOlner$ and with that advantage it might struggle on. 

President.-Do you think that the existence of a certain numb'er of cottage 
'factories in India protected by the suggested exemption of 4 annas' excise 
would be in itself some guarantee that as a result ofa monopoly whether 
foreign or Indian, prices were not raised? 

Captain Petavel.-I should say from every point of view. ~t is worth 
trying once more. We have been passing through a very acute situation, 
with the problem. of unemployment and all that sort of thing. When the 
pressure of population becomes very heavy on the land, there is nothing for 
it but to go in for industrial development, and as I have strongly insisted 
it toucbes the question of sub-division of holdings. Industrial development 
i~ just the way of getting into this problem. . If we have this thing we might 
go into the root of all econoqlic troubles in the country. .Unemployment, sub
division of holdings, rural reconstruction all depend upon suitable industrial 
development going side by. side with agriculture. As I say, we have reall;, 
gone into every side alid aspect of the matter very thoroughly and have 
taken a lot of trouble and have spent iii good deal.of money to get people come 
from all parts of. India, and we were unanimous on the point. that at the 
s>resen~ moment as. a stop gap if 'you like what is .wanted is that Government 
I!hould give us this respite. 

P·resident.-.When the evidenoe of the Swedish Match Compan3' is ,pub
lished~we hope it would be. sometime next month...,-it will, be obtainable 
on sale, will you let us have a. note on this point of unfair competition? . 

Mr. Gvpta.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-As far as possible giving specific instances. 
Mr. (Jupta.'-:"Yea. 
Captain Peta1lel.-There is the question of delay. Delay means death to 

-our people. Then again there is one point I would like to place before you
I do not know to what extent this concerns the Board-we have got vexa
tious factory rules which would not alIow us to employ boys .under 12. It 
is a curious thing that if you take boys at 8 you can train them ·easily. In 
our school we train boys of 8, if we take then of 12 it is often too . late. We 
are awfully handicapped if we do not take boys under 12. We would be 
prepared to make arrangement8 to give them a certain amount of schooling 
so it would be. a combined industrial school and· workshop, ' 

Dr. Matthai.-That is a problem that arises in alI industries. 
{,'aptain Petavel.-Pai-ticularl)l in our cottage i,J;td,ust,ri~. 

, Dr. Matthal.";'ln .the smaU,match factories. you E'mt'l?~ a p':f)'ut deal of boy 
labour, do you not? 

Captain l'd"vei ..... ~{"I. 
Mr. Sen.-I have received a letter that I produce rW'l,!ajnlJ>g that it'is 

Ilot allowed in Madras. 
Pre~dent.-l· am' afraid that is outside the scope qf our enquiry. 
Mr. Sen.-We understand, however, that but some reco~endation:s by'th~ 

Board would hE'lp us. There is no dangerous operation required of boys. 
We catl" have a separate shed for tbem. w\:tere ~4ey can do the pasting and 
things Q~ that sort. . 
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Burma Indian Chamber of Commerce, Rangoon. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter, dated the 80th NO'llembfr 1926. 

With -reference to the resolution of the Government of India, Department 
of Commerce, No. 235-T. (14). dated the 2nd October 1926, entrusting an 
enquiry into the prospects of the match industry in India to the Tariff Board, 
I am direc¥ by my Committee to send hereby their views in the matter. 

2 .. The resolution states that "the first point for enquiry is whether the 
three . conditions laid down in paragraph 97 of the Report of the Indian 
Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the case of the match industry in India, 
and whether the industry should be protected." My Committee therefore 
propose to examine, at the outset, these three conditions seriatim:-
. Th~ fi;.st condition laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission is that" the 

industry. must be ono possessing natural advantages, such as an abundant 
supply of raw material, cheap power, a sufficient supply of labour, or a large 
home lIlarket." . 

. The chief raw mllterial in the manufacture of matChes is wood, which is 
available in abundg,nce in Burma as well as in India. My CoInmittee are 
aware that some of the factories have to rely upon imported wood but it is 
generally believed that this is due more to the lack of proper development 
of the' forest resources in this country than to the absence of suitable woods 
in sufficient quantities. So far as my Committee are aware the industry has 
not experienced any difficulties with regard to the supply of cheap power or 
sufficient supply of labOur although in the present stage of the industry, it 
has per force to rely to some extent upon imported skilled technical labour. 
But my CoInmittee have no doubt that in course of time, it will be possible to 
displace imported technical labour by Indian labour. That there is a large 
home. market for matches can hardly be disputed as they are an article of 
daily necessity even to the poorest of the population. This can be easily seen 
from the following figures of importll of matches from foreign countries:-

.1920-21 
, 1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
192.>-26 

Gross of boxes. 

12,398,733 
18,680,801 
11,285,740 
11,243,745 
7,264,785, 
7,928,522 

The marked decrease in 1924-25 and 1925-26 is accounted for by the steady 
growth of the match industry in India. . 

The second condition laid down by the Indian Fiscal Collllllission is that 
" the industry must be one which without the help of protection either is not 
likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is desirable in 
the interests of the country." The Tariff Board are, no doubt aware that 
prior to the year 1922, when the present rate of import duty, '!liz., Re. 1-8-0 
per gross, was levied, efforts made to start the industry in India were not 
successful and she was entirely dependent on foreign matches. As soon as, 
however, the rate of duty was raised to the present figure numerous match 
factories 'Were established in India because the high rate of duty, though, 
iavip,d for revenue purposes, served as a protective duty. The fact that the 
lUu~th iIlduALry in India showed a good progress only after the import duty 
on matches was raised to the present figure is Bufficientto show that the 
match industry is one which is not litrl'7 to dE\velop without the help of 
protection. 



The third condition laid down by the Indian l'iscal Commission is that 
"the industry must be one which will eventually be able to face world com
petitioD without protection." My Committee are of opinion that during the 
brief period of its e).:stence the industry has shown steady progress 'in spite 
of the many difficulties, which a new industry has necessarily ,to face. There 
can be no better proof of the progress of the industry than the comparatively 
8ubstantiol decline ill the imports of . matches in 1924-25 and 1925-26' and the 
progressive decline in the customs revenue from matches since 1923-24, which 
-haa necessitated.: the present enquiry. The Government of India themselves 
admit that " as the Indian factories overcome technical difficulties Imd' attain 
their full production, the decrease in customs revenue is likely to· become 
more serious."My Committee therefore feel sure that the match industry 
will eventually be "ble to stand on its own legs and face world competition 
without protection. 

S. My Committee hope that what has been stated above will convince the 
Tariff Board that the match industry fulfills all the conditions laid down by 
the Indian Fiscal Commission and is therefore fully entitled to be protected. 
With this end in vi9w, my Committee strongly urge that the import duty on 
matches, splints and veneers should be declared as a protective duty and the 
existing rates of duty on these articles should be maintained. They beg' to 
point out that the industry has not had sufficient time to get over technical 
difficulties and any reduction at this stage in the present rate of duty on 
matches will therefore seriously jeopardise the prospects of this important 
and promising industry. 

4. My Committee note that the present enquiry has originated on account 
of the progressive decline in the customs revenue derived from matcheS' since 
the year 1923-24. They feel that the Government of India should not attach. 
far more importance to considerations of their revenue than to the develop
ment of an industry which not only supplies an article of daily and universal 
consumption but which has also already given indications of a useful and 
steady growth. Apart from this; my Committee beg to point out that with 
the development. of the match industry in India,. the import of the· various 
materials used. for the manufacture of matches, such as chemicals, wood, 
timber, zinc sheets, starch, . labels, printing materials, glue, machinery, etc., 
must have necessllrily increased. They therefore beg to submit that th"! 
decline in customs 'revenue derived from matches, splints, and veneers should 
have been Bubstantially recouped from the enhanced revenue on the import of 
articles enumerated above. My Committee also beg to point out that the 
match factories in India mURt be paying large amounts as income tax. These 
factors should therefore be taken- into account in deciding. how far Govern
ment revenues: have been actually affected by the present rate of ·duty on 
matches, etc., and my Committee feel sure ,that if this is done, the decline 
in revenue should be comparatively small. 

5. The resolution of the Government, of India states in paragraph 2 that 
.. if the Tariff Board decides that eonsideration must be paid to the industry 
brought into existence by the present rate of duty and that the duty should 
be maintained \lot the present figure, or. approximately at the present figure, 
it will further report whether the loss of customs revenue can be made up in 
whole or in part by ~r.ny other appropriate form of taxation of the industry." 
In this connection LlY Committee beg·to state that as pointed out above, the 
aetual loss in revenue should be comparatively small. My Committee believe 
however, that it is not in the hest interests of this country to allow foreig~ 
syndicates, with vast resources and a long technical and business experien('e 
in the line, to start match factories in India behind the wall of protection 
.as it would be 'very difficult fdr Indian industrialists to compete with them: 
The object of any protective duties, my Committee submit, should be to en
eourage the development of, industries by Indians themselves with Indian 
ca~ital. They beg therefore to lIugge~tthat. a discriminatipg excise lDus.li be 
leVledon the products of these factories, whICh ara wholly or mainly financeq. 
'by foreign capital. Under no circumstances •. ·ho'Yever.,~lun\Id. .. iLni, burden. 
whatso~ver be imposed on factories, ~un, purely br. Indianca,pitaI anll I»d.iail' 
4l1)terprlse.-:" ," , " " . '- .,' " , .. <.,' ... 

,'0' ~ ',' , . "f ;. _~ " •• >.' l.'-:: ",,! " 



6. In conclusion, my-Committee beg to submit that as a result of the 
present high .. duty, although levied purely for revenue purpoeee, substantial 
.vested interests have been created throughout the country. During the last 
four years, numerous match factories have sprung up, involving a large 
amount of capital, which are not only employing a large number of workmen 
in the factories but which have also created work for labourers in forests, 
cartmen, coolies, etc. The industry on the whole has, during the brief period, 
shown good progress and promises immense possibilities. As several matcb 
factories are using indigenous woods, the forest resources of the country have. 
been gradually developin~, '!Ind with this development the revenue of the various 
provinces from this source is bound to increase. When the match industry 
is fully developed, it is also possible that other· industries connected with 
chemicals, papers, etc., which are exteusively used in the manufacture of 
matches,. will also develop. The Tariff Board will thus no doubt realise that 
on their findings in the present instance depends the future of many impor~ 
ant industries in India. My Committee therefore beg to point out that any 
reduction in the import duty on matches, which would be tantamount to the 
withdrawal of protection from the Indian match industry, will be extremely 
detrimental not only to the match industry, but also to the general industrial 
Interests of the country, and beg to suggest that besides recommending the 
r.ontinuance of the present rates of duty on matches, splints and veneers, the 
Tariff Board should also suggest special facilities to be accorded to this in
dustry which is still in the stage of transition, e.g., facilities for making 
suitable indigenous woods in sufficient quantities available to Indian mat<-h 
factories, transport facilities, etc. They feel sure that the Tariff Board will 
not allow the interests of an essential. Indian industry being sacrificed to the 
revenue exigencies of the State .. 

7. My Committee will be glad to depute a representative or representatives 
to tender oral evidence before the Tariff Board. 

S. To eum up :--
(1) The match industry fulfills all the conditions laid down in pal"3-

graph 97 of the Indian Fiscal Commission and is thus entitle.! 
to be protected: 

(2) The import duty on 'matches, splints and veneers should be declared 
a protective duty and the present rates of duty should be main
tained. 

(3) If th~ increase in ~ustoms revenues from the import of articles used 
for the manufacture ·of .matches and the amount paid by Indian 
match factories as income-tax, are considered" the 'decline in 
customs revenues .should be comparatively sman.· 

(4) A discriminating excise duty on the product of factories, financed 
wholly or mainly by foreign capital must be levied; but under 
.no circul':l,~tances should any burden be impOsed on factories rUIl 
purely by, Indian capital. and Indian enterprise. . 

(5) Besides recommending the continuance'of the present rates of .Juty
on matches, splints and veneers, t.he Tariff Board should suggest. 
special facilities ·to be 1LCcorded to this essential industry, which. 
is still in a stage of transition. 

(2) Supple'mental'V statemen·h handed 00 the S1st March. 1927. 

(i) N Qte regarding th.1l Swedish. TTtut. 

We have sufficient materials, we'believe, to prove that the Swedish Trust, 
does exist, that it is operating in India and that it is operating in a way pre-
judicial to the interest of the Indian match industry. . 

The origin of the Trust goes back to the establishment of a match factory 
in the Swedish City of Jonkoping (1848) which was soon followed by numeroua 
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others. After fierce struggles between the competing firms, an agreement was 
arrived at by them in 1917 which provided for the amalgamation of all the 
Swedish match producing concerns under the name of tho! Svenska Tandsticks 
A. P. with headquarters at Stockholm. The completion of this process, of, 
concentration enabled the Swedish match-producing industry to devise vigo
rous measures by which to extend its influence in the world's markets., By 
cleverly adapting its policy to the conditions created in the various countries 
through the war, the Trust secured to itself a considerable influence :upon 
production abroad. In some countries, e.g., Peru, Turkey; Greece and Poland, 
the Trust has obtained an ,actual monopoly. In Japan, their activities have 
practically jeopardised the Dational industry. In the beginning, the Trust 
joined as Managing Partners with some factories and after making heavy 
10ll8e& for some years, they sucoeeded in fprcing the,proprietors to sell off their 
factories to the Trust. In some factories, they have gpt half shares and the 
Japanese partners are now tired and are likely to sell off ,their shares in the 
concerns to the Trust. Their activities in Germany are ,described in an 'article 
which recently appeared in the uNew Empire." Copies of which we hand pvel: 
herewith. 

In India, when the import duty' on matches was raised to the present 
figure, the Trust found that manufacturing matches in their own country for 
export to India left them very little profit; and' consequently they started 
factories in India. They increased their share capital arid issued 272,500 
shares of £7-5.0 each, which were over4!ubscribed in the London market. The 
Swedish Company thus created a British interest in the industry expecting 
perhaps to have things smooth for them in India: The activities of the Trust 
ill India are described in the following extract from the speech of Mr. 'Ivan 
Krouger; Managing Director of the Swedish Match Company; at the meeting 
of Share~olders held, in, London on 15th May 1925 : -;-' .,. , " ' 

" It is easy to understand, however, that if the Swedish match industry is 
to retain its leading position, it cannot rely only on the Swedish factories, and 
fOI this reason the Swedish Match Company decided a few years ago to go in for 
a programme of taking interest in match factories abroad on a very large scale. 
We have now in operation two newly-built factories in India, one in Bombay 
and one in Calcutta, and we are building two new ones, pne in Karachi aml 
one in Madras, and we have acquired two established match factories iii 
Colombo and Rangoon. It is not our intention to try to m.Ol1opolise the Indian 
match trade, and we have decided' to seek the co-operation of prominent 
Indians in our Indianunderiakings." . 

The Trust is thus selling some sliares in India to establish the fact that 
theil'll is mixed capital and that their interests are boundnp with those of th., 
Indians in the industry. We' have the concrete-case of the Assam' MatCh, 
C'.ompany, which has got 3 Indian Directol'll out of 7. Their activities in India 
and the means employed by them are described in an article which appeared 
In the "Industrial Trade Review for Asia" in October 1925, which, is pub. 
lished in Berlin, copies, of which are handffi 1'1'(>r herewith. 

Ezhuct from 01\ article in the" New Empire," dated 8th March 1927. 

The Trust began to exercise a certain inlluence on the position of the 
German match producing industry as early as 1919-20 when it sold 40,000 cases 
of Swedish matches to German buyers, and when it placed part of the sale' 
price at the disposal of the Allgebeine Zundhelzexport-Zentrale G. m. b. H., 
of Hamburgh, in the shape of a loan granted to the latter concern. It next 
1IeCured three-quarter. majorities in the firms of Messrs. 'Stahl and Noelke 
A. G. and Deutsche Zundhol fabriken A. G. (the so-called "Kasseler
Konzorn "), and shortly afterwards it acquired an important 'percentage' of 
the shares of the Union A. G., of Augsburg. At the same time the small 
factories dependent on these' three concerns were also brought under its in
ftuence. In this way the Trust acquired control, within a'very short space of 
time, of 70 per cent. of the German production. ' : 
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Advall·ce oj the Trust. 
The corrt.~t policy of the remaining concerns that had saved their in~ 

dependence would have been to combine .their forces against the further 
a~vance of the Trust. Instead-, however, of doing this, they continued to' 
underbid each other, and ,finally approached the Government with the request 
to reintroduce the system of rationing production. But events had moved 
too fast, and the Government's economic council (Reichswirtschaltsrat) after' 
studying 'the problem in great detail, came to the conclusion that the proposed: 
measures of difference were ineffective, and that the creation of a. state mono
poly would also be liable to serious objections. Thus the only thing to do was 
to let matters take their natural course in the direction of a private monopoly 
and'toensure that proper provision was made for the protection of the general 
public and its interests. The intervention of the Government led to the 
conclusion of a syndicate agreement to which all the producers were parties:, 
All of them with the exception of the Grosseinkaufts-Genossenllchnft deutscher 
Konsumvereine, undertook to place their output at the disposal of a selling 
organisation in the shape of a limited company or corporation which is to 
fix prices, to anange for the proper distribution of the output among home 
consumers, and to take in hand the exporting business. ,The, capital of the 
Company is one million reichmarks, one-half of which sum represents. the. 
share of the Trust, whilst the other half has been taken over by the German 
producers and the German Government. The participation of the Trust in the 
capital, therefore, is less than its shIue in the production it controls, which 
amounts, as has been said to 70 per cent. The agreement is to run for twenty
five years,and contains a clause; entitling the Government t<l a certain, in
fluence on, the fixing of prices, so that the interests ,of the consumers may be 
properly prot.ected. Another important stipulation is that the Government is, 
to issue, prior to March 1st, 1927, an enactment making it illegal to manu
facture matches without the consent of the Government-a measure intended 
to mak~ 'a renewed over production impossible. 

htrar~ j~om the "Indian Trod,e jourllal~" 'dated "th FebtlUlry 1926, ~ge 175.: 
MATCH INDUSTRY 'iN BIHAR' AND QRIssL' .. 

'l'he following is an extract from the Amiual Report .. of ~he"Director of 
lmlustries, Bihar and, Prissa, for the year 1924-25:::-, " .' 

Thes~heme for. a' demo;lStration matqh factory mentioned in l~t yeu'.s 
report was placed before the Board of Industrie, in .A,ugust and eventually 
sanctioned by Government. The project is for the erection. of a match factory 
in, :the old saw mill belonging to the opium factory at Gulzarbagh on' the, 
olttskirts of patna City. The saw mill used to obtain its,supplies of wood for, 
opium chests from rafts f1oa.ted,down the, ?undak and Gogrl\ ri.vers from North 
Bihar to the mill compound whlOh stands on the banks of the rIver Ganges. It 
" proposed to obtain supplies of wood for match-making from the forests of 
Bettiah and Ramnagar tlStlltes by the same method. The project was based 
on the supply of wood at the fa('tory at 15 annas a ('.ft. but the Bettiah estate 
hM undertaken to deliver ~O,OOO c.ft., at, the factory for 10 Annas a .c.ft. ~o 
that after due allowance for wastage, etc;, it looks as thol1gh productIOn .wIll 
be cheaper than wail anticipated,' '. . '" . . ":' , . : 
''', ,The woods which it is proposec1 to llS~ a~e Celtis Austrlilis, Tl'ewia Nudiflor_ 
and Alstonia Scholaris, whicll are rE'pOl'ted by 1\lr. Ghese ~o Qe available in large' 
quantities in these forests. .The woods WE're not only tried in Ca!cutta, but. 
have been subsequently tested.in .Bombay by the Match Mamlfactunng Supply 
Company,which is supplying the machinery to the factc<>ry, with very satist 
fl!ctory results. Trewia Nudifiora has long heen kno""n as one of .t~c best mat~h: 
woods in India, and the other twO. appear to have all the qualIties of, a good 
match wood. There are said to be other suitable woods available should the 
supplies of these woods prove insufficient. The estimated minimum output or 
the factory is 30 thousartd gross per annum, viz., 100 gross a day for 300 days, 
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but it is hoped with the machinery provided that a larger output Will even
tually be achieved. The objects of the factory are as follows:-

(1) to see whether good matches can be made in India from-Indian woods 
at a profit in a well-equipped factory; 

(2) to enable persons to see the best match machinery in action; 
(3) to enable Government to give advice with confidence to persons who 

required it; and -
(4) to train any person, who desires to learn how to make matches ,in an 

up-to-date manner. , -

T}Ie location of the factory- at Patna, besides making supervisiou easier, will 
facilitate inspection by would be manufaeturer&. The project was accepte;d by 
the Legislative Council ,and Re. 85,000 has been provided in my Budget for 
the present year. Of this Re. ~5,OOO is assigned for working capital, and tht> 
balance for ,machinery and plant, erection charges and preliminaries and con
tingencies. It appears likely there will be a substantial saving in the estimate. 

Eztraet from th6 ",Indian _Trade Journal," dated 17th. February 1927, 
page 295. 

lliTOH INDUSTRY IN THB lliDRAS PRBSIDBNOY. 

Tbe following is an extract from the Report of the Department of Indus
tries, Madras, for the year ended 31st March 1926:-

There are no further developments to record With reference to the match 
industry in the Madras Presidency. Two new companies were registered 
during the year With the object of manufacturing matches, viz., Sri Briga
nayaki Match Factory, Ld., Cuddalore, With a capital of Re. 1,50,000 and the 
Sri Krishna Match Company, Ld., Palghat, With a. capital of Re. 6,000 and 
the progress of these concerns Will be watched With interest. The proprietor 
of a match factory in Bellary haa applied for a. loan of Re. 20,000 under the 
provisions of the State aid to Industries Act for the purpose ofill8talling 
additional plant and providing the further capital required by the concern 
and this is now under consideration. The vital necessity of selecting a suitable 
Bite for the establishment of a match, factory and of ascertaining beforehanc;l 
whether suitable match woods can be delivered atthe factory site at. a pric!l 
which Will admit of manufacture at' a, profit cannot be too often and too 
strongly emphasized as instances' have come to notice where essential preli:. 
minary enquiries as to the availability of a suitable wood supply.have not been 
made. The difficulty of extracting timber at a price low enough to enable 
match manufacture to be conducted at a profit is not always appreciated by 
enquirers who appear to think that it should be an easy matter for the Forest 
Department to supply them with timber in the reqUired quantity at' a suffi
l'iently' low price whereas; so far as the informatiou at the disposal .of th'e 
department extends, the centres where suitable timber is available are very 
few. The best locatiou for a match factory in the_ opinion of the Forest 
Departn:ent, is on the West Coast although even here difficulty would be ex
perienceJ in obtaining supplies at cheap rates which is essential for success as 
all suitable match woods are also in demand for coffee and tea boxes and prices 
are theretore comparatively high. As previously pointed out, any scheme for 
exploiting woods for match manufacture should preferably be linked With a 
general scheme for extracting all marketable timbers and utilizing waste ends 
for splints and veneers by working them up into match woods. The only wood 
which will be cheap is waste from saw mills but the only saw mill where the 
Forest Department have any- quantity of soft wood is Olavakot· and there 
are now two match factories near there. _ In any 10C)ation, the Fo;est Depart
ment would have difficulty at present in supplying a sufficient quantity of 
suitable wood and under present circumstances therefore it seems probable that 
a large factory would have to use imported timber for splints and veneers. 
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Eztract from. the, II India" Trade 'Journal," dated 11th March 1926, page 1.~5 • 

. MATOH INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED PROVINCES, 1924-25. 
The following is an extract from the Annual Administration Report of the

Department of Industries, United. Provinces, for the year 1924-25:-

General Position. 

'. The pos~ibi~itie~ of manufact~ring matches continued to 'engage the atten
tion of capItalIsts m. these prOVInces. A power-driven factory was started at 
Muttra. !,-nd a small factory for the manufacture 'of matches for splints and 
veneers Imported from Calcutta was started at Agra·. A third one was started 
at Jwalapur near Hardwar and several schemes were in the air Of the 
factories which had ,been started-.in previous years, the only ones which were 
going concerns· were the factories at Mirzapur and Lucknow. The factory at 
Nagina did not work. . 

Supply of damp-proof formula. 

One of the main hindrances which impeded the progress was the difficulty of 
obtaining a formula for making damp-proof matches .. The department there
fore arranged to obtain'such a formula from Mr. N. B. Mukerji, B.Sc., Con
Bulting Match Expert of Cuttack,on payment of a remuneration of Rs. 1,000 
plu, other expenses sanctioned by the Boord of Industries. This formula was 
demonstrated and examined at the Technological Institute, Cawnpore, and the 
matches made from the materials supplied by Mr. Mukerji were found to be 
as good as some Swadeshi matches on the market. The formula is available. 
without any payment, to bona fide manufacturers.' , . 

Ora",t '01 concession rC!tes for lVood purchased IromGovernment F()1'esh. 
The decision of the Governme~t with regard to this form of assistance was 

that.they wer.e unable to grant any general concession prior to receiving appli. 
cations, but that·they were prepared to 'consider on their merits individual 
applications for aid~ Individual cases a~ being examined by the Forest De-
partment. . 

Supply of veneers and splints. . 

It haS 'however, been found tbat a'more suitable form of subsidy.than a 
timber m~nopoly or a reduction of royalty, would be foarrange for the supply 
by the Department of Industries of splints and veneers,a1; cost price of manu
facture. This arrangement ",ould, apart from all other considerations, save 
freight on 50 per cent. of the material. The Go.ernment have therefore sanc
tioned a scheme framed by the department in consultation with. the Forest 
Department, for putting down a plant at the Go.ernment Central Wood Work
ing Institute, where a peeling machine already exists for the manufacture of 
finished splints and box veneers. These will be made from several species to be 
drawn initially from the Haldwani division and to be supplemented by suppliea 
from Tarai and Bhabar estates. If the scheme is sanctioned it will be possible 
to supply splints at Rs. 10-8 per maund and veneers at Rs. 14-8 per gross of 
boxes. The price of Japanese splints is aboutRs. 15 per maund and of 
veneers about Re. 20 per hundred gross of boxes. ." .. 

-,-"-- It" ,,' 

Extract from the" Indian Tmdfl.Journal," dated 9th September 1926, 
page l.43. 

MATCH INDUSTRY IN BENGAL DURING 1925. 

The following is an extract from the Annual Administration Report of the 
Department of Industries, Bengal, for the year 1925:-

A number of large and up-to-date match factories· have been established 
in and near Calcutta, eight in all, and the approximate output of. these fac-
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tories will be of the order:of 13,000 gross boxes of matches 'per diem. The
smaller match factories using hand machines have-either-oeased to exist or are
ia a moribund condition. It appears that the cottage. system for the manu
facture of matches will not be able to hold its own ,and face competition with. 
the modern factories using up-to-date power-drivenmachinery. As many
operations are involvoo in the production of finished 'matcheS and as the pro
ducts are of comparatively small value, it is unlikely that the manufacture of-
matches on the cottage system will be. su~cessful.· .' . 

Though many species of wood in the Bengal forests have been found suitable
for the manufacture of first claBB safety ,matches as a result of the investiga
tions carried out by this Department, little advance has heen made in the 
utilization of these species . chiefly' on account' of 'the· scattered dccur~ei1ce of; 
these w90ds and also on account of the 'Ul'1fav~urable 'railway rates. 

Most ~f the factories are using importeiUoil;s: chlefly from Sweden .and 
Siberia though some of the factOries are trying to use Gengwa wood which. 
~, plentifully in the Sunderbans and which can be brought to Calcutta by
mealls of country boats at a reasonable cost. ,The available supply 'of Gengwa
wood is, however, not inexhaustible and until systematic cultivation is taken, 
up there. can be no security for continuity in this direction. Successful experi-
ments have heen carried out by the Industrial Chemist to bleach splint~ manu
factured from Gengwa wood. Though first class splints comparable to the
splints made from imported wood could not ,be produced, nevertheless it has. 
been demonstrated that matches of good quality can be made from this wood. 
Schemes have been prepared by this Department for different sized match 
factories, and the conditions, both economic anil_ technical, have been analysed 
for the benefits of the persons interested in this industry •. The chemical 
composition of matches and the conditions governing the production of damp" 
proof matches have been studied by the Industrial Chemist with the help or 
pcwer-driven laboratory machines. First.class compositions for match heads. 
bave been prepared, and further experiments are now being conducted to 
~nsure the complete success of this industry'in Bengal; In conclusion, it can 
be said that the match industry, in spite of many diffic:ulties,. is on the way to. 
success and the factories so far established. or contemplated, in, Bengal are
Bufficient to meet all her requir.Elments. 

(ii) N ots regarding restrictions on foreign capita! and foreigners doing: 
. buineu in vari01M eountrie,s. 

SWIDI1,N •. 

PermiBBion is necessary hefore a foreigner may engage in trade or manu
facturing activities in Sweden. Applicants must be 25 years old and mush 
offer guarantee or security for the payment of rates of taxes to State and 
municipality for 3 period of three years. Foreigners must obtain permilll!loil. 
to form a trading company or become partner in such company. Only
Swedish ma,. found joint stock banking companies or unlimited liabilit,. bank.,. 
ing companies or be sharehdders in banking 01'. railway companies or' prin~ 
cipal stock-holders in' solidary banking. companieS. Foreign 'subjects, cor
porations, or institutions, to a certain extent) are restricted from acquiring 
ehares in ordinary Swedish companies. .. . 

SPADI'. 

In order that firms may be qualified for receiving certain benefits under
Spanish Royal Decree, dated 30th April 1924. they must comply with the fol
lowing conditions:-

(1) The Board of Directors and the management must be Spanish, but in 
the case of limited liability companies one-:third of t~ Board ot 
Directors may be foreigners. No .foreigner, however, mar be
President of the Board or Managing Director. 
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(2) 75 per cent. of the capital must be owned by Spaniards. 
, (3)80 per :cent; of the office staff and workmen ,employed must be of 

, Spanish nationality. ,During the first three years, however, the 
employment of foreigners in the following proportions will be 
permitted: 75 per cent. during the first year, 50 per cent. the 
lecond year and 30 per cent. the third year. 

(4) The fuel, material and fittiIigs. used must be Spanish production, 
excepting where for technical or other special reasons they have to be obtained 
from abroad. I, '; • • 

, . JUAN.-

Foreign Oorporation.-:-As.explained at length by Mr. T. Miyoke, Barrister
Counsellor at Law, in the August ,No. of the America-J apan, foreign corpora.
tions in Japan are taxed as follows on that portion of the profit which is in 
excess 'of 10 per cent. on the invested ~apiial, that is to say:-

(1) On the amount in excess of 10 per cent. of the capital 
(2) On the amount in excess of 20 per !!6nt. of the capital 
(3) On the amount in excess of 30 per cent.' of the capital 
Also on income derived from business or assets in Japan 
Thus a foreign corporation will in any case be taxed 

FINLAND. 

Per cent. 
4 

10 
20 
71 
7i 

. December 14, 1923, law passed relative to the State tax of 8 per cent. on all 
foreigners drawing interest on deposits in Finnish Banks on dividend on shares 
held by them in Finnisli coinpanies; 

FRANCE. 

Foreign l'1103uTQ.nc8 Companies i1~ France. 
Foreign Insurance 'Companies required by law of February 15, 1917, to 

'Obtain approval of the Government Insurance Companies which have not 
obtained the authorisation of the Government are not only forbidden to sue but 
are also liable to a fine of 100 to 5,000 francs j in case of second offence 500 to 
10,000 francs. 

UNITED KINGDOM. 

Profits arising from sources outside of the United Kingdom and utilised by 
their owner are taxable If. owner whether British or foreign is a resident of the 
United Kingdom for a total of six months in any assessment. 

TURKEY. 

Formalities in establishing TU1'kish Companies, 

In order to become officially established in Turkey a company must comply 
with certain regUlations in regard to registration, taxatiori,,~nd employees. 
Registration required declara~ion of company's proposed busipess activity, its 
-capital and financia\ resources. Income-tax is virtually. the. only tax imposed 
.onprivai.? firms and corporations. Employees except heads .of Departments, 
managers and technical assistants must be '.l'urkish subjects and Turkish is the 
only official language. . . . 

Telegram which appeared in the" Rangoon Daily News,",on 26th March 1927. 

FRENCH MATCH MONOPOLY. 

M. Poincare', Statement . 
. . Paris, March 25: M. Poincare made a statement to the Cabinet regarding 

the Match Monopoly Bill. He said the Company, and Board must be exclu-



livel,. French and foreign holders of sha~B would,not he e~titled to any control 
over the management of the company. The deposit with the. State would be-. 
roughly a hundred million dollars and also the Company would guarantee an. 
annual payment corresponding to the yield of the monopoly hitherto" pl'lLli. Ir 
large ahare of profits. The Sta~ wou~d fix prices. . ." 

(iii) Note regarding re&trictions on foreigners. '. '. 

1. In the case of limited 'liability companies, I suggest that ~-'-
'(0) No' company should he allowed to manufacture matches in' l:qdia unles~ 

it· is registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1913, 'and it has a share: 
capital, the amount of which is expressed in the memorandum of association in
rupees. 

(b) No company, having for its object the manufacture of matches in India 
should he registered unless at least 75 per cent. of its authorised capital is 
reserved for Indians in the first instance for a definite period of time. 

(c) No forest concessions or leases should be granted to any company unless. 
lit least 75 per cent. of its capital is subscribed by Indians in the first instance. 

(d) The number of foreigners on the Board of Directors should not exceed' 
one-third of the total number of Directors. No foreigner, however, should be 
allowed to he the President of the Board or the Managing Director; no firm 
more than one-third of w'hose partners are foreigners should be allowed to
become Managing Agents. If possible, every foreigner should be required to' 
obtain permission from the Local Government, to join the Board of Directors 
or the firm of Managing Agents and the Local Government, before granting' 
such permi88ion shall enquire as to whether the applicant is directly or in
directly connected with any foreign trust or combine, whose activities are in 
any way prejudicial to the interests of the Indian match industry. 

(e) Excise duty must he levied on a sliding scale on the products of those
factories which are wholly or partly financed by foreign capital in proportion 
to the foreign capital employed. 

I suggest that the excise duty should be levied in the following manner: - ' 

Where foreign capital does not 
exceed '. . 20% 

Where foreign capital exceeds 20 
per cent. but does not exceed. 40% 

Where foreign capital exceeds 40 
per cent. but does not exceed. 60% 

Where foreign capital exceeds 60 
per cent. but does not exceed. 80% 

Where foreign capital exceeds. 80% 

1 per cent. of the existing import
duty for each per cent. of foreign 
capital. 

U per cent. of the existing import
duty for each per cent. of foreign 
capital. 

U per cent. of the existing import' 
duty for each per cent. of foreign' 
capital. 

It per cent. of the existing import 
duty for each per cen1:. ~f foreign 
capital. 

2 per cent. of the existing import 
duty for each per cent. of foreign 
capital. 

(f) A company, having more than 25 per cent. of its capital in the hands 
of foreigne" should be required to provide adequate facilities for the training
Df Indians. 



2.· FOREIGN INDIVIDUALS AND PIRXS. 

'No foreign' individual' oi fit'm snouldbe' allowed to start match factories 
in India. Foreigners should be required to obtain permission from the Local 
Government to become a partner in a firm having for its object the manufao-
ture of matches in India. ' , 

In the case of firms financed partly or ';';'holly by foreign capital, duty should 
-be levied on the same basis as in the case of limited liability companies. 

3. TRUSTS AND COllBINl!B. 

To prevent Trusts and Combines from starting match factories in India, 
I suggest that there should be an anti-Trust legislation. 

I desire to make it clear that these detailed suggestions are not ye1J consi
~ered by the Committee of my Chamber but I have thought it fit to put them 
before you in the hope that they will form a basis fol' discussion and enquiry. 

RANCHORDAS H. GANDHI. 



THE BURMA INDIAN CHAMBER ,OF CQMMERCE. 

B.--QJW.. 

Evidence of Mr. RANCHORDAS H. CANDID and Mr. K. M. DESAI, 
recorded at Rangoon, on Thursday, the 31&t. March 1927. 

Introductory. 
Prerident.-Do Y011 hold any official position in the Burma IndiR 

Chamber of Commerce, Mr. ,Gandhi. 
Mr. Gflndhi.-I am one of the members of the committee of the Chamber. 
Prerident.-Who is the President. 
Mr. GGndhi.-Mr. Hosein Hamadanee is at present the Acting President. 
Pruident.-Was it not possible for the President to appear? 
Mr. GGndhi.-When the matter came up it was submitted to the Com-

mittee and I was selected to represent the Chamber unanimously. 
Prerident.-And Mr. Desai? 
Mr. Gandhi .-H e is the Secretary: he will assist me. 
l'resident.-Are almost all the Indian firms members of your Chamber? 
Mr. Desai.-Most of them. We have 170 members. 
Pr68ident.·-So that you practi~ally represent Indian interests in Burma? 
Mr. Desai.-Yes. 
President.,-What are 'the chief trades that are represented? 
Mr. Gandki.-Rice, timber, chemicals, industries and many others. 
Dr. Matthai.-All the match industries here are members? 
Mr. Gandki.-Yes. All sections of the Indian trade are represented. 
Dr. Matthai.-How long ago was your Chamber formed? . 
Mr. Desai.-In May 1925. 
Pr68ident.-Are any of your members also members of the Burma Chamber 

(If Commerce? 
Mr. GandH.-Very few. Messrs. Tatas and Adamjees are the only mem-

bers who are also members of the Burma' Chamber. ' 
Dr. Matthai.-Is the Burma Match Company a member of you:" 

ChamberP 
Mr. lJesai.-No. 
Mr. GGfKlh.i.-1 should draw your attention to the fact that we keep 0;11' 

membership open to all, not to IndianB alone. 
Mr. Mathias.-Which match factories in Burma are your membersP 
Mr. Gandhi.-Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Company and the 

Rangoon Match Works. 
Mr. Mathias.-And the Muslim Match FactoryP 
Mr. Gandhi.-They are not, but Mr. Abowath, who is the proprietor of 

"the Muslim Match Factory is a member. 

The Chamber's Representation. 

Pruident.-In the representation that you sent on the 30th Novemb81. 
1926, you claimed that the industry fulfils the conditions laid down by tl!a 
'Fiscal Commission and you proposed that the present revenue duty shoulo 
be deolared a protective duty and should be maintained at its present levelP 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
Prerident.-There is a proposal by Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and 

(}ompany, I think, that this duty should be increased to Rs. 2. What are 
your views? Do you think, it should be kept at the present level? 

IV p 
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JJlr. Gandhi.-I' think BO. 

P·reBident.-Do· you. object to 'any inorease ~n t.he'duty on: the ground that 
it would raise the cost to the consumer P 

M·r. Gandhi.-That is one consideration. Besides that I would like to 
Jay before ·the Board my own proposals for the encouragement of Indian 
~du8try •.. :,. '. .'. ~,:i r. .•.. ;i~':, '~"" • 

President.-Do, you ,mean those you bave given in paragraph 8 of yOUT 
representation?' :. " ,.,,;, "I.. ."'. ".. " ,',' , 

Mr. Gandhi.-i say that I do not want the duty to be raised to Rs. 2 
lor the reason that it would fall on the consumer, anO: then I propose certain 
lIafeguards by imposing restrictions on foreign capital. 

President.-But supposing we came to the conclusion that an increase 
1)f duty· was neoessa.ry and 'we also came to the conclusion that any increase 
in the ~uty will not raise the price of matches owing to internal competition, 
wcmld you still have any objection P . 

Mr. Gandhi.-We, would not oppose if you add a small amount. 
Mr. Mathias.-What would you call a small amountP 
Mr. Gandhi.-Four to eight 'annas. 
Dr. Matthai.-You mean you won't object to a duty which would raise 

the price to the consumer by four to eight annasP . 
. Mr. Ganrlhl..-Yes, provided my other. conditions are fulfilled. 
President.-At present it does not seem 'as if the duty has very largely in

fluenoed the c:ourse of prices. It has been shown that Japanese matches, for 
instance free of duty are sold at about 12 to 14 annas a gross and with the 
duty at about Rs. 2-2-0. • . 

Mr. Gandhi.-There must be other factors also. 
President.-The Swedish matches are sold at about Rs. ~10-0, so it does 

not seem as if the duty has made very much difference to the selling price. 
There are other factors apparently at work which have helped to keep down 
the rise in prices, 

Mr. Gandhi.-The whole of the duty would not be lost, I mean there 
must be some increase. It may not operate to the full extent, nevertheless 
it is b.ound to operate to a limited extent, other factors operating at the same 
time. 

Pruident.-That is true, but supposing the duty fulfils the purpose. and 
leads. to production on a large scale of matches in the country, then the 
prices will be regUlated by internal competition, so that it does notneoes.
sarily follow that the import duty would raise the price of Indian matches. 
The duties may have the effect of keeping out foreign matches, but from that 
·.itdoesnot follow that the Indian manufacturer of matches will be able to 
raise his price because of internal competition. 

Mr. Mathias.-Even the price of imported matches, 'would be fixed by 
jnternal QOmpetitioli.· •• " ;.': . 

Mr. Gandhi.-Competition will have its influence felt, no douM, but 
there are certain things to 'be considered. Suppose you recommend an in
:crease .of ,the duty not .to Rs. 2 but tQ Rs. 3-8-0, then it woJl1d be too much 
for the consumer. : 

Mr. Mathias.-True, at the beginning it may have that effect, but once 
people begin to produce matches in the country-let us assume that there 
i~ no combination among the manufacturers and the prices, are governed 
'more or less by economic causes~in' that case It high import duty would not 
necessarily ha~e the effect of raising the internal price, ,or enable the ~ndustry 
to get ,n higher price than it ought to ,get? . . 

Mr. Gandhi.-Foreign goods are bound to come in for a number of years 
In t.he pr~sent conditions of th~ in~ustry. 

D·r. lIfatthai.-Your pnint is that prices may not .rise in proportion to 
the duty? 
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Mr. Gcmdki.-Yes, and existing circumstances are not going to change 
for a number of yea1'8, I mean foreign imports and the semi-foreign Indian 
factories here. My figures for this year also show that the imports have not 
gone down so much' aud there is not I!luch difference between last year' and 
this year. From these returns we must come 'to the conclusion' 'that it is 
not continuously dwindling down. 

Prsnaent.-That is true. But at present the Indian manufacture 
of matches is not equal to the demand of the country. We contemplate a 
time when, If protection is recommended and the policy succeeds, India would 
be able to produce its requirements. 

Mr. Gandki.-That will be a peri04 which will take not less than 10 years 
to come. ' 

Prenaent.-It does not necessarily follow if you look at the, progress the 
industry has made with the last year or so. 

Mr. Gandki.-But I say the progress is not so much as you are giving 
importance to. That is what I am trying to point out. Even the import 
figures have not, come down to the extent we anticipated. There is a set 
back one year, then again there is a rise, I mean there is no steady decline; 
there are other factors, operating and again there is a rush of imports. There 
is no continuous fall. If there was, I would 'certainly have agreed the 
Indian match industry is making headway. 

Dr. Mattlwi.-In four years it has fallen from 13l millions to 71 millions. 
about half in four yeB1'8. ' 

Mr. Gandhi.-I am coinparing last year's and this year's figures: 

Dr. Mattlwi.-I am not com'paring last year and this year. I am r~fer_ 
ring to the last four years. If you take into consideration the fact tha-6 it 
takes a little time to erect a large factory you will admi~ that, is Ii remar~ 
able progress. 

Mr. Gandki.-Nevertheless there are· other. .factors, prejudice agailllit 
Indian matches, training of labour, supervision and ,various -other things, 
regular supply of wood, then there is the question, of supply of capital. If 
we take all these into consideration and the present condition of India about 
raising new napital at a stroke, I say we must not come to the conclusion that 
it would be so rapid as to create fears about loss of revenue at a very high 
speed. 

Dr. Mattkai.-That is 'to say taking Burma the increase in the output 
of local factorIes in the past two years cannot be taken as the measure of the 
progress that is possible in the future? 

Mr. Gandki . .:....',l'hat is so. 
Pre8ident.-Your contention is that Government should not take into 

account this factor of revenue to any great extent? 
Mr. Gandhi.-That is my main suggestion, and I ask you to declare it 

a protective duty. That is what I mean. 
PreMdent.-But' suppo.,ing it is found that' this' is a good' source of 

revenue for Government, why should they give it up provided the intP!'9'Jts 
of the industry are at the same time safeguardl'di' 

Mr. Gandhi.-That is what I am aiming at. r mean to say that the it'. 
terest of the country and also the Government revenue will be safeguarded in 
the,long·run. If you take a long view of the. thing, Government ~ not going 
to suffer to :l large extent. 

PreRident.- You say Gover~ent will not suffer very' much because they' 
will get the duty on the materlals? -

Mr. Gandhi.-I have got figures with me showing an increase of about 
RB. 8 lakhs in the imparl duty from several chemicit.ls used in the manuf_ 
ture of matches during this period, though I don't mean to say thall all the;;t\. 
chemicals were exclusively used for match making. 

- p 2 
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. .. H" .... <" •. - ..... to .... ~ to look at it is this. Supposing the total value oj 
the materials'-l don't. know what the exact figure is--taken together is 4-
annas and t.he value of wood is, say 4 annas, that is 8 annas. If the 
Government gets ",' duty of 15 per cent. ad 'Valorem it comes to only Ii annas. 
But the Government expects to get Rs. 1-8-0 per gross, so that the result. 
will be that Government may recover Ii annas through. the materials but. 
loses Rs. 1-8-0 on the finished article. 

Mr. Gl!'ndki.-You have not taken the income-tax into account .. 
President . ......:.I am coming to that •. Income-tax can only arise out of profits •. 

If you take a gross of matches at Rs. 1-8-0 and supposing you add 10 or 12: 
per cent. on it, it comes to 2 annas. The income Government would get on. 
2 annas would be very small, it would not be a substantial figure: Even if yo~ 
apply the lIuper-tax rate, it would only get about a quarter of an anna. 
You seef·Yr. Gandhi,.these two sources of revenue would not bring to Gov
ernment more than 3 annas a gross whereas Government 'gets a duty of 
Rs. 1-8-0. 

Mr. Gandki.-These are p-ypothetical. figures. 
President.-No. Mr. Bawaney claimed that Rs. 1-8-0 waS his cost of pro

duction. That is what we· got from them. 1 am just trying to point out. 
that if the Government looked at it purely from the revenue point of view,. 
it would be a pity to let it go' and in such a case some method must be de
vised by which Government does not lose its revenue. 

Mr. Gandki.-ACI;ording to your calculation even if it comes to· 8 or 10 
annas Government would lose annas 14 to rupee 1. To that· extent it may 
be true but you must look at the larger aspect of the question. 

PrenHent.-Goverriment looks at it from a material point of view. If 
Government finds it is a vers useful source of revenue and that people have· 
got usee: J paying this tax, and' that it would be a pity to let it go, in 
such a case some method must be devised by which Government does not lose-
its revenue. . 

Mr. Gandki.-I agree' to some extent, but I don't agree with your conclu
sion that it necessarily follows . that all foreign imports will cease. 

President'.-That is the aiinof protection. We are assuming that the
Imports will disappear. They have fallen down by about 40 per cent. The
policy of protection will have' failed if foreign matches still enter the country. 

Mr. Gandhi.~If 10 or 20 per ('ent. still enters ........ . 
President.- Why should even 5. per cent. enter if the policy of protection 

lucceedsP . 
Mr. Gandhi..:....n mus~ take time for the importS to falloff completely. 
l'Tesident.-Therefore in making our proposals we have to consider this ~ 

Su.pposing Government wanted to get the revenue and at the same time de
aired that if a ease was made out the industry should be protected, then is 
there any escape from an excise duty? 
'. MT. Gandki . ...,..The excise duty· would, as you know, be a burden on the 

iai.l!igenous industry. 
President.--Noh necessarily. 
Mr. Gandhi.-We removed the excise duty on the. same ground from 

Cotton. . 
J'resident.-That· was quite a different thing. The position here is this. 

Before the imposition of the duty. the prices of imported matches were 
Be. 1-2·1). The Government imposed a duty of Rs. 1-8-0. Therefore th& 
Government h:t .. nded that matches· should be sold at Rs .. 2-10-0. To-day 
Indian matches are ".:;1-'1 in the country at Rs. 1-8-0 or Rs. 1-12-0, so that if 
an excise of Q!le rupee W8!! added· to it, then the price of Indian matches 
will not rise very much above Rs. 2-12-0 and the price of foreign matches 
would rise to I·.bout Rs. 3-10-0. 

Mr. Gandhi • .,-I am not sure of maintaining these proportions. I think 
that, as developments occur, the prices may vary during the course of 8, 
I or 1 years. 
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President.-But the incidence of the duty is limited by the amount of the 
duty. Prices may vary. If you put one: rupee duty, itS 'incidence cannot 
be higher th8J1 one rupee. 

Mr, Gandhi..-It won't be higher. 
President.-It may be lower. 
Mr. Gandhi.-I grant you that. 
Pruident.-The point i am trying to explain, to you' is this: At the 

time of the imposition of the duty Government contemplated that for hiatchee 
in the eountry, the consumer should pay Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-10-0. If the price 
to the consumer l10es not rise much above that .... , ....... 

Mr. Gandhi.-But they are getting an inferior quality of matcheW, 
President."'-That isa point we have to take into account. Apart trom 

the question of quality it'wolll.d not be unfair to the consumer if he was made 
to contribute wltat Government originally intended, that he' should'. ' 

Mr. Gandhi.-I cannot agree wholly, because there are certain factors 
which are alway!! operating.' " , , , ' 

PreBident . .::...Jfhey' will operate whatever the position is. i ani ,trying; to 
point out to' you that so long as the price of'matchoo in the, ccuntry does not 
rise much abovo the level that the Government intended when it imposed a 
duty of Rs, 1-8-0, you would not have any serious objection. 

Mr .. Gundhil-I would have serious objection. 'I wan1i'the whol~ situation 
'reconsidered, because those factors' on which the Government based, their 

decision 3 years before are not the only considerations which should weigh at 
present. ' 

President.-We are prepared to take into consideratiori aUthe'fltctors that 
you may mention. I am putting to you ,a simple proposition; Government 
wants a certain amount of revenue from matches. It fixes that at Rs. 1-8-0 
on the imports. Government, then intended that the consumer., of maiehes 
should buy his matches atRs. 2 or Rs. 2-10-0. Now. the position is' that, the 
prices are not governed, in this way. ,'" ' 

Mr. 'Gandhi.-Why ,do you take it for granted that Government came to 
that fixed limit of Rs. 2-10-0P Why should we not think Government at 
that time must have based tbe idea of price)! on previous experience that the 
duty amount alld the prices don't always tally. I SbOl1ld request you to sea 
why you take the maximum amount tbat Government intended 'should be 
paid bY' the consumer. ' " ' , 

President.-SC! far as its revenue was concemed, it liudgetted at that. At 
. tbe time of tbe imposition of tbe duty it must consider how it would affect 
tbe consumer if the prices rose to the full level of tbe duty. 

Mr. Gandhi.-Ou.... own experience will show that Government was not 
rigbt. Prices are not keeping pace with the duty. 

PTuident.-As a matter of fact Swedish matcbes are being sold at 
RB. 2-10-0 a glOSS. . 

Mr. Mathias.-May I put· it this wayp ln imposing a ,tax, it is .obvious 
Government must consider the maximum burden wbICh ii; thinks. might be 
borne by the consumer and the maximum burden as tbe President has ex
plained to you just now would be about Rs. 2-10·". 

Mr. Gandhi.-Government only thought that. the maximum would be 
Rs. 1-8-0. ., ' 

Mr. Math'ias.-Tbe duty is Rs. J-8-C. TIS maximum burden I referred to 
the price.' , 

Pruidcr.t.- If the price rules at about that level, th~'n th'" consumer 
eannot compl., 'n that tbe position is much worse under the exci~p, duty tban 
it woul~ be under the customs. 

lIIr. Gandhi.-He is likely to complain tbat it is higher. 
Presidp.ut.--If the price of matches is to improve; if there is no manufao

ture in tbe country and if he has to depend on the foreign matches, tben he 
may have rea3.ln to complain. . 
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Mr. D68ai.·-At present people are accustomed to the' Indian price. They 
-are getting Indian matches at Rs. 1-10-0. 

President.-But then the Government says" We are losing revenue. We 
have enabled you to get the matches cheaper and so we must have a share of 
the revenue" • 

Mr. Desai.-Matches are used even b'y the poorest men. 
President.-So is salt ~nd 80 ar!} good many things. We are not going 

into that question. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is it your suggestion that when the Government imposed 

a duty of Rs. 1-8-0. it imposed too high a dutyP 
Mr. Gandhi.-If there is no possibility of the development of the Match 

Industry, I would cousider the imposition of Rs. 1-8-0 as too heavy, but it 
bas fortunately helped the development of the Mat<:h Industry. 

Presid.mt.-It doesn't seem to have interfered with the demand. The 
Jemand is going up. One test of ,taxation is whether first of all it reduces 
oonsumption and secondly whether it raises the prices. In ,both these res
pects the, country has Deen very fortunate. It has not raised the price nor 
has it reduced the consumption,. What has happened is that it has. reduced 
the Government ravenue. 

Mr. Ga""l~i.-But it' has not increased the consumption. 
President.-There is Bome evidence that it has. If you take into account 

the manufacture in India, there is Borne evidence that anyhow it has not 
decreased. 

Dr. Matthai.-All that it has done is that it has reduced the imports and 
consequently thE> revenue. 

President.-It is one of the things we have got to enquire into and report 
on. It is for that reason I am asking you. 

Mr. Gandhi.-My contention is that the colll!u'uer must riot be made to 
pay anything higher than what he is paying to-day. ' 

Mr. Desai.- He should not be made to pay anything'niore than what is 
absolutely neC8.iSary for' the development of the industry. " 

President.-The consumer should not be made to pay more for Indian 
matches than he would ifbe were to depend on foreign matches. 

Mr. Ganrthi.-If we can arrange in such a way that he would not have 
the necessity to pay higher, then we must devise means without raising the 
duty. 

President.-What. will happen is this. Supposing we put an excise duty 
of one rupee ar..u we . increase the import duty by Re. I, the relative position 
remains the same .. Then if there is more production in the country and there 
is more comp9tltion in the country, it may happen that in spite of the excise 
duty the consumer would get his matches cheaper. 

Mr. Gandhi.-While you make sure of the revenue, only the consumer has 
the chance. The chance may also work against him. That is also possible. 

President.~uite. In makine: our proposals ~e h~ve got to take into 
account what would be the prICe that the. con)mmer will have to pay in the 
long run. " 

Mr. Gandhi -1 would like to put it in another way: Let the Go,ern
ment continue the duty at present and watch the movement for the next three 
or five years. 

President.-It is a very serious risk for the Government to run. It UI 

like any other tax. 
Mr. Gandhi.-I quite understand and appreciate.· 
Preside7l,t.- It YOll impose'a tax, you complain about it and say" this is 

inevitable and we have to pay it." But if, after having remoTed a tax, the 
Government wants to re-impose it they will get serious criticism. 
. Mr. Gandhi.-J don't suggest a reduction of the tax. 1 sugge$t to k~p 
the duty at Rs. 1-8-0. . 
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PrtJident.,-What J mean is that to the extent· the Government revenue 
decr~ the tax decreases. 

Mr. Gandh.ij--{)ertainly it would. 
PTesident.-If the Government allows that tax to decrease, it is very diiffi'-

cult for the U'Wernment afterwards to re-impose it. . 
Mr. Gandhi.-'-I don't follow why it woUld be diflicult~ 
PTesi,dent. - Every' Chamber of Commerce 'will say "~ow' for" 5' years we 

have paid no tax. Why should Government impose any fresh taxation"? 

Mr. (}andhi.:......,.Do you want me to 8ay thi~gs whjc~ ~e ~ontrary.towhat 
c,'cry other Chamber says 'I . . . 

President.-'\:ou are perfectly entitled to say what you want .. But th .. 
Government are also entitled to say "Why should we court trouble.. Here 
are people paying this tax, let them go on paying ". '. 

Mr. Gandhi.':"-My point is that there is no:t'~ large ,decrease~ in. r!lvenu&, 
It is only Rs. 36 lakhs or something like that. 

President.-,That is a big sum. 
Mr. f}andhi,-It does not come to even f per cent. of the lIlilital'Y expe.ndi.-

ture. . 
Pre .• ident.-We are given certain figures and' they' show that' the revenue 

is steadily decr('asing. FrolIl the practical point of view if the Goverriment 
really deaireR t~ get this revenue, it should' see that it is not allowed to 
lapse. 

Mr. Gandhi.-I don't see in the Communique so much 'emphasis laid as 
you make out. There is plenty of .latitude given 1.0 the Board ill the COlIl
munique. 

Mr. MathiaA.-It is really a question of ways and lIleans. Whether Gov
ernment imposes an additional tax or not is·a matter which lIlust be decided 
by the Goverruaent. and tho Legislative Assembly. We are concerned witb 
considering the ways and means, which Government lIlay or lIlay not approve 
of making good the deficiency in revenue. 

Mr. Gandhi.-&' far' as I am concerned, I should put it' this way that 
Government mw;t declare the match industry as a protected one irrespee> 
tive of other considerations. I am not in a position to give you a correct idea 
in favour of lilY proposition aided by figures, becaUSE! .there are no figures 
available either on. this side 0:': on .that side .. 

lIr. Mathia.l.-The business before the Board is to suggest ways and 
means. If Government and the Legislative Assembly decide that it is desir
able to obtain an additional revenue of Rs. 36 lakhs from the Match Industry. 
what. are the ways and means which the Board would suggest by whiqli such a 
tax could be iffiposed with the least trouble,. .' . 

Mr. Gandhi-That I have put .in one of· my suggestions., At lea,st fo" 
~ome time it would be effective in creating more revenue for the Government; 
If you like I would give you a copy (hl/-nded. in a no~ :regarding restrict40ns 
on foreigners). .. '... '., . 

Mr. Mathia .• ,-Are you empowered to vlace this before the Board.as the 
opinion of the Chamber? . . .... 

Mr. Gandhi . ..-The Chamber's ,viewB are, summed ul> in paragr~ph .8 ~f 
their letter dated 30th November, .1926. They say:- . ;' . 

.. The import duty on matches, splints and veneers should be declared 
a protective duty and the present 'rates of duty should be main. 
~ained. 

A discriminating exeise duty on the product of factories,. financed 
wholly or mainly by foreign. capital m"st be levied; but under 'DO 

circumstances should any burden be inlposed' on factories--run 
purely by Indian eapital and Indian enterprise". 

In that general way 'my Committee has approved 'of this,:.h.~lt I have on my 
own initiative put in the details. 
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. Mr. Mathia •. -But the Chamber is not in any way committed to these 
details. 

Mr. Gandhi • ...:....certainly not. I had no time to put it before the Com
mittee. 

President.-{)t course we should consider your views, but it would be 
better if the C\>amber supported your views. . 

Mr. (}andhi.-I will pul; these details before the Committee and will let 
you know .kfwrwards. 

Presid,lnt.-Your suggestion is that there should be a sort of differential 
treatment ·as between' foreign and Indian firms. The first thing is that 
,you are apparar.tly.referring to the Swedish Trust, is not that soP 

Mr. Gandhi ~Yes. 
P,esident.-As far as .we have an;)' evidence, the Trust seems to operate in 

& peculiar way It does not come forward as a Swedish Company. But it 
does many of th~ things youmentioil. . 

Mr. Gandhi.-I know that. . 
Pre8ident.-It starts a company in the country with rupee capital. On the 

Board of Directors of the Company, there are well-known Indians. 

Mr. Gandhi . ...,....They fire in a minority. Out of seven,there ar" only three 
Indians in the case of the Assam Match Company. . 

Dr. Matthai.-The capital is rupee capital. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
Presida,:tt.-You cannot tJeat .British subjects as foreigners. 
Mr. (}a·ndhi.-In this enquiry English competition must be treated as 

foreign competition. 
President.-What they have done in . this case is thi~. First of all, there 

was the Swedish Company. Then, they floated extra capital outside Sweden, 
particularly in Great Britain. In that way British capital has been brought 
in. At present, so far as we are concerned, I don't think that it would be 
right to describe that as foreign capital. 

Mr. Gandhi.-Subiect to the conditions laid down by the External Capital 
Commi.ttee. 

President.-Having donE' that, they come to India and they also go to 
other countries. They start a local company in the currency of the country 
and get a majority of Directors who are not Swedes. They are either resi
dents r'f the c.ountry or British subjects. Therefore it is very difficult for 
instance to des<Jribe this capital, if it operates in this way, as an entirely 
foreign capit.ll. . 

Mr. Gandhi.-By whatever name you may describe it, you must agree 
with me that it is very essential for the welfare of India that the Indian 
manufact:1rers must be protected against what we may call unfair competi
tion. 

Prerident.-l am trying to point out to you the difficulties. 
Mr . . Gandhi.-l quite realise the difficulties. In the present state of con

ditions I admit that it is very difficult to find out a proper Slllution to remedy 
this evil. 

President.-'3upposing the foreign .capital has made up its mind that it 
shall establish ihlelf in this country or in any other foreign country, then 
every time you devise somtthing to meet a particular condition, it would 
devise something which would ;enable it to evade that condition. 

Mr. Gandhi.-Not always. 
Prelidetl.t.-]!i;ow we will tftke your conditions one by one. You say that 

no company sh'luld be allo\\ed to manufacture matches in India unless it is 
registered under the Indiar. Companies Act, 1913, and it has a share capita] 
the amount of which is expressed in the memorandum of association in 
rupees. 'rhat has been done. 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
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Prelident.-Then you say that no company, having for its object the manu
facture of matches in India,should be reglstered unless at least 75 per cent. 
of its authorised capital is reserved for Indians in the first instance for B. 
definite period of time. First of all, supposing they cannot get 75 per cent. 
capital from I!ldians, do you mean to say that the industry should not be 
started here P 

Mr. Gandhi.·-" In the first instance and for a definite period "-1 have 
qualified my statement to that extent. 

Mr. Mathias.-Will your condition be fulfilled if the prospectus states 
that three-fourths of the capital will be reserved for Indians for three months 
or say six months P 

Mr. Gandhi.-I would put even a longer period. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is that your intention? 
Mr. Gandhi.-My ir.tention is that you must give them some time. 
]Jr. Matthai.-After that period, you would make no restrictions. 
Mr. ullndhi.-'l'he restrictions would continue. 
Dr. Matthai.-I mean &8 far as the reservation of capital is concerned. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Further on I have suggested that Government sanction is 

required for doing certain things. 
Dr. Matthai.-Won't that depress the value of the shares in the country!, 
Mr. (,'olndhi.·-Yes; 
Dr. Mlltthai -Thnt is a serious matter for a new concern. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Quite. 
l'resident.-Ihis was one of the points considered by the External Capital 

Committee. Supposing they reserved 75 per cent. of capital for Indians and 
they got hdians X, Y & Z to take it up, the condition being that, after the 
period of three months, the shares should be transferred to Swedes or their 
nominees, l!ow could you stop that?' . 

Mr. Gandhi.-My own opinion is that in the present condition of things, if 
the match md\~stry is declared to be a protected industry, there would not 
be much diffi('ulty in raising the required capital. Indian capital would 

certainly be forthcoming provided of course Government declared the Match 
Industry to be a protected industry. 

President.-You want 75 per cent. of capital ta be first subscribed by 
Indians. They will say'" all -rigpt, we have, got the capital". 
They get dummies X, Y, Z to subscribe for that amount. After 
three months, the law of the Trust is such that they cannot' continue 
in the Trust afterwards without going to jail. That being so, the foreigner 
is quite safe in having a sort of benami transaction and he may say after 
the period bas expired "'DOW, come along, transfer the shares to me ". What 
is your remedy for that? 

Mr. Mathias.-Even without benami transaction, you have heard of 
people applying for shares in a new issue in ord3r to sell them for a frao. 
tional profit. . 

Mr. Gandhi.-There would be cases, but there would not be many provide_ 
my sliding scale is adopted. 

President.-'-l shall come to that presently. Tha objection to the ~liding 
scale is this that it would vary 

Mr. Gandhi.-It must. 
President.-Then, it would mean this that no one would buy those shares 

because the value of the shares will fiuctuate according to the sliding scale. 
Who would invest in an industry like that, the return from which i~ eo 
uncert .. i:; ? . 

Mr. Gandhi.-There are countries which do that: 
Mr. Mathias.-.can you name the countries and the companies? 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes handed in a note on "Restrictions on foreign capital 
and foreigners doing business in various countries". 
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Mr. ),Iathins.~Under Spain; it' is stated that in order that firms may be 
qualified for receiving ~ertain benefits under Spanish Roval Decree they 
must comply with some conditions: May I ask what thos~ "certain' bene. 
fit;;" are P . 

Mr. Gandhi.'--They were not mentioned in the Bom·d of Trade Journal 
from which I copied this. 

'Mr. Mathias.-Presumably they must 'be bounties. 
Mr. Gandhi.-May be. ' 
President.-Where did you get this information from? 
Jir. Gandhi.-I shall send you the sources of information from which I 

have copied all these, later. . 
Mr. ·Mathias.-Take the case of Sweden. You don't say when the legis

lo.tion was brought in. It is rather important to know that. 
Mr. Gandhi.-We have not omitted or added anything. We have simply 

«!pied from the official organ of the Board of Trade published in London. 
Mr. Mathias.-Have you any information as to the dates on which these 

1&'Vs were introduced in those countries P 
Mr. Gandhi.-I have no further information. 
President.-As regards the argument contained in (b) of your note on 

II Restrictions on foreigners," it was fully discussed by the External Capital 
Committee. They came to the conclusion that in the firs1; place it would be 
easy to evade those conditions and that, in the second place, it would so affect 
the value of the shares that capital would not be forthcoming. I have no • 
views on that subject. I am simply trying to point out what has been done 
before. 

Mr. Gandki.-My own views are that these Indian factories are to be 
found all over India and that they are not like. a monopoly or a new industry 
of which people do not know at all. Therefore I do believe that there would 

. Dot be such dearth 'of capit"!l that shares would go down. 

Dr. Matthai.-You think that for the match industry sufficient capital 
would be forthcoming in India. 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. Supposing the match factories in Bombay are not get
ting sufficient amount of capital in Bombay . . . . . 

Dr. Matthai.-Some other provinci:llmarket will come forward. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Burma, Bengal or Madras inay come in. There would no~ 

be any difficulty. 

Dr. Matthai.-:-Tbe aifficulty may arise if the industry is on a very large 
scale and involving a very large amount of capital. In the case of a new 
match company, in the near future, the operations are not likely to be on so 
large a scale as to make it impossible to raise capital in India. Is that your 
pointP 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. It would not be so difficult as, say, in the case of the 
.steel Industry. 

Dr. Mtltthai.-Or like a railway company. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
"Dr. Matthai.-:M:ay 1 raise a small point'P You say that 75 per cent. of 

~no capital should be reserved. Supposing they arranged capital in such a 
way that 75 per cent. of the capital carried with it only 25 per cent. of the 
Toting power, thus retaining the control in their ,own hands. 

lIlr. Gandhi.-As I expect that the future match companies will bring in 
;lividends, the profits should go to the country. 

Dr. Matthai.-I take it that you are not objecting necessarily to foreign 
capital as such because you are getting various advantages by the use of 
to,·eign capita\. What you are objeC'ting ta is not foreign capital but a 

, tOl·eign . monopoly. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Both 
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1),. Matthai.-Even to a foreign concern working in ordinary competi. 
tion with Indian concerns. 

Mr. Gandhi.-l object to big concerns which would eventually be in po. 
se.ssion of the whole market.' 

Dr. Matthai.-Not necessarily in possession of the whole market. 
Mr. Gand.hi.-If a foreign company operates in such a way as to rui~ 

Indian manufacturers, to·that extent I am opposed to foreign capital. 
Mr. Mathias.-Does it not come to this that you are opposed to a trust'? 
Mr. Gandhi.-I am opposed to a trust. 
Mr. Mathias.-What I am not quite cIe'ar about is whether you are opposed 

tn a trust as such or whether you are opposed to foreign capital in competi
tion with Indians here. 

M,.. Gandhi.-I am opposed to trusts of all kinds, because the burden 
would eventually fall on the consumer. As there is no Indian trust in exist
eT.ce and as there is no likelihood of any Indian trust being started, I am 
not referring to that at all. 

Mr. Mathias.-'fhat does not mean that you are opposed to foreign capital 
a~ 8uch. You Me opposed to foreign capital only when it acts as a monopoly. 

Mr. Desai.-I 'am opposed to foreign capital being employed in an indus
try which is protected. 

Dr. Matthai.-We are speaking of the match industry for the time being. 
Supposing you have an industry for the development of which it .is impos
.ible to raise enough money in India, in that case, you would not .rule out 
foreign capital, would you P . 

President.-But by foreign capital you mean entirely alien capital, do you 
not? Supposing a British company came here instead of the Swedish, would 
you object? 

Mr. Gandhi.-Iwould follow the line of argument of the External Capital 
Committee about a certain percentage of· Indian directors and. so on. 

President.;";"'fhat can be complied with,but at the saine time·the capital 
may be still foreign, the control may be foreignl· 

Mr. Gandhi.~Then I would certai~ly ·object. 
President.-How ('an you 'mak~ y~ur objection ~ffective? 
Mr. Gandhi.-'fhe remedy is to be devised.· Illm afraid I can't suggest 

any remedy, but why anticipate the difficulty? 
President.-So far these people have complied with many of the conditioJl& 

laid down by the External Capital Committee, but at the same 'time you say 
the foreign capital is there; it is operating iIi this ,way. . 

. . '. . 

Mr. Gandhi.-To some extent. I have made some recommendations which 
would go a long way towards progress, nevertheless if the recommendations 
fall short of the expectations, I hope the Tariff Board will enquire into the 
matter further and find means to help the industry. 

President.-The Tariff Board li! very glad that you have made these sug
gestions and they would consider all the points. But I am j~st trying, to 
point out to you that the suggestions may be all right, but the thing li! how 
to make it effective. How are we going to do it P . 

Mr. Gandhi.-As a lay man I am afraid I cannot suggest anything. 

President.-Your main contention is this, that some of the' cOnditions 
may be evaded but that it li! not possible for them to evade all of them suc
cessfully. 

Mr. Mathias.-In any case it would give Indians an insight into the indus
try of match making and some of your. conditions would ensure that Indiana 
would be given practical training for higher appointments; to that extent 
you suggest that your recommendations would benefit the country. letha. 
rightP 

Mr. Gandki.-That is 10. 
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Mr. Mathias.-But you would not claim, I gather, that these proposals 
which you have put forward will be necessarily effective in preventing a com
bination and control by foreigners to the detriment of the Indian industry? 

Mr. Gandhi.-To an appreciable extent it would prevent foreign concerns 
coming in the way of Indian industries . 

. Mr. Mathias.-Do· you claim that these conditions are such as could 
not be got round by any enterprising foreign firm. 

Mr .. Gandhi.-Ill human affairs' underhand dealings are not preventible. 
Mr. Mathias.-Quite so. I wanted to ascertain to what extent you think 

your proposals would. be effective. 
1I1r. Gantlhi.-To some extent my proposals go further than the External 

Capital Committee's recommendations. . 

Dr. lIlatthai.-What you suggest is that the existence of a law of this 
kind may not entirely prevent the evil, but minimise it; that is the real posi-
tion, is it not P . 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes, to an appreciable extent. 

Presidcnt.-The thing is that it would be to the adva.ntage of this country 
that whilst it should be able to protect itself .against foreign, monopoly and 
the employment of foreign capital, it should not frighten away all foreign 
capital. 

Mr. Gandhi.-There is already foreign capital in India; it has not been 
frightened. away and I have put my proposals in a way that it will not force 
\hem .to give up their factories. I have put it in quite a compromising way. 

President.-In (c) and (d) also there is this question how to enforce this 
rule about 75 per cent. of' the capital being subscribed by Indians. In (d) 
you say "If possible, every foreigner should be required to obtain permission 
from the local Government, to' join the Board of Directors or the firm of 
Managing Agents, and the local Government before granting such permission 
shall enquire as to whether ·the applicant is directly or indirectly connected 
with any foreign Trust or combine whose activities are in any way prejudicial 
to the interests of the Indian match- industry." You would be throwing on 
the Government on the one hand' very troublesome duties and on the other 
the directors may have to be appointed at once and the business may be seri
ously damaged if there was any delay in the appointment of the Board of 
Directors. 

Mr. Gandhi.-':I don't think a bond /ide concern would take a long time in 
appointing the Board of Directors. It would not be difficult to make enqui
ries about the persons III the l>rovince where .the factories are situated, amI 
it would not necessarily take a long time. 

·Mr. Mathias.-Who is to know that the man making the enquiry does not 
belong to the trust P 

Dr. 1IIatthai.-It is quite easy in our country to raise dummy directors? 
President.-They may have all Indian directors in name but the power 

behind the throne may be entirely foreign. It is very easy to get 5 names. 
fn fact to-day you would find very big names on the board of directors in odd 
places 'who do nothillg at all but simply go and earn their fees, while the real 
directors and managers are entirely different from the actual board of direc
tors. This is quite common, not only in India but everywhere. So that in a 
condition like that it cannot be enforced at all. 

Mr. Gan.dhi.-Do you mean to say it would entail any serious hardships? 
. President.-They will say "We will get five Indians who will constitute 

the board of directors." They attend the meetings and their names will be 
entel'ed in the minutes while at the same time the real directors may b~ 
foreigners who will entirely control the show. If you are to impose a r~tri(l 
tion, it must be such that it cl\n be reasonably enforced at I,\ny r.a1;e. . 

Mr. Oandhi.-I am not in a position to give you e~aCt details.' . 
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. Prerident.-Even to-day take the board of directors in any company in 
London, Calcutta or Bombay. They are directors only in name and you will 
iind the names of some of these men appearing in 30 different companies; 
they attend the meetings, add respectability to the Board: they get thei:" 
fees and there their responsibility ends. 

Mr. Gandhi.-I have made these suggestions and I leave the rest to the 
B"ard. If they can find a better solution, that' will be to the advantage, of 
the industry. " , ' , 

President.-In the next paragraph you suggest a sliding scale. As I have 
pointed out to you earlier it means that the shareholders' list has to be main
tained according to a particular percentage. To-day, for instance,"there is 
40 per cent. of foreign capital, I have taken 100 shares. They will charge 
Ii; tomorrow some other shareholders change their minds and they say "we 
will flell these holdings to foreigners. Then I suffer,; I say I maintain the 
same number of shares, I have not done anything and then I say why should 
I put in my capital in a company like this because I do not know what is 
going to happen. Would not this difficulty arise? 

Mr. Gandhi.-I don't think so, because notwithstanding all precautions 
these changes are likely to happen. 

President.-It would frighten away capital. To-day the percentage of 
foreign capital is 40 per cent. j I don't mind. But some of the shares might 
change hands all of a sudden and then I find that the dividend has been 
reduced by half and I lose the value of the shares. In such a case I will say 
I am not going to invest in a company like 'this, because I do not know how 
my shares will stand. ' 

Mr. Gandhi.-There will be so many less foreign companies. This Jlro
vides against ,the tendency you have mentioned. It would' ultimately oome 
to this that Indians would begin to, reali,..e that it would be safer, to have 
their own companies. 

Mr. Mathias.-May I suggest that it would also apply to an absolutely 
Indian company. I will say 50 per cent. of the shares are held by foreigners 
:at a particular time? ' 

Mr. Gandhi.-If an Indian company behaves in a way which, does not help 
the industry, then it must bear the consequences. 

Mr. Mathias.-My point is this, that in such a case you ~ilI find no. one 
'Will invest in the match making industry at all. 

Mr. Gandhi.-I don't 'think so. There are precedents in other countries, 
ilpecially Japan. ' 

President.-Then there is another objection. You know there are two 
'kinds of limited liability companies, the private company and the public 
company. In the private company, supposing two men form a company, in 
that l"SBe now could' you enforce" any of thes!, restrict!on~? A private com
pany has got many advantages one of them bemg that It can easily evade the 
law and another is that' it enables public companies to be started. As you 
'know they are started as private companies and then they float a public com
'pany. It would be fatal to business if the private companies were subject to 
these restrictions because public companies won't be started then. When 
you talk of a c?Il'pany do yo~ mean a ,public company? 

Mr. Gandhi.-l mean a public company but nevertheless, I never meant 
that private companies should take advantage of that. 

Prfsident.-But they can quite easily. 

3fr. Gandhi.-Then the whole plan will be frustrated. 

Pre"ident.-Take the case of the Swedish Trust. It takes' two other 
'Indians and these three become a private company. There is no sale of 
shares j you don't know what is happening. Their nominal capital may be 
Ro. 100 <?r Rs., 500 but at the same time their real capital may run into crores 
Tn that Clise you !l8t;1not. apply thi~ ~\iding scale so long as there ar!l three 
shares.' , , ' 
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.Yr. Gandhi.-Then I would suggest a sliding scale with sliding sca.le <!n 
profits also, because the nominal capital may be anything but the real capital 
must be big otherwise there would not be big dealings, so I would go so far as 
to supplement my suggestion that there should be a sliding scale with a slid
ing scale on profits also. 

President.-It will happen like this. The income-t8J( authorities do llOt 
know what the profits are because they will say "our capital is Re. 1,00,000 
but we have to employ an expert on Rs. 30,000 a year? No one can Bay they 
should not spend Re. 30,000 on an expert. All the profits will then disappear. 
Yon cannot prevent a company from employing anyone he likes. 

Mr. Ga.ndhi.-I have already stated at the outset that my plan is incom. 
plete, but why anticipate these difficulties?, 

Dr. Matthai.-It would be less objectionable to levy an income-tax in the 
ca·se of both private and public companies, would it not? 

Mr. Gandhi.-I would not object to that. 
Dr. Matthai.-Assuming that other objections do not stand, that would 

be a less unsatisfactory way of doing itP 
President.-As regards foreign individuals and firms, they are open to the 

same objection that we have discussed. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
President.-The last point about Trusts and Combines is an important one. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
President.-You object to any trust whether it is foreign or Indian, is not 

that soP 
Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
President.-And therefore you suggest some anti-trust ·legislation. 
Mr. Gafldhi.-Yes; 
President.-You have \lot told us what form that anti-trust legislation 

should take. 
M·r. Gandhi.-My difficulty was that I couldn't get copies.of the American 

legislaticn. 
President.-Do you think that the American .legislation has been success

ful? 
Mr. Gandhi.-I also know that it has not been successful to a very large 

ext·ent. 
Dr; Matthai.-lt is bardly successful. 
Mr. Gandhi.-That is a matter of opinion. As far as I am concerned I 

have not that up-to-date 'knowledge on which '1. can give any definite opinion 
as to its success or partial success or failure. ' 

P1'esi(lent.-Now take the case of the Swedish Company. This Company 
has already established itself to a certain extent in India. Supposing Gov
erllment said If we must stop this," do you think that Government would be 
justified in adopting that course after the Company has established itself to' 
some extent in the country P Of course if the law says that a certain thing 
has ceased to be lawful, the party h~ to take the consequence, but before the 
law is enacted, Government has got to take into account the fact whether the 
law should be applied with a sort of retrospective effect. The answer may be
that the Company must have known the risk attached to the formation of a 
trust. . 

Mr. Gandhi.-If I go to' America, I have'to obey tho American laws. 
President.-You have got to obey the law of the country, but when: the 

country changes the law tbat country has got to take into account how it is 
going to atlect people who have come into the country already and invested' 
their capital. 

Mr. Oandhi.-Jf it doesn't come into conflict with Indian interests to that 
extent, I would have no objection to Government taking that into account,. 
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but if it comes into C'onftiC't with Indian capital or Indian industry, then I 
don't think it is the duty of Government to consider their nationalities in 
deciding their policy. 

DT. Matthai.-You may go into a country for a lawful purpose, but when 
after. having gone you engage in practices which are unlawful, the country is 
entitled to say "It W8& all right when you first came in, but since then, you 
have been duing things whieh are against public interest." 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. Though I would not think him guilty of doing any
thing ...-rong, yet I would ask him to cease doing in future. 

Pruident.-Have you any evidence as to how these foreign companies art 
.,perating in Burma? 

Mr. Gandhi.-I have na particular knowledge about Burma, but I can 
give you a general idea about the existence of the trust. I can refer you to 
your opening speech. Mr. Troup also in his report has mentioned some
thing about this trust. 

Pre8ident.-It is a very ancient document . 
. Jlr. Gandhi.-The Trust is more ancient than that. 
Dr. Mafthai.-His information is from a German, I understand. 
Mr. Gandhi.-It is from the American ConSul at Kobe. In paragraph 5 

Mr. Troup haa mentioned how the Trust is operating in Japan. 
p,.esident.-I don't express any opinion. I want to know whether you 

ba,·e any. evidence as to how the Trust.has been operating in Burma. 
Mr. Gandhi.-What may be called legal evidence, I have none, but I have 

~ircum\tantial evidence. 
Pruident.-Circumstantial evidence is very often very legal. 
Mr. Gandhi.-This is an extract from the speech of Mr. Ivan Kreuger, 

Managing Director of the Swedish Match Company, at the meeting of the 
sharehold"rs held in London on 15th May, 1925. 

Pre8ident.-Where did you get it from? 
Mr. Gandhi.-From one of the London papers. May I read tl!at? "It 

is easy to understand, however, that if the Swedish match industry is to 
retain its leading position, it cannot rely only on the Swedish factories, and 
for this reason the Swedish Match Company decided a few years ago to go 
in for a programme of taking interest in match factories abroad on a very 
large scale. We have now in operation two newly built factories in India, 
one in Bombay and one in Calcutta, and we are building two new ones, one 
iu Karachi and one in Madras, and we have acquired two established match 
factories in Colombo and Rangoon. It is not our intention to try to mono
polise the Indian match trade, and we have decided to seek the co-operation 
of prominent Indians in our Indian undertakings." . We have also got an 
extract from an article which appeared in the" New Empire.". 

President.-What New Empire is this? 
Mr. Gandhi.-It is a Calcutta evening paper. 
PreMdent.-Js that recent? 
Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
President.-Have you got any more information regarding the ·Swedish 

'1'rust? 
Mr. Gandhi.-This is aD. 
President.-What about the Japanese? Have you got any evidence as 

l"egllrds the operation of the Japanese manufacturers in Burma~ 

Mr. Gandhi.-I have no evidence iA give you, but· I was told when this 
ilUbiect waa discussed that the Japanese exporters invoiced at less price than 
their home price by about a difference of 4, yen and in support of that state
ment, they produced some invoices and some letters, but J have no proof 
with me. 

Pre8id~1/.t.-We r.re t.r;vitle; to obtain this information from the importers. 



Mr. Mathias.-Your objection to the alleged trust in the match manufac
ture I understand extends only in so far as the trust threatens the existence 
of the Indian manufacturers, is that not so? 

Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
Mr. Mat1i.ias.-What I mean is this that in some countries there are seIl

ing arrangements; for instance the various factories in the country may wel1 
retaiR their independence and come to some arrangements by which all their 
I'roducts are pooled and sold. Supposing any such system as that is intro-
duced here, would your objection still hold good? . 

Mr. Gandhi.-I wOilld request the Government's intervention. I WQuld' 
oppose this trust. 

Mr. Mathias.-Then also you would ask for anti-trust legislation:.. 
Mr. Gandhi.-Yes. 
President.-Have you got any other proposals!' 
Mr. Gandhi.-I have several. 
P·resident.-What are they? 
Mr. Gandhi ,-I have to draw your attention to the fact that several prO. 

-incial Governments, Bihar and Orissa, Bengal, Madras and United Provinces 
have taken some steps for the development of the match industry. 

President.-We have written 'to all the local Governments and have receiv
Ad their replies so that ;t is not necessary for you to give evidence on that 
point. 

Dr. Matthai:-What exactly is the kind of information you have!' 
Mr. Gandhi.-Only extracts from the reports of the Departments of Indu&

tries in those provinces. I would like to say in this connection that the Burml'. 
Government has up tilJ now taken no steps in this direction. I would wish 
that all Governments should take some steps. 

President.-Your information about the Government of Burma is not 
accurate. The Government of Burma had not done very much until recently, 
hut they have made considerable progress towards the development of the 
Match Industry. 

Mr. Uandhi.-I am glad they have taken steps, becaUse the BunDa forests. 
at'e very large. 

Dr. Matthai.-What do you wish the Burma Government to do? 
Mr. Gandhi.-I want that royalty should be fixed at a reasonable figure. 

At present it varies from Rs. 4 to Rs. 12-8-0. I would put it at Rs. 6 or so, 
President.-What is tne next thing? 
Mr. Gandhi.:-Transport facilities should he afforded to the' factorie... 

Allother thing I want to draw your attention to is about the railway freight. 
Prcsident.-There is another committee functioning just now as regards 

ra?lway rates and it would be better for you to approach that committee. 
Mr. Uandhi.-We strongly hold that considerations of State revenue

.hould not have precedence over those of the interests of the industry. 
President.-You have mentioned that in your main representation. 
Mr. Gandhi.-The term of the present protection should be fixed for at 

le/l~t '5 years in the' 'first instance. After that period, an enquiry may be
ulldertakeu a!ld the rate of duty may be revised in the light of circumstances 
tilen existing. But protection must continue till the industry is fully deve
ioped and is able to mee' the total requirements of the country. 

Pre.~ident.-That is the policy of the Government. If they want an indo. 
t lY to be protected, they fix a perios'! 
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Indian Matc:h MamiEacturers Association, Bombay. 

Litter dated 29th December 1926. 

. I beg to send you herewith a representation· on behalf of Indian Match. 
Manufacturers Association (Bombay Presidency) for the consideration of 
the Indian Tariff Board. I also enclose herewith six spare copies of the 
same. My association will be glad to depute a representative or representa •. 
tives to tender oral evidence before the Tariff Board whenever the Board de
sires. I shall feel obliged if you will please let me know when the Tariff· 
Board is likely to visit Bombay and to hear evidence. . 

For your information I may state that the list of the Indian Match. 
Manufacturing Companies on whose behalf I am forwarding this representa
tion will be found on page 13 and the vested interest that have he.en· 
created in these concerns are enormous and far more than the vested inter •. 
est of Indians in this industry in any other Presidency. 

I have received a letter from one of the largest Indian Match Manufac
turing Company of Calcutta which I enclose herewith with a request that· 
B note he taken that this company quite agrees with our representation and; 
wishes to be put down as supporting. the same. 

Enclosure I. 

Copy of D. O. letter, dated 28th December 1926, from the Eaavi India Match. 
Manufacturing Company, Calcutta, to Hooseinbhoy ·A. Lalljee, Esq., 
President, Indian Match Manufacturers Association (Bombay Presi. 
dency), Calcutta. . 

We have gone throllgn the representation· to be sent to the Tariff Board, 
nnd quite agree with it. We shall thank you to include our name thereia. 
a~ one of the interested party~ 

Enclosure n. 

From The President, Indian Match Manufacturers Association 
(Bombay Presidency), Bombay, To The. Tariff Board, Calcutta. 

Representation dated e2nd· December 1926. 

With referl.'nce to the Resolution of the Government of Indin, Com
merce Department No. 2M-T. (14). dated the 2nd October 1926, referring to 
the hidian Tariff Board for investigation the question of granting protection 
to the Match Industry in India. I am authorised by my Association to sub
mit on their behalf the following representation for the consideration of 
the Tariff Board. 

The Government of India have' instructed the Tariff Board to examine 
the whole position of the match industry with special reference to three 
points referred to in their said Resolution. The Resolution states that -. 
"The point of inquiry is whether the tnree conditions laid down in par .... 
graph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the 
('I\se of match industry in India and whether the industry should be pro
tl>cted." 

The Indian Fiscal Commiasion laid down the first conditioii to be that 
.. the industry must be one possessing natural advantages such as ali abund
ant supply of raw material, cheap power, a sufficient supply of labour or a • 
large homo market. II 
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The chief raw material in the manufact1lle "I matches is wood which is 
~wailable in abundance in Burm~ as well as in India and if some of the fac
tories have to rely upon imported wood it is because of laCk of proper deve
lopment of forest resources rather than to the absence of suitable wood in 
'8uffici~nt quantities., As for cheap power, the industry has not experienced 
.any difficulty. The. supply of labour required for this industry is more than 
what is required and with India it will never be a question of anxiety. It 
'has for the present to rely, to some extent upon imported skilled technical 
labour but in few years' time this kind of labour will also be available in 

·sufficient number. The third. advantage which India pcesesses naturally il!l 
oln extensive home market at hand. 

The second condition laid down by the Indian Fiscal Co=ission is that 
.. the industry must be one which without the help of protection either is 
Ilot likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop 80 rapidly as is desired 
In the interest of the country." It was in 1922 that when the duty of 

"Re. 1-8 was levied by the Government for revenue purposes, this high rate 
of duty served as a protective measure to the match industry and now it 
promises to develop if there is no unfair foreign competition. 

The third condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission is that .. indus
try must be one which 'will eventually be able to face world competition 

-without protection." My Association confidently believe that the match in· 
dustry if allowed to be developed on the lines suggested in this representa
tion of theirs the industry will in a few years' time be able to face the world 
competition without any protection from the Government. 

The Government of India in their Resolution under reference states in 
.paragraph 2 that .. if the Tariff Board decides that consideration must be 
"paid to the industry brought into existence by the present rate of duty and 
-that the duty should be maintained at the present figure or approximately 
.at the present figure it will further report whether the loss in the customs 
revenue can be made up, in whole or in part by any other appropriate form 

·of taxation on the industry." My Association have fully dealt with all these 
points in detail in this representation which they trust will receive serious 

. consideration at the hands of the Tariff Board. -

When the import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross was levied on matches .some 
m. tch-importers and dealers thought of starting this industry in India. AS 
no European experts could be then had their attention was drawn towards 

.Japanese. The Japanese who had by then realised their position at once 

.agreed to come out to India as Boon as they were invited and thus this 
industry was started il1'.the first instance by the help of the expert Japanese. 

In the beginning the splints and veneers were both imported from Japan 
and the only thing that was done this side of India was preparing the chemi
cal mixture and dipping of the splints and filling and releasing the splints 

-into and from frames and its packing, eto. 
The Indian labour at first was rather nervous in joining match factories . 

. -anJ therefore every inducement was given to them such as payment of daily 
fixed wages no responsibility whatsoever was fixed for the .enormous quantity 

-of wastage which they made owing to the fact that they were quite inexperi-
. enced and further :they were guaranteed continuity of employment for several 
mcnths j these facilities encouraged them-and at present they are pleased to 
-work in match factories. It also took some time for Indian intelligent work
ers to learn the mixing of chemicals and working of splints-frame-machines 
for filling and releasing the same and by now it may be taken that so far this 
aimple splint-frame machinery working is ~0!lcerned the! have acquired a very 
fair knowledge of it but as regards the mixmg of chemicals they have not yet 
become so very expert as the Japanese and it is hoped they will not take long 

-to pick up the knowledge of the same in a short time.. . '. . 
On the Government levying the duty on veneers and splints these factories 

-imported further wood-cutting machinery and started manufacturing splints 
; and veneers from the logs which they began importing. They also began 
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employing a large number of village women for pasting veneers as is done 
in Japan and at present hundreds of village women are doing this work in 
the factory as also at their homes during their leisure hours. A factoQ, 
employs about 6 to 8 hundred persons. 

Thore would have been no need of importing logs, but it is a well-known' 
fact that upto now no suitable wood has been found ,for manufacturing splinta 
in India. Th03 factory owners in their own interests have been doing their 
best to find out wood but upto now they have been' successful in finding, 
out wood suitable for veneers which is about 50 per cent. of thei. 
total requirements. -

It must also be noted that it is very essential that wood for splints ought 
to be as white in colour as the imported ,logs because it is ali established fact 
that if these splints are either dark or coloured the consumers do not' touch 
it. It is this fact that has upto now not made the' old existing pre-war 
match factories a paying concern. The foreign competition is 80 keen that a 
,light difference in quality which apparently signifies inferiority in any way 
is sufficient to stop the sale of Indian produce. Therefore so long as wood of 
the quality for splints is not made available any duty on its import is bound' 
to affect seriously this new promising industry which not only at present 
supplies work for hundreds of poor persons in many villages but promises tG 
lupply work to thousands in every district in India and supplies a most needed 
article of every day use, and being a bare necessity. 

It has been said that Japanese Government has been doing their best to 
see that 'as much less of automatic machinery as is possible be made use of 
80 long as the cost does not go up in any appreciable extent in order that 
employment be made available to people specially to those in the villages and 
we have been following the same principle and which' we trust our Govern
ment will also like to encourage.' 

, We believe that if Gove~ent' make careful research, wood for splints 
would be available in India' and it is for the Government in the interest 
of the industry and the forest revenue to do their best to find out such white 
wood as is required for the manufacture of splints and further, to arrange for 
cheap railway freight as the cost of carriage is the chief factor but 'until 'that 
is done the import of logs must not be handicapped in any way. The Indian 
J"..lanufacturer wants to be independent of foreign' logs and therefore he is very 
anxious that the Government should take up the research work in all serious
ness in the interest of the people as also . for., the purpose of increasing the 
revenue of forest. 

The wood in Northern part of India may'be considered suitable fOT 
matches but the railway freight at the outset· is prohibitive and secondly nO' 
move has been made by Government of this presidency for making any investi
gatioll for'match-wood, as has been done by Bengal Government, who have' 
appointed Mr. Ghose and full report is to hand, and consequently Bengal is 
decidedly in a better position to use indigenous timber of India than. what 
this presidenoy is., 

The match industry in India is in a great danger owing to foreign com· 
petition and the opening of match factories in India by foreigners is like a 
hanging sword on the heads of Indian popUlation in general and the factories 
in particular. . 

There is a powerful syndicate in Europe known as the Svenska Trust main
ly oOBtrolled by Swedish and Americans whose only aim is to control the 
match production of the world and to sell their own made matches at a heavy 
profit where there is no competition. They succeeded in driving outthl? 
Japanese competition in India by dumping sales with the result that they 
were able to starve a large number of Japanese factories and finally taking 
over some of these works and thus eliminating Japanese competition for ever 
from India. 

They have taken over several factories in Japan' the output of which 
amount to about 60 per cent. of ,the total output of Japan a1;ld therefore it is 
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believed that a special bill has been introduced in the Japanese Diet prohibit
ing the 'i~ports of for~ign c~pital fo~ industrial concerns of Japanese origin, 
lest even lU Japa'b this foreign SyndIcate may not capture their whole trade 
and thus ultimately make Japan pay heavy prices and be dependent on foreign 
I)roduce. 

~is Trust has also .started p1;1rchasing factories in India and have 8yste
J.LlatlCally started reducIng the prICes of matches manufactured by their works 
80 t~at the various other works which they have not been able to capture 
'I1P till now may be forced to be closed down or be sold to them. It is note
worthy that they make no secret of this their policy and one and all works 
llave by now dileotJ,y or indirectly being approached by them or their agents 
'lond clearly told that if it is not sold to them they will soon find that they 
'Will have to stoptb,eir works. ,We cannot help saying that we feel that it iI 
"l>nly in India that 110 foreign syndicate can boldly do such things. 

They started a match ,factory at Ambernath near Bombay under the name 
'and style of Messrs. Western-India Match Manufacturing Co., Ld. with no 
'Indian capital; and in September 1924 they first produced the stuff and sold 
it at Rs. 2 per gross. They were since then as has been their policy reducing 
1he prire'3 and at present they are selling at Re. 1-5 and Re. 1-6 per gross in 
the open market while to certain constituents they have been giving private 
rebates IIond the prices at which they are actually being sold to them is about 
Re. 1-4 per gross. Their lIoim is to undersell and thus make all the Indian 
factories lose heavily. They have 110 very large capital and with an object of 
capturing the world's match trade it is no surprise that they are following 
these tactics. It is well-known fact that it is their principle not to sell their 
produce made in India for. any port or town where Swedish foreign matches 
arl' being sold. They only sell and under-sell where Indian manu,iacture is 
finding a market. Attempts have been made to bind over Indian concerns to 
selJ at certain rates and in certain parts only. These facts clearly estahlish 
the case that they are here for the promotion of foreign Swedish match in-
~~ " . , . 

The activities of this Trust are ,veIl and fully defined. in .an lIrticle appear-
.ing ill " Trade Review',i for ,Asia extracts from which are given below: -

'l'RADE.REVIEW FOR ASIA 

-for promoting Asia's industrial development and foreign trade relations. 

THB FOBBIGN DAN.GBB TO bDU'S MATCH lNDusT~Y. 

rhe time is rapidly ..ceasing to be whea India was solely a supplier of raw 
materials to foreign countries and buyer of manufactured articles. The 

-country is being industrialised, and foreign capitalists, whose only ~atherland 
is the land which provides the best opportunities for lucrative investment, are 
not slow in casting their greedy eyes upon the unexplored resources and cheap 
iabour of the Indian continent. The problem has now become extremely 
acute and Indian opinion is rightly concerned about the alarming growth of 
foreign private and joint stock companies which not only cause a large drain 
"f India's wealth in the form of interests and dividends but what is Illore 

. serious tend to transfer the key-industries of India into foreign hands as well 
I\S to ~revent the 'growth or prosperity ·of a number of industries in whicb 
India could be self-depende~t and self-supporting. . 

To this latter category belongs the matoh industry. It was long bel~eved 
,that Indian match industry was doomed to failure for want of sUltab!e 
timbers. But during the last few years it has been clearly proved that thiS 
is a fiction. India is one of the largest markets in the world. for the consump
tion of matches and she is obliged to import enormous quantities from 

,foreign countries. The most important of those is S~eden j ~he imp~t. from 
t.ustralia, Hungary, Japan, Norway, Czecho-Slovakla or, Fmland IS. lllcon
siderable in comparison with. Sweden.. That country ~as, .therefore, ~ very 
~trong interest in preventing the growth of the match mdustry III India, for 



;, would be a severe blow to Sweden's largest export trade if India should 
'1!ucceed in manufacturing matches on a sufficiently large scale to satisfy the 
.demands of the Indian market. . 

The Swedes have, therefore, decided to start their own factories in India 
n' fact that has already aronsed considerable indignation in national Indian 

..:ircles. But the exact manoouvres of Swedes still seem to be not clearly 
nnderstood by the large majority of Indians and it will therefore be very 
inLtructive to them to read the following facts that have been placed at our 
disposal by a German. match expert who has recently returned from Indi$ 
,after many years' stay there who has set np match factories for a num
·ber of Indian capitalists and who is sincerely and enthusiastically interested 
in the development of match industry in India. ~e says: "It is we11-
.known that India is to-day the best customer for Swedish matches. This is 
f;olely due to India being unable to produce her own matches. And this again 
"1!.8 and is still due to lack of enterprise and difficulties in obtaining timbers 

"nitable' for match manufacture. Lately however things have considerably 
improved. SinOf'! over two years the Indian matc4 manufacturers have been 
Jl!'oti!Cted by an import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross of boxes of matches. As 
the rost price of good matches made in India is somewhat below Re. 1-8 per 
gross it is obvious that a good return for the capital outlay is assured and 
"there is no doubt a fair opening for match industry in India. In fact some 
-of the Indian business men are at present very keen on starting match fac
tories in India and lately some well equipped factories have been started. It 
is almost certain that in course of time India will be able to produce her own 
matches and then the import of foreign matches chiefly of Swedish make will 
~top automatically. Sweden or to be quite correct the Swedish American 
match combined is watching this development with keen interest. They 
bave already launched an offensive against t"e Indian Match Industry on a 
large scale. They did this in such a cunning way that most of the .Indians 
'have been taken' unawares. It. is worth' while to go a·little further into fhe, 
I'ractice of the said Combine. Above all one thing is certain jthe real aim 
-of ·the said Match Trust is to· monopolise' the world's match trade; The 
means employed by the Trust to attain this aim are numerous. According to 
-circumstances they employ fair or fonl means. To be just it must be admit
too . that they employ fair means first. If unsuccessful they will use foul 
means unscrupUlously. It is impossible within the available space in this 
paper to depict the various ways and means employed by the Trust. Gener
aU,. the practice employed is as follows: After having undersold the matches 
manufactured in the country for a considerable time (the English call this 
-dumping) they approach the factories with a proposal to buy the whole busi
l1ess. As a rule the price offered is a decent one. Of course the owner will 
lie bound over not to do any more business in matches .. Very often after 
t1nvilig bought the factory it will be closed down. Then of course the .impor~ 
)f matches must ~mmence. again. Quite.a, number of match factories in 
Europe and elsewhere have come under the influence of the Trust and a great 
l1umber .have b6!Eln bought by.the .Truat. 

, What means is the Trust now employing in India? Before it must 'be 
perfectly understood that the Trust is out for killing the existing match 
iootories in India in order to obtain their real aim that is to govern the 
world's match trade. To attain this aim this Trust has started. a factory 
at Ambernath near Bombay and another in Calcutta. Both these factories 
are already working and an extensive underselling of Indian made J;Ilatches 
J,as already begun. In addition factories at ~arachi and Madras· are in 
(:Ollrse of construction. Moreover two existing factories one in Colombo and 
the other in Rangoon have been bought by the Trust. Further some of ~he 
important factories in India have received very favourable offers, fortunate
ly so far without success. 'l'hey have also opened the Match Manufacturing 
Supply Company in Bombay. This Company besides supplying paper and 
chemicals for match manufacture (most .of Swedish make) is acting as agent 
for Messrs.· Garh. Arehm, Stockholm.· The last named .firmis supplying 
match· making machinery but lost its independence some time ago or in other 



words it belongs to Trust. The said supply Company comes as a wolf in 
sheep's Clothin.g to the India:.;t business man. They offer materials cheaper 
than any continental or EnglIsh firm. Indeed this Company undertakes to 
equip factories almo.st for nothing. They offer to take payments after years. 
Why P Any man With a reasonable amount of business brain will feel sure 
that there must be a • fly .in the ointment' somewhere or as the Indians say 
II Kuchh dal men kala kala hai." And so there is. If, for some reason or other 
the payment is not forthcoming after' the agreed' period the Trust will tak~ 
ove~ this factory without much ado and thereby strengthen its position in 
India more and more. Most of the readers of this paper will say there will be 
comparatively few Indians who will go into this trap. Thill is not BO. It 
may be mentioned herll that lately the Government of Bihar and Orissa has 
been trapped in the aforesaid way. There in Patna the Swedish American 
Match Combine is erecting a small demonstration factory on behalf of the 
(~r>vernment. By allowing that the Government of Bihar and Orissa haa 
assibt.ed the Swedish Match Trust and has acted against the interest of the 
country and people. It must be mentioned here however that the Govern
ment did not know at the time that the Match Manufacturing Supply Com
pany and the Swedish American Match Combine are identical. Unfortunate
ly only a few Indians are acquainted with this fact. 

During the last year a few big factories. have been started neal' Bombay 
by enterprising Indians. These factories import suitable wood in logs from 
Siberia. Their matches are finding a ready sale. The Swedish factories in 
Ambernath .and. Calcutta import wood in logs . also. . There is no import duty 
tin wood in logs. Now the Trust is feeling the competition of these factories 
and in order to get rid of them they urged the Government to put a higk 
duty on wood in logs also. They did not do this in a straightforward way but 
got behind some officials and other influential people. Fortunately the Bom
bsy business men are wideawake and the attempt of the Trust failed. If 
they had succeeded. the Indian factories besides the Swedish factory near 
Bombay would have had to' Close down. As the mentioned Indian factoriel 
are considerably larger tha.n the Swedish factory thill would only mean that 
the Trust is getting nearer its real aim that is to govern the world's matcA. 
trade. The last mentioned move of the Trust was a very Clever one and 
quite a number of Indians were unable to see the real object of the Trust. 
rhe Trust is keeping up its propaganda regardless of the expenses. 

It will be of interest to mention a few items about the Trust. The capital 
of the Combine. is ISO ,million Swedish Kronen (about 15 crores Rs.). On 
the board of directors are names like Percy A. Rockfeller, Samuel F. Pryor, 
H. Havenmeyer, John McHugh of the Mechanical-Metal-National Bank, F. 
L. Higginson. of the Banlif Lee Higginson &; Co:, New York. Chairman is 
the Swede, Ivar Kreuger. 

There iii no doubt that, if the Trust is able to monopolise the World'lI 
Match Trade the consumer will have to suffer. Because after attaining their 
aim ,they will fix the price at such a level that they will more than recover 
thei~ former expenditure. Moreover, it ill of no interest to Indians if their 
industries are organised solely, with foreign capital. 

Let us hope that India will be among the countries where the Trust is 
unable to secure a footing. 

Now this same Mr. Kreuger, the director of the Swedish Match Com
pany has been clever enough to publish a review of the World's Match ~n
dustry with the special object of throwing Band into the eyes of the ~ndlan 
people. After showing how Sweden has been able to overcome the difficul
ties caused 'by the War and to compete successfully .in the world's market. he 
BRYS: 

II It· is easy to understand' however that if the Swedish ma~h indus~ry 
is to retain its leadinq; position it cannot rely only on the Swedish factories 
and for this reason the Swedish Match Company decided a few years ago to 
go in for a programme of taking an interest in mateh factories. abroad on a 
very . large . scale. We have now in operation newly built factories in India, 
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one in Bombay and one in Calcutta, and we are building two new ones, one in 
Karachi and one in Madras, and, we have acquired to establish match fac
tories in Colombo anrl Rangoon. It is not our intenti~n to try to monopolise 
ihe Indian match trade and we have decided to seek the co-operation of pro--
minent Indians ,in our Indian undertakings." , 

The facts stated above are almost correct and although it may seem that 
&ome machinery manufacturers of Germany have published these facts in 
order to get machinery orders which by the way may be the object of the writer 
but the facts written about the activities of this Trust and the manner in 
which they have. been carrying on their work in India and the ultimate 
.objective stated therein are so far as the Indian match industry is concerned 
quite clearly stated and therefore we are not repeating again all these facts 
lmd objects but have given a substance of it so far it concerns us for very 
eareful and serious consideration. We wish to add further the following 
facts which will implicitly prove that this Syndicate is so seriously out to 
cr.pture this trade that they are not only going to dump and undersell, but 
they are going to use their financial powers in attempting to capture all the 
manufacturers of chemicals and machinery and thus entirely paralysing the 
match industry in India. 

At present they are controlling important works of Chlorate of Potash 
The Chlorate of Potash industry was with France and now.in post-war times 
it has also been established in Germany. There is a Syndicate formed by. 
wbich all the French and German manufacturers have joined hands for sell
ing purpose and according to our report this syndicate is controlling the sale 
of Chlorate of Potash. 

Another important ingredient for manufacturing matches is Amorphous 
Phosphorus which has practically the only use in matches. This article 
is also in a trust and it is said that the Svenska Trust are controlling the 
same. All the important manufacturers such as Messrs. Albright and Wil
sons of England are in the trust and there is only one factory which is out 
of trust. This factory has been likewise asked to join the trust but since it 
has running orders trom India it has not joined the trust as yet. ' This being 
the case the different factories in India are approached by the Svenska Trust 
and inducements have been put forth in their way to give 'a running business 
to their own concern the Messrs. Match Manufacturing Supply Co., Ld., so 
that the factory which is not now in the syndicate may be starved out and be 
forced thereby to join the trust. 

Thus their motive is clear; they may supply for the time being different 
works with the stuff of Amorphous Phosphorus and after taking over the 
only factory which is out of the Syndicate they may as well starve the local 
<Indian) factories and as this article has' practically the only use in matches 
the factories have either to olose'down or join the trust on their own terms 
and dictation.. . 

It will be interesting at this stage to recall as to how this Trust forced 
the Japan Match and Chemical Factories to join it. Some, time _ back a 
representative of the Diamond Match Co. of America which is oontrolled by 
a certain financial magnet went to Japan and carried on discussion with 
Japan Match Manufacturers to join the Syndicate. The Japanese works 
wanted to have their own terms of business because the factories had enough 
ilrciers from India then and the negotiations did not result. into· any success. 
This Diamond Match Co. of America are joined in Swedish concern and have 
formed into Svenska Trust. ' 

Since the Japanese works did not join the Trust therefore the root of 
1;heir orders which was India was caught and as Indian business was only 
ilone on indents they began J>ringing consignments on their own account. 
and began dumping sales with the direct result that by underselling Japanpse 
works which began to starve owing to demand falling off from the Indian 
market with the ultimate result that some of them had to join the 'frUllt. 
'l'o-day three important companies of, Messrs. Nippon Matc~ .Co.", Inoaye 
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Matrh Co. ~nd the Kobayashi Match Co. are gone into the Trust. Thus theiI 
aim was to starve'the works and backed by huge finance and heavy financia! 
resources they are practically in a position to command. 

'There was one Amorphous Phosphorus Factory in Japan which they have 
bought over and at the outset they stopped exports to India and sold only 
to the match manufacturer in Japan. But Japanese factories soon found 
out that their ultimate objective was to starve their works without this 
imporant chemical and that is why they started another factory with Mr 
Takigawa at the head and have started making their own Phosphorus and 
consequently the Trust could not succeed in taking up the other factory and 
starve the remainder of the factories. It is also interesting to re-call the 
further activities of this Trust as are now carried on in Europe and .they are 
as under:-

The Trust is now. arranging to take over the match monopoly supply of 
French Goyermnent as per article appearing in August 1926 issue of European 
Finane" page 187 extract of which is as under and which we submit requires a 
very careful and serious consideration as to how powerful the syndicatp is and. 
for what they are clearly out. 

EUROPEAN FINANCE 

London, August 25, 1926. Page 187. 

The Swedish Match Trust has put proposals before the French GoverIl
ment for taking over of the French Match monopoly. The French Govern
ment is stated to look favourahly upon this offer, inasmuch as the Swedish 
Match Trust is willing to pay a lump sum down in respect of the concession. 
immediately upon signing the agreement instead of making of annual pay
ments. .The Swedish Match .Trust is also endeavouring to ohtain the match 
ruonopolyin Czecho-Slovakia. The Trust was founded by Mr. Ivar Kreuger, 
who succeeded .at the end of the late war in uniting all the Swedish Match 
.Factories in one combine; Endeavours were then made to enlarge the scope
of the combine by converting into an international Trust, and the necessary
chpital for this purpose was obtained from American financiers. In 1923 th& 
Bister undertaking of the Svenska Tandsticks A. B. (Swedish Match Co.), the
International Match Corporation was established and soon became the focus of 
the world's Match business. At present it is not so much the quality of th& 
matches produced by the Trust as the enormous capital it commands that give
it Ii. leading position amongst the world's most important underlali:ings. It is· 
estimated that the capital of the Trust amounts to about Kr. BOO,OOO,ooo~ 
Armed with powerful weapon conferred by its huge capital the combine has 
succeeded in securing control over half the total match production of the' 
world. In its annual report the Trust stated that the undertaking possesses 
some 150 factories the estimated value of which is about Kr. 270,000,000. In: 
these factories over 50,000 hands are employed. 

Their next move is to take up Messrs. Plama United Match Manufacturing 
Co., Ld. of Csecho-Slovakia known as Solo and Heli~ Works. and also. 
Nitedale Works of Norway and they have therefore tied down Important . 

. dealers who are s~ling their Own goods prohibiting them from importing. 
matches of these factories and the direct result is that Messrs. Nitedals have
now joined the Trust and it will not be a wonder if Messrs. Plama United also. 
jc.in them hereafter. 

Further they have been l'egotiating with the Russian Government for & 

monopoly for taking over the timber for Japan and India and haye actuall~ 
made offer but they have not BUccl"eded so far. 

Endeavours have also been made according to our report to monopolise. 
frame sticks and other articles from Japan as. well. 

It is ·therefore the only aim of this concern of the Trust is to see that 
no other factorie. e&n' exist outside the Trust and witll this motive in. view 
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they are working. We therefore specially require protection against this 
foreign Trust of such a nature. 

This Svenska Trust is also controlling various manufactures of match 
.machines and have captured some Swedish and German Works and further 
.according to our report other important German Works have also been cap-
10ured by them. 

This Svenska Trust. have started a couple of factories for mallUfacturing 
matches in other parts of India like Bombay and have also bought one existing 
factory in Rangoon which are worked entirely by automatic machinery and 
110 Indian capital is invested therein nor do the Indian labourers get enough 
-employment up till now in them and it is their objection to reduce as much 
(ndian labour as possible; while on the other hand the Indian Match Fac
,tories are utilising as much manual labour as possible thereby giving employ
ment to several thousands Indian labourers although by doing so their cost of 
production comes to about 4annas more gro.~s and they have to sell at cheaper 
rates than those of the Syndicate because .the finish of their produce is !lot 
.xactly like that of the machine-made goods thus the Indian factories are fur • 
. ther handicapped in. this respect as well. 

Indian factories therefore should be given adequate protection against the 
foreign Syndicate which employs a limited number of labourers and in which 
'hardly any Indian or even a Britisher is employed on a responsible post. . 

From the table of prices herein anneX:ed it can be . seen as to how this 
Syndicate has been systematically reducing the prices to achieve their object 
and thereby forcing the Indian factories to lower their prices of their own 
production. 

At present by reduction in the rates this important industry in its very 
infancy has come into a perilous condition and is threatened with total extinc
tion in a very short time to the great detriment of the people of this country 
t;pecially the village workers and we hope that it will not go down in history 
that a national industry of a necessity of life' which came into exiqtence was 
nipped in bud by foreigners and that Government were not able to. protect it. 

Match Chemicals.-Indian factories have to depend for· the following 
ingredients .!lnd chemicals for their requi~ements. 

They are a& under:-
FBOM EUROPB 

Chlorate .of Potas11:. 
Amorphous Phosphorus. 
Sesqui Sulphide Phosphorus. 
Glue. 
Paper. 
Zinc Sheets. 
Aspen Timher. 
Other Chemicals. 

FROl( J &P.L .. 

Russian Timber. 
Glue. 
Some Chemicals. 

India at present provides all the labour required and a good deal of wood. 
Sr.e is dependent on foreign countries for articles stated above which' she 
has to import by paying a duty of 15 per cent. and the machinery and the 
other parts thereof are also imported on which. also a duty hal! to be paid. 

As already pointed out this industry requires at present some foreign 
ingredients and principally articles like Amorphous Phosphorus Chlorate of 
1'0tash and Zinc sheets. These have practically the only use i~ a manufac
ture of matches and factories which produce these chemicals and which are 
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outside the Trust are attempted to be starved into submission or are required 
to sell '~heir produce to the Syndicate only, or if they wish to exist they 
must join the Trust. The main object of the Trust is: to under..quote and 
.under-sell even .these articles in India with the ultimate result that they alone 
having. a world-wide organisation can maintain and have free field since in 
case they undergo any loss in India the same is recouped in different parts· 
of the world and thus ultimately they alone can .remain in the field as ma~h· 
Inanufactur~s. matches machinery. makers, proprietor of works producing 
(·hemicals .essentially,.required for match manufacture. 
. .Duty.-Government have stated that the duty they have levied was 
I'ur~ly from a. financial point of view and when the expected duty is not 
reahsed they have put forth the matter: in the hands of the Tariff Board, 
but they have not considered the, point that although the duty apparent
ly has decreased in reality the Government is not a great loser by having 
brought in a much needed industry into existence and further some of the 
foreign materials which are used. in tbe manufacture of matches Buch as:-'
Chlorate of Potash, Amorphous Phosphorus, other chemicals, Glue, Timber, 
Paper, and Zinc sheets, being not made in India and also the machinery 
l1se~ for match making and the parts thereof, these are all imported from 
abroad and custom duty is paid on the same at 15 per cent., even starch 
which is required for pasting the match boxes is made from Dutch farina 
which is imported by some factories from Holland and there are so many 
items that taking collectively on these materials Government can barely be con
-sidered as a loser since it is dead certain that all these articles were never 
imported before in such big lots and their imports have increased because of 
the opening of these match factories in India. 

Secondly the income tax and other incidental taxes which Government 
will be getting from the factory owners and their employees can be attributed 
to only the fact that these match factories have been started in India. 

Thirdly if Government is losing he~vily on duty it is because of ilie tran
shipment of matches to native ports in India and specially the Native Sta.tes 
smce the duty charged by the Native States is not paid to the British Gov
ernment directly. 

Fourthly at present hardly one-third of the total consumption of matches 
in India is manufactured in India and the duty on the chemicals and raw 
materials required for the produce of this quantity is paid to Government. 
rhereofre if the Government revenue has gone down a great deal it is I'TO
bably due to the fact that a large portion of the remaining two-thh'd con
sumption which is as a matter of fact imported into India finds its way into
India without paying th", duty at Rs. 1-8 per gross and therefore we believe 
that it is in this direction that the Government should cause an inquiry to be 
made if there is a great deficit in revenue. 

Transhipment.-The duty which the Government is losing is on consign
ments which are transhipped from Bombay, Karachi, and other ports. 

One of the reasons for a deficit in the customs duty can be attributed to 
the cause of transhipment which has been according to our info~ation s~:ne
what abused. It is said that from the year 1922 to 1924 the varlOUS conslgn
ments of matches .have been transhipped from Colombo to Cutch and other 
states where only 7i per cent., duty is charged and fr<?m there the goods were 
g.,ing 'Vid, inland to various railway stations of Kat~lawad and to the whole 
of Kathiawad, Guiarath and as far as Berar but thlS has been stopped to a 
grea~ extent recently, . 

It is also said that for Jamnagar and specia.lly for Bedi Bunder the goods 
it' a"large quantity are going transhipped from. Bo:nbay, Karachi, anel 
Colombo which can be ascertained from the figuresmquued at proper SOUl"fleS 

where apparently the duty at Re. 1-8 per gross is charged but it is doubted 
by some whether it is in reality a fact . 

. J~ thll same way there is a. por~ Navlakhia i~ Morvi Sta~ .wher:e UCt 
large, consignments of goods are gomg for .transhlpment and It lS sald and 
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b.!lieved that matters are also managed there in the same way as, they are 
at Bedi Bunder. 

This doubt commands more serious thought and consideration from the 
further facts that the. goods which are bought from Bombay dealers for 

. tran~hipment to. these places .are purchased at about Re. O-l5-0'per gross 
and It costs annas 8 more per gross including the reasonable profit of anna' 1 
pE'r gross and if the duty of Re. 1-8 is added it will actually cost at Re. 2-10 
per gross whereas the goods are being sold at price of Re. 2 to Re. 2-1 per 
~'Toss throughout the whole of Kathiawadand Gujarath; the matches made in 
Sweden and .Czecho-Slovakia are supplied to these parts; 'Via Bedi Bunder. 

Even at important places like Ahmedabad and Bhawnagar the goods from 
. Dedi Bunder are BOld and are said to be saleable at favourable prices than 
those Bent from Bombay; Bhawnagar State has also the same transhipment 
rights but the goods are not imported there because it is said full· duty is 
charged there. 

There is one port known as Bangrole in .Kathiawad where also the goods 
from Sweden sent on transhipment are welcomed while the goods of foreign 
origin on which the actual duty has been paid in British India or the goods 
made in British India are subject to a duty of 50 per cent. so that the buyers 
have to perforce purchase transhipped matches of foreign make. 

At Verawal a similar state of things exists but there the duty varies 
trom 85 to 50 per cent. levied specially on matches sent from Bombay duty 
paid or if they are Indian made. 

At Porbunder the duty on Indian matches or on matches on which the 
~ dnty has been paid in Bombay, the duty charged is annas 12 per gross, in 
other words the merchants are forced to bring the transhipped matches in 
this port also. . 

At Jamnagar (Bedi Bunder) and Navlakhia (Morn State) Swedish and 
other foreign matches are sold at only couple of annas higher than the Indian 
made matches and consequently Indian made matches cannot be sold in these 
I,laces. 

If foreign matches. for which the duty has been paid in Native States are 
1J0t subject to any duty in British India while the goods manufactured in 
British India or foreign goods for which the duty has been paid in.' Bombay 
mritish India) is subject' to heavy surtax and ~uty as stated above. It 
is quite clear therefore that while on the one hand Government will be los
ing duty, the Indian industry on. the other hand will also be handicapped with 
surtax and duty and the foreign goods will, be more and mllre imported 
were. 

From the above stated various points it could be seen that the foreign 
matches which are coming ~n large quantities give no duty to British Gov
lOrnment and this may be attributed to the abuse of transhipment rights 
lIlily and the remedy is' that the transhipment of the goods should 'only be 
allowed in such quantities as are actually required for the actual consumption 
ot the States where it is transhipped. 

It is also said that Jamnagar State lias made an annual contract of 
3,000 cases of Swedish matches to be brought by transhipment from (Jolombo 
if so then the Government cannot get duty thereof. nor couldther. have any 
knowledge of it. . .. 

All the above facts about native ports and .. Native States are stated 
from reports which the merchants have been circulating but it is for the Gov
ernment to make due inquiries and find out how much truth there is in any 
of these statements. If an inquiry is made as to' what is the reat consump
~jon of the different Native States and what have been their imports ,directly 
or indirectly, we believe the true facts will be out and the Government can 
then do what they may deem necessary to protect the losses in duty if there 
is a loss to them on comparison that still only one-third of the total consump-
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tion of India is produced in the country while two-third is being importect 
from foreign country. 

From what has been stated above it will convince the Tariff Board that 
the m!'tch indust~ fulfils all the conditions laid down by the Indian Fiscal' 
~oOrm;nlssl?n .and IS therefore fully entitled to be protected. With this end 
In view It IS strongly urged that· the following steps should be taken to· 

. allow the new industry to be developed along. right lines: _ . 

1. That the present import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross should be declared, 
as protective duty and should be maintained at the same rate 11.11 

ibil; industry if allowed to be developed on right lines will soon 
he in. a position to get over technical difficulties aud as the· 
industry provides employment to thousands of labourers. 

2. That special protection should be given against the foreign com· 
petition of the Syndicate which is not a bon4 fide concern and 
whose activities should not be allowed to be successful. It is· 
therefore suggested that a discriminating excise duty on the 
product of the factories financed wholly or mainly by foreign 
capital should be levied but under no circumstances any burden 
should be imposed on the factories run purely by Indian capital: 
and Indian enterprise. . 

3. That proper control should be exercised on the imports of foreign 
matches into Native States by transhipment methods which are· 
likely to be resulted into a deficit in the custom duties by the· 
transhipment right being abused. 

4. That Landicaps in the shape of extraordinary duties levied' by' 
Native States upon matches manufactured in British India 
should be removed. 

5. That suitable wood which we believe exists in abundance in Indian 
forests and which is the chief raw material in the 'manufactures
of matches must be made available to the match 'lnanufacturers 
by the Government taking up the research work in all serious
ness and by affording every facility for its transport by cheap 
railway and steamer freight. 

6. That in course' of time if proper encouragement is given by the· 
Government, ·it is believed that even the chemicals' 'and paper 
required "in the manufacture of matches will be available in' 
India and the match industry will be in a position to cope with
the full demand of the country in a few years' time so it should: 
be allowed to be developed on right lines, and the industry be
treated as a National Industry as it supplies an every day'a. 
necessity of life. 

The List of Indian' Match Manufacturing Factories in Bombay Presi-
dency:-

1. Andhery' Match Factory. 
2. Santa Cruz Match Works 
3. Bombay Match Works. 
4. Swadeshi Match Factory. 
5. National Match Works. 
6. Asada Matches Factory. 
7. Borivli Match Works. 
8. Titwalla Match Factory. 
9. Deccan Match Factory. 

10. Belgaum Match Factory. 
11. Husein Match Factory. 
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12. Sultan Match Factory. 
13. Guzerat Islam, Match' FactorY. 
N. Thana Match Factory. 

Rates at which factories sold their stuff to wholesale dealers in Bombay:

Per groas: 

NOVEMBER 1923. 
Indian made matches at . Rs.2-1-O. 

APRIL 1924. 
Santa Cruz, Andhery & Ors. Re. 1-11-6 to Re. 1-12-0. 

NOVEMBER 1924. 
Swedish Syndicate (Western 

India); Re. 2. 
Indian • Re. 1-11-6 to Re. H2-0. 

MAY 1925. 
Swedish Syndicate (Western 

India). 
Indian . 

August 1925. 

Re. 1-14-0. 
Re. 1-11-6 to Re. 1-12-0. 

Swedish Syndicate (Westel"T, Re. 1-13-0. 
India). 

Indian 0.. Re. ,1-11-6 to Re. 1-12-0: 

OCTOBER 1925. 
Swedish Syndicate (Weste~n Re. 1-13:0. 

India).' . 
Indian Re. 1-11-6 to Re. 1-12-0. 

APRIL 1926. 
Swedish Syndicate (Western Re. 1~10-6. 

India). 
Indian Re. 1-8-6. to !te. 1-9-0. 

AUGUST 1926. 
Swedish Syndicate' (Western Re. 1-8-0. 

India). 
Indian 

NOVEMBER 1926. 
Swedish Syndicate (Wenern 

India). 
Inducement and rebates given 

by Swedish Syndicate. 

Re. 1-5-6 to Re. 1-6-0. 

Re.l-6-6. 

Lot of 25 cases Re. 1-6-0. 
" 50." Re. 1-5-6. 
" 100" Re. 1-6-0. 

Indian • Re. 1-2-0 to Re. 1-5-0. 
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INDIAN MATCH MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY. 

·Oral Evidence of Messrs. R. M. FATEH ALLY, H. S. MUHAMMAD 
and MULHERKAR recorded at Bombay on Wednesday, the 

7th December, 1927. 

In t'l'od'UCtory. 

President.--Gentiemen, you are all appearing for the Indian Match 
Manufacturers' Association, Bombay Presidency i' 

Mr. Ilateh Ally.---,.Yes. 
President.-Mr. Fateh Ally, you are'interested directly in the'manufacture

-of matches. 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Muhammad, you are also interested in the manufacture 

,of matches, are you not? -
Mr. Muhammad.-Yes. 
President.-You are also an importer. 
Mr. Muhammad.-I was. 
President.-You don't import any more. 
Mr. Muhantmad.-There are no imports now. 
DT. Matthai.":"'You are also interested as a dealer, are you not? 
Mr. Muhammad.-My other partners Messrs. Abdulali Ebrahim are inter. 

·ested as dealers. 
Pre.,ident.-And you Mr. Mulherkar? 
Mr. Mulhllrkar.-I am the Secretary of the Association., 
Prllsidllnt.-Who is the President? 
Mr. Mulherkar.-Mr. Hooseinbhoy A. Laljee. 
P'·llsident.-1 suppose he is coming to give evidence on behalf of some 

'Clther Association. 
Mr. Mulherkar.-Yes, on behalf of the Indian Merchants' Chamber. 
President.-It is rather unfortunate that the same witnesses should come 

forward in different capacities.. , ' 
Mr. Fateh Ally.~The Match Manufacturers' Association being composed 

-of manufacturers can only represent people who have already been here. 
President.-It 'is odd that same witnesses should represent two or three 

different bodies. 
Dr. Matthai.-Mr. Mulherkar, you are not interested as a manufacturer. 
Mr. Mulherkar.-'-No, I am merely a servant of the Association. 
President.-Are you in any way connected with the Match Manufacturers' 

Association, Calcutta I' 
Mr. Mulherkar.-Not at all. That is a provincial body as far as Bengal 

is concerned and ours is also a. provincial body for the Bombay Presidency. 
President.-When was this Association startedI' 
Mr. Mulherkar.-b. September, 1926. 
Presidell.t:-Is it a registered body!' 
Mr. Mulherkar.-No, it is not. 

Object of the As,~ociation. 
President.-What are its functions? What are its principal objects!' 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-The objects are to defend the interests of the match 

-manufacturers. This Association first came into being when the duty was 
levied on splints and boltl's. 
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Prelident.-I think you sent some telegram or something to the Govern
ment of India about the levying of duty on splints and boxes? 

Mr. Fatek AlllI.-At that time there was no Association. It was only
after that the Association, came into being.: The telegram referred to by you 
was sent by us in connection with the Bombay Match Works and one oth\lf 
concern.. Then, the.9ther people who were not so well stocked, with splints. 
and veneen kicked up a row and said that it was not really neceasary to hav&' 
this duty. And then we formed this Association. . . 

Preaident.-Besides defending itself against Government measures or any' 
other action, does it do anything to organise the business such as the regulation 
of output, the regulation of prices or anything like that? . 

Mr: Fateh AUy.-Attempts were made but they came ,to nothing. 
President.-·What sort of attempts were made? 
Mr. Fatek AZly.-Attempts were made, to have a fixed seIiing price for the 

first quality; a fixed selling price for the second quality and so on; and then 
the industry being in itself nascent and at that time there being avery large· 
profit in the sale of matches, it was thought that this might be left to adjust 
itself. ' 

Pre,.ident.-Have these factors adjusted themselves now? 
Mr. Fatek Ally.-Now I think we have come to a situation in which there· 

is no room for further price cutting. ' 
President.-Has not the time come for stabillsingpricecP 
Mr. Patek Ally.-I say that prices are now at a level which will be main

tained, unless somebody starts a price war,' unless the Ambarnath people go· 
into the market and start selling, say, at 14 or 12 annas. " 

Dr. Matthai.-Does your Association include all the manufacturers eX~'Ilpt 
Ambarnath in the Bombay Presidency? 

Mr. M1l1kerkar.-Yes. 
Pre,ident,.-Did you ask Ambarnath to join P 
Mr. 'Fatek A!lll.-We did not. Ours is an Association Df Indian Match· 

Manufacturers. 
Mr; Mathias.-Js the Gujarat Islam Match Manufacturing Company it 

member of your Association P 
Mr. Mlllkerkar.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-When you. generally make a, r~presentation relating to any 

Governmment measures, do you try to get the support of the Indian Match 
Manufacturers' Association in Calcutta? Generally is there ,any consult.. 
ation between the two Associations?' , 

Mr. Mulkerkar.-There was consultation only wOOu the resolution of ·the· 
Government of India in the Commerce Department regarding the app,ointment 
of the Tariff Board was annou.ced and not befpre'that. ' ',' 

Dr. lII~t·thai.-Do you mean regarding this partiCUlar reference? 

Mr. Mulherkar,-,.Yes. 
Dr. Matthai:-I find in your representation here you include a letter 

from the Esavi India Match Manufacturing Company which seems to indicate 
that as far as this representation is concerned you have got the support only of 
one factory in Calcutta. You have not got the support of the whole association 
in Calcutta, have you? 

Mr. M'ulherkar.-We only approached them when there was a conference of 
all the match manufacturers Qf India held at Calcutta in 1926. 

, Dr. Matthai.-Do you mean in connection with the indusiriai congress? 

Mr. Mulherkar.-Before that there was a conference'held by the Bengal' 
Match Manufacturers' Association. At that conference, the Association's re
presentative waH present and there was some conc~rted action settled upon. 
Before that we did not have any. mutual consultation. 
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Mr. Mathias;-On page 13 of your representation you give a list of Indian 
lnatch manufacturing factories in the Bombay Presidency. Are these all mem
bel'll of your association P 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-The Asada Matches Factory has I think been removed to 
Verawal. ' . 

Mr. Mulherkar.-The Deccan Match Factory is in voluntary liquidation. 
Mr. Mathias.-The Borivli Match Factory i.q financed by Japanese capital, 

is it not? 
Mr. Fatek Ally,-When this company was started; at least half the capital 

was Indian. Since then, there was some disagreement between the Japanese 
and the Indian capital. ' 

Mr. Mathias.-Is that factory still a member of your'Association? 
Mr. l!'ateh Ally.-Yes. It has paid the subscription for the whole year. 

The Japanese partner in that factory is simply a working partner. He came 
with the machinery to teach the Indian workmen. 

Mr. Mathilu.-And the Titvala Match Company is also partly financed by 
Japanese capital? 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-That is financed by Indian capital. 
Mr. Mathiaa.-If you have the Borivli Match Works which is of foreign 

origin as a member, is there any particular reason why the Western India 
Match Company was not asked to join? . 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-The only reason was that we never for a minute contem
plated that they would accept, for their object was from the start to get us 
out of the business. ' , 

President.-It is a well known thing about the Swedish Match Company 
that if possible they always tried to conciliate the local industries. ' 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-They say" give us 51 per cent. interest in your business; 
if you don't agree, all right, we will see that you get out of it ". 

President.-They can obtain 51 per cent. interest without necessarily having 
51 per cent. control in each factory. Whal. they aim at is 51 per cent. 
Supposing there are 14 factories here, they may buyout 7 and ,leave the re
maining seven alone. These seven factories pl'us their own may give them 51 
per cent. interest in the industry as a whole. That is the way they work and 
not 51 per cent. interest in all the factories. 

Mr. 'I'ateh Ally.-That would not help them as far as our factory is con
Cerned. Their idea, was to get control, so that they may be able to regulate 
prices afterwards. ' 
, President.-They ~an r~gulate prices by having say a dominant interest 
in the whole industry as such and not necessarily in every unit. There is a 
distinction as you can see. That is how they operate in other countries. 

Mr. Fateh Allll.-Tli.e cOD-versation with Mr. Bierman having taken place 
before the formation of the Association, we never thought of asking them to 
join us. We thought that they would be hostile to us. 

President.-They may simply buyout SOllle of the factories and then join 
the remaining Indian manufacturers and in that way they may obtain a con
trolling interest' in the whole industry. You never came to that stage of 
negotiation with them. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-No. 
President.-There are some factories in the list of your members of which 

",e know nothing. For instance, take the case of the Deccan Match Work~. 
Mr. Mulherkar.-It is in voluntary liquidation. 
President.-Where is it? 
Mr. MuZherkar.-It is in the Sholapur District. 
President.-It is a small factory. 
Mr. Mulherkar.-Yes. 
President.-What about the Belgaum Match factoryP 
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Mr. Mulherkar.-The proprietor of that factory died a year ago. 
Preaident.-Does it do any business? 
Mr. Mulherkar.-No, the factory is not working.- It is a small factory, 

the output being 60 gross a ~ay, I believe. 
Prelident.-That is not much of a factory. 
Mr. Mulherkar.-Exactly • 
.Dr. Matthai.-When it was working, was everything done by hand? 
,Mr. Mulherkar.-I have no information. 
President.-Where is the Hussein Match Factory? 
Mr. Mulherkar.-That is in Surat. ' 
Prelident.-The Sultan Match Factory is I think in Ahmedabad. 
Mr. Mulherkar.-Yes. 
Prelident.-They had no timber when we went to see it. That also is not, 

a very important factory. So that what remains is really those 7 factories 
here and the Gujarat Islam Match Manufacturing Company in Ahmedabad' 
.and Arubarnath. -

Mr. lI[uhammad.-There is one factory at Umreth. 
President.-We have not heard anything fromthat. 
Mr. Muhammad.-It has only been recently started: 
Dr. Matthai .-Are they turning out matches P 
Mr. Mulul1nmad.-Yes, about 5 to 7 cases a day-half size. It is in Kathia-

war, near JI .. medabnd. 
Dr. MaiIJ'a-i.-Is Umr"th in British territory? 
Mr. MuitlI/Jllllad.-Yes. Messrs. AbdulaIi Ebrahim are their agents. 
President.-Are there any factories that you know of who have not joined 

your Association on the Bombay side? 
Mr. Mulherkar.-,-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Practically -all the factories which are members of your 

association are private firms, aren't they? 
Mr. Muhammad.-With the exception of the Gujarat Islam Match Yimu. 

facturing Company, all others are private companies. 
President.-We have recently issued' a circular to all Chambers of Com~ 

merce, Indian and European, on those points which you have heard before. 
Mr. Fateh A!ly.-In this particular case we have to voice the opinion of 

the Association. We intend therefore ,tQ confer amongst ourselves and s£Dd 
you a reply. 

Mr. Muhammad.-We have had no time to consider the circular. 
President.-When do YQ" expect to give us a considered reply? 
Mr. Fate1/, Ally.-It is not a question of individual opinion. We have to 

meet first. . As soon as we come to a decision we will write to you. 
President.-The trouble about the written statements is that very often the 

points are not clear. When do you think you will be ready with your viewsP 
Mr. Fatek Ally.-Before Monday. If you could give us a time on Monday, 

it would suit us. . 
President.-J think that we could give you the afternoon on Monday. 
Mr. Fatek Ally.-Yes. 

Warnillg against speculation .. 

President.-J would like you also to consider ODe point which has arisen. 
As you will see from that circul~r !e have ~xpressed no opinion on t~ose 
points, and whatever we have saId m t~at CIrcular m.ust .be take~ as IPus
trative. As . you know, the Bombay busmess commumty IS sometIm~ In • 
peculiar mood. It is apt to speculate on the kind of prc;>posal that mI~t be 
made by U8 and ()"casionally we hear reports that there IS a chance of either. 

IV Q 
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the manufacturers or. the dealers speculat\.ng owing to the fact that t:hey 
might think that some excise duty or some other tax might be levied which 
might make it remunerative for them to withhold goods from the market-
in ·a •• , hoard the goods. It is for them to consider whether there is not 
some risk involved in a thing like that because after all we mayor may not 
make any proposals. If we found that there was some truth in this that people 
were speculating on the chance of our making certain proposals and for that 
reason ,war~housing matches ,and so on, it .would 'l1ot be impos81ble for Govern
ment 'to take steps to protect itself and the consumer i by taking such action 
as might be necessary. . 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-Ithiilk that the besl safeguard, ~gainst a thing of that 
kind is a statement from the Tariff Boa1"d that any proposal regarding excise 
would apply to goods already in the warehouses. 

President.-We cannot make any statement, and it is not our practice to 
make any statement. J think that it would be to the interests of the manufac
turers to understand .the .position. 

Mr. Fatek AlZy.-1f the speculator thinks that he is going to benefit by 
hoarding, nothing will prevent him unless it is a statement from the Tariff 
Board that goods in stock on .and from such and such a date will have to pay 
the excise, in case excise is decided upon. 

President.-There is. one scheme there-I am just trying to point out-
and it is important that the manufacturer should understand. this point. 
Take the scheme which contemplates a Government monopoly or other mono
poly. If the Government find that they cannot collect sufficient excise duty 
because people have hoarded matches, Government can regulate the price by 
controlling the import .of matches and prevent a rise in the price of Indian 
matches by allowing more imports to take place. 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-They cannot reduce the duty on that. 
President.-Government might in order to regulate the price. If the 

Government find that it is deprived of its revenue by an illegitimate method, 
Government may just as well protect itself by sa.ying all right, if you think 
you are going to get Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 a gross because there is an excise duty, we 
will so regulate the imports that. the price cannot rise; in that case, people 
will be hard hit and they will have to thank themselves if Government adopt 
that procedure. I don't say that Government will do it llUt I am only saying 
that GOvernment can protect itself and the consumer against this sort of specu-
ration. . 

. Mr. Mukammad.-So far as my knowledge goes, big factories are anxious 
to sell off their output and are not in favour of hoarding. 

President.-Dealers may do it. I am not suggesting anything, but occa
sionally we do hear that this is happening. 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-That is a very real danger. In fact, prices have already 
been put .up. Ambarnath has put.up its prices. 

Presidcnt.-Don't you think that it would be practically forcing the hands 
of Government to reduce the selling price by allowing more imports to come 
in? 

lIT. Fatek AZly.-That is a thing for which yo~ cannot blame any parti
cular individual. 

President.-Government does not want to blame any particular individual 
but it must see that its revenues do not suffer. 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-Bow can we as manufacturers prevent this? 
President.-It is not 'for me to say anything. You can to some extent in 

this way. For instance a dealer takes 100 cases a month from you. He be!!;ins 
to ask for 200 or 300 cases; then there is ground for you to enquire why he is 
asking for so muoh. That is one of the methods. 

Mr. Fatek AlIy.-We are to Ret about preventing this kind of thing. 
Presiden.t.-Beclluse it will be in your own interests. After all if Govel'n

mant takes any measures, it ordinarily intends that you should benefit by its 
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measuree. Government. won't take any measuree for the sake of :taking 
measures. Here this Board is expressly. appointed in order to help Govern
ment, so that it might be in a position to take steps which may result in bene
fit to the industry. If the industry does not assist Go,.ernment, the.industry 
has to blame itself, so that I think it would be in the general interests if all 
th..e ~nufacturers of matches made it a point to see that this did not happen. 
That 18 all I can. say to you. As I say one of the way would he this that if a 
maa. ~ for an unusual amount of matches from you, you must kIiow that 
there must be some object. . 

Mr. Fate'" AIZ".-Why could not Government protect itself by asking that 
this excise duty should be paid on matches held in warehouses. . 

P7'uWlln.f.-But then it is very difficult to trace ~atches. 
Mr. Fate" Ally.-Large litocks can he easily traced. 
Pre3ident.-That may be one of the methods; and it is for that reason that 

I am throwing out these hints. 
Mr. Fateh AlZy.-The general impression amongst the public and dealers 

is that any excise will only apply to goods that will be manufactured on and 
after a certain date. If the Board could correct that impression, I say it 
would promptly reduce the danger of this kind of hoarding. 

Pruiden.t.-We do not know. It is in a sense. for Govm:nment. Supposing 
an excise duty were imposed, Government may not say that it will be imposed 
after six months but it may say from to-morrow morning. 

Mr. Fateh AUy.-Yes, on goods that will be manufactured from to-morrow 
morning. 

President.-Why should that be soP 
Mr. Fateh AIly.-That is generally so whether excise or import duty. In 

the case of the import duty, no goods that have crossed the Customs barrier 
are taxed. They are free. 

President.-Anyhow it is for you to consider whether Government may not 
take any steps in the Ilvent of any excise. heing levied. We cannot commit 
ourselves to any course. I think I have done my duty when I have warned 
you against this sort· of speculation on the proposal and I ta1!:e it that you 
will communicate this to all the members of your Association and to others 
also. Now &8' regards your representation, there are some statements here 
which have not been borne out by the evidence. 

M"..Fate" A!!y.-For instance? 
Prerident.-In the earlier part-pages 1 and 2-you deal with the history 

of the industry. I take it that briefly put the position is this. As soon as 
Government raised the duty to Rs. 1-8-0, the industry started byimpOf1;ing 
.plints and boxes. . 

Mr. Fate" AI!y.-Yes. 
President.-That was found to be fairly remUnerative. Then when Gov

ernment levied a duty on splintB and boxes, you started importing wood and 
making splints and boxes here and that continued and the factories were mak
ing very good profits, say, Up' to the end of 1925, is not that soP 

Mr. Fate" AlZy.-Yes. 
President.-Then, prices began to be cut rather sharply. Now they have 

reached a level when prices are just remunerative from your point of view. 
Your fear is that prices may be further cut, and then, may cease to be remu
nerative altogether, is that right? 

Mr. Fate" Ally.-Yes. 
President.-Then on page 3 you refer to the colour afthe wood and say 

.. It is this fact that has upto now not made the old existing pre-war match 
factories a paying concern". They have. been paying concerns more. or less 
in spite of the difference in colour. Then you say" The foreign competition 
is so keen that a slight difference in quality which apparently signifies inferio
rity in any way is 8ufficient to stop ··the sale of Indianprodu4!.46·'. That is 
not 80. . 
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Mr. Fateh AUy.-The -old existing pre-war match factory is the Gujarat , 
Islam. Match Manufacturing Company. 

Presid'ent,.-That has been a successful company. 
Mr. Fateh Ally."-:'Yes, after this duty and not prior to that. 
President.-It has been in existence for the last 20 years or so. 
Mf'. Fateh AUy.-You know more about it but as far as I learn in the 

m_arket, it is dependent on the manufacture and sale of Bengal lights for its 
profits. 

Mr. Mafhias.-Yousay ". upto now" in the sentence read 'to you by the 
President. , ' 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-The ,Gujarat Islam Match Manufacturing Company was 
the only pre-war factory. 

Mr. Mathias.-They have done reasonably well. . 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-All the factories have been doing well after the imposi

tion of the duty. 

Wood Supply. 

President.-Later on you say that the import of foreign logs must not be 
handicapped in any way. That is from the Bombay point of view, I presumeP 
.On the one hand you suggest that more Indian wood should be used and on 
the other hand you suggest that the imports of logs must not be handicapped 
in any way. These are conflicting propositions. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.~What we mean is that till proper arrangements have 
been made for locating supplies in India-at present no research has been 
made as to whether timber can be had in large quantities or no~the imports 
of logs should not, be handicapped. 

Mr . .lIlathias.-Which timber is it? I understood that no suitable timber 
was found and that it was for that reason logs were imported. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-It is not that it has been found, but that it cannot be 
found so far in places whence logs can be got at an economic price. 

Mr. Mathias.-Has it now been found? Have you found it saiisfactoryP 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-We have had s~ple logs brought ,over here from Kash ... 

. mir; we worked them and we found that they were satisfactory. We Bent a 
man out and it was just on the frontier. The man made a contract with the 
Khan of the place and paid Rs. 2,000. When he started going round, the 
villagers came and said "he had no right to sell; give us Rs. 2,000". They 
simply looted all the money he had and packed him off. After that we did not 
send anybody else. 

Dr. Matthai.-What'is the general impression of the Association with re
gard to areas which have been leased to match factories by the Bombay Govern
ment? Do they offer pro~ising opportunities? Take the various are~ in the 
Bombay Presidency for whIch leases have been granted to match factorIes here. 
The experience of the fa.ctories with regard to these areas during the past 
three or four years, does that seem promising for the future? 

Mr. MuZhel'/wr.-Do you mean the areas for cutting woodP 
Dr. Matthai.-I me~n the kind of supplies that you have been able to get 

from those areas. " 
Mr. MulherTiar.-It was only last year that the Bombay Government asked 

for tenders for the cutting of soft wood. 
Dr. ·Matthai.-J undeTstand that for two years or a little over two ye~ra 

about half a dozOO'n match factories in the Bombay Presidency have been gettmg 
between them somewhere about two to three thousand tons of wood from the 
forests here. 

Mr. Mulherkar.-That was obtained through fuel contractors. 
Dr • .lIlatthai.-My point is this. Speaking from your experience-there 

are some people who have been having their own leases--can you say as re
presenting the Association whether the future is promising? 
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. Mr. Fateh Ally.-Yes, if efforts are made to keep up the supply. If a 
tree is cut near the ground,it sprouts again-I am talking of bombax at the 
momen~and then it requires some attention. It must .not be allowed to 
sprout on all sides. Only one branch should be allowed to grow, and if that 
is done, it will attain a good size and be .suitable for the manufacture of 
boxes. If several branches sprout out, all the logs will be thin and un-
luitable. . 

Mr. Mathia,.-You say that 'as a result of Mr. Ghosh's report Bengal is m 
a better position to use indigenous timber. The evidence that we.have received 
from the smaller factories is that the supply of wood is very scarce, very ex
pensive and that the timber arrives in a very bad condition from the Sundar
bans. They have since April last tried to import sawbya from the Andamans. 

Mr. Fateh AI/y.-Just four days ago a representative of the Esavi Match 
Manufacturing Company was in Bombay and he told me that he had nO'diffi
culty about wood. 

Mr. Matku18.-Which wood? 
Mr. Fatek Ally.-Genwa wood. He said· that he got it from the Sundar

bans. 
Mr. Matkias.-I am not speaking of the larger factoI'ies. That is the 

evidence that we have received from the smaller factories. 
Mr. Fatek Ally.-Probably the smaller factories are not able to work the 

tImber by hand. I don't understand why the larger factories should be able 
to use while the smaller factories should not. 

Mr. Mathias.-There is no doubt that the supply for small factories is scarce 
,at certain times. . . . 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-I understand that there is a regular market establi.hed 
for that. , , 

Mr .. Mathias.~The supply depends on fishermen bringing the timber. 
They bring it in boats which take a very long time to come. When it arrives, 
it is sometimes dry and the supply also is apparently not easy to get at all 
times of the year; 

Dr. Matthai.-What is your opinion 'on the question' of plantations by 
factories? 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-I think that if Government made it a condition that 
every tree cut in the forests should be replaced by people who got the conces
sion, it would help to maintain the supply. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you take a tree like bombax the difficulty appears to be 
that you cannot get it· in sufficient compact blocks.' It is scattered about, is 
not that so? 

Mr. Fateh. AlTy.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-That to some extent might be remedied if you had your own 

plantations and you planted simul in the same area. Supposing Government 
declared this industry a protected industry even then it seems to me that you 
would not consider the question of plantation if you can get imported aspen 
as cheaply as you are getting now. Therefore if in addition to declaring the 
industry a protected industry we also made the imported aspen slightly more 
expensive by putting a duty on it, then you might be prepared to turn your 
attention to plantations. 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-I think BO. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is a matter in which co-operative action by the Indian 
match manufacturers can be taken. 

Mr. Fateh Allll.-Yes, if Government want .t~e factories to use Indian 
wood. 

Dr. Matthai.-After all the Indian factories who are members of this Ass~ 
ciation represent a very considerable output and there is a very big demand 
for wood and if your Association undertakes some kind of joint. action in the 
matter, plantation would not be entirely out of the question. 
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, Mr. li'atekAlly.-:-But then would it not be met by thi~ suggestion that 
ff" every tree cut another tree should be planted'p 

,President:-The'trouble is that these trees are scattered about. 
Mr. Fateh AllY.-,That is true. At the same time, if you go and examine 

~he ,bombax tree you will find any number of smaller trees around it, because 
'it gives forth some sort of pod. 

President.-The idea is this. Aspen and spruce grow in clusters. You get 
an area covered with th!l same sort of trees and there is hardly any mixture. 
I believe in Sweden it is the law that for every tree cut you have got to plant 
another. There nothing happens because it is the same tree that is put in 
there amidst trees of the same kind. But here bombax does not grow in 
clusters, and so if you plant another tree for the one that you cut, you per
petuate the same sporadic growth so to say of the tree and that is uneconomic 
distribution. 

Mr. li'atek Ally.-Why, if we plant one tree for every tree that is cut, 
we will plant in one particular place. We won't plant all over the' place. 

J'resident:-What about other trees in the same place? If you cut a bom
bax tree from one place and plant another, you get only one tree in the same 
place. 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-We would leave that bombax to sprout and if we are to 
replirce the trees that we may cut, then certainly we won,'.f; plant them in the 
8al\le place where we cut originally, because it won't be economic. We will 
have to plant in one block. 

President.-Mer~ly requiring that for every tree that is cut you should 
plant another tree would not get over this difficulty, 'Viz., that the plantation 
will not be concentrated. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-Supposing we get an area of five miles and we cut 10,000 
trees or so, it would be much more economical for us to plant those trees in 
one block than to go spreading them all over the five-mile area. We might 
cut anywhere but then the planting would be certainly done in one place. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-There are other trees besides bombax in the same area. 
J'resident.-How can you? It is not clear felling. 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-There is any amount of land. I thought the question 

was that we should start the plantation. 
P)'esident.-As regards plantation there is no difficulty at all if you have a 

clear felled area. But if you are to fell trees as you are doing now from 
different places and if you are to plant one tree in place of one that you 
cut, it would not help. you at all. The trees will still remain sca~tered all 
the time. " 

Mr. J!'ateh AUy.-We don't approve of planting one in place of one that is 
cut in the same place. 

Mr. Mathias.-Is it your proposal that if you cut 1,000 trees you should 
plant 1,000 trees in an area set apart for that purpose? 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-Once it is planted, you think your duty is done. 
My. Fateh AIly.-Yes. 'These trees require very little attention. 
Mr. Mathias.-In Burma we were told that these trees require very careful 

tending for three years. 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-I have got'trees in my own garden. They require no 

care at all. 
Dr. Matthai.-How long have you had them? 
Mr. Fate'" .4.11y.-I told you about one tree cut 'I years ago. It is now in a 

condition to be recut. 
lIfr. Mathias.-It is one thing to experiment in your garden which is always 

clean and another to plant in the jungle. 
Mr. Fate'" Ally.-It is not watered {lr anything of that kind. 
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Mr. MatAia6.-1 am not apeakingof .... atel'ing.The difficulty in Burma is 
t.hatthe growth of other weeds is liable ,to choke these trees when they are 
young; 

Mr. Fate! Ally • .:.....Do you mean,the bombax tree? 
Mr. Mathia,.-Yes.' .AlSo animals do a lot of damage and trees when 

YOIIDg have got to be guarded. Therefore they require verY careful tending 
t .. three yean, and also weeding out. ' 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-I thought that one year would be quite'sufficient. 
Mr. Mathia6.-Aiter plantation if there was anything to he done, y~'u wduld 

PUt the duty on the forest officers. - ' , 
MI'. }'ateh Ally.-Ii there was anything to be done, it must be lib that. 

Cottage' factories. 

Dr. Matthai.-Has your Association any opinion on cottage factories? I 
mean by cottage factories match factories in which all the machines are hand 
driven and the output is very small-somewhere about 30, to 50 gross a day. 
Do you think that there is ,any case for giving special assistance for' the en
couragement of the match industry as an entirely cottage industry? 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-Ii the industry is left to open competition, supposing 
there is no protection or ,excise and things are allowed to go on as they are, 
then these factories in course of time must go out of business because they 
cannot hold out in competition with the machine driven factories., 

Dr. Matthai.-Supposing the duty continued and supposing we declarefl 
the duty a protective duty, the same result would follow, would it not? 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-Yes. 
Dr. Mattkai.-Do you think that it is necessary for the State to take any 

'pecial steps to preserve the cottage industry? It has been urged upon us 
that something should be done and I was wondering whether your Association 
had any opinion on that subject. , 

Mr. Fatek AIZy.-None of these factories are to be found in the Bombay 
Presidency as far as we know. In Calcutta they manufacture still a few, 
gross a day in their own houses. 

President.-You have got personal experience of Japan. 
Mr. Fateh At/y.-Yes. 
President.-Are the cottage industries in Japan carried on in the same way 

as in Bengal or is it merely that some of those factories employ hand labour 
as some factories do here? 

Mr. Fateh AIly.-Do you refer to the manufacture of matches onlyi' 
President.-Yes. 
Mr. Mu1wlmmad.-They have got assembling and dipping plants. TheY briy 

boxes from bOll factories and aplints from splint factories and their manufac;o 
ture of matches is simply confined to assembling. 

Mr. Mathias.-Is that the cottage industry in Japan? 
Mr. Mllhammad.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-The actual matcbes are produced in a big factolj. 
Mr. Muhammad.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-They get their splints from the splint factories and boxe&~ 

from box factories. 
Mr. Muhammad.-Yes, they are done in different places. 
PreBident.-You are doing the same bere. You make the veneer and distri

bute it to labour outside, but that is not a cottage industry. 
Mr. Muhammad.-In Japan, the box manufacturer sella ready made boxes 

to the man witb the assembling plant. But bere the match manufacturers ' 
make their own boxes but give them out only for pasting. 

Dr. Matthai.-Bupposing you bad a large number of small' factories pro
ducing 25 to 50 gross a day, and those small factories got their splints and' 
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yeneerll .from some other big factories and prepared chemicals in their own 
houses. did the dipping in .their houses and produced matches at their cottages 

. at the rate of about 50 gross a day-eupposing that was the position, if they 
asked for any special encouragement, would you as representatives of the 
Match Manufacturers' Association, support the proposalP 

Mr. Fateh AZly.-By buying splints and boxes from an existing factory 
how could they hope to sell their goods in competition with the machine made 
goods of the factory P 

Dr. Matthai . ....,.If they are not,in /I- pPBition, they want Government to give 
some assistance. 

Mr. FatehAIZy.-On what ground? 
Dr. Matthai.-On the ground that it provides occupation for people en

gaged in a domestic industry. 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-For that matter we could give occupation. 

, Dr. Matthai.-They want assistance on the same principle that the hand
loom industry deserves some encouragement. 

Mr. Mathias.-Would you agree to this? In essence there is no distin!>' 
tion between the small factories which are engaged in dipping and the ordinary 
match factory except that the former are organised on a very much smaller 
acale and that the capitalists are very small capitalists and on account of 
their small resources they are not in a position to obtain machinery. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-Yes. 
Mr . . Mathias.-So that there is no distinction really between them. 
Mr. l<'ateh Ally."-That is so. 
Dr. Matthai.-The actual proposal which was made to us in Calcutta by 

the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association there was that if it came to levy
ing an excise duty on Indian matches, the products of the cottage industries 
must be wholly or partially exempt. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-First of all how would the Government differentiate? I 
would split up my factory into a dozen cottage factories to which I would 
supply everything, splints and veneE'rs, and thus avoid the excise duty. 

Dr. Matthai.-Assuming it is practicable? 
Mr. Fateh .4.11y.-If it is, then I 'don't mind. 
Dr. Matthai.-Would you support it? 
Mr. If'ateh Ally.-We would support it if it could be managed. 
MT. Mathias:-YouaJ>pear to be somewhat lukewarm about it. :"' 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-It,looks to me so difficult to control. 

President.-I don't wish to ask you any questions about the Trade Review 
for Asia; We have asked many questions about this. It does not advance the 
question. It is written by people interested in the manufacture of machinery 
who are in constant competition against the Swedish Match Company. 

Mr. l<'ateh AIly.-We have also stated that. 
PTesident.-We ourselves have got a good deal of evidence which dealt with 

that, and I don't think it is necessary for us to go fully into this at this 8tage 
anyhow. But I will' refer you to page 9 of your letter of 22nd December 1926. 
I think that it is the very point which we have been discussing. You say that 
.. the Indian Match factories are utilising as much manual labour as possible 
thereby giving employment to several thousands of Indian labourers although 
by ·doing so their cost of production comE'S to about 4 RnnRS more per gross 
and they have to sell at cheaper. rates than those of the Syndicate because the 
finish of their product is nol; exactly like that of the machine made goods: 
and that the Indian factories are further handicapped in this respect as well". 
Do you think that both these points are really against the Swedish SyndicateP 
Do you admit that the cost goes up by four annns more per gross? 

Mr. Fateh AI/y.-At the time when the representation was made, it might 
have been four annaa but now I thin1i: that 3 annas would be nearer the mark. 
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President.-Even supposing it was three annas do you think that it is an 
economic proposition to say that though .you spend three aJ1.nas more on an 
article, you must continue it because it gives employment to some people:, 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-After all unemployment is a tax on the country. 
President.-In a big cOQ.ntry like India 4 annas a gross is' a very ~rge 

gift to labour considering the consumption of matches in. India .. D9 you.really 
suggest that we should entertain a proposal like this as a. ground. fOJ: pro., 
tecting the industry? . Does it not show that the industry is inofficient if it 
spends four annas more per gross than' it should? . 

Mr. Fateh AIly.-The point here is this ..•.... , .... 
President.-Look at it froll\ the business point'of view. 
Mr. Fateh Ally.4-Then, I say it is not economical. 
Mr. Mathias.-From the country's point of view', it is probably a wasteful 

method of providing employment. . How many people do you think are engaged 
in ihe processes worked by hand? . ' . 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-I do not know. For instance we are at present employ~ 
ing 500 women for filling. 

Mr. MathiaB.-Probably 30,000 to 40,000 people might be employed iIi this 
kind of work if you take the whole of India. . 

Mr. Fateh Ally;-Possibly; 
President.'-l think you have yourself admitted that hand made matches 

cannot compete eventually against machine made matches. 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-Yes, because of the cost being higher. 
President.-Even so, it will be simply throwing away' money, from which 

the country at large eventually gets no benefit. It will be simply prolonging 
a thing which ought to die. 

Mr. Mulherl.ar.--The well-being of a great number of .people is a benefit 
to the country.' . . . 

President.-If you· assume that the' machine made JI1.atcIi eventually must 
wipe out the hand made match" what, benefit is there P. . 

Mr. Mulherkar.-I don't think that the machine made match will even
tually wipe out the hand made. The cottage industry will ha~e· its standing 
in the trade. . '. . 

P·resident.-How can it have? 
Mr. Mulherkar.-It cannot compete with the machine made match. ,But 

it may have a local market. . 
President.-Then, it can go on in spite of"anything that'we may do •. tou 

want special protection to be given. You have yourself admitted that in 
course of time the machine made match must really wipE! out practically the 
hand made match because it would be cheaper. . . 

Mr. Mulherkar.-It cannot wipe out. 
President.-Except as regards some local' market. 
Mr. Mulherkar.-Yes. ' 
P,·esident.-If that is the position, it gets the advantage of the local market. 

which is not increased by the whole industry at large getting four annas more 
per groBS, that is the point, is it not? If you have any natural advantage, it 
is not going to be taken away. . • 

Dr. Matthai.-If you have a place where you have a. good market and a: 
good source of supply, you might have 3 factory there. 

Mr. Mulherkar.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-But under the circumstances it is not necessary to grant any 

special assistance to that.' . 
Mr. Mulherkar.-The.question of granting special assistance may come ill 

if it is a cottage industry itself. 
D1·. Matthai.~YQu are taking a different view from that of Mr. Fateh 

Ally. Apparently you arEl not agreed ILmongst yourselves. 
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M1'; M'ldhel'kar.-That question has not ~risen in the Bombay Presidency. 

President.-You are suggesting that' though it costs four ,annas more per 
gross, it should be encouraged.' . 

Mr, Mulherkar.-We are putting that point just to 'show that we are even 
prepared to sacrifice folir annas for the greater well, being ala greater number 
bf people, and thereby we are giving indirect employment to people who would 
not be getting any employment at all. ' 

President.-True, but do you 'guarantee that they will continue to get 
that employment in face of the fact that matches may hereafter be made more 
easily by hand than by machinery P Would not you be really creating labour 
trouble? You may give employment to these people to-day but to-morrow or 
the day after that labour has to be dispensed with on the ground that it is 
more economical for you to use machinery. Are not you really creating more 
labour trouble? Yo~ are laying the foundations of trouble. 

Mr. Mulherkar.-I don't think that that section of the population will 
create any trouble. 

Mr. Mathias.-cWe heard of a strike only three days ago. 
Mr. Mulherkar,-Those sections of the population do not really go out of 

their homes for employment. They only take advantage of this system. It 
is not the robust man who would use this means of enhancing his income. 

president.-You also say that the Syndicate's matches have a better finish 
than the matc~es made by Indian factories. Surely you cannot urge that as a 
grievance against the Swedish Syndicate that their· matches are better. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-It is not urged as a grievance. All that we want to say is 
thai we are paying four annas more which we could save by employing machin
ery and we still don't employ machinery even though the product of the hand 
labour is not so good as ,that of the machine made .. 

President.-If you state that, then it is a condemnation of the whole 
industry, After all you cannot run an ~ndu8try for the benefit of other people. 
You will largely run: it for your own. benefit, won't youP 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-This is more an appeal to sentimen~ and nothing else. 
President.-Then, you,say " At present by reduction in the rates this im

portant industry in its very infancy has come into a perilous condition n. We 
have already dealt with this point. It is also rather a statement on .the 
present figures. 
'Mr. Fateh Allil.'-We are just on the border line. 

president.-When ~is representation was written, the positi~~ was not 
as bad as that. ' .• 

Mr. FatehAZly.-The decline in price was so rapid all along that we pro
bably thought that it would very soon come down. 

President.-Leaving alone the question of sentiment, can you really. blame 
any competitor who wants a market in the country when he reduces hiS s~ll
ing priceP You were getting Rs. 2-1-0 in November 1923. The SwedlSh 
Match Company came in with Rs. 2. You were still selling at Rs. 1-11-6 or 
Rs 1-12-0. What did you expect· the Swedish Company to do-to sit quiet 
and get no marketP Take November 1924. They were selling at Rs. 2 and 
you were selling as before. 

Mr. Fate1t. Ally.-We sold like that because our goods would not sell un-
less there was' a difference of three or four annas. 

President.-You were in the field earlier. 
Mr. Z,'ateh AIly.-Yes. 
President.-And your price in April 1926 was Rs, 1-11-6 or Rs. 1-12-0 ~nd 

the Swedish price was still Rs. 2 in November 1924, so that they were selh~g 
at 4 annas higher. What would you expect them to do except to reduce their 
selling price in accordance with the drop in their cost of manufactureP , 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-The point is that our selling at Rs. 1-12-0 did not hinder 
their sales at Rs. 2 because the impression in the market was that these fao-
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toties being oWDed by Swedish manufacturel'S their products would be bettef 
than those of other Indian factories and consequently they were willing to 'pa)' 
4 annas more for them. '. . 

President.-That would not enable them to get the market. It is only a 
limited: class of people who 1!ould buy those matches. They want a market 
for thell" goods. Do you serlously allege that there was anything wrong in 
this? 

Mr •. Fate'h. AUy.-It is not that we allege. that there has been anything 
wrong m what they have done but there is a great danger of everything going 
wrong by what they may do. 

President.-Hereafter P 
Mr. Fate'h. Allll.-Yes. 
President.-You Bay in an earlier part of the statement that you cannot 

help saying that you, feel that it is only in India that a foreign syndicate can 
boldly do such things, viz., cut 'down the prices. I suppose you know the 
history of the Swedish Match Company throughout the world. You cannot 
say that India is the only country where they are doing it. In fact, you will 
find there is no great country in the world at present where they have not been 
able to monopolise the market, except France where the State has got a mono-

. poly. Could you name any other country where they have not got a monopoly 
or a working arrangement as in Great Britain l' 

Mr. Fateh Allll.-They have not got any arrangement with the Soviet 
Russia. 

president.-There we do not know what they are doing; it is impOBBible to 
say. As regards other countries it is a very hard problem for any country. 
Then there are some allegations made by you on page 10. At the bottom. of 
that page you say!' hardly one-third of the total consumption of matches in 
India is manufactured in India" and then you go on to Bay that "it is pro
bably due to the fact that a large portion of the remaining two-thirds consump
tion which is as a matter of fact imported into India finds its way into India 
without paying the duty". 

Mr. Fate'h. Allll.-There w8.11 a time when these illegal imports through the 
Kathiawar ports were made. 

President.-According to the figures that *e have, imports have dwindled 
to 4 or 5 million grOBB and if you take the total demand of the country as 15 
million gross, nearly two-thirds of the country's consumption have been manUe 
factured in the country .. 
. Mr. Fate'h. Ally.-Yes, at present, but when this representation was made, 
it was not so. 

President.-That was last yeal'-December 1926. Then, there might have 
been 6 million gross of matches imported. At present so far as I can judge, 
ne~rly three quarters of the country's requirements are produced in India. 
Then, I think as regards prices at which imported matches are sold in the 
market as we are going to examine the dealel'S, I won't deal with this part 
of the representation. On page 12, you say" It is also said that the Jamnagar 
State has made an .annual contract of 3,000 cases of Swedish matches to be 
brought by transhipment from Colombo". That is not a very big quantitJ' 
which explains the reduction in imports. It only means 300,000 gross whic4 
is a very small quantity. . . 

Mr. Fate'h. Ally.-This is only put forward as an instance. All these years 
there have been no imports by J amnagar. 

Presiaent.-We can only judge by the figures. Now t~ke ~he population 
of the Kathiawar States. I do not know what the populatIon lS. But unless 
we are satisfied that the imports into Kathiawar are far in excess of the pro
portion of its requirements, you can hardly argue that any matches were illegi
timatelv brought, or at least there .was any illicit importation . through 
Kathiawar ports into India. Supposing 1 million gross was the ·quantity 
required for the population of 'Kathiawar and that they did not import much 
more than 1 million gross, .there is no evidence that there is any illicit im
portation from Kathiawar States into India. That is the sort of evid~nce 
which we should require. 
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!tfr. Muhammad.-As .regards illicit importations of matches through 
Kathiawar ports, we have given proofs to the Customs by showing the books 
Proofs have been submitted to the Collector of Customs, Bombay. • 

Dr. Matthai.-How recent is the information? 
Mr. Muham·mad.-Two years old. The proof was actually submitted from 

the account books to the Collector of Customs. 
/tIr. Mathias.-Althouh smuggling might account to some extent for the 

reduction in imports, your Association does not deny that the large duty is 
very largely accountable for the reduction in the imports of matches. 

/tIr. Ji'ateh .4.lly.-It is. 
Mr. /tIathias.-The large duty affected the imports perhaps not to such an 

'extent as would appear from an examination of the trade figures but at any 
rate to a very considerable extent? 

/tIr. Futeh Ally.-Yes . 
.1Jfr. lIfathias.-Your object. is merely to ~all attention to this illicit import 

!VhlCh may to some extent falSIfy the trade figures, and to show that the illicit 
lmport has, by the re-establishment of land frontier, been stopped. 

Mr. Fatch A.lly.-We have to say that it is not entirely stopped. 
P·/'esident.-Have you got any .recent evidence since the re-imposition of 

the barrier that it is taking or has taken place. 
loIr. Fatch Ally.-:-I have got no information. You can learn more from 

dealers when they come to give evidence. 
President.-We want evidence since the re-imposition of the land frontier. 
Mr. Fatch All·y.-They are careful not to sell in Bombay. They are now 

sening as far as Ahmedabad. This barrier can only be crossed by showing a 
certificate that the duty of Rs. 1-8-0 has been paid in the·Native States. 

P/'esiden~.-What about the stocks in the Native States? Are they allowed 
in without payment P 

Mr. Muhammad.-We have no exact knowledge of the situation. 

Economic unit. 

Dr. lIfatthai.~There is another point on which I should like the Associa. 
tion's opinion. Under present conditions what do you consider to be the 
size of an economic factory, I mean the minimum size of an economic match 
factory in Indio. P 

Mr. Muhammad.-50() gross, half size. 
Dr. Matthui.-Do you 'consider that an economic unit? 
MI. lIfuhammad.-Yes, because one peeling machine can peel enough to 

make II cases a day. To have any smaller factory is not economio. 
M7. '[lateh Ally.-We understand that the question is ~hat w~lUld be the 

smallest size of a factory that could be run on an economIcal baSIS. 
Dr • .Mutthai.-Suppose you had your peeling, veneering and chopping 

machinery handling 50~ gross a d:ay: with 500 gross a day, it would be ~m. 
possible to use economICally machmery after that stage, although for peelIng 
and veneering, it would not be difficult to use machinery on an output of 600 
gross a day. 

lIfr. lIfuhammad.-One peeling machine would turn out to the extent of 
500 gross a day. The chopping machine will chop that .amount. As regards 
frame tilling, two frame filling machines would be reqUIred. 

President.-What about box making? 
Mr. lIlu,hammud~-One box making machine, inner and outer, would be 

quite sufficient j if not, two would be ample. 
President.-And for box filling? 
Mr. Mukummoo.-For box filling, 600 gross is the unit. 
Mr. Matkias.-What about wrapping? 
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Mr. Muhammad.-You have to do it by hand but for other processeS. 
machinery can be used. 

Dr. Matthai.-Your point is that you would be able to produce as cheaply 
... any other factory in India. 

Mr. Muhammad.-If the factory is larger, the charges will be smaller. 

President . ....:...The point that my colleague has just now put to' ,you is 
this. Supposing you had two factories, one making 500 gross a. day and an
~ther making 8,000 gross a day, will the factory producing 500 gross a day 
be able to compete against the other factory which produces 8,000 gross a day P 

Mr. Muhammad.-No, it will not be able to compete. The charges of the 
bigger factory will be proportionately less. . 

President.-That is not an economic unit if it is not eventuaJly able to put 
matches on the market at the same price I;tS the bigger factory. 

Dr. Matthai.-Would it be possible for the smaller factory to compete with 
• factory producing 3,000 gross a day? Practically the problem is ,this. There 
is Ambarnath with a capacity of 1,000 gross and there is Andheri with nearly 
three to four thousand gross a day and Santa Cruz with :1,000 gross a day. 
Would it be able to prQduce .matches as economically as these bigger fac
tories? 

Mr. Fateh Allu.-As far as I can see, the only difficulty would be this. If a 
factory is to produce 5 cases a day and is built with the intention of producing 
5 cases a day, its cost of production and overhead would be as low as that of 
the factory producing 8,000 gross a day; but in the matter of buying stores, 
people who are buying in bulk would have a greater pull oV«;lr that. 

Dr. Matthai.-The issue to which it leads is this. Supposing we come to 
the conclusion that the match industry should be protected and that this reve
nue duty should be made protective, we have to consider the question' of what 
the fair selling price is. Supposing we take the costs of Ambarnath and on 
the basis of those costs we decide to fix a fair selling. price for Indian matches, 
speaking as representatives of the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association, 
would you consider that a fair proPQllitionP 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-If you take their costs as the basi_if they give you the 
details and if after comparing with our costs you are satisfied that their proper 
costs have heen given to you-we should be satisfied. 

President.-We have not got their costs. They have promised to give us 
their costs. They will be published and they will be given in public. You can 
also attend the meeting ort that day. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-There is one difficulty about chlorate of potash. These 
people control that chemical. Oilr cost is £25 or £26 a ton and they may take 
it as £16 a ton. 

Presidenf.-They claim that they always charge their works at the world 
price. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-Do you mean market price? 
President.-The price at which a consumer who buys in large quantities 

would purchase. 
. Mr. Fateh Mly.-Supposing we have to pay for instance £27 in the market 
and they supply at £26 to their works, I can quite understand the difference 
of £1 per ton. But supposing they give the price as £15 a ton and if you take 
'their costs based on figures like that, it would be of great hardship to us. 

Dr. Matthai.-It is really with regard to stores that you have apprehen-
lIious. 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Their operative costs you are not afraid of. 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-Not in the least. 
Mr. Mathias.-Supposing we took the average price at which a large 

Indian manufacturer obtained the chemicals and estimated the Swedes' ·costs 
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on that basisl phu their labour charges and supervision charges, that would be 
perfectly satisfactory to you, would It not? 

, Mr. Fateh Ally.-Yes. 
, PreSidefl:t . ......:'l'hen in the case of distribution, don't you think that they 
would have some advantage? 

Mr. lJ'ateh Ally.-Their selling arrangements are the most cumbersome I 
bave ever seen. 

Mr. :Mathias.~This ring that you spoke of in Bombay, 'was that organised 
by'the Swedes or by.1\fessrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell & Co. 

Mr. Fateh Allll.'-:'It was formerly o~ganised by their Indian dealers, 
Messrs. Abdulally Ebrahim, and then Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell & 
Co. took it over as their selling agents. 

Mr. Mathias.-Messrs.' Forbes, 'Forbes, Campbell & Co. are responsible for 
the selling arrangement which is not directed by the Swedish Company at all. 

Mr. 'Fateh AIly.-They have to sell according to' the price dictated by the 
l'rast and charge the commission. 

Pr8sident.-Their cost of distribution is cheaper. They establish centres 
,and send' wagon loads of matches to those centres. They get railway conces
sions which small factories are unable to get. That is one of the points I waa 
referring to. You cannot legislate against their being able to get railway 
concessions from' railway companies because they are "bigger consumers". 
As regards your proposal on page 12 about the special excise duty, I think 
we will discuss it when we come to the circular. Then, you say " That proper 
control Should be exercised on the imports of foreign matches into Native 
States by transhipment methods which are likely to be resulted into a deficit 
in the customs duties by the transhipment right being abused". Could we 
get over the difficulty by 'insisting that no matches should come into India 
unless they bore our labels P 

Mr. Fateh AlIlI.-1f that was done it would be all right. For instance, 
in the case ofa Government monopoly, they would have their own label. 

'President.~Under any system we will levy this duty of Rs. 1-8-0 on foreign 
matches. Every box: that comes into India-no matter whether it comes from 
the Indian !States or direct-must bear, a label; would that not get over the 
difficulty p 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-The position would remain unchanged. 
President.-They have to buy stamps from Government to put them on. 
Mr. Fateh AZZy.-Then it 'Vould be all right. 
l'resident.-If we have stamps, we must have stamps for both imports aa 

well as excise. Your allegation is that at present they say that a duty of 
Rs. 1-8-0 is charged but in point of fact they remit it or have some other 
arrangement. But su~posing in British India if we insist thal no matches 
shall enter British India unless they bear the revenue stampP 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-If you make the present duty a protective duty and 
against any excise that is put on the Indian manufactured article you put 
an equal a~ount of consumption tax or excise on the imported goods, then 
the imported goods, would require a stamp of only this excise. . 

Pl'esirlen.t . ....:Th~ whole duty plus the excise duty . 
• \Jr. Fateh. AIIll.~1f your excise is Sannas and the duty is Rs. 1-8-0, then 

the imported ,goods would have stamps to the value of Rs. 2. 
Pre8ident.~Why not? 
M'r. Fateh Allll.-What would happen in the case of transhipmentP 
P.reside'nt.-Which transhipment? 
Mr. Fatek Ally.-Supposing we want to ship matches from here to the Per

ilian Gulf? 
Pre3ident.-You take your goods to the bonded warehouse and 'tranship 

from there. 
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Mr. Fate" Ally.-If we have put stamps, how can we get refund on that? 
~Tesiden~.:-This ,does not appl~ to exports, For exports there 'will be a 

apool&l prOV18lon as m other countries. ' 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-These goods need not be stamped then. 
President.--Government will .lind some way. 
Mr. ~atehAny.,.-If you insist on all matches bearing stamps, it would be 

an effective safeguard against illicit imports. 
President.-That would be an argument in favour of the introduction of 

stamps in the Customs. 
Mr. Fateh AlIy.-Yes. 
President.~You say "That handicaps in the shape of extraordinary duties 

levied by Native States upon matches manufactured in British India should 
be removed". Can you really expect that? Why should the Indian States 
noS manufacture their own matches? ' 

Mr. Fateh Ally.-If they had no factory and if they simply levied the. 
duty? 

President.-Why should they favour you at the expense of their own reve-
nue? ' 

Mr. Mulherkar.-Ii Government follow the system of 1iiing stamps on im
ported goods as suggested by the President, then this question will naturally 
be solved. I don't think that the States will be anxious to have iI!lported 
goods for the purpose of redirecting them into British ID(~ia. 

President.-If Government were tO'do as you suggest in (4) of your re
presentation, it would mean that Indian States could nQt have their own 
matches manufactured within the States. 

Mr. MulheTkar.-l'hat was not their point in levying their duty. Their 
point was to encourage imports which cou~d be redirecteq into British India. 

PreIid81lt.-That we have generally discussed. I am asking you··a general 
proposition--call the British Government insist upon a favourable treatment 
being given to Indian matches imported into Indian States P' They may' say 
that they are going to manufacture ma,tches. 

Mr. Mulhel"kar.-on that consideration it could be levied 'and not other
wise. 

President.-Doo.'t yov, think that would be the natural consequence if you 
don't allow any matches to come into British India unless they pay this duty? 
The Indian States will lose their revenue and so they would be justified in 
saying .. we will manufacture our own JIlatches or: we will iinport' out: ow. 
matches and get the import duty". 

Mr. Mulherkar.-They will be justified to the extent to which imported 
matches are allowed in their own States. 

President.-Why should you claim any interference ~th their rights as 
regards their revenue from their manufactures P 

Mr. Mulherkar.-That will depend upon the commercial treaties. 
President.-All treaties can be modified. I am just talking to you from the 

-ordinary point of view. Have you any right to Bay to them that your matches 
.should not be taxed? . 

Mr. Muhammad.-Supp08ing their matches are made in the Native States, 
will the same excise duty apply to the Native States' matches? 

President.-Why should we bother about that? 
Mr. MuMmmad.-Supposing they don't impose any excise duty on 

matches manufactured in Indian State&. 
PreBident.-We say that no matches shall enter British India unless they 

bear stamps. 
D,... Matthai.-'l'he only thing that might happen is that your matches 

might not be able to sell so cheaply in the Indian States P 
President.-They may levy an import duty. 
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Mr. Fateh. Ally.-Yes, they may . 
.P,·esident.-Would it be possible for you to let' us have your opinIOn iIII 

writing by Saturday afternoon so that. we may be prepared to examine you 
on Monday? 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-We wili try to do that. There is one point to which we 
beg to draw the special attention of the Board and that is forest research, 
that is to say instructions should be issued to forest officers to undertake 
research about the suitability of partciular kinds of wood, etc.; for our infor
mation. At. present we cannot get any information at all from the Forest 
department. For example Bombax has been declared non'-existent so to say 
because they do not derive much revenue from it. So it would be fair if 
forest officers were asked to keep a record by undertaking enumeration of 
trees. Unless that is done we never know where :we are as regards our 
supplies. 

President.-We have got t{) satisfy ourselves whether it would pay each 
local .government to carryon this research. 

Mr. Matkias.-The Bengal Government has done it,.1 think, but the result 
IS not very obvious. 

M,·. Fatek Ally.-Quite true, but the Bombay Government has not done 
anything in the matter 50 far. 

President.-The point is that unless the local government ha.s a very large 
demand for it you can hardly expect it to undertake this work. That is one 
of the' points we are considering. Supposing we found a province suitable for, 
plantation or anything like that and that province saw there was a market 
for the wood, it might be prevailed upon to undertake the work for that pro
vince, or it might be that it would not pay any particular province to under
take research only for the benefit of that particular province but that might 
be remunerative for one provincial government to undertake the work for 
the whole of India; these 'are points which we have got to consider. 

Mr. Fatek Ally.-If they find that they have this wood for. disposal then 
the factories are there to make use of the wood; they need not be afraid of not 
baving a market for the stuff. 

President.-We are examining the forest officers of some of the local gOY· 
el'nmen~ and we have got to hear what they have to say about it. 

Mr. Mllkam17Uld.-They will give their evidence without going in for 
research and therefore without any practical experience. They hay!' no means 
of examining the point. That is the point to which we want to draw the 
Board's. attention. 

Mr. Mathias.-They m~lst ha~e 'I\'orking plansI' 
Mr. Fateh Ally.-Not at all. 
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Northero India Chamber of Commerce, Lahore. 

Letter, dated' 22nd January 1927. 
I am directed to refer to the Press Communique issued by you under date 

the 29th November 1926 on this subject, copies of whicl;l were forwarded to 
this Chamber 'with your No. 897, dated 30th November 1926, and to set out 
hereunder the views of this Chamber on the question. It is regretted that it 
was found impossible to forward the views of the Chamber by the 31st Decem
ber as requested, and trust they will now be taken into consideration. 

To refer in order to the points set out in paragraph' 2 of the Communique, 
this Chamber is of opinion that the three conditions laid down in paragraph 
97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are fully satisfied in the 
case of the 'match industry, and that the industry should be protected, The 
first condition is that" the industry should be one possessing natural.advant
ages, Buch as an ,abundant supply of raw material, ,cheap power, a sufficient 
supply of labour, or, a large home market," and Northern India satisfied each 
of these requirements. Wood is, of course, the main raw material, of which 
suitable varieties for splints and veneers are plentifully available, in the for
ests of the Punjab and Kashmir. The necessary chemicals and .paper, which 
constitute about 20 per cent. of the cost of the finished boxed match, are at 
present mostly imported, but India possesses great possibilities in this direc
tion, and the growing demands of the' match industry must automatically 
stimulate the development of the chemical and paper industries. The. raw 
material for these two industries exists in abundance,' and once a SUbstantial 
demand is established, India would be able to supply, at least" her own 
requirements of paper and chemicals within a ·few years'. Reasonably cheap 
power, such as required for the match industry, exists at present in Northern 
India and Kashmir, and when the Mendi Hydro- Electric Scheme begins to 
function in the near future, extremely 'cheap industrial power will be avail. 
able. Labour is plentiful, and although superior technical advice is mostly 
non· Indian at present, and highly ·paid,. Indians are' being taught in the 
various factories. and quickly acquire the necessary skill. A very large home 
market also exists, which is at present alniost entirely held by foreign manu-
facturers. . 

The second cOl'ldition laid down in the :Report of the Fiscal Commission iR 
tho,t, "the industry must' be one which without 'the help of protection either 
is not likely to develop at all, or is not likely to develop so ra~idly as is desir
able in the interests of the country." Since 1922 when the present import 
duty, which can be ranked as a protective duty, was imposed, the import of 
matches into India has decreased from 1,36,80,801 gross in 1921·22 to 
79,28,522 gross in 1925-26, a decrease over 57 lakhs groSs.. There is nothing 
to show that the consumption has decreased: the inference to be drawn from 
these figures is, therefore, that the import duty, acting as a measure of pro
tection to the industry in India, has enabled that industry to iIicrease produc. 
tion in India by about the 57 lakhs gross above referred to. The match indus. 
try was started in India about thirty years ago, and made' small progress 
until 1922-23; and while soml!' of the recent progress made must be put dowJl 
to the overcoming of technical difficulties, and the greater availability ,of Indian 
capital for industrial purposes, the great, rise in Indian manufacture is due 
mainly to the imposition of the present. high rate of import duty in 1922 
which has acted as protection to the induS't4'y. It must be pointed out, how
ever, that the Indian industry using indigenous timber would have been still 
more fi1'1Jlly established. by now, had it not been for systematic and ,continued 
evasion of duty on matches first by import of splints and veneer and lattol'h' 
by the import of match logs on which no special duty has, as yet, been placed. 

The third condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission is that I. the indus
try must be one which will eventually be able to face world competition with
out protection." While the quantity of matches manufactured in India has 
arisen very rapidly during the last few years, the manufacture from indigen. 
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'OilS timber represents only a portion of this increase. In order to enable the 
Indian match industry to eventually withstand world competition, it is neces
sary to develop the use of indigenous timber, which is, in the opinion of this 

'Uhamber, the slower but far surer process. There is no doubt that steady 
work with indigenous timber will enable considerable economy to be effected 
in the present. cost of manufacture, within a few years, and that the quality 
of the finished Indian match would be considerably improved. The prospects 
·of securing these ends are very encouraging in Northern' India., a.nd this 
<.:hamber is therefore of opinion that after a few years' protection; on the lines 
laid down in the summary to this representation, the match industry will be 

· established on a sound enough basis to compete successfully with foreign manu-
· facturers in the home market, and possibly overseas, without further need of 
· protection. 

The second point referred to in the communique is regarding the protection 
: required, and the methods by which such protection should be' given. This 
Chamber is of opinion that the present rate of import duty on matches, splints 

.. and veneers should. be retained and transferred to the schedule of protective 
duties, and that an increase of duty on imported match logs be imposed in 
:order ,to protect the manufacturer in India using indigenous timber. It is 
here necessary to point out that the import duty of Re. 1-8-0 per gross on 

· finished matches was imposed in 1922, for revenue purposes, and that ever 
· since that time Ii systematic and successful attempt has been made to evade 
the duty, first by the importation of splints and veneers and, when this was 
checked by thl!! imposition of a higher duty thereon, by the import of match. 
logs. The suggestion to tax the imported match log at an increased rate is in 
keeping with the previous policy of Government of preventing evasion of the 

. duty on matches and is, moreover, essential if indigenous timber·is to be 
,afforded a chance to develop. 

A point which must be emphasized is the fact that the actual fall in 
· revenue is not SCI great a.s it appears to be, for, as a pllol'tialset-off to the decline 
under consideration, there must be taken into account the increased customs 
revenue under th", head chemicals, paper and match logs, and if match logs 
are made dutiable at a higher rate, a.s suggested, the deficit will be very con-

·.iliderably made 'up. Another factor which deserves oonsideration. in connec
tion with the decline in match revenue is the increased import of matches 
'through. Native States Ports. It must be recognized that the industry if 
· based. on indigenous timber, ~ll be a more substantial source of Government 
revenue as compared to the industry based on foreign~imber. With the 
increase of matches manuIactured in India, the fall in import revenue in the 

'future is likely to beoome a serious question. The greater. use of indigenous 
timber .will more effectively counterbalance this, for, in the case of'indigen
ous timber in addition to forest revenue there will be an increased railway 

-revenue ,on oarriage of all raw materials incidental to manufacture. This 
Chamber is further of opinion that at this stage it would be fatal to the indus
try to tax, in any form whatever, the match manufactured in India from 
indigenous wood. ' 

This Chamber us taken up this question from the view-point of the manu
·facturer in India using indigenous timber, as the Chamber is of opinion that 
··the indigenous timber has a genuine and strong case for protection, and that 
match industry in India can properly develop, flo~ish and rightly claim to be 
an industry of the country only if indigenous timber receives a suitable stimu

'Ius, which it pre-eminently deserves in Northern India. The manufacturer, 
Indian or foreign, using imported logs is, as things stand at present, only bene
fiting himself by evading the taxation levied to meet Government budget 

. and so thereby injuring Government revenue. Between manufacturers using 
imported wood, the Indian claim for preferential treatment over the foreigner 
is therefore clearly based more on selJish oonsiderations, than on grounds of 
sound economics; and this Chamber therefore consider their case to be a poor 
one. Moreover the Iudian manufacturer using foreign wood is in many cases 
the agent of foreign manufacturers, and preferential treatment to them may 

. seriously jeopardise the development of the industry using Indian timber. 
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To summarise the statements made above, this Chamber is of opinion 
that:-

1. The three conditions Jaid down in 'paragraph 97 of ' the Report of the 
1ndian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the case of the match 
industry in India, and that the industry should be protected. 

2. The present rate of import duty on matches, splints and veneers 
should be retained, and made a protective duty. 

3. '~ suitable increase in the duty on imported match logs is essential 
in order to adequately protect the interests and development of 
the indigenous match timbers, and also to prevent evasion of the 
duty on matches, splints and veneers. 

'4. It would be detrimental to the industry to tax the manufacturer 
using indigenous wood, at this stage with a view to recoup the 
whole or a part of the decrease in Customs revenue from foreign 
matches and raw material. 

This Chamber desires to emphasise the fact that the above proposals will 
inflict no hardship on the consumer, and it is not suggested that the duty on 
foreign matches should be increased, whilst the manufacturer using 'Indian 
t.imber will be enabled to place first class matches on the market at a much 
lower prices. 

'The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce, Bombay. 

LetteT dated 15th February 1927. 

I am directed to forward herewith a copy of the resolutions adapted 'by 
the Fourth eession of the 'Indian Industrial and Commercial Congress and 
to draw your attention to ,Resolution No.8, with 'a request to place the 
same before the Tariff Board for its information . 

.. .. " * " it, .. 
8. (a) This Congress is of opinion that the Indian Match Industry fulfils 

all the conditions ,laid down in,paragraph 97 of the Indian Fiscal Commission 
and therefore deserves to be protected. 

(b) This Congress, therefore, urges'that the present rates of import duty 
OD matches, splints and veneers be maintained and that facilities be provided 
to make suitable indigenous woods easily available and that, transport 
facilities be afforded to the· industry. 

(c) That this Congress recommend to the Government of India that in 
.order to enable the Indian 'Match Industry to overcome its technical diffi
culties and·to l>e developed,legislation be uridertakenby them to the ·effect 
that all Trusts <If foreign' .capitalists establishing' fn.ctones in India, should 
pay an excise on their products, the amount of such excise being fixed at 
a figure, .calculated to prevent such Trusts from strangling the Indian 
Match Industry with a view ultimately to monopolising the market. 

(d) That it be also enacted that the inclusion of a few Indian Ilapitalists 
ill such a Trust should not be considered a plea for its exemption from the 
operation of the above rule, suc·h 'mixed 'Trusts being entitled only to a 
reduction in the amount of the excise in proportion to the Indian ca.pita) 
t.hos employed. 

* * * * 

The Buyers and Shippers Chamber, Karachi. 

Letter,dated 19th March 1927. 

With reference to 'the Government of tIndia., Department of Commerce, 
Resolution No. 235-T., (14), dated 2nd October ·1926, 1'e enquiry into the 
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prospects of the match industry in India, I am directed by my Chamber to 
state as under. 

The fact that the decline in the Customs revenues has been the cause for 
the enquiry .in the matter leaves a presumption that Government has its 
revenues as the foremost point for consideration in coming to a decision in 
this behalf. But my Chamber, would, with due deference, suggest that Gov
ernment should rather have as basis for their decision in the matter the fact 
that prosperity of the subjects is the prosperity of the State and that there· 
fore the State need not hesitate to make a little sacrifice if it could help the 
gellera~ prosperity of its subjects. Now if this be the angle of view, the result 
is that Government must needs encourage all industry that would lead to the 
prosperity of the country regardless of its temporary adverse effects on the 
revenue to any reasonable extent. 

Now the "'ood-the chief raw material in the manufacture of matches is 
already available in many parts of India and Burma with proper development 
of forest resources there could arise no question of any difficulty in the requi
site supply thereof. Again matches being an article of daily necessity even 
to the poorest of the·population, the question of inadequate home consumption 
could have no place in a vast country like India. 

The comparative standard of India in arts and industries is in itself suffi
cient proof of urgent necessity for all possible protective measures to be 
adopted with a view to elevate its present standard side by side without 
which every enterprise is bound to meet with failure as a result of confronta
tion from outside competitions. This fact gets well 8upport.ed by the fact 
that but for the present enhanced rate of import duty on this commodity it 
would have been impracticable for the Indian match manufacturers to achie,e 
what little they have. 

With wood in abundance as a result of proper development in forest re
sources, great home consumption, cheap labour as is always available, doing 
away with imported skilled technical labour at present employed and removal 
of other minor difficulties at present facing there is, in the opinion of this 
Chamber, every likelihood of this industry being eventually able to faCE: world 
competition without protection. 

My Chamber are though inclined to believe that this industry, which as 
explained above, satisfies all the three essential conditions laid down in para
!!raph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission, may in the long run 
help to make up the losses meanwhile sustained in the revenues, of course, in 
some different shape, say, by increase in Income-tax and in Customs duty on 
the necessary chemicals imported, as well as the export duty on this commodity 
supplied beyond British India, yet with the facts in hand it is beyond doubt 
that this industry should fail to lead to the prosperity of the country, if allow
ed to live and as 8uch it ought to, in view of the general prosperity of the 
country, be encouraged regardless of loss to the .revenues to any reasonable 
extent. 

Burma Chamber of Commerce, Rangoon . 

. . Letter, dated the 24th March 1927. 

I am directed to thank you for your lett.er No. 201. dated March 3rd. 1927, 
and to say that this Chamber has no useful evidence to offer in respect of the 
Match Industry. 

Burmese Chamber of Commerce, Rangoon. 
A.-WRITTEN. 

Letter, dated the 29th March 19!B7. 
With reference to your letter No. 247, dated the 25th March 1921, I am 

directed to express regret at the shortness of notice from you, and that the 
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<lliamber is of OpinIOn that Burma affords a good field for the development 
~f match industry in the province. 

But for the encouragement of the local industry my Chamber is of opinon 
that there ought to be no change of. the import duty on match, i.e., my 
Chamber believes that the dllty should be kept as at present and no increment 
is to be contemplated as otherwise the consumer will be badly affected; but 
with a view to encourage local industry, my Chamber believes that import 
duty on raw materials, such as special machinery, Phosphorus, Sulphur, etc., 
necessary for the industry, should be reduced and that the Forest Depart
ment should take les8 royalty or exempt for some period of years, if possible, 
on match wood. Further, the Forest" Department should help in the en
couragement of industry, by planting such trees, as suitable for match wood, 
at one spot, so that transhipment of timber may not be too costly. The 
Chamber also learns that the matches, at present, produced are rather inferior 
in quality and as such the proprietors should be made to guarantee to improve 
their products, as a condition for preferential treatment, . proposed. 

With r~ference to your request to depute a delegate, I am directed to 
state that t" Thin ~faung, Proprietor, Burma National Stores, has been 
deputed to give evidence on the lines suggested above. 
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BURMESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. 

B.-oRAL, 

Evidence of Mr. TlDN MAUNG, Delegate on behalf of the.Burmese 
·Chamber of Commerce, recorded' at RangoOD on Thursday, the 
. 30th March, 1927. 

Introduct01'1/. 
pj·lIsident.-Who is the President of your Chamber? 
Mr. T. Ma·ung.-Mr. M. M. Ohn Ghine, M.L.C. 
President.-We are very sorry that we were not able to give you longer 

notice. It was really an oversight on our part. We 5hould have 8p.nt you 
intimation earlier. But I am glad that you have been able to come here 
t(l assist us. When was this Burmese Chamber of Commerce founded? 

Mr, T. Ma-ung.-About 1918. 
President.-It represents the principal Burmese Commercial interer.ts. 
MT. T. Maung.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-How many members are there? 
Mr. T. Maung.-Over 40 or 50. 
P·resident.-You have got a representative n()tf' on the Development 

Trust. 
Mr. T. Ma'Ufl.g.-Yes. 
President.-You have also got one on the Port Commissioners. 
Mr. T. Maung.-We refused it because they made it a oonditional offer. 

We are on the Legislative Council, Burma. 
President.-on the Corporation, I don't think that you have any re-

{lresentative. . 
Mr. T. Maung.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-Is any match manufacturer a member of your Chamber? 
Mr. T. Maung.-No, but we have as membel's some match wood suppliers. 
President.-Do you mean traders in matches? 
Mr. T. Maung.-Tr~ders in both match wood and matches. 

Views of the Chamber on the existing duty on matches, etc. 

Pruident.-You are in favour of the continuance of the present duty. 
Mi'. T. Maung.-I am in favour of the continuance of the present duty 

because any increase in the duty tends to push up the price which would 
amount to indirect taxation. 

President.-Would you have any objection to paying the same price a8 
vou . would have paid for foreign matches with the duty? 

Mr. T·~ J[aung.~We have no objection, if you can control the price. 
Presidtnt.-What I mean to say is this. When the Government imposed 

the duty of Rs. 1-8-0 the price of foreign matches was about Rs. 1-2-0. So, 
the price in the country would be about Ra. 2-10-0. So long as the price 
does not rise above it, you have no objection. 

Mr. T. Maung.-I have no objection so long as the price remains the 
~ame but it generally happens that when we impose a protective tariff, the 
prices of foreign manufacture go up. They may not go up immediately but 
t.he ultimate result is that prices will go up and it will be felt by the general 
consumer . 

. Pre.!ident.-.As it happened, the prices did not go up because of the 
competition amongst the manufacturers in the oountry. 
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Mr .. T. MQung • .:.....competitioll will no doubt. keep. dowll the. prices .. But 
I am afraid that the products of local manufacture are not up to the standard 
of foreign matches. 

Quality?! Indian made mat~he8. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do . you mean the. quality of thematchesP 
.'lfr. T. Maung.-·Yes. . 
Mr. Jlathiat.-¥oul1 statement is rather sweeping. Would you class all 

manufacturers in Burm.a in that statement? 
Mr. T. Maung.-¥es. 
Mr. Mathia •. -Are there not some Indian matches which are almost as 

good as foreign matches? 
Mr. T. Maung.-In Burma, the local product is not as good as the foreign 

product. . . 
Mr. Mathial.-Have you tried matches produced by Adamjee's? 
}fr. T. Maung.-¥es. 
Pruident.-Formerly they used to make matches out of dUferent classes of 

wood, 1Jiz., Letpan, Didu, etc. The colour was brown and not white. Now 
they make splints out of Sawbya, and in general appearance, quality, etc. 
Indian matches compare well with Swedish matches. This idea that Indian 
matches are inferior in quality grew in the country at the time when matches 
were made out of different classes of wood. Also it might have happened 
that importers had found it to ·their interests to ·say that Indian matches 
are inferior in order .to. sell their own matches. Look at the qu~lity of 
these matches (samples shewn). Would you object to using these? 

Mr. T. Maung.-We won't object to using these provided they keep down 
the price. If they want as good a price as is commanded by tlle foreign 
product, we won't be induced to buy. . 

l'ruidellt.-At present, big size matches, locally made, are sold at about 
Rs. 1·8·0 per gross, whereas S.wedish matches are so1d at Rs. 2·10.0? When 
10U get Indian matches at this price, it is not a great. hardship on the 
consumer, is itP· . 

Mr. '1'. Ma1J.lIg.~Not, if the number of sticks be the same. 
President.-There is one point that you have raised and that is that the 

proprietors should be made to guarantee to improve their products. 
Mr. T. Maung.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-It is verydifficulfi to enforce that guarantee. What would 

happen is this that better cl&BSejl of manufacture would, in course of time, 
push out inferior matches. That is all that may be reasonably expected: 
Can you suggest any way by which you C&Jl ask for a a;uarantee? . 

Mr. T. Maullg . .,...-Competition is the only Wll-Y that can. bring about 'an 
improvement in the quality. 

President.-That is the main thing. If the industry establishes· itself in 
the country, then the better class factories would prt'duce '" better class of 
matches and .in that way either the inferior matches mil..)' go out altogether 
or they may have to sell at a much lower price. 

Mr. T. lIIaung.--Quite. There .may be inferior. matches Bold in the 
country, evell in that way •. 

PT68ident.-Two different qualities cannot be Bold at the ·same prille. 
Mr. T. Maung.-Take the case of German umbrellas and Burmese um. 

brellas. They are wholly different, produced by wholly different. clasaes of 
;H!OPle and under different circumstances. Both of them find a market. So 
also in the case of inferior and Buperior matches, they may find a market. 

Prelident.-But at different pricesP . 
Mr. T. Maung.-Yes. 
President.-What you want to eneure is that .it ~hould be soon that 

the . 11 Qahtv . C1l Indian match. doPAo nBi deteriorats because of protection .. 
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Mr. T. Maung.~Yes.What we are afraid is that superior matches of 
. foreign manufacture might be entirely excluded so that there would be n() 
competition whatever to improve the standard in Burma. 

Dr. Matthai.-That is an important point. 
President.-It should be made possible for the better quality of matches 

to come into the country BO that the better quality may be maintained. 
lIfr. T. Mau,ng.-Yes. 
President.-But eventually the foreign matches must disappear. 
Mr. T. Ma'llng.-That is what we want. Of course the local. industry 

must be encouraged. 

Burmese labour. 
President.-Have you any experience of the Match Industry? Have you 

been to any match factory? 
Mr. T. Ma'llng.-Although I have been 'to one or two factories. I cannot 

claim any particular knowledge of the match industry. 
PTe8ident.~Do you know that a large amount of Burmese labour is 

employed? . 
Mr. T. Mau,ng.-Yes. 
President.-Especially ill the box making and box filling processes? 
Mr. T.Maung.-Yes. 
President.-The evidence is that the Burmese women are particularly 

good at this kind of work. Do you think that there will be sufficient supply 
of that class of labour in Rangoon? 

Mr. T, Maung.-I think, there is. 
P1·esident.-There is, I think, a fairly large Burmese population in 

Rangoon and round about in the villages? 
Mr. T. Mau,ng.-Yes. . 
President.-You consider that it would be a good thing for the province 

to have an industry where people can get employment? 
Mr. T. Maung.-It is good. That is why we should encourage the local 

industry simply to give employment to the proper classes of the people. 

Import duties on. Taw materials. 
President.-Then, .yol'1 .suggest that in order to encourage the local 

industry the import duty on raw materials such as special machinery~ 
phosphorus, sulphur, etc., necessary for ·the industry, should be reduced. 

MT~ T. Maung.--Yes, it is a very important factor . 
• PTesid~nt.-But, you see, there are certain raw materials used by the 

Match Industry which are also used by other industries, so that if they were 
to have a general exemption, the revenue may Buffer a lot. 

MT. T. Maung.-That, may be BO. 
President.-In any case, the burden of the tax on the· imported raw 

materials is not veri high. Assuming that they consume about four annas 
worth of chemicals in tho making of one gross of boxes, it is about half an 
anna, so that it would not help the industry so very much even if the duty 
was removed. As I have told you before, you cannot remove, the duty 
because the same chemicals are used by other industries. For instance, 
sulphur comes in free. 

lIlr. T. Maung.-What we meim by special machinery is machinery specially 
designed for match-making. 

PTesident.-The duty on machinery is only 2i per cent. It ·is not· an 
expensive item. 

Mr. T. Maung.-Quite. But some encouragement should be given·to help 
the local manufacturers becaure they may be afraid of a combine in foreign 
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eountries which may prevent the Indian manufacturers from getting their 
machineries, chemicals, etc., at a cheaper price. 

Pruident.-This would be necessary only if the proposal was that the 
duty of Rs. l-S-O should be reduced. So far as we can see there has been 
nothing likl! • proposal for the removal of the duty, except from one firm, 
I think. On the whole the majority of people are in favour of retaining 
this duty of B.s. 1-8-0, Now, if that duty is retained tile question of the 
removal of the duty 011 raw materials does not arise because no change is 
required. 

Mr. T. Maung . ...,....That is so. 

Fored . Boyaltiel. 
President.-Then as regards the rate of royalty charged by the Forest 

Department. The royalty charged is very small, is it not? 
Mr. T. Maung.-Yes, about Rs. 4 to 6 per ton. 
President.-Of course Messrs. Adamjee Bajee Dawood and Company pay 

Rs. 12-8-0; that is perhaps because he wanted to be sure of his raw material. 
How much less can Government charge than B.s. 4? 

Mr. T. Maung.-Formerly for letpan, didu· and sawbya the royalty was 
Re. 1 per ton in pre-war days. 

President.-They don't fix any royalty but peot>le go and tender? 
Mr. T. Mallng.~Yes, people offer to pay high rate of royalty and Govern

ment accepts the highest tender of course I 
lIfr. Mafhias.-In any case a royalty of Rs. 4 per ton comes to a fraction 

of an allna per groBs; with transport charges and so on the price of wood 
~e)jvered at the factory comes to Rs. 35 a ton? . 

MI'. T. lIfaung.-If you add heavy royalty over and above extraction and 
transport charges it would ·be very expellsive. However, if the manufac
turers do not grumble about the royalty why should we? 

President.-of course the most important point from their point of view 
is that they must get the necessarY quantity of wood. 

Mr. T. lIfaung.-I think they are the natural products of Burma. and it 
(lnly requires research to make them available in large quantities. 

Presiclent.-You suggest planting, do you? 
Mr. T. Maung.-Yes. . 
PreBident.-We have gone into that question with the forest authorities. 
Mr. T. Maung.-In the virgin forest there need not be any difficufty 

about match wood, I mean in the forests lying between Moulmein and 
Toungoo and Moulmein· and Tavoy where there are heaps of match wood 
standing. 

P·/·esident.-It has been suggested that there are fairly large quantities 
in the Tenasserim division. Are you familiar with. Pegu. 

M,.. T. Maung.-No. I am only familiar with Pegu. 
President.-Messrs. Adamjee Bajee Dawood and Company have got a 

4ease in the Insein Division and they expect to get about 6,000 to 7,000 tons 
.. year from that forest and the Government are willing to make experiments 
fu~~~~ . 

Mr. T. Maung.-I think Government should not start this experiment 
in valuable reserves but begin with the fuel reserves in the neighbourhood of 
riverine and railway villages and make experiments there by planting, so that 
-there can be less trallllPort expe~es. 

President.-They have not yet decided where they are going to experiment. 
The main idea is that experiments should be undertaken and they are 
willing to take necessary measures in that direction. 

Al I. T. Maung.-I see. So far as we are concerned our only anxiety is 
to safeguard the interest of the consumer and at the same time to see that 

·.the industry develops in such a way as to provide more employment to the 
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poor and labouring -cia8l!les of Burma. If you increase the duty everyon& 
will feel that his' pocket has been touched., No matter what the fiscal 
policy ,was everybody would like to have matches as cheap as possible, but 
if you,increase import duty on foreign matches thi! price of foreign matches. 
will go :\lP Ilnd there ,will be this feeling of anxiety. ' 

. Dr. Matthai.-Is there any feeling in Burma that the price of matches 
is high? . 

Ur.1. Maung.-There is no such reeling at present, but what I suggest 
is that protection should not be at the expense of the consumer. 

President.-Do you think that the smoking habit in Burma is increasing? 
Mr. T. Maung.-I should think so. It is a national habit I should say. 
President.~Do the Burmese use anything ~lse for lighting his cigars? 
Mr. T. Maung.-He uses matches now-a-days. Matches have become une 

of the necessities of life. 

Oonclusion. 

I'l'esidcnt.-Before concluding our proceedings I would like to express 
on behalf of the Board its deep appreciation of the facilities given to us. 
by the ,Government of Burma. The Bon'ble the Minister for Forests not 
only gave us a very cordial welcome to the Province, but he gave us every 
facility for collecting ,all the necessary data for the purposes of our 
enquiry. The Chief Conservator of Forests and the other Forest Officers 
showed a great deal of keenness in the proceedings and spared no pains to 
place before us all the information that they had in their possession. Our 
t.hanks are also due in a special measure to the Hon'ble the President of 
the Legislative 'Council, Mr. O. deGlanville, for the courteous manner in 
which he provided us with office accommodation in this very fine building. 
In fact, without this very good accommodation that we have had, our work 
would have been done under very great difficulties. We are also indebted 
to the Hon'ble the Chief Justice for having lent us the services of a very 
able interpreter. The examination was very largely facilitated by his 
assistance. The public bodies also, such as the Burma Indian Chamber of 
Commerce and the Burmese Chamber of Commerce, have also rendered us 
grea,t assistance for which we are also very grateful. It has not been 
possible for the Burma Chamber of Commerce to come and assist us in 
this enquiry and we should have welcomed their assistance because they 
represent very great commercial interests in the province. However, they 
ha.ve told .. 11S that they are not in possession of any information which would 
be of use to us, I had personally hoped, however, that it might have been 
possible for them to collect some information which might have been relevant 
to the proceedings before us, and I hop'e that at some future date it may be 
possibl~ for them .to co-opernte with us and to furnish us with their views 
on what appears to be a very important enquiry from the point of view 
of this province. Messrs. Steel Brothers and Company were good enough to 
come and give evidence before us from which we derived very great assist
ance. The principal applicants in this province; Messrs. Adamjee Hajee 
Dawood and Company have also been of great help to us. They have left 
no stone unturned to assist us and they have laid all their materials 
before us without claiming privilege as regards any of the facts mentioned 
either in their written representation or in their oral evidence. I think 
this is an example which may well be followed by other applicants when 'I'Ie 
bmr India in connection with this enquiry. 
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The Indian Merchants" Ch4tmber, Bombay, 

Letter, dated 20th. April 1927. 

I am directed to send to you hereby the views of the Committee of th. 
Qhamber with regard to the various queries. referred to in the questionnaire, 

2. My Committee do not answer the questions seriatim as many of thll 
questions relate. to matters technical concerned with. the actual working o~ 
the ~tch manufacturing factories, with which they arl! not, directlY' CODe 
versant and as such are not in a position to express. any opinion thereon. 

3. Then are, however. certain points in the questionnaire which are' oe 
pneral importance, and they would like to deal with 'such points only. 

4. [ntrodmtoT1/.-My Committee' are aware that there is a general beljef, 
though unfounded,' to the effect that' all-Indian Matches are inferior to the 
imported ones. While they do, not subSClTibe to this· impression, they have 
reason to believe that it is due to an erroneous idea of' considering the 
coloul' of the splints. to be the main deciding factor in .the quality of matches ; 
if the quality is considered from the standard of utility of imported against 
Indian matches, it will be difficult to maintain that the Indian matches· are 
110t equal in quality to the former. 

6. Wood.-Wood soft and suitable to the requirements of the manufacture 
of matches is the prinoipal raw material and such soft wood is neither used 
as timber nor as fuel but forms merely a part of the forest-waste and' was 
80 coneidered till match factories in India came into existence. My Com
mittee are of opinion that India with such vast and unexplored forests 
ehould'be in a position to supply all the soft wood required for this purpose, 
if proper researches are undertaken seriously by the Government. They are 
informed' that· the Government of India have directed the Forest . Research 
Institute {\f Dehra Dun to make researches into the suitability of soft woods 
available for the manufacture of' matches and that some attempts have 
already been made towards that end, and they will much appreciate if' these 
attempts result in proper utilisation of Indian forests towards building up so 
important an industry which supplies an every day necessity of life. My 
Committee would like to suggest that the forest Department should' also 
take in hand the plantation of such species of soft woods as would be re-

. qui red for this industry. The Government of Bombay have, they learn, 
made a beginning in planting Sawar trees (Bombax Malbaricum) and if suoh 
plantations are made on an extensive scale,. they will help the problem of 
the sufficient supply of soft wood' to a great extent. There is another handi
oap, which my Committee would like to point out to the Board, and it is 
the very prohib~tive railways and steam transport charges for the wood. 
home railwllYs have DOW allowed these logs of 80ft wood to be carl'led at 
"fuel. rate" instead of a higher. rate. of .. timber," provided the logs are 
required for bond fide use of a match factory. But such a trivial concession 
does not go to any appreciable extent in inducing Indian Match Manufac
turers to use Indian wood for their factory. My Committee believe that 
proper facilities by way of cheap transport will encourage match manufac
turers to use Indian wood to a greater extent. They. further suggest that 
right of extraction of soft woods from forests should be· given by tender 
to bond. fide match manufacturers only so that the resources of the' Indian 
forests would be more and more utilised by this country. 

6. OthlW Taw materia/a.-Other raw materials that are required in the 
manufacture of matches are mostly chemicals and my CommIt.tee· are of 
opinion that if the industry is established on a sound basis these' chemicals 
are likely to be manufactured in India. 

7. Labou'I'.-India is a country' which exports labour-and as' such i's 
never likely to be in difficulty to secure labour, either skilled or unskilled 
required for this industry. There is also a good number of experts in' this 
industry who have either got their training in foreign countries or are 
trained lowlly under foreign experts. There is again so mueh Ilf unemploy
ment for both the skilled and unskilled labour that industrietl li/J:O the match 
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industry which a.~ so simple should be developed to lessen and ultimately 1;0. 
remove unemployment. 

8. Market.-India. has a vast demand for this commodity which is an 
everyday necessity of life that the yearly requirements of this country amount 
to 1,700,000 gross of matches per year. The figures of imports for Britillh... 
India alone for the year 1917-18 show the demand to be 17,000,000 gross. 
There is every possibility of this demand of 17,000,000 gross being increased, 
in view of the fact that a portion of the agricultural class cannot at present 
affcrd the luxury of the matches and have still to resort to the primitive
method of ignition by the help of steel and granite. My Committee have 
been pressing fol' a Committee of inquiry regarding the deflection of trade 
from Bombay. This problem affects the match industry to a very large-
extent. Quantities of foreign match"'S are sold in Ahmedabad and other 
places at R~. 1-14--0 when the present duty is Rs. 1-8-0. Without going into
details with regard to such conditions, my Committee will all:ain press here fo}" 
a thorough and searching enquiry into the situation. 

9. Oompetition.-The chief competition comes from Sweden and naturally
Sweden is much more concerned in the development of this Industry in India. 
Unfortunately India is a land open to all countries of the world to be-
explored and there are no measures to prevent any foreign country from 
exploiting the resources of this country by opening up factories here and 
thus depriving Indians of the natural advantages that may perhaps accrue
out of certain measures which act as protective to any industry. The Tariff 
Board are probably aware that one of the effects of the import duty of· 
Rs. 1-8-0 per gross has been the opening of match factories by influential 
Swedish Syndicates in order to take undue advantage of this duty to compete-
with. My Committee do not desire to go into the details of this powerful
Syndicate as the same seems to have been done by bodies more in the know 
of its doings and directly affected by them, but they would like to impress 
upon the Board the desirability of instituting a thorough enquiry into the
intentions and doings of this Syndicate and the result thereof on the develop
ment of the Indian Match Industry. This they believe will form a definite-
part of their inquiry. . 

10. Olaim for protection.-My Committee are conversant with the con
ditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission to be satisfied by industries

.claiming protection. They are of opinion that there is a sufficiency of the' 
supply of the chief materials required for this industry, namely, soft wood, 
if proper researches are seriously taken in hand by Government to find out-
soft wood Buita-ble for the manufacture of matches. Besides power is not a 
main consideration in this industry lIB most of the work can be done by 
manual labour and is being done at present in most of the factories that are
o.;tablished in India. Whatever power that is required is also available at 
moderate charge. The question of the supply of labour will not worry the
lll'omoter of this industry as .labour is abundant in India. 

n. My Committee have reasons to believe that unless sufficient proteo
tion for sometime is afforded to this industry, it is not likely to develop. 
But if it is at all developed under the fostering care of the Government it
will soon be in a position t-o facd the world competition without the necessity 
of protective duty. My Committee also wish to impress upon the Board 
the fact that during-the Great War not only the prices of mat()hes had gone up 
a great deal tut there was felt a great scarcity and had it not been for the
Japanese import. what would have been the position in the country could 
better be imagined .than described. They also believe that had it not been 
for the Indian. factories recently growing up. the prices would have been 
much more than those that are at present ruling for this bare necessity of
life and they trust that the Board will seriously consider the future positibn 
of the country in this respect. 

12. It is also a well-known fact that India has been dependent upon
foreign imports of matches all these years but-the position has never been so
serious as at present, when a strong syndicate has been formed with an
enormous oapital to control the industry and to make enormous profits by-
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acqmrlDg factories manufacturing matches in certain parts of Europe and 
in Japan, the only sources from where matches used to be imported hereto
fore; even the machinery works and chemical works which manufacture 
machinery and, chemicals for match industry are being taken over by this 
syndicate in their control in order to preserve their monopoly. 

13. The activities of this Syndicate in'India are all for the purpose of 
promoting the interests of the SyndiclLte that is to get as -much of their 
produce as possible into India, and- to capture the Indian markets entirely 
for themselves, so that ultimately they can sell their products :'as they like; 
it is impossible to believe that this Syndicate with this aim, object- and 
activity has established some factories' in India with the intention of en
couraging this industry in India and therefore, it is hoped that India will 
not be left to its mercy for a bare necessity of life. My Committee are also 
of opinion that encouragement to this industry will also be a help to the 
chemical and paper industries in India and will, while giving employment to 
thousands, develop forests and cause increase in forest revenues of the 
Government as also in the revenues of the Railways. 

14. My' Committee are, therefore, of opinion that the present duty of 
Rs. 1-8-0 per gross should be maintained. Anything less. than this will 
jeopardise the whole fabric of this industry and once it is pulled down, it 
will be very difficult for the industry to raise its head again. The reasons 
for the maintenance of this duty are' manifold; the chief amongst them 
being, the industry being in the hands of a very strong syndicate out to 
control the world's output and demand, the raw mate,rials that are being 
imported in India for the manufacture of matches are sold. at the maximum 
~'ate thereby already penalising the Indian concerns for their attempt to 
compete with the foreign ones. 

15. One of the 'effects of the protective duty .will be that a few new 
factories will be opened in India by foreign capital; such an advantage has 
already been taken by the Swedish Syndicate in opening up factories at 
'Amarnath near Bombay, Rangoon and Calcutta and their object being 
necessarily detrimental to the interests of the development of the Indian 
Industry can only be checked by an imposition of an excise duty on the 
produce of factories under the control of foreign concerns iii proportion to 
the capital invested by them. Such an excise duty will put a check to the 
mischievous activities of foreign trus!,s out to undermine this industry by 
dumping their produce on the Indian market. There is another form of 
indirect assistance which my Committee would like to suggest and it is 
transport facilities by rail and steam for the finished goods of Indian factories 
to the different parts ot' India. 
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THE INDlAN MERCHANTS' CHAMBER, BOMBAY . 
. INDIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CALCUTTA. 

Oral Evidence of· Messrs. W ALCHAND. HEERACHAND, ANANDJI 
HARIDAS; HOS~E1NBHOY LALlI, M.L.C.,; J. K. MEHTA,. M. 
N. MEHtA and M. P., GANDm, recorded at Calcutta on 
Monday, the 13th l"eb~ary. 1928. 

Introductory. 
President.-Mr. Walcband, you. are appearing for tbe Indian Merchants' 

Chamber., BombayP 
Mr. Wnlrkand.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Husseinbhoy Lalji, whom are you representing? 
Mr. :f,alii.-I am appearing on behalf of tbe Indian Merchants' Chamber, 

Bombay, with Mr. Walcband. .. 
President.-Mr. MehtaP 
Mr. Mekta.-I am. also appearing on behalf of the Indian Merchants' 

Chamber. 
President.-Are you the Secretary of the Chamber? 
Mr. Mekta.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. Anandji, you' are representing tbe Indian Chamber. of 

Commerce, Calcutta.P 
Mr. Anandii.-Yes. M;r. Mehta and Mr. Gandhi are also representing 

this Chrunber with me. 
Mr. Walchand.-Before you begin, I ma.y tell you that the' Indian Mer

chants' Chamber, Bombay, has discussed the points raised in your circular 
letter with the Indian Chrunber of Commerce, Calcutta, and we are more or 
less agreed. We are generally unanimous on almost all the points. You will 
find from both the statements that except in a few details we are more or 
less agreed. 

Prp.sidefl,t.-The most convenient wa~ of conducting the examination will 
be for me to put my questions to you and if the Calcutta repreSentatives 
wish to add to or to qualify your replies they can do so. 

Mr. Walckand.-That is the idea of my making a statement that we are 
more or less agreed. .. 

Dr. Mattkai.-Is the Match Manufacturers' Association, Bombay, re
presented hereP 

Mr. Lal;i.-No. 
President.-I should like to draw the attention of all the Chambers which 

have written to us to the fact that there is a certain amount of misunder
standing as to the circular letter issued by us. Some of them have assumed 
that the opinions expressed therein were our opinions. That is not so. We 
have tried to make it perfectly clear that we were not expressing any 
opinion but that we were putting forward the arguments of those who came 
before us. We have to come to certain conclusions and we want to be 
elllightened on the various points hy the commercial community both Euro
pean and Indian. It is a pity that some of the Chambers have misunderstood 
some of the ideas contained in our letter. We expressed no opinion what
soever on any of the points raised because we have not yet explored the 
subject sufficiently to form any opinion and it is not our practice to express 
any opinion except in our reports. 

Mr. Walckand.-We have understood the position correctly. 
President.-In answering our questions you will remember that that is 

t:le idea we have in mind. 



. Mr. WulehofWI.-We have undertJtood .the. rpo81tion correctly. and we must 
~ the BOai'd for putting before us .the val'iou!l ,alternatives, I should say 
illwrilra tions. ' 

Prerideflf;-'-We are indeed very much obliged to the Indian commercial 
community fC1r goillg through: our communication so very carefully and 
giving 1111 their considered opinion which, lam sure, will be of very great 
uaDtance HUll. Unfortunately we have not. had much time to give publi
city to all the representations that we have received from the various Chnm
bers of Commerce, but the one impression that is created in. my .mind is that 
there iI a complete cleavage of opinion on some of the. most ,important pointe. 
So far as, Indian opinion is concerned, as far as I can gathe" they ,think 
that the Swedish Match ,Company is not desirabl!l .and that certain condi
tions must be imposed on it if it is to remain: in the. country. On the ether 
hand, the European opinion is that it may be a benefit· to the country and 
that it should be allowed to remain. I am just putting it generally. 

Mr. Walchand.-We have not seen the opinion of any t!:urope'ln Chamber. 
President.-I am sotry, but we had no time to give publicity to these 

representations. But between these two I think we should try 1.0 arrive at 
MIme decision which is based not on any sentiment ne::<lssIIl'ily, but purely 
on more or less economic grounds . 

. Mr. Walckand.-Probably the European Chainb3rs were waiting to soe 
wh .. t the Indian Chambers had to say, but as the representations of the 
Indiall Chambers were made public whilst theirs were no;;, we do not know 
what their views are. 

Dr. Matthai.-There was one chamber who had their communication pub
lished in the papers, and that was the Burma Chamber of Commerce, but it 
was a short one. 

Mr. Gandhi.-That was only a brief one about ten or twelve lines. 
"Yr. Walchand.-Neither the Bombay European Chamber nor the Calcutta 

Chamber have had their communication to the Board published. 
President.-The Bengal Chamber of Commerce, the Bombay Chamber of 

Commerce and also the Upper India Chamber of Commerce are rather im~ 
'portant bodies and they have expressed their views to us. 

Mr. Anandji.-I may say our opposition to the Swedish Trust is not based 
on any sentiment but purely on economic grounds. 

, President.-I am glad to hear that. But there is a feeling abroad that 
the question might be dealt with not on economic grounds but on other 
grounds and we should be very averse to create that impression, so that in 
giving evidence you will bear this in mind that we are concerned chiefly with 
the economic aspect of the question when we go through these various points. 

Mr. Walchand.-May I summarize the Bta~ents which probably have 
not been very logically or consequentially drawn up P 

Pre3idfl1lt.-Yes, if you would like to do so. But I think it would be 
better if we go through the main points. 

Mr. Walchand.-.Tust as you like. 

The actil:itie3 of the Swedish Match Company. 
President.-There are two important things to enquire into. . Thefu.st 

is, what is the objection from the economic point of view to the operations 
of the Swedish Match Company in the country, and secondly, if it is found 
that the Company'.s activities are undesirable, then what remedies do you 
suggest to counteract them P I think those two points would very nearly' 
cover the most important issues as far a6 the Swedish Match Company are 
toncerned. . ' 

Mr. Walchalld.-Yes. We have 'tried through the proposed sales organ
illation to deal with the' Swedish menace. 

President.-The salesorgllnization is really a part of the remedy proposed. 
Mr. Walchand.-Yes. 
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Preside'/l.t.-The first thing is to find out in what way the Compan,. 
4)perates and in. what way you' consider it prejudicial to the economic 
interest of India and, secondly, what remedies you propose. I want to know 
in what respects you consider that the operations of the Company are 
against the. economic interest of the country? What is· the main ground 
on which you base your opinion? . 

Mr. Walcha'll.d.-Personally, I should think the obvious ground is exploita
tion by non-nationals or non-Indians. 

President.-Exploitation does not mean anything. That is an expression 
which at least 80 far as we are concerned, we have never used and we do not 
know what that means. The first thing you have' got to show is this, that 
there is a Trust. Well, I concede that it is a Trust in the sense that it is 
a big organization, doing business on a very large scale in different parts of 
the world and so on. . . 

lIlr. Lalii.-And monopolizing tnis business . 
. President.-The second point is, does the Company act injuriously from 

the Indian economic point of view? How do you propose to establish that 
point? 

lIlr. Walchand.-Need we go into the usual grounds against monopolistic 
tendencies? Everywhere in the world once a Trust gets a monopoly it takes 
advantage of the consumer's position. 

President.-If you put it on abstract grounds, I don't think there can be 
any dispute that if there is a monopoly and if the organisation possessing 
the monopoly takes advantage of its position unfairly and raises the price 
afthe commodity to the consumer, then of course it is time for the State 
to consider whether any steps should be taken. But we have not got to that 
stage yet, so far as the evidence goes to show. We just want to see in 
what way you suggest that the Swedish Match Company has raised the prices. 
The evidence at present ,is-rather the allegation is-that they have dowered 
the prices. 

Mr. Walcha'll.d.-That naturally is the initial stage. When they want to 
sgueeze out the Indians from the business the tendency for this monopoly 
will be to lower the prices. We have the examples of the cement combine 
and the jute monopoly. By curtailing supplies and working 4 days instead 
or 6 days they have raised their prices. The cement combine has raised 
cement prices. Each of them is making about 50 per cent. on their turn 
over. They have done this although there are half a dozen different cement 
manufacturers in the country. 

President.-Quite true, but I have never heard anybody suggest that 
Government should take any action as regards any of these industries. 

Mr. Walchand.-Because of what? 
Preside'/l.t.-Their answer is that overproduction is uneconomic and there

fore it is better for the consumer a8 well as the producer to bring production 
more or lesss into line with the demand. 

Mr. Walchand.-Most of them are Indian concerns with rupee capital, 
managed in India not run by foreign people. Possibly some of them have to 
be tolerated because they have vested interests lasting over 50 or 60 years. 
The Swedish combine started only recently, three yearS back, because of this 
Rs. 1-8-0 duty, in order to take advantage of this duty. Their antecedents, 
their history in other parts of the world show that they have squeezed out 
the local industry of the country where they operate. The recent example is 
Ceylon. I was there last month. They have done the same there. They 
have squeezed out the local manufactllrer by all means of competition, rate 
war, buying out their factories and so on. . 

Dr. Matthai.-Have they got their factories in Ceylon? 
Mr. Walchand.-Yes, they have. They have taken over one work there 

and are probably running it in the name of the old company. They have a 
monopoly in Ceylon and in Japan I hear they control about 75 per cent. 
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Prerident.-We are getting away from the point. On absiract grounds we' 
may concede that if these things happen there would be some reason for 
taking action. But have all these things arisen? That is what we are trying 
to investigate. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-You have mentioned the analogy, of jute. Would you as 
;a businessman 'of experience object to an industry which is passing 
through a period of depression taking steps to organize a proper relation 
between supply Bnd,demand? At the time when'the Jute industry found iii 
necessary to organize itself on the present short time basis, the jute industry, 
like most other industries, was for the time being passing through a period' of 
'depression, and a restriction of output was necessary il:! the interests .of the 
industry. 

Mr. Walchand.-Is there not a limit to it? Yesterday we,had two reports 
of two jute mills which have declared 80 per cent. 'and 140 per cent. ,dividend. 
Even on ,their, pr~ent replacement value IIome, of them, show a I:eturn of 
15 to 20 per cent. 

Dr. Matthai.-The situation would perhaps right itself. Supposing the 
profits that you get in the industry are sufficiently, attractive for extension of 
production, the ,short time arrangement won't work. 

Mr. Walchand.-For the last three years they have successfully kept out-
1Iiders from coming, in. 

Dr; Matthai.-The point on which we really need your assistance is this. 
So far judging by your experience of the Swedish Match Trust in India, is it 
possible for you to give us some instances of unfair competition by, the 

CompanyP 
]lfr., La!ji.-I will only confine myself to, the match industry. First of all 

it will be conceded that this is ,. ~ery big ,Trust. 
Pre.rident.-That is conceded. 
Mr. Lalii.-If that is conceded, what is their object? Their object has 

heen to capture the world's trade in matches. That is a: big Trust out to 
capture the 'world trade and every Trust that goes out to capture' world 
trade has to consider in the first' instance the question of buying out· or 
running down small factories that a,re existing in any part of the world. 
With regard to this Swedish Trust, these people have got their factories all 
over the world. They were dependent on import trade in India and, as /loon 
as this Re. 1-8-0 duty was levied they put up factories in India and in the very 
beginning they started their sales as we have pointed out, at Re. 1-14-Q per 
gfOSB. Now the price has come down to Re. 1-4-0. 

Prflsident.-I am Borry to interrupt, you. When they started with 
B.a. 1-1W that price of Re. l-1W was very high, with reference to the cost. 

Mr. Lalii.-Quiteright. 

Prerident.-There is one thing which the manuf~cturers have not so far 
grasped. It has been alleged against them that they have cut down prices. 
'Their case, however, is this,-I express no opinion on that at present--that 
every time they have made a reduction in price the reduction has nearly 
~rresponded to reduction in their costs, and that there is no' time at which 
they have sold their matches at a loss, loss in the sense that they don't cover 
works cost plu! a certain amount. 

Mr. La!ji.-May t take it thai they contend that when they were selling 
at Re. 1-14-0 their costs were at that level and that their costs have come' 
down to the figure they now give, namely, Re, 1-2-0. 

President.-That is their case. 

Mr. Lalii.-If that is their case that is' a point on which I want to say 
very strongly. So far as Indian factories are concerned, this plea would hold 
good because in the beginning they had no eltperience, they were importing 
splints and boxes and their costs used to be something very near the price at, 
which they were selling. At that time of course there was good profit 8S well •. 
But for a syndicate which had experience of lOOy~ars, to start with 150 per 

IV R 



c~nt. ,plQrecost wit1l an their ~ciency, m<Xiern fDachinery, etc., is a thinK" 
wj;lich 1; .cl!'n~ptcol!ceive.. . . .' , 

'iPrelident • .."...Asa Board' could we say that' when ,they reduce their price 
to the consumer by producing matches cheaply, they do a disservice to tlie 
countryP . 

. M~. Anqndji.-it was because of the comp~tition of I~diaIi. factories that 
their .lj.Ction appeared beneficia.l. ILthere had not .been Indian factories in 
el[istenoe they would have taken a.dvantage of the position and made as much 
money as they could out of the countFy. 

President.-'-We are not now' discussing any abstract proposition. 
Mr.' A7lG7ldii,-This' is a fact and not any ab~tract question. If there had 

not been this competition from Indian factories, their prices would not have 
come down to the level to 'which 'they have come now.' nis only human to 
make' as much profit as one can get. There is nothing abstract about it. 

Mr. Mathial.'-"-On this question ofmonbpoly may I quote from the report: 
of the American Industrial Commission as to whether a monopoly if it is 
established will always fix higher prices to the eonsumer-

"The testimony of $ubstantially all of the construction men is to the 
effect that unless' a combination has some monopoly of the raw 
material or is protected by patent or possibly has succeeded in 
developing some very popular style of trade mark· or .brand, any 
attempt to put, prices at above competition. rl<tes will result 
eventually in failure although it may be temporarily successful." 

Accepting this for the moment it,does not appear that even if the Swedish 
Match Company obtained a monopoly they would put their prices very high • 

. ' Mr. Walchand.-I don't think' American conditions will apply to us. 
Mr. Lalii.-When their price was Rs. 1-U-O and the price of the Indian 

manufacturers was about the same, at that time the Indian manufacturers 
had to import splints and veneers. You will find from the records that even 
at that time the Swedish Match Company were getting lndian wooel from 
the Bombay forests and other forests and at that time their cost was ... 

Dr .. Matthai.~What is the period YOll are referring toP 
. 1111'. Lalii.-'-1924 and 1925. At that tinie they kept their prices at II 

level which wol1ld not give Indian, factories good profit and they started with' 
the proposal of buying out Indian factories~ ,Then as the Indian factories 
started' making their QWP. boxes in India; they reduced their' prices and after 
thilt the Swedish again 'reduced their prices to cnt down the Indian manu
facturers. Furthermore, since' the Indian' fact9ries also, started making 
splints and brought down their costs, they also' started cutting their rates. 
This clearly shows tlmt' , they, have been watching the progress 'and the
costs of the Indian factories and not allowing them a fair margin -,ilUt are 
trying to compete with them and ultimately if this policy goes on they -can 
cut theni' down alto~ether, because they have' m~ney.'· " \ , 

";, ' .:. . '.' ,: .. 
Noet'ide7lce' of 1m/air competitio7l. 

Presid~nt.-We don't want to get 'too far away from)he poi~t. .First of 
aU we must find out wheth~r. they. were carrying on ,any unfair competition. 

Mr. lVa,l.chand.-Even if there are no concrete. instances I say they are 
just spreading out their net. : +hey have not ,got. theit monopoly yet as the 
shipping bade haa got. As sOon as they get it, this is tpll, result which will 
naturally follow. . ' "',, " 

President.-True, but we will deal with the abstract proposition after-
lI'ards, let us now deal with the present situation.: -, : , ' . 

',Mr. Walchand.-May: I submit that this is not an abstract proposition; 
this is what bas happened and this is what will happen.!, 
,,. P1·esiden,t.~There is another point tot,. I do notiknoW>what 'the positiorr' 

will hI' fouhd to be by us. but just now tM position is this.' They are trying' 
t~' esta blish tbis proJ?osiHon that their reduction in, price,h~, corres,ponded to 
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their reduotion in costs., ,The second P9int is, this. I think I put to Mr, 
Hosseinbhoy Lalji some question in Bombay and said that there were not 
many big manufacturers who had reached a, stage when they ,~id not fi,n~ it 
profitable. ' 

Mr. Lal;i.-Yes. 
Presiden',-Up till now so far as profits are concerned have you any reason 

to complain,? They ,are in fact higher than the rates ,which under any 
echeme of protection you would get. " 

Mr. Lalii.-Yes. But the question' of questions is thi~We want 'to 
protect ourselves and take action before we are ruined. This is &, very small 
indu~tI'i',whichis still in its infancy and we have to find out how we can 
protect it against this big combine which wants to crush us out of existence: 
We have raised this cry in order that action may be taken immediately 
before it is too late. " 

Mr. Anandii.-.:...Tust as they have brought 'down, thEiir costs so have the 
Indian manufacturers. It may be that the Swedish Trust have brought 
down their price because of the Iridian competition. Instead of saying that 
the Indian manufacturers have brought down their, cost you might just as 
well say that the Swedish TrUst have done so and that has brought down the 
cost of the Indian manufacturers also and therefore the case being the same 
with regard to both the question to be considered is what will happen in the 
future. ' 

President.-The' position seems to be, this, that so far the prices have 
been reduced by 'competition whether they took the first step or'you took the 
first stei' is immaterial. Prices have been reduced but prices have so far not 
been reduced below a point at which they have ceased to be profitable. 

Mr. Anandii.--I do admit that. 
Pre.ndent.--::-Suppos:ing the position does not become any worse, then ,will 

the Indian manufacturers have any serious reason to complai!!? ' , 
Mr. Lalii,--::-suPPosing the positioIi did not get allY worse then they would 

not have any reason to complain, but you have to consider this. Do yOU 
believe for a moment that the prices will continue as they are? 

President.-We want to disCuss that point; ArEi you agreed that up to the 
present stage on ~o!!o!llio grQnnds it 4as not: been ,established that the,Indian 
industry has been damaged,? . 

Mr. Anandii.-The Indian industry would have expanded more but for tire 
activities of the Swedish Trust.. ' 

President.-I am just asking you as ;regards ,tile position of the industry 
as it stands ta-day. ' 

Mr. A,nandii.-The factorieS in ~xistence have not been hit thereby" but 
Dew factories could not come into existence. ' 

Mr. Lalji.-Some had to shut down in 'the meantime. 
p,.esfdeflt.-WewiIl'come to the new factorieS presently; 
M,.. Walchand.-My objection extends' even to that portion of the business 

which they have got and which is in non-Indian hands. I want the industry 
to be entirely run as far as possible by Indians as such." , 

Pmidl!nt.-':We will ~me to that pre~ntly. 
Mr. Walchand.-That objection is there. 

p,.uident.'""'-That is different from what we are discussing now. 

Dr, Matthai~-We are just ~ow on the question' ~f unfai~ co~petition. 
M,.. Lalii.-At present the industry is also being hampered; and certaiil 

tactories have reduced their production and certain factories have closed 
down, and why? The reason is,quite clear, that they had certain stocks and 
they could not get finance to the extent that the Swedish Syndicate' was 
financing the dealers in more ways than one, by giving them oredit and giVIng 
them deferred rebates. If these deferred rebates are taken into considera-

n2 
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tioD, then I submit that even at the present moment certain factories which> 
have not developed can never run. 

Dr: Matthai . .....:On that question take your own factory which is one of the
biggest in Bombay. 

Mr. Lalji.-Fairly big. 
Dr. Matihai.-On' account of the activities of the Swedish Match Trust 

although your prices have come down,- your prices have not come down to-
what might be called an uneconomic level. ' 

. Mr. Lalii.-I admit that. 
Dr.' Matthai.-My point is this, that there are certain factorieS in this· 

country which have been pursuing exceedingly inefficient methods. For them 
it is neces;;ary that there should be a very high level of prices. Otherwise' 
they close down. Surely you are not going to suggest that the fact that a 
few concerns have closed down because their costs have been unduly high is 
any argument for proving unfair competition. 

Mr. Lalji.-I admit that so far, as my factory is concerned I had two· 
years life and probably I was fortunate enough to have sufficient amount of 
finance, but our objective is that this industry should flourish and'that those
who hav,ostarted and have not got ,sufficient funds should be given time to-
.develop.' . 

Preside'll,t.-Mr. Lalji, I think you have made a statement that some
factories have closed down. We have been trying to ascertain whether that 
is a fact or not. We have not been, able to, find that any factories operating 
on any considerable scale have closed down. On the contrary most of the
factories have increased their production. 

Mr. Lalji.-I shall submit to you the names. I ain making a differenc& 
between well organized factories and those who are in their infancy. The 
National Match Factory at Ghatkopar whose production is 8 to 9 cases of 
100 gross each remained closed for about six months in the year. 

President.-When did it start? 
Mr. Lalii.-In 1924. 
President.-It was working when we were there last year. 
Mr. Lal;i.-It has just then re-started. It has stopped again because

nobody would advance them money. I will give you another instance. There
was a factory called the Asada factory at Kurla. and, it has been recently 
removed. It was producing about 1,500 gross a day. 

Presiden.t.-Wali that'p.ot a purely Japanese concern? 
Mr. Lalji.-No. It has got an Indian partner. 

Mr. Mathias.-That has been removed from Kurla? 
Mr. Lalji.-Yes,but why has that been removed? To-morrow we may

have to remove to an Indian State where we can have some protection but 
we want to remain in British India. 

President.-So far as prices are concerned I think we are agreed that they 
are not at a level where they cease to be profitable and therefo:.:e factories
which have closed down must have done so for other reasons such as want of 
finance, want of management, want of interest and so on. That is not neces
Baril,. connected with the price. 

Mr. Anafldji.-The future of the industry is a very considerable factor. 
After all if the future is bad nobody would be prepared to invest money in 
it, but if the future of the industry is assured they can get money easily and' 
run the industry on an economic basis. 

Dr. Matthai.-Even if these factories which closed down were inefficient. 
the mere fact that a certain number of factories had closed down might upseb 
the confidence of the investors in the industry generally? Is that your point~ 

Mr. Lalii.-Yes. 
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Mr. Anandii.-They had to close down because there is the Swedish Trust 
with their big factory at Ambarnath ,and people were· afraid of investing 
money it! the match industry. .' 

President.--So far the consequences have not been very serious,bu1l if. this 
Trust i~ allowed to continue then your case is that that the. Indian part. of 
the industry will come to grief P 

Mr. Lalii.-Yes. 
Mr. Walch<ind.-We don't admit that in the past they have not done 

anything to squeeze out or threaten the Indian industry or have not adopted 
methods to ged rid of the Indian industry. 

Mr. Lalji . .:-As you know there were affidavits from well-known people in 
which. they said that attempts were made to buy their factories and threats 
were put forward that if they did not dose down or hand. over 51 per cent. 
interest in the factories there would be a rate war •. You.haye the' evidence 
of the merchants also who were not connected.with factories in Bombay, like 
Sheikh Adam, and Mr. Lalloobhai. They are wholesale dealers and. they 
have said that they were given the impression that the Swedish Trust was 
going to cut down the rates and stop the Indian sales. That. is in
dependent evidence. 

President.-As regards threats they have denied these threats. 
Mr. Walckand.-Let us' not use the word threat. It might be that they 

used persuasive, sweet language, conveying the same meaning. 
President.-It has been admitted by them that they.have attempted to 

buyout these factories. 
Mr. Walchand.-They have attempted to squeeze us out or to use your 

words to buyout small Indian industries. 
President.-They have attempted to purchase some of the factories' aa 

going concerns. That is their case. 
Mr. Walckand.-We don't admit that they have 'not made any attempts in 

the past to get a monopoly. Our eaSE! is that some of the mean&--7I am no. 
speaking from first hand information-might be unfair, they might be threats, 
they might be the usual methods adopted by monopolists in every other trade 
such as deferred rebates and so on. 

Mr. Lalit-you had some evidence from merchants who were not manu. 
facturers, ' 

Pre!ident.-We have had plenty of evidence 
Mr. Lalji.-I mean from merchants who are not manufacturers. 
l'resident.-They were interested, in the sales;' that comes. to the same 

thing really. . , 
Mr. Lalji.-They are selling Ambarnath matches as well as ours • 
. Prellident.-We have not had any disinterested evidence. 
Mr. Lalji.-What I wanted to convey was that independent merohants had 

gjven independent evidence. 
President.-I don't dispute for a moment that a man may be interested 

and yet may be very independent. When you say that they are persons who 
. were not interested I tell you that every person who carne here before 
us was personally interested except of course the Chamber~ of Commerce. 

Mr. Lalji.-Two big firms who gave evidence did not want to come of their 
own accord. I gave you their names and they came at your request. 

President.-What is the point? 

Mr. Lalji.-What I want to say is that they were independent and they 
told you that the object of the Swedish Match Company was either to buyout 
the Indian concerns or reduce their rates and thus compel them to close down. 

President.-They denied that, and I don't think it is necessary for our 
purpose to go into that. 

Mr. Anandii.-They made offers to persons who owned factories. 



President.-As a matter of fact they did try to purchase these, factories; 
they wanted to acquire at least 51 per cent. interest. Is not that sufficient 
for your purpose? Now, let us get on to the )lext point. Your case is that 
if they are allowed to continue, the Indian industry may have to face such 
fierce competition from them that the In4ian )actorieil will be destroyed. 
That is your qase, is it not? 

Mr. Walchand.-Yes. 
Pre,idefl,t.-That being the position, you have certain ,proposals to make .8 to how to meet this? 
Mr. Walchand.--'Yes. 
Pre8ident.-'-Now as regards the foreign character of, the company, we 

have published the earlier evidence that we took. in this enquiry and you will 
find that there are documents in those two volumes which set out the history 
of the Company, its capital, where the capital originated and so on. You will 
find 'from those documents ,that the bulk of its capital has been raised in 
England, in London-at least a very large percentag_though the company 
has its domicile in Sweden. The Swedish capital is very small. Most of the 
capital has been subscribed by Great Britain. Further, they have, so far as 
India is concerned, a rupee capital. The Western India Match Company is a 
rupee capital company. 

Mr. Walchafl,d~-It is a private limited company. 
Prebidefl,t.-But with a rupee capitaL Again, the Assam Match Company 

is a public company with rupee capital. They have offered shares to the 
Indian public. First of all, let us deal with the non-Indian part of the 
capitaL It has, as I say, a ,very large percentage of British capital. What 
do you suggest when you say that foreign capital ough1; to be controllefl P 
Do YOIl mean foreigq in the sense that it is non-Indian? 

,Vr. Walchand.-Even British capital is foreign capital. 
President.-It is non-Indian external eapital that you object to? 
Mr. Afl,Qndji.-Yes. 
Mr. Walchand.-If a war breaks, out with Sweden, what happens? 
President.-We should be very ricli. We would take hold of all their 

factories? 
Mr. Walchand.-You mean confi~cate them and sell all 'their matches as 

Soviet oil is sold. 
Mr. Lalji.-Are you agreed that we can manufacture without the Ilssist-

ance of these Swedish flxpertsP 
President.-Aren't you manufacturing without them? 
Mr. Lalji.-We are. 
Mr. Afl,Qndji.-If we are killed now "as a result- of the operations of the 

Swedish Match Company in India, it will take years before 11"11 shall be again 
:fit to run this match industry. 

Mr. Walchand.-Our main objection is this. E"en if the bulk of the 
,capital is British, we consider all that capital 8S foreign. 

'" 
ReY1l1at ion of foreign capital. 

Dr. Matthai.-We are no~ on the question of foreign capital and I should 
like to know your position precisely. First, let 'us make a distinction between 
proprietary and non-proprietary capital. Supposing you are in a position to 
run an industry with the aid of foreign capital that has come on a non
proprietary basis--1iebentures' and so on-you would not object, would you? 
Your objection, I take it, primarily arises from the fact that the possession 
bf capital means also possession of control? ' 

Mr. Walchand.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-TherefOl'e to non-proprietary capital, you would not object. 
Mr. Walcha'lld.-To capital cOllling into the country in the form of deben-

tures, r don't objeot.' 
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,M7': Lalii.-We would hot;. objee't to foreigJl capital :calhing in, provided 
the share& are aeld by JndiaD.&. ',,", , ' ,,! "~ 

Dr. Mattla,j.~econdly, your objection to proprietary' capital- ariseli.,wh~re 
the use of that capital is connected either with a monopoly or iwith-a,n"ant,i;., 
cipated monopoly., , , ,I ; : ", ; ') 

Jlr. JVl4lchand.-Not merely,thatJ r 
; Dr. lIlstthai.-Wherethe busines& is financed by'joreignproprietlliry"' capi

tal but 'it furu;tions on 'a basis' of perfectly free and 'opep. competition,' would 
you object? ' " ' , 

Mr. Walchand.-I t comes; in even' there, ,iMy objiletiol!. 'is to all : 'foreign, 
non-Jndiall,capital. i " 

Presidenf __ How is it, then' thait inime: part'~f:your,note; you', say, y0111'> 
COlDmittee are not opposed to, a.ny foreign 'capital 'as 'sucn:, but. it musil comS!! 
on tarnut laid down by the Indian Legislativ-e Assembly?' " ," ;" 

Mr. Walchand;-'-Yes; provided'itcomes in the form:'df"debeii:tnrEi capi't.tH': 
The ahares must belong ,to, Indians. ' I ' 

, Pre .• ident.-You are eri1;itled to, !,'aise thIS' questioriif"yoli like anc:I 'of 
course, we will consider it, but I; must 'tell' you ,that 'this, point has, been' 
twice ('onsidered already. ' . ' "" , 

MI'. Walchand.-By whom? 
Pre,~ident.-{)nce 'by the Fiscal Commission' and 'once by' the External 

Capital Committee. 
Mr. AnuM-ii.-The External Capital Committee are not quite clear. 
Mr. Walchand.-In'the report of the Fiscal Commission, there' are tw~", 

opinions.' , , ,. 
Pre.ndent.-When we talk of a Commission,we' always' talk of the 

majority. report; that is the ordinary ,convention. The faci;. remains that 
both the Fiscal Commission and the Externa.J.CapitaJ, Committee reported that 
we could not put any restrictions on foreign capital without injuring the 
acoDomic interests of India ,except unller one condition; that is to say; where 
the foreign capitalist has got some special. benefit from, Government, such liB 

a bounty or a conoession or a monopoly or some such :thing, they thought ,that 
in, accordance with the views of the '~iscal CoID1llissiop. certain li1llitations, ' 
might be placed upon the investment of foreign capital in, 'the country. But., 
this is clearly not a case in which they have got any concession, other than' , 
the ordinary' one that they are allowed to' trade iii the country on the same,. 
terms as anyone else. 

Mr Walchand.-Is not theprelientimporl duty olRs: 1~8-0 a concession?, 
PTe.1ident.-It is not a concession to them. . . 1 

Dr. Matthai.-Itis not' a conc~sioil. tathem.once yo'u have a duty,: it 
applies to the just' as",well as, the unjust, ,You cannot dilierentiatl! 'as you 
CM in the case of bounties. ' , , ' , >' , , , ' , 

Mr. Walchand.-Personally I should consider 'R~. '1-8~O 'duty 'a'big con-'! 

ooss;,~~dent._1 am tryingto ~oint 'out w~at has~en'do:rie before.' , 
Mr. Walchand.-Tlie settled policy of the Goverriment is I think what' was' 

mentioned by Mr. (now Sir) A. C. Chatterjee in tile Legislative Assembly' on 
the 2nd March 1922: " The settled policy of the Government of India, as I 
think we have mentioned more than once in this Assembly,is that no con
cession should be given to any firms in reg8.l'dto industries, in India; unless 
such firms have a rupee capital, unless such firms ,have a proportion,' at any 
rate, of Indian directors, and unless such, firms allow facilities for Indian 
apprentices to be trained. in their works.", As 1 say ,the duty of Rs. 1-8-0, 
is a big concession.' " 

Mr Mehta.-It is the view of the minority of the Fiscal Commission that 
a protective wall is a big ,concession.: . 

P~e~ident .-They don't want the concession; they say "take it away". 
It is ~ot a concession to a foreign eoncern; , 
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Mr. Anandji.-.It, is a concession in this way that ,any company which 
.tarts Inanufacturing in this country will get the benefit of this duty. 

Prerident.-It is not' a concession in the sense in which' the Fiscal Com
mission meant it, 

Mr. Walchand.-This is what the minority of the Fiscal say in their 
minute of dissent: .. We are unable to appreciate the distinction drawn 
between companies getting Government concession and companies establish
ing themselves behind, the tariff wall erected under a policy of protection ... , 
The duty of Rs. 1-8-0 is really a big tariff wall. 

Mr. Mathia3 . ..;,Yes; when it becomes a protective duty. 
Mr. Walchand.-For 50 years the industry has been struggling in the' 

country; The minute the duty of Rs. 1-8-0 is imposed we find, that the 
industry has been able to secure a ,footing and produce about 65 per cent. 
of the country's requirements of which more than .'13 per oent. ,is entirel,. 
Indian, If that, cannot be called due, to protection, what else is it due to!' 

Pre;ident.-As far as their policy can be ascertained from what- they have 
done in, other countries, it is, that they would comply with all the conditions 
laid down by you here except the one, relating to 75 per cent. of the capital 
bein~ held b,. Indians. ' 

Mr. Walchand.-That is the main thing. 
Pre8ident.-You insist upon 75 per cent. of the capital being IndianP 
Mr. Walchand.-Yes. ' ' 
Pre.tident.-I would advise you to read once more the report of the 

External Capital Committee. It is an ideal to be aimed at but it is an ideal 
whioh cannot be given effect to without injuring all inv(stors in the country. 

Mr. lValchand.-In this countryI' 
President.~Yes, because peopie will not invest in an industry where they 

cannot part with their shares in the open market under competitive condi. 
tion~. ' 

Mr. lValcha'lld.~annot the 75 per cent. give scope for free, open market!' 
Pre.,ident.-Supposing the 'industry comes to grief, a non-Indian investor 

may be prepared to pay a higher price for the shares, but if he is not allowed 
to buy in the open market the Indian investor will have to sell for whatever 
price he cali. That will be the position.' ' 

Mr. Gandhi.~Is' India not big enough to afford scope for open competi. 
tion P , 

Dr. Matthai.-It denends entirely upon the conditions of the industry at 
the time.' , 

Mr. Gandhi.-I don't think the market will be at all affected. 
Prp.sident.-This is the position. The recommendation as regards the per- , 

cent age of capital was considered by two committees and it was their view 
that this could not be enforced. ' 

Mr. lValchand.-What we want is a predominant majority-call it 75, 66, 
70 or something of that, sort. As we understand it, that majority should be 
held in their own right not only in the original holding but also later on 
throughout by Indians on their own behalf, not as dummies. 

Pre .• iJent . ..,...We live in a country in which benami exists in perfection I 
Mr, lValchand.-We will find out if it is benami. 
Dr. Matthai.-It will simply mean an inquisitorial enquiry. 
Mr. Walchand.-The share registers and the accounts will have to come 

before the sales organization at the end of a certain period and at that time 
the complete balance sheet and the share registers will reveal whether the ' 
.hares I:re held bona /ide or by a clerk or by an agent of the Swedish Match 
CompllnY, bet1<lmi. 

]}r. Matthai.-What is the position under your Bcheme of a company 
registered in India? Supposing shares were held by a company or a corpora • 
.. ion l'Ihich is registered in India would you call that an Indian .. hareholderP 
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Mr. Walchand.-We would have go into the share registers of that com
pany. 

President.-How can you do that? Take the case of the Tata Iron and 
Steel Company. It wants its reserves invested in the Swedish' Match Com
pany; It buys a very large proportion of its shares. How are you going to 
know whether the shares of the Tata Iron and Steel Company are Indian or 
not? 

Mr. Walchand.-The share registers can be 'inspected by the Registrar of 
Joint Stock Companies or by anyone at his office. When I see a share in 
the namE' of a company instead of an individual I will say. 

President.-Who will say? 
M,·. Walchand.-The Tariff Board or the sales organization or whoever 

givey the licence and fixes the quota and the prices. That is our scheme. 
Under our scheme there should be a licensing system. 

President.-We are first dealing with the constitution of the Swedish 
Match Company. 

Mr. Walchand.-It is this organization which will look into that. 
Pre.ident.-What I want to get at is this. Is it at all practicable to 

carry on this very intricate enquiry at very frequent intervals? 
1\1r. Walchand.-I don't agree it will be frequent nor intricate. Six 

busine&llmen moving about with open eyes in the country will at once tell you 
whether a particular transaction is bond /ide or not. 

Prp.,!ident.-Take a case like this. There are a number of private com
panies consisting of, say, one European member and two Indians. They are 
regist"l"ed as a company. They go and buy shares in the Swedish Match 
Company. What control would you have over a private company? 

Mr. Walchand.-There might be smugglers, but because of that we need 
not fun away from the principle of our proposition. 

Dr. Matthai.-If you look at it in relation to the facts of the industry 
you will find that a great majority of the Indian match concerns are part
n81"ship. What is really the position of a partnership? Supposing' you have 
two Ulen running a concern both of whom are nominees of the Swedish 
Trust, how are you going to deal with that? 

Mr. lValchand.---Buch facts cannot remain concealed. We can always find 
'that out within a short time after the transaction. It will be credited 
Bomew\lere in the books because the Swedish Company is not going to make a 
gift oi its capital to these two men. " 

Dr. Matthai.-You might know enough for you to form, a sort of general 
impre£sion, but you might not know enough, 'to substantiate the thing in a 
forUl'" manner. . 

Mr. lValchand.-lf they are so clever or shrewd as to elude the vigilance 
of these six gentlemen and the Government I for one will say that they are 
welcon,e to have that small concession. . . 

M,. Lalii.-It is an easy thing. If you ask ordinary bankers. they will get 
this information themselves if you are a client. If bankers can get this 
inform,.Hon the non-official directors can also get it .. 

Dr. Matthai.-If as a banker I give you a loan it is simply' II matter 
betwt'E'n you and me; but in the case of a public utility concern it is &- matter 
of publit' interest. 

Mr. LaZji.-Just as banks can get any information through their men 80 
can the sales organization get the information because it will be a part of 
their duty. , " 

Mr. Walchand.-The sales organization can ask their men to find that 
out. Last week we had a concrete example;, a concealed partnership was 
revealed to us and we asked our bankers in confidence "will you ple8SEI let 
us know all about this". Their reply was a revelation because' we never 
expeckd that these would be the gentlemen interested in the partnership. 
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The hank Bt once ,told us in confidence so and so formed the partnership and 
there were so many men in it. 

p,.e.<ident.-Were these gentlemen clients of the bank? 
M". Walchand.~No. I asked my bankers about_the partnership and they 

got ue Bll the information through their bankers. They gave us all informa.
tion rdating to the partnership and the' standing of the partners, their 
anteooaents and so on in confidence. 

Pre.ooent.-That is all right in business. You may get the information 
confidentially and say "I will not deal with you," but here you must re
member that the enquiry must be public, the allegations must be proved and 
established and those people must be given an' opportunity to show why the 
allegations should not be accepted. Is it possible for any public body to 
investigate thousands of cases every year P As soon as there is an alteration 
in the shareholders name or.in the proportion they will have to enquire into 
it. ' 

Ml·. Walchand.-If it is s'uggested that the Swedish combine will entail 
thousands of enquiries because they may throw their money benami through 
clerks and their agents and so on-no respectable man would lend himself to 
that kind of thing-then I would rather get rid of the combine, the earlier the 
better. . 

Prssident.-I don't Bay they are capable'of that. 
Mr. Walchand.-It is only a possibility or feasibility. If two Indians do 

that I, have nothing to say. If Mr. Husseinbhoy Lalji, for instance, sells his 
shares lie1lalni, I have nothing to say. This is only with reference to the 
Swedil'h Trust. 

President.-We are discussing a general principle. If we are to make 
this recommendation as regards the Swedish Match Company for the match 
industry only, we as a Tariff Board, must be careful in laying down a prece-
dent like that. . 

Mr. WalchtMld.-1 say that under the peculiar circumstances of this case 
in view' of the Swedish combine, their methods, their past history in various 
other countries and the various allegations that are made against them, even 
assuming that they are not substantiated, I say such a proceeding should be 
followed. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-The whole scheme that you have suggested with regard to 
the regulation of foreign capital is based on the fact that under present 
conditions the Match industry in India is, in your opinion, likely to become 
a monopolistic organization. It is because a monopoly is associated with the 
employment of foreign '(;apital, tbat you object to foreign 'capital. If we are 
to make a special case of the Match industry it i,s because there is the possi
bility of Dlonopoly associated with foreign capital, is it not? 

Mr. Walchand.-Quite. It is the Swedish Combine that has raised the 
whole situation. 

Mr. Anandji.-In the External Capital Committee's report they say" No 
feasible suggestions for such discrimination have been suggested .to us nor 
have any occurred to, us during our discussions". Here is a good case 
which is feasible and is for the good of the .country.. They could not come to 
Bny conclusion beoause of lack of definite concrete suggestions. Here is a 
(lase in point. 

President.-The point is this. If 'a case 'was made out that there was 
this monopoly and that it was in the economic interest of India that it 
should not be allowed to be established, that is a different proposition. . But 
apart from that you are asking us to make a proposal on the ground that 
you don't want this foreign capital to be invested in this industry e~"ept 
under the conditions laid down by you. That is a different state of affairs. 

Mr. Anandji.-There is nothing sentimental about it .. It is for the 
«anomie good of the country. , ,":' ' 
, President.-Tben we must be satisfied that the safeguardll vou nropOi9 Bre 
f>rllctic~ble. , ' "' . . . : ~ ... ~ .-
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. Mr. Lllii.-Tbere is one point. We have just 'been 'told that 'there is a 
large amount' of ,English, capital in this company,. Is it" iu •. the, shape"of 
debentures ol"is it in the shape of original shares? 

Dr. Matthai.-It is in the shape of share capital. 
Mr'. Lalii.--The EXternal Capital Committee ,has suggested that the Indian 

investorll mlly be" protem(>f} by pUl"chasing their debentl'Jres in foreign, coun-, 
tries. But here 'I presume the lIhareholders being Swedish and the, English 
portion of the capital being g'Uaranteed 8 per, cent; interest, . that means 
debentures. 

Dr. Matthai.-What they 'have done .is to divide their shares into two 
classes, (A) and {B} shares. The (B) shares ,which 'are" held outside filw~dell' 
carrj reduced voting powerj only one-fifth. 

Mr. Walthand;-The control is in' Sweden andthat simplifies my conten-
tion that it is entirely alien or' foreign;' " 

PTeside1J.t.~The ordinary capital hliS'been raised in London: 
Mr, lValchand:~Wh'ich has Vf!ry little voting power. 
Presiaent.-Yes~, but it is ordinary shate 'capital and not debenture 

capital. ' 
Mr. Walchand.-We submit that in view of this definite casemadil out 

against the Swedish combine"of'their tendencies to tnonopolize--'-we have had 
in India bitter experience of the shipping monopoly,and various other mono
poli_we luggesll that: preventive meas)lres should be ,taken to stop ~s 
combine, from getting biggllr and acquiring, a greater vested interest. 

Pre.ident._SuppOling' the ,Swedish, Match. ,Cl,lIJ:lpany. combined ,with the 
Indian manufacturers, I, understllond thllshipping CQqlpani!)s a,re.in ,c.onference.' 
to a certain IIxtllnt... ' , , , 

Mr. Walcha1Ul..-Yes, ~f they want to exist. You will,b'a astonished to 
hear to what extent the vested interest of the monopolies go. Lord InchcaplI, 
an Empire builder',' had' thli audacity to tell "ils, 'because we wantl!d a smaIl 
portion of the Indianmllrcantile marine tradll to be allowed to uir"-he told 
us· as if we were culprits beforll a courtr-" It is you who' attacked us. We' 
are carrying on our business for so many years' profitably and you 'fellows 
havil no business to come and attack us "; Thisls' what thll·vested'·interest 
told us and this is what the Swedish Trust, is going to, 'tell us, and that is 
why 1 say it is oilly aYllars no,!" and it, is time that we nip it in,the bud. , 

Preaident . ...-suppoBing the Swedish Match Company combined with the, 
Indian manufacturers and then formed, a monopoly,' then. what proposal have.' 
you got to make P Supposing the Swedish )\fatch ,Company say "we don't 
want a monopoly we will stick to our business and you stick to yours and we 
two will combinll snd fix prices ", what have you got to say tothatP ~ 

. Mr. UOalchallld.-;-That is why I suggest licensing, quota,and salea organiza
tion to prevllnt consumers from being IIxploited or penalized by such a com
hination. We can foresee that and that is why we' have suggested thosll 
remedies. Thll Swedish combine can well afford to" buyout' these small , 
('oO('erns: two or three lakhs or liven a million' would not affect them. 
Possibly they might do that. If they do that I nave got this. We will say 
we will fix quotas and prices. ' , " ',. - . 

Mr. Anal1dji.-The Swedish combine should go out of the country in five 
years; that is thll view of the Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

PTeBident.~Your proposal is that they must be allowlld to remain orily for 
five Yllars?' <'" • 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. ' 
Prerident . ..:....Do you think that thllY would care to remain for five years? 

Mr. Walch?nd.-If they want to go out earlier, well and good I It Win 
hll a great relief to U8. ," 

Prssident_-Would it not bll simplllr for Gcvernmllnt. 'to say." you clear 
out"? You make a proposition to them and say .. yoq stay hll~e for five 
years" • It means thllir total extinction after five years. 
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Mr" Walchand . ....,..With my own Government I would have said that. 
President.:':"When you 'have your own Government we may not be herel 

It is no use saying all that. The point is this that you want them to go. 
Mr. A1UIndji.-Yes. 
Pres'ident.~It is no use asking them to take something which they can 

reject out of hand. Why should they· remain here for five years and for 
whose benefit? Do you expect them to clear out of. the country and leave 
their factories here, or what are they to dol' Are they to lose the money that 
they invested in the business hereP 

Mr. A1UIndji.~That is why I say that the Swedish Match. Trust should 
remain here for five years to sell their property, just to enable them to 
clear out as economically as they can. If they were asked to go away at 
once their loss would be heavy but if they were allowed to remain in the 
country for five years their loss would be very small. 

President.-That would not enable them to get back their value. 
Mr. Lalji.-There are buyers for their factories at present. 
President.-Youare asking Government to do that. In that case you 

lVant Government to confiscate their property without giving them any com-
pensation, do you P . 

M1·. Lalji.-Government need not confiscate their property. 
President.-That is what it comes. to .. 
Mr. Walchand.-They might sell their factories and get the full value. 
D·r. Matthai.-Your suggestion is that in the course' of five years--the 

maximum is five years-they must be prepared to go but they have the option 
of going earlier if they want to. Is that your position P 

Mr. A1UIndji.-Yes. " 
Dr. Matthai.-=--Five years is a period of notice. to quit, is it"not? 
Mr. Walchand.-Yes. The Mercantile Marine Committee recommended a 

similar j:ourse, that the quota should be reduced at the rate of 5 per cent. 
every year on the basis that a ship will be ~ut of commission in 20 years. 
It was based on a very equitable basis. 

President.-Was it accepted by GovernmentI' 
Mr. Walchafld.-No. That is my difficulty. 
President.-Would it be in the interest of the country for anybody; 

whether it is the Swedish Company or anybody else, to be told to clear out 
of the country on general grounds without any compensation P 

!Ir. Walchand.--{'.ertllinly it would be. 
President.-Would it not come to the same thing as Soviet Russia did as 

regards oil P 
"Mr. Walchand.-If th,.y want to come to my country and take advantage 

of the duty ofRs. 1-8-0, and drive out the children of the soil from their 
legitimate share of the trade, we say .. gentlemen, you have made a mistake. 
You had better go out ". 

President.-This is rather begging the question. You say hereafter they 
may do that. Supposing they don't do thatP 

Mr. Walchand.~In the first place they have attempted to do it and I 
Bay they are quite capable of doing it. Their antecedents show that and I 
want to prevent that. 

Mr. Anandji.-They have done that in Japan, and in Greece. 
President.-There the Government has given them a monopoly. 
Mr. Walchand.-Possibly the British Chamber will say .~ give them the 

monopoly " . Greece had to do it. 
President.-We are not discussing that. Do you consider it really in the 

interest of our country that any foreigner, it does not matter who he is, 
should leave the country under circumstances in which he feels that he has 
been unjustly treated P 



·Mr. Walchand.-Per80nally I don't think we are treating them unjustly. 
Pre8ident.-The point is that. At the time when they came :hereGovern-' 

lIIlent had put on this duty and that was open invitatitln to anybody to come 
-'lind establish himself in the country. ' 

Mr. Walchaltlt~pen invitation? 
President . ..,...When Gover,nment put on a revenue duty anybody was entitied 

40 take advantage of it, 
Mr. Walchand.-Quite, but at his own risk, with open eyes. 
President.-Supposing 'it was established that the Indian match manu

facturer. combined and formed a monopoly, would the Government bEl j'ustified' 
~n cancelling the licence and confiscating their property P . " ' 

Mr. Walchand.-No, because that is a monopoly from my own people. 
lIfr. Anandrji.-What is the ultimate test of the economic good of the 

·country? 
President.-Is the good of the country promoted by treating foreigners in 

·this way? 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes, when they are out to crush the IndiaI). industry. 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing we were ina position to provide that the 

:Swedish Match Trust in India would never acquire a position of monopoly ill 
the industry, in that case do you want them entirely to go out? 

Mr. Walchand.-Do yon mean they restricted themselves to their present 
~utputP 

Dr. lIfatthai.-Supposing it was possible to make some,.:atrangement by 
which the Swedish Match Trust remained in the country but, would, ,not., be 

:able to establisb a monopoly-let us say for argument's sake they are .restricted 
to 25 per cent. of the total output and the rest is in indigenous handll-"oif 
that sort of arrangement was possible, would you want to eliminate them 
altogetherP , , ," 

Mr. Walchand.-The entire elimination I, may point out, is the Qaicutta 
Chamber's recommendation. We say we want them to form a rupee capital 
public limited liability company of which the shar-es are offered to the public, 
75 per cent. of the capital being held by Indians . 

. Dr. Matthai.-What I want' to know is this. Supposing they ,remained on 
their present basis, not with a rupee capital, but restricted to an output of 
25 per cent. of the total consumption, in that case is it 'not to the interest 
-of the consumer to keep them here? . ' 

Mr. Walchand.-No. 
Dr. lIfatthai.-You are looking at the question entirely from the point of 

'View of the Indian capitalist. 
Mr. Walchand.>-Also the ultimate interest of the consumer and the coun

try. Possibly the consumer will have to go through a' period of inefficient' 
'JIlanufacture of matches but only for a short period. Protection always 
means that. But it is to the interest of the consumer and the country at 
large if the whole of the profits go to the nationals of the country.' , 

Dr. Matthai.-How exactly would you meet this difficulty? Till the 
Swedish Trust started manufacturing matches here the price of matches had 
'been extraordinarily high. ' 

Mr. Walchand.-Even assuming your premise to be correct-I don't admit 
it is-the whole of the profit remained in the country. 

Dr. Matthai.-You are thinking of the country entirely in~rms of, the 
·capitalist. What I am asking you to, remember is that the country is very 
largely composed of consumers. 

Mr. Anandji.-Is not the producer also a consumer? 

Mr. Walcha·nd.-It is preferable to the profits leaving the shores of India. 
-Even if that is unevenly distributed, it is better to have it in the pocket· of' 
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Mr. :talji', for instance; than' being more equillly distributed and being in 
LOJ;nba,d Street. . 

·.Dr.- Matthai.~From . the point, of view of the manufacturer don't you 
think that the presence of a very efficient competitor 8S the Swedish Com~ 
pany, is of some advantage, provided the posRibility of a mpnopoly is pre-
yentedP . .' .'. 

Mr.Walchand.~No. t would rather pay it premium onefYiciency to the 
Indian manufacturers and allow them to have healthy 'competition between 
themselves and gradually build up the industry than have.this vested interest 
create~ and llncouraged and ghrenconcessions. With a little Buffering on tbe 
par~ ,o,f t1;le, ¢onsumer· we are sure we shall be able ,t9 build up the :industry. 

Dr. Matthai.~Even if it were possible for us to restrict them to B limited' 
output .you would want, them, to be driven out, .. 

Mr. Walchand ... -Yes, if 1;hey refuse to complY,with those requiremllnts. 
Dr. Matthai.-It comes to this, that in your opinion in every industry 

in: the country there must be .only Indian ,capital. 
Mr. Walchand.-To the extent of 75 per cent. I am prepared to modify 

this to the extent that we lUust have a, pre-dominant majority' of the con
trolling interest both in capital and management of that indnstry in India. 

, Mr.' LaZii.-Am I to take it that every in!1ustrYinlndia~there'a.re few. 
industries iIi" .the country-that applies for. I'rotecti9n will have. to keep 
always in vieW' that lI. foreign concern must remain to check its 'growth and 
JIlAke healthy competition P ,Is that the basis alwayS to be laid· down P 

Prelident.-We have so far never attached any importance to who is 
running ,the industry. 

Mr. Walchand.-The primary object is to see whether it is run hy Indians, 
owned 'by Indians, whether the country at large is benefi~d or' whether the. 
profits leave the country or not. . 

Mr.Anandji.~In this particular industry there is no difficult:y; .~o thl\ 
consumer or to 1;he country. _ \ .. 

Dr. Matthai.-By difficulty what. precisely ,iI? you mean? . 
Mr .. Anandii.-There is. \>nly one foreign. company and there is ·no long 

vested interest; the Indian manufacturers are efficient and' are able to 
produce what you require, and so there is no. difficulty in eli~inating the 
foreign . capitalist from this particular in~ustry. '. . .. 

Mi. Walchand.-Forprotection· it is an, exceptionally good case. With. 
this' spasmodic protection by way of revenue duty which may be changed any 
minute we have shown that in three years we have been able to produce 33 per 
cent. by Indian capital and management and possibly in three more we would 
produce the whole of the country's requirements; The cement induStry has 
shown us that. There, we have overtaken the demand. Similarly I think 
we,will b~ able to do.that in the Match industry .. Here is an ideal case. If 
the Fiscal Commission's policy is to be followed, here is only one obstacle 
and that is the Swedish Match Trust; let us eliminate that •. They have n~ 
b\l8iness to be here. Eliminate it and in six years time we will have 100 per 
cent." of the country's demand manufactured by Indians. 

President.-Then you may he in the position of the cement industry and 
ask us to enquire again. 

Mr. Walchand.-In the cement industry they are. making 50, per cent.. 
profit. 

Sales syndicate. 
·Pre.sident.-What is your schemeP How do you propose to meet the mon~ 

poly. You propose the formation ofa sales syndicate and yon insist that it 
ahould be an Indian company with Indian capital P , 

Mr. WaZchand.-Purely Indian. ., 
President.,...,...That company after it has been. floated should have a board of 

directol'llP 
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Mr. Walchalld.-Yes. 
Preaident.-Aad you propose that they should he all Indians P 
AIr. Walchand.-Yes.· 
President.-At the same time you propose that the hoard shall contain 

I'epresentatives of the manufacturers. 

Mr. Walchand.~Two representatives of the manufacturers, 4 representa
tives of the shareholders not interested directly or indirectly in the manu
facture or distribution of matches, and 2 from the federation, of Chamhers 
who will also not be interested in the manufacture, and a representative of 
Government. 

Preaident.-Supposing the Swedish Match Company remained in India 
and complied with all the conditions, would they be entitled to representation 
.or do you mean by manufacturers, manufacturers who are not foreigners? 

Mr. Walchand.-We have said in our representation they will be all 
Indians. That autcmatically excludes the Swede, if he wants to be repre
.Bented through a non-Indian. If the Swedish combine accepts our 75 per 
cent. scheme, they will have to have on their Board, enough Indian Directors 
to select from, to represent them on this sales organisation. But if they 
insist on having a non-Indian, they will have to 'go without representation. 

President.-In that, case they will have to depend entirely on the views 
of the Indian board of directors. 

Mr. Wakhand.-Yes. 
Preaident.-Supposing we made a recommendation' that 75 per cent. of 

the.capital should he owned by Indians and Government rejected it and the 
Swedish Match Company still remained in the country and a sales syndicate 
was formed, in that case' could the Swedish Match Company be expected to 
.accept the decisions of the Indian board of directors in the formation of 
which they had no say P 

Mr. Walchana.-You mean if. Government is going to turn down all our 
.proposals P 

Pruwent.-Not ail, but only this one. Supposing they did not give effect 
to this proposal of yours and they said," the Swedish Company can remain 
here but we will allow a sales syndicate to be formed," then do you think 
·they will have sufficient confidence in the Indian board of directors? 

Mf'. Walchand.-lt is not a question of their having any confidence. It is 
a question of India having confidence in the Swedish Companies bon4 fidelf. 

President.-U you are the Government and if you had everything in YOUJ 
own hands the question might not arise but I am just pointing out th& 
difficulties. 

Mr. Walchand.-I could understand, with due respect to you, that ther" 
might be same sense in allowing a British company who are oUr self-appointed 
1.'rustees, but I cannot understand the case foJ' the Swedish combine where 
the controlling interest is entirely Swedish. 

President.-We have discussed that question long enough'. The point 
arises, supposing a sales syndicate was formed and the Swedish Match Com
pany waS allowed to remain in the country, do you suggest that they'should 
be entirely excluded from the directorate? ' 

Mr. Walchand.--Our representation says that the whole of the directorate 
,should be Indian and if there was 75 per, cent. Indian capital the Swedish 
Company would have BOrne Indians who could represent thum.on the direc
torate. As II businessman. I Bay, in all such cases we will be open to dis
.eussion, but until II concrete'pl'Op08al is made ...... • 

President.-'-Government is not going to make any proposal. 
Mr. Walchand.-If they turn down ours and if they turn down yours ... , .. 
P·reside1it.-1 think you have misunderstood this part' of our letter. The 

proposal was not'that the Government was going to form the syndicate. We 
asked your opinion as to whether a syndicate would come forward. ,The 
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syndicate will come. forward with their proposals and then Government wil1l 
examine those proposals and if the proposals are found to be feasible Gov
ernment may accept them. The proposal must emanate from the sales 
syndicate formed by the Indian community who must say "this is our pro
posal ". What we want to. know is, could such a. compll-ny be formed? 

Mr. lValchand.-To that we say, yes. 
Presidcnt.-Then that syndicate has to satisfy the Government that all 

interests would be impartially looked after, that is to say, if the Swedish 
Match Company remained or if any foreign capital came in they would have 
a fair hearing. 

Mr. Mathias.-The selling agency would have to command the confidence
of practically all the manufacturers. 

Mr. Walchund.-Yes. My committee as such have not considered thia 
eventuality' but as a businessman I may assure the Board that we will 
consider .the details of the sales organization when they are put forward on 
their own merits. If it is insisted that the Swedish combine should exist, I 
am sure the Indian commercial community as businessmen would consider how 
to deal with them. But at this stage I don't think I have got sufficient 
data nor have I discussed this question with my committee. 

Dr. 1IIatthai.-Does the committee identify itself with the other sugges,
tions that you have put forward P I am asking you about this question of 
fi:S-lng the price. Does the committee adhere to the view that the price that. 
is fixed would have tQ be fixed for each manufacturer separately? 

Mr. Walchand.-Not necessarily. There I think some amplification ia 
necessary. We might put them into two or three categories, say, A, Band C. 
If the Swedish Match combine are to exist and their cost production is 
t.he lowest, we would put them in, say, rIass A and other semi-mechanized 
Indian manufacturers in class B and the last would be C. The C class would 
be for only a period of two or three years; at the end of three or four years 
they would have to come up to B. If they did not they would automatically 
h€l wiped out. Similarly the B class at the end of three years or whatever 
the period might be, would have to come up to the standard of class ,A, 

Dr. Matthai.-Your point is that the price is not fixed for each manu
facturer but for each class of manufacturer? 

Mr. lValchand.-Yes .. 
Dr. Matthai.-As I understand,it, your classification is rather based on 

the degree of efficiency, equipment, etc. 
Mr. Walchand.-The C class is the cottage industry. WI! do understand 

that possibly ultimately it ·will go out, but it would take its own course. 

Dr. Matthui.-Supposing you fixed prices for the 3rd quality which is, 
considered high enough for it, what is the. inducement for it to come up to 
the quality of the second class P 

lilT. Walchand.-Supposing the cost of the C class is roughly 20 annas 
and we say we will allow them 10 or 12 per cent. or whatever it is and thus 
allow them 22 annas. If they reduced their cost during the period to 18 
annas from 20 annas they are welcome but they.would be given to understand 
that lit the end of three years they have got to come up to the B class whose
cost will be 18 annas. If they don't do that they won't be licensed and they 
won't have any quota. We are not going to put any premium on inefficiency. 

President.-Will you be prepared to deal with the cottage industry as it 
i~ called in Calcutta? 

Mr. Walchand.-The iciea is to give them an opportunity for 1\ period of 
three years to come up to B class, and at the end of ail[ years, to come up. 
to A. The B class in their own interest will then ha.ve to come up to the 
A class. 

Mr. Mathias.-Do you propose to give quotas to all the cottage factoriesi' 
Mr. Walchand.-I don't say all. By cottage I don't mean entirely ha.nd 

·manufactured. 



President.-What would you do with themP 
Mr. Walc1land.-1 won't take them into consideration. They may 'take

advantage of the Ra. 1-8-0 duty and of the peculiar local circumstances and 
needs and make a market for them. But 1 am afraid they would have to go-
out altogether ultimately, and that cannot be helped. ' , 

Dr. Matthai.-:-I see an inherent difficulty in your scheme and that is this. 
You say that the B class man must in the course of five years be in a position. 
to reach Class A and you are suggesting a Bcheme of quotas. A very essential 
factor in the improvement of costs is increase in output. But if. outputs 
are allocated on a fixed basis, an increase in output would be impossible to 
achieve. 

Mr: Walchand.-I am told that we are manufacturing 65 per cent. or it 
might be 70 per cent. and about 30 per cent. is still imported. Of this 30 per 
cent, say, about 5 per cent will always remain for Inxury-wallas. So, there 
is scope for development to the extent 6f about 25 per cent. 

Jlr. Mathias.-You have already a capacity of produdion exceeding the-
demand. ' 

lIfr. lValchand.-The figures vary. The figures given to me are 23 million. 
gross for consumption and 17 million gross for production. If your inform
ation is correct that we have a capacity to manufacture more than we caDI 
consume, the country is absolutely safe. , 

PreBident.-That includes their 6 million gross. 
Mr. Walchand.-It does not matter. With that 6 million gross we will' 

gradually be able to build up. It is not only increase~ production that will 
r"duce their overhead charges but the introduction of. machinery for opera
tions which are now done by hand. The cost of these factories as' compared' 
with that of the Swedish is more now because they are not doing as many 
the operations mechanically as the' Swedish people are doing. The intro:
duction of more machines is a great factor in the reduction of costs. Their
only difficulty haa been uncertainty of protection. Every year in the' month
of February, everyone has been thinking" will the duty be there or will 
there be a sudden change" P This is because the present duty is a revenue
duty. It must be made a protective duty as in the case of tbe Steel industry 
so that there would be an inducement to manufacturers to invest money on. 
machinery and reduce their cost and if necess:ary increase 'their. production.. 
and look out for export to other countries, if possible. 

President.-I should like to tell you one thing. Supposing the Board' 
oomes to the view that some sort of a sales organisation should, be formed, 
it would not be ordinarily the Board's duty to find out how the sales organisa
tion ought to, be formed. That is a thing which is entirely for the industry
to consider. 

Mr. Walchand.-No. If it is treated as a public utility company, it will 
have to be considered in the same way as the East India <;:otton Association 
or the Stock Exchange. It will have to get a charter. " ' 

Pre,ident.-First of all you must. prepare your draft c~arter. 
Mr. Walchafld.-Yes. 
President.-You must say that this is your draft charter and then go to. 

the Government and say "give us this". It is for you to do that. ·1 am, 
just trying to point out, that j,t is for the businessman to evolve their scheme. 

M1'. Walchand.-The minute we know that the ,Tariff Board are incline-! 
Dlore favourably ..... . 

President.-HowP There is no complete scheme, before us. This is not 0... 
complete scheme. We are only, discussing it just now. When. it com"s to
doing business, you will find tbousand alld one other difficulties, 

Mi. Walchafld.-As regards the first representation, we have gone much' 
further than the report. ' 

P'reBident.-What 'we are concerned with is this. First of all we must be
sstisfif'ti that there is a need for such a sales organisation; that point we will 
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:consider; secondly, that a sales organisation can be formed-on that, of 
.{:onrse, we may be informed by the business community that there is a possi
bility. Then, of course, the question would arise-what form the sales organi
sation will take? It is for the sales organizS:tion to come forward with a 
~cheme and submit it to Government saying that the scheme may be explored. 

Mr. Walchand.-Might I suggest that in'the case of the Stock Exchange 
.it was the Atlay Committee who drafted the rnles and sent them to Govern
ment who in turn forwarded them to the Stock Exchange. 

President.-That Committee was appointed for a different purpose. 
Mr. Walchand.-As regards the East India Cotton Association, if my 

information is correct, the Government said: "The' Committee have'recom
mended those rules. What have you to say to 'them "? 

President.-The Eaat India Cotton Association is not carrying on any 
business, and the Stock Exchange also is a body which is not aa such carrying 
·on any business. Here we are concerned with an actually trading concern. 
'There is a .distinction between the proposed sales organization and the other 
bcdies you have cited. It is for you to Bay " This is what we have agreed to 
.and on these lines we can /loat a company, or have floated a company. What 
has the Government to say? Will the Government give us a monopoly on 
-thoBe conditions " P , 

Mr. Wakhand.-In view of what you have said, I shall put it before my 
-Committee. I think we will be able to give you some further details about 
'the proposed sales organization. 

President.-It requires to be considered from more points of view. 
Mr. Walchand.-We have, as you can see, considered it from various 

'points !If view. 
Mr. Anandji.-Unless we know what the intentions of the Tariff Board 

:are with regard to foreign competition, we cannot form any organization. 
First of all,. your repori haa to come out. 

President.-I can tell you this much that the Board would not ordinarily 
go into a scheme like that. That would be a matter for subsequent consi
deration by Government. We simply wanted to ascertain from you two 
facts, vie., whether you think that a sales organization, if formed, would 

• .meet the situation and whether a sales organization could be formed. As 
tl> the lines it should take in detail,we are not prepared to express .suy 
-opinion. 

Mr. Walchand.-We say that it could be formed and that it should be 
formed. Further detail$. we will send you later. 

President.-Take the ''case of Germany, where the same state of affairs 
.arose. It is for you to put forward such a scheme. All the manufacturers 
should arrange between themselves and say " this is our scheme". 

Mr. Walchand.-We appreciate the difficulty. 
Dr. Matthai.--Government would just confer the necessary legal status. 
President.-But all the' earlier steps had to be taken by the industry 

Itself. You will realise that is what is required. It is no use discussing with 
us on those lines because we are not the authority on that point. 

Mr. Walckand.-,.We will try to meet that requirement. 
President.-You say that the President of the Tariff Board appears to lay 

-stress upon the revenue consideration. There again you have entirely mis
understood the position. 

Dr. Matthai.-The President of the Tariff Board did it only illustratively. 
President.-The PreSident of the Tariff Board is not 'concerned with Gov

ernment revenue' except that Government may require it. They may say 
• we want this revenue and we must have it" .. If you refer to ,our terms 
of reference you will find that they say this. "If the duty is declared to.. 
be protective and if Government still want this revenue" :what form of taxa
-tien do you suggest" P We are not concerned with the· question whether 
Government want that re,"enue or not. Government lliay not want the 
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re1'ellue o. Government may look for' it somewh~e else.' If Governmenl; 
wanted revenne, we shonld have to consider the form in which. they could 
tak. it from the Match. ind\ljltry. and whether it waa a good form of l'even,ue. 

,lIr.· Walc1&and.-To that we have replied. We say" tlte loss to·the Gov
ernment revenue will be made up in more ways than one. Thus·:tbe Gov
ernment can get super-tax, income-tax and the !ik;e: taxes from a prosperous 
industry which will also contribute largely to the increase in railway freight, 
etc." There we have followed the lines adopted by the Fiscal CommiS8iOl~. 

Pruident . .,.,.you . haTe not appreciated the Government, revenue. point of 
view. Government say" we are going to get aU ,th~ income.tax and: 60 on. 
Still, we find ~ deficit of, B.s. 5 crores in our revenue which h!L8 to h60 ,made 
up. There is the match industry; there is salt; there is .income-tax an.il ~ 
on and we want to take something from .the Match industry". Then only 
the question arises. Having taken into account every source of income, Gov
ernment find that they want B.s. 5 eror_this amoum is only for the purpOse 
of illustration-and then they look round for ,the 'source· from which they 
could get ·this amount. Then they 'say .•• ClOuld we get anything from .the 
Match industry as we do from the textile or steel industry" , TheD the ques-' 
. tion would arise how should the amount be raised and on tha~ point you have 
not advised us at all. 

Mr. lValcltalld.-We have read that in this sense. The question is ,how 
could the loss in· the import duty he replaced ·by the local Match industry 
itself P To that our reply is that the local industry will yield more revenue 
in the ahape of in\!ome-tax, super-tax, and. BQ on. 

PTuident.-Could, GovernIOOnt get income-tax equal to. B.s. l~-O per lioss; 
which is the pr~nt dutyP . 

MT. A1IaNiji.-MyChamber has reOommend~d ihatGoveriunerit may charge 
an excise duty provided that the existing import duty on matches should be 
increased at least to the extent of the excise duty thus levie4. . . . 

PTesident.-I am glad .that you suggest th,at, . Supposing Government 
wanted any revenue ~rom the Match industry~wil' will put it ihat,' way-the 
protective duty mU$t. not jbe disturbed . that is to~ay jf an excise wa~.leviedt 
the protective duty mustjl;o, u~ ~y the same amount., '. . 

MT. Afiandji ..... Yes. . 
Dr. Matthai.:.....Mr. Walchand, would your Conimittee' aecept that sug

gestion? 
Jir. Walchand."""""I will put the Calcutta suggestion to my.Qommittee. 
p,.esident'.-'-You must ·explain to your COmmittee. the, meaning of this. 

It dOO8not necessarily follow that' Government want the loss in the· import 
duty to be made up. Mr. ADandji; you~ suggestion m such, a case is that 
the imparl duty should go up by the amouni of the eatoise dut.y. 

Mr. AMrulji.-Wliat·we waJ,it to say is thaithe'jirotective effect must be 
there. '. ..', . "" . . 

Dr. Matthai.-You mean that the difference must be main~ained: 
liT. Anandji.-Yes. . 

Cottage jactoNes.· 

D,·. Matthai.-What exactly is your position with regard· to 'cottage 
industriesP You ascribe to the Tariff Board the .opinion that on economic 
grounds the cottage industries will disappear. We have.,formed.no opinion 
yet. Suppose the Board suggested t.hat .there ought to be· Bome kind of 
special assistance given to cottage factories, what would be your position P 

MT. Walchand.-I will jump at it. 'My' committee hila been under the 
impression that the' cottage factories cannot, iD view of mass production and 
its consequential effects, compete with big factories using machinery.' The 
figures running in their beads have been 18 to 14, annas for big factol'ies and 
22 to 28 annas for cottage matches. 
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Dr. mUHnUI.-.10U Qon't express any opinion on the general point whether 
'there is or there' is not a future for them. ' . . 

Mr. Walchand.-No. If they are to go, we sympathise with them and 
say we are sorry . . But if any means could be devised for keeping them on, 
we would welcome them. . 

Dr., Matthai.-Where· there is a local supply' of 'Wood, they may have 
1reight advantage .• 

Mr. lValcltand.-Yes. 
Mr: 'Mathias.-Taking a long view, on economic grounds, would you sup

;port any discrimination between the cottage industry and the larger industry 
which would make it probable that the cottage industry would take the place 

-of the larger factory P 
Mr. Walchand.-It is a bit abstract for me. . 

Mr. Mathias.-What I, want to know is th",. extent of the consideration 
.you would be prepared to show. Would you be prepared to show any dis
crimination between the two kinds of factories in the matter of excise which 
'would give cottage manufacturers such an advantage that they would multi
ply and take the place of the larger manufacturers? Would you support any 
lIuggestion of that kind P 

,Mr.Walclta'lld.-No. I thought that the case put to me by Dr. Matthai, 
-was that there might be some special circumstances where with some slight 
-concession they might exist. 

Mr. Mathias.-Your reply to that is limited to the cottage factories in 
-up-country villages where there may be local supply of wood. ' 

Mr. Walchand.-:-I would not restrict it to such narrow limits. If by some 
'slight concession they could be kept up, they should be kept up. The opinion 
'expressed in our letter was based on the impression that there was no chance 
for the cottage industries; , 

, Pre.~ident.-\\'e have never been able to understand what is meant. by a 
~ottage industry. We know what are called home industries rather than 
'cottage industries. What we have seen of cottage industries is simply this 
that a man has a splint cutting machine and a veneer cutting machine in 
one place and he has got in another place a number of people dipping the 

'splints by hand and completing the boxes. 
Mr. Walchand.-A full time occupation for the man? 
Pre$ident.-\Vhat we have seen only comes to that. Instead of manu

facturing these three different things under one roof there are three roofs. 
"That does not make it a'~ottage factory. Mr. iI. Lalji, you know very well 
the conditions of the industry on the Bombay side anyhow. Could you tell 
us whether there is any instance in which a family buys splints, say, for 50 
gross of matches or 20 gross of matches and also veneers for the same amount 
of matches and takes these home and converts them into finished matches 

-and sells to the consumer. 
1I1r. Lalji.-None. 
President.-In every case these people SImply take the half manufactured 

'stuff hOllljl, and work it and bring it back to the fartory in which splints and 
veneers are made. ' 

Mr. Lalji.-Yes. 
President.-That is hardly a cottage factory. It simply means that 

Instead of using power they do the work by manual labour. 
, Mr. Lalji.-With regard to this question, after the Tariff Board visited 

Bombay, there was an enquiry by the Government of Bombay. The Chief 
Inspector of Factories came to our factory and asked us about the number of 
people engaged in this kind of work and we said about 500 or, 600. When he 
'went round the villages he actually saw about 1,100 people engaged in this 
'work. We do not know all those people. We only know those who take the 
'veneers from us. ' 
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Prcsident.-The factories are not properly equipped and they have to use 
manual labour. 

Mr. Lalii.-They think that this work may be saved to those persons who 
are in vi11ag_the work of pasting the veneers, etc. 

Presidellt.-But time must 'come when they will cease to compete. 
Mr. Lalii.-Y~. . 
President.-It is not like the case of a handloom' industry where a. family 

may manufacture and use it for itself and it may also sell some of its produc-
tion to other people. ,. 

Mr. Uaicha.v.d.·-There might be cnses, as Dr, Matthai said', where .ther~ 
Dliltht bo a local. sunly of wood. . . 

PresidBlIt.-At some stage or other, you must use machinery. You· can. 
not make splints by hand. 

Mr. Mathias.-The real home industry is in the making of boxes. That 
:sort of occupation is afforded by large factories like Esavi's. 

Dr. Matthai.-You don't· go so far as to suggest that the employment of 
power necessary deprives an industry of the character of cottage industry; 
If I can get electric power in my own home and use it for a domestic 
Industry my business does not cease to be a cottage industry necessarily. 

Mr. Gandhi.-No. ' 
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Southern.lndia C,hamber of Commf'rce, Madra~. 

Letter dated 9rd May 1921. 
With reference to your letter No. 257 dated the 29th l\-Iar~h' 1927 for

warding the questionnaire on the match industry, I am duected to co~uni_ 
cate to your Board the following views of my Committee on the subject. 

There is' no doubt that India possesses, even with any 'other match pro
ducing country like Japa:q. or. Sweden or Czechoslovakia, immense natural 
advantages for' the 'inatch industry. Timber' of the right sort is reported 
to be abundant all, over India and if only the factories are located close to 
those areas there isil.o need to depend upon imported splints and logs. 
Although Indian manufacturers at first showed a predilection for foreign wood 
they have begun to appreciate, thanks to the, heavy duty on splints, the 
qualities of indigenous wood., Cheap power is available in many places and 
there is no doubt that ,in. the years .to come there is going to be a rapid 
improvemen~in other place' al~. Though South India is at present deficient 
in the·supply of cheap industrial power; owing to the distance 
from . the coal fields and the absence of electric power cheap 
enough for industrial purposes there are gigantic schemes like the 
Mettur and Pykara Schemes that are being worked out. South India 
abounds in cheap labour which is evident from the large emigration figures, 
but skilled and technical labour will have to be imported for .some years for 
running big factories. The home market is ever enlarging and is sure to 
absorb an increasing supply year after year. 

Without the help of protection it is not expected that the industry can 
withstand foreign competition. It is a trade so liable to price agreement 
and price cutting by foreign v8lited interests, that till the native made 
matches improve in quality, protection is necessary. The strength of foreign 
vested interests can be seen in that prices have declined recently in spite of 
the imposition of over 100 per cent. duty. It is the opinion of the Chamber 
that the industry will eventually be ,able to face world competition without 
proteotion as the industry is already competing in respect of price and has 
only to extend production and improve quality and finish. It is an industry 
in which the advantages of large scale production can be achieved and in
creasing output would mean increasing economy of production; it can also 
be legitimately 'expected that in course of time the whole needs of the country 
could be supplied by the home production. Further, in view of Indian 
economic conditions this ipdustry_ can as in Japan give a subsidiary occupa
tion to the rural populatiorl. 

In the opinion of this Chamber, considering the progress the Indian in
dustry is making, though it may be necessary to retain the present rates of 
duty for a year or two it wiII be possiblt; to .reduce them co~siderably after
wards. It is however urged that the Ind1an mdustry stands m great need of 
protection against another competitor, viz: the foreign sypdicates setting 
up matcb factories in India. With their teehnical knowledge and past 
experience and access to ind,!stt:ial finance they are sure to. put ~heir foot 
on this infant industry and 1t 1S therefore suggested that In the1r case a 
discriminating exciRe duty equal to the import duty should be imposed or a 
reasonable rate of bounty should be given to the Indian-owned factories Oil 

the basis of production. 

Karachi Chamber of Commerce. 

Letter dated 4th May 1927. 
With reference to the Press Communique forwarded with your letter 

No 897 of the 80th November last and to the questionnaire received with 
yo~r letter No. 257 of the 29th March 1927, both on the subject of protection 
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to the above industry; my Chamber wishes to express the following :views on 
the general question of suoh proteotion. 

On prinoiple, the Chamber is opposed to legislation preventing the 'free 
exohange of commodities, especially the free import of such a universal neces
sityas matcheH, The,Chamber recognizes however that India must maintain 
Customs duties fOt' revenue purposes and considers that matcheS are one of 
the best articles for inolusion in the Schedule as' the burden of the tax is 
'very. widely distributed. TheexiNting tax, however, in the Chamber's opinion, 
far too high and should be reduced at the earliest possible moment. .It 

-considers that the exorbitant duty, at present existing has resulted in 't)le 
growth ,of ali ineffioient and mushroom industry, spealringgenerally, ,as is 
evident from the number of factories whioh have closed down or carry on' a 
,precarious existenoe, largely owinlll to the diffioulty of obtaining suitable 
wood: muoh instability of prices haD also resulted. 

There is little doubt that a definite announoement by Government that 
the existing duty would be oontinued would cause a large increase ,in this 
industry and that eventually matches would oease to be imported from abroad. 
'The Chamber feels that this would not be in the best interests of' the con
,jjumer in this oountry as, owing to the lack 6f suitable raw material, India is 
.never likely to produce suoh good quality matches as are made in countries 
'which have far better natural facilities for the manufacture of this artiole. 
,Moreover, the shutting out of foreign competition would almost certainly 
result in an increase in price ,to the' consumer. It' would also result in Gov
ernment ,losing the whole of the import duty on matches and necessitate 
either the imposition of 'taxes on some other articles, the increase of some 
existing tax, or 'the imposition of an excise duty on Indian made matches. 
'Thf' latter would assist in still further raising the price against the consumer. 

In conclusion the Chamoer would point out that the Indian Taxation 
Enquiry Committee instances (in paragraph, 143 of their report) the heavy 
Juty on matches as one case where a duty, if not accompanied by an. excise, 
results in losing Customs revenue, while fostering an unstable ind.ustry. 

Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

Letter, dated the 17th May 1927. 

1 am directed to send to you hereby the views of my Committee in regard 
to the various queries referred to in the questionnaire forwarded to me under 
cover of your letter dated Rangoofl, the 29th March, 1927. 

2. There are several Iluestions in trie questionnaire which are of a technical 
character of which my Committee have no directknowledgo. They, therefore, 
do not propose to reply to the questions ad seriatim. but would like to deal 
with only such broad points therein as are of general importance. 

3. Introductory.-My Committee are not in agreement with the belief 
generally prevalent that the Indian manufactured matches are inferior to the 
imported ones. That impression which had some foundation in fact a couple, 
'of years ago when the Indian match manufacturing industry was in' 'its 
iufancy is, in their opinion, now becoming groundless as a result of the 
subsequent improvement in the quality of matches under ,modern methods of 
manufacture and expert supervision and such a view is also, getting slowly 
,out of date. " ' " " 

4.. ]law materiaZs.-My Committee are of the opinion that iheril'are exten
'sive tracts of unexplored forests which can supply the essential raw material 
for this ,industry, ViII., soft ,wood suitable for manufacture of splints and 
veneers, to the full extent of our· requirements. What is now needed is only 
a definite forest policy on the part of -the Government which would overcome 
the difficulties in the way of obtaining a sustained supply of suitable matr.h 
wood in requisite quantity. My Committee are gratified to learn that th3 
:Forest Research Institute of Dehra Dun are carrying on research into the 
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availability of soft wood for the manufacture of matches and they only hope
their efforts in that direction will bear fruit as the existence, sustenance and: 
growth of this industry will depend a great deal on the success their experi
ments meet with. My Committee are informed that plantations of particular' 
species of wood will be necessary and will be of great advantage. They would, 
therefore, suggest to the :Forest Department the plantation of quick growing. 
and soft species of wood such as Bombax Malabaricum, Anthocephalus CadI\
damba, Trema sp., etc., which would reach exploitable sizes within periods. 

. varying from 19 to 25 years. There is another very serious handicap to which. 
the match industry. is nt present subject. It is in respect of the freight. 
charges for the transtlort of these logs of wood carried by Rail and Sea. 
Indian logwood is cheap in price, and almost all the factories could use Indiall' 
wood. But the cost of freight in the transport of the wood to the factory is. 
so heavy that it becomes almost prohibitive to use this wood. The truth· of 
this remark will be borne out by only one instance. At present, logs of woo.l 
can be brought to port--towns, e.g., Calcutta from Siberia at less cost than 
from Assam. My Committee are of considered opinion that if cheap transport 
facilities by rail and sea are provided, most of the manufacturers of matches. 
will use Indian wood to a considerable extent. 

5. Other raw materia/s.-As regards chemicals with the exception of tw(). 
or three items like Amorphous Phosphorus, Chlorate of Potash everything is. 
manufactured in India ~nd in the event of the match industry being firmly 
establi~hed in India, there is a great probability of other raw materials also 
being manufactured in India. Thus, with the establishment of the match 
industry on a sound footing other subsidiary industries will also come into 
existence and in the present depressed condition of India, this will be no. 
small boon. 

6. Labour.-It is all too well known that India has no scarcity of labour. 
and we need not, therefore, have any apprehension on this score. There is a 
vast potential supply of labour, both skilled and unskilled. While the industry 
is in its infancy, foreign skilled labour wil~ have to be imported, but ulti
mately it will be replaced by Indian labour. The match industry will create 
a new avenue of employment for both skilled and unskilled labour and will 
thus help to relieve to some extent the scourge of unemployment which is 
getting very acute every day and by directing labour to this new industry 
will also relieve incidentally to some extent the pressure of the population on 
agriculture as a source of livelihood. 

7. Market.-India's annual consumption of matches may be roughly esti
mated at 20 mil!.lon gross boxes (Bengal alone consumes 6 million gross boxes 
annually), and a considerable increase is likely to be witnessed in the consump
tion of matches as a result of improvement in the standard of living of the
masses and the abandonment of primitive methods of ignition of fire by steel 
anll granite now in existence in several small villages. At the present time, 
hardly one--third of our total consumption of matches is manufactured here, 
"'hile all the rest is being imported. There is thus a vast home market to be 
catered for by the Indian match manufacturing industry. 

8. India's competition to-day is keenest from Sweden from where we noW" 
import the largest quantity of matches. Japanese competition has been eli
J!linated from India, thanks to the Swedish Trusts' policy of capturing the
Indian market from t)le Japanese by dumping matches in India at cheap and 
also perhaps unremunerative prices. 

9. Claim. for protection.-The Match industry, in the opinion of my Com
mittee fulfils all the conditions laid down by the Indian Fiscal Commission 
in par~graph 97 of their Report. In India, there is an abundance of wood 
which is the chief raw uaterial for the manufacture of matches. My Com
mittee are aware that SOIllt' factories have to import wood from abroad, but 
it is due not to absence of suitable wood in sufficient quantities in India but 
to lack of forest development. If the Government seriously undertake til 
carryon research to find out soft wood, there is no doubt that· a sufficient 
and sustained supply of Boft and suitable wood will be guaranteed to the
industry. The industry bas experienced no difficulties with regard to cheap 
power which has been Itvailable. As regards labour, India has no dearth of 
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it and no anxiety need be entertained regarding the sufficient supply of labour" 
lIkilled and unskilled. Besides, India has a natural advantage of a vast home 
market for this article of daily use and 'universal consumption. ' 

10. It is now a matter of common knowledge that several experiments ot 
.tarting Match factories iu India came to grief before 1922. It was in 1922 
that a duty of Re •. 1-8 per gross was imposed by the Government on the 
import of matches for revenue purposes.' This high duty served as a protec-· 
tive measure to the indigenous Match Industry and under the expectation of 
.the continuance of these Cigh revenue duties which exerted a virtually protec- , 
tive effect, many factories were established in India, and they have since been, 
working with a fair amount of success. The fact ,that efforts for establishing . 
the Match industry in India failed before 1922 and, that they met with a 
considerable amonnt of Stlccess after 1922 when the present high duties were 
impoeed points to the conclusion that protection was necessary to the progress 
'and growth of this industry. My Committee are convinced that the Match 
industry is not likely to develop in India unless sufficient protection is accorded 
to it for sometime to come. Developed under the fostering care of the Gov
,ernment for some time, my Committee have reasons to believe this industry 
will be able to fqce world competition without protection. This belief of theirs 
!II supported by the fact that the industry has shewn steady progress during 
even the first few years :>f its existence, as can be seen from a steady decrease 
in the imports of matches'. from foreign countries and a corresponding increase 
i)f indigenous' production during the last five years. The imports in the year 
1925-26 were only about 5U per Lent. of those in the year 1921-22. My Com
mittee would also like to observi! here that, had it not been for the Match 
factories in India, in the. prices of matches would have been much higher than 
they are to-day and the effect on the' consumer of such a state of things in 
rllf!pect of an article of every day use and universal consumption should also 
!Ie carefully appraised. This is, therefore, an additional reason why India 
!hould be made self sufficient in respect of this commodity: There is another 
serious matter in regard to foreign. competition which m:eHts a very close and 
careful consideration of th",Tarilf Board, as it threatens out of existence the 
indigenous match industry. My Committee,are referring to the formation of 
,a huge Syndicate known as the Svenska Trust, controlled mainly by the Swedish 
and American people, with the aVGwed object of controlling the production of 
'the Match manufacturing industry. This'Trust whick has an enormous capital 
-of about &. 16 crores of rupees behind it has started purchasing over Match 
factories in Japan and Europe, our chief sources of supply of matches ,abroad. 
tt has started purchasing factories in India also. In order to capture fac
'tories, this Trust employs II lIIethM common to the mentality of all Syndicates, 
ftz., cutting down the pric.!8 of matches manufactured by it to an extent that. 
makes it unprofitaI!le for other individual factories to keep. on working. When 
'this happens, these factories haT'e to be closed down or sold to the Trust, 
which is a ready buyer thereof, as it is a part of it~ general scheme of buying 

-over as many factories 118 possible. My Committee view with grave appre
hensions the effect on the Indian Match manufacturing concerns of the policy 
-adopted by the rich alien Syndicate of undercutting th'3' indigenous matches 
in prices even at a loss to itself at present, and dumping its goods on the 
Indian market, with the ultimate object of undermining our industry' and 
-enhancing the prices of matches to an unlimited extent when it succeeds in 
acquiring the monopoly of production. My Committee feel that it is time the 
-Government came to the rescue of the industry which is in danger of being 
stifled, if left to itself, nnd if this is suffered to happen, the industry will find 
it extremely difficult to make he"dway again. 

11. My Committee, th~l"efore, propose that the present import duty on 
m~tches, veneers and splints should be, declared as a protective duty and the 
eXlStmg rates of duty on these articles should be continued for a period of..
~aj:-l0 ~ears in the first instanoo, when a fresh enquiry may be undertaken 
"to lI~vestlgate, into the !,osition of the industry and to advise regarding the 
'Contmuance, mcrease or decrease of the protective duty. Any reduction in 
the present duty will, in the opinion of my Committee. seriously jeopardisil 
the prospects of this pr?mising industry. My Committee would also point 



out here that, even in respect of raw materials ,imported from abroad the 
Indian Match industry to-day is being handicapped 9wing to the very hig~ 
prices charged in respect of these materials by this very. E\yndlc;ate which has 
a<'quired control over these industries also. - .. - , 

12/My Committee are also alive to the fact that, as' at present, behind the 
Willi -of protection, many more 'factories will be established by this foreign, 
Syndicllte and it . will be difti~ulb for indigenous manUfacturers to ,compete 
with this Syndicate backeu by ~ast resources. In the event of this happening, 
the object of protecting and developing this indigenous industry which is in 
dangerlOf being,crushed by the unfair methods adopted by, the alien Syndicate, 
wlll be 'frustrated 'and t,he consumers will be unnecessarily penalised by having 
to lIay 'higher 'prices now without' expectation of any return in the form of 
cheapet prices in future. My Committee would, therefore, suggest that a 
epecialprotection should "egranted ,to the indigenous Match industry by a. 
discrimina,ting excise duty to be leVied on the products of the facti>ries financed 
aud controlled whollY' armainly by foreign concerns at' the rate of Re. l' per.' 
groesof their output;, 'J,. large r6venue will accrue tothe"(}overnment from 
the 'lev:'" Of ihis duty and'this will allay to a considerable extent the anxiety 
of the Government on the score of decline in Customs revenue. Besides this. 
source of revenl1e, t·here are two other sources from which a higher yield of 
revenue .maY'legitimate1v be expE'cted, . 'Viz., the 'Incometax and the import 
duty on, .raw materials. 1\:Iy Committee. would also emphasise here that re
venue considerations shOl'rld not deter the GovernmeJ;lt from. extending proteC:
tion to this deserving industry which has'alread:y given promise of success. 

13. My Committee would like to suggest another form of indirect aid to. 
this industry which is yet in a .tate of infancy, 'Viz., provision of cheap trans, 
port facilities by rail and steam for the carriage of logs .of wood to and
finished matcbes from the match factories. 

Mysore Chamber of Commerce. 

'Letter, dated 1lth July 1927. 

With reference to your, letter No. 287, dated 29th March 1927, enclosing 
a printed copy of the questionnaire issued to all the Match manufacturers, 
in India, I beg: to inform you that at present this Chamber has nothing til 
offer On .the IInbject. ' . . 

Letter from the Toriff BOlN'rl. to -01/ (,hnlllbers of Commerre and Associot-ions 
:, of Indian Ma·tch Mril1,darturer" and Trade'''''_ No;9.l6-A., dated tIll' Jth 

J)'eremher l!l2'i', -
, .' 'd' d f d' f . h . f . t"' f Chamber , I 'RID Irect~ t.O orwar or t e In orma Ion 0 .your Association a copy 

of th~,l'emarks made by Sir Padamji P. Ginwala. President of the Indian 
Tarif{ BORrd, in resuming the mquiry into the Mateh Manufacturing In
dustry, in India. 

2. The Boord is anxious to' obtairt as full and '{'omplete an expression of 
commercial opinion as·is possible, on the problelDs which are now engaging 
its a,ttention. From the PrE\.~ident'B 'remarks it will be' obseryed that there 
are certain' aspects of the enquiry 'which' hay€> not ~'et been brought speci-

. . h . . f ChlImber F' h' - f th I ficalIy to t e' notice 0 your AsoociatiOJl' urt or, certa III 0 e 'proposa s 
which have been received invoh-e considerations of general policy on which 
. ". 1 . bl th t " Chamber' h Id b . t; f It IS (€>81I'a e a your Association S ou ave all oppor ulIlty 0 express-
ing all opinion, while the future 'or![anization of art industry engaged in the 
manufacture of a commodity in su('h <,ammon nse as matches is a matter of 
('oneidel'able general intereS't. 

3. An important aspE'ct '01 the ('11M which hilS heen pressed on the notic& 
of the Roard t"om'ern~ the IIctidties of the SWE'dish Tru~t. As your 
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~ is aware, this Trust has in recent years obtained a dominatinl 
.AssocIatton . 
interest in the match trade of almost every country and its policy is avowedl, 
'aimed al 'securing a controlling interest in the match trade of the world. 
In pursuance of this policy, it is alleged, the Trust aims at securing s 
dominating position in India, partly by eliminating the s!p.aller Indian 
concern. by means 'of unfair competiti~n, partly by working arrangements 
with the larger Indian factories should this appear to be the most feasible 
course. Having acquired that control it' is alleged that the Trust will, raise 
prices in India, thereby exploiting the country for the benefit of foreigners. 
The remedy which has been most commonly proposed is the imposition of a 
special excise duty on matches manufactured by firms or companies financed 
by foreign capital. . 

4. The case as it has been presented to the Board combines two points' of 
view. First, objection is taken to the employment of foreign capital in 
Indian industries and the demand is advanced that such enterprises should 
be specially t.axed. The question has already been considered by the Exter
nal Capital Committee appointed by the Government of India in 1925 and it 
is unneoessary to deal at length with the matter here. It is sUiflicieilt to 
point out that considerable, difficulty must be anticipated in determining 
whether a firm is or is not financed by foreign capital and that the possi
bility of evasion of any such form of taxation is a serious consideration 
which must not be overlooked. The other aspect of the case concerns the 
possibility of the establishment of a monopoly. It is urged that it is un
desirable in the interests of the country to allow the smaller industrialist-s to 
be crushed, thereby enabling a single firm or group of firms to fix prices 
considerably in. excess of the cost of production. The objection. applies 
equally to a monopoly whether engineered by an .Indian or foreign firm .but 
an excise duty on foreign capital is proposed as an ad hoc measure, since 
the danger of monopoly at present threatens from a foreign, firm. It is, 
however, by no means clear that this proposal would be effective. Apart 
from the fact that no data have been put forward on which it would. be 
possible to estimate the amount of excise duty suJflicient to prevent unfair 
competition, it appears not impossible that the measure may precipitate 
the crisis which it is designed to prevent. The Swedish Trust has at its 
command exceedingly large capital resources and faced with the. prospect of 
closing its factories in India as a result of the excise duty, it may resolve 
em the one hand to initiate a price war regardless of cost or, on the other 
hand, to buyout the larger factories in this country. In either event; it 
might be argued that a corporation of this size would have no great di'fficuh~' 
in effecting a practical monopoly, when the special excise could be passed on 
to the consumer. Another possibility which must not be ovel'looked is' that 
the Swedish Trust would comply with all the requirements 01 the law re
garding Indian capital and would thus not be liable tp the special exCJ.'" 
duty. Practical control of the policy might. still ,remain ,in Swedish.han<;ls 
and the danger of monopoly would remain.' , 

5. The risk of the cO~lltry being exploited by a single firm~r combination 
of firms of match manufacturers could however be met by the establishment 
of a regulated monopoly. It is in this direction that European countries 
have generally sought for a solution of the probleln created by the Swedish 
Match Trust. There are several methods by which in existing circumstances 
this effect could be attained. The first and perhaps the most .obvious method 
is by establishing a monopoly both in manufacture and. sale. The Swedish 
Trust controls the largest and best equipped group of factories:in the country 
and with its long experience of manufacture, it is indisputable that.it could 
produ~e a s~andard .arti~le o~ good quali~y at a low price. From a purely 
finanCIal pomt of VIew It IUlght be conSIdered a good proposition to'bud 
over the monopoly both of manufacture and of sale of matches in India to 
this Trust on p~Ylllent of an' annual sum t? Government. Conditions might 
be mnde. regardmg the employment of Indians, the issue of Rupee capital, 
the qualIty of the goods and the price at which thev were to he sold A 
system of this kind is in force in Greece and Pola';d, where the Sw~dish 
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Trust holds a monopoly. This, however, would mean that match manufac
ture would cease to be a nl1-tional industry and on grounds of sentiment 
alone such a proposal affords no practical solution of the problem. A second:, 
method of securing control is by the establishment of a Government mono-· 
poly both of manufacture and of sale. This is essentially the system which 
is at present in foroo in France. Ther~ .are, however, wE'll-known objections, 
to State manufacture and it is generally accepted that Government is nor-· 
mally not in a position to mannfacture either so well or so cheaply as a, 
private firm or a company. . 

6. Another means of preventing exploitation is by establishing a monopoly' 
in sale, manufacture being carried on by private agency but the production· 
regulated by requiring that the manufacture of matches should be under 
license. The establishment of new factories or extension of existing factories.. 
would then be 'controlled. Sale could be entrusted either to a separate 
organization or retained in the hands of Government itself: In the former 
case it would be necessary to form a separate sales syndicate, to which the· 
monopoly would be entrusted. A system of this nature is in force in 
GeJ:JIlany, where a sales organization has been formed, the capital being' 
contributed by the match manufacturers who also form the directorate of 
the corporation. Definite quotas of production are fixed for each manu-. 
facturer and all sales are effected by the sales organization. Government,. 
however, retains the right of controlling the price at which the sales syndi
cate sells, should this appear excessive. Factories are licensed by Govern-. 
ment and an increase in the production of matches either by the construc-· 
tion of new factories or extension of existing ones can thereby be prevented. 
At the present time the number of match factories in India is large and, 

. their size varies from the large' up to date factory employing the latest 
machinery to the small factory where all processes are carried out by hand. 
There is, therefore, great difficulty in securing any effective organization of' 
manufacturers and the introduction of the German system in its entirety 
would be by no means easy. At the same time some development of this 
method of control may appear feasible, It might be possible to organize a
sales corporation comprising interests independent of match manufacturers. 
In that event it would be neoossary to fix the price at which such a cor
poration purchased its supplies, the price at which it disposed of them, and 
the proportion in which purchase was to be effected from each factory. The 

opinion of your A~~::~i:n is requested as to whether any such corporation, 
could be formed and,. if . so, whether an arrangement on these lines would 
prove satisfactory. ,- , . 

7. There remains the~ystem of GovE'rnment monopoly of sales. Restric
tion of manufacture by means of licensing will still be necessary since Gov-
ernment could not undertake to purchase matches to un unlimited extent .. 
It would also be "lleoossary to fix the price at which Government would' 
purchase from manufacturers. As regards selling arrangements, various' 
methods are possible. Government wholesale depots might be established in 
the larger centres. But this would involve the organization of a new de
partment on a somewhat extensive scale and might well be objected to on
the ground of expE'nse. Fin~n('i~l o·.,t.rol, however, might be secured on 
much the same line'S as obtains in the ex~isp department for the sale of 
country liquor in some provin('Po' '-~~. might be required to pay into
the Treasury both the cost price and the excise duty on matches. On pro
duction of the Treasury voucher by the purchaser the manufacturer would 
then supply the required quantity of matches and would obtain payment 
from the Treasury on presentation of the voucher. This method, however, 
might be considered cNmbrous lind unsuited to thE' requirements of the 
trade. 

S, If a monopoly in sales is considered desirable, the most satisfactory
arrangement would appear to be to entrust it to an independent sales cor
poration. Till, however, the organization of such a corporation becomes 
feasible or if it is found impossible, Government may administer the mono-
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poly through its own agency with the assistance .of a. committee representing; 
manufacturers, traders and general commercial interests. The - function of 
luch a. committee inter alia might be to advise from time to time as to the 
price, quality, amount and distribution of output among the various factories. 
The import of matches might be undertaken by the Governmept acting with 
the advice of the Committee referred to !tbove or~ight_ be controlled by a. 
system of licence. . 

9. Any such system of monopoly presupposes that the factories under
taking mann facture are well equipped and of reasonable size and it would: 
follow, therefore, that the smaller factories would disappear. The opinion-. 
f Chamber • . d h f h It' d . bl I o your.AssoCiation IS reqlleste. as to. ow ar suc a resu IS eSlra e ... 

am to point out that the concentration of match manufacture .in a f;~w 
factories organized on a. large scale. would proba.bly result in a substallthl 
reduction in the cost of production. Further, a. sales organization acting 
through a single agency would reduce the cost of distribution and the 
absence of competition would render unnecessary the very la,rge number of 
different labels at present in use. With the kinds of labels reduced to a 
minimum, a still further reduction in costs could be effected. while the· 
elimination of competition would also .esult in the reduction of the profits 
of the middleman, which the Board has been informed are excessive. Fur_ 
ther, mass production in well equipped factories may reasonably be ex
pected to raise the quality of Indian matches while with a standardised 
product the prejudice against Indian matches, based mainly on the output. 
of the smallest factories established in unsuitable localities, is likely to 
disappear rapidly. 1 am also to poiht out that at present there exists a very: 
real danger of over-production, specially in particular localities. The growth. 
of the Match industry around Bombay renders it increasingly difficult to 
secure a market for the goods produced. Competition is therefore intense
and there has been a very rapid fall in price. A system of control on these 
lines will tend to prevent over-production and wasteful competition and to. 
ensure a reasonable standard of quality. It will also secure a fair profit 
to the manufacturer and generally help to stabilise prices and at the same
time safeguard the Government revenues. It will further have the advan
tage of maintaining a substantial share of the production in the hands of 
Indian manufacturers. I am now to request that Y01;r' :Achaml ttler will . . .ssocaon· 
favour the Board with its views on the various matters dealt with in the
enclosure and in particular as to how far it considers a system of Govern
ment monopoly in matches is desirable both in t~e interests of the industl"Jl" 
and of the country in general. If it considers such a system desirable, I 
am to enquire which of the methods outlined in this letter it would consider 
would secure the best results. The Board would esteem it a favour if your
J"ep.ly could be submitted at a very early date. I am to express regret that 
it has not been possible to consult the A~"::~n .~n these points. before,. 
but many of the considerations and suggestions which form the subject of" 
this letter, could not be stated as definite issues until the examination of' 
witnesses had reached an advanced stage. 

10. In conclusion, I am to explain that the Board has arrived at no· 
conclusion a8 regards the various matters which form the' subject of this 
letter and that any views which have been expressed must be regarded as. 
illustrative only. .. 

Burma Chamber of Commerce RaDgoOD~ 

Letter, dated .ft8th December 1921. 

In reply to your letter No. 946-A., dated 5th December 1927 I am directed
to say that. this Chamber is strongly against Government interference in. 
any shape or form until it. can be proved that the so-called Swedish mon. 
poly charges extortionate prices for matches to the public. 
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The Bombay Presidency Trades Association Ltd., Bombay. 
Letter, dated the 29th December 1927. 

I am. directed to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 9.J.(l..A., dated 
the 5th instant, which was placed before my Committee at a Mooting held 
on the 20th instant and the contents together with the remarks Gf Sir P.' P. 
Ginwala fully discussed. . . 

In reply I am to state that the considered opinion of my Committee is as 
follows:- . . ' 

That no industry, be it financed by foreign capital or otherwise should be 
harassed or its operations be impeded at the present time. India, to-day, 
liS far as general manufacture is concerned is in its chrysalis stage and 
cannot afford to lose the smallest opportunity of .increasing its knowledge of 
scientific production, synchronously with economic principles. 

This particularly applies to the Match Industry as at present attempted 
in India. The local product is without doubt in urgent need of improve
ment,which cannot be carried out by'the present doubtful method of some 
local manufacturers of very closely copying well known labels. This proce. 
dure is possibly legal but morally is not calculated to gain the confidence 
of the class of people to whom ultimately they must look to help them to 
eetablish· themselves as manufacturers desiring recognition in preference 
to the foreigner. 

With reference to paragraph 3 of YOl~r letter wherein you state that the 
apparent object of the Swedish .Match' Trust is an endeavour to obtain pre
dominence in every country of the world. It may be mentioned that the 
principle manufacturing countries with export markets are England, Sweden 
and Germany and that is competitive in both their respective home markets 
and abroad and to accept the theory that in the event of the trust even
tually gaining control the consumer will be' compelled to pay prices that on 
cost production will be exorbitant, is ridiculous and impossible, in these' days 
of patent lighters and the unlimited possibilities in this l!articular dir\lction. 

W orId trade througllout time has been built by competition and no Trust 
yet formed has stiBed effort to produce at lower and more beneficial rates. 
Naturally this view resolves itself into a question of the survival of the 
fittest, which does not necessarily always apply to capital means. In any 
case without doubt the majority always reaps the benefit. ' 

Mf Oommittee are unanimously agreed that foreign industries operating 
in this country should- be formed with rupee capital. As tegards the parti
'Cular industry under discussion they are of opinion; as match' making is 
prac-tically in its infancy in this country, compulsory facilities should be given 
by the foreign firms to educate a certain percentage of Indians, under an 
apprenticeship system,. in the present nlethods of scientific production. ' 

Moreover, I am directed. to inform you that my Committee suggest the 
alternative of a combination of, the country manufacturers who Bl'e raising 
,tllll plant. If the whole question is worthy of the notice of a Government 
enquiry and examination, which may be taken 8S 1\' sufficient indication that 
there are real possibilities of good markets for Indian matches in the imme
diate future, then'surely there is sufficient capital to be found internally to 
put the industry . on 1\ real competitive hasis, which need have no apprehen-
sinns from any combine. . 

In conclusion I am to state that my Committee are opposed to any measure 
which will tend to retard the progress of industrial education, that the few 
might benefit financially. ' 

Karachi Chamber of Comm.erce, Karachi. 

LetteT No. eo-C. A. 9, dated the .&th Janoo.r'/l 19t8. ' 
In r~piy to your letter No: 94G-A. of fhe 5th December 192'i, I alll to say 

that on the broad question of principle this Chamber is strongly averse t<> 



any kind of Government interference with Trade or Industry, except in sO' 
far as it necessary for the collection of the neceS8a~y' revenues. . 

Though . the above general expression of. view.' practically . shows this' 
Chamber's attitude towards all the tentative suggestions put forward in your' 
letter, my Committee. wiBhes to makE! the following obse~vations:-

On page 1 pf yo~ letter..it is stated that "the future organisation of au. 
industry engaged in the ~anufllcture of • commoq,ity in. such common .use as-, 
matches is & matter of· conside~able general interest.i' This is agreed, but, 
there are many industries to which the same remark might be. applied. Fori 
in&tance, Bugar,' yarn, piece-goods, tobacco, leather, paper and cement, .to: .. 
mention only a few, are all articles which are both the subject of indust.ry 
ill this country and are also imported. If thE! principle be accepted: ,of 
Government interference in one industry engaged in a commodity of common 
uee, it would be diffioult to withstand a demand for it in 1I1~ other similar 
industries. Such interference can but~add 1'!'ta,terially to the expenses of the
State, whilst it iii highly detrimental'to private enterprise in that 'no one 
can mak~ plall!! for engaging in any particular industry . owing to the un
certainty that Government may some day step in and alter the whole econo-,' 
mic outlook on' which those plans have bee.n based. 

A set has been made against the em.ployment .of ForeignCapitlloI, .but my 
Committee is quite unable to accept the principle that this is contrary to
Indian interests.. The development of Indian industries in this, country is. 
only in its infancy and needs every encouragement. to enable .it to expand. 
Every increase in it is all to the good of the country for, whether Foreign 
or Indian Capital be employed, .industry entails the use of Indian labour. 
adds to the Government Revenues, tends towards 'the reduction of prices and' 
encourages the use of Indian products. : . . 

As to the danger oi the establishment of a mo'nopoly by anyone concern" 
it would not necessarily act detrimentally against the inter-ests of thlt con-, 
sumer. It involves a very large and highly organised. system of manufacture. 
1II"ith low overhead costa. It is a generally accepted principle that the greater 
the censumption the more the profits, hence it is one of the most important 
ainu of manufacturers to atimulate a very wide demand for their products. 
On the other hand, to raise prices unduly above the cost of ,manufacture, 
would be merely to retard demand, hence monopolists would only be acting 
directly contrary to their own interests by doing so. This natural law 
automatically ensures a regulated monopolY-ilne of the suggestions of the· 
Tariff Board-wit~o.~ ~n tlill cumhrou.s m!U!hineIJ ent~iJed by Stllo~·iJOntrol. 

Fear has heen expressed that the establishment of a monopoly would 
cause the smaller Indian factories to disappear. Prpbably this would occur
in any ease in course of time, but it is admitted by the Tariff Board that 
their suggestion for a monopoly regulated by Government would 'have the
some effect. To the extent that such" factories are' not able'to manufacture 
sO'well or so cheaply as larger"concerns it'would' no doubt be in the generat 
interests that such uneconomical factories should disappear. '.' 

A point has been made of the saving tluit would b~ effect,ed by the liini
tation of the number of labels under the suggested Government monopoly." 
This is to restrict the natural "hoice of the people for variety. in such smaII 
matters without. in my Committee's· opinion, any real consequent benefit. 
The difference in the cost of printing different varieties of labels is infini", 
tesimal and the cost of attaching them to the' boxes is practically the same 
8S it is ~ustomary to use only one variety of label in any days" manufacture 
and not to attach a variety of labels to the product of one day's work; 

Then, there i~ an objection to the alleged excessive profits ~f th~ c'. middle
mall". By the employment of the singular the inference seems .to be thaI;, 
there is only o,!e middleman, but my COn1!nittee believes that many lJIiddle-; 
ruen are esse,?hal t? the .sale of such umversally used things &>. matches, 
where every httle VIllage In tI,e country has to be reached and where the' 
numbe~ of ~e\1ers actually finally in touch with the millions themselves must 
be laglon. What may, therefore" appear an excessive margin between (l) 
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"Produ~tion and' transport costs, and (2) the price paid by the actual con
-sumer, would not seem out of the way when it is remembered how many 
middlemen there are to be remunerated, whilst the individual profit of each 
'Owing to competition is very small. . 

As regards the prejudice against Indian made matches, based mainly on 
the output of the smallest factories established in unsuitable localities, 
'these factories 'are likely to disappear whether matters be .left as ,they are, or 
whether Government create a regulated monopoly. It is admitted by the 
"Tariff Board that mass production in well-equipped factories may reasonably 
be expected to raise the quality and this is the tendency under the existing 
-cil"cumstanoes.' ' , 

It is pointed out that there is a danger of over-production and that 
there, has been a very rapid fall in. price in consequence. Judged by the 
'Standard of. ".the greatest good of the greatest number ",' which in this case 
is clearly the consumer, this danger, as 'it is called, is actually beneficial to 
'the latter. But, in any case, it can only exist temporarily, as the law of 
'supply and demand must' operate in the long run. In the same connection 
thp Tariff Board. seems to be concerned with maintaining the profits of 
manufacturers, but surely this is no part of the business of Government, 
especially as any' increase in prioes could only come out of the pockets of 
'Consumers~ 

For the reasons given'ahove this Chamber ;s strongly against any of the 
methods suggested for the control of the matches industry, but there remains 
the question as to how the Government Revenues are to be safe-guarded as 
they are rapidly falling away under existing circumstances. My Com
mittee feels that this aspect of the question has been given a subsidiary place 
in the deliberations of the Tariff Board and has been ,overshadowed by the 
subject of the protection of the industry' and especially by the desire of 
-some to eliminate foreign competition. ,My Committee feels that a close 
'Consideration of the problem of safe-guarding Government revenups would 
result in ways and means being found to do so, but it is essential, ,in my 
-Committee's ,opinion, first to clear the ground by rejecting all idea of Gov-
1!rnment ,interference in the organisation of the industry, 8 matter in my 
'Committee's view quite outside the province of the State. 

The Upper India Chamber of Commerce, Cawnpore. 

Letter':datea CawnpoT6 tha 16th JanuaTy'19211. . 

I aUl directed to refer to your letter No. 946 A, dated the 5th December 
1927 enclosing a copy of the remarks made by Sir Padamji P. Ginwala, ,Presi
dent of the Indian Tariff Board on the subject of the Match Manufacturing in. 
odustry in India. 

It is noted that the Tariff Board is anxious to obtain as full and complete an 
expression of commercial opinion as is possible on the problems connected with 
'this industry. 

From your letter, and from the President's remarks, t,hese problems seen 
to centre round the fact that 'the Swedish Match Manufacturing Trust has 
·successfully established itself in India. Smaller and less successful manufac. 
turers, or would be manufacturers desire to attack the position of the Trust and 
'to this end they have recommended the imposition of a special excise duty on 
mat-ches manufactured by firms or companies financed by foreign capital. 

An apprehension, created by the successful entry into India 'of the Swedish 
"l'rust and the fact that this Trust has obtained a dominating interest in the 
"Ml\tch Trad~ of almost every country, is that the Trust will virtually establish 
:a monopoly In India. 

~mollg other remedisl measures suggested are :-
(a) a monopoly of manufacture by Government; or 
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(b) the eet&blishmentol a regulated monopoly of manufacture by prlva.t$ 

interests, including the Swedish Match Trust, with 8B a concoIDlt
-ant· 

(0) the~ulation of sale, whether as a m~nopoly or otherwise by private 
interests or, in the alternative;· . 

(d) a monopoly of sale by Government itself. 

The Chamber;s' opinion can be communicated somewhaii briefly. 
My Committee have entirely failed to understand why an this attention 

sbould be devoted to the Match Industry, and can only assume that the explana
tion lies in the fact that this industry has always had an inexplicable attraction 
lor the small industrialists, who now wants to bolster up a thoroughly unsound 
economic position at the expense of the tax. payer and consumer. 

It is not as if the protection, of the match industry was e. case. of developing 
India's material resources. My Committee understand that suitable wood for 
the match splints and for the box veneers is not to be found in India in con
centrated areas as is the case in Sweden and America, nor, do they understand, 
are the principal necessary chemicals to be found iii India. As a result much 
(If the wood and most of the necessary chemicals have to b~ imported and will 
lItill have to be imported no matter how and in what direction match manu
facture in India comes to be monopolised or controlled. 

My Chamber consider that the proposals to introduce a discrimination against 
foreign capital involves the acceptance of a most dangerous principII! _ and they 
are unhesitatingly opposed to Rny such discrimination. -

In regard to the apprehension that the operations of the Swedish Match 
Trust will bring about the establishment of a virtual monopoly of manufacture, 
my Committee hold the view that such monopoly will not be harmful to .the 
consumer, while on the other hand it is always open to other interests to combat 
this monopoly on its own ground, if this can be done economically. -We have 
in India large factories controlled by foreign capital manufactu"ing cigarettes in 
India. and their products. are sold cheaply enough. Similarly, with matches, if 
the Swedish Trust or any other corporation or individual cali successfully 
manufacture good matches in India it is certain that the demand will be so 
great as to keep the price down to a fair level. 

As for the suggestions that Government should enter as a monopolist, or 
otherwise, into either the manufacture or the sale of matches, by its own agency, 
my Committee are absolutely opposed to any such suggestion, IIpecially' re
membering -the quality and the price of French Matches. which ~rll a Govern~ 
ment monopoly. 

The Indian Merchants· Cha.mber. Bombay.' 

Letter dated 25th JanUlITY 1928. 

The Committee of the Indian Merchants' Chamber hlWEi considered the note 
(If the President of the Tariff Board. The match industry has benefitted by the 
revenue duty of Rs. 1-8-0 imposed since the last five years. My Committee, 
bow~ver, ~elieve that a ~ere rev:n~e duty w.ould not· be of a~y use to any 
-partIcular Industry. An Industry If It stands In need of protectIOn requires a 
protective duty either in addition to a revenue duty or in place of revenue duty. 
The mai~ r~B<?n is th.\lt there is no s~curitJ' of protection in a revenue duty as 
1Iuch, 8B It IS liable to change according to the revenue exigencies of the Gov
ernment. A protective duty on the other hand requires the sanction of the 
LEogis!af.ure for any change, however slight it may be. The' Committee there
f01"e, are strongly of opinion that the present revenue duty ·should be' turned 
into II protective duty. 

. 2. The indig~n~>us manufacture i~ this country has at present to face two 
kinds. of co~petlb~m, ~ne from outSide, and one from . the Swedish combine 
estl\bhsh~ In India With three or four factories at the principal Presidency 
towns durmg the last three years. Protection of the match industry, there-

IV S 
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·fore. requires that· the imports should be. reduced, if possible eliminated, and: 
similarly th.· Swedish. combine should' have its power of mischief curtailed. 
The Committee, therefore, suggest that the Government should ask the Swedish 
~omhiDe to get itself registered in India in rupee capital with a stipulation that 
75 per cent. of its capital should be Indian-owned in its true sense and not by 
nominees and three-fourths o~ its dir'ecoors should also be Indian, and the Com
pany must be required to entertain Indian apprentices in their different fac
tories. The. Committee at the same time emphasise that Indian manufacture 
should, he encouraged to be more efficient and as efficiency could not .be main
tained without. competjtion" competition should be allowed in as free and great 
a scope as possible. . 

3. The aim and object of every protective measure is to so develop the in
dustry IlS to make it afterwards .able to maintain itself without any protecth'e 
mensure. The. protection should not be such as to require spoon-feeding for 
the industry forlever. My Committee are not opposed qua, foreign capital but 
it must come on term~ laid down by the Indian Legislature. 

4. The President of the Tariff Board appears to lay stress upon the revenue 
eonRiderations. The ootal revenue from the duty on imported matches has been 
as follows during the last three years :-

1924-21l 
1925·26 
1926-27 

Rs. 
1,13,91,275 
1,13,18,556 

88,68,592 

It will be found that the duty dropped down considerably last year and the 
problem is apparently troubling the Tariff Board as to how to get thib 1"88 tl) 
the Government rElvenue made up. My Committee beg 00 submit that th('S6 
revenue consideration!! should not weigh at all with the Tariff Board. Their 
duty is to find out what protection is necessary for any particular industry witb 
regard to which they are conducting their enquiry. It is again drawing I) red
herring acros~ the trkil to say that because the Government revenues ale I'uffer
ing particular measur£'8 of protec.tion could not be adopted. . It is greatly mis
leudin~ to l'oint out to our attention merely to the income Jc!iv.~rl from a 
particular revenue duty. If an industry is afforded· a satisfacrory measure of 
prvtection the loss to the I}overnment reTenue will be made up in more ways 
thau one. Thus the Oovernment can get super-tax, income !;ax and. the Fke 
taxes from a pr08perol.8 industry which will also contribute largely to the in
crease in railway freight and .foreSt revenue, pay increased cesse..~ for loans pte .. 
increasing the purchaliing power of a large number of people enabling them to 
pay more in the shape of indirect taxation on different articles, 'Btc. These are 
different principles of protectionist economics and they apply to the match in
rlustry 89 strongly as they do to an,Y other industry. My Committee presullJe 
tllat they will1'll.eet with. thej 8U't'T)tancf' ,of the Tariff Bo~rd. _ 

ri. The President of the Tariff 1I08r(1 in his remarks while disc1lssing the 
mE'thod of E'~t,ablishing a monbpoly in the manufacture and sales of matches 
assumE'S that theSwedi"h Trust backed by vast capital resources and long ex· 
perience . of, manufacture and controlling the largest and best equipped group' 
of faQtories in the country ·caD. indisputably produce a standard article of good 
quality ata low price. 

6_ These arguments can however be replied to by saying that if the Trust is 
90 very big snd powerful 89 to have successfully monopolised the Match Indus
try in various other countries and.evE'n in Japan, it is all the greater reason why 
we should try to get rid of it rather than allow it 00 have a stronger footing in 
,the country. As suggested before. the Trust should be required to have itself 
registered in this country in Indian capital. A licensing system should be in
troduced and restrictions should he imposed on the production of different manu
facturers by assigninl( thElm a particular quota of production for each. The 
Swedish Trust will have to be given its own quota. My Committee suggest 
that this quota should- not exceed their three YE'ars' average outturn in India and 
Burma and at 'an;v rate not more than 25 per cent. of prE'sent local manufacture 
and it should also. be provided that this quo.tli as given __ to the Swedish Trust 
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.hoyld be reduced every yeareliminatini automatically the Trust in about five 
yeam, unIess- they in the interTal comply with all the -requirements laid down 
by the Indian Fiscal Commission, considering the laot that they have created 
vested interest in the country by ereoting'factoriea during only the last-tbres 
years, that is to say their vested interests in the country are of avery recent 
growth.' No licence should be given to any manufacturing concern 75 per cent. 
of the capital of which is not owned by British Indian subjecte and 75 pel' bent. 
of the directorti of which are not Indians. The 'Directors should hold their 
qualifications in: their own name and capacity and not merely as nominees. 

7. There should be a central sales organisation not run by the"State but b" 
a Joint Stock Company which should be treated like a··public utility concern. 
It should have rupee capitel entirely in Indian hands and the Direotorate also 
«hould be entirely Indian. Precautions should be taken 'that oapital does not 
go out too muoh into the handl! of a few.: individuals. This organisation should 
oontr~l sales of matches whether manufactured locally or' imported. It will be 
responsible for fixing the prices at which productions ,of manufacturers are to 
be purchased. The' prioe may 'be fixed ~on the basis· ofi cost price pluB a certain 
percentage of depreciation and interest on caphal employed.: Suc:ih a price will 
have to De fixed for each manufacturer separately and my Committes would 
lIuggest that the period for which it should hold good should be three years. 
If any manufacturer cheapens his cost of production, he is welcome to do it and 
the advantage will go to him. ' 

8. In order that the sales organisations may not be a profiteering ono, the 
pri'Je wbicb it generally charges to the consumer should be fixed. on tht1 basis 
of expenses' for distribution pluB' a: certain percentage, viz., 8 per cent. per 
annum. The existing duty on imported matches t6 be continued and may be in
creased if found necessary. 

9. The Directorate of the selling organisation should consist of;";":' 

(1) 1 Government officer. 
(2)2 representatives of Match manufacturers. 
(8l. 4 representatives to be elected by shareholders. 
(4) 2 re\Jres.mtutives elected h.v the Federation of Indian Chambers of 

Commerce. . . 

10. l'he Press Nilte iSBUed by the Tariff Board suggests that on,'economic 
ground II the match· Inanufacturing. industry as a, cottage industry will di&J.ppear 
through being unable to stand against the competition of machine-made matches 
which will have naturally a mass production., Japan may be cited .!lS .an in
.tance of how match-manufacturing 88 a cottage industry, will ,npt be able to 
Btand,against the modern machine-made matches. 

11. 'l'he question of Indian States as far 88 the manufallture of matches in 
their territori!lll is concerned remains to be solved. It is a complicated question 
involving various political and other considerations. My Committee while not 
giving their 8uggestiQll 8B the 18Btword 'on this question believe that 'there is 
a workable solution of this 'problem. What 'my'Committeesuggest is that jusli 
as the Central Sales Organisation is proposed to be entrusted with 'both the re
gulation of imports and the regulation of production and the regulation of sales, 
it should also be entrusted with the work of, receiving matches from Indian 
States and assuming the responsibility for their sale also. Unless this is done 
the whole object of the sales organisation may be frustrated owing to heavy im
ports which may come in from unlicensed and unrecognised match factoria. 
'II'hieh might spring up to a large extent in Indian States. 

Match Manufacturers' AssoCiation, Bombay Presidency. 

Letter dated th6 27th Janoory 1928. 
In continuation ~f my letter dated the 8th December 1927, I have the honour. 

to further address you on the subject under reference. , 
82 
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The Committee of the Association have very carefully considered the proposaL 
contained in the Tariff Board '8 letter of the 5th December 18l!t and have comE 
to the conclusion that the Match industry cannot be developed on sound linel 
unless the present import duty of Re. 1-8·0 per gross is transferred from thE 
Revenue schedule to the Protective Tariff schedule. This step will give thE 
necessary stability to the industry, as a protective duty cannot be altered b~ 
the Executive without the sanction of the Central Legislature, while a RevenUE 
duty is liable to be altered by the Executive and thus the Revenue duty cannoi 
afford that security of protection which an industry in its first stages of de, 
velopment. requires. . 

The Tariff Board seems to be rather anxious about the loss in the RevenuE 
sustained by the Government of India under the present Revenue duty whic~ 
has the effect of protecting Tariff in reducing the import of foreign Matches. 
This duty has indirectly reduced the revenues of the Government of India bJi 
about 80 lakhs. My Committee submit that though the Government of India, 
while directing the Tariff Board to investigate the question of granting protec. 
tion to Match industry, have embodied in their terms of reference the question 
or finding ways and means of recOuping the loss that would be sustained by the 
reduction of imports of foreign matches, the principal consideration of the Tarui 
Board ought to be to investigate the main question' whether the industry fulfils 
all the three conditions laid down in para 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal 
Cnmmi~.sion and, if it fulfils all these conditions, to Report on the protective 
measures that would be required for the industry to be developed on sound 
economic lines. The question of recouping the losses ought not to weigh reall;y 
with the Tariff Board in any of their inquiries, 8l! it is an undisputed fact that 
an industry after being protected and developed is sure to make good the lose 
in a number of indirect ways and the improvement of the general economic con
dition of a greater number of persons in the country. The Committee have not, 
however, lost sight of the possibility that in case of protection being given to 
the industry there is bound to be some loss of revenue and therefore they sug. 
gest that if the Government, in order to make up the revenue must seek relief 
from the match industry, the Government may obtain a Royalty not exceeding 
annas eight per gross from the Central Sales Organisation hereinafter referred 
to, provided always that the existing import duty be simultaneously raised to 
the extent of such Hoyalty. _ 

The President of the Tariff Board in his remli"rkS while discussing the 
method of establishing a monoply in the manufacture and the sales of matches 
assumes that the Swedish Trust backed by vast capital resources and long 
experience of manufacture and controlling the largest and best equipped grOU? 
of fa(ltories in the country can. indisputably produce a standard article of good 
quality at a low price. Whereas my Committee do not desire to dispute 
their vast resourc6S" and their experience and capability in the manufacture of 
a standard article of good quality at a low price, they suggest that such vast 
resources are not essential to the manufacture of a good sound merchantable 
match at an economic price. They further submit that such resources form 
a real menace to the industry in India, inasmuch as it helps the Swedisb 
Trust to enter into unfair competition with the Indian concerns, who even 
with their limited resources are quite able to turn out such a standard of 
article of good quality at a fair price and against whom the Swedish Trust 
would not be able- to hold its own were it not for the vast resources above 
referred to. It is because of these resourc·e6 at their disposal whereby the 
Swedish Trust have successfully monopolised the Match industry in various 
countrie!l and have secured a sound footing even in' Japan, that the Committee 
have greater reason to insist that the Board should not fig4t sQY of the Trust but 
should try to get rid of them rather than allow them to have a stronger 
footing and to create vested interests in the country. My Committee therefore 
suggest that the Board should recommend the introduction of a licensing
system under which all the present factories should be licensed and that the· 
quota of. each factory should be fixed according to the production and capacity 
of each factory. When determining the quota of Ambernath and other 
factories controlled by the Swedish Trust, consideration should be given' to 
the fact that by systematic price.cutting during the last three years, they-

• 
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have compelled the Indiim'Owned factories' to· curtail- production whereas they 
have themselves gone on increasing their own production. In the circum
Btances and in view of the fact that their' vested interest in the country are 
)f very very recent growth, having been created by erection 'of factories here not 
more than three years ago, the Committee suggest that the aver~ge of their 
production- during, the last three' years and ~ot their present production~ 
Ihould be made the basis on' which' their quota should be fixed' and that such 
luotA! should be so reduced annually as to lead to their total elimination in five 
,ears, unless in the interval they shall have been made genuinely and effect
vely to comply with all the requirements laid down by the Indian Fi~cal 
Commission. It ia really a matter of regret that a foreign concern like the 
Swedish Trust should create vested interestA! in this country to the detriment of 
one of India's main industries. India, as a component psrt of the British 
il:mpire, ought not to allow any foreigner to supply her requirements of a 

..l6C6SBity of life like matches which in peace time she ,ca.n with proper efforts 
JD&nage to manufacture in all departments independently of foreign aid and 
Bupply herself. ,If possible, India, with her vast forest resources, ought to 
aspire to cater for the needs of the entre British Empire and make it inde
pendent of foreign matches in emergencies as well as in normal times. No 
license should therefore be given to any manufacturing concern 75 per cent. 
of the capital of which is not owned by British Indian subjectf! and 75 per cent. 
of the Directors of which are not Indians. The Directors should be in their 
own name and capacity and not merely as nominees. 

The Committee further suggest that the Tariff Board shpuld recommend 
the formation, with itA! own share capital, of a Central Ssles Organisation, 
which should be treated &s a public utility concern. It shall have rupee 
oapital entirely in Indian hands and the' directors shall also be Indians. ' A 
minimum of 25 per cent. of this capital shall be reserved for subscription by 
Indan Match Manufacturer and precautions be taken that the remaining 
oapital does not go into the hands of a few individuals. It will be responsible. 
for fixing the price at which productions of manufacturers are to 1;Ie purchased. 
The price rna,. be fixed on the basis of the cost price plus a certain percentage 
for depreciation and interest on capital employed. Such a price will 'have to 
be fixed for each manufacturer separately and should hold good for at leasi! 
three years. If any manufacturer, meanwhile, cheapen his cost of production, 
he may, be encouraged to do so and to enjoy the extra profit. 

In order that the organisation may not be a profiteering concern, the, price 
which it may generally charge to the consumer should be fixed on the basis 
of expenses for distribution plus a certain per<;.entage, viz., 8 per cent. pet' 
annum. The Directorate of this organisation should consist of:-

4 representatives to be elected by the Shareholders. 
2 reprE!sentatives of match manufacturers. 
2 representatives to be elected by the Federation of Indian Chambers 

of Commerce, alid 
1 Government nominee. 

My Committee with a view to help the proper working of the organisation 
suggest that .local advisory Committee. in. each Presidency town should be 
formed to a~Vlse the Central Sales Orga~Isatlon regarding the fixing of purchase 
and sale prICes of ~atches. These bodIes should consist of a nomiIlee of the 
Government, a nommee of the manufa.cturers and a third member represent
ing the Local Indian Chamber of Commerce. 

As regards factories situated in Native States, considering the amount of 
trouble that the trad~ has already had through illicit rebates given to importe1'S 
b! .s?me of. the N atrive States, and ~he .additional imposition by them of pro
hIbItive dutIes. (as m~lCh as 50 per cent, In some cases) on Indian manufactured 
matches entermg theIr States, the Committee suggest that imports of matches 
froIl! Na.tive States into British India be made to pay the sarne duty as 
foretl!n .Imported matches and that the administration of this import duty 
on N~ttv~ State Ma~ches en~ring British India be on the lines of the 
organisatIOns controllIng the Imports of salt and liquor into British India. 
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Rangoon .Trades Association. 

Letter No. 59-G., dated the 90th January 1.928. 

r am in receipt of your letter', .dated 5th December 1927, asking for ex
pression of commercial opinion on the Match Manufacturing Industry in 
,India. The Members of this Association do not approve of Government 
\nterference in any fo.rm, unless it can be proved the so-called Swedish 
monopoly charges prices which. may be considered exorbitant .. 

lhe Punjab Trades Association, Lahore. 

Letter, dated the 1st February 1928. 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 946-A., dated 
the 5th December 1927, asking for an expression of, the views of this Asso
ciation on certain points arising out of the enquiry' into the Match Manu. 

facturmg ·lndustry in India. ' 
2. In reply I beg to say that the papers have been considered by my 

Committee and I have been instructed to say that the members are of the 
opinion that the Swedish Match Trust 'has undoubtedly obtained an almost 
controlling interest in the Match Industry in India. The reason for this my 
Committee thinks is not far to seek, and lies in the fact· that indigenous 
matches are of such inferior quality that they can make no headway against 
the impo.rted article. No measures under the present conditions of the 
industry can stop the eijmination of the smaller factories, and there is a 
da[:ger of the larger ones also going to the well in time unless they are able 
to turn out an article as good as the imported product. The Indian, my 
Committee consider, has it in his power to put up all the capital to adequate
ly finance the industry, and there is, they think, a collossal amount of idle 
money in this country, and if he has faith in his venture and a fixed inten. 
tion to produce a standard of quality that will compete on favourable terms 
with the Swedish Trust Match he has nothing to fear. The inclusion my 
Committee think on the Board of Control of one or two Government techni
cnl and financial experts would they consider ensure continuity of endea. 
vour. By this means the national character of the industry would be 
preserved, over-produd4>n avoided and Government would receive an ade
quate revenue from the· indust,ry. UIltil such time therefore as India is 
prepared to invest its own capital in the industry there seems to be no 
object in discouraging foreign capital. 

3. I am to say that my Committee do not consider an excise duty on 
matches advisable until the Indian article is able to compete with the 
Swedish in quality. Protection, or any measure to discourage the Swedish 
indust.ry, would at the present time, or in the near future, have dis
astrous effects, and my Committee think that the Indian manufacturer 
should learn how to make Illatches before he asks for special concessions. 
This should not present any insuperable di:fficulty as under the tutelage of 
European experts the Indian labourers employed in factories should improve 
in their practical knowledge and skill and should be better fitted to claim 
IDlItch manufacture as a national industry requiring protection. 

4. My Committee think it is very difficult to pick and choose between the 
different methods suggested by the Tariff Board. The matter is one for 
experts, but the compulsory employment of a large Ptoportion of Indians 
and of the use, of indigenous raw material should be the sine q'ua 910n of 
any scheme having in view the improvement of the match industry: Lilt 
Government start the factOl'ies nnd work them under experts until sunh 
time as they are in a position to compete with Swedish matches in quality 
and then hand them over to Companies or syndicates to be run as private 
loncerns. (Take the Turpentine factories as an example.) 
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5: 'Tb~; German 'meth'oilalso'seeins' to mY Committee"to be workable, 
quality and price control; being an 'essential point' of the scheme:' ''M~SIl 
production in' well-equipped' factories' turning out an' aTticle equal' to or 
better than, the, Swedish, is the solution of' the,difliculty: 'Until this' 6ccura 
it is inyCominittee think futile 'to talk of protection and El:J:eise regnlatioils, 

Licensing of factori~ ,will ,be ,necessary w~th reasonable' and wbrkable 
conditions-,-Quality; eflicientequipment a,i!cJ" ,\lXJ>er~ ,personnel. being the 
cbief points to be ~ept, in view. ' 

Maharashtra CbamberofCommerce, Bombay. 
Letter, 'dated the 1st February' 1928. 

I am to address youas follows:- , ' , ' , 
Without in any way going into the details' of the question, the Committee 

of this Chamber wants to make a few broad suggestions to the ,Tariff .Board 
having considered both the questionnaire and the observations' made by the 
President of the Tariff Board on this subject. ' , 

The Committee thinks that the Indian match industry satisfies the' three 
general conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission in their report (para
graph 97). There exist in ,the, country natural advantages such as most 
of the raw materials, cheap and plentiful labour and a big market at hand. 
The industry has grown recently owing to the big revenue duty but it is 
threatened now by foreign competition and on account of internal competi
tion from the Swedish gronp of match fadories. If protected in its infancy 
it will stand open competition when it has developed and gathered strength. 
It will ultimately be able to produce the whole of tlie country's match 
rt'quirements. If any industry is to have' any, protection at all, it mus~ 
have an adequate measure of protection. What exactly will be an adequate 
pl'otection will depend upon the nature and the ch:cumstances of the in
dustry and in this case -the action of the Swedish group. 

The match industry of this country at present has to face competition 
from without as well as from within the country. There is the 'powerful 
Swedish combine having its factories in different, parts, of India operating 
with a view to secure a monopoly. Looking to the history of the Swedish 
Trust in other countries of the world, ,the Tatiff)loord' is inclined to say 
that its presence is an advantage to ,this coull-trY,inasmuch as it has up-to
rtate machinery; vast resources and experience and in that it ,can be o! help, 
to us to better the qUlllity of our matcpeII.·' , 

If the' trust is so big and powe~ful as to have secured a dominant interest 
in some European countries and even in Japan there is aU ,the greater reason 
for not allowing it to have its own ",ay here, its groWth is recent and it cannot 
be reasonably said that any very old vested interests havllbeen created. If, 
the purchase of. the trust be not possible a licensing system should be, eIItab,:, 
Hshed for .the match manufacture togethet: with the fixing, ,up of a quota of 
output for each match factory. In this arrangement ,the Swedish Combine 
should also be allowed its ,own share of. the total match '~upply (lookingtQ: 
thei" average of output for the last 'three, years) with, ,;the stipulation that 
this quota should every year 'be:, reduced· 5, pet ,cent.' ,or 10 per cent. thus 
automatically eliminating it in a few years' ,time. They, should DOt under 
any circumstances, be given more than 25 per cent.' of presenj;, m'anu'faciure 
and none in the future manufacture or expansion either.' " ,,' 
. Tlui Swedish Combine ca~.' continue here, if it elects to do so, p~ovided: 
It a~rees to hav~ a rupee, capital not less "than 75 per ct'n~. of it being really 
IndIan and a DIrectorate not less than 75 pet: cent. of ",hlch is really Indian .. 

There should be a central. sales organisation. It should be ,., joint' Stock 
Company, with an entirely Indian capital and an -Indian Directorate which, 
should, include among others one representative of the manufa(,'turers two
of the Indian Chambers of Commerce through, their, Federation and o~e of" 
the Government. A fair purchase price should be fixed taking 'into account 
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the cost ,of production,' depreciation, interest on capital, etc., and it should 
be subject to revision every three years. If a manufacturer reduces hili 

I cost pf productioll ~n that time the advantage should be his. ,This organisa
tion .sho\lld add to its purchase price the cost of distribution and have on 
that all a, profit.ofnot more than say 8 per cent., This central sales organi
sation ,should be the sole distributor of' all matches imported as well as 
those produced here ... The revenue duty of Rs. 1-8 per gross which at pre
sent exists on the imported matches should be enhanced, .if necessary~ and 
in any case it should be removed from the revenue schedule and declared a 
protective duty. 

The loss of revenue to Government should not influence the Tariff Board 
as the loss will be made. good in . other ways by a thriving indigenous match 
industry. It will yield to Government an increase in the super-tax, and 
income-tax, an increased railway freight and an increased foreign revenue, 
etc., apart from the improvement of the economic condition of a large 
number of people and the consequent betterment of their buying capacity. 

The Committee of this Chamber agrees generally with the view of the 
Tariff Board' that match industry as a cottage industry will gradually dis
appear in course of time ill competition with the machine made matches on 
mass production basis. ' " . , ' 

-'-'---". .: ~ 

T4eBuyers and Shippers Chambers, Karachi. 

Letter No. 99~, dated the 1st February 1928. 
In contiilUation of this Chamber No. 350, dated the'~19th March 1927, 1 

am directed by my Chamber to state as under: . ' 
1. In, pa.ragraph 'II of my previous letter cited above, this Chamber have 

explicitly pointed out as to what would be the right angle of view the Gov. 
ernment should take in this behalf, which if taken the Government must 
needs encourage the match industry which is calculated to Ultimately lead 
to the prospel'ity of the country regardless of its temporary adverse effects 
on the revenues. 

2. In paragraph IV of the same' letter, this" Chamber have drawn atten· 
tion of the, Tariff Board to the urgent necessity of all possible protective 
measures to be adopted with.a view to elevate India's present standard in 
arts and industries; without which every ~nterprise in this behalf is bound 
to meet with failure as a result of confro'l-tation from outside competition. 
Moreover, revenue du~, is subject to enhancement or reduction in considera
tion of increase or decrease in the revenues whereas the question of a pro
tective duty is purely one for legislature. Hence the urgent necessity for 
imposing a protective duty. 

3. As regards the assumption of the President of the Tariff Board with 
regard to the Swedish Trust producing a standard article of good quality 
at a low price, it being backed by vast capital resources and long expa
ri(1nce of manufacture, my Chamber' would. rather use this very assumption 
as the best argument why we should employ all possible means to nip this 
monster in the bud, rather than allow it to gain a stronger footing in the 
country. In the opinion of this Chamber a licensing system with restric
tions upon the production of various manufacturers will not fail to remedy 
the evil. Moreover, licenses should be restricted only to concerns witli 
rupee capital and 75 per cent. of whose capital be of British Indian subjects 
and 75 per cent. of the Didectors whereof be Indians as laid down by the 
Indian Fiscal Commission . 

. 4. This Chamber further strongly supports the proposals of the Indian 
Merchant.~' Chamber, Bombay, contained in paragraphs 7 to 11 of their letter 
No. 201, dated the 24th January 1928, to your address regarding establish
ment of a Central Sales Organisation which as suggested ·by that body 
should also be entrusted with the work of receiving matches from Indian 
I::!tates and of assuming responsibility for their sales as well. 
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Chamber of CoJDDlerce,Bombay. 

Letter dated the 6th February 1.928. 

I am directed to refer to your circular No. 946-A. of the 5th December last, 
forwarding a copy of the remarks made by SirPadamji P. Ginwala in re
Buming the enquiry into the Match: Manufacturing Industry in' India and 
Jequesting an expression of the Chamber's opinion on consideration of general 
policy and in particular as to how far it considers a system 'cif Government 
monopoly in matches is desirable both in the interest of the industry. and of 
the country in general. . 

2. Generally speaking this Chamber is opposed to any form of Government 
interference with trade and industry which it holds should, as far as possible, 
be restricted to the collection of revenue. It .. would therefore. be disinclined 
to favour any of the measures suggested in the letter under reference unless 
it can be shown that the danger from the operations of the Swedish Trust is 
very .real and that the Indian Match Industry is deserVing of protection .. 'In 
the opinion of my Committee neither of these contentions have been proved. 

3. The Tariff Board appear to be obsessed. with the fear th~t the financial 
power, better oragnisation and superior. quality of output of.. the Swedish 
Match Company is going to result in the extinction by competition or purchase 
of a nascent indigenous industry. My Committee consider that what the 
country wants is the best possible article at the lowest possible price. The 
ability of the Swedish Match Company to manufacture matches superior in 
quality to those Clf the smaller Indian. factories does. nOt "ppeat,to be disputed. 
The fear is expressed that the Swedish Match Company may obtain a practi
cal monopoly of manufacture. Whilst, generally speaking, the Committee 
are not in favour of monopolies, they would view with equanimity the supre
macy of the Swedish Match Company among manufacturers in: ;India provided. 
it turned out matches of a quality and at a price to satisfy the'demands of. the 
consumer. The fact that the smaller and less well equipped factories are find~ 
ing that their output is being eliminated from the country market by the 
Swedish Match Company prima facie shows that the manufactures of the 
latter are better and cheaper. The policy of the protection of an artiHe in
ferior and dearer to 'that which can be obtaQiedelsewhere. by the consumer 
cannot surely be economically defended. 

4. Nor are my Committee 'convinced that the present policy of the Swedish 
Match Company is altogether detrimental to the interest,s of this country, 
As Sir P. Ginwala states on page 5 of his remarks it does not appear to be 
its policy to create an entirely foreign monopoly in any country in which it 
carries on its business. It tries to get as much capital as ,it can from the 
country subject to its own ability to maintain its control; it also appoints 
Indian Directors' or Directors of the nationality of the country in 'which it 
operates; it will obviously employ mainly local labour and, as far as possible, 
use Indian materials. If this is so the factories under its control will un
doubtedly be more efficiently managed, employment of local labour will be
regular and presumably well paid, and the tendency will be .to prevent the. 
growth of unsatisfactorily managed concerns which, as evidenced not 'only in 
India but in other countries, are more in nature of an incubus than anything 
else. If at some future time the Swedish Match Company attains a position 
of such dominance as to be able to demand its own price and is tempted to 
profiteer this danger will probably be met by competition from Japan, which 
country would doubtless seize an early opportunity of regaining the trade 
a large portion of which was in its hands a few years ago. ' 

5. The Chamber is aska'd whether it considers that a ,monopoly in the sale 
of matches could be formed and, if so, whether such a solution would prove 
%Qtisfactory. An instance of the successful working of this form of monopoly 
is quoted, but it is not at all certain that such a system would. be as successful' 
in this country where the opportunities for evasioI. are so much greater as in 
a country whose inhabitants are notoriously amenable 110 methodical regula... 
tion, '!uch as this would entail: Furthermore, an army of subordinate Gov-



ernment employees would be created throwing an additional burden on the 
taxpayer. In regard to the general principle of State monopolies the Chamber 
stated in evidence before the Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee that it 
would not recommend an extension of the monopoly system. 

6. Reverting to the questiQn of protection, my Committee fail to see any 
serious reason in favour of protecting a· local industry which is unable to 
satisfy the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission in paragraph 97 of 
their report, inasmuch as there is insufficient raw material in this country 
to supply its needs and the industry is not one which will eventually be able 
to face world competition without protection. I am to add that in the opinion 
of my Committee the question of protection should be kept strictly separated 
from the question of making good the losses in revenue caused by the decline 
in the import of matches. Looking at the matter from the latter point of 
view the simplest and most effective way of collecting revenue would seem 
to be by means of import duty' on the imported articles and my Committee 
consider therefore that it is desirable to retain some portion of the import 
trade or at any rate so to·scale the duty asto enable the imported match to 
enter when the price of locally made matches rises apove average world prices, 
thereby providing an automatic safeguard' against an abnormal rise in the 
price of a commodity in universal use. ' .•. : 

7. I am to express regret at the 'delay which' has occurred in rel?lying to 
ynur letter. ' 

Bengal Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

Letter dated tke 7tk February 1928. 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. ·946-A, 
dated the 5th December 1927, forwarding a copy of the remarks made by Sir 
Padamji Ginwala, the President of the Tariff Board, in resuming the enquiry 
into the Match manufacturing industry in India, and inviting an. expression 
of the opinion of the Chamber on the points raised in these and in your letter. 

2. It appears that questions have been raised, in the course of the Board's 
enquiry, involving considerations of general policy. These arise principally 
on account of the !,ctivities of the Swedish Match Trust, which has in recent 
years obtained a dominating interest in the match trade of nearly every 
country; and the Trust is said to aim at a similar position in India. Refer
ence is made, in the papers, to the undesirability of allowing a situation to 
come about under whiclt the Trust, or for that matter any firm, or company 
can establish a monopoly. As the danger of monopoly at present threatens 
from a foreign firm an excise duty on the foreign capital employed has been 
suggested. Objections to this course are the absence of data to show what 
amount of excise duty would suffice to prevent unfair competition, and the 
probability that the threatened imposition of an excise might result in the 
Trust immediately beginning a price war, or alternatively buying out its 
liuger factories; in either case a practical monopoly would be effected and the 
special excise passed on to the consumer. There is, further, the possibility 
that the Trust, complying with all the requirements of the law regarding 
Indian capita~, would not be liable to the excise, although ,retaining practical 
control of polley. . . 

3. To meet the situation, the establishment .of a regulated monopoly is, 
Buggested, and the action taken by European countries, with regard to the 
Swedish Trust, is quoted. The following are possible courses:-

(a) A. monopoly in manufacture and sale given to tke T1'11,St in return for 
an annual payment to Go,"ernment, the Trust being bound to comply with 
prescribed conditions relating, for example, to the employment of Indians, 
the issue of rupee capital, quality and price of goods, etc'. A system outhis 
basis is in force in Greece and Poland, where the Trust has a monopoly. 

(b) A. Government ;monopoly botk of manu./acture and of sale, as in France., 
This system is open to the usual objections to State manufacture., ' 
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(e) A m(lflopo/!I i~ sale, fIlaflufa~ture being carried QtI by private agency.
tialea eould either be (i) entrusted to a separate organisation, or (ii) re
tained in the hands of Government. • 

(i) Salu mtru.sted to' a &epa-rate organi&ation, to which a Dlonopoly would 
be given. This system is in force in Germany, the capital anacontrol of the 
selling syndicate being in the hands of the manufacturers. Quotas of pro. 
duction are fixed for each manufacturer but Government retains the right to 
control the price, and also issues licenses for factories and exttmsions. A 
similar organisation in India would be difficult because of. the great number 
01 match factories ,and the variation in their capacity; the Board suggests 
however that. • sales corPoration might ·be organised independent of the match 
manufacturers, the prices of its purchases and sales, and the proportions of 
purchases to he made from different factories, being fixed. Until the estab
lishment of tbe corporation Government might administer the monopoly, 
through its own agency with the-assistance of an Advisory Committee. 

Iii) Gorernme"t mOl/opo/y 0/ saJe6.-Restriction of manufacture by means 
of licen3ing would still be necessary, as Government could not agree to rur
chase to "n unlimited extent; the price at which Government would purchase 
.. ould be fixed. In selling, Government wholesale depots might be established 
Or a system introduced similar to that of some excise departmen';; for the sale 
of country liquor; this latter method however is cumbrous. 

4. The Committee of the Chamber have oonsideied it desirable that they 
.hould state, aa they have done in the preceding paragraph, the courses that 
appear to be available on the assumption that some such action is expedient 
to meet the possible danger of allowing the Swedish Trust to establish -com
plete oontrol (J\'er the match industry; and the sale of its products, in thi& 
tountry. But the Committee are not eonvhiced that any of these cour'!e8 
"'ill be in the best interests of the people of India. They are not satisfied 
that, as a matter of general principle, a practical monopoly is in itself neces-
6arily an evil, provided that those in control supply, the public with an article 
of quality at a reasonable price. It is only when those in control of a monO. 
poly abuse their position and charge exorbitant rates without any intention 
of extending or increll.'Ung their husinessthat; ill: the DpiJlion of the Com
mittee, the need to interfere with them arises. 

5. Regarding ,the present question from the point of view of these gener~i 
principles, the Committee are uaable to see that any real reason haa so far 
been established for Government interference with the enterprise of the 
Swedish Match Trust. The organisation of the Trust' is so extensive that 
they are able to supply the public with good matches at comparat~vely cheap 
prices. and it has to be remembered that the purchase of cheaper matches of, 
inferior manufacture is not necessarily a l!1atter of economy. The, papere 
before the Committee recognise that the Trust, if it succeeded in establishing,. 
tontrol in India, would manUfacture its products in this country from Indian 
materials and with Indian labour. Much of the capital employed would almo&t 
certainly be Indian capital and with regard to the rest it is, in the opinion 
of the Chamber, to the ad"antage of India to a:ttract as much foreign capital 
a.. p08Sible to assist in her development. 

6. It follows, from what has been said ~bove" that if, in order to forestall 
the pOSSibility of an ahuse of position on the part of the Swedish Trust, it 
sh!luld lH. deemed expedient to adopt one of the alternative courses mentioillld 
in paragraph 3, the one which the Committee of Chamber consider V!oult.l 
perhaps be open to the least objection would be the first, namely, that a 
monopoly in manufacture and sale should be given to the Trust in return for 
an annual payment to Government, conditions being prescribed which the 
Trust would be bound to ohserve. The objection to this course is stated to 
be that its adoption would mean that match manufacturing would cease as a 
national industry, and that, on grc;.mds of sentiment alone, such a proposal 
affords no practical solution to the j,roblem. The Committee are of opinion 
that it is possible te give too much weight to sentimental considerations in 
matters ()f this kind. The position would admittedly be entirely different if 
the danger that threatened was that match manufacture in India w~uld 



altogether cease; and that India would therefore .be dependent solely on im
ports for her supplies of matches. But this issue does not arise, for any terms 
made with the Swedish Trust would, as is stated above, provide for the conti
nuance of manufacture in India on a scale that would form part of the 
arrangement. _ '.!:o all intents and purposes, indeed, the industry would conti
nue to be· a national one, for manufacture would continue in this country 
with Indian labour, Indian materials and, to a considerable extent, Indian 
capital. 

Indian MatCh Manufacturers' Association, ·Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 7th February 1928. 
Referring to your letter No. 101, dated the 26th ultimo, I delayed in 

sending you copies of the Report, asked for, waiting to have it finally passed 
by the Association. It was passed yesterday at our annual meeting with the 
following amendments:-

" That the Tariff Board be requested to recommend the transference of 
the duty on imported matches from the Revenue to the Protective 
category." 

"That the Tariff Board be requested to recommend that, ·for. reasons 
already explained by the Association in their previous corre
spondence, the duty on imported matches be raised from Re. 1-8 to 
Re. 1-12 per gross." 

" That the Tariff Board be informed in the opinion of the Association 
. there should be no control on· the production of any. match fao

'tory, manufactured for export outside India." 

Six copies of the Report as requested are herewith forwarded.· 

Enclosure. 

INDIAN MATCH MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION. 

REPORT ON :rHB ESTABLISHMENT OJ' A MONOPOLY OF SALE OF MATOHES, PROPOSED 

BY TIlE TARIFF BOARD. 

(Pu88ed by the Executive Committee.) 
We, the members of, the -Sub-Com~ittee, appointed by the Executiva 

Committee of the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association to consider letter 
~o. 946-A, dated the 5th December 1927, and its enclosure/ from tho Seore
tBry, Tariff lJ"ard, beg to submit the following Report whIch ha.s been pre
pared after a very careful consideration of the various issues. 

Broadly speaking the following proposals have been made in the letter and 
its enclosure, referred to above:-

(i) The handing over of the monopoly, both of the manufact.ure and 
sale of ~atches, to the Swedish Trust under certain conditions. 

(ii) The establishment of a Government monopoly for the sale and manu-
facture of matches in India. • . 

(iii) The establishment of a monopoly of sale to be entrusted to a sepa
rate Sales Syndicate or to Government, manufacture being carried 
on by private agency and production, etc., regulated by license. 

These proposals seem to have been suggested as simpler and more effective 
substitutes for those made by this Association'and by others interested in the 
industry, namely, the imposition of an excise on the products of factories in 
India financed by foreign capital. But, in our opinion. th"" ar" calculated 
to give rise to complications of a far. more serious natur' 
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It appears that what the Board apprehends is that the adoption of the 
measures proposed by us would create difficulties in the way of realising the 
llxcise from factories liable to pay it. The buying up of factories belonging 
to the Indians by the Trust or the conversion of the sterling into rupee capital, 
which the Board apprehends, may give rise to this possibility but, once more, 
we cannot agree that the measures, recommended by us and endorsed by 

·every manufacturer.' who has approached the Board forrecoIJlmending pro
tection for the industry, will not be the best thing that could be done to save 
the situation. 

With regard to our particular industry everyone knows who the. party' is 
'against whom we mainly desire protection, and knowing full well that no fiscal 
measure can work without hitch and risks of evasion, which may demand 
further legislation from time to time,. we cannot consider that. the measure 
proposed by U8, which is on the lines of what is actually being done in other 
~ountries, as being impracticable. 

No legislation absolute,ly fulfils the object for which it has, beeD. conceived 
-and if there may be cases of evasion it does not prove that the law itself has 
no utility and, in the same manner, we propose that our suggestions should 
,~e given a fair trial. 

But if the authorities do not approve of our proposals, though they are, 
lIupported by the whole body of Indian manufacturers in the country and 
public opinion at large, we must, as a matter of necessity, have to seek solu
tion by other plans. It must, however, be clearly understood that if we now 
discuss a different plan we do so on that understanding alone. 

The first and the secorid measures, discussed in the letter, referred. to us 
for our consideration, seem to have been dismissed. by the Board itself, as 
being unsuited to the conditions of the country, and we are of the same opinion 
for -more reasons than those mentioned in it. 

The only measure that' the letter lays special emphasis upon. and dwells 
upon at a great length is the third one which promises to remove the danger 
vf cut-throat competition. If' prices are fixed, allowing a modllrate margin 
vf profit to the manufacturer and the output is sold at a fixed price, it would 
~reate the atmosphere of security for which the Indian ·manufacturer.s are 
'Clamouring all these years. It also promises to neutralise the risk of the prices 
being raised by any firm or combination of firms by the creation of mono
polistic conditions. 

But there are certain aspects of the plan, as presented to us by the Board, 
which cause us grave misgivings. If, however, the scheme is thoroughly re
.'Cast altering the features we have reason to fear, it may be given: a trial. 

The question of the creation of a Sales Organisation at once gives rise to 
.a number of serious problems which should be very carefully .considereci and 
tor everyone of which a satisfactory solution must be found before the JlII<nU' 
facturers may be expected to lend their support to it. 

One of them is that of fixing output for each factory. The matter has been 
thoroughly examined by us from various points of view, but we admit it is 
·difficult to find a solution that may eliminate every chance of hardship. 

It cannot be based on capital outlay; one manufactlH"er might have invested 
a lot of money, but owing to certain disadvantages might have failed to attain 
n proportionate output. Another might not have been able to command suffi
cient labour .. ~.nd yet another's difficulty might be due to want of proper 
transport facilities and so forth: One, on ,the other hand, having invested a 
less c,!,pital might have had all these and other advantages and a larger out.. 
turn 111 consequence. 

The' equipment of a factory cannot either he considered as an infallible 
basis of calculation. There are factories equipped with second-hand machines 
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which are more for. purposes of a show than for any practical :utility, for. 
they often get; out pf order and cannot assure a fixed quantity of d'.tily output. 

We are ,of the opinion that, as the best way out of the difficulty and as 
workable . basis, not altogether divorced from what is equitable, one could 
.,coept for this purpose the statements regarding the capacity of the maximum 
rlUtput as supplied to the· Tariff Board by factories. 1<'or instance, factories 
Ii,B, 0 and D, in their .written statements, mentioned that their capacity 
wss 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Now, assuming that there is over-production 
and the effective demand is only 5, the factories should be allowed to manu
facture'only 1, 1, II and 2 respectively. 

There is another point we must explain in this connection. Our original 
proposals sought to place certain restrictions on foreign, undertakings in, 
India. The proposed Sales Organisation, if it 'is intended to serve the best 
interest of the country, must provide for some such restrictions to be applied 
to these undertakings in order to give larger scope for the purely Indian 
concerns to develop and expand .. It would have to be definitely laid down' 
what proportion of the total demand in the country should be supplied hy 
fartories belonging to foreign capitalists. In our opinion, not mOl'C than 
one-fifth of the total demand should at first be allowed to be supplied by these 
factories and it should be .gradually reduced to one-eighth, say, in courS$. of 
five years, the purely Indian factories being allowed to supply' the increased 
output, thus set free, or license granted to new factories, whichever course
may be deemed best in the interest of the country. 

Another problem arises with respect to small concerns. The proposal made 
in the 9th paragraph of the letter, namely, that" Such a system o~ monopoly 
presupposes that the factories undertaking manufacture are all well equip
ped and of reasonable size' and it would, therefore, follow that the smaller 
factories would disappear." This principle,. we beg to submit, is quite .un
suited to the conditions of a country like India which ha:s'large population 
and no foreign market for its manufactured articles unlike other· countries. 
with less population and a large foreign market. India is industrially back
ward' and this also strengthens the position of her small undertakings, They 
are, we beg to urge, the elementary institutions for the industrial education 
of the people of. the country and, at the same 'time, they serve to relieve 
unemployment. On no account can we recommend any measures likely to 
restrict the field of small private enterprise. "Te have no unemployment 
insurance and our Government are not responsible to the people to find them 
means for sub~istence, " 

III these circumstances we recommend that 011 no' account should the small 
concetns be made to "disappear", bllt, on the other hand,. they should be· 
given every facility to surmount their difficulties, if possible, on the lines of . 
what the Industrial Engineer to the Government of Bengal, Mr, S. C. Mitter, 
has suggested in his" Opinion on the possibilities of the development of Matchr 
Industry along' cottage lines", dated the 10th February 1927. We should 
further recommend that in every Province the maximum output for such 
small factories and for each individual one of them' should be fixed and we 
should provide a sufficient scope for them to develop. License should be given 
to them, if neoessary, in consultation with the Indian . Match Manufacturers" 
Association in regard to the quality. ' 

The next pr~blem is about quality, appraising and fixing of price. 

The following points were considered by us. 

Let the proposed Organisation issue 9 fiets of common labels for thr~ 
different sizes and three different. qualities, assuming that ,the Organisation 
admits three qualities (namely, .first class which, let us assume, 'would be made" 
of first class white wood and would be impregnated; second class made of white 
wood lind third class of coloured wood-it being definitely nnderstood that 
chemicals should, i'l all cases, be first c1ass).. Let it be assumed that we have. 
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.only four factories under the Organisation, namely, A, Bj C and D. The 
, Organisation has a register of factories in which it has the following entries:-

.Name of Factory, Registration number; 

·A :1 
B 2 
C 3 
D 4 

Let each. of the abo,'e factories use one common label for each size ant! 
~lIle for each quality" But let the labels, issued to one factory, be distinguished 
from those issued to another by a number-mark, printed on them, For 
instance, A should have all his labels marked A 1, B 2, C 3 and D 4, signifying 
their respective registration number. So that if the quality of matches by 
sny particular f&etory falls short of the required, standard, it showd be quite 

.easy for the Organisation to identify the manufacturer thereof by I;"eference 
to the number mark on the label. 

It Dlight be said that this system would give rise to diffiCl.tities. It might 
be contended that some of the factories .which have established a reputation 
tor their output would always' have .the preference, consumers ,recognising 

-tho.-.e manufactured by tbese factories by the number-marks and, ·asking for 
;them to the el<cillSion of all others. . 

Hut the whole plan is that sales would be controlled and, therefore, ·the 
.preference of certain brands would have no other result thl'n. that of causinc 
·them to sell Ollit first. 

Since under the proposed system there would be no more danger of price
war, the manufacturers would have ample opportunity. to· -improving the 

.quality of their output; • 
If, however, any complaint regarding quality against any 'particular

number or numbers was repeatedly received, the appraisers 'under the Organi
Bahon, who. would have to be experts, would be deputed to inspect the factory 
or fac;tories concerned, advise them iu the matter and if they still fail to im
prove, it would .be perfectly within the powers of the Organisation to penalise 
them. Rulee, framed for the guidance Of, the Organisation, would provide 
for powers to deal with this and other contingencies. ' 

The next problem is the control of iinported mlj.tches. In our opinion 
.license to vendors selling the products of Indian factories should be granted 
by the Sales Organisation and to those selling imported matches by Govern
ment in consultation with the License Department of the Organisation. But 
in any case import should not be allowed to interfere with the Inaian 
Industry. . 

FinaJly, we propose to deal with the problem of the formation of the Organi
totion to be entrusted with the sale of matches . 

. This may be considered as the most important question on the right -solu-
tion of which many things would depend. -. . 

A section of manufacturers is of the opinion that it should be on the model 
of a limited company, it being held by some that the shares should be limited 
tlDly to manufacturers of matches, while others are of the opinion. that they 
Ihould be left open to the public. . . . 

For obvious reasons, specially in view of the further complications such a 
system would give rise to, we are not in a position to accept these views. We 
propose that the Organisation should have no other business except that pf con
tl'olling the sale of matches and. that it should be composed of ~ follows with 
.a preponderance of manufacturers in it:-

1 Member nominated by each of the existing factories holding license . 
. ~It b~ing presumed tha~ a special Board be appointed for grant. 

. mg hgense for the first tune by.Government 3S a tentative measure 
before the Organisation is properly' formed.) . 



2 Members .nominated by the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association 
to represent the interest of small factories. 

3 Members nominated by Indian Match Manufacturers' Association 
to represent the collective interest of the manufacturers. 

Director or Directors of Industries of the province or provinces con· 
cerned or officials of their Departments, nominated by them. 

4 Members nominated by the Federation of Chambers. 
5 l\fembers of the Legislative Assembly, elected by the non-official memo 

bers to represent the interest of the consumer. 

We recommend that for the whole of India and Burma there should be 
three organisations, i.e., 2 for India according to the constitution outlined 
above and one for Burma to be formed in accordance with the plan agreed 
upon by Government in consultation with the manufacturers concerned. 

In India there should lie one Organisation in Bengal and another in Bom
bay, the two principal match producing provinces of the country. Factories 
in other provinces would be given the option of joining either of the two 
Organisations. 

There shouid be a central Organisation, represented by 3 manufacturel'
members, elected by each of the two OrgaTli~atiolls of India. and one by 
Burma. It would further contain two members, ·nominated by, the Depart. 
ment of Commerce and Industries, Government of India, 2 by the Federation 
of Chambers and two members by the non-official members of the Legislative 
Assembly. 

'This body should ordinarily meet once a year in Calcutta and Delhi or 
Bombay in alternate years and would, among other business of general inter
est, allot the total quantity of matches to be manufactured by factories under 
each of three Organisations, it being understood that before it met the Gov
ernment of India should supply it every year with necessary figures regarding 

• the maximum requirements for the following year. 

The Office of the Central Organisation might be located either in Calcutta 
'or in Bombay which would form a part of the Office of the Sales Organisation 
of the Province where it might be located. 

To expedite business, . the Sales Organisations in Bengal and Bombay, 
which would necessarily be big bodies, would have a Working Committee each, 
consisting of not less than 13 members with at least 8 manufacturer-members. 
The scope of work of the Committee would be defined by the Organisation 
concerned, which might be modified from time to time in the light of experi-
ence.' . . .• " 

It would be 'unnecessary to form such a Committee for Burn"!.a where the 
numerical strength of the Organisation would be too small to require the 
creation of any Working Committee. 

Each of the Sales Organisations would have an office in charge of a salaried 
Secretary who would be assisted by a staff of subordinate assistants. There 
would be a number of appraisers and store-keepers under the Secretary who 
would be directly responsible to the Working Committee or the Organisation, 
as the case might be. . >. 

To avoid frequent re-organisation of the Sales Syndicates they might be 
elected at as long an interval as may be sanctioned by precedents in these 
matters. 

These Organisations would be vested with full powers to deal with any 
question relating to the control of production, fixing of prices for the different 
qualities of matehes, granting of license to factories and vendors which would 
be done anllually-settlement of disputes between their officers and fac
tories-subject to the condition that Government would charge an excise on 
the sale proceeds of matches at a. rate to be lll:Jtually agreed upon, which would 
leave the. Organisations sufficient funds for the maintenance of their various 
~stabli8hment.' and for meet.ing other expenses. 



The Government would render all possible help for the formation of the
Organisations and bear all initial expenses to be recouped from'the Orgaui

, lationaby lDstalment& after they had been formed and had started work. 
'fhey should be ,recognised as semi-Government, insti:tllt~:)~~. ' , 

56, GAURIBARI LANB; CALCUTTA;' 

The soth December ,1927. 

J. W. PETAVEL, (President). 
G. C. SEN ,Gl1PT,A.,' . 

(Bhagirathi Match Factory, ~arnagore}~ 

T. N. GUPTA, 
(Karimbhoy Match' Manufacturing Co., 

Calcutta)_ 
U. C.GROSE, 

(Bangiya Diasalai Karyyalay, 
, Calcutta)_ 

S. C. BOSE, 

K. C. SEN, 

(Pioneer :Match Factory, 
Dum Dum). 

(Honorary Secretary)_ 

citlicut chamber of Co~erce •. Caiicut. 

Letter dated 10th February 1928. 

MATCB MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN INDIA. 

I have the h~nour to,acknowledg~ receipt of yo~r circular iet~erNo. 946-A.,. 
dated the 5th December 1927 with enclosures on the above subject:, ' 

This was considered at a meeting of my Chamber held on the' 28th ultimo 
and a copy of the resolution passed by the Cochin Chamber of Commerce on· 
the subject was also read at the meeting. ", 

I am directed to inform you. that this Chamber is also opposed to any
fann of Government control and is in complete accord with the. views ex· 
pressed on the subject by the Cochin, Chamber. ' 

A copy of- the Cochin Chamber's resolution referred to abovec is attached" 
hllrewith for YOUl" easy reference. ' 

Indian Chamber of C~mmercf'~, Calc:U:tta~, 

(1) Letter dated the 11th February 1928 toth.e Tariff Board.' 

I am directed by' the Committee of the Indian Chamber, of Commerce,. 
Calcutta, to' acknowledge receipt of your letter dated the ,5th December:! 
1927, and to send to you hereby their views on the same. 

My Committee have very carefully considered the' 'various points raised in
your letter referred to above, and have arrived at the conclusion that, in 
the interest of the progress and prosperity of the Indian Match Manufactur-i 
ing Industry, the present import duty of Re. 1-8 per gross on matches should' 
be declared a protective duty, as in its absence owing to the uncertainty of" 
its continuance, the prospect of this promising industry will be seriously< 
jeopardised. My' Committee further do not' understand the anxiety of the! 

·Printed separately. 
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'Tariff Board' with' ~egard to finding out the ways and means of making 1] 

'the deficiency in Governmental revenue likely to accrue from the diminishE 
'imports of matches owing to the progress of the Match Industry in Indil 
What the Board should really devote their attention primarily to is tl: 
investigation into the extent, method and manner of the protection necessar 
for the development of this industry on sound lines. The question of th 
method of making good the revenue losses should not at all be an importall 
consideration for the Tariff Board: Besides, even though temporarily th 

'Hovernmental revenues may be decreased, it is quite clear that as the industr 
makes headway and becomes- prosperous it will yield revenue to Governmen 
in various other directions, e.g., Income-Tax and Super-Tax, Freights, Fores 
Revenue, etc., and above all will increase subsidiary industries and the PUI 
'chasing power of the people, which in turn will bring more revenue froll 
indirect taxes. For these and other reasons, revenue considerations should no 

-dissuade the Board from recommending adequate protection to the industry 
,My Committee would even then suggest that to make up any deficit iI 
revenue, the GoV"ernment may charge an Excise Duty, provided that thE 
existing import duty on matches should be increased at least to the extent oj 

'the excise duty thus levied. 

The Presid~nt of the Tariff Board in the remarks made by him whilE 
,discussing the methods of establishing a monopoly in the manufacture and 
'sale of matches assumes that the Swedish Trust controlling the largest and 
best equipped group of factories backed by vast capital, resources and long 
experience of manufacture can indisputably produce a standard article of 
good quality at a low price. My Committee do not' agree with the view that 
such vast resources are sine qua non. for the production of 'matches of .good 
'quality, as is evidenced by the fact that in India matches of satisfactory 
·quality and at a fair price are produced by other factories who do not possess 
'such vast resources. However, the case becomes all the stronger why we 
,should try to get rid of such a powerful foreign combine which controls the 
production of matches in various other countries of the world, and which 
threatens the' existence of ,the indigenous match manufacturing industry by 
various methods. 

My Committee would; therefore, suggest that the Tariff Board should 
,recommend the introduction of a licensing system by which all the existing 
;match factories in India should be licensed and a quota of production fixed 
-in accordance with the present output and' capacity of each individual factory. 
:Similarly a 'quota shall have to be assigned to the factories belonging to the 
,Swedish Trust also. III their case, however, it must be borne in mind that 
their quota should be fixed not on their present output, but on, their average 
output for the last 3 years, because it is during the last 3 iYears that, by a 

'systematic price cutting, they have compelled the Indian match factories to 
-curtail their production whereas they have increased it. A provision should 
also be made for an annual reduction in the quota assigned to the Swedish 

'Trust, 80 as to ensure, its total elimination in 0. period of, say, 5 years. No 
Dew license should be J!:iven t() any Manufacturing Concern, 75 per cent. of 

,the capital of which is not owned by Indians and 75 per cent. of the Direo
'torate of which is not composed of Indians. 

My' Committee are of the opinion that there ought" to ,be a, Central Sales, 
Organi:aation tun 1Iy ia Limited Liability Company which should be treated 
as a Publio Utility COIlce~n; ,They ar~ definit~ly ~pposed,te the St~te mana~e
ment of BUch Sales OrganIZatIOn. , ThIS orgalllzntwn ,h,,,'"' , he t'ntlrely llldl:ln 
in management and capital; and should control the manufacture' and sales of 
matches,both'local /lnd imported. This Sales Organization sh()uld fill: a 
price ~or the purchase of the productions of manufacturers, such price being 
fixed, separately for each, uianufacturer and on the basis of his cost pries 
p~8a percentage of depreciation and.. interest on capital employed, provided 
that sucl1- price shall not ,be unreasonable having regard to the. average cost of 
manufacture by Indians., This price should ordinarily' hold good for a period 
of five years, and the benefit, of. ,any cheapening iii the c'ost of production 
that a manufacturer may bring' about durin!1; this period should go to him. 
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The Sales Organization should not be a profiteering concern. The price> 
of matches charged to consumers should be fixed on the expenses of distribu
tion pl'lUl a certain percentage not exceeding 8 per cent. per annum. 

My Committee would suggest that the Directorate of this Sales Organir;w-
tion should consist of-

(1) One Government Officer, 
(2) Two representatives of Match Manufacturers, 
(3) Four representatives to be elected by Shareholders, 
(4) Two representatives to be elected by the Federation of Indian 

Chambers of Commerce, 

provided, however, that the last named six shall' be persons not interested 
in Match Manufacture either as Agents or Directors. . 

The 'question of Indian Native States is complicated, involving as it does' 
various political and other considerations. But to guard agaInst the heavy 
imports of manufactured matches being smuggled into British India from.' 
Indian States 01' Foreign States, my Committee would suggest that Govern
ment should devise necessary safeguards and, if need. be, impose a duty on 
such imports from Native States into British India, equal in amount to the 
duty on foreign imported matches. 

(2) Letter No. C. 8/26; dated the 2nd March 1928. 

As desired by you at the time of the examination of the representatives af 
thie Chamber on the Match Industry question on the 13th February, 1928, I 
am directed to send you herewith the details of thEi Central Sales· Organization·' 
Scheme proposed to be formed for the control, production and sale of matches. 
in India. . 

My Committee have not heen: able to go into the details of the scheme with, 
a~ great thoroughness 88 they· would have desired to in· view of the shortn~8s 
of t·he time before them, but they. hope that the scheme a.s submitted will,· at 
any rate, serve 8S a basis for the establishment of such an organization. 

Details 01 tlle rentral,Sale.,. Organization 101' }he control, pl£rchase ;;'nd sa1r 
. 01 Matches in Tndla. 

1. Nalne.-The- proposed organization for the controll purchase and sale: 
of matches shall be called the "Central Sales Organization". TheteI'ID 
• Matches' does not include pyrotechnics. . 

2. Head Office.-The Head Office of the Central Sales Organisation shaI1 be· 
located in the Presidency which has the largest' production: of matches in' 
India.. 

3. Directorate.-The Directorate of the Sales Organisation shall consist· 
of 1 Government officer, 2 representatives of Match manufacturers, 4 repre
sentatives to be elected by the shareholders. and .2 representatives· to . be 
E<lected by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce; provided· how-, 
ever, that the last named six shall be persons not interested in 'match. 
manufacture either as Agents or Directors. 

4. Oapital.-(a) The original share capital of the Central Sales Organisa.. 
tion shall be Rs. 75 lakhs. , . 

(b) The original share capital shall be divided into shares of Rs. 10 each 
and the shares shall be fUlly paid up . 

. (c) At the time of the original allotment, one share shall be allotted to. 
each applicant qualified to hold shares and if the number of such applicants 
is greater than the total number of shares to be allotted the 
allotment of shares between the applicants will be by lot. If the number of 
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applicants is 1e88 than the total number of shares to be allotted, the remain
ing' shares shall be allotted to applicants who have applied for more shares 
than one and if the number of shares so applied far- exceeds the number 
-of shares _ to be so allotted, the same shall be allotted among the various 
applicants in a fair and equitable manner. 

5. 20 per cent. of the said share capital shall be allowed to be invested 
in by the licensed Match Manufacturing concerns, 75 per cent. capital of 
which is owned by Indians and 75 per cent. of the Directors of which are 
Indians. 

6. Qualification of shareholders.-(i) Only individuals will be qualified to 
hold shares in their names. 

(ii) No person who is not an Indian and no private Of Limited Companies 
of partnerships shall be registered as shareholders or be entitled to payment 
of any dividend in any share. . 

_ 7. Transfer of share capitul . .,.-No transfer of the share capital of the 
Central. Sales Organisation to non-Indians will be recognised. 

8. Voting power.-Every registered shareholder shall have one vote only 
irrespective of the number of shares held by him. 

PART II. 

9. Classification oj matches.-The Central Sales Organisation shall classify 
the matches produced in India in 3 divisions, A, Band C. Matches manufac
tured from Aspen or similar imported wood will be put in ' A' class; matches 
manufactured from Indian wood, e.g., Geneva, Papita and similar quality will 
'be put in H B" class; and others which do not come up to the standard 
required for clR88 " A " and H B " will be put in class H C" which will also 
include matches made from rejection splints, 

10. Pttrchase price.-The purchase price of matches of _ each class shall be 
lixed by the Central Sales Organisation on the basis of the average of the 
'Cost of production in that particular clR88 which will mean .the factory cost 
plus 8 per cent. Such factory cost shall include depreciation on machinery 
at 10 per cent. but will exclude any interest on the capital employed. 

11. A.ssignment oj Quota.-The Central Sales Organisation shall fix quota 
for each licensed factory on the basis of its present output, except in the case 
·of the ~wedish Trust whose quota will be fixed not on the basis of their 
present output but on the average for the last three years; and their 
quota shall in no case ~ceed -20 per cent. of the total production of matches 
in India to-day. The quota of the Swedish factories shall be reduced 
annually by 20 per cent. so as to bring about its complete elimination at the 
-end of five years. The illcreased output thus set free by the progressive re
duction in the quota of the Swedish Trust shall be distributed pro rata 
amongst the existing factories. 

Where, however, the increased output is set free' as a result of the in
·ability of a factory to supply the full quota assigned to it, the snme shall be 
.distributed amongst factories which are run with the greatest efficiency. 

12. Licensing.-Licenses shall be issued to all the existing factories and 
110 new licenses shall be granted for the period the duty on matches remains 
protective. 

13. Production and Sale Jf matches without license.-Whosoever produces 
matches or sells matches, whether indigenous or imported, without obtaining 
a license therefor shall be punished with fine and imprisonment according to 
the laws of the land. 

14. A.ppraising oj quality oj matckes.-The quality of all' matches supplied 
by the factories shall be valued once in every three years and manufacturers 
~f matches the quality of which fails to conform to the required standard 
shall afte; due warning. be penalised by the Central. Sales Organipation in 
~uch 'manner as they think fit. -
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15. Sale price.-The Central Sales Organisation shall be at perfect liberty 
\0 filt prices of matches in a manner calculated to bring to it a profit of 
Jlot more than 8 per cent. on its capital. . 

16. Depots.-The . Central Sales Organisation shall have 'depots for the 
·stock and sale of matches in close proximity to the centres of production .of 
lDatches. . .. , 

17. Natioe States.-Matches imported into British India through the 
Native or Foreign States shall have to pay the same duty as is applicable to 
imports of I/latches from abroad. 

CalCutta Trades Association, Calcutta. 

Letter dated 11th February 1928. 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Circular letter dated 
the 5th December last together with enclosures as enumerated therein on the 
1Iubject of .the Match manufacturing industry in India, and under the direc
tion of the Committee of this Association, :who have since been able to give 
the various aspects of the case raised in your lette!," above referred to, tbeir 
<careful consideration have to put forward the following suggestions. 

Briefly stated the main objects touched on in. your communication are :-. 
'(1) to devise methods of preventing the exploitation of the count~ 

by a match combine, 
(2) to encourage the manufacture of matches in India by Indians as 

far as can be of indigenous materials, and 
(3) to raise revenue for Government. 

The Committee do not think that there is much' fear that ariy combine 
'Could raise the prices of matches 'in India to any 'great extent when Japan is 
110 near, but its establishment inight result in a lowering of quality, the 
use of foreign material, and the discouragement of any efforts to develop 
local supplies of raw material. . 

They further do not think that any action based on speCial excise duty 
against matches manufactured by Companies financed by foreign capital 
would be of any use as it would be so easy to evade. .". 

They are of. opinion that the establishment. of a Government monopoly, 
~ither of manufar.tllre or sale is objectionable on mapy grounds. It would be, 
cumbrous, expensive, and probably inefficient; 

In respect to paragraph 8 of your letter the establishment of a. separate 
sales organisation seems to the Committee to be quite unnecessa~ and 
must greatly increase the cost. In this connection they' think it is inevitable, 
that the less efficient factories (and in this catego~ will probably be included 
most of the smaller concerns) must die out, and on the whole it is an advan
tage to the community in general that they should and there does not, there
fore, seem to be any reason for making any attempt to praBeFVe them. 

Manufacture in bond under Government supervision does not commend 
itself to the Committee. 

It is also to be stated that incidentally the curtailment of the number of 
kinds of labels would make no difference whatever for the labels of even the 
lImallest used brand is printed in such' large numbers that the initial cost 
of providing design, etc., has become negligible and the cost of the labels is 
just the printing and paper. 

Of. t~e systems. set forth in the letter for preventing exploitation the one 
that 18 In vogue In Germany seems the soundest, but the following sugges
tions which seems to this Association as being likely to help in attaining the 
objects desired are: - . 

(1) Standards. of quality, particularly. 88 regards stability,non-glowing 
properties, and strength of stiCks, to be established. Labora-
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tories for testing are already in existence. This would prevent 
unfair competition in a country where so few are educated. . 

(02) All match factories to be specially licensed and license of any f~ 
. . tory to be cancelled without compensation if the matches made 

there are not maintained at the standard of quality· fixed. No 
factory shall he granted a license unless certain conditions (in 
which the provision of efficient machinery, employment of Indians, 
and use of indigenous materials wherever possible will be inclu
ded) are fulfilled, and any factory already in existence will be 
given time to comply with the new regulations. Conditions of 
site will also be considered in granting licenses parlicularly with 
regard to climate, and proximity to cheap power and transport 
facilities. Probably the present factory Inspectors and explosive 
Inspectors reinforced by one expert would be able to eBiciently 
control the factories. 

(3) An excise duty to be imposed on all matches. This they suggest 
maybe' collected by making it compulsory to print all labels on 

, specially watermarked paper easily' identifiable under Govern
. ment supervision. .Manufacturers may use whatever design they 
wish but the labels must not be smaller than .a prescribed size 
to be arrived at after consultation with manufacturers. All 
labels of matches manufactured abroad to be also printed on 
similar paper and the customs would not allow importation of 
any matches not complying with this condition. . 

(4) An import duty sufficient to bring the cost of imported matches 
equal to, or slightly over, wholesale selling price of Indian-made 
matches to be imposed. 

(5) Wholesale selling price to he fixed by Government, taking the ave 
rage manufacturing cost and allowing a fair profit on the capital 
involved, etc. Retail prices might be left to find their own.level . 
. They are. governed by local conditions of accessibility and demand 
and it would be difficult to fix fair prices under all conditions 
and well nigh impossible to enforce them. 

The Committee further think that some legislation on these lines would. 
give the public a' good quality article at a fair price, and· prevent any exploita.
tion' of the country by a foreign or any other combine inasmuch as the Gov
erbmentwould control the quality, the wholesale selling rate, and the licensing 
of factories. The cost.. of administration of these measures should be very 
small and they should 'result in a very satisfactory revenue to Government. 
At, the same time it would promote the' use of indigenous material and 
encourage any efforts which may bl.' made to make their extended use possible. 

·There is ·one other point which seems to the Committee to require guarding' 
against and, that is the possibility of the Swedish or any Company cornering 
or obtaining control of any of the chemicals or other ingredients which, so 
far as one can see, will always have to be imported. They have no knowledge 
as to whether this is likely to be a real danger, bu't it seems that this point 
is one that will require vigilance. 

Cochin Chamber of Commerce. Cocbin • 
. i 
T"eiter dated the 13th Jan~ar!i 1928. 

With reference to your letter of 5th December last I hnve the honour· to 
enclose a copy of a Resolution which was adopted by the Chamber at its meeting 
held on ,the 11th instant. .. 
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Match Man,,/actllrin!1 Industry in Inaia. 

II Resolved to inform the Tariff Board that this Chamber is opposed to- any 
:Jdnd of Government control over manufacture or sales. The evils' of Govern
nlent uwnopoly are ;00 widely, known to require elaboration, but the bes~ il
lustration thereof is probably offered by the' French Matoh which is ,generally 
agreed to be an inferior' and, expensive product. The failure of Government 
control in Germany may also be instanced as a reason why its adoption should 
lie noid'ed by the Government of India." ' 

The Chamber is of opinion-

(1) .. 'fhat steps should be taken by Government to prevent the Swedish 
Trust exercising Q controlling interest in the Indian Markets, at 
the expense of the Home Industry and ultimately of the con
sumer. 

(2) That the Import Duty on manufactured Matches should be main. 
tained, and that a duty equivalent to that on manufaotured Match$ 
should be imposed on splints and veneers. 

(3) That an Excise D~t~~prefer~bly Oil- a sliding scale-...be' imposed ae
cording to the output:ofi each, factory. If thi$, is done it would be 
necessary for Government, to ,increase accordingly the Import 
Duty on manufactured Matches, splints and veneers." 

Madras Chamber of Commerce. 

Letter dated th~ 15th. February 1928. 

The Madras Chamber of Commerce has considered your circular tetter 
'No. 946-A., dated 5th December '1927, and I am instructed to reply as 
10llowB:-' ' 

1. Generally' speaking this Chamber is strongly opposed to any kind of 
Government interference with private enterprise in Trade or, Industry (save 
of course the collecting of the necessary revenue) and it finds itself in 
hearty accord with a resolution just received from the Burma Chamber of 

'Commerce reading: - ' 

II The Chamber is strongly against Government interference in any 
shape or form until it can be proved that the so-called ,Swedish 
monopoly charges extortionate prices for matches to the ilublic." 

2. Another principle guiding the Chainber in its deliberations is'~he ques
"tion as to whether all the materials for the manufacturing' of 'matches are 
easily obtainable in India 01' not. If the bulk of such materials has' to be 
imported it is obvious that India is not naturally equipped f01' this industry 
and should not be bolstered up. ", 

3. Though it might be said that paragraph 1 above expresses the Chamber's 
reply to all the "ilIistrative views" in your long communication: '(vide 
paragraph 10 thereof) the Chamber would like, very briefly,to make some 
observations ,?n sundry paragraphs of your, letter. , ' ' , 

4. Paragraph. t.-There are many ather industries besides matches to whIch 
Buch a general dictum could apply, and the point need not ,be laboured, that 
if the principle of Government interference is accepted in qne,.it : cannot be 

'withheld in others. 

5. Pamgmph B.-The experience of members of this Chamber iii' that the 
Indian made matches of the Swedish l\Iatch Company Bre always higher than 
in price than other Indian factories." ' , , " 
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6. Paragraph -'.-To penalize so-called "Foreign capital" would be 
detrimental ,to India's interests and retard her progress in the considered 
opinion of this Chamber. ' . 

To impose an excise duty on some factories, and not on an is merely to 
raise prices to 'the 'consumer, and not to increase Government's revenues, 
which latter, point is really one of the vital issues of this whole question. 

7. Paragraph 5.-The Chamber thinks you exaggerate "the risk of the 
country being exploited by a single firm or combination of firms of match 
manufacturers" and is strongly opposed, as mentioned at the outset, to any 
system of monopoly, either of manufacture or of sale. 

The Chamber' would like to call attention to your remark at top of page ( 
with reference to a " National Industry" and to point out that until import 
duty was raised to Rs. 1-8-0 per gross, there were no Indian factories, and no 
Match industry practically speaking, let alone a "National industry." 
Moreover, the Chamber questions if it ever can become a " National industry" 
for the reasons mentioned in paragraph 2 above. . 

8. Paragraphs 6, 7, S.-Being opposed, on general principles, to Govern
ment interference, the Chamber seems no advantage' in discussing your many 
suggestions as to monopoly of manufacture or of sale, manufacture under 
licence, control of factories, sales corporations, establishment of committees, 
etc., etc. No such arrangements would in the Chamber's opinion prove satis
factory. 

In fact the Chamber believed that most of them may be dismissed in the 
closing words of paragraph 7 of your circular letter under reply, 'Viz. "This 
method, however, might be considered cumbrous, and unsuited to the require-
ments of the trade." ' , , 

9. Paragmph 9.-The opinion of the Chamber is specifically requested 
upon the inevitable disappearance of the smaller factories under any system 
of monopoly and how far such a result is desirable. 

If the Chamber were advocating auy system of monopoly,. contr~l or 
licensing (under which small and inefficient plants would inevitably disappear) 
it would say such an end was desirable, because of the difficulty in controlling 
a multitude of small and inefficient plants, but as the Chamber is against 
Government interference in private enterprise, it has to say such a result 
is not desirable. ' 

Small factories should be left to themselves and to thecompetitiou of the 
trade. Similarly, the'minor.question of " the very large number of different 
labels at present in uSe" is not a problem that should exercise the mind 
of Government. Nor, in the opinion of this Chamber, should the Tariff Board 
or Government worry about overproduction and wasteful competition and 
seek to devise means of securing" a fair profit to the manufacturer." 

The Chamber respectfully submits· that such points do not come within 
the province of Government. They should be left to the market law of supply 
and demand and to the trade concerned. 

10. The safeguarding of Government revenues -seems ~Imost' to have been 
lost sight of in the suggestions embodied in the long communication under 
referenoe. 

In, fact· most of them, as in paragraph 7 could be objected to on the ground 
that "this would involve the organization of a new department on a some
what extensive scale and might be objected to on the ground of expense." 

11. In conclusion I am to reiterate the view expressed in paragraph 1 
above' and to' impress upon the Tariff Board that this Chamber consid,~r 
any system of Government monopoly altogether undesirable .. both in the 
interest of the industry and of the country in general." 

I am directed to express the Chamber's regret at the delay in dealing 
with your lettor. . '. 



Burma IndiaD' Chamber of Commerce, Rangoon. 

(1) Letter dated the l~th February, 1928. 

1 am directed by. the Committee of this Chamber to reply to your letter' 
No. 946-A. •• dated' the 5th December, 1927" forwarding a. copy of. ttil! remarks 
made by Sir Padamji P. ,Ginwala, President of the Indian Tariff Board, il!, 
resuming the enquiry into the Match manufacturing industry in India. 

2. My Committee have carefully considered the remarks made by the 
President together with the proposals contained in your letter. In their reo 
presentation dated the, 30th November, 1926 on the subject, my Committee 
expl!!ined in full how the Match industry fulfilled all the conditions laid doWD 
by the Indian Fiscal Commission and claimed that it was fully entitled to bl< 
protected. They therefore do not think it necessary to go over the ground 
again. In order that the necessary protection may be extended to the indus· 
try, my Committee suggested that the import duty on matches, splints and 
veneers should be declared a protective duty and that the present rates of 
duty should be maintained. My Committee beg to repeat, with all the emphasis 
at their command, that if the interests of the Indian Match Industry are to 
be really safeguarded, it is imperative that the import duty on matches, splints 
and veneers, which ill now scheduled as a revenue duty, should be declared 
II protective duty. Otherwise there would be no guarantee to the match manu. 
facturers in India of the continuance of a particular rate of duty since a 
revenue duty is liable to be altered according to the revenue exigencies of 
Government while a protective duty cannot be altered 'except with the express 
sanction of the Legislature. My Committee suggested the maintenance of the 
present rate of import duty, viz., Re. 1-8-0 per gross on matchllS because they 
believe that it is sufficient to give the necessary protection to the Indian 
Match Industry and that the fixing of the dut.y at a higher figure would be an 
unnecessary burden on the coneumers as the .Indian factories would then be 
theoretically in a position to raise the price by the difference between Re. 1.8-Q 
and the new higher duty that may be levied unless some safeguards were adop
ted to prevent such a rise in prices. The questions now referred to my Com
mittee by the Board were not before them at that time. In view, however, of 
the suggestions made in paragraph 7 below, which have been made after care. 
fully considering the present reference from the Tariff Board, and in view: of 
the fact that the existing match factories in India are in a position to supply 
all the requirements of the country, my Committee are firmly of opinion that 
the interests of the Indian industry would be better served if the import duty 
is raised to a figure, say Re. 4 per gross, so as to render imports pra.ctically 
unremunerative. As the PJ'ices are to be regulated by the sales organization, 
referred to hereafter, on a certain well·defined basis, my Committee do not 
apprehend that the consumers would be· called· upon to pay anything more 
than a fair price and thus the manufacturers. will not be in a. position to take 
any undue adve;ntage over the consumers. 

S. My Committee beg to 'reiterate their firm opinion that considerations 
of revenue Rhould not weigh at all in determining whether a particular indus. 
try should be protected or not. They therefore regret to note that the Govern. 
ment of India and at their instance the Tariff Board also, appear to attach 
undue importance to such considerations in so far as the decision as to the 
policy to be adopted in regard to the Indian Match industry is concerned," 
In this connection, it must be remembered that the duty on matches was 
raised to the present figure at a time, when the finances of the Government 
of India were totally disorganised owing to causes, which my Committee need 
not pause to discuss, and when more and more revenue W8s needed to meet 
recurring deficits. It may he pointed out that in the year 1920-21, i.e., before 
the hllport duty on matches was raised. the revenue from this source amounted 
to a little over B.s. 16t lakhs only. After the duty was raised to the present 
figure. the maximum revenue was Re. 154 lakhs in: 1922-23 which ha.s now 
gone to Rs. 88 lakhs and Government apprehend that it will still go down a8 
the Indian industry develops more and more. While this is true, my Com. 



mittee fail to ~'Ill1dergtand" :why': Go .... ernments.oulin ineist. . on ,Jllaking a PClOI'"
man's necessitv a source of subst,antial revenue. The finances of the Govern. 
ment of India have much improved. now and they can therefore well afford to be
satisfied with a· comparatively smaller revenue from matches. My Committee' 
alBo.beg to submit that with the development of the' Match industry Govern" 
ment r(l"'enues .will be' benefited' in various other ·ways.· The 'indmtry win 
require . !hatch-inaking 'materials in larger and larger quantities, most ot 
which will have to be imported and the Government revenue from th$ import' 
duty. on such materials will substantially incresse_ The industry will also pay 
income-tax, supertax, forest. royalty, railway freight and etc. It will also find' 
more lucrativ.e employment for a large number of people, whose purchasing 
power will consequently increase, which in its tum . will tend to increase 
Gl)vemmentrevenues in various indirect ways. My Committee therefore feel 
t,hat Government and the .Tariff Board would not be justified in attaching 
importance to considerations of revenue in deciding the policy to be adopted 
in regard to the Match industry. My Committee therefore beg to urge that. 
Government may be well advised to grant adequate protection to the Match 
industry irrespective of revenue considerations. At the same time my Com
mittee do not lose sight of the fact that 'in case their suggestion to impose 
a prohibitive import duty on matches is adopted, the imports of matches and 
consequently Government revenue from this source will be subetantially re
duced. If Government are not prepared tl) fl)rego this revenue, my Committe& 
beg to suggest that they may obtain a Royalty .not exceeding annas 6 pel' 
gross from the Central Sales Organisation but such royalty should not be col~ 
lected unless a prohibitive import duty is. levied as suggested above. 

5. My Committee have given their careful consideration to the various pro.· 
poeals; contained in your letter to 'deal with the situation created by the 
Swedish Trust. The Tariff Board no doubt recognizes that the internal com
petition' of factories, controlled by the Trust, is even more serious than the 
external compet.ition whieh the Indian manufacturers have to face. As stated' 
in paragraph 3 01 your letter, this Trust has in recent years obtained 8. dominat
ing interest in the match trade of almost every country and its policy is' 
avowedly aimed at seeuring a controlling int·erest. in the match trade of the
world. In pursuance of this poliey, the Trust aims' at seouring a dominating'" 
positioil in India, partly by eliminating the smaller Indian concerns by meanS' 
of unfair -competition and partly by working arrangements with the larger 
Indiil.n factorie<! should this appear_ to ,be the 'most feasible course. Having ac
quired this control the Trust will faise prices in India, thereby exploiting the
count.ry for the beneJit of foreigners; In view of the avowed objects of the' 
Tnlst . and in view or: the results of its activities in various countries, my 
Commit.t.ee feel that very effec~ive step~ should be taken to prevent the Trust 
noll only from extending but even continuing its present mischievous activities 
whieh 'have proved detrimental t.o the interests of the indigenous industry. 
After a wry ('areful eonsideration of the various proposals, my Committee have 
eome to the conelusion that the Rystem of issuing licen('es for the manufacture
of matches is the most Imitable. They believe that under this system free
compa-tition between the Indian manufacturers will have a full scope, which 
will Jl!\turaJly lead to. increased effieiency and in cotu'Se' of. time the·indust,ry. 
will be in a position· to hold its .own without any protection. They therefore 
hell to suggest that licences for the manufacture of nlatches should be issued 
to the. existing factories and the quota: of each factory ~hould be fixed according 
t() it'll product.ion and capacity on the following conditions :-

(1) Nolirense sholllrl be iSRlleil to II manufacturing concern, at least 75 
pE'r cent. of the cApit.a1 of ",hieh iR not held b:v Indians and' at 
IE'IIRt 71'i per cent·. of t.he Dirpctol'S of which are not Indians. The' 
Direct·ol'S ~ho111d be in their own name and rapacity and not 
mprel:v 89 nomi11PE'.s·. ' ' 

. (2) ThE' quota of (he fActoriE's controlled by the' Swedish Trust shoulcf 
bE' fixE'd on the basis of thE'ir aVE'rage production during the la.'lt 
t.hrE'E' ~'ears And should in 110 cRse' exceed 25 pE'r' cent. of th9' 
prE'sE'nt totAl lora] pror1u('t.ion. This quota should be annually re-



duoed by 20· per cent. eliminatJng the Trust automatically in Jivll 
years, unless in the meantime it gets itself registered under th" 
,Indian Companies_ Act and complies with the. requirements regard
ing capital and Directorate meutioned under (1) above. 

(8) Any factory would be at liberty to amalgamate with, or transfer its 
quota. to, another factory except a factory controlled by the Trust 
if it 80 desires_ This, my Committee believe, will lead to eco
nomy in production. 

7. As for sales, my Committee beg to suggest that a Central Sales Organiza
tion should be formed with its own share capital which should be treated as a 
public utility concern. The capital of thiif concern must .beexpressed in 
rupees, which should be held exclusively by Indians. The Directorate should 
also be entirely Indian. It would be desirable to distribute its capital in as 
many hands as possible. The function of this organization would be to control 
and regulate sales of matches whether imported or loce.lly manufactured_ It 
will be responsible for fixing the prices at which productions of manufacturera 
are to be purchased. These prices should be fixed on the basis of the cost 
price plu8 an appropriate percentage for depreciation and " reasonable margin 
of profit. It will be necessary to fix the prices separately for each manufacturer 
~nd my Committee suggest that prices should be annually revised. 

To prevent the Sales Organization from profiteering, it is necessary to lay 
down that the price at which it may sell·matches to the consumers, should be 
fixed on the basis of sxpenses of distribution pl1l8 a certain percentage, say 8 
per cent. per annum_ The Board C1f Directors of this organization should 
consist of- . 

1 Director to be nominated by Government. 
2 Representatives of match manufacturers_ 
4 Directors elected by the shareholders. 
2 Representatives of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce. 

My Committee further suggest that local Advisory Committees in each 
Preeidency town should· be formed to· advise the Central Sales Organization 
regarding the fixing of sales and purchaae prices. These committees should 
consist of one Government nominee, .one representative of the manufacturers 
and one representative of the local Indian Chabmer of Commerce. 

8. There is one more important question which remains to be considered. 
The Tariff Board is undoubtedly aware that matches are being manufactured 
in some of the Native States aud any scheme which may btl ultimately adopted 
by Government will not be ordinarily applicable to factories situated in the 
Native States. lIfy Committee, therefore, beg to suggest that suitable steps 
should be taken to protect the industry in British India against imports of 
matches manufactured in the Native States or the latter should be persuaded 
to accept the scheme which may be adopted in British India, if it is feasible to 
do so. Otherwise the whole scheme will fail owin-g to unrestricted imports 
which may come in from unlicensed factories which may spring up in a 
large number in the Native States. 

(2) Letter No. GL/14!./27-28, dated the 29th February 1928. 

With reference to my letter No. GL/151/27-28, dated the 15th instant I am 
directed to supplement hereby the views expressed in paragraph 7 thereof with 
regard to the formation of a Central Sales Organization. . 

2. My Committee have indicated in tbe letter referred to above the broad 
lines on which the Sale~ Organization should be. formed and the general. nature. 
of the powers and functIOns to be entrusted to It. 'fhey however think it desi
rable to put their suggestions with regard to the powers and .functions of. the 
Organization· in a more concrete form in ol'der that the 1'ariff Board may be in. 
a position to know exactly what my Committee had in view when they made 
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their suggestions contained in paragraph 7 of my letter dated the 15th instant. 
The concrete suggestions of my Committee are as follows :-

(1) The Sales Organization should be given a charter on Borne such lines. 
as the East India Cotton Association, Bombay, or the one that_ 
was proposed to be given to the Stock Exchange in Bombay by 
th!! Government of Bombay in pursuance of the recommendation 
of the Atlay Committee, the idea being that no other Sales Orga
nization or agency could be started in the country for the sale of. 
matches, or in other words, the proposed Sales Organization should 
have a monopoly of the sale of matches in the country. 

(2) The Sales Organization should be the only authority empowered (ay 
to issue licenses for the manufacture of matches in the country: 
(b) to fix the quota meaning. the quantity to be manufactured by 
each of such licensed factories (c) to fix the price to be paid to. 
~uch factories for their matches. My Committee have suggested 
in their letter of the 15th instant that prices should be fixed on
-the basis of the cost price plus an appropriate percentage for 
depreciation and a reasonable margin of profit. At the same· 
time they are of opinion that quality must also be taken inta 
consideration in fixing the price. This, my Committee are sure,. 
will induce the manufacturers to improve and maintain the 
quality of their ma.tches. 

(3) N(~eessary powers should be vested in the Sales OrglYlization to en
force the conditions laid down under (2) above in ease of breach. 
of any of those conditions by any factory. 

(4) In extrema cases particularly for economic territorial purposes, it 
might be found necessary to authorise the Sales Organization to. 
pure,hase some of the factories which refuse to or cannot afford 
to shift to more suitable areas which the Sales Organization might 
indicate. As an illustration, it might be cited 'that if.t,here are
more factories than are required in one particular area and none 
or fe.wer factories in another area, tbeSales Organization might 
ask some of the factories in the former area to shift t{) the latter
area if in their opinion it is found nec.sssary to do eo from the 
economic point of view. If the Sales Organization is unable tOo 
persuade one or more factories in the, former area to shift to the 
latter area by offering a larger quota, a higher purchase-prico or 
other reasona,ble inducements according t{) the>' needs (If each par
ticular ca'ss, the Sales Organization should have the power to buy 
up such factory or factories. ' 

Northern india Chamber of Commerce, Lahore. 

Letter No. 1-93, without date~ ., 
. , 

I am directed to refer to your No. 946, dated 5th December 1927, and tOo 
inform you that -this Chamber has given its careful consideration to t,h& 
various ways indicated by the President of the Tariff Board, as calculated' 
to lead to a solution of the difficulties with which the Tariff Board is con
fronted in dealing with the case of match protection. 

This Chamber is of opinion that the activities of a powerful body acting: 
as a Trust for world monopoly creates a legitimate cnse for Goyernment 
intervention. 

This Chamber observes that the existence of such a Trust in India has been 
recognised a,nd that an attempt has been made to find a remedy by preventing 
it from operating as such. A Trust which endangers fair competitive condi
tions and is likely to crush an indigenous industry in its infancy must be
discouraged. But this Chamber does not consider that the wlution lies in 
creating a Government monopoly of one kind or another. 
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The objection to a Government monopoly and the handicaps it iavolves. 
are too well known and generally accepted to. need, recapitulation· or discus
sion. The second alternative of a private· or public Syndicate with. a sale 
monopoly or an independent sales corporation would be open to two serious 
objections. The first is that . this very Trust is bound to play a prominent 
part in such a syndicate or corporation frustrating the very object in' view. 
The second objection is that if controlled by Government, it would be. open 
to all the drawbacks of a Government monopoly, while an, uncontrolled private 
or public syndicate or corporation would essentially have a, tendency, to. aoi 
as a Trust. 

This' Chamber therefore 'considers that tho' real issue has. been lost sight 
of and that the maItner in which the questions have ,been' put. up for 'con. 
aideration is likely to cause confusion. 

The main point is that of protection 'and this Chamber believes that the 
necessity of adequate protection is not denied. This Chamber considers that 
the development with foreign wood of this industry in which 'most of the
other raw materials arc at present imported, cannot be calculated to make· 
the 'industry indigenous' or to benefit the country; . This Chamber is therefore· 
of opinion that such of the Match industry:in India as is based on the' use
of foreign wood has no case for protection whatsoever, and does not fulfil the· 
first of the three conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission as requisites 
of protection, namely, an abundant supply of wood in the country for such, 
factories. • 

This Chamber holds that such match factories alone as' are' entirely de
pendent on Indian wood have a real claim for protection j and that the pros
pects of·the development of this industry in Burma and Northern India, with 
the use of local wood, are very considerable. This development must neces-
8arily take some time and an effective taxon imported match wood with a 
view to discourage its use in any form is consequently essential during such 
period. 

This Chamber is strongly of opinion that if foreign match wood is noil. 
discouraged from entering the country; there can be no doubt that the 
Swedish combine must ultimately succeed not only in crushing the Indian 
factories using Indian -wood but also in "'wiping out of existence even more
rapidly those utilising foreign wood. Consequently any 'legislation which 
does not recognise the importance of taxing. imported match wood, will fail 
equaJIy to 'encourage tbe development of Indian match wood or'to frustrate 
the designs of a Trust operating in the country. 

This Chamber is full.\" alive to the fact that a heavy tax on imported match 
wood would cause a sudden drop in Indian manufacture; but this drop win 
be counterbalanced by the import. of finished matches, till such time as. 
Indian wood is able to supply the requirements. Meanwhile the prices in 
India must be allowed to adjust themselves in the normal way without discri. 
minating between the origin of capital. This Chamber does not considep· 
that a heavy duty on imported match wood can affect its price to any con
siderable extent since the total requirement of wood for Indian match con
sumption would be about 31 million cubic feet per annum and this is a small 
quantity when compared with the wood supplying capacity of the Govern
ment and State forests alone, and if the foreign match manufacturers raise 
their prices unduly there will be all the greater incentive for the local 
factories to increase their output with Indian wood. . 

This Chamber wishes to point out that its recommendations do not' debar 
the Swedish Combine from working in India with Indian wood nor does it 
consider that such a restriction need be placed. But this Chamber certainly
holds the view that the activities of this Combine should be kept under close
observance and if while working with Indian wood the Swedish Combine
shows a tendency to eliminate competition by an unfair use of its world
wide organisation in pursuing a rate war, Government should check thiS: 
by the immediate imposition of a special excise on the manufactures of thia 
Combine. 
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This Challlber is consciolls of the fact that there /l.re sev,eral match factories 
'Whioh are badly located in respect of the supply of the indigenous wood, 
-while others are extremely well situated in this respect and have a promising 
,iuture. 'lnits opinion it would" in the interest of India, be a fatal mistake ' 
1;0 ,handicap the promising concerns with a view to helping the badly located 
,iaotories which must 6ventually drop out in the economic struggle. 
, ,As regards excise on Indian 'manufactures, while this Chamber recognises 
-that 'matches afford a . convenient means of taxation, it does not approve of 
-the'question of Government Revenue being mixed up with that of protection 
in such a manner as to make the two interdependent. The two interests are 
mot at all ~dentical, and it. would be undesirable that instead of fostering this 
-essential industry; its development should be jeopardised by burdening it 
'with serious encumbrances. 
, . The views of the Chamber have been clearly stated above, and excise on 
local production does not 'appear to the Chamber to be called for, but it is 
nevertheless considered necessary to. levy excise, the corresponding rise in the 
import duty must be determined with due regard to the retail sale price of a 
:single box, and in no case should the manufactures from indigenous wood be 
prevented from affording a ;larger inducement to the middleman than what 
would be possible for imported matches or those manufactured from imported 
·wood. 

Southern India Chamber of Com~erce. Madras. 

Letter No. G.-128, dated 23rd February 1928. 
My Committee have fully considered after consultation with loc~l match 

manufacturen the points raised in your circular letter No. 946-A, dated 
,5th December 1927. In this connection ,I am to request you to refer also to 
our letter No. G.-261, dated 3rd May 1927, on the same subject. 

(1) My Committee are definitely of the view that the present revenue duty 
of Re. 1-8-0 per gross has very materially belped tbe growth of tbe indigenous 
industry and is absolutely required to be maintained at its present level, if 
.not enhanced, as a protective duty, the need for the continuance of which 
,may be reviewed a1; some future date. 

(2) My Committee are of opinion that a system of production or sale or 
both, by monopoly, regulated or unregulated, is extremely undesirable and 
on the other hand' feel, notwithstanding the d:iJfliculties .~uggested of price 
war and eventual unrestricted monopoly by the Swedillh',Trust, which contiri::'
,gency may, of course, be promptly faced when it arises, that a system of 
,discriminating excise duty equivalent to the import duty might successfully 
be imposed I)n all foreign concerns engaged in the production of matches or 
splints or veneers in India. I am to advise that for this purpose a working 
definition may be suggested tbat any concern at least 75 per cent. of the 
capital, of which is owned by British subjects domiciled in India and at least 
75 per cent. of the Directors or partners of which are Indians, and in which 
,an adequate number of Indian apprentices are trained every year, may be 
deemed an Indiiln concern, due provision of course' being made that the 
classification will be variable in accordance with transfers of sharlls made from 
hand to hand. My Committee are of opinion ,that 'the alt('rnative suggestion 
,of introducing a licensing system is unworkable and will lead to vexatious 
interference and restriction at ('very stage so as to impede the rapid growth 
that characterises the industry to-day. It is also suggested that the loss of 
revenue to' Government apprehended in pursuing a policy of protection to 
the industry will be nothing compared to the advantages of establishing the 
industry firmly in the country. 

I am also directed to suggest the following methods of further encouraging 
-the indigenous industry:- . ,><, 

(1) That railway freight on match wood and splints should he at fire
wood rate uniformly in all railways. 
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(2) That the duty on import of heavy chemicals, which tho~gh used: 
for other manufactures than matches, are to be conslder~ as. 

. raw materials, is to be abolished or maintained at. ,a' nomtn~~ 
. rate of 21. per cent. ad, valorem., . ". '. . . 

(3) That the Boards of Industries constituted under the State ,Ald. to 
Industries Act in the. Provinces should be liberal .in~~antin~ 
loans to match manufacturing concerns. 

(4) That the Government would be well. advis!ld in planting; resel",:e 
forests with aspen wood, pine woOd, and poplar which: are COnsI

dered as suitable for match manufacture. 
(5) That the milway freight on matches should be considerably re_· 

duced. 

JndianChamber of Commerce, Tuticorin. 

Letter No .. 4/173, dated the 10th MaTch 1928. 

I am directed by my committee to invite your kind attention to the
necessity for protecting Indian match industry and for eliminating foreign 
imports. . 

The propo.sed central sales organisation my committee suggests need not 
be run by the State but be entrusted to a joint stock company with Indian. 
capital and under Indian management. The regulation of imports production 
and sales may be left in its hands. 

The PWljab Chamber of Commerce. Delhi. 

Letter dated 16th March. 1928. 

We are directed to refer to your letter dated the. 5th December 1927,. 
enclosing a copy' of t.he remarks made by Sir Padamji P .. Ginwala, President. 
of the Indian Tariff Board, in resuming the enquiry into the Match manu-
f!lcturing industry in India. ' 

Our Committee have carefully considered the various opinions·and poinlB. 
at issue. but were unable to come to any uiumimous decision ,as to the
procedure to be followed with regard to the question of protection of .the-
Mateh manufact.uring industry in India. . . . ' 

They, t,herefore, regret that they are unable 'to inake 'imy definite reply 
to your letter, but, in the event of any further legislation being introduced: 
or proposed, our Committee would, doubt.less, t6.l,e the matter up, and sub
mit its considered, views on such legislation. : , 

Mysore Chamber of Commerce. Bangalore. 

LeftcrNo. 1145-]1.0.0., dated the 23l'd MaTch 1928. 

I am direct.ed to acknowledge the .receipt of your letter. No. 946-A., dated' 
5th December 1927, inviting the views of this Chamber on the various 
matters in connection with the Jlfatch Jlfanufacturing Industry in India. 

In view of the, importance of the' subject. and. the variety of. isSues: 
involved. the Cllsmber had to tl)ke sometime to .reflect on the points lIet' 
forth in ,~'our lettet'. The whole question: was carefully considered . by; the~ 
Managing .Committ~e at their me-eting held .on 28th .February 1928, when~ 
the opinion el<pressed hy the members was in. favour of allowing privat&. 
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1lIlterprise, tQ, deveiop free from all'restrictions hampering its growth. But 
in ,the case of companies to be 'started for the manufacture of Matchea, the 
Managing Committee are strongly of opinion tha~ they, should be permitted 
to start ,work only on ,condition that adequate representation of Indian capital 
.and Directorate is secured in such concerns, and that they should also freely 
'Provide facilities for the training of Indian Apprentices in the industry. 

On the' important question of the Agency for sale and distribution of 
matches ,the Managing Committee are of opinion that this work be entrusted 
to an independent central sales organization, rather than adopting the system 
<of Government monopoly for sales. Such an organization should be an 
Indian Company with rupee capital. It will be an important duty of this 
<organization to control the sales of matches imported or manufacture!I 
locally and to fix the price to be charged to j;he consumer, etc. 

lf the principle is accepted, the other det.ails can be worked out without 
much difficulty. 

Messrs. Martin. and Company, Calcutta. 

A.-WRITTEN. 

(1) Letter dated 26th October 1927. 

With reference to the enquiry iuto the Match industry, aud the local evi. 
dence recently given, we have not been able to see a' complete report of this 
but only the short newspaper report; we have been informed however that 
'Borne reference has been made to a shortage of suitable indigenous timber for 
match making purposes., i ' ,~','J " 

Should' this information be ('orrect we, wish to point out that this evidence 
is not in accordance with facts. We are the representatives of the Govern
ment of India for the local sale of Andamans timber and in that capacity we 
dispose monthly of large quantities of papita logs to the local match making 

'firms. Present deliveries could be increased somewhat under the present 
'Shipping arrangements but in the event of much increased demand further 
shipping facilities would be required when there would probably be no other 
-difficulty. 'Of course if a very large supply were called for then possibly the 
lIuestion of extra labftur in. the Andamans forests would' arise. 

Large quantities of papita are at present being sup~li~d under monthly 
'contract direct to the Rangoon match firms from the Andamans. In addition 
to this timber there are other species suitable for other uses in the industry as 
odhup which is useful for match boxes. , ___ . _ 

We are informed by the Chief Officer, Andamans, that the supply of 
papita is practically unlimited. , 

If we can give the Board any other information on this head we shall be 
.glad to do so. 

(2) Letter No. G. T.-362; dated the 12th March 1928. 

With reference to your request to our representative that enquiries should 
be made as to the probable cost of shipping 2,000 tons per month of match 
logs to Calcutta from the Andamans. we addressed Measrs. Mackinnon 

Mackenzie and Company who in reply referred us to Messrs. Turner, Morrison 
and Company, Limited, the Managing Agents of the Asiatic Steamship 

{)ompany who maintain the present service. 
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We had also addressed this firm who replied that they had no small 
.teamer available but. that; they could offer a largE! steamer- if 8 guarantee of 
a full cargo could" be given, 'which 'would amount to 5,000 tons, in which 
case 4 or 5 trips per annum could be made to give the required total j the 
freight quoted is Rs. 20. - .,,-

Messrs. James Finlay for the Clan Line have referred the matter to the 
owners in London.' ,."' 

The shipments suggested by 'Messrs; 'Turner Morrison are not very satis
factory as the logs would deteriorate through storage and also a large storage 
space would be necessary which would add to the cost while the freight 
quoted of Rs. 20 compares with the present rate of Rs. 12-8. 

Regarding present, prices of logs and your suggestion, that they could be 
sold at Rs. 40 we circularised the local match making firms .,and offered 
them fresh logs at this price, less Rs. 5 for a mininium of 100 tons but the 
Western India Company were the only firm who replied and they 'took' 100 
tons at this price. . 

IV T 
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,MESSRS~-MARllN ,AND COMPANY. 

B.-OlLAL. 

Evidence of Mr. F. A. HUTCIDNSON recordtd at Calcutta 
on Tuesday, the 14th February, 1928. 

Sa,le 0/ Gove-mment timber. 

President.--You are employed by Messrs. Martin & Co. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. 

" President.-That Comp~ny has a contract 'with the Government of India 
for the sale of Government timber from the Andamans. ' 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. " 
Mr. Mathias.-Is this timber sold by Messrs. l\Iartin & Co. or by a subsi

diary company of which Messrs. Martin & Co. are the managing agents I' 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Messrs. Martin & Co. are the firm. There is no subsi. 

diary company. 
President.-Under the terms of that contract, I understand that you are 

to take all the Government timber from the Andamans. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes, to sell locally. 
President.-Who arranges for the freightP 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Messrs. Turner, Morrison & Co. 
President.-Have you to make arrangements on your own? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-It is done between Government and Messrs. Turner, 

Morrison & Co. who are the agents of the Asiatic Steam Navigation Com
pany. We have nothing to do with that. 

President.-Do you get a c. i. f. price from Government or how do you 
purchaseI' 

Mr. Hutchinsou.-We do not purchase, if we get an enquiry for instance 
for any kind of timber we wire to the Chief Forest Officer at Port Blair and 
see if he could supply arid if so what the c. i. f. price would be. 

Presidefl.t.-When it arrives here, you take delivery of it? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-We do it or we arrange with the buyer to take it up. 
Pre,~ident.-Do you merely take orders br do you also carry stocks? 
Mr. Hutchinson.~We carry stocks say up to 1,000 tons of logs and squares, 

but that is not all match timber.' . 
President.-You warehouse the logs, etc., do youI' 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes, at Shalimar. 
Mr. 1IIathias.-Do you charge Government any commission I' 
Mr. Hutrhinson.-Yes, we do. 
President.-You get a commission and at the same time you get a price. 

When you get a commission, ordinarily you are not concerned with the 
price and when you fix your own price, you do not get a commission. That 
is the ordinary practice. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Speaking generally. Unless it is a direct sale for deli
very ex-ship, we know what the price is. 

l'resident,-Supposing you get a direct order, you send that to the Chief 
Forest Officer and ask him to supply the timber. He quotes you a c.i.f. 
price. To that, you add your commission? 

MI" Hu..tchinson.-No. 
President.-You take your commission from Government. 
1I1r. Hut('hill"oll.-Yes. 
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President.-And you make a profit between the c.i.f. price quoted to' you 
by the Chief Forest Officer and the price at which you sell to your customer. 

Mr. Hutc1i.inson.-Do you mean we might make a profit? 
Pre,ident.-Yes. 
Mr. Hutchin80n.-No. If we get more it is so much better 'for Govern,. 

ment and indirectly 80 much better for us because we will get more iIi the 
.hapll of commission. 

Dr. Matt1i.ai.-When you sell it in Calcutta, what do you add to the 
c.i.f. price? -, 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Just the cost of landing, unless the buyer takes ,deli
very from the ship., ' 

Mr. Mat1i.ias.-What commission do you get? 
Mr. Hutc1i.inson.-It is based on a sliding scale. Fora turnover ndt ex 

ileeding Re. 40,000, we get 5' pet cent., for an excess up to Re.50;OOO; 4, 'pel 
cent., up to Re. 75,000, 3 per cent., over Re. 75,000, 2i per cent. 

P1'llsident.-When'youcarry stocks, you do so at Government risk. 
M1'. Hutc1i.in,on.-Yes. 
pre,ident.-You are not doing 'busineSs in the ordinary way. It is purely 

on a commission basis; is it not? 
M1'. Hutc1i.inson.~Purely as agentSfot Government. 
Prllsident.-t misunderstood the position. You have reCeived' l""~tain 

consignments of papita P 
Mr. Hutc1i.inson.-Yes. 
President.-During last year? 
Mr. Hutc1i.inson.-Yes. 
Presid61~t.-How many thojlsand tons did you get? 
Mr. Hutc1i.inson.-Approximately 2,000 tons. 
Pf"elident.-What time of the year was it? 
Mr, Hutc1l.inson.-All, ,the year from January to D,ecember. 
Pf"e8ident.-Were you able to dispose of as it came or did you have to 

.rock it? 
Mr. Hutc1i.inson.-It was' all ,disposed of up to about August. Then, we 

hegan to accumulate stocks ; for some reason or other sales declined and in 
fact stopped altogether. 

Price of wood. 
President.-What was the price which you were realising in Auq;ust? 
Mr. Hutc1i.inson.-Rs. 50 to Rs. 55. 
President.~What wood was that? 
Mr. Hu.tchinson.-Papita. 
Mr. Mat1i.ias.-Did you ask as much as Re. 60? 
Mr. Hutckinson.-No. 
'Mr. Mathias.-Some of the factories told us that you asked Rs., 60. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-i know a firm that bought it at Rs. 60 from ~n~ther firm 

to whom we had sold it. 
Dr. Matthai.-Did you sell Bakota P 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. We do sell when we get any. 
Dr. Matthai.-At what price? 
Mr. Hutchinso'Jl,.-At Re. 60 per ton. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you sell DhupP 
Mr. Hutc1i.inson.-Not much. 
President.-You think that Rs. 50 to Rs. 55 is the price that Government 

ought to get. ' 

T2 
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Mr . . Hutchinson.-That I cannot say. The Chief Forest Officer knows 
the cost of extracting it. 

President.-The Chief Forest Officer has giv~n us his 'c,i.f. price as 
Rs. 37-8-0. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-He told us that his price was;Rs. 30 plus Rs. '12-8-0 
for freight. . . . 

President . ....:.you got RB. 55 a ton for Government. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes, for a part of the consignment. 
President.-What stocks nave you got now? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-About 500 tons. 
President.-Is that now saleable? I understand that it deteriorated so 

much that you cannot sell it. 
Mr. Hutchinson..-I don't suppose that some of it is of much use any 

more for 'matches. But I have just offered about 200 tons at Rs. 40 a ton to 
get rid of the stock, to be sawn for planks. 

President.-,-You might have sold all your wood if.you had reduced your 
price . 
. . Mr. Hutchinson.-I would just now sell the whole lot at Rs. 45 a ton if 
'I could do so.' ." . . . I • 

Mr. Mathia&.-How long has it been in stock? 
Mr. Hutchins01!..-Since JanuarY. Of this, 250 tons is perfectly good. 
Mr. Mathias.-We have been told that some of the pap ita has' .dried and 

is not very satisfactory. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Whenever a complaint has been made, I have always 

gone to the factory and made some allowance. I have done so on several 
occasions. . 

Mr. Mathias.-It may happen that no allowancewilleompensate for the 
use of a very dry wood. ,. " \ 

Mr. Hutchinson..-They go to the depot and select the wood themselves. 
Mr. Mathia&.-Would it not be more paying if you got rid of your supplies 

as they came .by charging Rs. 40 a ton all the year round P Taking a long 
view you may eventually have to compete on the basis of the price of aspeR 
in Sweden, if the match industry is to establish itself. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-The Chief Forest Officer wants to get as much as he 
can. If his cost is Rs. 42-8-0, it does not leave much margin. 

Mr. Mathias.-Th~e are the figures he gave ns yesterday:-

Rs. A. P. 

Cost of extraction 14 8 0 
Royalty 6 O. 0 
Freight 12 8 0 
Commission "I 8 0 

So that, if you get Rs. 40 a ton, it would be a profitable business for Govern
ment and you would be able to get rid of your stock immediately. 

Mr. Hutchinsoll .. -As soon as a consignment arrives, if a man comell 
along and offers me a lower rate,say, Rs. 35 or Re. 40 a ton, I am not 
annons to accept the offer at the moment because 1 may find somebody who 
will pay me a little more. 

President.-So far as match' manufacture is concerned, this wood does 
Dot improve by keeping. 

Mr. Hutckinson.'"-Certainly not. 1 agree with you the~e. 
President.-The position is this. Of course if you find other nsas for 

that wood, it is a different matter. 
Mr. Hutr.hillson.-There are other uses for that timber .. 
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Pruident.-If there are, then that wood would not be considered very 
economical for match manufacture. If higher prices could be obtained f(l". 
the same class of wood from other people, then from the point of view lit 
match manufacturers this wood is no good for them. . 

Mr: Hutchinson.-i .admit that there is prohably a bigger outlet for that 
particular timber in match making. 

Mr. Mathias.-Would it not be better to selr that wood, 88 it comes,. at 
Its. 40 a ton? 

Mr. HfItchinsOfI,.-I 'should be extremely pleased 'to, if the Chief. Fores' 
Officer had no objection. 

President.-DOes Government give you any order 88 to the 'Price?, 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Except as 1 say the Chief Forest Officer usually quotes 

a price which is the minimum and he' expects 'us to get a little more' if we 
can. 

Mr. Mathias.-It is within the provinCe of the Commission Agents to urge 
that it is necessary for Government to reduce the price. . 

Mr. HutchinsOfI,.-We have written to the Forest Department in·the,Anda
mans on several occasions. 

Mr. Mathias.-We have pointed out the matter to Mr .. Bonnington. ,I 
daresay that if you write to him again, you will receive a sympathetic res
ponse. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. 
President.-Your interest comes into conflict with. that of the match manu-

facturers. . 
Mr. Hutchinso';'.-Yes. 
President.-The higher the pric,e you get, th~ better for you, because you 

get more profits. . 
Mr. Hutchi1l-soll .. -".That is ,tll.tl w~ole. point. 
President.-It is not fOf us to say anything, hut it does seem to me. that 

if Government want to encourage the match manufacture In this' country, 
it is not a good policy. .... . . 

Mr. Hutchinson._If that is .the intention of G'!vernment and .if 'they 
want us to sell at Its. 40 a t.on, we will do so, ',' . 

Mr. iUathia.9.-It is advantageous from your point of view because YOll 
will be' able to get rid of your supplies as they arrive. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes, not· only from ·our point of :view but, from. every 
point of view it is better to get rid of it quickly. . . 

Mr. Mathia8.-It means less return per ton but more outturn. 

Mr~ Hutchinson.-We carry a fair amount of stock' of much more'valu
able timber such 88 padauk, the price of which is' Its. '140 a ton .. A large 
amount of our space is now taken up by papita. For storing one. ton of 
wood, we require about 50 square feet approximately. The space is valuable 
and 80 it is to our interest to see papita sold .as soon as possible. 

President.-Do you charge Government for warehousing? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Government pay all. the cost. 
President.-How does it. work out.? . 

Mr. Hutchinson.-We have 117 cottahs, costing approximately about 
Its. 2 per cottah. We pay municipal taxes of about Rs. 375 quarterly, or 
a little over Re. 100 a month. We have aL~o a high land area of 177 cottahEl 
costing us Rs. 6 per cottab for storing s·cantlings. ' 

Presinent.-Supposing you had to stock 100 tons for one month how much 
would you charge Government? ' 

Mr. Hutchinson:-We I:Ihould not charge them anything. They have got 
their own land. 

President.-Is it Government land? 
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Mr. Hutc1tinson.-Yes, or rather rented by Government. 
President.-Do they pay municipal taxes? 
Mr. Hutc1tinson.-Yes: . 
President.-What would the charge.~ a.bove land come to per hundred tons? 
Mr. Hutc1tison.-Fixed rent including high land is Rs. 1,100 and taxes 

'come to a little over Rs. lOO--:-about Rs. 1,300 in all. 
President.-For100 tons? . 
Mr. Hutc1tinson.-For any quantity up to available space. 
President.-I really want to understand how much it costs Government 

to stock 100 tOnti. of this claB/I .of wood for one month because I want to 
understand whether you really ;h.ave got 3. better' price by selling' at Rs. 45 
per ton than you would ):lave .. got Government by selling it at Rs. 40 in 
.lugust. . . . 

Mr. Hutc1till.son.-Ho1\T am I to tell you? . 
Mr. Mathia,.-Your fixed 'charges come oo:Rs. 1,300. 
Mr. Hutchi"".on.-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-What is the capacity of the storage? How much can you 

,.tack at one timeP 
Mr. Hutchinson.-500 tOllS. 

Mr. Mo.thios.-It comes to Rs. 2'6 per year per ton, or 2 or 3 annas a 
month. 

Mr.' Hutchill.son.-'-Yes. 

Mr. Mathias.-Do you take any paticular precautions when you store your 
'Wood to keep the sap in .the wood? 

Mr. Hutchinson.-The majority of the wood is stored in water subject 
to the rise and fall of the tide at the time. 

President.-Do you get regular enquiries from match manufacturers? 
Mr. H'Utc1tinson.-Not recently: not since August. 
President.-The reason seems to be this. At present the 'price of genwa 

which they use varies from Rs. 30 to Rs. 40 and they seem to get pretty 
l"egular supplies. The price goes up a little in the monsoon. Whereas your 
rates are higher and at the same time your supplies are not as regular • 

. Therefore it stands to. reason that they should fight shy of you. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Our supplies can be regular. We keep the Chief Forest 

Officer informed as to how the supplies are going. In this partioular instance, 
llur supplies are based on our sales. If sales fall off, as they have fallen off 
recently, we don't order more. 

Pr6,ident.-Sales have fallen off because your price is higher and your 
supplies are small for their requirements. '. . . 

Mr. Hutchillson.-I don't think so. We have sold to lots of peopie at 
,Rs. 45 per ton. 

...; .. 
Mr. Mothias.-Now that they don't go to you' for this wood, it shows 

that the price is too high. 

Mr. Hutchillson.-If they came along and said that the price was too 
high, I should immediately write to the Chief Forest Officer. 

President.-There was some correspondence between you and some of 
the match factories, wasn't there? 

Mr. Hutchinson.-That is quite correct. 

Mr. Mathias.-They produced your letter. When they went to you, you 
refused to sell it at less than Rs. 55 j that was what they told us. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Possibly we did, in view of the Chief Forest Officer's 
request that we should try and get more for it. Also considering that at 
one time there was a shortage of other suitable species, but I have offered 
it to lots of people at Rs. 40, net the fresh wood but the accumulation of the 
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last couple of. months beeause, ali I pointed out, it wa~ interfering .with our 
stocks of more valuable timber. 
, Pre&idlmt.-If you had. offered it. at Rs. •. 40 a ton. ,when it arrived .y<)U 
would probably find them ready to buy them all if you keep it for two or 
three months in the hope of getting Re. 5 more and the quality deteriorates 
naturally they would. not offer you Rs. 40. . . 

M;, Hv.tchinson.-I 8m prepar~d to s<:lll it atRs. 40 as soon 89 it is 
landed. ..•. . , 

.rruident.-There are thrll!l things"which are ilf imporlance 'from thei!' 
point of view, firstly the supply should be regular. . .. 

Mr. Hutc1i.insoo·,-H can be. 
P;~sident . ...,..,8eeondly, the wood. sho~ld be fairly, fre~h. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. 
President.-And the third point is that the' price should compar" favaur

ably with classes of .wood, .such, as genwa, If you ltre doing business"you 
haYe to accept thelill three. pri~iples, . ;£f.you do~'t, 'tilen of cours~ there 
will be no sale. . . 

Mr. Hutchinson.'"'""I quite follow. 
President.-You think it might be possible, supposing you get regular 

supplies from the Andamans, to sell it .at about Re. 40 ~ toni' 
Mr. Hutchinson.-it the Andaman Forest Officer says yes, ~hen i~ "" 

possible .. 
President.-You have got the same c.Lf. price as beforll!' 
Mr. Hutchin8on.~Yes. We can sell it at Rs. 40 .. 
President.-Do Messrs. Martin & ·Co. do any chartering business? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-No. 
President.-The . point arises in ihis way. SuppoSing we found that there 

were 30,000 or 40,000 tons of suitable match wood in the Andamans and that 
there was a demand for that timber here, would you be able to make'shipping 
arrangements'· '. 

Mr. H·utchinson.-That I am afraid I cannot say. 
President . ....:...For say 2,000 to 3,000 'tons a month regularly!, 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Thit I cannot- telt you. If .we did it we sho~ld.have 

to enquire from the shipping companies as to whether they could take up 
the business. As a rule in regard to the 'Andamans timber "the shipping is 
not arranged by us at all. 

President.-'I a~ asking you. 
Mr. ·Hutchinson.-I do not know 'if we could hlter~e?e. 
President.-You are Government agents. At present the Go~~rmhent 

shipping capacity is limited bf, the one ship that it' rune. Supposing Gov:~rn
ment said "here are 30,000 tons of this 'blass of wOOd ",hie ... ' we 'wllnt-to 
di~pose of and for which there 'is ·8 market in CII.!cut"ta/ will- you be . able to 
make arrangements"!' 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Naturally we wouIdtry. 
President.-Have you ever considered the question as to what the freight 

would be? 
Mr. Hutchin6o;".~We never had any reason to, 
Preaident,-You had.a letter from. the Chief.Forest .officer, Andamans, 

in which he said that there was this enormous quant~ty of wood, All,. 
business proposition would you not look into i~ and see whether M(lssrs. 
Martin & Co. could make some inoney 'out of it?· /. .' 

Mr. Hutchinson.-No. The Chief Forest Officer has only got a limited' 
amount of labour. Much more 'research 'will he' necessary before we do II.ny. 
thing of the kind you propose. If he wrote and said "wl11 you enquire and 
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say what shipping arrangements could be made" then of course we would 
see to it. 

, Prestdent.-Will Messrs. Martin & Co. b~ prepared to consider now and 
Jet us have their views? 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. 
President.-8upposing you were to make an arrangement for the supply 

of 2,000 tons of fresh wood a month regularly, and if, say, Government 
supplied you atRB. 22 per ton f.o.b. at what price would you sell it ex-shipP 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Add the cost of freight and other usual charges to 
the f.o.b. price, that is all. 

President.-If you take the price of genwa as between RB. 30 and Rs. 40 
per ton, you will have to bring your price down to the neighbourhood of that 
priceP 

Mr. Hutchinson.-It will be. 
President.-rt is for you to work out a scheme and we should be pre

pared to consider it and say this is the price at which you can sell c.i.f. 
Oalcutta and you would buy it f.o.b. from Government. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-I don't think we can do that. The firm may not be 
prepared to buy from Government. 

Mr. Mathias.~ould ,.ou ascertain what the freight would' be on 2,000 
tons a month. 

President.-We also want to know whether the freight would be available 
and if 80 at what price; 

Mr. Hutchinson.-l much doubt whether any steamship company will take 
it for the simple reason that the steamer will have to go ,there empty. 

President.-It is a very short voyage. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-We will certainly enquire. 
President.-':'I don't k~ow what the arrangements of Government are with 

regard to their owa ships. . " . 
Mr. Hutchinson.-There are two steamers, the Maharaja and the' Ahmedi. 

The latter is a very small ~teamer. 
President.-What capacity has the, Maharaja got? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-8he carries about 800 tons. She could c~rry prob-

ably 500 tons of papita if required. 
President.-8he comes here once a month\> 

'Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes; she carries the mail. 
President.-8he cantlot bring more than 5,000 to 6,()()() 't?ns a year be-

eause she has to carry other classes of wood. 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes. ' 
President.-Is there much demand for the hard woods here? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Last year we sold about 11,000 tons. 
Pre8ident.-How was that brought from Port Blair? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-By these two steamers. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you make allowance for the barkP 
Mr. Hutchinson:-Yes. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do you know whether that is a universal practice in IndiaP 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes,' according to the thickness of the bark. 

Mr. Mathias.-You do not know of any other provincial forest depart
ment doing that, do you II 

Mr. Hutchinson.-No. In the case of papita which has a thick: bark we 
have to exclude that. 

President.-Have you been to the AndamansP 
Mr. Hutchison.-No. 
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Pre,ulent.-Wben the wood arrives here do you find it in a fairly fresh 
condition? 

Mor. Hu.tchin,on.-Yes. It is quite good ,when it gets here. 
Prerident.-Do the steamers run in the monsoon? 
Mr. Hu.tchinson.~Ye8. 
Prelident.-Is there any interrupt.ion P 
Mr. Hutchinson.-No. 
lJr. Matthai."":'One difliculty that theinatch'manufacturer's ex'periem·e is 

that the papita logs are too big in size, ' , 
Mr. Hutchinson.-No. ,i have bee~ very particular in a,sking them wh'at 

size t~ey want" and getting that particular size. ' 
DT. Matthai.-Wbatis the size they require? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-About 60 inches in circumference. 
Dr. Matthai.-The logs that you get are about 5'in girth? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-Yes' and the length is 8 to 10 feet. 
president.-Tbe papita has a very uneven girth, has it not? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-I won't say that. Ther~ are some logs of big size 

which are eccentric. ' , 
Prelident.--{}n ,the 'Yh9le you find them fairly round? 
Mr. Hutchinson.~They are. 'There are certain, logs which are oval but 

the proportion is not big. 
Dr. Matthai.-You don't deal in genwa at all, do youP 
Mr. Hutchinson.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.-This is rather a recent departure of Messrs. Martin & Co., 

this selling of Government timber P 
Mr. Hutchinson.-No. They have been agents for the last ten years. 
Dr. Matthai.-This match wood was not imported formerlyP 
Mr. Hutchinson.-It began last January. 

Auction of Government timber. 
DT. Matthai.-You don't have a system of auction of Government timber? 
Mr. Hutchinson.-There 'was one, I think, several years ago. They bitd 

land at Garden Reach and the Port Commissioners wanted the land so an 
auction was held so that the timber might be disposed of quickly. 

President.-InBurma they have the auction system so that the timber 
does not remain there for long. I suppose you don't have sufficient quan
tities to attract a large number of people. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-That is BO. We have say about 2,500 tons in logs and 
scantlings at a time. 

President.-Have you ever tried. to put yourselves into communication 
with the various match manufacturers and say "here is so much wood in 
the Andamans. Would you buy your regular requirements from us." 

Mr. Hutchinson.-Not from that particular point of view for the simple 
reason that the Chief Forest Officer has always impressed on us that h6 
could not supply to us more than 2,000 tons a month. 

President.-Did you try to find out" what the demand was P 
Mr. Huichinson.-No. 
President.-The first thing is to find out what your market is. 
Mr. HutchinBon.-We are bound down by the deliveries. 
Pre8ident.-Here are two things. You, have got the Andaman officer's 

statement that the supply is practically nnlimited. Then there is the ques
tion of market. You have got to find out what the market can absorb and 
then see whether yon can get the wood out from the Andamans. Apparently 
you have not taken any steps to ascerain what the position is. 
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Mr. Hutchinson.'-We have only taken steps to sell what the forest officer 
said he could send. Although he says that the supply is practically un
limited, if he is unable to send us the supply what could we doP He says 
he cannot send more than 2,000 tons a month .. 

President.-He says the supply is practically unlimited. You want to do 
business on a commission basis, is it not .for you to say "send me whatever 
you can, and I will Bee what I can do to sell more wood." . 

Mr. Hutchinson.-The question of shipment comes in then. If he had 
asked us "look here, I am anxious to sell larger quantities, could you find 
a market P" Then we might have done it. 

President.-I should have though! that the commIssion agent would look 
at it the other way about and say "I have got a market, can you supply 
me." If he says he can, then it is for you to make arrangements to fetch 
the stuff. 

Mr. Hutchinson ...... We did not know we had the market. 
President.-Don't you think it is for you to find the market if you want 

to do business on commission P The market is certainly there to a certain 
ex:tent but it has not been tapped yet. 

Mr. Hutchinson.-That would be the normal course of Commission Agents 
but in this case it is no use our attempting to find buyers and then possibly 

,the Chief Forest Officer informing us that he cannot supply it. 
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A.-WlUTT~. 

At the request of the President,. ',1. nave the honour to undernote for the 
Board's information rates quoted by the B. I. S. N. Co. for freight on rCiUld 
limber from Burma to the main Indian Ports, viz. -

Calcutta 
Madras 
Bombay 

Rs. A. P. 

27 0 0 
34 4 0 
45 0 0 

It will also, DO doubt, be of interest that above rates aN double what ia 
charged for converted timber. 
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STEEt BROTHERS 'Be COMPANY, UMITED. 

B.-OBAL. 

Evidence of Mr. J. B. GLASS, recorded at Rangoon on Thursday, 
the~24th March 1927. 

The Eztraction 0/ timber. 

President.-We are very much indebted to you for coming to ~ive evi~ 
dence. I am sorry I was unable to give you any definite idea as to the points 
on which you would be examined., The questions will be of a general nature 
because you are not directly interested in the Match Industry. The firm of 
Steel Brothers is very largely interested in the extraction of timber? 

Mr. Gla.~,.-Yes. 
PreBident.-You have many years' experience in the line, haven't you? 
Mr. Glass.-~O years. 
President.-Where are your principal forests in which you work most? 
Mr. Glass.-They are distributed over Burma. 
President.-In Lower Burma, have -you any forests? 
Mr. Gl4J!s.-Yes, in Prome and .Pyinmana and a small Hardwood forest 

hetween Pymmana and Toungoo. 
President.-I suppose you are interested chiefly in Hardwoods? 
Mr. Gla$R.--Yes. 
Presidtf!,t.-Do you extract any soft woodl' 
Mr. Glass.-Practically' none at all on a commercial basis. 
President.-How does your concession ordinarily run? Do you take a 

concession for the extraction of particulal' species or do you extract all kinds 
of wood in that areal' 

Mr. Glass.-The concession is for the extraction of about 15 species. 
President.-Are they named in the concession I' 
Mr. Gla..s.-Yes. 
President.-The point I am not clear about is this. One provincial bov

ernment has stated, anyhow, that if soft wood were extracted at the same 
time as hardwood, it maY"be more convenient for the manufacture of matches. 

Mr. f}lus, •• -The trouble is that we are unable to get a price which will 
cover. our extraction costs for softwoods. In our Hardwood Forest we .sro 
working about 20 miles from the Burma Railways. We have to bring th" 
timber in by light railway. Our costs are heavy. 

President.-There is another difficulty about this match wood that it 
should be fresh. 

Mr. Glass .. -Yes, that is one of the difficulties. It takes UB six to 'line 
months to get our timber into the Mills. By that time softwood for the 
Match Industry would have considerably deteriorated. 

President.-You would get your wood by floating down the river? 
Mr. (}lass.-We don't. We bring it by rail. 
President.-Everything by railP 
Mr, (,.'las~.-Yes. 
President.-Is that your ,own railwayP 

M'r. (}la.~s.-Yes. The conditions under which we work are such that the 
wood is sure to deteriorate before it reaches the factory. The soft woods, 
if we cut logs and keep ('onverted timber for some Hme, become n"lUldy. 
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Dr. Mattkai.-Within what time should it be used? 
Mr. Glas,.-Within three months from the time of felling. 
Pre.idtnt • ....:..Then, it would riot be a practical proposition. 
Mr. Glall.-No. I 

Pre.ident.-The same difficulty will be, experienced as regards Govern-
ment forests worked by the agency of the Forest Department. 

Mr. GIa".-Yes. . 
Prerident.-We have got to fall back on special soft wood fo~ts or de-

pend on Bmall' contractora. .. -
Mr. Glall.-Yes, on the areaa close to the railway line. It costs us B.s,.10 

to B.s. 15 more to get timber out owing to distanoe than it does small con-
tractore working railside forests. ' 

Pre,ident.-Do you, do your extraction departmentally or do' you do it 
through contractore? 

Mr, Glas •• -Wehave our contractors. 
President.-Are they buffalo contractors? 
MT. Glall.-We have ten of our own elephants and the rest' are buffalo 

contractors. 
PTeaident.-Who does the cuttingp 
Mr, Glall.-We have felling contracts as well,as draggingcontraCt8. The 

timber is brought to our railway line and from there it is railed to the 
Mills. . ' , . 

Prerident.r--Do you find any. rise,~n, the cost of extraction during 'the last 
few yearsP 

MT. GlG8,.-~ediately after the war there was a'rise;-but it is fairly 
stabilised now. . 

President.-Do you' find reasonable Bupply of labour for ,extraction? 
MT. Glas,.-Labour is rather short. Men work' for US during the off 

aeason and we find difficulty during the paddy planting and reaping aeLaoDL 
Prerident.-Is it largely Burman labour? 
MT. GIa".-Almost entirely. 
DT. Matth-ai.-The extraction g~right through the area, 
MT; Glas,.-It does in our forests. 
Pre,ident.-In your forests where you don't bring the logs by rail, do you 

do extraction all the year round? - ,.' .,. . . ' 
MT. Glall.-There is no extraction in the hot weather, 
PTe,ident.-No extraction goes- onP 
MT. GIa ••. ...:..In the hot weather, the elephantS rest. 
Prerident.-I take it that in the forests on the Toungoo and 'P~nmana 

.• ide there are no creeks. -......., 
MT. Glall.-There are Bome. 
Pruident.-<lan you float the logsP 
Mr. Glas,.-Yes, in certain districts. 
Pre8ident.-Does it pay you to rail them? 
Mr. Glas.t.-The streams are so smanthat the Hardwoods if. ra:unched 

:aingly could not be floated out. 
Prelident.-8o that you will alwaya have to raft themP 
Mr. GW8l.-1f we brought soft woods we could float them: otherwise not; 
Mr. Math-ialo-Have you any experienoe of plantingI' ' 
Mr. GIau.-No. 
Mr. Ma.th-ial.-It has ~one on a small scale reoently by Government. 
Mr. ow".-That is 80. 

MT. MathiG8.-YoTi. will simply depend on regeneration in the case' of 'y01U" 
,forests. '-, 
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Mr. Glass.-We merely cut down .the. trees markad by Government. They 
mark in a cycle. ' , 

Mr. Mathias.-When you have completed cutting in one forest, you go to 
another.. ":" , '., .. ' 

Mr. Glass.-We work in a cycle and in the case of a fifteen year lease ,we 
take 15 years to cover the whole field.' . -

Mr. Mathias.-You have a 15 year license. ' 
Mr. Glas8.-Yes. 
J[r~ Matlii~s.'::":'The area 'that is leased to you is divided into 15 coupes~, 

is that sol' 
Mr.:Glass.--,¥esj we work ove!, all our leased area in 15 years:, 
'Mr. Mathias.-You work one coupe a year, th~:idea being that at the end" 

of 15 years tl1e area will be ready for you to start again~ 
Mr. GlasB.-Yes. 
President.-15 years in the case of hardwoocls would be a short period. 

would it not P 
Mr. Glass.-It is a short period. 

Mr. Mathias.-Your recent leases exte,nd to 30 years, but the. cycle if< 
30 years. 

,Mr. ,GlaBs.-No, but the cycle 1 believe is now 30 years. Our'recent leases 
are some for 15, some for 10 years. There has been some reduction in the 
number of trees marked for extraction by Government. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do they have a provision of a minimum girth of trees to be 
felladP 

1fr. G/«ss.-Yes. We are felling Bardwoods down to 4r 6" ~reast high. 

Dr. Matthai.-Don't they mark all the trees which you. cut!' . 
Mr. Gla88.-:-,ln most areas they do. ' , . ' 

Rate of growth ill 80ft wood trees. 
President.-In these forests I take it there will be a ~onside:,:B.qle 'percent-

age of soft woods along with the hardwoods? ' .' ' 
Mr. Glas,.-Yes. 

President.-I suppose you have yonr own forest experts to~dviseyouP' 
Mr. Glass.-I have. 

President.-What I :;rant to know is' whether your flrm o'r'lany other firm' 
collect any data about the history of these various trees, that is how long they 
take to grow and things like that II ' 
. Mr. 'Glass:-No, we don't. 

President.-There is a suggestion that Government should come forward 
for planting trees, but nobody seems to .know with any' certainty as to how 
long a particular tree takes to grow. ' , 

Mr. Glass.-Some of them may take lip to ISO years to'grow to maturity, 
it is very difficulty' for me to say,but the softer woods grow mnch faster. 
Mr. Robertson should be able to give you more information on th& point. 

President.-I think he . gives 15' years as the period for the Bonmeza. 
Have you found Bonmeza ill your ~orestP 

Mr. Glass.-Not very much. 
Mr. Mathias.-Is it used for any other purposes than matchesP 

Mr: Glasl.-It is used to a small extent for packing 'cases. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-Are any of these soft woods used for'J;1ouse ,building at.alIP' 

Mr. Qlasl.-To a very small extent. 
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J..esidcnt.-We were told by one of the forest officers that-in these forests 
.. ou~ about. Pyinmana there are quite a number of species of soft wood. 

Air. Glasl.-That is so. I will give you a list of those which are commonly 
fOIlIl,d ill our forest.- . , ' 

Letpan (Bombuz Malabaric1l.m). 
Gwe (Spoodias Mangi/era). 
l);du IBombuz insigne). 
&1i.meza (Atbizzia stipulata). 
Thitpok(Tetrameles nu.di/!ora). 
Thitpyauk (Sapium insigne). 
Leza (Lagerstro'emia tomentosa). 

Presldent.-There are six varieties in your forest which are suitable for 
lIlatches? 

Mr. (}la8s.-Yes, at least. 
rre,ident.-I suppose these trees are scattered more (>r less? 
Mr. Glas,.-Very scattered. 
President.-Supposihg plantation was undertaken and, say, six or seven 

epecies which actually grow in the forest scattered were: selected, do. you ,think 
there will be any difficulty in their growing in clusters? 

Mr. GlaB8.-I don't think there should be much difficulty. 
PreBid8t1ot.-The point I am trying to drive at is that it has been suggested 

that trees may grow in one part of the forest hut may not grow in another. 
Mr. ·Glas8.-,-That is quite true; some trees prefer low land and some prefer 

high land. . 
President.-In the same forest area you find trees growing here and there 

all over the place and there does not seem to he any reason for its not growing 
in other placesP 

Mr. GlaaB.-Some of the forest areas ·are hilly and some are-lowlying. 
Some trees prefer high land while others prefer low land and the soil varies. 

PreBidenf.-If they select six or seven species which have actually grown 
in a partiCUlar forest you don't think there will be any insuperable difficulty 
in plantation? 

Mr. Gla88.-1 don't thinli: 80, from what I have heard of Government ex
periments, but concentration may lea4 to .an increase of .tree attacking pests. 

PreBidetlot.-1 take it that these trees, sawbya, gwe and soon, are ordi-
Ilarily not used for building purposes P 

Mr. Glas,.-No, they are IJOft. They are not durable. 
PreBident.":"'The forest people treat them'more as weeds?-
Mr. GlaBB.-Yes. ' 
President.-Even for fuel they would not he considered as good enough 

~ood because they won't give you much heat, isn't. that sol' 
Mr. Glass.-They might give heat but ,I don't think our trees could be cut 

for firewood at a marketable cpst and other woods would probably give better 
Cllhrific results. 

President."'-In the forest, I understand, they reserve certain quantities 
of wood for fuel purposes for the neighbouring population. These trees, I 
take it, would not ordinarily form part of the wood,' would it P . 

Mr. GlaB3.-I think such trees are too big to be turned into fuel. 1 think 
that there is a rule that only trees which are regarded as unmarketable are 
cut down for fuel. The forest department, I think, specify certain fuel areas 
and say that certain trees can he used as fuel. _ 

Pre.tident.-Do they enumerate the treesP 

Mr .. Glass.-No ... not in fuelreser:ves, so far as I. ,know. 

Dr. Matthai.-A fuel reserve is generally outside the reserve forest? 
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Mr. Ulass.-Yes. They consist usually of scrub jungle. I don't think 
firewood is cut for any valuable trees. 

Mr. Mathias.-Have they any system of passes for the extraction of fuel? 
If a villager wants to extract so much fuel wood he will get a pass for that, 
that is he will get so much free of royalty, is there any arrangement like 
that? 

Mr. Glass.-I think so. I think agriculturists in the district obtain fire
wood free. 

President.-In these areas what would be the average {lhal'ge for extrao
tion and taking it to the railhead or ,river head whatever it may bel' 

Mr. (Jlass.-I should think that the native contractors could extract logs 
from railside areas at Rs. 15 a ton, felling, dragging, floating or carting te) 
the railway, everything except royalty included. 

Prtsident;-What is the railway freight? 
Mr. Ulass.-Somewhere about Rs. 10 Pyinmana to Rangoon. 
President.-That makes Re. 25. 
Mr. Glass.-Then there is the 'royalty; loading on trucks Rs. ,2 I should 

take it that small contractors in accessible areas paying a royalty of Rs. 5-
should be' able to get the timber to Rangoon within Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 includ
ing a reasonable profit. 

C08t of planta~ion.8. 

President .. "-An estimate has been given by Mt4. Robertson-. for planting. 
In your case, of course, for the more expensivelllasses of wood, Govern
ment will take. as ,much as it reasonably can having regard to commercial con
ditions, but when Government undertakes plantation for a particular indus
try, then this is, what happens. Mr. Robertson has taken-

. . . Re. A. P. '", 

Planting charge per acre for seven years 10, 0 . 0 
'Supervision charge per acre "" 16. 0 0 
Compourid .interest for 15 years 10 0 0 

46 0 0 

"Fhen badng got thl/-t he wants royalty of Rs. 8-8-0' of which .Re. 2-8-0 is 
said to be the cost and,Rs. 6 is royalty, and he assumes that the 'yield per 
a~re would ·be 20 tons of timber, so that Government will get on an invest
u:ent of Rs. 46, Rs. 120. On 20 tons Goyernment will get'Rs. 2-8-0 for 
antllal C03t, ill addition to that it claims a royalty of Re. 6. That means 
Rs. 120 on one acre and that would go on for 15 years .. Do you consider that 
a fair return or do you consider it excessive? 

Mr. Glass.-I would not consider it excessive. When does he say you can 
cut ttie trees P " 

President.-In about 13 to 15 years Bonmeza will re~h 5 rt. girth~ How 
",ould you calculate this if you were plantingP Suppose you own an acre of 
land from which at the end of 15 years you get Rs. 120 j it would be considered 
a good investment if it is a paddy land, would it notP If you succeed it would 
be a regular business. Rs. 120 for 15 years, that means ·an average income of 
8 per cent. after having paid all your costs. That I think would"be a fair 
return for any capital P 

,Mr. Glass • ...,..yes, with security of tenure. 

Th. makinl/ of splints in II separate factoTy situated in thll forcst.· 

p,.esident.-It has been suggested that it may 'be convenient to make' th9-
splints in the forest area and then send them down to different parts of th& 
country. 

• Mr. Robertson does not recollect having mnde this estimate. 
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Mr. GlasB.-:That seems to me to be a good idea. 
Ptuident.-AB regards that you have got to consider ·two things, fil'Bt~ 

whether you' can keep the splints in sufficiently good condition before they
are dipped; they may dry up or may get bent. Of course, as regards foreign 
splints there is evidence that they get the splints out and dip them here. But 
110 far as Indian wood is concerned nobody knows as to how long it would 
keep because nobody has made any experiment yet. The other thing is would 
there be sufficient labour available ·for. this )dnd of work for a big factory
in the. forest areas? 

Mr. Glass.-Probably labour would have to be imported. 
President.-Of course, in the splint making· the veneers can be done by

machinery. They would require chiefly manual, labour. 
Mr. Glasl.-Ca~ you. give me some idea as to.what labour they· would. 

requirer 
President.-Some sort of skilled labour. 
Mr. Glasl.-How· many men would. be requiredP 
President.-I don't suppose they would .exceed 500 men. 
Mr. Glas8,-You would not get local labour on that scale. 
Pre8ident.:-Most o( them. I think will have to. be, Indians at that stage so. 

that there is the same problem as in any other industry. in Burma, whether 
it is a rice mill Or a timber mill or any other mill. . You. have got. these saw-
mills j' do you find any difficulty in getting Indian labour P . 

Mr. GZa8I1.-We do not find great difficulty, but iIi (hE> jungle there is always. 
the labour problem. 

Mr •. Mathias.-Would ·not there be considerable extra expense in' packing-
the splints anq sending them to the main 1actory?, '. 

, . Mr. Gla8,.-1 thinll: it would probably be chea.per' than having' the 'fog8; 
rafted or railed down. .' , . . '. 

President.-:It does seem to. be· a feasible proposition if done on a larg~ 
IlcaleP 

Mr. GZa8s.-Can you give me an idea of what is the 'measurement of match. 
wood obtained from a 50 ft. log P . . 

President.-I hav~ been trying .to find· out ,what .. the waste is but nobody
seems to know. What they say is this. that .out of,a ton of 50 Ilft. they make 
156 groBS of boxes, that is to say both'ven~~'an~s~lint; but that d~not 
give us any idea of what that means. . . . '. 

Mr. Glas8.-One way to get at it wouidbeto measure the 165 grOBB box~ 
and then take the cubic contents. '. 

President.-I suggested to them that the simplest way wo~ld be to get the 
weight .. It is very difficult to get the measurement of splInts j 50 cft .. of" 
wood may be very much more compressed than ~oxes. 'The only oth~r thlDg 
that I could think of, was to get them to, weIgh ,the log and weIgh; the 
splints. Until that is done it is very.4ifficu~t to say whaldt is really., 

Mr. Gla8l.-You will have to· make a calculation Buchas ,that·to g.et at, 
the wastage. ~ 

P'I'6.ident.-1 told thli applicants to give me Bome of these figures. 

Mr. Gla".-I presume you told them to take the weight of the log ~lsoP' 
Pruident.-Yes. It will have to be' on a fairly I,!rge BCl1;le;. unless it b. 

done right through by machinery on a 'mass production baSIS It would flOt. 
pay at all. 

Mr. GlaSl.-That is BO. 
President.-Until that is done, it is very difficult to say whether it is really 

advantageous. 
Mr. GZa8 •. -you will require to make calculations as to that on a similar· 

basis. 
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P,·esident.-I have told some of the applicants to give me those figures. U 
will have to be ona fairly large basis. Unless it is done rigb,t through on a 
mass ·production. basis, it won't pay at all. 

Mr. GlasB.'-Quite s6~ 

Exportation of match wood to Ilidia. 

Mr., IIlathias.-In the circumstanceS of the timber trade, would it be 
feasible for big firms' such as yours to extract match wood on a large scale 
and export to India? 

Mr. Glass.-I don't think so. 
Mr. Mathias.-Owing to the difficulty of keeping wood fresh. 
Mr. G!ass.-Yes and also to the high cost of extraction. 
Mr. Mathias.-Roughly per ton what would be considered sufficient to cover 

the cost of extraction? . 
Mr. Glass.-We could deliver. the logs in Rangoon at Rs. 46. 
Mr. Mathias.-'-And in Calcutta what will it beP 
Mr. Glass.-It depends on what is charged for freight to take logs across.* 
Presid8nt . ...;....Even then supposing it is Rs. 70 in Calcutta it would be so 

very difficult to arrange fresh . wood that unless you accept petty contractors 
it would not be ·worth ;your while to take up extraction on a large scale for 
export. ". 

Mr. Glass.-I don't think we can, considering market prioes. 

Dr. Matthai.-If, for example, the total demand from India on Burma 
comes to 100,000 tons, is it likely to make the business worth whileP 

Mr. (}lass.-It would, if they offered us a price to cover our'cost of extrac-
tion and a reasonable. profit. I 

Dr. Matthai.-As regards Toungoo and Pyinmana Division, where do you 
think that the splint factory ought to be supposing we found that these 
Iorests had a reasonable supply of these woods? 

Mr. Glas6.-I should say somewhere on the railway line. 
Dr. Matthai.-Somewhere between Toungoo and Pyinmana. . 
Mr. (}lass • ...!....yes, or wherever else the Government conSidered suitable. 
President.-What would. be the longest distance, the logs would have to 

go from the forest? Would it be 20 miles? . • 
Mr. Glass.-The people working small concessions would probably be 4 to 5 

miles from the railway line. When you want a big quantity like 100,000 tons 
.. year these sources are soon exhausted. 

Presi(lent.~vernment have not constructed any railways in the forest. 
Mr. Glass.-Not to my knowledge. 

President.-How do you run your railway system P Does it go' right 
through or how do ~ou bring it to the railway line P 

Mr. Glass.-Logs are brought to our railway by means of buffaloes and 
.our line runs from forest to Mill. 

President.-Then fol' what distance would they have to be dragged P 
Mr. (}lasl.-Up to 2 miles. 
President.-You have got feeder lines. 
Mr .. (}lass.-Yes. 
President.-You just put the feeder lines as you go along. 
Mr. (}lass.-Yes. 
President.-It is not· such a big proposition as to make it remunerative 

for any man to build his own railway in the forest. 

• Vide Statement. dated the 24t.h March, 1927. 
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. Mr. Gla.9 •. -Laying a. railway is a very expensive b)lsiness. The prire 
obtainable for Burma match woods is low yet they can apt)lally import .)Vood 
from Sweden,. . . . . 

Mr. Mathias:-But the Swedish cost ie its. '120. 
,.[ r. Glass;--You are talking about splints. 
Mr. Mathias.-No, i.Jl .,he log. 
Pr6lident.-At present 'they get their log to the factory at RB. 35 to 

Its. 40, whereas the foreign log is about Rs. 150. 

Mr, G!as •• -The' ft..eight on round timber is much greater than on con· 
verted timber. We can get our supplies of foreign wood cut to candle boX' 
size, very much, cheaper than that c,i.f. Rangoon. . 

President.-Where does it come from? 
Mr. Gloss.-From Sweden. It seems to me a very high figure for such 

logs: 
Mr. Mathia.,-What kind of wood do you importP 
Mr. Gla88.-Pine. 
Mr. Mathia •. -ForwhatP 
Mr. G!as,.-For candle boxes. 
Dr. Matthai.-Can you ·tell me what is the freight" on timber from here 

to Bombay? 
·Mr. GlalS.-RB. 22-8-0 per ton at the moment. 
Pre,ident.-I suppose you export your wood to all parts 'of India, Calcutta. 

Bombay and Madras. Could you give us freight rates· afterwards?· 
Mr. Glasa.-Yes, freight rates to the principal Indian. ports. 
Mr. Mathia8.~If 3'ou could get say 'about RB. 10' a ton for these match. 

woods in Bombay and Calcutta, it would be a good proposition if the' freight 
is only Re. 22~ to Bombay. 

Mr, G!as •. -That is on converted timber. It would be very much more 
for logs.' . . • ..' . . 

Pre,ident.-What you want to know is the freight on round logs. 
Mr. Gla8S.-'-Yes~ I shall Bupply~ 
Pre8ident.-Your' firm does 'not do any business ~~, ma~es. 
Mr. Gla.9s.-No. 
l'Te8ident.-Which·is the principal fum that does' it? Binning & ,Co. 

ased to do before. . , 
Mr. Glaia.;....1 can~~t tell you: 
Pre8ident.-We have asked the Chamber of Commerce to come and give 

evidence. We have not heard from them .. I think they would be able to 
give UII information: on that point. '.' 

Mr. Glas8.-1 should think so. 

E3:tTaction. 

President.-Do you know Paunglin and Mahuya reserves? 
Mr. G!ass.-I don't know them. 
President.-Are they in Insein Division? 
Mr. G!asa.-Yes, I believe BO. 

President.-We were told that in forests like Okkan and Tharrawaddy 
there are creeks running right through and' the longest distance they would 
have to drag the logs ·before getting to water would be a mile or 110. Ie that 
your experience as regards some of these forestsP. Are there forests like 
that? 

Mr. Gla.9 •. -Yell. 
President.-These people say that they.manage to. get it through. the 

__ ftll .... _ ",, __ lr. ;ft+.n f.nA }"10'0',,,. a+'l"AAft'I nn"';n,.. +.'h,a, .• A~ .... a 
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,> Mi'. (}lass.-Mr. Robertson will perhaps be able to tell you more about it. 
1 have little experience. ' , 

Pr6sident.-I take it the harder woods can remain in water longer Witll-
-out being spoiled. . ' , 

Mr. Glass.-Yes, by their very nature. 
President.-The softer woods however rot very quickly. 
Mr. Gla.'l.-Yes. 
l're,~ident.-Is it due to the insects 'or is it due to the fibreP 
Mr. Glass.-Partly due to insects and partly due to the very ~erishable 

'nature of the timbers; 
President.-Do you apply anything to prevent the wood' from drying? 

Mr. Glass.-No. 
President.-We were told that there was some application which would 

.prevent the logs from being dried up. 
Mr. Glas8.-I don't know of any. 
Mr. Matllias.-So that the sap does not get evaporated. 
Mr. Glass.-I have not seen it done. 
president.-When you apply for a concession, you have to tender. 
Mr. ma~3.-Yes, 
President.-Have you found that it is a very satisfactory method of 

::securing a concession P 
Mr. Glass.,--It seems· to me to be the only fair way. 

President.-Would it ,be possible for the Government supposing they went 
in for plantation to have a, flat rate for particular species of woodP Of 

-course, there may be a charge of favouritism levelled against Government. 
Mr. Glass.-I think BO. 

Pre8ident.~It is a very ~mmon complaint. and for that reason you Bug
:,gest that the tender system is the best. 

Mr. Gla.tS.-It seems to me to be the only fair method looking into pre
sent conditions. The Government, however, do not bind themselves to accept 

-the highest or any tender. ' . 

President.-Sometimes they refuse the highest tender. 
Mr. Glass.-Yes. 
President.-Mr. AdaUljee offered to pay a royalty of Rs. 12-8-0 whioh was 

-neVIlT done before. ' -
Mr. Glass.-It does seem a high rate. 
President.-Rs. 5 to Rs. 6 would be considered a fair rate for that ~rt of 

··wood. 
Mr. Gla8s.-The farthel' you get into the forests your charges for trans

,port become more costly. 
President.-In floating logs is there a scramble due to the different' con

tractors working the small streams? 
Mr. Glass.-I should not think 80. The logs are all marked. 
President.-But in the narrower streams'supposing you were extracting 

on a large scale and another small man comes there, cuts a tree and floats 
·the sameP 

Mr. Glasso-There would be difficulties. ' 
President.-Have cases arisen like thatP 
Mr. Glass.-Not so far as I know. 

President.-We were told here that in these forests, if two or three men 
were extracting. then it may happen that one man blockEl the 

'streams altogether and another man may not get a chance for mont!!! 
. together. '" 



Mr. Gia81.-That is the difficulty in the case of small streams. ,If you put .11 more timber than the stream can Boat out, there would be difficulties. 
Dr. Matthai.-Wood like.teakwood takes up a lot of space. 
Mr. Gla8l.-owy when it reaches, and is rafted in ,the main stream. 
Dr. Matlllai.-I mean the rafting arrangements. ' 
Whl'n it [Ol'S to the mai~ stream, rafting would be twice as big. as the 

.ood itself. ' 

,Mr. Gla8l.'-:Lese space is taken up by teak than other Hardwoods ,such, 
as Eng or Pyinkado when rafted. 

President.-Do the logs Boat by themselves? Do they have to take care 
.(If themselves? ,. 

Mr.GIaS8.-The elephants go down the small streams, break 'up dykes 
.and push stranded· logs back into the stream. ' 

Mr. Mathia8.-Ho~ lo~g does it take for the soft woods toroij in'wat.er'l' 
Mr. GIa88.-1 have no experience. Mr. Robertson will probably be able 

to give you some information; I know that loge deteriorate very rapidly in 
the dry forests. 

Supervi8ion by the Forest Department. 

Pr.[t8ident.-Are the conditions in the forest concessions ·ree.sonably en. 
forced or is there any trouble as regards penalties, etc. ?What is your 
-experience I' 

Mr. Gio".-I think Government are very reasonable. Everything is done 
in a businesslike manner. ' ' 

Pruid6ftt.-Do you experience any. great delay In thl!lGovernment Officers 
measuring ,the timber I' 

Mr. 'GIa".-No.' 
President._You generally get it done at the proper :time. 
Mr. Gla88.-Yes. 
Prerident.-In this class of wood if there is any long delay it would be pre

judicial whereas in your case it would not be so. What is your experience I' 
Do you generally get the man for measuring P 

.Mr. 'Glass.-Yes.' ' , 
Pr68ident.-There 'is no delay at the measuri~g station? 
Mr. GIa8s.-No. ' 

, , 

President.-Is it your l'xperience here· that, sOmetimes a man gets a con. 
tract from Government and transfers it to somebody else P , 

Mr. GIa88.-Some contracts provide for this and some don't. You cannot 
transfer your rights without the permission of Government. 

PreBident.-Have YQU come acrose any case where a Burman who goes and 
gets a concession which he is unable to work transfers it to you or somebody 
else!' 

Mr. Giass.-I have not heard of any. 
President.-Do Government raise any difficulty as regards transfersP 
Mr. Glass.-I don't know. I have no experience. 
Pr6sident.-You say that in some contracts they don't put in that condi. 

tion as regsrds transfer. 
Mr. GIa88.-I think it is possibly put in all the contracts. 
Pruid6nt.-In your case the question may not arise. 
Mr. GIa8B.-Possibly not. 
President.-What I wish to know is bave you actually purchased any 

rights from any other licl'nseel' 
Mr. GlaS8.-Yes. 
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President.-Then you have taken the consent of the Government. 
Mr. Glass.~Yes. 
President',--:Do Government make enquiries or is it a formal matter? 
Mr. Glass;-It is not a. formal matter. 
President.-What sort of enquiries do they make? 
Mr. G/ass:-I don't know. ' 

, President.-In this enquiry that is rather a point of importance as to 
whether any third party can really work the forest taken in the name of 
another person altogether. That is why I am asking you whether the Gov
ernment can ,really get at the real person working the fores,t apart from the 
name of the man in' whose name the concession is taken. 

,Mr. Glass.,-They .are bound to know the man working. , 
Mr. Math-ias.-What is to prevent a man from taking a coupe in his own 

name and apparently working it for somebody else? Government would not 
be able to ascertain that the contract has been transferred, because the con-
tract would remain in the man's name. , 

, Mr. (}!ass.-Once a lessee pays his royalty Government have no further 
claim on the tlmbi-r and the lessee can do what he likes with his logs. 

President.-The royalty is paid after extraction. 
Mr. Gla88.-It is ordinarily on hardwoods paid at the stump. 
President.-It has to be measured. ' 
Mr. Glau.-Yes. 
President.-That would be done at the measuring station. 
Mr. Glass~-It is done at the stump also. ! .. 

Mr. ,Math-ias.-So long as the contractor remains responsible to Govern. 
ment for the payment of royalty, that is all that Government look to. 

Mr. Glass.-Government merely says that the royalty must be paid. 
After payment, they have no control over the disposal of the timber. 

President.-You don't purchase any timber from other contractors? 
Mr. G/ass.-Yes, we do. 
Piesiden(-Are they usually 'reliable as 'regards supplies i' 
Mr. G/ass.':":'They might be better at'times. " ' , 
Pr6sident.-In this case, the industry has to depend on contractors. It 

is a point. of I?,Teat importance whether they are able to supply wood. Have 
you found much difficulty i' ,..,. , 

Mr. G/ass.-There is always difficulty. 
President.-ls it dUe to .difficulty in delay or whati' 
Mr. Glass.-Chiefiy delay in delivery. 
Pr6sident.-These 'are ordinarily Burmese contractors, I take it. 
Mr. Glass.-Yea. ' 
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-Sulphur i Bombay match work. ". '" .. , .. 1 9 0 
to 

110 0 
Sulphur i Andheri Match Company . , ... ... ... . .. . .. 1 7 0 

to 
1 9 0 

- Wutage. 
t ¥rom .Indian wood, 
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Affida,vit submitted to the Boa1'd by Mr. Lallubhai Chunilal, Manager 0/ the 

firm,oJ ,(ibd.oolalli Ebrahim, Matcheswal/a, Bombay. 
I,t La!lubhai 'Chunilal" Manager of the firm of Abdoolalli Ebrahim, 

MatcheswVolla, hereby solemnly declare as under:---" , ' 
1~ T~at I had the following cortversation with Mr. 'Bierman' of the Swedish 

Match mterests through his interpreter, in regard to the proposed estll blish
ment- of the Bombay Match Works at Kurla . 

. 2< We were selling Agents of Swedish Matches, their main import agents 
bemg for a long time Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell & Co., Ltd., Bombay. 
In t~e year 1923 Mr. Bierman sent forme. After some conversation in 
connfction with the.liales of Swedish matches Mr. Bierman expressed a desire 
to. m~e~ all. the partners i~ the firm of Abdoolalli Ebrahim and in accordance 
wlth hlS wlshes the followmg gentlemen saw Mr. Bierman, at the office of the 
West~rn India Makh Manufacturing Company- _ 

, 1. Mr. IsmailjiAbd~olal1y. ' , 
, 2. Mr. Goolamhussain Ebrahim. 

3. Mr. Tyebally, Ebrahim~ 
, 4. Mr. Barilal Mansukh; 

3. :Mr. Bierman inquired if it was a fact that we were going to j;tart a 
Match Factory v.t Kurla: I replied in the affirmative and added that the 
mach.inery for same had, ah'eadybeen ordered and sh!pped from Japan and 
expeits were also already OD the way to superintend the erection and wprking 
of the factory. Mr. Bierman then said that as we were his then selling 
agents of Swedish matches and if we also started to manufacture match~ 
how could we continue to be his selling agents. To this I replied that :'owing 
to Swedish makers having departed from the past policy of supplying matchel!; 
on indents and having started to ('ompete with the indentors by carrying 
stockS in Bombay and selling locally to our customers, we were compelled to. 
take to the business of manufacturing matches. Upon this' Mr. Bierman 
stated that his home fr,iends have also decided to erect match factories ill 
Indii\ and that against their machinery and capital nobody will be able to' 
hold !out and that if necessary they would be prepared to' undersell' an,d 
saci''i~ce a hundred thousand Pounds iB, order to maintain a hold on this, 
indu"ltry, in India and asked me whether we were prepared to lose and: stand 
in cqinpetition with him. ", , I ' _ 

4.i Mr. Bierman alsQ added that as we bad ,been seJIing' his matche~ since
half ~ ('entury he entertained friendly feelings towards us and he warned 
us 89 a friend to desist from _the venture and stated thltt he_ was -prepared-, 
to make gQod to us any loss that 'we ~ay suffer owing to our aban4Qning 
the !/cheme. To this, we replied that matters had gone too far for Ius tQ 
withdraw and that we could not ('omply with his request. Upon t~s the
m('et~g broke up. Iri'1924 all of us were again im-ited by Mr. Bierman to< 
!.-ae him when he told us ,that inspite of the friendly advice given by him 
to us we had embarked on setting up a mat('h factory and that was not 
good 4 His principals had also erected faetories> in India and that he wished 
us tOj avoid bE'ing swept off b~' competition from his fa('tory and he suggested 
to turn our fadory into a Limited Company in which they should: have 
8har~ so that both' factories could thEm wQrk hand in hand without Nmpet
ing ~ainst ea(·h other. I said I would give ,hi!ll a rep!y after consult!ng 
othel) partners of the KUl'la Works, and t"e meetmg tern~lIlated and nothmg 
furthl'r canie out "from -Mr. Bierman's proposal. SometImes later onl when 
agaiti I was asked by Mr. Bierman when I went to the office in course of 
my regular business I informed him that the proposal wa~ not suitnble'to us 
and ~here the matter ha's endj!d. ' 

5': I am informed that Swedish Company has a very large ('apital jllld if 
they ~mdel'Sell their "gQods in Tndia the slllall factorieS' which are now put up 
in TrW.ia will be ruined and wiped off. I suggest thllt some steps should be 
take Ii to protect" snlan factories, otherwise re,ult~ whic~, have followed in 
Amel\i('a on a(,COImt oLbig trusts will take place m IndIa. 

6.: The above ..,tatenlt'nt is true to the best of my knowledge and ~infor-
m~~. " ' . 
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B.-oBAL. 

Oral evidence of Messrs. LALLUBHAI CHUNILAL and HARILAL 
MAHASUKH, representing Messrs. Abdulali Ibrahim,·· Mr .. 

PURSHOTAMDAS HUJA'BHAI,representiDg M£ssrs. 
. AbdulaUy ShaikhAda~ and Mr. LAUUBHAI 

JAlCll.U,lD SHAH, recorded at Bombay 
. on Friday, the 9th December, 1927. 

INTRODUOTORY. 

President.-We are very much indebted to you, gentlemen, for coming 
'to help us in this enquiry. Your evidence will be very valuable tollS as 
Tegards prices and the method of distribution of matches. in the marke~. Is 
'there any association of dealers in matches? . . . 

Mr. Lallubhai.-No. 
Presidwt.-Are all these firms that you represent" vel'y old firms? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-My firm is 45 years old. 
Mr. ·Purshotamdas.-My firm is established for the last 40 years. 
Mr. Jaichand.-My firm is of two years standing. 
President.-I suppose you imported matches both from Japan lind 

:Sweden? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
President.-Are you doing much import business at present? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-No. 
Mr. Purshotamdas.-We are importing some from Czechoslovakia. 
President.-'-Do you do much business? 
M·r; Purshotamdas.-Not v4lry much. I also export mat~hes to Africa . 

. President.-Do you get cheaper matches from. Czechoslovakia than from 
Sweden? . '.. 

Mr. Purshotalndas.-Prices are the same. 
Pruident.-Is there any wQrking arrangement between Czechoslovakia, and 

Sweden? 
Mr. Pu~'hotalllda8.-They have both ~ombined .. 
President.-Is there .any special·reason why you import. from Czecho

elovakia now? 
Mr. Purshotamdas.-Because we cannot get any matches frOllll Sweden. ' 
Mr. Lallubhai.-They have stopped direct' sales to' Indian buyers . from 

.. 1922 because they have got their own sales organization here. They. send 
(lonsignments direct. In the beginning for 6 or 8 months the Swedish Match 
Company did not supply goods to us and they made arrangements with qther 
firms to outbid Japanese goods. . '. 

Dr. Matthai.-Does it mean' this, that since 1923 nime of you have had 
any dealings in Swedish imported matches? . 

Mr. LaUubhai.-From the end of 1922 they made' arrangements with 
Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell and Company to import direct.' . 

Presidellt.-Do you deal in Swedish matches through Messrs. Forbes, 
"Forbes, Campbell and Company since then? .. 

MI'. Lallu./J/oai.-owing to some dispute we have stopped business with 
~hat firm. We now sell Indian matches pnly. 

Presidellt:-Do all of you deal only in Indian made matches? 
Mr. Purshotamdas .• -Yes. . 
Mr. 1IIathias.-Do you deal in mILtches made by the Bombay Matcb 

Works only or d() you deal in matches manufactured· by other firms too' 
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Mr. Lallubhai.-We deal in matches manufactured by almost all the fac
tories. 

Dr. Matthai.-Can I get a rough idea of the total turnover in matches 
represented by you P , . 

Mr<. LaZlubhai.-30 to 40, thousand 'cases, 
Mr. PUl·shotamdas.~20,oOO to 25,000 cases of 50 and 1,000 gross both. 
Mr. ·Mathtas.-Bowmany Mand how many 100 grosS cases? . 
Mr. Lallubhai.-We have not estimated that.:-· " ' 
Mr. Jaichand.-'-9,00010 '10,000 cases an~ually of 100 gross each. 
Dr. Matthai.-Arethengures that you ·have just' given us pre-war or

present figures? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Present figures. 

. President.-Do these figllres represent all the Coal manufacture excluding. 
the Swedish Match Company? . ' 

Mr. LaZlubhai.~Yes. We herewith give figures of our. sales for last feW' 
years. 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 

Cases. 
28,000 
22,000. 
19,000 
24,000 
22,000 
20,000 
28,000 
20,000 

Presidellt.-I suppose from 1924 to 1926 almost all of these would be the-
products of Indinll factories?' . 

Mr. Lallubhai.-In 1922 the agency forSwedi~h imported matches W88-

stopped for 6 to 8 months. At the end of that year a new- agency W88-

formed with Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell and Company in addition too 
the three agents they already had. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you import direct from CzechoslovakiaP 
Mr. Purshotamda8'.-;-We.import through Messrs. Volkert Bros. 
Mr. Lallubhai.-In 1922 they stopped the agency for 6 to 8 months; at 

the end of that year we two joined Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell and 
Company as agents and from April 1926 we became sole agents and in
December 1926 we had a dispute. 

President.-What sort of disputeP 
Mr. Lallubhai.-The arrangement was that they should not sell any goods. 

to outsiders. Then they sold some to J amnagar. 

President.-You mean for transhipment to J amnagar? 
Mr. LaZlubhai.-Yes. Then we came to know of this a.nd we asked them 

why they transhipped these to Jamnagar. They first of all denied that· 
they had done that and when we gave proof that they had done so they said 
II as you could not sell our goods we had to sell these ourselves for tranship
ment to Jamnagar." Then we replied that "as you have infringed the
agency arrangements we won't purchase any more of your goods unless Y011 
conform to the arrangements". Then correspondence ensued in connection 

.with thiil dispute. 
President.-In the meanwhile they had purchased factories in Norway, 

they had come to arrangement with Czechoslovakia and they had also
acquired an interest in Japan and consequently they did not wish to do any 
further business with you; their object had been served. Was that the
positionP 
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llr. Lallubhai.-As their object was served they stopped doing busine~ 
with UB. The quarrel was, going on for a long time and we said that unless. 
this dispute was settled we would not purchase any goods from them. Mr. 
Fox, the Manager of Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell ,and Company, said 
what we said was true' but that they were not going, to allow anybody to 
interfere in the matter. That was their last answer. They had obtained all 
the information that was necessary as to their customers and the selling 
market outside Bombay. They found out what dealers we were dealing 
with upcountry and they also understood the methods we employed in distri
buting the gQOds all over the country and afterwards they did not think it. 
necessary to employ us. Messrs. Forbes, ,Forbes, Campbell made direct 
agencies upcountry and began selling direct. 1, may add, that the head of' 
the sales department of Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell, and Company is 
a Swede. . 

Preside'/I,t.-Do you mean to say that the staff of tJiis ,company are all 
Swedish? 

Mr. Lallubhai:-The head of' the S~les ))epartment has c(!me from. 
Sweden. ' , 

President.-Is he a servant of the Swedish Match Company? 

Mr. I..allubhai.-Yes. The man in charge of the sales is a Swede and is It 

servant of, the Swedish Match Company. Messrs. Forbes, Forbes; Campbell 
and Company merely take the commission. Another manager has now come 
from Sweden. The man who was originally at Messrs. ,Forbes' is, noW' 
working in the Western India Match Company i1-ndthe m!tll who has ta1!:en 
his place is also a Swede. ' , ' 

Mr., JIathias . .,....Is,he p,aid by Messrs. Forbes" Forbes,' Ca~pbell, and Com
,pany? 

Mr. Lallubb,ai . .,-Though the appointment is ,made by Messrs. Forbes, 
actually the money comes from the Swedish Match Company, as far as' 1 
know. 

Dr. Matt'hai.~As 'far as Messrs. Forbes are 'concerned, at preseiltthey 
do not work through any local dealers? ' 

Mr. L:mubhai.-Yes.Messrs: Forbes' s~li goods to an association of 8-firms. ' ' ' , ' ' , 

])~. Matthai.~Do you mean aSsociation of,aloca] dealers? 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. Originally the association was organized by 'us but 
when we withdrew ,this association of 8 dealers began working for them; 

Dr. Matthai.-Formerly, I ta~ it, all of you were members of th~ 
association of dealers? . 

Mr. Lallubhai.-This is an association of retail dealers. Ours was an 
association of wholesale dealers. ' 

President.-You were given the sole agency during this period by Messr8., 
Forbes? 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
President.-Did you employ these 8 Bub-agents? 

Mr. Lalhtbhai.-These ,people formed an association of 8 retail dealers. 

President.-When you had this dispute with Messrs. 'Forbes your arrange-
ments with them terminated? " ' 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
President.-Then when the arrangement was 'terminated Messrs. Forb~ 

continued to employ the same a retail dealers to do the business; is that. 
correctP 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
President.-These 8 agents can only sell Ambarnaih and Swedish goods!" 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
President.-Who are these a men? Can you give us their names? 
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Mr. ~allulJhai.~~hey are :~Valley Suleman, Ramjee Ahmed, Hassanally 
Kas,:m~~l; K. EbrahIm Kurwa, Alibhoy Virji, Esmalji Tyebally, Cumrudin 
JIaklmll"and Fazal Peermahomed. 

·Dr. Matthai.-Are they the biggest retail dealers in the -Bombay city? 
Mr. LaUubhai.-Yes . 

. 1Ilarketing arrangements. 
President.-,-Just explain to us the system of working you tllnployed when 

,ou were 801e agents. Did you. buy the whole production -of the Western 
India Company and also all the imports from Sweden at certain rates or 
under what arrangement did you get the matches to sell? Were you merel, 
eommission agents? . 

Mr. Laliubhai.-We were only commission agents. 
President.-What was the commission? 
Mr. Lallitbhai.-l anna per gross, for the first six months-and we had to 

pay a rebate to the retailers; then it was raised to Ii annas out of which we 
had to refund a rebate to the retail dealers. -

President.--Out of that did you have to pay any commission to your sub. 
.agents? 

Mr. LUI1£bhai.-Yes. 
President.-You sold tile goodlif at fixed prices? 
Mr. LaU1£bhai.-Yes. What we did was this. First. of all they gav& 

the goods to us at a fixed price but there was a sort of undercutting amongst 
the retailers as regards prices and they did not pay sufficient attention to 
the $ale of goods as "to the amount of profit they could make. We then came 
to this arrangement;. supposing the price of Swedish matches was Rs. 1-8-0 
we would sell ·them at Rs. 1-9-0 and they were expected to sell at that 
price -and that one anns extra· was kept in a separate' credit account and 
periodically this excess o~ one anna was distributed in certain shares among 
these 8 dealers according to the .sales effected by them-one man getting 10 
per cent .• "D~er man 15 per cent. and another 5 per cent. and so on as 
the cast Alight be according to the quota. Each dealer was of course entiiled 
to the packing case, so that whatever extra profit he made came out of 
the packing case. If he sold 100 cases he got his own profit of Rs. 4 per 
packing case ot whatever if might be and that went to his pocket, but as 
regards the one anna. per 100 cases that went into the pool. We first got 
one anna and Ii anna ·~ater on u.s commission; on top of that we added one 
anna which represented the price of the retail dealers and that was pooled 
among the retail dealers and was distributed to these people by' us. 

Dr. lIlatthai.-The idea is that instead of competing amongst yourselveS 
as .dealers it was arranged to sell at a fixed price of Rs. 1~9-0 and then 
one anna out of this Rs. 1-9-0 went into the credit fund which was distribut
ed according to the proportion of sales done by each dealer and on top ~f 
that one anna the retail dealer got the price of the ease. . 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
Pre.idcllt.-In . -the case of the larger packing case' they got about 

Re. 4-8-0 and for the smaller case for half size about Rs. 2, is that correct? 
Mr. Lallllbhai.-Yes. 
Pre.ooellt.-Did you see to' it that they did not cut the price? 
lIlr. Lallll-bhai.-Sonletimes they did but onl~' on rare occasions. We 

were able to check the price more or less. 
lIlr. lIlathias.-Supposing they cut the price would you refuse to supply 

them? 
Mr. Eullubhai.-Yes. 
Preside1lt.-This arr-angement went on till the beginning of this year 

practically P 
lIfr. Lallul)ha.i.-Our arrangement with them termiJiated about })ecember 

1926. 
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Pruident.-And now they themselves are working under the same arrange-
ment, are they?' ' 

Mr. Lallubhai.-They pay cash to Messrs.;Forbeli, Forbes, Campbell and 
Company and . .huy goods according to their requirements. 

President.-In your time you sometimes gave them goods on credit? 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes we used to give credit to the retailers but MEl$Srs. 
Forbes do not allow ti)at. 

Prfsident.-What sort of credit did you' givetIiem? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-From 15 days to 6 weeks credit. 
President.-Messrs. Forbes do not allow any credit to the retailers? 
Mr. Lallubhai.---'No. 
Presidtnt.-But they are also under agreement not to sell any other 

matches except Ambarnath 'and Swedish? ". -
Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. In our time we allowed them to sell Kurla matches. 
Dr. Matthai . ....:..You have your own ret~il dealers now to' ,~ell your 

matches? 
MI'. ·Lallubhai.-Yes. 
Pruident.-When you were acting as 80le 'agents for Forbes, between the 

two of youw.hat was the total business done? Would it be right to .say 
that it would be 50,000 cases a year between two of you? 

Mr. Lallubhai.-52,000 cases in 8 months.· 
Preswent.-Did you get the same commission for fuJI size and half size 

or did the commission vary? . 
Mr. Lallubhai.-At first they were' paying us one anna for the' half 'size 

and 1 anna 6 pies for the t and full size but afterwards 1 anna 6 pies, was 
made the uniform rate for both sizes. 

Dr. Matthai.-That was before the war? 
Mr. Lalll£bhai.-No, in 1926. 
Dr. Mattltai.-8ince the war you have not sold full size in Bombay, 'hav~ 

you? , ' 
Mr. Lallubhai.-No, except in sulphurs. 
President.-Your commission was It annasand you gave them one anna 

and 9 pies for the case; that is about 3 annas 3 pies would be the commission 
that they ha.d to pay before the goods passed: on ,to the retailer. Now of 
course they save the Il aunas that they were paying you. 

Mr. I..allubhai.-Yes. 
P1'fsident . .......{)n top of that there must be Forbes' commission whatever it 

may be? 
Mr. I.,a,lh,f,hai.-Yes. 

, Presidenf.-Who bkes from these retailers . 
• 'lfr. LaUubhai.-Panbiriwalas and smaller dealers. Then again ':these 

retail sgents have got their own shops. They 'are a sort of 'oilman stores. 
They sell matches along with other goods. f·: 

Pruident.-Will they seIl even a dozen?' 
Mr. LaUllbhai;-Yes. but /!:enerally they' sell' by the 'gross. 
Pre&ident.-They sell at the price fixed by th~ Swe~i~IiM'atch, Company? 
Mr. IAl1ul)hai,-Yes. . 
Pre&ident.-Then the panwala may sell at any price he likes P 
Mr. Lalluhhai . ..!.-Yes: I,· 

Preside".f .-There is no ('ontrol, of prices after the matches leave' the 
retailer's shops? 

Mr. Lalh,bhai.-No. .' 
, Prcsident.-Is it true that one box in the bazar ~ sold ordinarily a,t one 

pice? ' 
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Mr. Lallubhai.-Swedish matches are sold at' 4 pies' and. Indian made 
boxes at 3 pies; that is half size, and ! size Swedish is sold at 6 pies. Full 
'IIize is not sold in' the Bombay.market. 

President.-Is the I size that is sold at half an anna of Swedish manu-
factureP 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
President.-The imported half size is sold at 41 pies, 
Mr. Lallubhai.-2 boxes for 3 pice. 
President.-How much is the Indian made box sold at? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Qne pice each. 
President.-How inuch is sold by the box in Bombay. 
Mr. Lallubhai.-20 to 25 per cent .. would be sold by the box. 
Mr. Mathias.-Do they sell 3 of these boxes for half an anna (shows a 

Santa Cruz brand)? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-That is sold. at one pice each or three for half an anna. 
President.-What is the price per dozen now? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-2 annas a dozen for Indian matches. There are about 

600 hawkers in the town who sell by the dozen. 
'Dr. Matthai.-Do you 'mean people who hawk matches about? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
President.-At what price do. they buy from the dealers? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Rs. 1-4-0 per gross and they sell at 2annas a dozen or 

they might sell at one pice each. 
Dr. Matthai.-Taking your own experience, as far as the Bombay city 

market is concerned the consumer gets the bulk of his supplies direct from 
these retail general merchants, is that right P 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes, ,from these retail dealers generally. 

Mr. Mathias.-You say of the total sale about 25 per cent, is sold either 
in single boxes or at; less than a dozen; of that 25 per cent. how much would 
be sold in single boxes only, that is one box for one pice and not 3 boxes 
for half an anna? 

Mr. Lallubhai.-15 per cent. at one pice a box and the remaining 10 per 
cent. at 2 pice for 3 boxes. 

Dr. Matthai.-"-Supposing I go to one of these biriwalas and ask for a single 
box and ask for three .boxes, do I get at the same rate or do I get a 
favourable rate if I ask for 3 boxes at a time? . 

Mr. Lallubhai.-The,panwala will sell at one pice each whether you take 
three boxes or one. 

Dr. Matthai.-I take it that the position as far as the biriwalas are 
concerned is that they account for 25 per cent. of the sales of matches in 
the city? 

Mr. laiehand.-50 to 60 per cent. is sold by the half gross. 
Dr. Matthai.-What I want to know is if you to make a rough estimate 

of the total sales done by the general merchants and the total sales done by 
the biriwalas, would it be right to say that the total sales by the biriwalas 
is about 25 per cent. of the total sales in the city? 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Tbe pan and biriwalas will sell only 6 or 7 per cent. 
and the major portion of the salea will. be effected by the hawkers. 

Dr'. Matthai.-Can you tell me roughly what is the percentage? 

Mr. Lllnubhai.-The totsl sales by panwalas and hawkers will come to 20 
per cent. The association of retail dealers have got a motor lorry to distri. 
bute matches to panwalas. That motor lorry has been. supplied by Messrs. 
Forbes and the petrol is supplied by the association; the driver's wages are 
also paid by Messrs. Forbes. This motor lorry goes round and distributes 
matches by the grOSil or by the dozen M the case may be. 
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President.-'fhat ,is as regards .he sale, pfthe ,Western India. ,Match ,Com
pany's matches,. Your business is entirely confined to the Indian firms such 
as the Bombay Match Works, the Andheri Match, Company and so on, is it 
not? 

Mr. Lallubhai.'-':'Yes: we also sell other Indi~n made makhes; 
Mr., ,Purshotamdas.-We are also agents for the Andheri ,M~tch Company 

and we sel1 other Indian made matches also. Two factories h~ve ppened their 
own establishments and others have their own 'agents. " " 

President.-Most of the factory owners have their' b",n agentSwhiie two 
have their own establishments:' who are these two? "'" ' 

, Mr:'l-aZlubhai.-The Andheri Match Company and the Santa Cruz ~atch 
Comp~ny;: Titvala and Thana Matc~ Works also ,sell' through, their own 
establIshments and the rest havethe~r agents.' 

President.-Then there are no big ,agents at all P 
Mr. LaZlubhai."-No. 
President.-There arB' all these sman 'dealers who deal direct: with these 

~~, ,," 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes.' There is no 'o'rganization just now. Either they 
come to the factory and'say "send Buch, and such matches to i!uch' 'anei such 
placeS " or buy through their agents: ' ,.," ,.. ','" 

President.-Wben you were doing business f~r 'Messrs.Forb~ what W8l1 

the total amount of your sales P What ca.,pital. did you put iJlto the, business P 
, Mr. Lallubhai.-We ~nly required, lis" jI' lallic~pitaJ. b~ause,,,,e did not 

store~ny matches at ,all. We took our ~equirem~ntsfrom F.orbes' godown 
direct. 

President.-Stocks had to bl! carried by Messrs; FQt;b!lS' Fqr~E1S, Call1pbell 
and CompanyP , , 
" Mr: Lallubhai.-In f~ct Forbes have no stoc~ at ali, because ~ a consign-
Illent arrives from Sweden ,they IlEill it. , ' , 

President.-What is the advartage of their keeping Forbes as agents and 
paying them this commission'? , 

Mr. Lallubhai.-No advantage except that it is a British firm, whom they 
wish to benefit. " 

President.-Messrs. Forbes used to indent f~ryouorwhat did they' do?' 
, Mr. Lall'ubhai.-Formerly they were indenting'for Abdulally 'Shaikh AdaI\l 

up to 1921. In 1921 two directors of the Swedish Match Company came to 
-India. They asked us why we' were not selling their matches for sometime 
and selling Japanese matches. We said during the war we could not 'get 
any Swedish and therefore we had to, start business with Japan .. Now as 
Japanese 1 size is general1y sold here, if you make 1 size in: Sweden, gra
dually your goods will also be current here as ! ~ize was going out of use. 
We asked them as to when they would be able to make this ,I size. ,!-,hey 
gave us to understand that if they. determined now they would be able to 
turn out 1 size by two years. We tberefore indented our requirements from 
Japan accordingly. Again in 1922 they came to India when the duty'was 
levied 'at Rs. 1-8. They told us that they 'had made 1 size and ,told, 'us to 
buy from them. We told them'that in 1921 they had told us that the~ would 
be able to make half size in 2 years and had consequently ordered out, our 
requirements from Japan. We also told them that as ,the duty was enhanced 
and we had heavy stocks, as well as large quantities ,were already indented 
by us, we were actually making a loss, inasmuch as the market, had not gone 
high to the extent the duty was raised. For these reasons' we' told them 
that we could buy small quantities at that time 'and 'as the goods: became 
current we would buy more and more. They told US that they would reply 
to this after going to Sweden. They went, home and wrote to' variou~ 
indenting houses through which we, were, ordering ,not to book anything 
from us and aL~o told them that they did not wish to sell goods, by indents 
but wanted to sell by consignments through Forbes only. Messrs. Forbes 
were also told that i10 goods from consignment should be given to us hut new 

IV U 
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agents should be appointed to compete with us. Accordingly Forbes appointee 
8 new agents and the terms with these 3 new agents were that they should 
not sell any other goods except Forbes's. 

Dr. Matthai.-Messrs. Forbes, Forbes' Campbell and Compan~ do nol 
touch Indian made matches at all, do th~y P 

, Mr.' Lallubhai.-No. They sell only Swedish and Ainbarnath matches. 
President.-.:.Who are your'retailerllP 
Mr. Lallubhai.-We are a very old firm of 50 years' standing and' we havE 

got a lot of connection in the upcountry markets so that whenever any goodl 
are required our man there informs us and we sell either for, cash or OJ] 

credit as the case may be. When Messrs. Forbes saw that it was not possiblE 
to push their goods and compete with as,' they called us and took our co
operation along with tbe thr'ee agents they had appointed. We were at thai 
time free to sell any other goods. When the arrangement was first made in 
1923 it was very unsatisfactory for everyone of us to deal' with all these 
lahllls and, .then it was arranged that these labels must be distributed 
amongst five of us; then they kept five general labels. The idea was tha.t all 
these labels were supplied to five of us. The prices were fixed and ,these 
were 'superior labels.' The' labels distributed amongst the others were 
inferior,' the idea being they would not be able to raise the price of the 
inferior labels because ~he price of the superior labels was always controlled 
by thenI',' " " . , 

Preside~t.":"":Have the'Swedish Company got inferior labels? ' 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. In sulphur the' snperior labels were Antelope. 

Three Star, GOat; and jnsafety, Flower Basket, Three Star, Special Lion & 
Ship. 

Mr. Mathias.-Whatabout the" Ship" brandP 
Mr. Lalhtbhai.-8hip is abo superior. There were about 8 inferior labels 

in all. At that'time we were at liberty to denl in other matches and when 
they found that their matches were not beine; pushed they gnve this sole 
agency to us. We' agreed to sell their matches provided they let us sell 
matches of our own manufacture along with theirs and they agreed. We 
were selling Japanese' matches :before. we came into this arrangen\ent with 
them but since we came to this arrangement we discontinued getting 
Japanese, !Cllechoslovak~a, ,aml Norwegian m~tches. 

Dr. Matthai.-Since how long have, Forbes been interested in the match 
business p, ' 
'.' Mr.LaU'l/,b~i:-They were indentor'S originally and they did business 'os 
indentors for Abdulally Shaikh Adam.. 

Dr. Matthai.-Bow long have they been doing itP Did they start this 
('onsignment business long ago II' , 

'Mr. Lallubhai.-The' consignment business was' started by the Swedish 
people. They discontinued indenting businl'ss in 1922 and then they started 
this consignment business.' . '. 

Dr. !lfatthai.'-:"'Do you se)l'matches outside the Bombay Presidency? 
'Mr. : Lallubhai.-Most 'of our goods go outside Bombay, to the Punjab, 

.Nagpur, Itwari, Gujrat, ,Karachi. 
Dr. 'Matthai.-You don't selt in Calcutta, do yauP 
Mr. Lallubhai.-No. 
Dr. Matthai.:.-In MadrasP 
Mr. ,Lallubhai.-Yes, and also in Mysore, Secunderabad, etc. 

,President.-It has been suggested, that Swedish matches come through 
Kathiawar and seU oheaper in British· India; is that ('orrectP' 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes, in Ahmedabadnnd Gujrat. 
President.-Row do you know that p' 

. Mr. Jaic7I,afld.~I W8S a: partner with y", l\L, BadroOdin in 1922 and] 
how this from persQnal experience .. BefoTe the imposition. of this, duty of 
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Re. J-8-O Japanese matches used to come to 'Kathiaw'ar. Wherl this duty 
Wall Jevied the Jamnagar dealers approached them and they agreed tosuppl~ 
matches at 10 annas a gross,-c.i.f. The price was:c.i.f: Bombay 10"anIias 
and it cost them, 2 annaS from hereto. Bedibunder ilO that they ,got 'it at 
12 annas c.i.f. Bedibunder. Then this duty of Re" 1-8-O'was' levied which 
brought their price' up to Re. 2-4-0. At first theY'll'ere selling. ,.these at 
Rs. 2at Bedibunder and they also used to sell these at Veeramgaoq at 
Rs. 2 including freight. Then we said ", if yow want to do business on a. large 
scale reduce the price" and they reduced the price to Rs. 1-13-0. at, ·Bedi 
which is in Jamnagar State. We sold these matches at Delhi' at' ;B.a. '2 to 
as. 2-2-0 and we took 2 or 3 annas co.mmission which iii the difference 
between Re. 1-13-0 and Re. 2. We did business like that for 1 to. Ii years; 

M'I'. 'P'I'esident.-How much 'did you doP , 
Mr. Jaichand.":":'We sold about 6,000 cas~s.Tlieri. the British GOv'ernment 

stopped transhipment for' about 6 months front 15th September 1923 'to 
24th April 1924 and then they allowed transhipment again. T4en ~hey 
stopped doing the business openly after 1924: Now what was done was 
this. They began: to deal direct with'the Swedish Match ,Company and 
transhipped matches 'very' often at Karachi; The Swedish Match' Company 
did not like to do this busineSll iu Bombay but did 'not mind doing'itjn 
Karaohi. As soon' as Government put the Customs barrier goods did not 
come in' on any large licale. J amnagar has not got 'a single box of match 
manufactnred in India; all the matches sold there are Swedish matches;' 

Mr. LaZZubhai.-'-One of the methods to stop this w'ould tJe to, Use lapels 
and we consider that would be the best solution. ' ,. , 

m. Matthai.-:'-It won't help you to get the ,market 'at Jamnagar. Rare 
you been doing large business in the Kathiawar States?' , 

Mr. Lallubhai.-No. We are not able to sellin the IndiaJ!. States elt~ept 
at Bhavnagar. My contention ,is that since this high dut;y' has been)evied 
the India!), States .are not' using Indian. uuitches .If.} aU. :Th~;(',ar~usi,ng 
Swedish matches.'" ,.," '. 

Dr. Matthai.-Wha~ is the total consJllllption of matphes in thes~ StatesP 

Mr. Lallubhai . ....-4,OOO to 5,000 cases a year fori the whole ,of Kathiawar 
and if they import. more 1;han that it means they are selling some: of the 
goods in British, India. ,The requirements of Jamnagar State would not 
amount to more ,than 2,000 cases a year. Now.of course they are allowed 
to import the goods from the Kathiawar. por~ on the productioIl-. of a certi-
licate that the duty has been paid. , , , 

Dr. Matthai.-You are not, suggesting that- tqe ,certificates, &fe ,being 
wrongly issued? ' " . 

Mr. Lallubhai.-We do not dispute ,the 'certificate but we SUliPect thd.t 
• secret rebate is being paid. . 

President.-Have you got the c.i.f. rates for a number of yearsP 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Here is a list showing the rates from 1908 (handed in). 
Dr. Matthai.-What prices are theseP 
Mr. Lallubhai.-They'are wholesale prices. ' Even on these figures it',will 

be seen that the price of Ambarnath matches· are 2 annas higher than ·other 
Indian matches. 

Mr. Mathia8.-Are these Ambarnath 'prices fOf half size' or are they for 
full size matches p. , 

Mr. LaZlubhai.-For half size. ' 
President.-It is true that as regards the first quality matches the 

Ambarnath prices are 2 annas higher, but they also produce a second quality 
the prices of which are about 3 annas lower and a third quality which are 
6 to 6 annas lower, is that eorrect? ' " ' 

M'I'. Lallubhai.-Yes, but not in'large quantities • 
.fre~ident.-What is the motive? 
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Mr. LaUub11ai. -Ambarnairh are· putting these ,very inferior quality 
lI1atch8ll. into the market in. order to bring Indian matches made out of 
lndian wood into disrepute. 

Dr •.. Mattkai.-Asregards your prices for Indian matches are they made 
ot Indian wood1)r aspeni' ' 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Made of 'Japanese aspen. 
Dr. Matthai.-I find from your list that the price of Ambarnath matchea 

has been coming down steadily since October 1926 and quite recently from the 
1st Decembe~ it has gone up again. " 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Prices go up ,or come down, according to the quantity 
purchased. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-You give the price of Ambarnath matches in this list 
as Rs. 1-6-6; that becomes Rs. 1-4-0 in June 1927; it goes up to Rs. 1-5-0 
on the 1st Dooember. I presume there has been a general increase in the 
course of this month in the price of Ambarnath matches!' ' , . 

Mr. Lallub \ai.-It maybe due to the fact that this is the time ol the 
year when thu'e is a seasonal demand for, it and the supplies are not equal 
to the, demand. That may be one reason Dr it may be that they have raised 
the prIce because the Tariff Board are enquiring into the prices. The reason 
why they are doing It now is probably booause everybody is complaining. that 
they are reducing the prices and that is why they have again increased 
their prices. . ' 

Dr. Matthai.-If they have increased their prices do, you get the benefit 
of the higher price i' 

Mr. Lallubhai.-The Indian prices also have gone 'up ~f late but the 
profit goes to the c!>wmission agent. As regards ourselves we' have kept .the 
same price.' ' .. , 
." Dr'. Matthai.-From your statement of the 29th November, 1926, which 
was practically the same season as now, we find that your price was Rs. 1-4, 
but now your price is Rs. 1-5-6. That is to say your prices correspond more 
or less to wholesale prices, is that right P 

Mr. LiUlubhai.-The 'rate ror our matches is Rs. 1-5-0; that has remained 
more or less the same. The difference in the price all 'depends on the labels. 
Ours (Kurla) is a higher rate; the lower rate is given for the other factories, 
'fhe idea is that for better labels the prices are more. For glaBed labels it 
'is Rs. 1-&.0 and for unglaBed labels Rs. 1-5-0 and Rs. 1-5-6." 

Mr. Mathias.-Are they all :aspen matches, these Indian madematcheli, 
or do they also include Iridian wood matches?' .' 

Mr. Lallubhai.-For'Alnbarnath the boxes are Indian wood' and splints 
al'e made of aspen. Their prices are higher because they are in a better 
position ,to control and organize the 'market. Other factories have to take 
their prices a little lower because they have not got the market. At present 
Ambarnath are not manufacturing second quality stuff. 

Afternoon.. 
PresidefJ.t.-One of the points to be considered is what should be dOlle as 

" regards the Government revenue. . One of the alternatives suggested to 
safeguard the revenue is the imposition of an excise duty. If an excise 
duty is levied the idea would be, to enable the (*overnment more or less to 
get the same 'revenue as they would have from the import duty after"making 
allowance for the increased rev~nue they are,gettin~ from the duty, on logs, 
chemicals and other raw materIals. '.. ' 

,Excise duty_ . ',' : 

Mr. Lall'Ubhai.-My reply is that the ,amouut ,of excise duty which th!! 
article can bear is 6 annas per gross. If a 6 anna duty is levied the retail 
price can be still one pice a box and for the dozen 21 annas, The idea is 
that at present there is this margin from which if you take away 6 annas 
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it would not make any differenc. except to the retailer. With the. 6. annas 
excise duty they can still retail boxes at one pice each but the price per grOBB 
as sold by dozen8 would go up from Rs. 1-8-0 to Re. 1-14-0. We calculate it 
this way: just now if you take the ,factory price at B.s. 1-4:0 to B.s. 1-4-6 
the price per gr068 is B.s. 1-8-0, leaving a difference of 3 annas 6 pies.r.fhen 
if you raise the factory price from B.s. 1-4-0 to B.s. 1-10-6 and the retail box 
is sold at 2 annas 6 pies a' dozen or B.s. 1-14-0 a gross, the difference between 
the two remains exactly the same, namely 3 annas 6 pies. . If you raise the 
pric6 of the grOBB by 6 annas and the r..-t.ail price by 6 pies the purchaser 
may not buy by the dozen at all but he may l"refer to buy a single box 'becausil 
it naturally saves him 2 pice. . . 

Dr. Matthai.-At present let us take the factory price to be Rs. 1-4-0. 
If the single box is sold at & pice per box, then it comes to Rs. 2-4-0. That 
lDeans & difference of Re. 1 between the factory price and the retail 'price. 
On that basis the total middleman's charges amount to Re. -1 .which is the 
difference between B.s. 1-4-0 and B.s. 2-4-0. When an excise duty of 6 annaB 
is levied the difference is reduced from Re. 1 to 10 annas. With the middl~ 
man's profit of 10 annas would it not be possible for' the retailer to still sell 
a box at 3 piesI' 

Mr. Lallubhai.-The factory owners sell to the agentS, not to the retailers. 
Dr. Matthai.-What I am thinking of is this. Here is the factory and 

there is the biriwala at the other end; there are two or three parties between 
them at present and they are making at present a' commission of one rupee. 
Supposing we put an excise duty of 6 annas and reduce the difference from 
1& annu to 10 annu, that would still· make it possible for the retailer to 
sell at 3 pies & box, would it notl' 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes. 
Dr. Matthai.-I'want your opinion on this point. The present difference 

is one rupee; up to what difference would it be possible for the retailer to 
sell at 3 pies a box P 

Mr. LaUubhai.~This dl1Ierence of 10 annas, so far as Bombay is con
cerned, may be a little higher, but if you take the whole country you cannot 
reduce it below 10 annas because there are other charges to be incurred by 
dealers in the mufassalsuch as commission, freight, interest. on goods sold 
on credit and so on. The sale In Bombay will not be affected very much.' 

Prerident.-8upposing the factory price is reduced to one rupee by a 
reduction in the cost of production, could Government increase the excise 
duty to the same extentl' . 

Mr. LaZlubhai.-Government can increase the excise duty in proportion 
to the reduction in the factory price .. It you are to have second class matches 
and are to sell them at the factory at one rupee and under, then it would 
be possible for the retail box to be sold at 2 pies' per box.' So ,far as eur 
second class matches are concerned, that· is those made out of Indian wood, 
they are sold in the villages at 2 pies per box. If you increase the import 
duty by 6 annas also, the price of foreign matches will remain' the same .nd 
the money will be transferred from the pockets of the retailer to those of 
Government. 

Dr. Matthai.-Now the wholesale price of imported half size matches·is 
Rs. 24-0 I supposing we put & corresponding increase in the import duty 
by 8 annas assuming th~t the excise duty ~ als~ 8 annas,. then thew~olesale 
price of imported Swedish matches half Size will become. B.s. 2-12"()' lDstead 
at RH. 2-4-0. When that price becomes Rs. 2-12-0. what. will be the retail 
price for a single box I' " 

Mr. LaUubhai.-The price will remain the same, 3 annas 6 pies for dozen. 
Prerident.-8upposing there is a duty of 12 anna&. 
Mr. Lallubhai.-If you are putting 12 annas excise duty, then it will 

be necessary to put an additionai one rupee customs duty 80 that the price of 
foreign match goes up and the difference is maintained, otherwise if you 
increase the customs duty by only 12 annas the foreign matches will be in a 
more 'favourable position. 
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then the wholes&!epl'lCe of Imported matches half size becomes 3 rupees. If 
the, wholesale prl~e ·is :a rupees' the retailer cannot any longer afford to 'sell 
,the box-es at 'li plee. because 6 annas, would be too narrow' a margin. 

,Nr. 'Lulll£bhai.-He ,can; .. , 
))i·Natthai.~At present ilie, price of a ,half size match' iii Rs. 2-4-0 

per gross. ~f, you add the duty. of 12 annash becomes 3 rupees., If it is 
~old at ~! ,pIes a box t~at means that it becomes Rs. 3-6-0 II. gross \\"hich 
4eaves ,hll~ on!y a: !llargm of 6; annas against his" present margin pf over a 
rupee. 

lIIr. I,allu,bhai.:-;-If you put an excise duty of 12 annas the price of foreign 
~atchu:; goes up from R~. 2-4-0 to Rs. 3 leaving a margin of 6 annas. Then 
If you put, .the,same eXClSe du~y .on, Indian matches the wholesale price goeii 
up to lts. 2; therefore there IS a margin of four annas only. Therefore I 
say that Indian matches at Rs.2-4-0 would be at a disadvantage as compared 
with $wedish match~& at Rs" 3-6-0. 

Dr. iUatt1~ai.-:-And therefore. you suggest that the import duty must be 
increased by one rupee against an excise duty of 12 annas? 

Mr. La/lubhai.-.-Yes. 

Excise labels. 
President.~Now as regards labels ',' .••• 
Mr. Lallubhai.-If they were compelled to put' on the excise labels here 

then I do not think it is necessary to put an excessive import duty, 
but if you allow them to put labels in their own country then this 
difference will have to be maintained. If you put on the same duty, 
that ill i.f you, increase the import duty by 12 annas and they are compelled 
to put on labels it would mean 2 annas extra expenditure for them. They 
will then have to sell their retail boxes at 2 pice which will leave the retailer 
a very big margin of Rs. 1-6-0 and which would therefore be an inducement 
to him to sell moreS~vedish matches than Indian matches. So long as you 
maintaiull difference of half a. pice between their retail price and ours you 
can put on any duty you like. As regard~ the sale by the dozen you must 
maintain a difference of 1 "anna 6 pice and then only we can hold our own 
against -foreign matches. ' 

Mr: Mathias.-Supposig we put ~ higher duty on aspen? 
Mr. Lallu,bhai.-lf you put a duty on aspen which makes the price of the 

match go up by 4 annas ~ gross, about one-third of the population ,will, still 
continue to use aspen" but gradually. Indian wood might displace aspen; 

Dr. Mutthai.-With III duty of Rs., 1-8-0 you have found during the past 
few years the import of Swedish matches has been gradually declining. The 
trade figures: show a gradual decline in the imports of Swedish matches into 
India, . 

Mr. Lanu.bhai.-Not because of the.duty but owing to the starting of 
bdian factories and transhipment 'hllsiness in native states. 

Dr. iUatthai.-,-I am speaking of the quantity. The quantity imported 
from other countries into India has been steadily declining. 

Mr. LaUubhai.-The reduction in the imports was due to the opening 
of factories here after the imposition of this duty and transhipment. 

Dr,' Matthai.-What I am il.sking you is this. Supposing no change were 
made at all in the tariff, that is to say the present tariff arrangements 
continued, in how many years' time do you expect the import of Swedish 
matches to cease altogetherP " . 

Mr. Lal!u,bhai.-15 per cent. of ~he imports will still continue to come. 
Dr.· iUatthai.-That is, something like & million or a million and a half. 

Speaking from y~ur experience ~s a dealer in ~ombay, could you say what fs 
tlle quantity of Imported SwedlSh matches which would be bought here lD 

.Bombay whatever may be the price? ' , . . 
Mr. Lattub/tai.-10 to 15 per cent. of the annual consumption in Bombay, 
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President.-The second point is thi8~" Supposing a 'sales organ~zatic)n is 
formed, that is. to say there is a sales organization either by Government or 
any other private agency, will you be· able to organize a company for that 
purpose? 

Mr. Lallubhai.-Yes, it is .a feasible proposition to have an Organized 
sale by means of a private company under Bome control of Government. 
Government cannot do it because if we want the goods Government" will 
take 4 days to supply. If we want the goodsto-day they will supply 4 'days 
hence. Govel'Dment won't give any credit either whereas 90 ,percent. of 
the business is done on some sort of credit. '. 

Pre,!ident.-Leave out the Government monopoly. Supposing a 'company 
f. formed in Bombay P . ' 

Mr. Lal'ubhai.-There won't be any difficulty iQ. Hoating such a'l;ompanY. 
Rut there would be objection'on the part of manufacturers. because they think 
their profits come more from the sales than froml the '1na~ufacture. . 

President.-The next point is the question of quotas. 
1I1r. Lallubhai.-It would be po~sible for Government to fix these quotas 

for different factories and to arrange wit~the sales company. to lmrchase 
them at such prices as may be fixed.' . .' 

Dr. Matthai.-on' what basis would the priceS be fixed'? Supposing there 
Rre only one or two qualities' and 'one or two labels. . . " 

1I1r. Lallubhai.-If the manufacture is by private undertakings the 
quality will never be maintained and the smaller factories will have to close 
down. The result would be that the whole business would pass into the 
hands of the morel experienced foreign firm. 

Dr. Matthai.-8maller factories cannot compete with bigger concerns and 
will in any case eventually come to an end. 

Mr. Lallubhai.-If you were to fix a fair selling price on the basis or 
the larger factories then the smaller factories will not be able to hold their 
own and will' have to close down gradually. If you don't put an additional 
excise duty on the Swedish Trust and leave the smaller factories to their 
fate, they will have to be closed down. We don't want Government to,do 
any business; we want a special excise duty to be put on the Swedish Match 
Company; if that cannot be done, then leave them as they are. 

Dr. Matthai.-What is the rate of special excise duty that you would 
suggest? 

1I1r. lAllubhai.-4 annas more than what the Indian match companies 
would have to pay. 

Dr. Matthai.-Do you think that would be effective? 
lilT. Lallubhai.-Yes, 
Dr. Matthai.-Supposing they paid 4 annas out of their own pocket to 

ClOmpete against you? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-I don't think they will continue to pay 4 ann as out of 

t,heir pockets. • 
Dr. Matthai.-4 annas per gross out of their own pocket may not be too 

mllch for them. 
Mr. Lallubhai.-If they are to pay ~ annas out of their own pocket, on 

their estimated production at present of 5 million, it would mean that 
they would have to spend about Rs. 12i lakhs out of their pocket. If they 
are prepared to lose Rs. 121 lakhs we are prepared to fight. 

President.-To what lengtli would you be prepared to fight? 
Mr. Lallubhai.-Eventually we must find ourselves unable to compete, we 

know that. But if you put on 4 annas special excise it would suffice for 
our purposes because we do not think the Swedish Match Company would 
continue to go on as it does now. 4 annas difference between their price 
and ours would just enable us to compete on the present prices. 

Pre&idellt.-If they want to fight against you they can' go to any length, 
can they not? They have immense resources at their back. 
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Mr., Lallubhai.-They cannot push us out of existence; they might be 
able to do so .for a time but once they have got the control of·,.the market 
t.hey will have ,to raise their price again and as soon as they do that we 
shall come in again and start business. 

Dr. Matthai.-If· we levy a special excise duty of 6 ann as I believe there 
will be a fresh application for protection next year I 

Mr. Lallubhai.-In the end we mean that they ,should 'be turned out of 
the country by Government. ' 

Dr. Matthai.-Then the best thing is to suggest a special excise of 2 
rupees I, , 

, President.-Isthere any.speculation in the market on the proposals of 
the Board P , . , 

. Mr. LalZubhai,-No: People have not got large stocks just now. Usually 
there is a bigger demand at this time of the year ,and it is for that reason 
that prices have gone up; 

President.-Are the premises where matches are stored licensed P 
Mr. LalZubhai,-Yes, iIi big cities; in the mufassal also there is a, system, 

of licehsing wherever' there arel municipalities~, , '. 
President.-Have you got any large stocks at present? 
Mr. Lallubkai.-'-We have not got any big sto,ck. 
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M. G. Kale,Esq., Warda, Bpmbay Presidency. 

Lette'/', .dated Bra November 1926. 

As I have five years' experience of this industry working as manager of the 
National Match Works at Agra Road, Chatkepar, Bombay, since 1922, as also 
working as an Assistant Manager in the Western India Match Company, 
Limited; at Ambernath services with the Swedish Match- Company; and also 
as I have started two more factories in the suburbs of Bombay and ,one ill 
Orissa, I think I am in a positiont6 put forth my opinion as regards the 
changes to be made in import duty on finished matches and splint and veneers' 
and on imposing the direct t.a.x on local match factories. 

When the tax was imposed only on finished matches in 1922, the advant
age was taken of this duty only by the merchants of Bombay and Calcutta who 
were already dealers in matches,. and almost '11.11 Behra. merchants who have 
opened factories in the beginning with Japanese in partnership in one form !lr 
the other. When again in 1924 the duty wa~ imposed on splints and veneers, 
the same manufacturers brought in peeling and chopping machines from Japan 
which are used on Japan (Aspen) wood only. The Swedish Match Company 
brought their own Swedish peeling and chopping machines who can use Indian 
wood to advantage (though still these require investigations. for utilising 
great many species of Indian woods at different parts of India). 

Now, the fact is that by starting factories by these merchants, the technical 
side of the Industry has been left with the Japanese only; Swedish Match 
Company have also got their own technical men and hence no Indian ma!! 
oould take the chance of getting himself proficient with the technical side of 
ilie industry as it was all the time kept secret. The Indians are only trained 
how to run machines only;' As far as I can understand these manufacturers 
have not. the moral courage to take· up this industry to the last. and make 
improvements but as long as there is such heavy duty on matches and as long 
IS they can take out mass production they may keep the concern going; if 
mot, they will be willing to close the factories entirely. 

Now) the condition of India as regards this industry is such that cottage 
industrIes can be much more profitably worked in India than mass produc
~ion. But because of lack of sound technical knowledge amongst well educat. 
~d Indians and because of proper impetus not yet given to the development 
)f cottage industry, this Industry is not yet developed 'on proper lines. 

In my opinion to give .an impetus to cottage industry, a duty of annas 
Ihree per gross should be imposed directly on all the match factories· which 
.ake out mass production on Indian capital and a duty of annas six per gross 
In match faC1tories supported by foreign capital. This direct duty will not 
nduce merchants to go in for foreign production. Now the matches are sold 
.t Re. 1-6-0 per gross and after the imposition of direct duty it ·willbe sold 
.t Re. 1-9-0 per gross .. Moreover when the prices range .between Re. 1-4-0 
md Re. 1-12-0 per gross, the general public is not affected at all because the 
'etail matcnes are sold at one match box for one pice. The profit goes to 
llerclIants only. So there will be absolutely no change in. the situation of 
he market in matches by imposing such direct duty but it .will no doubt give 
ise to cottage industries. 

Cottage industry as I mean can bke out an output 'of -ioo to 200 grO'd 
IeI' day and hence mass production should mean an output of 300 gross and 
ver per day .. Cottage industry for match manufacturing cannot be started 
7ith a meagre capital of Rs. 2,000 or 13,000 as Bome manufacturers on Calcutta 
ide have tried with Indian machines. ·But at the same time it should Jloi 
lvest more than Rs. 10,000 and within this amount a good factory can be 
~arted with combination of either German or Swedish machinery and J apaq, 
l&Chinery and much of the work, where there is much waste on 'machines, is 
) be done by hand labour profitably. .. 

IV x 



I remember the Patna Government has started a demonstration match 
factory to train up experts and to &pread Ui? prospects of this industry. But 
as far as I could understand from report, the factory is started on wrong 
methods unsuitable for Indian financial condition. The factory is started 
with most up-to-date machines, no doubt, but the combination of all those 
machines is not necessary to run t.he factory economically. 

As for myself I am now trying to start my own factory at. Nagpur on cot
tage industry basis with my own above-mentioned id€as where I wish to give 
practical training to ambitious well educated men who will start their own 
factories independently or in partnership with men of their circle. 

This is all what I could explain through letter and hope that proper con
sidp.!"ation will be made toward~ developing this match industry on proper 
lines. 

Mr. N. B .. Mukerjee, Bengal. 

(11Letter, dated 1st November 1926. 

With reference to the letter No. 235-T. (14), dated 2nd October 1926, re
ceived from the Assistant Secretary to the Government of India, Commerce 
Department, Simla, enclosing a copy of the recent Government resolution on 
the above-mentioned subject, I have the honour to state the following facts 
for your kind consideration for the interest of development of industry in 
India and Government revenue from this source. 

(a) Effects of a high ,'evenue duty and a protective duty,-Though it is 
true that a high revenue duty has naturally a protective effect but a pro
tective duty actually helps a proper development of the particular industry 
in the country in the most satisfactory manner, which a high revenue duty 
certainly cannot, Of course it is a. well-known fact that match industry cannot 
be made commercially successful without investment of a huge capital on match 
machines. But a. capitalist who desires to invest his capital on a sound basis 
cannot invest a huge sum on match machines relying on a revenue duty which 
may he abolished at any moment. Had the duty been a protective one I am 
sure that more capital would have been invested by the Indian people for 
proper development of this industry, by this time. I have formed that opinion 
from my personal· practical experiences for canvassing for German match 
machines in the Indian· market. Of course speculation and investment on a 
sound basis are quite different things. Taking the ad\'antage of the re\'enue 
duty some speculators have started match industry no doubt but capitalists 
who want safe investment could not come forward. So this duty should be 
~ado III protective one considering what civilised countries in Europe did in 
this respect to safeguard their local match industry against Swedish com
petition. 

(b) What other civilised countries in EU1'ope did in this respect.-From 
the Administration Report of the Swedish Government (available in India 
Governmflnt Commercial Library in Calcutta) for the year 1922, you will see 
that Swedish Government explicitly admits that it is quite impossible for the 
Swedish match manufacturers to continue their industry in such a. huge scale 
for high protective duties levied by different countries in Europe. French 
Government has the monopoly of match making in the country. Spain, 
Portugal, Italy have levied a high protective duty to safeguard the interest 
of the local manufacturers. 

(c) Swedish-American combine to monopolise match industry. in India and 
several Japan match factories in Calcutta to avoid .Government duty.-I am 
sorry to note that there is no mention about this firm and several Japanese 
match factories, in the Government resolution. Most probably the Indian 
Government is aware that foreign capitalists have started several match 
factories in India to avoid the customs duty of the India Government. This 
~wedish-American combine have come in India -to monopolise this industry. 
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They import match wood in the log form from abroad, so -their productions 
fetch better prices than the matches produced from the Indian wood. They: 
even do not print "made in India" on the label. Calcutta Match Manufac
turing Association have already drawn attention of the Government on the 
subject. "Amrita Bazar Patrika" and "Forward" already drew the 
attention of the Government in a special article "Foreign danger in match 
industry in India" in the issue of the papers of 27th December 1925. 

When in the year 1923 some Japanese capitalists tried to import stick and 
box veneers from Japan to produce finished matches here to avoid 'Govern
ment duty, the Government levied a heavy duty on imported untipped sticks 
and box veneers to stop this bad practice. Now these foreign capitalists are 
the main causes of affecting the Government revenue from this source so 
seriously that their casCll should be very carefully considered. IIi' the present 
days· of unemployment these foreigners whose chief aim is to avoid Goveni
ment duty should not be allowed to make huge profit at the expense of the 
_poor Indian consumers. As long as they are in the field (without any duty 
levied on their production) Indian capjtalists will not venture to run in com
petition with them, so actual development is much hampered thereby. 

(d) How loss 0/ cmtoms revenue can be made up; 
(i) By levying a duty rupee One per gross of match -boxes produced in 

factories with foreign capital, who started factories in India only 
to avoid Government duty. They have no tecqnical difficulties. 

(ii) By levying a duty on imported match wood iIi the log form (matches 
from imported wood fetch b~tter prices). 

(iii) A small duty on Indian big scale manufacturers after- a few years 
when they are properly established. 

(e) Interest 0/ the consumers.-The Government has desired to lower the 
duty for the interest of the consumers. In this connection, I must point out 
that interest of the consumers is already saved to some extent by competition 
.among the local manufacturers. The wholesale price of a gross of match boxes 
(full size) was Rs. 2-12-0 only in 1923 which is now Re. 1-11-0 only. I am 
sure that the present price will go down gradually as soon as the Indian 
.factor~es attain their full production. 

I am the recognised match expert of Madras, Central Provinces, Mysore, 
-Punjab and United Provinces Government, so I am connected with many 
factories in India. If the Government pleases, and agrees to pay my halting 
.and travelling allowance, I shall be always glad to appear before your Board 
in Simla to give other partioulars in this connection. Please acknowledge 
receipt of this letter and oblige. 

(2) Letter, dated 80th December 1926. 

With reference to your Press Communique, da.ted 29th November -1926. 
regarding investigation of the question of granting proteotion to the Matoh 
Industry in India, I have the honour to state the following facts for kind 
consideration of the Board:-

(A) Grounds on which the Match Industry in India can be considered to /ulfil 
the condition laid down in paragraph 97 of the Report 0/ Indian Fiscal 
Commission. 

1. (a) As regards the first condition, raw materials of match industry such 
3S suitable wood, sand and some of the chemicals required are available in 
·Iarge quantity in India. This view has also been supported by the Govern
. ment of India, Bengal, Bombay and Bihar and Orissa in their reports regard-

"ing match industry. -
(b) As regards labour question, work in a match factory is light, easy and 

interesting and will suit juveniles and adults of both sexes who are incapab! .. 
()f doing any heavy and ou~door work. 
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(c) Cheap power can be easily secured for this industry. . 
(d) There is a large ho;ne market for matches in India which will be 'evid

ent from the following facts and figures gathered from Government records: 
In the year 1922-23 (when practically there were a few match making con

cerns in India) the total import of matches into India was 11,285,740 gross, 
of boxes valued, at Rs. 1,61,80,658 only. [Vide Report on possibilities of 

,match industry, Bihar and Orissa Government.] 
2. As regards the second condition, we find from the administration report 

,of the Swedish Government that .many European civilised countries had to· 
levy a high protective duty to safeguard the interest of the local manufac
turer against Swedish competitions. So this industry cannot be properly' 
dt've1oped. in. India against Swedish and Japanese competitions unless and 
until protected by the Government in every possible ways. So the second 
(:ondition has been fulfilled in this case also. 

3. As regards third condition, I must quote what Mr. Troup observed in 
th(\ India Government Report on "Prospect of match industry in Indian 
Empire." . 

" Anyone who has studied the question of match manufacturing in India. 
minutely from all sides will unhesitatingly answer that India is herself cap
able of manufacturing every match she requires .and that there is a great 
future before the match making industry in India." This industry is sure, 
to stand world's hompetition when the labourers will be properly trained and 
proper plantation of suitable trees will be done in the neighbourhood of fac
tories to lower the cost of wood and when technical difficulties of Indian fao
tories will be duly solved. 

(B) Difference oj the effects 0/ the high revenue duty and the protective duty, 
into Match 11Ldustryin India. 

As the India Government (Commerce Department) states in the resolution
No. 235-T. (14), dated 2nd October 1926. It is true that a high revenue duty 
has naturally a protective effect, but a minute consideration over this point 
will reveal that a protective duty actually helps a proper development of the 
particular industry in the country in the most satisfactory manner, which a 
high rel'enue du,ty certainly cannot in such a manner. As regards this parti
cular instance it is a well known fact that match industry cannot be made· 
commercially successful without investment of a large capital on match 
machines. But a capitalist who desire to invest his capital on sound basis. 
cannot invest a huge sum on match machines relying on a revenue duty which· 
fTUly be abolished at an'lI 11l0ment. Had the duty been a protective one I am 
sure that more capital would have been invested by the Indian people for 
proper development of this industry by this time. I have arrived at this 
decision from my personal practical experiences for canvassing for German 
match machines in the Indian market. Of course (1) speculation and (2) 
investment on sO'und basis are quite different things. Taking the advantage 
of revenue duty some match importers, who had a good knowledge in this 
line, have no doubt started. match industry, but capitalist who wants safe 
investment could not come forward. So this duty (Re. 1-8 per gross) on the 
imported matches should be protective one considering what European civil
ised countries have done in this respect. 

(C) Foreign danger in Match Industry in India-Swedish American combine 
~o monopolise Match Industry in India,-so protection in another form 
is also 'required. 

Most probably the India Govel'nment is aware .that Swedish American 
combine with a capitaZ 0/ Es. 15 crores, having directors like Mr. Percy A"" 
Rockfell~r of America at their back have started match factories .in India, 
to monopoli~e this industry and to avo.id the custom. duty 0/ th.e Gover'l!-ment 
0/ India on imported matches. They Import match wood from abroad In the 
log form (to avoid India Government duty on impqlited stic1.s and b03) veneer), 
so .thei; productions fetch better prices than the matches produced from 
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Indian wood. They even do not print U Made·, in . India" on the label. 
"Calcutta match manufacturing Association have already drawn the attention, 
of the Government on the subject. "The.Akita B3I1lar Patrika JJ and 
U Fora-ard " drew attention of :the Government in a special article" Foreign. 
danger in match. industry in. Ift.dia" -in. the issue oj their papers of 27th. 
December 1925. In the year 1924, when Borne Japanese capitalists tried to
import untipped stick, and box veneers from Japan to finish them in Calcutta, 
to avoid Government duty, India Government was pleased to levy a heavy 
duty on imported sticks and box veneers to stop this bad practice. 

Now these foreign capitalists (Swedish American Combine and some
Japanese match manufacturers) are the main causes of affecting- the GovePll
ment revenue from this source so seriously. So their cases should be very 
carefully considered. In the present days of unemployment among the middle 
class educated people, these foreigners, whose chief aim is to avoid India Gov

·ernment duty should not be _ allowed to make a huge profit at the expense of 
poor Indian consumers. . Moreover as long as they are in the field (without 
any duty levied on their production), Indian Capitalists will not venture to 
run in competition with them (who have no technical difficulties)_ So actual 
development of this industry with Indian capital is much hampered thereby. 

(D) How loss of revenue may be made up. 

(1) An import duty of annas four only per lb. should be imposed on 
imported wood suitabl" for match industry as matches produced from imported 
wood fetch better price than the matches from Indian wood_ 

(2) An excise duty of annas si:l: only per gross should be levied on the pro
duction of all Indian match factories baving average daily output of more 
than 300 gross of boxes but less than 1,000 gross and an excise duty of twelve 
annas only per gross in the case of factories having daily average output 
exceeding 1,000 gross of boxes on the undernoted grounds. 

It is desirable that a very heavy duty should be imposed on foreign capita! 
1m-eared for'starting match factories in India only to avoid India Govern
ment custom duty on. matches. But if it is done, I am afraid, these existing 
foreign Indian factories will playoff another trick upon the Government. 
They may wilfully wind up their business and appear under the name of their 
Indian clerks and patrons to avoid the Government duty. Practically speak .. 
ing there will be a "Benmni transfer" in order to cheat the Gove'rnment_ 
Secondly the new foreign enterprises will have also recourse to the same 
tricks; they will actually start factories in India in the name of their Indian 
Agent.!. In both the cases the foreigners will control the management from 
behind the screen. Viewed in this light, the duty on foreign capitals will be 
a farce and fail to safeguard Indian interest. I therefore suggest the above
mentioned measure. 

If the Government be pleased to accept this suggestion it will bring a. 
heavy pressure upon Indian factories run with foreign capital for naturally 
these factories are all big concerns having daily output of more than 1,000 
gross of boxes. I suggest the limit to 300 grOBB sill')ply because profits accrued 
after meeting the heavy expenditure. on European Experts and establishment 
from factories of this type will not be attractive to the foreign capitalists. 

The existing bona /ide Indian big concern may be apparently affected but 
they should not murmur as they have still a protection of Re. 1 only per gros. 
-of boxes (i.e., nearly 100 per cent. ad valorem) and as the proposed measur\t 
'will exert every intluence to check the foreign intruders in In.dia. 

The advantages derived from this measure will give an impetUf\ to ille 
development of match industry by thousands of unemployed educated men on 
a CottalJe indu .• try sy .• tem as well as on a moderate factory scale (having daily 
output of less than 300 gross), with a fair capital provided the technical trade 
·secrets are known to them. 

(E) Interest of Consumers. 
The Government has desired to lower the duty for interest of the consumers 

-in India. In tbis connection I must point out that interest of the consumers 
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are already saved to' some extent by competition among the local manu
facturers. Wholesale price of a gross match boxes (full size) was Rs. 2-12-0 
in 1923 which is now Re. 1-11-0 only though the Tate of import duty is the 
same. I am sure that the present price will go down further as soon as the 
number of factories will increase by taking the help of protection and these· 
factories attain their full production. Moreover in these civilised days. 
matches are used by the rich and the poor, so every body must admit that 
this tax is very fairly distributed over all communities. If this duty is· 
lowered, the Government is sure to make up the loss of revenue from· this 
source by taxation on some other articles. So this rate of duty (Re 1-8-0) 
per gross should not be lowered because the foreign competitors will get: 
advantage in that case. 

Mr. C. V. Mudaliar, Madras Presidency. 

Letter, dated 27th December 1926. 

I humbly beg to say, that I support the same resolution, which was passed' 
in the Executive Committee of the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association 
Calcutta, as I am one of the members of the above Association. ' 

K. C. Sen, Esqr., Calcutta. 

Letter, dated 90th December 1926. 
With peference to' your Press Communique, dated the 29th November 1921:, 

I beg to submit that I am one of those who strongly believe that the Match 
Industry satifies all the conditions laid down in the Report of the Indian. 
Fiscal Commission in regard to industries claiming protection and venture 
therefore to submit this representation for consideration of the Board. 

Most or the points referred to in your Communique have been exhaustively 
dealt with by me in a book, entitled" The Match Industry in Danger," a copy 
of which I beg to submit herewith for favour of your perusal. It will be seen 
that most of the difficwties I foresaw in 1924 when the book was published, 
have arisen and I am sure that others will also arise unless the remedies sug
gested are applied without much delay. 

Rsplyilll;; to the question regarding the retention of the import duty on 
the exist;ng scale, I beg to submit that the Match Industry in India is bound 
to coll~pse if the existing duty is reduced. It has not yet had time nor oppor
tunity to solve its technical difficulties so -£hat at present the margin between 
khe C0-9t of production and the selling price leaves a very little profit to fac
tories while the cottage producers earn only what may rightly be called the 
wages of their labour. Besides some of the imported matches are being sold. 
I think, at cut prices to regain the Indian market. These prices after paying 
the duty differ on]y by a few annas per gross from the price at which the 
products of the Indian factories are sold. Any reduction, therefore, as has 
already been mentioned, would be ruinous to the Indian manufacturers. 

Replying to whether the industry satisfies the conditions laid down in the 
Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission, I beg to submit. that-

(a), Numerous factories as also match manufacturing on cottage scale· 
have come into existence during the last few years. This deve
lopment has, as has been admitted by the Government of India, 
caused a large drop in the revenue on matches. 

(b) That it has natural advantages is emphasised by Mr. R. S. Troup
in his book, entitled "The prospects of Match Industry in the
Indian Empire," publisheli in. 1910 under the authority of the-
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Government of India. The laSt few years' experience has only 
added weight to the assertion that" There is a great future before 
the match.making industry in India" made by that far-sighted 
economist. It may only be added that excepting a few chemicalR 
and zinc sheets, all other materials are or can be manufactured 
in India. 

(c) It has already been mentioned above that without under the prote<" 
tion of the existing duty it is impossible for the industry to 
develop. But in order to enable the country to enjoy the benefits 
of this duty, an excise on the products of factories financed 
wholly or in part by foreign capital is essentially necessary. The 
amount of such excise, considered effective by me, is annas eight 
per gross in the case of the former and in proportion to the amount 
of foreign capital employed in the case of the latter. WithQut 
this the Indians can never hope to hold their own. If no such 
excise is raised, the interest of the Indians, both manufacturers 
and consumers and of revenue, will suffer to the exclusive benefit 
of the foreign capitalists. The question 'is whether we want the 
foreigners to drain our financial resources or whether we want 
the Indians to have a fair chance in the domain of commeroo 
and industries and the foreigners to earn without being able to 
injure their Indian competitors. 

(d) I believe that it will be possible for the industry to flourish without 
'protection after, say, 15 years, since by that time we expect to 
train our labour, to avoid loss due to the present want of expe
rience and insufficient technical knowledge, and to take advan. 
tage of other favourable circumstances. This has been the' case 
everywhere and there is no reason why it would be otherwise in 
India; 

Before suggesting categorically the measures of protection for the develop. 
ment oithe industry, I beg to draw the attention of the Board to the disti'e~s 
prevailing in India due to unemployment. There are countries ",here the 
Government contributes to unemployment insurance. But there are no such 
paternal legislation in this country-the unemployed here are doomed to 
starvation. Some industries therefore ought to be protected in such a way a~ 
will hell' these poor people to make a living without leaving any p03~ihility 
of theee,-their bread-earning work being snatched away from them by for~ign 
capitalists. Match Industry is undoubtedly one of those industries thai. I'a n 
be carried on in one's own home with no difficulty to find market. Its 
adequate protection will go a long way to solve the problem of unemployma'lt. 
It is indeed a matter for regret that owing' mainly to the want of a timely 
protection numerous small cottage concerns in Bengal have already'shut down • 

. Gr~at Britain with all her industrial skill and accumulated experience has 
found it necessary to pass a safeguarding of Industries Act. I leave it to the 
Board to decide how much more need has India of legislation of that kind. 

I beg, finally, to submit that the industry should be given protectkn in 
the following manner:-

I. By retaining the duty on imported matches, spiints and veneers at 
the present scale for about 15 years. 

II. By transferring the above duty from the revenue to that of protec-
tive schedule. . . 

nI. By the imposition of an excise at the rate of annas,eight per gross 
on the products of factories financed wholly by. foreign cap,ital, 
the rate of excise to be charged from factories financed hy ;mixed 

. capita.l being in proportion to the foreign capital employed. 
IV. By taking steps to facilitate extraction and transport of .the required 

species of wood from forests and to replant .it to maintain the 
supply. . . 

V. By reducing the freight 011 the carriage of raw materialll, specially 
wood. charl!ed at Dresent bv Railwav and ~::team"hin (1nmn"n;~" 
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VI. By steps being taken to check profiteering in raw materials. 
vn: By enabling the manufacturers to obtain match-wood from the Gov

ernment reserved forests at reduced royalty rates. 
VIII. By the conservation of the required species of wood and forest areas 

for use of the industry. 

~. C. Roy. Esqr .• Khulna. Bengal. 

Letter, dated 31st December 1926. 

With reference to your Press Communique, dated 29th November 1926, re
garding the protection of match industry, I beg to put in my views on the 
subject as follows: - .. • 

Match industry requires greater protection t.han any other industry in 
J ndia. The three conditions for the protection of any industry laid down in 
paragraph 97 of the Report of the Fiscal Commission of 1921-22 are amply 
fulfilled in case of Match Industry in India as it possesses all natural advan· 
tages for considerable development. . 

1. (a) Wood-the principal raw material for the industry is plentifulIy 
available in this country; with proper facilities by reduction of Railway and 
Steamer freights, it can be made available at all places t.hroughout .the country. 

(b) Coal and petrol for producing the power are abundant here and avail
able at a cheap cost. Electrification schemes taken up in different parts of 
India make electric power available at a cheap cost very soon in the principal 
towns. 

(c) Labour is cheap and sufficient and though unskilled can be easily 
trained in this industry. 

The earning of an Indian individual is the lowest in the world and can 
thus be cheaply engaged in this industry even after training. 

(d) The outturn has a ready home market, lIB it is an every day necessity 
for every household. 

2. But this industry cannot develop at all without the help of protection. 
An attempt was made to manufacture matches first in Bengal s'ome 30 

~ears back. This as well as several others that followed collapsed for (a) want 
of suitable wood being made available and (b) in consequpnce of foreign com-
petition. ." 

At last in the year 1907 a systematic research for suitable wood was made 
in the factory started by the late Sir Rash Behari Ghose. The Government 
Forest Dep~rtment helped this research by sending woods from their different 
forests. After a long experiment. involving considerable expenditure, the 
proper woods for matches were discovered but the factory could not succeed 
by reason of competition with foreign matches under specially favoured cir
cumstances. 

As soon as the higher import duty on matches was imposed the old factories 
&pened their dool's again and several new others came into existence. Sinco 
then the industry has developed to a certain extent, though the progress is 
slow on account of imperfect protection against foreign exploit~rs. . 

To throttle this infant indigenous industry in its own country the 
foreigners started big factories in India with their unlimited resources of skill, 
capital and transport facilities of foreign wood under specially reduced freight 
in their owr. steamers. Moreover, they are putting up unfair combat by 
underselling their products in the markets created or likely to be created by 
indigenous smaller factorios, thus compelling the latter to close down or sell 
~heir assets to these designing people. The Indian manufacturers being 
llpprehensive of their intention made joint representations to the Hon'ble 
Mamber of the Commerce Department sometime ago and are still looking up 
to him for a fair basis of competition. J 
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But for this indigenous design of the foreigners to, evade thll import duty 
~y an indirect method and an' unfair and unequal combat as ,expressed 'in 
underselling their outturn, indigenous match factories with Indian wood would 
'have developed to a fair extent even in this short period. 

(3) There is no doubt that match' industry with proper protection will 
develop' considerably and will eventually be able to face world, competition 
without ~rotection. '. 

The natural advantages as put forth in (1) will ultimately make the indus. 
try very successful and there is every possibility of the products of indigenous 
factories being exported into foreign countries after satisfying the full 

. demand of India. 
Mr. Troupe, the late Forest Economist; rightiy'bbserved that" It is a 

question of time when India will not only manufcature her own requirements 
but will export her matches to other foreign countries." 

Under these circumstances I would s)lggest the following steps both fQr 
protection of this industry as well as for recoupment of the falling revenue 

'of the Government in this connection. 
(1) The custom duty imposed at present on imported .finished matches, 

splints and veneers should be converted into a protective, duty on the' same 
Beale. " 

(2) Protective duty on match logs should be imposed at not less than 
Re. 1-8 per cubic foot, one cubic foot of log being taken as yielding four 

·.grosses or matches. Indian factories working with foreign logs will not suffer, 
'IS the products from such logs usually sell at a higher rate than those from 
local wood. Adoption of this measure will lead to a greater demand for indi
genous wood and will develop another source of income to the Government 
in the bhape of an increase in the forest revenue. 

(3) A suitable excise duty of not less than 12 annas per gross should be 
imposed on the production of factories-three-fourths, of the capital and 
directors whereof are not. Indian, as ~uggested by the minority report of the 
Industrial Commission. ' 

I strongly object to the imposition of any sort of taxation on the indi
genous factories for some time to come, DS this will at once create additional 

. advantages to the foreigners and the Indian factories will be smothered. 
(4) On the other hand, I would suggest adoption of suitable measu'res for 

the transport facilities of Indian match wood throughout the country by 
'securing a suitable reduction of Railway and Steamer freight, to lessen the 
·cost of maJlllfacture on this head, as well as for the sake of forest revenue. 

It will rot be out of place to mention here that the actual faU of revenue 
due to the import duty is not so high as it appears to be. Match manufacture 
in India has increased the iml!ort of chemicals, papers and wood, etc., and 

'bas increased the consumption of wood from Government forests; The in
(.reasd revenue on these heads considered along with its apparent fall on 
.matches would show the figures much less. ., 

The actual fall in revenue wili be further lessened by the' adoption of the 
measure suggested above; which will also protect this indigenous industry at 
its child stage and help it on from its struggling existence to a fully developed 
,adult condition in a short period when it will afford to be free and helpful to 
·the revenU3 itself. . 

Mr. J. B. Williams and other Merchants of Surat. 
o 

·Copy of letter, dated 27th January 1927, fr01ll Mr. J. B. Williams and otherb 
of Surat to the Secretary to Hi, Excellency the Viceroy and Governor 
General ift India. 

We the public \ssociations and merchants request your Ex~eUt!ncy and 
::Your Tariff Board to consider over the match duty agaill as the last copy 
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attached, and reduce the duty in protecting the advantages of the Gover ... 
ment's Customs increase of imports and the European and Foreign trades. 

Oopy 01 encloswre to the above letter. 

We all the public associations and merchants beg to bring to your· 
Excellency's kind attention tho great deeply considering matter that in 
many parts of India and mostly in Bombay and Calcutta there have been 
established many match manufacturing factories on great scale and day by 
da.v illcreasing, and they are selling their matches on great profit and com
peting with those of the foreign made matches and selling the Indian made· 
matches at less rate than the cost of the foreign matches, because the foreign 
matches have to pay heavy customs duties while the Indian factories have 
to pay no heavy duty. Therefore the foreign match factories and Gov
ernment are losing by reducing the import of foreign matches, the Juty 
than before. In competition the Indian match factories are saving the ad
vantage of Government duties ",·hile the Government are in disadvantage
of duty very highly. 

Therefore we request and hope thai: Your Excellency will give your kind 
attention to fix the duty on Indian match factories as much as ruling on. 
foreign match factories in the Government customs, to bring on equal cost 
and to bring the increase in Government duties. . 

Letter from the Ta·riH Board, to Messrs. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha and Messr~, 
Eng Hing Hwat Bros., Rangoon, dated the 25th March 1927. 

I am directed to say that under the orders of the Government of India the 
Tariff Board is holding an enquiry into the question of the grant of prote!> 
tion to the Match-making Industry in India and in this connection requires 
information regarding the price of imported Japanese matches. I am there
fore to ask if you would be kind enough to supply the Board as soon as is· 
convenient to you with a statement giving the annual average prices of' 
imported Japanese matches c-i.f. Rangoon for the years 1912-13, 1913-14 and 
from 1921-22 to 1926-27. 

' . . ' 

Messrs. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Limited, Rangoon. 

Letter dated the 90th March 1927. 
With reference to your letter No. 246, dated the 25th instant, we have· 

the honour to state below the annual average sale prices of imported Japa.
nese matches c.i.f. Rangoon, for the years 1921-22 to 1926-27. The price,' 
for th,e years 1912.-13, 1913-14 are not traceable;-

Rs. A.. P. 

1921-22 86 0 0 

1922-23 66 1 0 

1923-24 . , .. 60 5' 0 

1924-25 49 2 0 

1925-26 4611 0 

1926-27 . 49 15 0 

,The unit of prices is per case of 600 dozen boxes, full size. 
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Messrs. Eng Hing Hwat Bros., Rangoon. 

Letter dated 31st March 1927, from L. Choon. Foung, Esq., Rangoon., to the
TariH Board, C!Jlcutta. 

With reference to 'your letter No. 246, dated the 25th March 1927 and 
addressed to my clients Eng Bing Hwat Bros., I have the honour to reply 
under their instructions as follows:-

Re 1912-13 and 1913-14, iny clients are unable to furnish you with parti
culars as they had not then started their match business. They say that 
Messrs. Chip Hwat of No. 244, Dalhousie Street, Rangoon, may be able to 
enlighten the Board for that period. 

Re 1921-22 to 1923-24, my cljents state that they have already sent their 
account books to Eng Hing Hwat Bros. of Japan at No.2, Strand Road, 
Japan. 

In 1925, annual average price of imported Japanese matches ranged from 
44 to 49 Yens per case for the 1st class matches and from 38 to 40 Yens per 

..tase for the 2nd class. 
In 1926, the price was between 36 and 40 Yens per case for the 1st Class 

and 32 and 36 Yens per case for the' 2nd class. 
In 11127, my clients have so far imported only 1st class matches and the· 

prices r.mge from 26 to 28 Yens per case. 

The Kemmendine Match Company,Limited, Rangoon. 

Letter dated 1st April 1927.' 

In response to your request til receive samples of imported . Swedish 
matches as well as matches manufactured locally by the Burma. Match Com
pany, Limited, we send you herewith the desired samples. You Will notice· 
that most of ,the Swedish matches are of full size, and for your information we 
beg to inform you that we are' at present not importing any other size ~ 
Burma, although we still carry a limited stock of i size. 

Our wholesale price of Swedish matches is at present Rs. 132 for 50 gross, 
Rangoon delivery. The ultimate retail price averages annas 3-6 per packet. 
of 10 boxes. The wholesale price of local matches manufactured from .Aspen 
wood (manufacture of this quality has now .beeu discontinued) is Rs. 90 per 
60 gross; the retail price in Rangoon is two annas 'per packet. The whole-· 
sale price of local matches manufactured from local wood is at present 
Rs. 84 per 50 gross and the retail price is two annas per pack.et. 

Messrs. Hiranand Lekhraj, Karachi. 

Letter dated the 8th December 1927. 

I have been watching and studying the whole proceedings of your Board 
with keen interests and attention, especially the various evidences deposed 
by several witnesses. In addition, I would like to take liberty of expressing' 
a few suggestions which I hope will be received in good faith and bestowed 
due attention. . , 

At the outset, I would state that I quite concur with tbe suggestion, 
already put forth by Bome witnesses, that thE1 import tiuty levied .on foreign· 
matches imported into. India should bEr maintained in absence of which 
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·there is no likeliho~d of Indian industry thriving. But this consideration 
-should not be lost sight of that the Government Revenue should in no way 
-decrease than 1924-25 and, at ~he same time, due protection to be provided 
-for the supply manu~actured mland. The both purposes will be served if 
~he present duty leVIed at the rate of, Re. '1-8 per gross is altered and 
regulated as under:-

Rs: 2 per gross may be. imposed on non~safety matches, the quantity 
()f whICh Importe? at ~resent is not quite ignorable. Raising the duty by 
8 annas per gross on thiS sort of matches would in no way affect the general 
customer, as these matches are not quite in common use except in certain 
places. 

Re. 1-8 per gross may be imposed on the ~th size of safety matches, as 
at present, and Re. 1 only per gross may be imposed on the half size of 
~afety matches the quantity of which is imported practically nothing from 
ioreign countries. Thus not only the deficit that would be effected in the 
Government Revenue QY the last category would be made good by the 
lIurplus made in the first one, but it will increase to great extent. . 

The second point I would like to suggest is that the competition prevailing 
at present between the foreign and the country safety matches should be 
brought under control by introducing system of granting licence for the 

·sale of matches for each principal town, exactly similar to the one followed 
in the Excise Department with regard to liquor shops, etc., that is a 
licence may be sold by public auction and given away to the highest bidder 
for a certain fixed period, say, three years. But in this regard one pre
vision should essentially be laid down that the auction should be restricted 
preferably to those persons only who have absolutely no concern, directly 
or indirectly, with any foreign industry, located in or outside India. 

The Railway freight charged on' Indian wood as well- ItS matches made in 
India is quite abnormal. Therefore, in order to sell the inland matches 
.and Indian wood at a cheaper price, the same should be classified under 
'class 1st of the Railway instead of class 8th as at present. 

I have been dealing in the matches line since last several years, and.in 
my opinion, if the above suggestions are duly weighed an~ put into fo:ce 
'I believe the Indian industry will be amply protected agaInst the foreign 
'ones, and the Government Revenue too will increase a great deal. 

Mr. A. P. Chose, Calcutta. 

Letter No. 60, dated the 16th January 1928, from the Secretary, Tariff Board. 
to Mr. A. P. Gho86, }.f.S.O.I. P., 257, New Park Street, Ballygunge, 

Oalcutta. 
I am directed to ask whether you would find it convenient to give evidence 

'in conneotion with the Tariff Board'8 enquiry into the manufacture of matches, 
more particularly as a cottage industry in Bengal, before· the Board at 11 A.~. 
-on Tuesday, the 14th February, 1928, in the office of the Board at No.1, Council 
House Street, Calcutta. 

Letter dated the 21st Janl/MY 1928, from Mr. A. P. GhoBe to Mr. C. B, B. 
Olee, Secretary, Tariff Board. 

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 60, dated 16th instant and 
in r~ly have to say that a8 I shall be away from Caloutta for a few weeks from 
-the end of this month I am very sorry I shall be unable to give evidence in 
·oonneotion with the match industry enquiry. 
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LIlttll7 No. 90, dated the 23rd January 1998, from the Secretary, Tariff Board, 
tn Mr. A. P. Ghose, M.S.O.I., Ballygunge, Oalcutta. 

I am directed to refer tc;> your letter of the. 21st instant in which you express' 
;your inability to appear before the Board i~ Calcutta, and in reply to say that. 
88 the Board attaches. much importance to your giving evidence it would be 
very glad if you could kindly reconsider your decision and arrange to appear OIl' 
the 14th February next. " 

Letter No. 106, dat~dg7tk January 1998, from the Secretary, Tariff Board, 
to Mr. A. P. Ghose, M.B.O.I., Oalcutta. 

In continuation of this office letter No. 90, dated the 23rd January 1928, I' 
am directed to inform you that the Tariff Board. regreta that owing .to changes 
in ita programme, it has become necessary to ask if you could appear .to give' 
evidence at 11 A.M. on Thursday, the 9th February next, instead of on the 14th 
BS originally arranged. Please intimate if this alteration is co~venient. to you. 

Letter dated the 30th January 1928, from Mr. A. P. GhOS8 to Mr.O. B. B. 
018e, I.O.S., 8.txretary, Tariff Board, Dehra Dun. 

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letters Nos. 90 and 106, dated 23rd and
·27th instant reSpectively. r regret very much that it will not be. convenient', 
to me at all. to give evidence before the 1Joard. 

The Andhra Valley PoweJ:' Supply Co., Ltd.,Bombay. 

u.tteT No. B.A .. 219j27, dated the 7th December 1927. 

. We have perused the brief account that appeared in the .. Times of 
India" of the 26th ultimo, of the evidence tendered by the Thana Match 
Works in favour of protection for the industry. The representative of the 
Match Works is stated to have been precluded from utilising electric drive 
on the ground of high unit rate quoted by this Company. 

As the evidence tendered may lead to the belief that the growth of 
nascent industries like the match work~ is retarded or h~mpered by lack of 
cheap power supply, we desire to convey that we have never been approached' 
by the Thana Works for supply of power. We would also observe t~t the 
energy requirements are so small (the factory being worked in this case by 
Bn oil engine of 22 H. P.) as to preclude us, under the terms of our license, 
from quoting rates and giving the supply direct. It is only in bulk that 
our Company supply power, and our rates are: 

'725 anna per Board of Trade unit for power only. 
'S anna per Board of Trade unit for power and Transformers. 
'9 anna per Board of Trade unit for power, Transformers and 

motors, i.e., complete equipment. 

Where, however, consumer's requirements fall short of 500,000 units a 
year, the consumer has to obtain his power from the retail distributors who, 
in turn get it from us in bulk. The distributing licensees for the Thana. 
area are--

Messrs: P. Patel and Company, 
Electrical Engineers and Contractors, 

Abba Buildings, Camac Road, 

Dhobitalao, Bombay 
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A representative of our Company took the opportunity of interviewing 
the Manager of the Match Factory at Thana with regard to the alleged 
.application to us for power. No application could be found on their record 
in spite of a search, and we are told that it may have been destroyed. As 
already stated, we have no record of having received such an application in 
ihis office. ' 

Mr. I. Kodama, Osaka, Japan . 

. Letter Itom Mr. H. Tsuda; Manager, Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Ltd., Kobe, to 
Mr. 1. Kodama, Osaka, dated the 25th February 1928. 

With reference to your enquiry regarding an enquiry into lIatch Factories 
in Japan, I beg to enclose herein a Statement concerning the Match Industry 
'in Japan, after having made possible investigations. 

Further, for your reference, I have the pleasure to give you a short history 
as to how Swedish Match Co., have extended their capitalization upon Japa
nese Match Industry. 

In 1924, they have purchased Nippon Match Co., Ltd. (amount of capital 
Yen 1,000,00(}-output 90,000 cases). 

In 1925, they have associated with "Koekisha" (Mr. Inoue's private 
enterprise, annual output 35,000 cases) alternating their organization into a 
limited company of Yen 800,000 (fully paid up), keeping half share each. 

Again in the same year, they associated 'with" Kobayashi Match Manu
facturer "-(Mr. Kobayashi's private. enterprise, annual output 15,000 cases) 
,alternating into a limited company of Yen 750,000 (fully paid up) with half 
share. 

In 1927, they have amalgamated the aforesaid three companies 'and Toyo 
Match Co.; Ltd. (capital Yen 2,800,000-annual output 170,000 cases), and 
established a new" Daido Match Co., Ltd.," with the capital of Yen 6,000,QOO 
(fully paid up). - .• 

In 1927-28, they have established a new Firm" Asahi Match Co., Ltd . .", 
-amount of capital Yen 1,000,000 (paid up) investing 90 per cent. of the total 
capital by purchasing Aboshi Match Co., Ltd. (capital Yen 50,OO(}-output 
20,000 cases), Isayama Match Factory (Mr. Isayama's private enterprise, out
put 20,000 cases) and three other small factories. 

As to the natural r~sult of the above, they are now enjoying 80 per cent. 
of the total output of Japanese Mat-ch Industry and further they, for the 
purpose of securing whole control of Japanese Match Industry, are earnestly 
trying to approach the remaining factory-owners in Japan. 



MateA Manu/adure in Japa,n. 
U nit-ease containing GOO duz • . • . Associated with Swedish Match 

No. of Output per 
Compauy. 

Name of manufacturer •. Situated at factol'ies. annum. Amount of capital. 
Case, Yen. Yes or Amount of invest-

No. ment. 

Daido Match Company, Limited Kohe. 15 310,000 6,0110,000 (Paid up) About Yes About 3,000,000 (Capi-
4,000,000 mebenture.) tal) 4,000,000 (Ue-

bentuTe). 
Asahi Match Company, Limited Hyogo Prefecture 11 85,000 1,000,000 (Paid up) .. 900,000 (Capital) . 

Fuuai Match Works .. .. 1 16,000 Unkuown No 

Chosen Match Works Korea 1 12,000 500,000 (200,000 Paid up) .. 
Shidzuoka Match Works 8hidzuoka Prefecture 2 12,000 400,000 (280,000 Paid up) .. 
Otani Matoh Works Hyogo Prefecture 1 11,000 Unknown " 
Shoyei Matoh Works Kobe 1 10,000 

" 
.. 

Matsutani Match Works Hyogo Prefecture 1 8,000 .. ., 

Ta.k ... hima. Match Works .. .. 1 5,000 
" .. 

Shimotsu Matoh Works Kagawa Prefecture 1 5,000 
" " 

; 

S .. nyo Ma.tch Works Hiroshima Prefecture. 1 5,000 
" 

.. 
Chugai Matoh Works Okayama Prefecture 1 3,000 

" 
.. 

Kwansai Match Works " " 1 3,000 .. " 
Iwasaki Match Works Hyogo Prefecture I 2,000 

" " 
Takao Match Work. .,. .. I 1,000 . , . " 
Takashima Ma.tch Works Kobe I 1,000 .. " 
Others . Byog 0, Aichi, Tokyo 80-40 11,000 

" " '. Prcfectures, etc. ._----
Total 500,000 cases. 
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